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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigates the history of Chinese DE [t!] constructions in light
of the typology of secondary predication. A secondary predicate, such as hot in He drank
the tea hot, is a predicate that provides subsidiary information to a substructure (the
participant tea) of the more salient primary event (drank). Mandarin DE features in two
strategies: (i) a DE-marked primary event elaborated by a predicate following it, and (ii) a
DE-marked

secondary predicate preposed to the primary predicate. Focusing on Late

Medieval Chinese (7th to mid-13th c.), the study examines the evolution of the DE-marked
strategies from three distinctive constructions: resultative [V DE1 VP] by DE1 (
nominal modification by DE2 (

/ ), and secondary predication by DE3 (

),

).

The first theme concerns the interactions between DE2-marked nominalization and
DE3-marked

secondary predicate constructions. Results show that DE2 and DE3 developed

v

from opposite poles of the attribution vs. predication continuum, overlapping in
categories intermediate between prototypical restrictive modification and secondary
predication. Their distinctive information-packaging functions are consistently mapped to
different construals of a property’s time-stability, which are reflected in their
collocational preferences.
The second theme of the study deals with the merger of DE1 and DE2
constructions and the creation of the [V DE Pred] topic-comment schema, where [V DE]
represents an event as the topic, and Pred makes an assertion about a substructure of V.
The discussion focuses on the structural and semantic changes of the [V DE1 VP]
construction that facilitate its alignment with the DE2-marked topic-comment
construction.
The development of DE constructions mirrors semantic shifts between temporally
anterior vs. simultaneous relations and conceptual fluidity between event- vs. participantorientation, parameters that feature in the encoding of secondary predication
crosslinguistically (Verkerk 2009, Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt 2005, van der
Auwera and Malchukov 2005, Loeb-Diehl 2005). The findings also suggest a
reevaluation of the typology. Notably, semantic orientation is not crucial to whether a
semantic relation is encoded by a DE construction, or which DE construction is selected.
Instead, it is information-packaging functions, construals of time-stability, and iconic
principles that play a dominant role.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This is a diachronic study of the constructionalization of Mandarin DE
(pronounced as [t!]) in the conceptual domain of secondary predication. The particle DE
in Mandarin is highly generalized and has a puzzlingly wide range of functions (see §1.5),
two of which are illustrated in (1)-(2):
(1) tā rèrè
de
hē
le
3S hot.REDU
DE
drink PFV
‘He drank a cup of tea hot.’

yì
one

(2) yéyé
zǒu
de
hěn
grandfather
walk DE
very
‘Grandfather walks (very) slowly.’

màn
slow

bēi
CL

chá
tea

Examples (1) and (2) both involve strategies where the predicate of the sentence
consists of two predicative elements, which encode two subevents. (1) and (2) express
situation types commonly investigated under the domain of secondary predication. A
secondary predicate is a predicative expression that functions as a secondary part of a
complex predicate. Semantically speaking, the predicate that introduces the more salient
event is the primary predicate, and the predicate that encodes subsidiary information is
the secondary predicate. Notice that DE appears after the secondary predicate in (1), and
the primary predicate in (2).
1.2 Secondary predication
Three broad types of semantic categories are frequently encoded as secondary
predicates across languages (van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005; Himmelmann and
Schultze-Berndt 2005; Loeb-Diehl 2005; Verkerk 2009). The three conceptual categories
1

are defined and illustrated, with the primary event underlined and the secondary event
boldfaced, in (3). The English translations of (1) and (2) are repeated below in (3a) and
(3b), which correspond to their respective semantic types.
(3) a. depictive: simultaneous, participant-oriented, property
The cat ate the grasshopper alive.
He drank a cup of tea hot.
b. manner: simultaneous, event-oriented, property
Jerry left the café angrily.
Grandpa walks slowly.
c. resultative: subsequent, participant-oriented, property
We painted the door red.
They shouted themselves hoarse.
The semantic categories are defined based on (i) the temporal relation that holds between
the secondary and the main events, which can be anterior, simultaneous, or subsequent,
and (ii) the semantic orientation of the secondary predicate, whether the secondary event
is conceptualized as a property of a participant or an event. The semantic type of the
secondary predicate is typically a stative property, as shown in (4), but may also be other
semantic types, depending on the collocational restrictions of a language.
A depictive secondary predicate describes a state that holds true for one of the
participants within the time frame of the event expressed by the main predicate (SchultzeBerndt and Himmelmann 2004), such as alive and hot in (3a). A manner predication
expresses a property of the event denoted by the primary predicate, e.g. angrily and
slowly in (3b). A manner expression is simultaneous with the primary event by definition,
just like a depictive secondary predicate. A manner expression, however, is oriented
towards the event, unlike a depictive, which is participant-oriented.
A resultative expresses a resulting state from the state of affairs encoded by the
main predicate, and is by definition subsequent to the main event (Himmelmann and
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Schultze-Berndt 2005:4), e.g. red in (4c). A resultative also describes a state that pertains
to a participant, and is thus participant-oriented. Resultative and depictive secondary
predicates therefore share the feature of participant-orientation, but are distinguished
based on temporal subsequence vs. simultaneity. The definitions also suggest that
resultatives differ from manner expressions by both semantic orientation and temporal
relation.
These semantic categories show clear semantic and functional overlaps, which are
reflected synchronically by the fact that these semantic notions can share similar
morphosyntactic coding in some languages, and diachronically by the frequent
developmental link attested among them. A construction originally dedicated to one
semantic relation can be extended to include situation types that deviate from its
prototype.
1.2.1 Participant-orientation vs. event-orientation
As illustrated by (3) above, depictives and manner predications can be
distinguished by semantic orientation. The semantic distinction is reflected in
grammatical encoding in some languages. In languages with morphosyntactic structures
dedicated for expressing depictive notions (a Depictive construction), the Depictive
expression is obligatorily controlled by an argument, illustrated from Russian in (3)
(Nichols 1978:115) and Martuthunira in (4) (Dench 1995:182; both examples cited in
Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004:63-64):
(4) Russian (Slavic, Indo-European)
on vypil
čaj
xolodnym
3S drink:PST.3S tea
cold.M.S.INST
‘He drank the tea cold.’

3

(5) Martuthunira (Pama-Nyungan, Austalian)
nhula
miyu mungka-rnuru
wajupi-i
near.you
cat eat-PRS
grasshopper-ACC
‘That cat eats grasshoppers alive.’

wanka-a=l
alive-ACC=then

The participant-oriented depictive expressions in (4) and (5) are grammatically encoded
by indexation (agreement with its controller), i.e. the Masculine singular marking in
Russian and the Accusative in Martuthunira. A morphosyntactically and semantically
prototypical depictive is defined as an ‘obligatorily controlled’ secondary predicate
denoting a state that ‘holds within the time frame of the eventuality of the main predicate’
(Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004:77).
Languages may also resort to a grammaticalized marker dedicated for manner
encoding, often marked ADV in the source grammars. One of the commonly known ADVmarker is the English suffix -ly.
(6) She dances graceful-ly.
The grammaticalized ADV-markers may be historically linked to various other strategies.
English -ly is generally agreed to have originated from the -lice, like from the noun lic
‘appearance, form, body.’ The Romance adverbial marker -mente/-ment developed from
a Latin construction meaning ‘in a so-and-so mood’, which consists of the noun mens
‘mind’ and a qualifying adjective, both in ablative case. The meaning ‘in a so-and-so
manner’ developed later in the Romance languages (Loeb-Diehl 2005:207).
(7) Italian (Brinker 1997:111, cited in Loeb-Diehl 2005: 207)
il
professore
spiega
tutto
the
teacher
explain.3S.PRS
everything
‘The teacher explains everything clearly.’
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chiara-mente
clear-ADV

The historical sources of English and Romance adverbializers also indicate the semantic
association between event- and participant-orientation, since they originally derived from
descriptions of a participant’s appearance/body and mood/mind.
Though properties that are applicable to events can prototypically be subsumed
under “manner”, the category seems to have a fuzzy boundary and is often subject to the
construal of the individual researcher. Himmemlmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005:6)
discuss the difficulty in delimiting “manner”, noting that the term “manner adverbial”
may be used in its broad descriptive sense of “an item which usually or potentially
conveys something about the manner of which an action is performed,” as well as in the
narrow sense of “an item which actually conveys the manner in which an action is
performed.” Taking a broad definition, the term “manner” can be applied to a wider range
of semantic concepts, e.g. expressions denoting degree, as in He suffered greatly (see also
Loeb-Diehl 2005:5).
The semantic overlaps between manner predications and depictives can be
demonstrated by the so-called “oriented manner adverbs.” Following Geuder’s (2002:2935) discussion of manner adverb functions, Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005)
argue that at least two types of English “manner Adverbs” (transparent and agentive in
Geuder’s terms) are partially participant-oriented, despite being marked by the -ly suffix,
which is generally regarded as designating properties of events. The contrast in
orientation is illustrated by (7a-d) (adapted from Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt
2005: 6, originally from Geuder 2002:29-35):
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(8) a. John shouted at them angrily.
b. John answered the question stupidly.
c. John angrily left the party.
d. John stupidly answered the question.

(pure manner)
(pure manner)
(transparent)
(agentive)

Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005) argue that the adverbs angrily in (8a)
and stupidly in (8b), Geuder’s pure manner adverbs, convey purely event-oriented
information in that they describe only the way in which the action is performed. (8a) and
(8b) therefore indicate that John shouted in an angry manner, and answered the question
in a stupid manner, respectively.
More difficult to distinguish from depictives is the transparent adverb angrily in
(8c), which also denotes the emotional state of John while leaving the party. Transparent
adverbs share both participant-orientation and temporal simultaneity with semantic
depictives (e.g. John left the party angry), since angry in the depictive construction also
entails that the two states of affairs, leaving the party and being angry, overlap in time.
Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005) argue that the major semantic difference
between depictives and transparent adverbs pertains to the relation established between
the state of affairs denoted by the main predicate and the condition denoted by the
participant-oriented adjunct. While a depictive entails a mere temporal overlap between
main predicate and the state denoted by the adjunct, a transparent adverb establishes
a semantic link (often causal or motivational) between the main predicate and the state
denoted by the adjunct. The semantic difference is minute, and distinction is not always
easy to discern, even for native speakers. The close semantic association between the two
constructions can be illustrated by German traurig in (9a) and (9b), which are, as
Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005:11) argue, vague rather than ambiguous to
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German speakers with respect to a depictive or an adverbial (pure manner or transparent)
interpretation:
(9) German (Geuder 2002:192, cited in Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt 2005:11)
a. daβ
Hans den
Raum traurig
verlieβ
that
John the
room sad
left
[with the major accent on traurig]
‘...that John left the room sad’
b. daβ
Hans traurig
den
that John sad
the
‘...that John left the room sadly’

Raum verlieβ
room left

Another type of participant-oriented manner adverb is illustrated by the agentive
reading of stupidly in (8d), which is partially participant-oriented because it ascribes the
speaker’s judgment to the agent based on the event which it performs – the speaker
deemed it stupid for John to answer the question. The reader may also observe that (8d) is
also ambiguous with respect to an agentive (i.e. factual) and a transparent interpretation.
In other words, stupidly in (8d) can be ascribed to either the fact that John answered the
question, or the manner in which the event was carried out, i.e., the way in which John
answered the question. Notably, the alternation is only possible for evaluative adverbs or
predicates (William Croft, p.c.), suggesting a close correlation between the semantics of
the property and the potential for a specific manner interpretation.
Geuder (2002:34) argues that certain types of manner readings can only be
derived from specific types of properties – the agentive vs. transparent ambiguity, for
example, is only possible for human dispositions (e.g. stupid, intelligent, careless,
clumsy, etc., which are essentially also value-denoting properties), while the pure manner
vs. transparent ambiguity is only possible for psychological-emotional states (angry, sad,
happy, glad, proud, nervous and others). The observation also indicates that the semantic
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orientation of an expression is correlated with, and partly determined by the nature of the
predicate property.
A number of semantic sub-classifications of properties that can be ascribed to
objects (i.e. prototypical adjectives) have been proposed in the literature, e.g. Dixon
(1977, 1982, 2004), Pustet (1989), and Stassen (1997). Regardless of which type of
subclassification one adopts, the range of properties that can be predicated of events
appears to differ from the range of those that can be ascribed to objects. A brief
classification is provided (modified from Loeb-Diehl 2005:5) in (10) below:
(10)
(a) Not applicable to events: age (old, young), color (green, white), material
(wooden, plastic), gender/nationality (female, Canadian).
(b) Applicable to events only in a metaphorical sense: form (round), dimension
(high), physical (cold, sweet, soft)
(c) Applicable to both events and objects (as long as the events have agents): human
propensity (sad, happy, angry), value (good, bad, fortunate, beautiful), speed
(slow, fast)
Aside from the properties in (10a), which are not applicable to events because of their
ontological nature, for other properties, the ambiguity between event- and participantorientation can be partly explained by metonymic shift from one to another, since it is
hard to conceptualize an event without simultaneously making reference to its
participants. It is hard to conceptualize the speed of running, for example, without
construing the person/entity performing the running activity. This also explains why for
some researchers, e.g., Dixon (1982), event-property predicates can be considered as a
subset of object-property predicates.
Such semantic adjacency between prototypical depictives and manner predications
accounts for the fact that there is variation regarding the formal coding of participant- and
event-orientation (or Depictive vs. Adverbial marking) both language-internally and
8

crosslinguistically. Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann (2004), based on agreement in a
small number of Australian languages, propose an implicational hierarchy for participantoriented (Depictive) and event-oriented (Adverbial) coding, arguing that the two compete
for the same semantic space extending from prototypical participant-oriented to
prototypical event-oriented expressions. Some semantic categories discussed in SchultzeBerndt and Himmelmann (2004) are briefly defined as follows, in the order of their
likelihood to receive participant-oriented coding cross-linguistically:
(11)
a. Condition or state refers to the physical or psychological condition or state of a
participant that holds within the time frame of the main event, as in The cat ate the
grasshopper alive.
b. Quantity refers to predicate numerals or quantifiers describing the quantity of
participants involved in an event, as in Mark ate the cake alone.
c. Concomitance refers to an entity that accompanies a participant of the main event,
as in They brought in the prisoner with his accomplice.
d. Comparison refers to similative expressions such as He eats his food like a horse.
Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann’s (2004:120) hierarchy of Depictive
and Adverbial constructions is shown in Table 1.1:
Table 1.1 A hierarchy of depictive and adverbial constructions (Schultze-Berndt
and Himmelmann 2004:120)
Morphosyntactic
level
Semantic
level

General adjunct construction
DEPICTIVE
construction
participant-oriented
expression
Condition or
State

ADVERBIAL
construction
event-oriented
expression

Quantity Concomitance

Comparison Manner

Location

Time

A language may have a general adjunct construction that spans the whole range of
semantic expressions, or it may not formally distinguish semantic depictives from certain
adverbials (i.e. simultaneous, event-oriented properties), as the Dutch example in (12),
and Mandarin example in (13), where the DE-marked phrase can convey both participantoriented and event-oriented information.
9

(12)

Dutch (van der Auwera 2005:411)
Georges
heft
het
feestje woedend
verlaten
George
has
the
party angry/angrily left
‘George left the party angry/angrily.

(13)

Mandarin (example mine)
tā
nánguò-de
húijiā
le
3S
sad-DE
go.home
PFV
‘S/he returned home sad/sadly.’
(Note: an alternative resultative reading is also available)
A language may have a single strategy for simultaneity, a semantic category

subsuming both manner and depictive elements. Simultaneity refers to an action (not a
property) that takes place at the same time with another event, which can be properly
defined as explained by the following Tamil examples:
(14) Tamil (Lehmann 1993: 273-4, cited in van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005:440)
(a) Kumaar tan
pana-tt-ait
tinam kuti-ttu
paazaakku-kir-aan
Kumar he:OBL money-OBL-ACC daily drink- ADV.PTCP waste-PRS-3S.M
‘Kumar wastes his money [by] drinking daily.’
(b) Kumaar oot-i
va-nt-aan.
Kumar run-ADV.PTCP come-PST-3S.M
‘Kumar came running.’
In (14a), Kumar is not merely depicted as being an alcoholic; the drinking problem
describes the manner in which Kumar wastes his money. In (15b), the running action can
be conceptualized as an event taking place while Kumar came, or the manner in which
Kumar approached.
In languages where there are distinctive morphosyntactic markings for
participant- and event- orientation, there may be different cut-off points between the two
construction types, represented by the dotted lines in Table 1.1. Depictive marking (the
marking of participant-orientation, mainly manifested in indexation with a controller) is
not restricted to prototypical depictive notions, but can be associated with a wide
semantic range of adjuncts. Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005) argue that the links
10

between the semantic domains represent plausible paths of context expansion from
prototypical Depictive marking to prototypical Adverbial marking, and vice versa. In the
most extreme cases, Depictive constructions may be extended to semantic notions
commonly analyzed as event-oriented, as in (15), and vice versa for Adverbial marking.
(15) Warlpiri (Pama-Nyungan, Australian)
jalangu-rlu ka-lu-jana
puluku turnu-mani
yapa-ngku
today-ERG
NPST-3P.SBJ-3P.OBJ bullock muster-CAUS.NPST
man-ERG
‘The people are mustering the cattle today.’ (Hale 1982:281, cited in Schultze-Berndt
and Himmelmann 2004:118)
Forms expressing semantic notions closer to the depictive content (on the left side of the
continuum) can be extended to include more adverbial-like expressions on the right side
of the hierarchy, resulting in reanalysis and semantic shift (Schultze-Berndt and
Himmelmann 2004:122). The conceptual space in Table 1.1 is further elaborated in
Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005).
1.2.2 Temporal relation: Simultaneous vs. subsequent
Prototypical depictives and resultatives share the nature of participant-orientation,
i.e., the state encoded by the secondary predicate is ascribed to one of the participants of
the main event (the controller). The two types of semantic notions appear to share the
same structure in some languages, as shown in the German sentences and their English
translations in (16a)-(16b) below (Zhang 2001:199).
(16) (a) resultative
Frank hat
den
Tisch sauber gewischt.
Frank has
the
table clean wiped
‘Frank wiped the table clean.
(b) depictive
Frank hat
das
Fleich roh
Frank has
the
meat raw
‘Frank cut the meat raw.’

geschinitten.
cut
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In Mandarin Chinese, resultative notions also share the same structure with a subset
of depictive notions, as illustrated by the DE-marked expressions in (17a)-(17b).
(17) (a) resultative
tā
zǒu-de
hěn
lèi
3S
walk-DE
very tired
‘S/he walked (and as a result became) tired.’
(b) depictive
wǒmen
jiā
chī-de xián
1P
home eat-DE salty
‘Our family eats (our food) salty.’
The line between depictive and resultative interpretations can be blurred when the
resultative construction is extended to include situations where a subsequent state can be
construed as simultaneous as well, and thus conceptually no longer a real “resulting state”
of the previous event. In addition, if the predicative property allows for either an eventoriented or a participant-oriented interpretation, the expression can also be
conceptualized as a manner predication. Such ambiguous cases can be found in Mandarin
with the DE construction with evaluative expressions or mental states as the secondary
predicate.
(18)
tā chī-de
nàme kāixīn
3S eat-DE
such
happy
‘S/he is eating so happily. / S/he is eating so happy.’
(S/he is so happy as a result of eating.)
(19)
wǒmen
zhù-de
hěn
shūfú
1S
live-DE
very comfortable
‘We live (feeling) comfortable. / We live comfortably.’
(We live and (as a result) are comfortable.)’
While a distinction can theoretically be drawn, in reality, (18) and (19) seem to be vague
with respect to a depictive, a manner, and a resultative reading – the means, ‘eat’/‘live’, is
simultaneous with, but causes the event ‘happy’/‘comfortable’. The interpretational
12

ambiguity is rendered by the various ways the speaker/hearer can construe the temporal
and factual relations between the two predicates.
1.2.3 Manner and result
The semantic definitions show that resulatives are distinguished from manner
both in terms of temporal relations and semantic orientation. However, there is evidence
to show that the expression of manner may be diachronically linked to sequential
constructions. Verkerk (2009), for instance, observes that in Jabem, an Oceanic language
spoken in Huon Gulf, manner predication, as in (20a), and resultative, as in (20b), are
both marked by -tu ‘become’, which clearly originates from sequential relations.
(20)
(a)
(b)

Jabem (cited in Verkerk 2009:39)
A-sôm
biŋ
ê-tu
malô
2S.IRR-speak word 3S.IRR-become
calm
‘Speak calmly’
(Dempwolff (2005:89)
Go/jo
gamên kê-tu
selec
2S.REAL-plucked
place 3S.REAL-become
clean
‘You weeded the place clean.’ (Dempwolff 2005:62)
Loeb-Diehl (2005) also notes that a number of manner constructions are marked

by a causative form, as shown in the examples from Oromo and Jacaltec in (21)-(22).
(21)

Oromo (Hodson and Walker 1922:99, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:69)
ini
jab-eis-ei
hójètei
3S.M be_strong-CAU-3S.M.AOR
work.3S.M.AOR
‘He worked hard.’

(22)

Jacaltec (Craig 1988:334, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:69)
c’ul
ma-y-u
ha-can̈ alwi
well
ASP-3S.ERG-do 2S.ERG-dance
‘You danced well.’

The examples literally translate to ‘he works; he causes it to be hard’ and ‘your dancing
makes (it) good’ (translations from Croft in preparation). The examples indicate a
possible diachronic link between manner and causation, which is also closely associated
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with resultative. Note that there is subsequent case marking on the Oromo example as
well.
1.2.4 Depictive, predicative, and attributive
A depictive is an intermediate category between attributive modification and
primary (property) predication. Though functionally distinct from a modifier, depictives
are conceptually associated with attributives because both are ascribed to a participant. In
addition, van der Auwera and Malchukov (2005:404) distinguish between restrictive
modification and non-restrictive (what they call appositive) modification.
(23)

The angry young men left the party.
In restrictive modification, the attribute helps to establish or delimit the identity of

a referent. Angry in (23) is restrictive, for example, in the context where there are two
groups of young men, some angry and some not, and the speaker wishes to specify that it
is the angry ones that he is referring to. In non-restrictive modification, the attributive
merely provides additional information without further restricting the identity of a
referent. A non-restrictive reading of angry applies if there is only one group of young
men, and the angry young men refers to the same referent, whether the additional
attribute of being angry is provided or not.
Van der Auwera and Malchukov suggest that a depictive is closely associated
with a non-restrictive modifier, as illustrated by examples from English and German (van
der Auwera and Malchukov 2005: 405).
(24)

My father, angry as always, left the party.

(25)

Die
Schwaben,
froh wie
immer, sind langsam
the
Swabians
happy as
always are
slowly
‘The Swabians, happy as always, slowly went away.’
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weggegangen
gone.away.

Van der Auwera and Malchukov propose that angry as always in (24) can be interpreted
as a depictive secondary predicate, with left the party as the primary predication.
Alternatively, angry as always can be taken as a non-restrictive modifier to my father,
and in which case still belongs to the domain of reference. In German, both a depictive
and a postposed non-restrictive modifier are not marked for agreement indexation,
distinct from restrictive modifiers. The ambiguity between a depictive and a nonrestrictive is probably conditioned by the regular word order of a language. The postnominal position is a regular position for a predicative in English, and adjacency to the
noun brings about the ambiguity in attributive interpretation.
The encoding of depictive secondary predicates may also pair with primary
predication. A depictive may share an encoding strategy with property predication.
(26)
(a)
(b)
(c)

German (van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005:403)
Dei
Schwaben
sind froh.
the
Swabians
are
glad
‘The Swabians are glad.’
Sie
sind froh weggegangen.
They are
gladly gone.away
‘They gladly went away.’
Die
froh-en
Schwaben…
The glad-P
Swabians
‘The happy Swabians...’

German predicative properties and depictives shown in (26a-b) are both not marked by
indexation, as opposed to the (pre-nominal) attributive modifier in (26c). Observe that the
German pre-nominal modifier in (26c), although non-restrictive, contrasts with the postnominal non-restrictive in that the former is marked by agreement. This indicates that the
position of the property expression may also correlates with whether it pairs with
predication or attribution in terms of grammatical encoding.
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Finally, the encoding of a depictive may also share features with both the
encoding strategy of attributives or predicative properties. Mangarayi has a ‘descriptive
temporal clause’ (Merlan 1892:21) construction dedicated for depictive secondary
predicates. The depictive element is encoded as a clause with its subject indicated by
agreement.
(27)
a.
b.

Mangarayi (Merlan 1982:21, cited in van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005:402)
Wula-jiray
na-jijga-wa.
3P>3S-eat:PST M.NOM-small-DET
‘They ate it (the fish) (when he was) small.’
Buyʔ ŋiyan-wu-ni
ŋa-jijga-wa.
teach 3S>1P.EXCL-AUX-PST 1SG-small-DET
‘He taught us [when I was] small.’

The encoding of the descriptive clause in Mangarayi aligns partly with property
predication in showing either nouny (having features of nominal predication) or verby
(having features of action predication) characteristics (Stassen 1997, Loeb-Diehl 2005,
see discussion in §8.3). When the subject of the depictive clause is third person, the
property retains nominal features such as number, gender, and case. When the subject is
first or second person, the property follows the pattern of action predication and shows
person and number agreement. The depictive clause, however, also retains features of an
attributive in that they are marked by an article-like suffix, -wa, which also marks nonrestrictive and free adjectives, as in na-jijga-wa ‘a small one’. The strategy for depictive
in Mangarayi, as van der Auwera and Malchukov argue, is in fact a mixture of both
predicative and attributive strategies. This further supports the intermediate status of
depictives between predicatives and attributives.
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1.2.5 Secondary predicates and predicative complements
It is sometimes difficult to distinguish depictives from predicative complements,
such as laugh in I heard him laugh. Semantically, both predicative complements and
depictives express partially independent predications about one participant of the main
predicate; syntactically, the distinction between a secondary predicate and a predicative
complement construction is made based on whether the predicative expression serves as
an argument of the main predicate, i.e. is obligatory (Himmelmann and Shultze-Berndt
2005:24).
For some authors (e.g. Halliday 1967, Nichols 1978, Napoli 1989) the notion of
(depictive) secondary predicate also includes constructions where the second predicative
element is not an adjunct but a complement, i.e. where it is in some sense selected by the
main predicate, and is therefore obligatory. Timberlake’s (1986) discussion of Russian
“predicate complements”, on the other hand, clearly includes prototypical depictive
notions:
(28) Russian (Timberlake 1986: 137)
(a) On
priexal
veselyj/veselym
he
arrived
happy.NOM/INST
‘He arrived happy.’
(b) Ona
vernulas'
sosredotočennaja/sosredotočennoj
she
returned
engrossed.NOM/INST
‘She returned engrossed.’
In the same vein, Chinese ‘verb complement’ constructions introduced by DE
(shown in (28), also see §1.5 for more detail) are syntactically obligatory only in the
sense that a DE-marked verb in Mandarin cannot stand by itself to express an independent
predication, but must be accompanied by an additional predicative expression.
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Semantically, however, the relationship between the “complement” and the “main
predicate” often corresponds to a secondary predicate.
(29)
(a)
(b)
(c)

tā
chī
de
hěn
kāixīn
3S
eat
DE
very happy
‘S/he eats happi(ly).’
tā
chī
3S
eat
‘S/he eats.’
* tā chī
de
[unacceptable as a regular predicate]
Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann (2004, Himmelmann and Scultze-Berndt

2005) limit their typology of Depictive constructions to predicative adjuncts, i.e.
predicative expressions that are semantically and syntactically non-obligatory.
Syntactically speaking, the additional predicate is considered a predicative complement
when it appears as an argument of the main predicate, and will be excluded from the
discussion of secondary predicates. Some examples cited as predicative complements are
provided in (30) (30 a-b from Nichols 1978:114, cited in Himmelmann and SchultzeBerndt 2005:24, 30c-d from Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004:65):
(30) Predicative complements:
(a) They elected him president.
(b) Rocks serve them as support.
(c) Louisa seemed tired.
(d) Louisa considers Silvia intelligent.

[Object-oriented, object concept]
[Subject-oriented, object concept]
[Subject-oriented, property concept]
[Object-oriented, property concept]

The semantic nature of predicative complements may differ. (30a) and (30b) refer to
object concepts, for instance, while (30c) and (30d) are expressions of properties. All
predicative complements in (30) are participant-oriented – (30a) and (30d) are oriented
towards the syntactic object, and (30b) and (30c) are oriented towards the syntactic
Subject. The distinction necessarily calls for a differentiation between argument vs.
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adjunct status, commonly made both on syntactic and semantic grounds (cf. Matthews
1981, Langacker 1987, Croft 2001, Dowty 2003). Intuitively, arguments are syntactically
and semantically required in some sense, while adjuncts are not.
The adjunct vs. argument distinction is often made based on the syntactic criterion
of obligatoriness, which specifies that arguments cannot be omitted without rendering the
remaining string ungrammatical. For instance, the depictive expression raw can be
omitted from (31a) without creating ungrammaticality, while tired in (31b) is required for
the grammaticality of the sentence:
(31)

(a) He ate the fish (raw)ADJUNCT.
(b) Louisa seemed *(tired) COMPLEMENT.

Under the criterion of syntactic obligatoriness, (31a) is a secondary predicate
construction, while (31b) is a predicative complement construction. Syntax-based criteria
for argument-adjunct distinction are problematic for the current study, whose focus is to
examine the historical development of DE in conceptually related domains. The
argument-adjunct distinction based on syntactic obligatoriness, being constructionspecific and language-specific, is necessarily subject to much variation both language
internally and crosslinguistically.
The second syntactic parameter is latency, which is the requirement for a definite
interpretation of a dependent if that dependent is left syntactically unexpressed, i.e., an
absent element may not simply be optional, but is elliptical (Matthews 1981, cited in
Croft 2001). Croft discusses latency and obligatoriness jointly in terms of instantiation,
based on Fillmore (1986) and Fillmore and Kay (1993). According to Croft (2001),
instantiation is an idiosyncratic conventional property associated with constructions, not
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individual words or expressions. Croft argues that syntactically, a unit with free null
instantiation (FNI, i.e., the identity of the referent freely construed by the hearer) is an
adjunct, while a unit that requires definite null instantiation (DNI, with definite
interpretation in null instantiation) is an argument in a syntactic sense. The role
expression president in (30a), for instance, may be left out syntactically in English, but is
considered a complement based on the parameter of latency. The pragmatic statuses are
difficult to determine for generic objects, properties, or actions functioning as secondary
predicates, making tests based on instantiation difficult if not impossible.
Many authors (Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004, Himmelmann and
Schultze-Berndt 2005, Simpson 2005, van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005), though, do
not explicitly differentiate between syntactic vs. semantic criteria, but resort to semantic
criteria, such as stronger vs. weaker selectional constraints, to distinguish arguments from
adjuncts. What is considered a secondary predicate or a predicative complement, then,
depends on whether selectional restrictions between the main predicate and its (semantic)
complements are formally manifested in a given language.
1.2.5.1 Collocational constraints
Croft (2001) argues that argument-adjunct distinction behaves differently for form
and meaning. Semantically, the distinction is gradient, determined by the semantics of the
individual words or phrases that enter into the semantic relation. The first criterion for
semantic obligatoriness is collocational relations. Collocational or selectional constraints
appear to be a matter of degree instead of all-or-none, rendering a strict adjunct-argument
dichotomy improbable. For instance, the general belief that depictives are always
optional, and therefore adjuncts rather than complements, runs into problems when one
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examines the distribution of depictives in English and other languages. Despite the oftassumed adjunct status of English depictives, there seems to be strict constraints with
respect to the semantic and aspectual classes of depictives and the collocating main
predicate. In terms of the main predicate, Rapoport (1993:178) suggests that English
depictive secondary predicate constructions are restricted to verbs that cause a change in
the state or location of their objects. Nichols (1981) finds similar constraints on Russian
bound co-predicates (including depictives), which allow only verbs of motion or position,
verbs of existence, state, change of state, verbs of perception, and verbs of remembering.
The constraints largely match those for the main predicate of English depictives, though
the second predicative element is often taken as a complement rather than an adjunct for
verbs of perception and cognition. Similar findings have also been proposed by SchultzeBerndt and Himmelmann (2004:63), who suggest that crosslinguistically, the main
predicate that can take depictive secondary predicates is usually a verb of motion,
ingestion, manipulation, or change of state. Also, English depictives are largely restricted
to stage-level predicates. The sentences in (32) are therefore unacceptable (Simpson
2005:93).
(32)

(a) * I ate the meat organic.
(b) * He arrived intelligent.
English also imposes constraints on which aspectual classes of main verbs can

appear with depictives. Winkler (1997) and Rapoport (1999) both notice a distinction
between the behavior of secondary predicates with stative verbs and the behavior of
secondary predicates with the other types of predicates (achievements, activities, and
accomplishments, based on Vendler 1967). There is greater acceptability of stative verbs
with secondary predicates that denote temporary events. Based on the observation,
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Winkler (1997: 366-9) claims that both the verb and the secondary predicate must be of
the same aspectual type—both stage-level (temporary) or both individual-level
(enduring). Thus The letter arrived torn has two stage-level predicates (arrived and torn),
while He was born defective, He likes women big each has two individual-level
predicates. Both Winkler and Rapoport, however, do not consider the examples with
individual-level predicates to be depictive constructions at all, but a related construction.
The strong collocational restrictions motivate Simpson (2005) to question the adjunct
status of the depictive elements in standard depictive examples in English, arguing that
the selectional restrictions are so strong that the depictive element may have to be
analyzed as a complement.
In languages like Warlpiri and Mandarin, there is more liberty in the aspectual
classes of the depictive expression due to the morphosyntactic resources available.
Nominals that denote individual-level properties can usually be interpreted as attributive
to an understood head, or as a post-modifying appositional, as in (33):
(33) Pararri ngula=ji yangka
rainbow that=TOP ANAPH

kuja=ka=rla
ngapa-ku
which=PRS=DAT water-DAT

jaa(r)l-karri
block-stand.NPST

nguru-ngka
mawulpari-mawulpari
sky-LOC
banded
‘A rainbow is that which, banded with color, blocks the rain in the sky.’ ([Warlpiri
Dic.: pararri:PPJ <9/86, translation JHS], cited in Simpson 2005:93)
Similarly, in Mandarin, a DE-marked expression can also be interpreted either as a
nominalized attribute (in the headless modification construction), or an appositional verb
phrase.
(34)
wǒ
chī-le
yí
kuài ròu
1S
eat- PFV
one
CL
meat
‘I ate one piece of meat, (which was) organic.’
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yǒujī-de
organic-DE

The serial verb strategy also allows for the predication of individual-level properties as
depictives.
(35)
tā
ná-lái
yì
gēn gùnzi liǎng gōngchǐ
3S
take-come one
CL
stick
two meter
‘He brought a stick (that was) two meters long.’

cháng
long

What can act as a depictive therefore depends on the morphosyntactic resources available
for marking secondary predication and the constraints each language imposes on the
combination of depictives with the main verb.
Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005, also Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann
2004) assign a peripheral role to resultative notions in their crosslinguistic surveys of
Depictive constructions. The claim rests mainly on the strong distributional and
collocational constraints on resultative expressions and their co-occurring main
predicates in English. Comparing English resultatives (e.g. Boas 2003) with Mandarin
(e.g. Shi 2002) and Japanese (e.g. Washio 1997, 1999), one finds a similar variability in
how languages allow various semantic relations to be coded by Resultative constructions,
with Mandarin apparently much more liberal, and Japanese more restrictive than English
regarding the collocational constraints they impose on Resultative constructions.
Selectional restrictions thus vary greatly from language to language both for resultative
and depictive secondary predicates, suggesting that adjunct-complement distinction is a
case of stronger or weaker selectional constraints, rather than an absolute dichotomy
between being obligatory and optional.
1.2.5.2 Semantic valence and salience
The second semantic parameter for adjunct-argument distinction, Croft (2001)
argues, is semantic valence (based on Langacker 1987), determined by the semantics of
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the words or expressions that enter a semantic relation. An event is relational, and the
relation takes a certain number of roles that can be filled by a lexical unit. Langacker
(1987) presents an analysis of semantic relations, or semantic valence in his words. In the
sentence of Hannah sings, for example, singing is relational to Hannah because the
activity requires a singer. Hence, the semantic structure for sings includes a schematic
singer as a substructure. In Hannah sings, Hannah fills the role of the singer for sings.
Langacker’s description of an argument filling the role of a predicate is that the argument
elaborates the relevant substructure of the predicate. The substructure that can be
elaborated by an argument is an elaboration site or e-site (Langacker 1987:304). These
relations are illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 Simplified semantic valence structure for Hannah sings.

Semantic valence is gradient, as a filler of a role may elaborate a substructure of an event
with various degrees of salience. In Randy chased the dog in the park, for instance, where
adjunct-argument distinction is taken to be uncontroversial by most, the dog elaborates a
more salient substructure (the chaser) of the chasing event than in the park does (the
location) (Croft 2001:274-75):
(36)

Randy chased [the dog]ARGUMENT [in the park] ADJUNCT.

Semantically, an argument is defined as an elaboration of a salient substructure within its
head. The dog is therefore semantically more argument-like than in the park, which is
closer to the adjunct end of the continuum. Similarly, a complement constitutes a more
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salient elaboration of a substructure of the main event than an adjunct does. Salience in
terms of semantic valency is of course a matter of degree. For a prototypical depictive
expression, e.g. George left the party angry, angry fills a non-salient substructure
(condition of the leaver) for the leaving event, represented by the dotted square in Figure
1.2.
Figure 1.2 Simplified semantic valence structure for George left the party angry.

It seems that the president in (22a) elaborates a much more salient substructure (the
position) for the electing event than angry does (condition of leaver) for the leaving event
in the sentence above. The president is therefore much closer to a semantic complement
for the semantic relation of elect than angry is to leave. The semantic valence structure of
(22a) is represented in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3 Simplified semantic valence structure for They elected him as president.
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The semantic and structural overlap between depictive and predicative complements is
frequently attested. Formally, in many languages, predicative complements and
depictives may have the same internal constituency and the same morphological marking,
e.g. the predicative marker as in English, the Russian instrumental case, and the
predicative marker =i in Ewe (Ameka 2005). Dowty (2003) surveys the historical
transitions between complement and adjunct constructions, providing evidence for an
adjunct origin for most complements in English. Similar proposals have also been
brought forth by Plank (1985), who argues that depictive constructions are always
derivative of, and therefore exhibit the same structure and marking as, predicative
complement constructions.
Based on morphological distinction vs. indistinction between depicitves and
predicative complements in a sample of languages, van der Auwera and Malchukov
(2005) conclude that depictives and predicative complements are adjacent on their
semantic map of construction types. The argument is partly supported by the
interpretational ambiguity between a predicative complement and a depictive for
perception verbs (van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005: 406):
(37)

(a) They found him dead.
(b) I saw George angry.

(37a-b) are usually interpreted as predicative complements, but a depictive reading can be
applicable, since the states of being dead and angry do hold at the time when the finding
and seeing actions are performed. The difference is essentially a matter of semantic
salience. Comparing (37b) with a prototypical depictive sentence I ate the fish raw, it
does seem that angry elaborates a more salient substructure of the seeing event than raw
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does of the eating event, as shown by the structures in Figure 1.4. The difference in
salience, again, is gradient, and so is the degree of semantic argumenthood (or
adjuncthood).
Figure 1.4 Simplified semantic salience structure for I saw George angry and I ate
the fish raw.

In fact, one can argue that the development of the three senses of find, presumably
from (38a) to (38b), and then to (38c), a cognitive predicate, also accompanies the
gradual shift of the condition of the found from a non-salient to a more and more salient
substructure of the finding event, as represented by Figure 1.5.
(38) (a) They found him.
(b) They found him dead. [depictive or predicative complement]
(c) They found him weird.[predicative complement]
Figure 1.5. Simplified semantic salience structures for They found him dead and
They found him weird.
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A semantic “complement” can thus be re-defined as an expression that constitutes an
elaboration of a salient substructure within the event expressed by its head in a way,
(Langacker 1987:300, cited in Croft 2001:275) which is typically the case for the
argument of perception, cognition, or speech verbs. The diachronic process involves
contextual expansion (see §1.4.4.1) of a construction to different main-secondary
predicate combinations.
All in all, the above discussion has demonstrated that a line can be hard to draw
between optional (i.e. adjunct) and obligatory (i.e. complement) status, since the
difference may just be a matter of weaker or stronger selectional constraints for the
secondary predicate with the main predicate, and languages vary with respect to the
constraints they impose for secondary predication, making the distinction between
predicative adjuncts and complements a complex issue. The attested developmental path
from predicative complements to secondary predicate constructions can be
conceptualized as the expansion of the construction to include a wider range of
predicative expressions which do not constitute as salient an elaboration of a substructure
of the main event as the original secondary predicate does. The historical development of
DE1 (

, see §3.1) in Chinese also supports the association between predicative

complements and secondary predicates. The more important issue for the current research
is not to make a strict adjunct-complement distinction, but to observe the patterns of
conceptual development among these functionally related notions.
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1.3 The conceptual space for secondary predication
The discussion so far has demonstrated that depictives, manner predications,
resultatives, and predicative complements are conceptually related notions. Given that the
former three categories are prototypically properties, it is not surprising that the encoding
of secondary predicates often correlates with the morphosyntactic constructions a
language employs for predicative properties. One of the most important issues in
establishing a typology for secondary predication, therefore, is placing the domain of
secondary predication in the larger conceptual space of property word constructions.
A number of semantic maps have been proposed for depictives and related
notions, with different constructions in focus (for depictives: Müller-Bardey 1990, König
and van der Auwera 1990, Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004, Himmelmann and
Schultze-Berndt 2005, van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005; for manner predicates:
Loeb-Diehl 2005; for secondary predication: Verkerk 2009). Van der Auwera and
Malchukov (2005) propose a semantic map for depictive and related functions of
adjectivals, including verbs and nouns as modifiers, property words in serial
constructions, participles, and relative clauses. The semantic map is provided in Figure
1.6 below.
Figure 1.6 Conceptual Space for secondary predication (van der Auwera and
Malchukov 2005:411, ‘adverbial’ changed to ‘manner’)
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The semantic category of attributive modification is further divided into restrictive and
appositive modification – the former serves to constrain the identity of the referent, while
the latter only further specifies the referent. Van der Auwera and Malchukov’s map
focuses on the relation between depictive adjectivals and non-depictive adjectivals more
than the relation between depictives and adverbials, and allows for predictions of
developmental paths based on conceptual contiguity. In terms of the depictive category,
they focus only on prototypical state depictives (as in George left the party angry) rather
than extending the scope to include semantic notions like functions or phases (as in As a
young artist James lived in Dublin) or further semantic domains discussed by
Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005). In addition, their adverbial category
(represented as manner in the figure) only incorporates semantic notions such as typical
manner, concomitance, and simultaneity. The semantic map does not include other
plausible event-oriented concepts. It is also incomplete in that resultative meaning has not
been situated, despite the fact that resultatives and depictives share semantic and formal
similarity crosslinguistically.
Verkerk’s (2009) typological survey on secondary predication elaborates on van
der Auwera and Malchukov’s semantic map based on a sample of 63 languages, but
modifies van der Auwera and Malchukov’s category of adverbial to manner
predication and adds resultatives as a category that connects to both depictives and
manner predication. Verkerk identifies four general patterns languages can divide
morphosyntactic constructions for depictives, resultatives, and manner predications,
illustrated by Figure 1.7 below:
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Figure1.7 Conceptual space for depictive, resultative, and manner (Verkerk 2009)
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Languages may exploit an all-purpose strategy for expressing all three notions (a),

as is the case in many Indo-European languages (e.g. Dutch, Italian, Spanish) and serial
verb languages (e.g., Mandarin and Jaminjung). In addition, there are “splitting”
languages (b-d) that employ constructions subsuming two out of the three functions, i.e.,
depictive-, resultative-, or manner-excluding.
Verkerk also suggests links between directionals, causatives, and sequentials as
adjacent semantic categories to the three secondary predicate constructions (based on
Loeb-Diehl 2005), but provides no further justification for the positioning of these
categories, leaving the associations among them for further investigation. Verkerk’s
conceptual space for depictives and related semantic notions is provided in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.8 A conceptual Space for secondary predication (Verkerk 2009)

The tentative maps serve as a good stepping stone for studying the conceptual space for
depictive and related expressions, if synchronic and diachronic data from more languages
can be obtained, adding more detailed information into each semantic category and their
relative arrangement.
1.4 Construction Grammar and Constructionalization
The diachronic development of the polysemous marker DE in Mandarin will be
studied under the framework of constructionalization (Traugott and Trousdale 2013). The
framework draws on theories of construction grammar, cognitive linguistics, and
grammaticalization, and aims to provide a coherent view of language change based on the
previously proposed general principles. The study shares the following tenets of
constructionalist approaches, identified by Goldberg (2013:3); see also (Croft and Cruse
2004).
(a) The basic unit of grammatical representation is a construction, a conventional pairing
of form and meaning (see e.g. Lakoff 1987, Fillmore, Kay, and O’Connor 1988,
Goldberg 1995, 2006).
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(b) The linguistic system is a holistic model. Semantics, morphosyntax, phonology, and
pragmatics are not autonomous, modular components, but are all interrelated aspects
of our conceptual system. Semantic structure is mapped directly onto syntactic
structure without derivational processes (see e.g. Goldberg 2002, Culicover and
Jackendoff 2005).
(c) Constructions are organized in complex networks of nodes and links between nodes.
The nodes are associated by relationships of inheritance, polysemy, and synonymy
(e.g. Langacker 1987, Hudson 1990, 2007).
(d) Constructions are language-specific. There is a great range of crosslinguistic
variation. Explanations for crosslinguistic generalizations are founded on domaingeneral cognitive processes (Bybee 2010, Goldberg 2013) and functional similarity of
the constructions (Croft 2001, Haspelmath 2008).
In adopting the constructional approach to language, we also comply with the
principles of cognitive grammar (e.g. Langacker 1987, 2008) and the usage-based model
of language (e.g. Bybee 1985, 2010). As units of grammar, constructions are shaped by
usage, and are thus highly sensitive to parameters such as frequency, linguistic context,
and social-interactive context (see e.g. Barlow and Kemmer 2000, Bybee 2010).
1.4.1 Principles of usage-based and cognitive grammar
Bybee (2006) proposes that grammar be thought of as the cognitive organization
of speakers’ experience with language. Mental representations of linguistic forms are
built from usage tokens that have been sorted into categories. The memory of these items
is represented as exemplars, which preserve rich details of linguistic experience,
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including phonetic forms, meanings, contexts of use, and pragmatic inferences associated
with an expression (Bybee 2010:14).
In this framework, language is viewed as a complex adaptive system (Hopper
1987), situated within the larger context of human behavior. Linguistic structures are
created by the application of domain-general cognitive processes (Bybee 1985, 2010).
Besides the tendency to memorize rich details associated with an experience, Bybee
(2010:7-8) discusses several other domain-general processes that contribute to linguistic
structures, including chunking, categorization, analogy, and cross-modal association.
Chunking is the process where repeated sequences of morphemes and words are
packaged together in memory so that they could be stored and accessed as a unit.
Chunking is basic to the creation of constructions, constituents, and formulaic
expressions that are represented as sequential units. The formation of linguistic structure
also requires categorization, the process where utterances are matched to existing mental
representations. Linguistic categorization is founded on the ability of pattern-matching
and identifying similarities among objects.
Also fundamental is the cognitive ability to make associations between
experiences across different modalities. In language, the process provides the link
between form and meaning, and also motivates semantic change originated from the
reanalysis of contextual inference as part of a construction meaning (Bybee 2010).
1.4.2 Properties of constructions
Constructions, as defined above, are conventionalized pairings of form and
meaning. The functions of constructions fall on a lexical-grammatical gradient. A
construction may express the so-called ‘contentful’ materials that can be used
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referentially (such as N, V, ADJ), as well as ‘procedural’ materials that signal linguistic
relations, perspectives, deictic orientation, information-structure, as well as tenseaspectual information. Essentially, in this framework, there is no principled division
between lexicon and grammar. Grammatical constructions display many of the same
properties of lexical constructions, such as polysemy and metaphorical extensions (Croft
2001:27).
A form-meaning pairing also varies in morphological complexity and phonological
specificity. It may be a single morpheme, -s, -ness, green, then, or complex units
composed of analyzable chunks, e.g. pull strings, on top of. A construction may be
phonetically specific, such as good, -ly, -ness, or it may be a schematic pattern lacking
phonological specificity, such as N, V, or Transitive constructions. It may also consist of
a partly schematic template, such as the root-based morphophonological templates of
mimetics (ideophones) in Japanese (Akita 2009), and descriptive expressions in Chinese
(see Chapter 2).
As mental representations of experience, constructions are shaped by frequency of
use. A high token frequency of a construction will lead to the entrenchment of that
construction, regardless of whether its properties are predictable from more schematic
constructions. Furthermore, the frequency of different instances of a schema, i.e. type
frequency, will result in higher productivity, represented by the entrenchment of a more
abstract schema (Croft 2001).
1.4.2.1 Constructional networks
Linguistic knowledge is represented as schemas, abstractions from usage tokens
that specify the rules and restrictions that allow speakers to understand and construct new
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utterances. (Langacker 2008:215). The mental representation of linguistic knowledge
does not consist of an unstructured inventory of constructions (Langacker 1987:6376). Instead, constructions are structured in a complex cognitive network, with each
construction being represented by a node (Croft 2001:25). The nodes are organized into
sets and hierarchies based on what language users perceived as closely associated, via
categorization of various levels of schematicity and degrees of formal and semantic
similarity.
In many variants of construction grammar, taxonomic representations are central
to the modeling of constructional networks (e.g. Goldberg 1995, Fillmore 1999, Croft
2001). In a taxonomic network, constructions are connected by inheritance relations
based on categorizations of various levels of generality. A taxonomy of constructions is
analogical to the taxonomic classification of objects. A more generic concept subsumes
several more specific subtypes, and the more specific types are instantiations of the more
general category. A dining table, for example, is a table, which is in turn a piece of
furniture. Categories at lower levels of a hierarchy possess characteristics of the higherlevel category. Likewise, a construction inherits the properties of a more schematic
construction of which it is an instance. The sentence I write, for example, is an instance
of the English Transitive construction, which is a member of the English SubjectPredicate construction.
Because Inheritance is asymmetrical; it specifies that the features of a more
general schema will be passed on to the lower-level nodes, while allowing the instances
to have their own idiosyncratic features. Inheritance relations therefore help ‘capture
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generalizations across constructions’ while ‘allowing for sub-regularities and exceptions’
(Goldberg1995:67).
Traugott and Trousdale (2013) propose at least three levels of hierarchy in a
constructional network – a schema dominates its subschemas, which in turn dominates
the micro-constructions that represent types. A simplified taxonomic network of the
Quantifier Schema in English is shown below.
Figure 1.9 A simplified Taxonomic network of the Quantifier Schema (Traugott and
Trousdale 2013:17)

The Quantifier Schema is instantiated by two subschemas: one expresses large
quantity, and one small quantity. Two subschemas are instantiated by a number of microconstructions (only two are shown for each subschema), which represent specific typeconstructions. Constructionalization (see §1.6 below) is a change that creates a new node.
The constructional network will change as a consequence.
An essential characteristic of inheritance relations in constructional networks is
the commonality of multiple inheritance. Constructional networks do not form a strict
taxonomy, and a construction typically inherits from multiple parents (Croft 2001). The
sentence I haven’t eaten breakfast, for example, is an instantiation of the SubjectPredicate, Negative, Auxiliary, Transitive Verb, and Present Perfect constructions.
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Traugott and Trousdale (2013:61-62) argue that multiple inheritance also occurs with
intermediate constructions, such as the well-known English Gerund construction that
possesses both the properties of Nouns and Verbs. In a diachronic process, constructional
changes may involve features of any of the associated constructions in a multiple
inheritance relations.
Just like lexical items, grammatical constructions are also connected by their
semantics. Constructions may have several related, polysemous functions, be connected
with constructions with synonymous functions, or be functionally extended via
metaphorical extensions.
Constructions are also prototype categories formed by clusters of co-occurring
features (Fried 2008:47). The various formal, functional, and semantic parameters that
define a construction may individually or jointly participate in constructional changes.
1.5 Mechanisms of change
In the literature of grammaticalization, two mechanisms are discussed as primary
mechanisms of change – reanalysis and analogy.
1.5.1 Reanalysis
Reanalysis is defined as ‘a change in the structure of an expression or class of
expressions that does not involve any immediate or intrinsic modification of its surface
manifestation’ (Langacker 1977:58). Harris and Campbell (1995:61) suggest that the
aspects of grammar affected by reanalysis include (a) constituency, (b) hierarchical
structure, (c) category labels, (d) grammatical relations, (e) cohesion. The effect of
reanalysis is not manifest unless the change is reflected in the manifestation of new
syntactic distributions. Evidence that reanalysis has taken place is therefore only
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available via a hindsight. An example of reanalysis is the change in the shift from HeadModifier and Modifier-Head relations in the development of a binominal partitive to a
quantifier (see §1.6.3 below).
Since Langacker (1977) the notion of reanalysis has been extended beyond
morphosyntactic structures. Eckardt (2006), for instance, proposes the notion of
‘semantic reanalysis’, which roughly corresponds to semantic extension based on
pragmatic strengthening/inference. Traugott and Trousdale (2013:36) argue that the term
‘neoanalysis’ (Andersen 2001) be used instead of ‘reanalysis’ because the latter implies
that the process is applied to a pre-existing structure. A construction cannot be ‘reanalyzed’ if it has not been ‘internalized’ by a hearer; what has occurred instead is merely
a ‘different analysis’. The term reanalysis and neoanalysis will be used interchangeably
with the caveat that the application of the process does not presume that a convention has
taken place.
Neoanalysis is used in a more general sense in Traugott and Trousdale (2013:38)
to refer to the ‘modification of an element of a construction’, or the interpretation of a
construction in a new way that differs from the original construction. The mechanism is
derived from the general cognitive abilities of chunking, categorization, and association
between meaning and form. This includes the reanalysis of constituent structure, reinterpretation of a contextual inference as part of the semantics of a construction, as well
as adjustments of the defining parameters of a construction. This broad use of
neo/reanalysis makes it the primary mechanism that underlies all constructional changes.
Importantly, reanalysis is not an abrupt change, but involves gradual, small-step
readjustments, or ‘micro-changes’. The gradualness of reanalysis is consistent with
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constructional approaches that treat linguistic patterns as clusters of multiple features,
which may participate individually or collectively in constructional change (Fried
2008:47). Fried (2008, 2013) illustrates the diachronic process with the gradual shift in
categorical status of participial adjectives in Old Czech from a (secondary) predicate to a
nominal attribute, arguing that it is a result of a gradual reorganization of multiple
constructional-internal properties, motivated by collocating elements, linear order, and
alignment with existing schemas, e.g. the Modifier-Head schema in the language.
1.5.2 Analogy
The second mechanism of change is analogy. Broadly defined, analogy refers to
‘the process by which novel utterances are created based on previously experienced
utterances’ (Bybee 2010:8). Speakers create a link between an utterance and an existing
pattern based on comparison and similarity. An example of analogy includes the
formation of the American English past tense form of dive: dove (from the original
regular past tense form dived), based on analogy with words such as drive: drove.
Analogical change also places an essential role in the creation of various constructions in
the history of Chinese, such as resultative verb compounds (Shi 2002) and the use of DE
in attributive and nominalization constructions based on analogy to existing constructions
with similar functions (see Chapter 3). Analogy is an important source of productivity
and innovation based on an extension of existing exemplars and schemas. It is compatible
with the emphasis of the role of the constructional network in change. Constructions with
partial formal and functional similarities may be an important model for analogical
change.
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1.6 Contructionalization
In this model, new constructions are formed via the process of
constructionalization, defined in Traugott and Trousdale (2013):
Constructionalization is the creation of a new formnew-meaningnew
(combinations) of signs. It forms new type nodes, which have new syntax or
morphology and new coded meaning, in the linguistic network of a population.
(Traugott and Trousdale 2013:22)
Traugott and Trousdale argue that constructionalization requires reanalysis of
both morphosyntactic form and semantic/pragmatic meaning. Formal changes alone, and
meaning changes alone, are thus characterized as constructional changes in their
framework, which are essential to, but may or may not lead to constructionalization.
Some hold the stance that semantic change of a construction alone constitutes a new
construction. This is because semantic change precedes change in form. Because the
creation of a node is largely a gradual process, there might be a gradient as to when the
increment of construction changes create a form-meaning pairing that is distinct enough
from the original construction. Whichever stance one may take on the issue, it is
important that form and meaning are both factored in a change in progress.
Gradual constructionalization requires prior constructional changes, the
succession of small-step reanalyses. Because constructions are associated in networks,
constructionalization affects the representation of the constructional network as a
consequence.
1.6.1 Contexts in constructionalization
Linguistic knowledge is rooted in experience, which broadly define, is the context
in which language is situated and used. Context includes the communicative, social, and
cultural environment, as well as the general linguistic environment – phonology,
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semantics, pragmatics, morphosyntax, and larger discourse. Context of use is the key to
understanding both linguistic generalization and change.
The essential role of context has been established in the literature on
grammaticalization. As Bybee et. al. (1994:297) put it, ‘Everything that happens to the
meaning of a gram happens because of the contexts in which it is used’. Himmelmann
(2004:31) also identifies the importance of the immediate linguistic environment in
change, suggesting that grammaticalization process does not pertain to the
grammaticalizing element alone, but to the element in the syntagmatic context it occurs.
Aside from linear order or syntagmatic distributions of adjacent elements, the
conventionalization of pragmatic inference or implicature has also been identified as a
significant contributing factor to change (Dahl 1985, Traugott and König 1991, Heine,
Claudi, and Hünnemeyer 1991, Bybee, Perkins and Pagliuca 1994).
One of the most essential aspects of the constructionalist approach to change is its
emphasis on the role of network context in a diachronic process. The development of
individual patterns is matched to recurring paths of changes that affect multiple
constructions. An adequate account of context in constructionalization needs to
incorporate the alternative constructions available for expressing similar functions in the
language, the general characteristics of a language, as well as systematic changes
affecting the overall arrangement of the linguistic network (Traugott and Trousdale
2013:197).
The mental representation of a construction is constantly adjusted based on newly
encountered exemplars. When encountering a new utterance, speakers try to map it to
existing categories based on its similarity to previously experienced patterns. The process
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of comparison where an experience is assigned to a category is called sanction
(Langacker 1987:66-71).
In linguistic categorization, a distinction can be made between full sanction when a token of usage can be fully subsumed under a schema, and partial sanction, when
an utterance is only partly compatible with, and therefore an extension of an existing
schema. There is a gradient between full and partial sanction. When a newly emerged
pattern is aligned with an existing, more productive schema, it is said to become
‘sanctioned by a different schema’ (Traugott and Trousdale 2013: 49). Traugott and
Trousdale argue that the emergence of a new construction is often motivated by an
innovation that results in a partial mismatch (or partial sanction) as an instance of a
schema in a network (other than that containing the original construction). A new node in
the network may eventually be established, which allows the instances to be fully
sanctioned by the new construction.
1.6.2 Contextual factors in different stages of change
Traugott and Trousdale (2013:199-207) propose that different types of contexts
feature in different stages of change. In the early stage of change, the crucial contextual
factors include ‘enriched pragmatic inference’ and ‘atypical morphosyntactic
distribution’ (ibid:199). Change often emerges in contexts where both the original and the
emerging functions are accessible (see ‘critical context’ in Diewald 2002; ‘bridging
context’ in Heine 2002) with multiple pragmatic and structural ambiguities. Repeated
association with the same pragmatic context may lead to the reanalysis of the pragmatic
inference as part of the semantics of the construction, and the gradual morphosyntactic
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readjustments due to chunking and routinization. These may lead to foregrounding of
preferred pragmatic inference and gradual ‘pragmatic modulation’.
Through a series of small-step reanalyses, the new construction appears in
semantic, pragmatic, and/or structural contexts where the original function is
marginalized (Croft 2001) or no longer compatible (“switch context” in Heine 2002, and
“isolating context” in Diewald 2002). The construction has become conventionalized and
independent in its new function.
Once the construction has been conventionalized, it will continue to undergo
contextual changes that further distinguish it from its old function. These typically
involve what Himmelmann (2004) refers to as contextual expansion. Himmelmann
(2004) identifies three types of changes that result in an increase in productivity in the
grammaticalization process. The increase in productivity which occurs in the creation of
a schematic construction pertains to the fact that a given expression becomes more
widely applicable, i.e. it is used in more contexts.
•
•
•

host-class expansion (construction-internally) – the class of elements the gram is
in construction with, i.e. the host class, may be expanded.
syntactic-context expansion – the larger syntactic context in which the
construction as hand is used may change.
semantic-pragmatic expansion – the semantic and pragmatic contexts in which
the construction is used is expanded.
The extent and directions of change is constrained by the existing schemas in a

language. De Smet (2012:629) proposes that a linguistic innovation always bears some
resemblance to ‘existing patterns already licensed by the grammar’. In his view, syntactic
change following a process of reanalysis will progress more easily if the product
‘resembles some established co-occurrence path’ (De Smet 2012:625). The tendency for
a new member of an existing category to possess the characteristics of the new category it
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now belongs to, and be used in ways at least partially similar to other members of that
category, can be explained by the contextual effect of existing schemas serving exemplar
templates (Goldberg 1995, Michaelis 2004:25). Alignment with sets of a network may
thus be a contributing factor to contextual expansion and productivity.
1.6.3 Illustration
Traugott and Trousdale (2013:23-26) illustrate constructionalization with the
development of English binominal partitives meaning ‘a part/share of NP’ like a
lot/bit/shred of a N into quantifier constructions. This section summarizes their
discussion.
In Middle English lot appears in lexical uses meaning ‘part’ or ‘group’, illustrated
by (39)-(40).
(39) He
he

ne
NEG

was
was

nohh
nothing

wurrþenn mann… Forr to
become man…for
to

forrwerrpenn
overthrow

aniʒ
lott
Off
Moysæsess lare.
any
part of
Moses’
teaching
‘He (Jesus) did not become incarnate…to overthrow any part of Moses’ teaching’ (c.
1200 Ormulum, 15186; [MED lot n1, 2c], from Traugott and Trousdale 2013:23)
(40) Aʒʒ
wass i þiss middelætf
Summ lott
off
gode sawless.
always was in this
middle-earth certain group of
good souls
‘There was always in this world a group of good souls.’ (c. 1200 Ormulum, 19150
[MED lot n1, 2e], from Traugott and Trousdale 2013:23)
The meaning ‘group’ in (40) is a semantic extension of the literal meaning ‘part’, but it is
still lexical because of the presence of the specific indefinite summ, cf. ‘a certain
group/some group of souls’, not ‘a certain many souls.’ The implication that a large
quantity is involved is part of the contextual inference associated with the meaning of
‘group’.
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The foregrounding of the pragmatic inference is illustrated in (3) from the 18th
century; lot starts to appear in contexts where the meaning of ‘quantity’ has become more
salient.
(41) Mrs Furnish at St. James’s has ordered Lots of Fans, and China, and India
Pictures to be set by for her, ‘till she can borrow Money to pay for ‘em.
(1708 Baker, Fine Lady Airs [LION: English Prose Drama], from Traugott and
Trousdale 2013:24)
Lots of in (41) is still ambiguous between the meaning of ‘groups of’, where it is
understood as ‘units for sale’ and ‘large quantities of’, where it is a quantifier of large
quantities.
Traugott and Trousdale (2013:25) propose that the constructionalization of a lot
of/lots of as quantifiers has taken place by the beginning of the 19th century, shown by
(42a)-(42b). In (42), lots of/a lot of can only be read as a quantifier, and the unit/partitive
reading is no longer available.
(42) (a) Learning at bottom, physic at top!
Lots of business, lots of fun,
Jack of all trades, master of none!
(1833 Daniel Sworn at Highgate [LION: English Prose Drama])
(b) He is only young, with a lot of power
(1985 Meredith, The Amazing Marriage [CL 3])
The semantic distinction is also reflected in their distinctive grammatical behavior.
Compare (43) and (44):
(43) the worthy Mr. Skeggs is bush and bright, for a lot of goods is to be fitted out of
auction (1852 Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin [COHA])
(44) (a) I have a lot of goods to sell, and you with to purchase them. (1852 Arthur, True
Riches [COHA])
(b) pretty soon she brought down a lot of white rags. I thought they seemed quite
heavy for their bulk (1865 Alger, Paul Prescott’s Charge [COHA])
Example (43) illustrates lot with the partitive reading, where the verb shows number
agreement with lot, the first N of a binominal partitive construction. In (44), where the
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quantifier function of a lot of/lots of has been conventionalized, the co-referential
pronouns them/they agree with the second N, like quantifiers typically do. The
grammatical change also reflects a change in the constituent structure, i.e. the head of the
binominal structure has been reanalyzed from N1 to N2. The preposition of has also been
reanalyzed as a phonological part of the quantifier. The examples show that
constructionalization has taken place. The meaning has changed from partitive to
quantifier, and there has been a change in the constituent structure, i.e. the reanalysis of
the head relationship in the binominal. The preposition of has also been analyzed as a
phonological part of the quantifier. The processes of semantic change and formal
reanalysis may be represented below (based on Brems 2003:289 and Traugott and
Trousdale 2013:25):
Figure 1.10 Constructionalization of the English Binominal Quantifier Construction

Notably, the constructionalization of a lot of/lots of as quantifiers also include the
alignment of the pattern with the existing quantifier schema, which includes quantifiers
like much, many, few, a little, as well as another binominal member, a deal of. The
incorporation of a lot of/lots of as new subschemas (micro-constructions in Traugott and
Trousdale) increase the productivity of the quantifier schema, and also likely serves as a
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template for several other new uses of partitives and measure expressions as quantifiers
(Brems 2011).
1.7 Functions of DE in Mandarin Chinese
With the typological overview of secondary predication in section 2, we are now
ready to provide an overview of the functions of Mandarin DE in constructions related to
secondary predication. Mandarin is a serializing language spoken in Taiwan and the
Northern and some Southern regions of China (see Chappell 2001a, 2005 for the
subgroupings for Mandarin). It is a highly isolating language, largely lacking inflections.
It makes use of compounding and reduplication processes in the formation of new words.
It also has morphological templates for expressions specialized for vivid descriptions of
sensation or sensory perceptions, e.g. smell, color, shape, sound, action, or movement.
These typically involve reduplication and parallel structures (see Chapter 2 for
descriptives).
Mandarin Chinese makes use of a number of strategies to express secondary
predication, among which are verb serialization, compounding, and a general marker DE.
Studying the synchronic overlaps in morphosyntactic coding and the diachronic
development of related constructions help delimit the dimensions of conceptual space
involved and the ways these concepts are covered crosslinguistically. As explained in
beginning of the chapter, the phenomenon under investigation is the polysemous marker
DE in

Mandarin. The various functions of Mandarin DE relevant to the thesis are

introduced in §1.5.
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The major functions of Mandarin DE include verb complementation,
attribution/nominalization, secondary predication, primary predication and predicative
complementation.
Mandarin DE is associated with the so-called “DE-marked verb complement”
construction (daì dé bǔyǔ

), pre-verbal secondary predication (zhuàngyǔ

), and nominal modification (attributive and headless) construction. DE-marked
expressions themselves are also attested as primary predicates (wèiyǔ

) and

predicative complements. Note that DE as a “verb complement marker” (dòngcí bǔyǔ
biāojì

) should be distinguished from a DE-marked expression that

functions as semantically as a predicative complement (in the sense of Noonan
(2007[1985] and Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt 2005, also see discussion in 1.7.1
below).
1.7.1 Verb complement constructions
The first major use of DE is in Chinese ‘verb complement’ (bǔyǔ

)

constructions, postverbal markers introducing subsidiary information about the event
encoded by the verb (Lamarre 2001). Notice that the use of the term ‘complement’ in
Chinese linguistics is distinct from the general use of ‘complement’ (e.g. Noonan 2007),
a sentence or predication that functions as an argument of a predicate. Noonan
(2007[1985]:120-147) discusses crosslinguistically attested semantic classes of predicates
that take another predicate as its complement. The semantic classes relevant to the
development of DE constructions will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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In the Chinese linguistics literature, the term ‘complement’ has been used broadly
to refer to an element that provides additional information about an event. In this
definition, a complement corresponds to an element that elaborates an e-site of the
semantic structure related to the event, regardless of whether it is conceptualized as a
salient substructure. The following is an illustration of how the notion of complement has
been used in various works in Chinese. The complement referred to in the original source
is boldfaced.
(45) Phase complement (Hakka, Taiwan, Lai 2015:221, translation and glossing added)
gǐ iàng
dò
ìd
ge
ngǐn
3S see
ZHE
one
CL
person
‘S/he sees/saw someone walk by.’

hǎng
walk

go
hi
cross go

(46) Temporal complement (Enfield 2001:281)
(a) Cantonese (from Matthews and Yip 1994:205)
ngóh
ga
chē
jā
jó
léuhng lìhn
1
CL
vehicle
drive PFV
two
year
‘I’ve been driving the car for over two years.’

géi
some

(b) Mandarin
zhù
le
wǔ
nián
live
PFV
five year
‘lived (there) for five years’
(47) Result complement (Hakka, Taiwan, Lai 2015:221, translation and glossing added)
gǐ sè
vòn
sè
ga
dóng tiàm
3s wash bowl wash CMP very tired
‘S/he washed the dishes till very tired.’
(48) Extent complement (Changsha, Zhang Daqi 1985:47, cited in Lamarre 2001:96)
,

ye24
tɕ'i24 pu24 kan42 tsin55 u24
hot
CMP
NEG
dare enter house
‘so hot one dare not enter the house’. (Transcription added)
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(49) Manner complement (Cantonese)
wong4

sang1 gong2 dak1 yao5 do6lei5
PN
Mr.
speak CMP have sense
‘Mr. Wong speaks reasonably.’
(Peng 1993:91, from Lamarre 2001:101, modified translation)
A phase complement, illustrated by in Hakka dò and go in (45), is a marker of completive
aspect. The temporal complements in Cantonese and Mandarin shown in (46a-b) function
as temporal adverbials. A complement may also refer to a predicate that is factually
related to another predicate, such as result, extent, or manner complement shown in (47)(49). Note that in (47)-(49) the complement is introduced by a particle following the verb,
glossed as CMP. The [V CMP C] structure (where C stands for the complement) is a
common pattern for Verb Complement constructions across different varieties of
Chinese.
Verb Complement constructions in Chinese Linguistics therefore express semantic
relations that overlap with, but do not completely correspond to the notion of predicative
complements in Noonan (2007[1985]) or Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann (2005).
A Chinese verb complement (CMP) appears in the [V DE CMP] pattern, where V
may be dynamic or stative. The verb V in this construction is a simple verb form that may
be a ‘monosyllabic’ or a ‘simple’ disyllabic word (i.e. unmarked for tense, aspect, or
modality, non-reduplicated, and generally without a nominal argument). A distinction is
commonly made between a ‘potential’ vs. a ‘non-potential’ complement depending on
whether it applies to the irrealis or the realis domain (see e.g. Lamarre 2001).
1.7.1.1 Marker of potential complement DE
As a linker of two predicates, the first function DE performs is the “potential”
function, which appears in the pattern [V DE V]. The potential complements encode
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several types of “agent-oriented” modality (Bybee 1985), which denotes the potential for
an event to be achieved. Li and Thompson (1981:57) suggest that the potential
complement is similar in function as an adverbial element in Mandarin: they have scope
over elements that follow them, but not what precedes them. A few examples are
provided in (50)-(51):
(50)
dìdì
chī-de-wán
zhè wǎn miàn
younger.brother
eat-DE-complete
this
CL
noodle
‘Younger brother is able to eat up this bowl of noodles.
(51)

?

zhè
tiáo hé
nǐ
yóu-de-guò-qù
this
CL
river 2S
swim-DE-cross-go
‘This river, are you able to swim across it?’

ma
INTERR.PART

An investigation of the diachronic development of DE-marked complement
constructions shows that the potential complements are diachronically related to nonpotential complements (see chapter 3). In a limited set of contexts, some [V DE V]
expressions may be ambiguous between a potential and non-potential interpretation, as
shown in (52).
(52)

fēi
de
gāo
fly
DE
high
‘to fly high’ [non-potential]
‘can fly high’ [potential]
(Lamarre 2001:87)

1.7.1.2 Non-potential verb complements
The non-potential (realis) complements in the [V-DE (NP) VP] pattern are used to
express various types of secondary predication, which is the primary focus of our
investigation. The DE-marked predicate V contains the main event, and the complement
following [V-DE] bears some factual link to the event denoted by [V-DE]. Non-potential
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complements express various semantic relations that may be oriented towards either the
primary event or a participant of that event.
Semantic classifications and the terminologies used for these categories have been
inconsistent in the literature, most commonly including one or several of the following –
‘degree’/‘extent’ (chéngdù), ‘manner’ (zhuàngtài, qíngtài, qíngzhuàng), ‘result’ (jiéguǒ)
(Lamarre 2001). S. Lü (1999:163-165), for example, describes the function of DE in nonpotential complements as a marker that introduces a chéngdù (degree) or jiéguǒ (result)
complement. Lamarre’s (2001) survey of verb complements in Chinese dialects,
following Yue-Hashimoto (1993), classifies non-potential DE-marked complements into
two broad classes: “manner” and “extent”. As many have noticed, even when researchers
come up with the same labels for separate categories, the semantic range of instances
included in these categories are not necessarily the same (see Q. Wang and J. Shi 1990,
Lamarre 2001).
The two types of non-potential complements discussed in Lamarre (2001) are
illustrated below.
(53)

tā
chàng de
hǎo-tīng
3S
sing DE
good-hear
‘S/he sings.’ (Lamarre 2001:85)

(54)

chǎo de
rénjiā
shùi bù
zháo
noisy DE
other:people sleep NEG achieve
‘make so much noise that others cannot sleep’ (Lamarre 2001:86)

Though not clearly indicated, Lamarre’s “manner” category appears to refer to a
complement that merely provides a qualitative description of an event or a participant,
such as (53). An extent complement, on the other hand, provides a measurement of a
scalar property associated with the main event based on the effect it has, such as one’s
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inability to go to sleep in (54). The broad semantic classification serves the purpose of
Lamarre’s survey, which compares the encoding of verb complements in different
Chinese dialects in order to support the three-way distinction between potential, manner,
and extent.
For the purpose of illustration, a brief introduction and classification of three
major subtypes of non-potential complements is provided here. The examples (where
cited) do not always correspond to the classification proposed in the original literature.
The polysemous functions represent connected, gradient categories, which developed
historically out of constructionalization (see Chapters 3, 7-8). The analysis presented here
is meant to capture the conceptual overlaps between these general categories, and thus
pave way for a better understanding of diachronic processes. Because the constructions
are prototype categories, it is expected that there will be intermediate cases that may be
instantiated by multiple schemas. The illustration here does not intend to be a
comprehensive list of all possible patterns. In actuality, there are intermediate categories
not captured by the crude generalization. A finer-grained classification of the situation
types is more ideal for understanding the diachronic change overall, and I will discuss
this in Chapter 7.
1.7.1.2.1 Result
A DE-marked resultative complement expresses resultative relations between two
predicates, where the first is an event that brings about another action or state represented
by the second predicate, a resultative complement.
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(55)
wǒ shuō-huà
shuō-de
wàng le
shíjiān
1S talk-speech talk-DE
forget PFV
time
‘I forgot about time as a result of talking.’ (own data)
(56)
liǎn
guā de
guāngguāng
de
face
shave DE1 smooth/glossy.REDU DE2
‘The face is/has been shaved clean(ly).’ (Lu 1999:164)
(57)
xiǎotōu
bǎ
tā
dǎ-de
bí-cīng-liǎn-zhǒng
thief
OBJ
3S
beat-DE1
nose-blue-face-swollen
‘He was badly injured from the thief beating him so hard. ’
(58)
mèimei
kū-de
yǎnjīng
dōu
younger.sister
cry-DE1
eye
all
‘Younger sister’s eyes were all red from crying.’

hóng
red

le
RCS

(59)
zǒu-lù
zǒu-de
wǒ
jiǎo dōu qǐ
shǔipào
walk-road walk-DE1
1S
feet
all
rise
blister
‘I walked to the extent that blisters formed on my feet.’

le
RCS

1.7.1.2.2 Measurement of extent or degree
Another broad category of DE-constructions involves a complement introduces an
expression that provides a measurement of a scalar property encoded by [V DE]. An
extent complement measures the magnitude of the event [V] by expressing its effect or
result. The extent function usually indicates only excessive or higher than usual
magnitude.
(60)

,

tā
zùi-de
bù-xǐng-rén-shì
3S
be.drunk-DE1
NEG-understand-person-business
‘He is unconscious from being drunk.’ [resultative]
‘He is unconscious while being drunk.’ [depictive, manner]
(61)
lèi
tired

de
DE

shòu-bù-liǎo
bear-NEG-end
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‘Tired to the extent that it is unbearable/Unbearably tired.’ [extent]
‘Tired and as a result one cannot bear it.’ [result]
There can be interpretational ambiguity with respect to resultative and depictive
or manner readings, when the first (main) predicate allows for an alternative construal as
a simultaneous event with the second one, not as a main cause for the following
state. The resultative relations between the main and the subsequent event also involve
some degree of the main event being carried out. For (60), being drunk can be
conceptualized as the cause for the person’s being unconscious; hence a resultative
reading. Alternatively, the two predicates can both be construed as holding at the time of
the utterance, thus DE marks a depictive relation between the two predicates. For (61), the
event of being unable to bear may be conceptualized as a result of being tired, or a
measurement of the extent. This is also true of (59) above, but in (59), it not definite what
dimension/scalar property of the event, zuo ‘walk’, the “resultative” event measures.
The degree complement appears in the form of a degree expression, as in (62)(64).
(62)

,

qiguài
de
bù-dé-liǎo
strange DE
neg-DE.POT-end
‘Extremely strange.’
(63)
chòu
de
yào
stinky
DE
want
‘Extremely stinky.’

sǐ
die

(64)
haǒchī de
hěn
delicious de
very
‘Very delicious.’
The degree predicate may be expressed via a hyperbolic expression lexicalized to indicate
high degree, as in (62)-(63), or a degree adverb, as in (64). Note that there is a gradient
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between a complement that is more likely to be interpreted as a ‘result from reaching a
high extent’ and one that functions merely as a degree modification.
1.7.1.2.3 A simultaneous event as a qualitative description
Another broad category of complement introduced by [V-DE] describes a
simultaneous event whose primary function is to provide a qualitative description of an esite of the event introduced by [V-DE1], not a scalar measurement of the extent or
magnitude of the V1 event. The elaboration may be oriented towards a participant or an
event, including manner, depictive, and other types of properties.
•

Manner
A manner complement elaborates on a property of the event denoted by [V-DE],

as illustrated by (65)-(67).
(65)
yéyé
zǒu-de
hěn
grandfather
walk-DE1
very
‘Grandfather walks very slowly.’

màn
slow

(66)
yánsè
lù
de
kěài
color
green DE
lovely
‘The color is green in a lovely way’ (from Lu 1999: 164, originally classified as
‘result or extent’)
(67)
tā chàng-gē
chàng de
hǎo-tīng
jí
3S sing-song
sing DE
good-hear
extreme
‘He, in terms of singing, s/he sings extremely beautifully.’
•

le
PF

Depictive
A complement to [V DE] may also describe a characteristic of a participant

pertaining to the event V in general, similar to a depictive secondary predicate.
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(68)
zhǔjiǎo
sǐ-de
hǎo chǒu
protagonist
die-DE1
really ugly
‘The protagonist died really ugly / in a really ugly manner.’
(69)
zhǔrén
kū-de
nàme shāngxīn
owner
cry-DE1
such sad
‘The owner cried so sad(ly).’
The complement is often applicable to both an event and a participant, and thus
ambiguous between a manner and depictive interpretation, as shown in (68)-(69). The
property ugly, for example, may be an evaluation of the physical attractiveness of the
protagonist, or a description of how in the protagonist carries out the event. The emotion
predicate ‘sad’, likewise, may refer to the mental state of the owner, and therefore be
participant-oriented, or the way in which the crying action is carried out (i.e. the owner
cried in a sad manner), and is thus event-oriented.
There is a subtype of verb complement in Chinese that differs from English
depictives in that it expresses an individual-level property that is characteristic of a
participant but pertains to the time frame of the event.
(70)
tāmen
chī-de
hěn
xián
3P
eat-DE1
very salty
‘They eat (their food) very salty.
(71)
baǒbaǒ shùi-de
tài
ruǎn hùi
yǐngxiǎng
fāyù
baby
sleep-DE1
too
soft will affect
growth
‘A baby, if (it) sleeps (on a mattress that is) too soft, (that) will affect its growth.’
(72)
wǒ
yí
jiàn
chènshān
mǎi-de
1S
one CL
shirt
buy-DE1
‘I bought one shirt (which was) too big.’
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tài
too

dà
big

(73)
zhè
this

jiā
CL

kāfēi-diàn
coffee-shop

gùitái
receptionist

dōu
all

qǐng
hire

de
DE

hěn
piàoliàng
very
beautiful
‘This coffee shop, in terms of receptionists, they hire pretty ones.’
‘This coffee shop hires receptionists (who are) pretty.’
(74)

,

xiǎo-háizi
fàn
chī-de
bù
duō
small-child
rice
eat-DE1
NEG
much
‘Small children, rice they do not eat so much.’
•

Value and other properties
[V-DE1] may introduce a complement that expresses an evaluation, such as hǎo

‘good’ in (75), or other types of adverbial relations (that are not prototypical sense of
manner), such as in (76).
(75)

Evaluation: [cf. agentive adverb]
nà
liǎng ge
fēngzi zǒu-de
that
two
CL
lunatic leave-DE1
‘It’s good that those two lunatics left.’

hǎo
good

(76)
jīntiān tiān-liàng-de
zǎo
today sky-light.up-DE1
early
‘The dawn came early today.’
1.7.1.2.4 Intermediate cases
There are several other intermediate categories besides the aforementioned
categories, and an instance of a non-potential complement may often be interpreted in
multiple ways.
•

Result – extent
Example (77) illustrates the ambiguity between a result and an extent construal.

The event, “not speaking for three days”, may be construed as the result of the being
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angered by the students, but it may also be construed as a measurement of the extent of
anger.
(77)

,

xuéshēng qì-de
tā
sān
tiān bù
jiǎng-huà
student angry-DE1
3S
three day
NEG
talk-word
‘The students made him so angry that he did not speak for three days.
•

Manner/result/depictive?
Similarly, the eating action in (78) can be interpreted as the antecedent event

bringing about the person’s having great gusto, or jīn-jīn-yǒu-wèi can be describing the
manner of the person of consuming the food.
(78) (
)
nǐ
kàn
tā
jiáo-de
jīn-jīn-yǒu-wèi
2S
look
3S
chew-DE1
delicious.ideophone
‘Look at him chewing (with such gusto).’
[manner]
‘Look at him having such gusto as a result of chewing.’ [resultative]
•

Manner or extent
The following examples demonstrate the ambiguity between a manner similative

and an extent interpretation.
(79)
dàtīng
lǐ
liàng de
rútóng
bái-zhòu
hall
in
bright DE
resemble
white-day
‘It is so bright in the hall that it resembles the day.’
‘It is bright in the hall like the day.’
(80)
tuánjié
de
xiàng yí
ge
rén
yí-yàng
united
DE
like
one
CL
person
one-kind
‘United in such a way that (they) are like one person.’
‘United to the extent that they are like one person.’
Both (79) and (80) may be interpreted as a qualitative description of the event introduced
by [V-DE], in (79) the brightness of the hall, and in (80) the unithood of the subjects. Both
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of these also implicate an unusually high extent, and may be analyzed as an elaboration
about the degree of the scalar property encoded by [V-DE].
1.7.1.2.5 [V-DE] as a supporting element for predication
Notably, when the semantic relation between the two predicates linked by DE is
weakened due to semantic bleaching of the predicate originally conveying the primary
event, the construction can resemble a predicative property construction.
(81)
nà
ge
nǔháizi zhǎng-de
hěn
piàoliàng
that CL
girl
grow-DE1 very beautiful
‘That girl is (very) beautiful.’
Less frequently: ‘That girl has grown to be (very) beautiful.’ [resultative]
The state of being beautiful in (81) can be conceptualized as a result of growing, but in
most contexts, the causal relation is so bleached that the sentence only describes the
current state of the girl without any assumption of it as a result of growing, i.e. ‘grow’ has
become like a copula (cf. ‘seem’, ‘appear’).
1.7.2

Pre-verbal secondary predicate
The second function of Mandarin DE is attached to a secondary predicate that

appears in the preverbal position, which corresponds to the category of zhuàngyǔ (

)

in Chinese linguistics. DE as a marker of pre-verbal secondary predicates contrasts with
the complementation function of DE, where DE is attached to a predicate that encodes the
event to be elaborated on. When appearing before the main predicate, a DE-marked
expression functions as an adjunct construction, i.e. a secondary predicate. In this
position, the DE-marked expression can perform both depictive and manner functions,
depending on the semantics of the expression.
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The secondary predicate may appear in a number of morphophonological
patterns, including disyllabic words (82)-(87), reduplicated templates (88)-(90), parallel
structures (91)-(92), and complex structures (93)-(94) (see Chapter 2 for a more detailed
discussion of the templates).
• Disyllabic words
(82)
tā fēi-kuài-de
pǎo-guò-lái
3S fly-fast-DE
run-cross-come
‘He ran speedily (toward us).’
(83)
cáipàn
xùn-sù-de
zhìzhǐ chōngtú
referee
fast-speed-DE2
stop clash
‘The referee speedily stopped the clash.’
(84)
shòu-hài-zhě
jiāshǔ shāngxīn-de gǎn-guò-lái
PASS-harm-person
family sad(ly)-DE rush-cross-come
‘The family of the victim sad(ly) rushed hither.’
(85)
xīngfèn
de
shuō
exited
DE
say
‘say excited(ly)’
(86)
ta qiānxū
de
biǎoshì
3S be.modest
DE
indicate
‘he indicates modestly (or: it is modest of him to indicate…)’
(87) ,
yǔ
bù-tíng
rain
NEG-stop
‘It rains incessantly.’

de
DE

xià
go.down

• Reduplicated templates
(88)
bǎ
yào
rèrè-de
hē-xià-qù
OBJ
medicine
hot.REDU-DE drink-down-go
‘Drink the medicine hot.’
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(89)
dà-yě-láng
bǎ
yāzi huó-shēngshēng-de tūn-xià-qù
big-wild-wolf
OBJ
duck alive-raw.REDU-DE swallow-go.down-go
‘The big wild wolf swallowed down the duck alive.’
(90)
huālālā

de

xiǎng
IDEO
DE
make.sound
‘make sounds, going hualala’

Parallel Structures
(91)
zì-yán-zì-yǔ
de
shuō
self-speak-self-speak
DE
say
‘Speak (in such a way that it is apparently addressed) to oneself.’
•

(92)
xiǎotōu
niè-shǒu-niè-jiǎo-de
pá
jìn
wū
lǐ
thief
creep-hand-creep-foot-DE
crawl enter house inside
‘The thief crept into the house. / The thief crawled into the house stealthily.’
• Complex structures
(93)
shuō-bù-chū
de
gaōxìng
speak-NEG-exit DE
happy
‘be unspeakably happy’
(94)
xiàng
niánqīng-rén yí-yàng
resemble young-person one-kind
‘as agile as a young person’

de
DE

jiǎojiàn
agile

In such contexts, the DE-marked expression can perform both depictive and
adverbial functions. The orientation of the expression does not affect the encoding of
expression, contrary to the proposal in traditional grammars that these serve to ‘modify
an adjective or verb’ (e.g. S. Lü 1999:160). In some cases, a DE-marked expression can
be interpreted as both participant-oriented and event-oriented, e.g. with predicates
denoting emotional states, such as shāngxīn-DE, xīngfèn-DE in (84)-(85), or bodily
positions, such as niè-shǒu-niè-jiǎo-DE in (92), which can be interpreted both as a manner
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predication, describing the actual manner of the thief as he crawled into the house, or as
the bodily gestures of the thief while crawling, which is more depictive-like.
1.7.3

Predicative
DE

also marks a predicative expression (

wèiyǔ in Chinese linguistics), which

appears in two different information-packaging functions: a genuine predicational
statement, and an identificational statement in the sense of Stassen (1997). Stassen
(1997:100-106) proposes that a predicational statement merely adds new information to
an already existing mental file, e.g. what characteristic an object possesses, which “class”
an object belongs to. An identificational statement, on the other hand, suggests a
reorganization of the mental-file structure of the addressee, which can be achieved by
providing an alternative label for (or access route to) a file, creating a new file, or by
establishing an inclusion relation between two files. Chinese DE-marked propositions
may have an identificational and a predicational interpretation.
1.7.3.1 Predicative properties and descriptive events
DE may also be attached to a predicative property, which commonly involves
reduplication or some sort of parallel structure. This type of DE-marked predicative
expresses descriptive information. Examples (95a-c) illustrate a DE-marked descriptive
expression functioning as the primary predicate.
(95) Predicative property
a.
tā
yí
bèizi gūgūdāndān-de
3S
one
life lonely.REDU-DE
‘S/he is lonely his whole life.’
b.
tā
chángcháng shénjīng-xīxī-de
3S
often
goofy-IDEO-DE
‘S/he is often goofy.’
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c.
tā
érzi wú-jīng-dǎ-cǎi-de
3S
son
NEG.exist-energy-beat-spirit-DE
‘His/her son is listless.’
1.7.3.2 Qualitative predicates
A DE-marked predicative element may also appear with non-reduplicative
properties to express a qualification of a participant. These express materials or definitive
qualities, which serves more to ‘classify’ than to ‘describe’ the subject.
(96)
zhè
píngguǒ
this
apple
‘This apple is sour.’

suān-de
sour-DE

(97)
zhè
bēi
kāfēi liáng de
this
CL
coffee cool DE
‘This cup of coffee is cold.’
These are related to the shi…de construction, which adds a characteristic (function,
material, content…) or establishes class membership of a participant. The copula shi is
sometimes optional in informal speech. This construction is compatible with properties,
but the properties are usually conceptualized as a defining characteristic or a relatively
permanent property. This is especially true for predication of “material” and “gender”
concepts.
(98) class/role expression
ta shi
mai cai
3S COP sell
vegetable
‘He is a vegetable merchant.’

de
DE

(99) Characteristic - content
zhe
ben
xiaoshuo
jiang
this
CL
novel
talk.about
‘This novel talks about immigration.’
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yi-min
immigration

de
DE

(100) Characteristic - gender
wo shi
nu
de
1S COP female DE
‘I am a woman.’
(101) Material
mama
zhe
tiao qunzi shi
mother
this
CL
skirt COP
‘This skirt of mother’s is silk.’

si
silk

de
DE

(102) Characteristic: Color
zhe
zhi
bi
this
CL
PEN
‘This pen is red.’

shi
COP

hong-se
red-color

de
DE

(103) Characteristic: Color
tiankong
shi
sky
COP
‘The sky is blue.’

lan
blue

de
DE

(104) Characteristic: Size
nu-haizi
tou-fa
tongchang
female-child
head-hair
usually
‘Here girls usually have long hair.’

shi
COP

chang de
long DE

1.7.4 Non-restrictive modification, secondary predication, and predicative
complement
DE-marked predicative expressions may also appear in the postverbal position,
and hold various relations with the predicate before it. In the post-nominal position, a
participant-oriented DE-marked expression may be ambiguous with respect to a depictive
and a non-restrictive modification reading.
(105)
tā
3S

(non-restrictive modification, depictive)
duān-lái
yì
wǎn tāng liáng-de
serve-come one:TS
CL
soup cold-DE
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‘S/he served a bowl of soup (, which was) cold.’
Liáng-de in (105) can be interpreted as properties in postposed non-restrictive
modification, where a DE-marked property expression appears after the noun it is
attributed to. At the same time, the properties also can be interpreted as holding within
the time frame of the main event.
The DE-marked predicative expression bàn-sǐ-bù-huó-de in (106) appears as a
depictive secondary predicate.
(106)
,
lǎogōng jīngcháng
xiàbān
húijiā
bàn-sǐ-bù-huó-de
husband frequent
get.off.work come.home
half-dead-NEG-alive-DE
‘The husband often gets off work and comes home (appearing) half-dead.’
Note that the DE-marked expression in (106) is often simply treated as a primary
predicate (wèiyǔ

) in Chinese linguistics. Semantically, the DE-marked element

expresses a state of affairs simultaneous with comes home, which may be construed either
as the secondary predicate or the primary predicate.
A DE-marked expression may also appear as a predicative complement of a
regular complement-taking predicate (not marked by DE), as in (107)-(109), or the
complement of a DE-marked verb complement construction, as in (110). DE can also
optionally mark predicative complements and resulting states.
(107)
( )
wǒ
kàn
ta
kū-kū-tí-tí-de
1S
see
3S
cry.REDU-weep.REDU-DE
‘I saw him weeping and wailing.’
(108)
( )
wǒ
tīn-jiàn
ta
dà-chǎo-dà-nào-de
1S
hear-arrive.ASP 3S
excessive-squabble-excessive-make.noise-DE
‘I heard him squabbling and making a lot of noise.’
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(109)

(

)

nǎinǎi
bǎ
fángjīan
sǎo-de
grandmother OBJ room
sweep-DE
‘Grandma has swept the room clean.’

gāngānjìngjìng-de
clean. REDU-DE

(110)
wǒmen
dōu juéde
guàiguài-de
1P
all
feel
strange. REDU-DE
‘We all felt kind of strange.’
1.7.5 Attributive modification (both restrictive and non-restrictive)
Finally, DE functions as a general marker of modification and nominalization,
being attached to actions, properties, objects and events functioning as modifiers. DE is
used for both non-restrictive and restrictive attributives, as shown in the distinction
between (111) and (112)-(113).
(111)
māma zhǔ
le yì
guō rè-hūhū
one scoop PF one
CL
hot-IDEO
‘Mother made a pot of hot soup.’

de
DE

tāng
soup

(112)
dài
huā de
nǔshēng
wear flower DE girl
‘The girl who wears a flower is my older sister.’
(113)
gēge
de
lùnwén
kùai xiě-wán
older.brother
DE
dissertation soon write-finish
‘Older brother’s dissertation is almost finished.’

le
PF

In (111), there the modifier rè-hūhū is non-restrictive in that it does not help pick out a
different referent – it refers to the same pot of soup. In (112)-(113), the restrictive
modifiers help delimit the identity of the referents. The use of DE does not differentiate
between a restrictive and a non-restrictive attribution.
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DE2

also appears as a nominalizer, or a marker for headless modification,

allowing for a modifier to be a defining characteristic for an understood referent that is
recoverable in the discourse (examples mine).
(114)
běiyīnǔ

hěn
duō piàoliàng-de
very many beautiful-DE
‘There are lots of beautiful (girls) in Beiyinu High School.’
PN

(115)
zhǐ
yǒu
zùi
qiúng-de
cái
only
EXIST most poor-DE
then
‘Only the poorest walk and take the bus.’

zǒulù hàn
walk and

dā-gōngchē
take-bus

(116)
?
nǐ juéde zhǐ
yǒu
jiànzhōng-de cái
shì
rén
ma
2S think only EXIST PN-DE
then COP person INTERR.PRT
‘You think only those who study at Jianzhong (high school) are humans?’
(117)
wǒ
yù-guò-de
cái
jiào kǒngbù
1S
experience-EXP-DE
then call
scary
‘What I experienced can (really) be called scary.’
(118)
jiějiě
xǐhuān-de
tā
yě
older.sister
like-DE
3S
also
‘What older sister likes, she likes, too.’

ba
PRT

xǐhuān
like

1.8 Orthographical representations and issues with DE
Based on its synchronic uses, DE in Mandarin appears to be an all-purpose marker
for modification, nominalization, secondary predication, and predicative
constructions. The polysemous functions of DE discussed in the previous section
demonstrate the close association between depictives, manner predications, predicative
complements, and resultatives, which is marked synchronically by the same marker in
similar structures. It also subsumes various semantic functions on van der Auwera and
Malchukov’s (2005) and Verkerk’s (2009) semantic maps.
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The issue, however, is more complicated than it appears. In Mandarin Chinese, DE
[t!] has three forms in orthography:

,

,

. For the purpose of distinguishing them, the

three different written forms will be referred to as DE1, DE2, and DE3 throughout the
dissertation. DE will be used as a generic term of all functions marked by DE [t!].
DE1
DE2

(archaic:

)

DE3

The three Modern written forms represent three etymologically distinct sources (the
archaic form of DE2, di

, is replaced by DE(2)

during the 13th century, see T. Mei

1988), but do not faithfully reflect their complex usage and diachronic developments.
Reference grammars often provide prescriptive rules to specify which written form
should be used for specific syntactic functions discussed above. An illustration of such
rules of orthography can be found in S. Lü (1999) (labels in italics and notes in square
brackets are mine):
(119) Rules of orthography (S. Lü 1999)
• DE1 ( ) – DE connects a verb with a complement that describes an extent or a result
[in the “V + DE + Complement” pattern] (p.163)
• DE2 ( )
(a) (Attributive modification): DE is attached to an element that functions as a
modifier of a noun [in the “Modifier+DE+Noun” pattern](p.157)
(b) (Nominalizer/headless modification): DE is attached to an element to form a
nominal [in the “Modifier DE” pattern](p.159)
(c) (Predicatives) (
wèiyǔ see §1.5.3): DE is attached to a predicative element or a
proposition [in the pattern “Predicate/Proposition+DE”](p.161)
(d) (Predicative complement): DE is attached to the complement of [V DE] (p.162)
• DE3 ( ) – DE marks an element that [appears in the pre-verbal position and] modifies
a verb or an adjective (p.162).
• The form was once (from 1919-1930s) used for DE-marked genitive relations (e.g.
wǒ dǐ mǔqīn ‘1S DE mother’, zuòjiā dǐ gǎnqíng ‘writer DE emotion’), but the form is
now obsolete. Now (DE3) is used for DE-marked expressions that modify adjectives
and verbs; all other [non-V-DE complement] uses are written as DE2 ( ) (p.156).
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The prescriptive rules specify that the form
complement’ (bǔyǔ

(DE1) is used for the Chinese ‘verb

) constructions discussed in section 1. DE in pre-verbal secondary

predicates (S. Lü 1999:156) is written as

(DE3), and DE in attributive modification,

nominalization, predicative, are all written as

(DE2). A summary of the prescriptive

rules is provided in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Prescriptive rules for the orthographical representations of DE
Function

Pattern
DE1

Verb complementation marker
Secondary predicate preverbal
Predicative/complement
Attributive/
Nominalizer

V-DE CMP
Sec. Pred-DE Pred
Pred-DE
Modifier DE N
Modifier DE

Written form
DE2
DE3

x
x
x
x

The prescriptive rules have various issues. First, the rules do not explicitly account
for cases that may be construed in multiple ways. For instance, although a distinction can
theoretically be drawn between DE1, which introduces a verb-complement, and DE2, a
nominalizer, the DE-marked element can be interpreted as either a verb complement
construction with DE1 (

), or a headless modification with a DE2-marked topic (

)

followed by a comment, as below:
[V DE1]PRED
[V DE2]TOPIC

[Complement]
[Comment]

Because of such phonetic and functional parallels, some researchers treat nominalization
and complementation as instantiations of a more general pattern. Loeb-Diehl (2005), for
instance, analyzes Mandarin DE in (120) as a Predicational strategy, where the subject of
the sentence is encoded either as a nominalized clause or a noun phrase, and a manner
expression is encoded as the primary predication.
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(120) nǐ
pǎo de
hěn
kuài
2S
run
NMZ
very quick
‘You run/ran very quickly.’
‘Lit. ‘Your running is very quick.’
(example from Li & Thompson 1981:625, glossing and translation from LoebDiehl 2005:213)
Loeb-Diehl’s interpretation is based on Li and Thompson’s (1981:625), who suggest that
(120) (which they refer to as a complex staive construction) makes an assertion of the
action encoded by [V DE]. (120) literally makes an assertion about the ‘running being
quick’, either in general or at a particular time, and hěn kuài is essentially a comment
about the hearer’s speed. Note that this contrasts with a sentence with the DE-marked
secondary predicate in the pre-verbal position such as (121), where both the manner
expression mànmàn ‘slow’ and the action ‘walk’ are asserted.
(121) tā
mànmàn
de
3S
slow.REDU
DE
‘S/He walks slowly.’

zǒu
walks

Native speakers of Mandarin often fail to distinguish DE1 and DE2 constructions,
the evidence being the frequent interchange between the orthographic representations DE1
(

) and DE2 (

) in writing or typing. They replace DE1 with DE2 (or less frequently,

vice versa) in writing partly because of their phonetic similarity (both have reduced
vowel quality and neutral tone), and partly due to the structural parallels between the two
constructions. (122)-(124) are taken from real conversation on TV (with sub-captions)
and online bulletin boards, all of which are written with DE2 (
(122)
nà
tā
xiě-de
yě
méi
cuò
a
then 3S
write-DE2
also
NEG
wrong PRT
‘Then what he wrote was not wrong, either.’
‘Then he did not write it wrong, either.’
‘Then it was not wrong of him to write, either.’
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).

(123)
nǐ
shuō-de
duì
2S
say- DE2
right
‘You said it right.’
‘What you said was right.’
‘It was right of you to say it.’
(124)

,

tā
zaì
nà
bù
diànyǐng
yǎn-de
zhēn-de
3S
LOC
that CL
movie
perform-DE2 really-DE2
‘He really performed not badly in that movie.’
‘In that movie, his performance really was not bad.’

búcuò
not.bad

A second problem with the prescriptive rules is that they are not always consistent
and semantically motivated. The function of DE3, for example, is inaccurately described
as a ‘modifier to adjectives and verbs’, which indicates event-orientation. As shown in
§1.7.2 and (125), a preposed DE-marked adjunct may be used for both event- and
participant-oriented secondary predicates.
(125)
fāxiàn
discover

bàozhúhuā
PN

chuán shēn
all
body

xūtuō
collapse

liǎn-sè
face-color

cāngbái-de
pale-DE3

yǐ
zài
qiáng-jiǎo
lean
at
wall-corner
‘...found Baozhuhua leaning against the corner of the wall, completely lethargic, her
face pale.’ (Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Chinese)
The DE-marked element in (125) consists of two paralleled expressions describe the
physical conditions of Baozhuhua – being lethargic and pale, both participant-oriented.
One may then presume that the preverbal position should be the sufficient
criterion for the use of DE3, but this is not always the case. S. Lü (1999:163) suggests that
the following usage of Mandarin DE should be written as DE2.
(126)
,
dà-báitiān
de
hái
pà
zhǎo-bú-dào
great-white-day DE2 still fear find-NEG-arrive
‘In broad daylight, need one worry about getting lost?’
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lù
road

ma
INTERR

(127)
zǒu
a
zǒu de
tiān-sè
kějiù
hēi
le
walk PRT walk DE2 sky-color then
dark
PF
‘As (one) goes on walking, the sky has turned dark!’

xià-lái
la
go.down-come PRT

(128)
lǎoxiāng-men qī-chá
dào-shǔi
de
rèqíng
jí
le
folk-PL
make.tea-tea
pour-water DE2 enthusiastic extreme PF
‘The folks, making tea, pouring water and so on, are extremely enthusiastic.’
(129)
qiánzi
gǎizhūi
de
fàng zài
zhè
ge
bēi-bāo
wrench screw.driver DE2 put
at
this
CL
back-pack
‘Wrench, screw driver and the like, are placed in this backpack.’

lǐ
in

S. Lü (1999) describes DE2 in (126)-(127) as cause, reason, and condition expressions
that occur sentence-initially, and the function of DE2 in (128)-(129) as an approximate
description of kinds and sorts, similar to English and so on, and the like, and etc. These
are simply categorized as ‘other uses’ of DE2, without linking these to other functions of
DE2.

The DE2-marked expression in (128) may also be circumstantial and belong with

(126)-(127). A DE-marked parallel structure in the pre-verbal position, such as zì-yán-zìyǔ in (91), is apparently semantically linked to (128), but should be written with DE3
according to the prescriptive rule.
To make up for the vagueness of the rules, additional syntactic, collocational, and
semantic criteria are provided for further specification. What these criteria create are
prototype categories, i.e. constructions. The mixture of the various criteria, however,
allows for multiple construals and fails to unambiguously account for every actual usage.
The rules fail to predict, for instance, what form of DE to use for (130). Example
(130) shows two pre-verbal DE-marked expressions, one marked by DE3 and one marked
by DE2. Aside from the prescriptive rules of orthography failing to provide a clear
guideline at times, most native speakers do not seem to distinguish the ‘adverbial’ DE3 (
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) from the ‘attributive’ and ‘predicative’ DE2 ( ), and mix one with the other in
writing.
(130)
háizi
child

měitiān
měitiān
everyday everyday

dōu
all

ānjìng-de
silent-DE3

fàng
fly

zhe
STATE

fēngzhēng
kite

jìngqiǎoqiǎo-de méi-yǒu
bàn diǎn shēngyīn
silent-DE2
NEG-EXIST
half a.little sound
‘The child flies his kite quiet(ly) everyday, silent(ly) without any sound.’
(Academia Sininca Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Chinese)
In (130), the writer’s choice of orthographic representations for the two
synonymous state verbs ānjìng ‘quiet’ (marked with DE3
(marked with DE2

) and jìng-qiǎoqiǎo ‘silent’

) does not seem to be positionally determined, since both DE-marked

elements appear in the preverbal position. The choice between the two written forms is
also not clearly motivated by semantic orientation, since these expressions should have
the same semantic orientation (which is in fact left ambiguous and subject to construal).
If the writer was following the rules, it would appear that jìng-qiǎoqiǎo was taken to be a
predicative element, not a secondary predicate. One may argue that it is because jìngqiǎoqiǎo is not obviously expressing a secondary event, since it is basically synonymous
with the following clause, and not modifying it. A primary and a secondary predicate
interpretation, however, are both possible and subject to construal.
Example (131) shows a sentence written with a DE3-marked expression in the
preverbal position, which also does not necessarily express secondary information, or
modifying the following event.
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(131)
xīn-zhōng
tǎndàngdàng de
lìkè
jìn
le
mèng-xiāng
heart-middle
flat-vast.IDEO DE3 immediately enter PFV
dream-land
‘(I was) composed and at ease in my heart, (and) entered dreamland immediately.’
[primary]
‘Composed and at ease in my heart, I entered dreamland immediately.’ [secondary]
(Academia Sininca Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Chinese)
The two possible interpretations are shown in the English translations. These examples
demonstrate the discrepancy between the orthographic rules and the proposed distinction
between DE2 and DE3.
1.9 Periodization of Chinese and DE constructions in the history of Chinese
The three written forms of Mandarin DE, as proposed earlier, are linked
diachronically to independent constructions with distinctive functions and collocational
constraints. Before giving an overview of the history of DE constructions, we need to
address the issue of the chronological framework.
Periodization of Chinese is not free of controversy, and varies considerably
depending on the criteria adopted and the grammatical constructions under investigation.
Periodization used by historical phonologists (e.g. Ting 1996), for example, varies from
that based on syntactic criteria (e.g. Peyraube 1996), as well as periodization based on
mixture of syntactic and phonological criteria (e.g. L. Wang 1980:43-44), and that for the
study of specific constructions (e.g. Shi 2002, on the resultative verb compound
construction). As an illustration of variety in periodization, a comparison of the
periodization schemes proposed by Li. Wang (1980), Shi (2002) and Peyraube (1996) is
shown in Table 1.3, along with the corresponding Chinese dynasties. Stages of transition
indicated by Li Wang and Peyraube are boldfaced.
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Table 1.3 Periodization and Dynasties in Chinese History
L. Wang
(1980)
Old
( ?~3 c. AD)

Shi (2002)

Peyraube (1996)

Dynasties

--

Pre-Archaic
(14th -11th c. BC)

• Shang

Early Archaic
10th – 6th c. BC)

Old (700200 BC)

Middle
(200 BCAD 900)

(c. 1600-c. 1046 BC)

• Zhou

(c. 1046-256 BC)

• Qin
• Han

(221-206 BC)
(206 BC – 220 AD)

Late Archaic
(5th – 2nd c. BC)

*Pre-Medieval
(1st c. BC – 1st c. AD)
Early Medieval
(2nd -6th c.)

• Three Kingdoms
• Jin
(265-420)

*Transition:
(3-4 c. AD)
Middle
(4-12 c.)

Late Medieval
(7th –mid-13th c.)
PreModern
(901-1500)

• Five Dynasties and Ten
Kingdoms
(907-60)
• Song
(960-1279)
• Jin
*Pre-Modern
(mid-13th -14th c.)
Modern (15th-19th c.)

Modern
(1501present)
Contemporary
(mid-19th -20th c.)
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~14th
13th
12th
11th
10th
9th
8th
7th
6th
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st c. BC
1st c. AD
2nd
3rd

(220-80)

• Northern and Southern
(420-589)
• Sui
(581-618)
• Tang
(618-907)

o Northern Song
o Southern Song

*Transition:
(12-13 c.)
Modern
(13-19 c.)

Contemporary
(1919~)

Centuries

(959-1126)
(1127-1279)

(1115-1234)

• Yuan
• Ming

(1271-1368)
(1368-1644)

• Qing

(1644-1911)

4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th (~mid)
13th (mid~)
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th (~mid)
19th (mid~)
20th

The periodization scheme adopted by this study is based on Peyraube (1996), who
proposes a relatively fine division of periods. In addition, we also adopt the term
Classical Chinese to refer to the period between 5th to 3rd centuries B.C. (Norman 1988).
•

Periodization of this dissertation (Peyraube 1996:164, *Classical Chinese period
added):
1. Pre-Archaic Chinese: Language of the oracle bone inscriptions.
14th-11th c. B.C.
2. Early Archaic Chinese: 10th - 6th c. B.C.
3. Late Archaic Chinese: 5th-2nd c. B.C.
*(Classical Chinese: 5th - 3rd B.C.)
4. Pre-Medieval: 1st c. B.C. – A.D. 1st c. (transition period)
5. Early Medieval: 2nd -6th c.
6. Late Medieval: 7th -mid-13th c.
7. Pre-Modern: mid-13th-14th c. (transition period)
8. Modern: 15th-mid-19th c.
9. Contemporary: mid-19th-20th c.
Previous research has shown that the precursors of Mandarin DE in [V DE VP]

verb complementation (DE1), attribution/nominalization (DE2), and pre-verbal secondary
predicate (DE3) constructions have emerged by, and evolved into full-fledged
constructions by the end of the Late Medieval Chinese period (L. Wang 1980, Ohta 1987,
P. Yang 1989, Sun 1996, C. Liu 2001, C. Zhao 2002, see Chapter 3 for discussion about
the early development of DE constructions). As will be discussed in Chapters 4-7, the
results show that though predominantly distinctive in their respective functions and
distributions, the DE constructions in Late Medieval Chinese already demonstrate certain
degrees of collocational, functional, and structural overlaps. Considerable convergence of
the DE constructions begins to be attested in Pre-Modern Chinese, particularly the Yuan
Dynasty (AD 1279-1368), a pivotal period between the Late Medieval and Modern
Chinese.
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The merger of the DE constructions have taken place by the Yuan Dynasty
(AD1271-1368), a period of Mongolian dominance. The period witnessed several drastic
changes in the Chinese phonological system, e.g. the simplification of tones, vowel and
coda inventories (L. Wang 1985). An assortment of some of the functions is illustrated by
the following examples from Yuan Kan Za Ju San Shi Zhong (

, henceforth

Za Ju), a collection of drama scripts from the Yuan Dynasty (13th-14th c.).
In Za Ju, DE2 marks attributive modification and nominalization, as shown in
(132)-(133).
(132)
ji-kun
de
zhong jiefang
help-trouble
DE
many neighbor
‘Neighbors who help (us) in trouble’
(133) Nominalization/headless modification
(

)

zuo
nu
de
zong
xin-er
fang-guai
do
daughter
DE
indulge
heart-DIM
let.out-rebel
‘(It is the case that) the one who is a daughter indulges in rebelling.’
The following sentences, where [V DE] is linked to another predicative event
functioning as a verb complement, are attested with DE1, as in (134), and DE2, as in
(135)-(137). It appears that DE2 and DE1 may be used interchangeably because of
phonetic similarity, semantic parallel, and structural overlap (selected examples from Za
Ju, 13th -14th c.):
(134)
wo ke-ye
qu
de
1S can-also
look DE1
‘I rather see them as ordinary.’

xunchang
ordinary
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(135)
ti-ku
de
zhai dan
wan xin
cry
DE2
rip
gall
gauge heart
‘Cry (so hard that it is as if) one’s gall was ripped and heart was gouged out.’
‘Cry in a manner (that it seemed like) one’s gall was ripped and heart was
gouged out.’
(136)
ni haier chi
de
zui
yan heng-xie
2S child eat
DE2
drunken eye slanted
‘Your child ate to the extent that his drunken eyes slanted.’
‘Your child ate in such a manner that his drunken eyes slanted. ’
(137)
zhedao de
yao
chu tou
di
bow
DE2
waist
bent head lowered
‘Bowed to the extent that their waists were bent and heads lowered.’
‘Bowed in a manner that their waists were bent and heads lowered.’
The following examples where

DE

marks a modifying event in the pre-verbal

position are attested with DE2 or DE3:
(138) ,
,
bu-zhu
de
ma
han-ru
bu-zhu
di
tui-lai-qiang-qu
NEG-stop DE2
curse poor-scholar NEG-stop
DE3
push-come-grab-go
‘Incessantly he curses the impoverished scholars, incessantly he jostles and pushes
around.’
(139)
chan
di
dong-bobo
de
xue
shang jia
shuang
suddenly DE3 freezing.REDU DE2 snow on
add
frost
‘Suddenly, it is freezing cold, snow piles upon frost (disasters are piling up on each
other.’)
(140)
qinqin
de
si
wendang
frequent,diligent.REDU DE2 3
ask,greet
‘Frequently (or: diligently) ask after (one’s mother).
(141)
haosheng
good

de
DE2

song
send

wo
1S

dao chuan-shang zhe
arrive ship-on
IMP

zan manman
de
xiangbie
1P
slow.REDU DE2 say.gooday
‘Well accompany me to the boat; we will slowly say our farewell to each other.’
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(142)
heloulou
de
hanshui
si
lei-ming
snore.IDEO
DE2
deep.sleep
as.if thunder-noise
‘Snoring like the noise of thunder, (I) sleep deeply.’
(143)
yan-panpan
de
qi
er
yinxin
yao
eye-look_forward.REDU DE2 wife son
information obscure
‘(I’m) anticipating eagerly (lit. My eyes are looking forward); information about my
wife and son is obscure.’
The rich range of attested semantic relations DE2 can designate in Za Ju eludes a
complete account here. The indistinction between the variant forms of DE may be a
product of semantic and structural overlap, and equally likely, phonetic resemblance. As
the following research of the history of DE constructions will reveal, the wide range of
functions can be traced back to three etymologically distinct sources, one verbal and two
nominal, which will be the thesis of this study. The orthographical representations of
different uses of DE in Mandarin reflect to some extent the three major historical sources
of Mandarin DE, but fail to capture much of the complexity of the interaction between the
three constructions. The semantic, structural, as well as phonetic overlaps of the DEconstructions motivating such merge of use are worthy of exploration. The phenomenon
has not been fully investigated, and the observations proposed here have to be verified by
careful examination of the diachronic development and interaction between the DEconstructions.
The observations call for further examination with more extensive data in order to
complete the semantic map for depictive and related notions. The development of DEconstructions will provide empirical data to evaluate the grammaticalization path
suggested by existing semantic maps, where depictive is an intermediate category
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between the development from (appositive) attributive modification to predicative
adjectival on the one end, and adverbial relation on the other end.
The study of depictive constructions is largely restricted to a few Indo-European
languages and highly inflected languages. The definition proposed by Schultze-Berndt
and Himmelmann (2004, Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt 2005) excludes
constructions such as complex and periphrastic predicates from the scope of secondary
predication, as well as those that are not overtly marked for subordinate or adjunct status.
This research will instead approach the typology from the semantic pole and
examine the properties and development of DE-constructions used to express concepts in
the domains related to secondary predication. From a synchronic perspective, the
semantic range of these constructions reveals a close association between relevant
conceptual categories. By examining the development of DE-constructions from a
diachronic perspective, we hope to refine the existing semantic maps, and reveal the
conceptual or semantic motivations for the interaction between these constructions based
on a number of crosslinguistically valid parameters.
1.10 Research questions
Given the aforementioned issues, the general goals of the research include the
following:
•

Based on Chinese data, extend the typology of secondary predication to incorporate
languages employing strategies different from Indo-European languages or highly
inflected languages.

•

Examine the encodings of different semantic notions with different strategies in
Mandarin, and the diachronic links between the encodings of different situation types.
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•

Situate secondary predication in the typological context of modifying and complex
predicate constructions using both synchronic and diachronic Chinese data.

•

Explore the semantic and morphosyntactic constraints on resultative, manner, and
depictives as secondary predicates.
More specifically, the synchronic functions of DE reveal two pertinent issues.

First, assuming the relative positions of the semantic categories on the map represent
plausible paths of development from one construction to another, the diachronic paths of
development of DE1, DE2, and DE3 can provide further evidence to support the connection
between the conceptual categories, or suggest modifications to the proposed
developmental paths.
Second, given their overlap in semantic functions (both used to mark resultative,
depictive, and adverbial meaning), it is worth examining how the constructions interact
with each other through time. Furthermore, the diachronic development of DE should also
be placed in the context of constructional network and typological changes in the history
of Chinese, e.g. the development of verb serialization and verb compounding.
The research questions of the dissertation are the following:
•

Do the synchronic functions and diachronic development of Mandarin DEconstructions for secondary predication support the semantic maps proposed by
Verkerk (2009) and van der Auwera and Malchukov (2005)?

•

What do the historical development and interaction between the related
constructions expressing different types of semantic notions reveal about theories
of construction grammar and language change?
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•

What correlations between morphosyntactic encoding and semantic relations can
be found based on the development of Mandarin strategies for secondary
predication?

•

What does the Mandarin data reveal about the correlation between typological
features of a language and that of secondary predication?

1.11 Data and methodology
In Mandarin Chinese, DE is pronounced as [t!] (with neutral tone) in both
attributive and predicative constructions. One of the most important factors that
contribute to the indistinction of DE-constructions is phonological change – DE1, DE2 and
DE3

had become phonetically similar by mid-14th century. The phonological changes are

manifested by a comparison of the pronunciations of DE1 ( ), DE2 ( , ), and DE3 ( ) in
two rhyme dictionaries, Guangyun

(1007-8) and Zhongyuan Yinyun

(1324)

(reconstructions based on L. Wang 1980 and J. Ning 1985, respectively):
DE1

(
DE2 (
(
DE3 (

)
)
)
)

Guangyun
[t!k] >
[tiei] >
[tiek] >
[di]
>

A comparison of the entries of

Zhongyuan Yinyun
[ti]
[ti]
[ti]
[ti]
,

,

, and

in the two rhyme dictionaries shows that

the pronunciations of DE1, DE2 and DE3 had become similar by the time Zhongyuan
Yinyun was compiled, with the only difference being tonal. Moreover, it is plausible that
all three forms of DE had been phonetically reduced as grammatical markers, but this
cannot be verified due to lack of data.
To limit the scope of the study, we focus on the interactions of the three DEconstructions in Late Medieval Chinese, before large-scale phonological changes have
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rendered the three markers phonologically similar in Pre-Modern Chinese. The
dissertation will provide a detailed analysis of the development of DE1, DE2, and DE3 in
Late Medieval Chinese, particularly from the Tang to the Song-Jin Periods. Changes
happening outside of this time period will be discussed insomuch as they are relevant to
the establishment of the DE constructions.
The texts examined have been carefully selected to reflect the colloquial language
of a given period (cf. J. Liu and S. Jiang 1990, 1992, 1995, Sun 1996, Shi 2002). These
include Buddhist books, dialogue records, drama scripts, narratives and novels written in
vernacular language, to textbooks of Chinese for Korean speakers. A description of the
major texts consulted from the Late Medieval Chinese and the Pre-Modern Chinese
Periods is provided here (see Appendix for a full list of texts and electronic corpora.)
Tang Dynasty (AD 618-907)
!
Dunhuang Bian Wen ‘Transformation Texts from Dunhuang’ (7th -9th
centuries)
Narratives and stories written in vernacular language intended for advocating
Buddhist doctrines to the general public.
Five Dynasties (AD 907-960)
!
Zu Tang Ji (AD 952)
The earliest currently preserved collection of Chan Buddhism narratives (historical
documents of chan zong
‘School of Chan Buddhism’). The text includes
narratives and documentation of dialogues among Buddhist monks, who gathered in
Quanzhou.
Song Dynasty (AD 960-1279)
!
Wu Deng Hui Yuan ‘Collection of Five Canons’ (AD 1252)
An anthology of five Chan Buddhist books from early 11th to mid-13th centuries. The
text also includes narratives and documentation of dialogues among Buddhist monks.
!

Zhu Zi Yu Lei ‘Lectures of Zhuzi ’ (AD 1270)
A collection of lecture notes of Zhu Xi
(1130-1200) written by his students, who
came from various regions of China. Zhu Xi was born in today’s Jiangxi (
)
Province, and lectured in various neighboring areas. The language of Zhu Zi Yu Lei is
argued to be based on “guanhua” (official language), with traces of southern dialects
(see discussion in §1.12).
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!

Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan ‘Zhang Xie, the Principle Graduate’ (12th -13th c.)
A drama script collected and edited by scholars in Wenzhou (
).

•

Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua ‘A Historical Narrative of the Five Dynasties’ (circ.
13 century)
A historical narrative written mostly in vernacular language and serving as the master
script for storytellers.
th

Jin Dynasty (AD 1115-1234)
!
Liu Zhi Yuan (12th -13th c.)
A drama script based on the story of the Emperor Gaozu (
Dynasty, Liu Zhi Yuan.
!

) of the Later Han (

(Dong Jie Yuan) Xi Xiang Ji ‘The Story of the Western Wing (by Dong
Jie Yuan)’ (12th-13th c.)
A drama script based on the story of Yinying Zhuan
(Biography of Yingying,
written by Yuan Zhen
AD 779-831).

Yuan Dynasty (AD 1271-1368)
•
Yuan Kan Za Ju San Shi Zhong ‘Thirty Drama Scripts Published in the
Yuan Dynasty’ (13th-14th c.)
A collection of thirty drama scripts by various authors in the Yuan Dynasty.
1.12 Limitations of Data
This study is based on written documentation of historical Chinese, and like most
studies on language change, relies on indirect evidence that may only reflect usage to a
more or less extent. The data used in the study come from mixed sources, including
electronic corpora, dictionaries of historical Chinese, modern printed copies of collected
diachronic texts, as well as examples cited in the previous literature. Though older
manuscripts are consulted occasionally when available, the data is mostly comprised of
edited manuscripts, which may be ‘faithful’ to original text to varying degrees. As
Traugott and Trousdale (2013) point out, because the syntactic structures have been
prejudged in the edited texts, analysis based on such sources may be biased towards the
intuition of the editors. This is a valid concern for the study of historical Chinese, which
is typically written without any punctuation.
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Diachronic investigation is especially restricted due to the availability of data. A
balanced sample that reflects variability in genre, register, and dialectal differences is
extremely difficult to maintain. There is little early documentation, for example, of
historical Chinese in the informal register, and even rarer records of texts that reflect
dialectal variations. Though we hope to select texts that represent regional differences,
chances are that the written record reflects to some extent, the ‘prestige’ or ‘standard’
variety of Chinese. In addition, it is often unclear to what extent the language of the
various texts reflects the mother tongue of their compilers and authors. Traces of
influence from multiple dialects may also be observed in the language of a text. The
language of Zu Tang Ji, for instance, has some traces the Southern Min dialect of
Quanzhou (where the monks met, see R. Li 1999, X. Liu 1998), but is argued to reflect
the Northern dialect of the capital, Chang’an from the preceding Tang Dynasty (which
was used as a lingua franca), (T. Mei 1994, Sun 1996:5, M. Zhang 2003). The language
of Zhu Zi Yu Lei (lecture notes of Zhu Xi), is argued to be based on guanhua (official
language, the accepted ‘standard’), with traces of various southern dialects (Mei 1998:8083, H. Yang 2001).
This study, therefore, does not intend to make an argument about the precise
dialectal regions represented by a text. The results presented here are not intended to
represent a complete survey of regional variation, but merely the variation in the usage of
DE constructions

shown in different texts. In Chapters 4-7, we will show that flexibility of

construal was attested long before the DE constructions become phonetically similar, but
did not become pervasive in the 13th-14th centuries, when changes in the phonological
system in Chinese, and likely also phonetic reduction accompanying the
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grammaticalization process, resulted in increasing phonetic resemblance of the DE
constructions. The choice of an orthographical representation of DE is dependent on how
closely a given context fits the prototypes of the subschemas of DE. Ambiguity in choice
reflects multiple/conflicting criteria that fail to unambiguously link a particular instance
to a schema, which may be functional, pragmatic, structural, and collocational. We
suggest, therefore, that variation in the usage of DE in different texts validly demonstrates
variation in construal, regardless of what dialect(s) the data is representative of.
Because the study is based on written forms alone, an issue also pertains to
whether differentiation in writing reflects differentiation in mental representation (i.e.
genuine variation in usage), or is merely coincidental because of lack of standardization.
It may also raise the question to whether the mixing of written forms for different
functions reflects genuine conceptual and functional overlap, or merely structural and
phonetic parallels. As mentioned, we hope to mitigate this factor by focusing our
investigation on Late Medieval Chinese, assuming that the pronunciations of the DE
constructions are reasonably distinct at least until the 13th century, as indicated by a
comparison of the forms in the rhyme dictionaries above. We are aware that there is no
way to verify if there is any phonetic reduction or how the reduction works when DE is
grammaticalizing, as there is no record of how the markers DE were actually pronounced
in various constructions.
With the above valid concerns in mind, we take the position that (in)distinction in
written documentation reflects the language users’ judgment based on a process of
categorization, and the choices made represent a construal of the differences or
similarities between categories or its exemplars. More importantly, because
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constructional approaches consider both ‘form’ and ‘function’ as equally important in the
creation and understanding of a construction, it does not rule out formal similarity as a
factor of change. While it is not easy to single out the one factor responsible for the
changes that have taken place or how the language user made a choice for a particular
instance, the documentation still maintains adequate explanatory power, since the
constructional approach embraces the possibility that there are multiple factors that
jointly participate in a diachronic process.
1.13 Organization of the dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized follows. Chapter 2 discusses the
morphophonological patterns that feature in the development of, and interactions between
the DE constructions. Chapter 3 discusses the sources and precursors of DE1, DE2, and DE3
constructions and the early stages of their constructionalization. Chapter 4 focuses on the
prototypical functions and distributions of DE2 and DE3 constructions in the Tang-Song
Period. With the understanding of the characteristics of DE2 and DE3 constructions,
Chapter 5-6 investigates how these constructions interact and extend to non-prototypical
contexts. Chapter 7 examines further development of DE1 and DE2 constructions until the
Yuan Dynasty, and illustrates how various formal and semantic parameters contribute to
the overlapping distribution of the two constructions, and the creation of a more
generalized schema marked by DE(2). Chapter 8 provides a synopsis of the findings and
briefly introduces the development of the DE-constructions afterwards. It also discusses
the implications of the dissertation for the typology of secondary predication and the
constructionalist approach to language change.
!

!
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Chapter 2
Morphophonological patterns of collocates of DE-marked constructions
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, we have suggested that the DE constructions developed from
different sources that initially had distinct functions and collocational preferences. Before
investigating their respective trajectories of constructionalization in Chapters 3-7,
Chapter 2 will introduce one essential dimension pertaining to the use of the DE
constructions – the morphophonological forms of the collocating elements. Here we
discuss the morphophonological patterns that define the selectional preferences of the
DE1, DE2, and DE3-marked

constructions attested in the sample (7th-13th centuries). An

account of the structural templates is fundamental to understanding the formal
composition of the DE-constructions, and to explaining the diachronic changes of the
construction prototypes.
The description of the selectional preferences of the DE-constructions is based on
several interrelated factors. Formally, a DE-marked element may be classified in terms of
two parameters, each of which is gradient. First, an expression may be classified based on
whether it is encoded by one of the “descriptive” templates (see §2.2.4 below for a
definition) or has “regular” (non-descriptive) morphophonology. Second, a nondescriptive expression may be classified for its morphophonological complexity based on
number of syllables, and the degree of analyzability and compositionality of the
expression. A simplified scheme of classification is shown as follows:
Descriptive Non-descriptive
Simple Complex
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The formal parameters feature differently in the two themes of this study: the distinction
between DE2 vs. DE3 constructions (Chapters 4-6), and DE1 vs. DE2 constructions
(Chapter 7).
2.2 The “regular” vs. “descriptive” continuum
This section discusses the regular vs. descriptive continuum. One major theme of
our investigation involves the interaction between a DE2-marked nominal modifier and a
DE3-marked

secondary predicate (Chapters 4-6). The two types of modifying

constructions have distinctive collocational patterns, which also reflect their distinct
information-packaging functions. The most important parameter between the
morphological form of a DE2- vs. DE3-marked modifying element is the descriptive vs.
regular (non-descriptive) distinction. Initially, DE2 constructions are distinct from DE3constructions in that the former disfavor descriptive templates, while the latter favor
them. Because descriptives are predominantly associated with DE3-constructions in the
Song-Jin Period, much of the discussion about the descriptive vs. non-descrpitive
distinction will focus on the collocates of DE3.
Elements collocating with the DE-marked constructions fall on a continuum of
regular vs. descriptive morphophonology. Chinese descriptives are semantically and
structurally (phonologically) distinctive words that provide vivid descriptions and
subjective evaluations of sensory experiences (see §2.2.2). Like all constructions,
Chinese descriptives are prototype categories defined based on Chinese-specific
structural and semantic criteria, and the subschemas of descriptives evolve and change
over time.
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The functions of Chinese descriptive expressions overlap significantly with what
have been called ideophones (for African and Native American languages), mimetics
(Japanese and Korean, e.g. Akita 2009), or expressives (Southeast Asian languages, e.g.
Doke 1935:118, cf. Klamer 2001 on expressives). Ideophones are semantically and
phonologically marked words often argued to be sound-symbolic. The semantic and
structural markedness of ideophones can be captured by the following two definitions:
‘A vivid representation of an idea in sound. A word, often onomatopoeic, which
describes a predicate, qualificative or adverb in respect to manner, color, sound,
smell, action, state or intensity’. (Doke 1935:118)
‘[M]arked words that depict sensory imagery.’ (Dingemanse 2012:654)
2.2.1 Semantic range of ideophones
Ideophones are semantically distinctive in that they present sensory imagery, ‘the
perceptual knowledge that derives from sensory perception of the environment and the
body’ (Dingemanse 2012:655). More significantly, ideophones differ from regular
descriptions in that they are understood as vivid impressions of sensory and perceptual
experiences, often accompanied by performative gestures and uttered with emphatic
acoustic foregrounding in actual use (Dingemanse 2012:657).
The sensory imagery depicted by ideophones includes not only perceptions of the
external world, but also inner feelings and sensations. Depending on the experiential
domains depicted, ideophones can be divided into three broad semantic categories (Akita
2009) as illustrated in (i)-(iii): (i) phonomimes, which represent mimicry of physical
sounds, (ii) phenomimes, which represent visual or textual experiences, (iii)
psychomimes, which represent internal experiences, such as bodily sensations and
emotions, as illustrated by (1)-(3). The semantic range of experiences that may be
expressed by ideophones is language-specific.
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(1) [phonomimes]:
a. Chinese (my example):
b. Japanese (Akita 2009:12):

xilili
go^rogoro

‘(sound of) rain’
‘thunder’

(2) [phenomimes]
a. Emai (Schaefer 2001:243)
óli
áfiánmí
ó
o
guo yéyéyé
the
bird
SC
H
shake with_a_quiver
‘The bird quivers.’[lit. shakes with a quiver]
b. Siwu (Dingemanse 2011:192)
mũnyɛ̃mũnyɛ̃ ‘sparkling of light’
wùrùfuù
‘fluffy’
c. Japanese (Mikami 2006: 206, cited in Akita 2009:58)
gake-no
ue-kara
koisi-ga
ba^rabara
oti-te
ki-ta.
cliff-GEN
top-from
pebble-NOM MIM
fall-CONJ come-PST
‘Pebbles came falling scatteringly from the top of the cliff.’
d. Chinese (example from Xi Xiang Ji, 13th century)
(

chidada

di

IDEO

DE3

)

tuo
jian liu
yin
li
qu
drag take willow shadow
in
go
‘Drag (him) into the shadow of the willows with rapid and sudden movements.’
(3) [psychomimes]
Japanese: u^kiuki

‘feeling happy and lighthearted’ (Akita 2009)

The semantic domains can be ranked in an implicational hierarchy in terms of the
likelihood of a concept being expressed as an ideophone in a language, as suggested by
Akita (2009) and Dingemanse (2012).
Akita
Phonomimes < Phenomimes
(2009)
Dingemanse sound
< movement < visual < other sensory
(2012:663)
patterns perceptions

< Psychomimes
< inner feelings and
cognitive states

The three-way semantic distinction proposed by Akita (2009) will be adopted to describe
the semantics of Chinese descriptive expressions.
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2.2.2 Structural markedness
The distinctive semantics and depictive power of ideophones go hand in hand
with their structural markedness. Ideophones are often noted for their marked
morphophonological patterns compared to ordinary words. Dingemanse argues (2011:
43) that ideophones are commonly characterized by word structures deviant from regular
words in that language, and tend to undergo expressive word-formation processes like
lengthening and reduplication. Among these, association with reduplication, as illustrated
by (1)-(3) above, is perhaps the most common feature of ideophones crosslinguistically.
The specific formal properties of ideophones that mark their special
morphophonological status are, however, largely subject to the conventions of an
individual language. Grammatically, ideophones tend to be only loosely integrated into
the sentence, if at all (Dingemanse 2011: 43). The structural features vary across
languages.
2.2.3 Iconic value
The feeling of vividness or liveliness conveyed by ideophones is often linked to
their iconic value. A general belief about ideophones is that they are pervasively iconic,
i.e. there is a non-arbitrary mapping between meaning and the linguistic gesture.
Iconicity in ideophones, however, comes in different types and degrees. Dingemanse
(2011, 2012) places a cautionary note on viewing all ideophones as iconic or exhibiting
the same degree and type of iconicity. The first issue noted by Dingemanse is that
ideophones are never exclusively iconic. Like all linguistic signs, they are symbolic in
that they are subject to the conventionalization of a language, and indexical to the extent
that they point to perceptions.
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Secondly, there are different types of iconicity at play in ideophones (Dingemanse
2011:165). Dingemanse distinguishes between two types of iconicity in ideophones,
imagic iconicity and diagrammatic iconicity. Imagic iconicity in ideophones pertains
when the sounds of the word mimics a sound in the real world, which is easy to identify
in the existence of onomatopoeia, e.g. the phonomimes shown in (1) above. Imagic
iconicity in ideophones, however, has its obvious limitations because only sounds can be
represented in the modality of speech. Furthermore, the linguistic re-creation of a
physical sound is never a faithful representation of the original, but restricted by the
physical limitations of the human vocal tract and the phonemic inventory and
phonological constraints of a particular language. In fact, the majority of ideophones are
not onomatopoeic.
Diagrammatic iconicity pertains when a relation between forms bears a
resemblance to a relation between meanings. Dingemanse further distinguishes between
two types of diagrammatic iconicity: gestalt iconicity, which involves a resemblance
between word structure and the spatio-temporal structure of the perceived event, and
relative iconicity, which is about the mapping of a relation between forms onto a relation
between meanings.
Gestalt iconicity is perhaps most apparent when the syllable structure of the form
represents some aspectual property of an event, e.g. the use of reduplication to represent
aspectual properties such as iteration, continuation, or distributed events, e.g. Siwu
mũnyɛ̃mũnyɛ̃ ‘sparking, light’ and gidigidi ‘running energetically’, and the use of
monosyllabic ideophones for instantaneous telic events (Dingemanse 2011:47).
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Relative iconicity differs from gestalt iconicity in that it concerns the relationship
between multiple lexical signs bearing a resemblance to multiple meanings. Dingemanse
(2011:49) illustrates relative iconicity with Siwu ideophone ‘constellations’ with the
same templatic morphology. The constellations of ideophones, which differ minimally
from each other in form and meaning, consist of a stable segmental template and a
variable part in which members of a sound-symbolic series appear. The vowel slots
(represented by V) in the template pVnbVlVV can be occupied by /ɔ/, /u/, or /i/, resulting
in modifications to the basic meaning ‘protruding (of the belly).’
pimbilii
pumbuluu
pɔmbɔlɔɔ

‘protruding (of the belly)’ (/i/ is smallest, /ɔ/ is largest)

Although there have been proposals by Chinese etymologists that sound-symbolism1
existed in Old Chinese, the issue of relative iconicity cannot be further pursued in this
study due to lack of information on the exact acoustic properties of diachronic Chinese
descriptive constructions.
The final argument of Dingemanse, and perhaps the most pertinent to our
investigation of Chinese “descriptives”, is that iconic value is not a requirement for
ideophony. Even when the notion of iconicity has been extended to include the
diagrammatic mapping between relations between forms and relations between meanings,
it is still difficult to argue for the existence of apparent iconic value to many ideophones,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

The tradition of explaining a word with another word with the same, or a similar pronunciation is called
sheng xun (
) ‘lit.sound-interpret’. This is illustrated by the following entry of a dictionary, Shi Ming
(
, 3rd c.).
•
(
)
mang mang
ye
mangmang
wu
suo
jian
ye
blind
vast,borderless PRT
vast_borderless.REDU
NEG
with
see
PRT
‘Mang (blind) (means) mang (vast and borderless); vast and borderless with nothing to be seen.’
This tradition is based on the belief that sounds are related to meaning, and words that are similar in
pronunciations may be semantically related. This method is often criticized for its vagueness, and is no
longer adopted today.
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especially those referring to internal experiences, e.g. there is no obvious iconic link, for
example, between the Gbaya form sélélé and its meaning ‘absolute silence’ (Noss
2011:263, cited in Dingemanse 2012:657), or Siwu fututu and its meaning ‘purely white’
(Dingemanse 2011:50), or the Chinese form shabibi and ‘awkward and pretentious
action’. It is often reported that native speakers of a language tend to view ideophones as
good depictions of the sensory experience, even when there is no apparent link between
their form and meaning. Such an intuitive perception of iconic value in ideophones is
supported by personal communication with native speakers (Dingemanse 2011), as well
as experimental results based on novel words (Akita 2009 on Japanese, with varying
structural similarity to ideophones).
The explanation for such an intuition, Dingemanse (2011) suggests, is not
iconicity per se, but rather that ideophones set up a depictive frame with their unusual
structural properties, and invite people to treat them as a performance of a sensory
imagery, a phenomenon he refers to as ‘coerced iconicity.’ The depictive power of an
ideophone is endowed by a culturally conventionalized structural (acoustic) frame, which
renders them as perceptually salient deviations from ordinary words in a specific
language. Dingemanse compares the special status of ideophones in the stream of speech
as the frame of a painting, and their acoustic properties as the canvas of a painting, which
jointly invite the listener to visualize the scene as if it were physically experienced. Just
like the imitative value of a picture is irrelevant to its ability to depict, a transparent
iconic relationship is not required to evoke the listener’s imagination of actually being in
the scene. Instead, the speakers of a language are socially conditioned to treat ideophones
as adequate renditions of the depictive element, regardless of its imitative value.
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Lexical iconicity, in the same vein, is only partly responsible for the
“expressiveness” and “vividness” of Chinese “descriptives”. “Descriptive” templates,
which prototypically involve reduplication, are Chinese-specific schemas that should be
viewed as a “frame” that invites listeners to savor the expressions as depictions.
Essentially, the conclusion despite some commonly observed characteristics of
ideophones crosslinguistically, the structural properties and semantic range of
ideophones, like all constructions, are language-specific.
2.2.4 Morphophonological patterns of prototypical of descriptives
Among the most prominent of DE3-collocates constructions are templates
involving reduplication. Chinese descriptive forms can be easily identified by their
structural markedness, typically involving reduplication. The term reduplication is used
here in the sense that the expression is composed of (at least) two syllables that are
identical or partially similar in form, without assuming that the expression is necessarily
derived from a base form. Reduplication typically increases the vividness of description
and provides subjective quantification and qualification to the property or event involved.
It is important to note, however, that descriptives are also lexical constructions
defined based on semantic and functional prototypes. An expression can match
prototypical descriptive structures and semantics to varying degrees, resulting in more
central and more peripheral “deviations” of descriptives.
Reduplicated templates fall into the following major types: AA, ABB, and
AABB. Expressions that involve partial reduplication, e.g. alliteration, rhyming, or
similarity in vowel quality, may also be considered more peripheral schemas extended
from reduplication (see §2.3.3.1-2). Because the primary focus of our discussion is to
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establish the patterns attested as DE-marked predicatives and secondary predicates, the
majority of the expressions discussed in §2.2.4 and §2.3 are attested with DE3, if not
specifically indicated. An asterisk (*) is placed behind an expression attested with DE2 in
these constructions.
2.2.4.1 AA Type reduplication
The AA type reduplication has three primary effects – (a) to provide vivid
descriptions of perceptual and psychological experiences, and (b) to provide subjective
quantification or qualification of a property on a gradient scale, (c) to describe continuity,
durativity, and progression.
2.2.4.1.1 AA templates that provide vivid representation of experiences
The first type of AA template represents vivid depictions of perceptual or
psychological experiences. This function is characteristic of the majority of the instances
of the AA template attested in Old Chinese (Ohta 1987[1958]:158). Many of them do not
have a corresponding base form A, or an A form is not frequently attested with a similar
meaning. The AA form as a unit functions as a descriptive. A few examples are provided
below for the three general semantic categories of mimetics proposed by Akita (2009).
•

Phonomime – mimicry of sound emission
dongdong
‘sound of drum’
dangdang
‘sound of bell’
hoho
‘sound of snoring’
nuonuo
‘sound of chattering’
zhazha
‘sound of chirping’

Phenomime –description and representation of movement, visual or textural
experiences
(a) Visual experience
jiaojiao
‘bright and white’
zhanzhan
‘clear and deep (of water)’
congcong
‘numerous and in disorder’
luoluo
‘completely naked and exposed’
•
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cuicui
mangmang
tantan
(b) Manner of motion
bobo
youyou
kuankuan
jianjian
taotao
gungun
yangyang
(c)

Speed
jianjian
jiji
xuxu

•

‘pure and deep color as quenched metal’
‘vast and borderless (of space)’
‘flat and unblocked (of space)’
‘hassle about, move back and forth’ (bo: wave)
‘run long and continuously’
‘move slowly’
‘move gradually and slowly’
‘surging (of water), garrulous (of speech)’
‘billowing, surging’> ‘move about or live purposelessly’
‘complacently and proudly (speech or attitude)’
‘gradual.REDU’
‘hasty.REDU’ (does not seem to be quantified via REDU., but seems
to be a regular property)
‘in secret, stealthily’

Psychomime – description of internal experience
sensen
‘fearsome, awe-inspiring’
xingxing
‘awake, discerning’
zizi
‘to one’s content, without constraint’
menmen
‘sorrowful, dejected’
jianjian
‘anxious <fry.REDU’
yanyan
‘weak, listless’
xixi
‘feeling restless and uneasy’
juju
‘heart-throbbing, indicating uneasiness’
pipi
‘heart-pounding, indicating uneasiness’
xingxing*
‘alert, awake, clear-minded’

2.2.4.1.2 AA pattern created via reduplication of a regular property
Another function of AA reduplication is to provide subjective quantification or
evaluation of a property that represents multiple values on a gradient scale. Most of these
are derived form reduplication of a regular monosyllabic property concept. In such cases,
reduplication of these concepts may intensify or downplay the degree of the property,
depending on the semantics of the property and the syntactic function it performs. It is
important to note, however, that reduplication does not provide a definite quantification
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of the properties, that is, a reduplicated property in the AA template does not necessarily
indicate a degree that is ‘more A’ or ‘less A’ on a scale compared to the monosyllabic
form A. In some cases, reduplication may also be associated with intimate or affectionate
tones.
Semantics
Degree/scale:

Distance:
Frequency:
Time
Size
Physical > manner
Mental > speed
Value

weiwei
luelue
keke
yueyue
qiaqia
shenshen
yuanyuan
yaoyao
pinpin
changchang
zaozao
xiaoxiao
dada
changchang
qingqing
jiji
haohao

/

‘

glossing
‘slight.REDU’
‘slight.REDU’
‘okay.REDU > only okay’
‘even_more.REDU’
‘exactly.REDU’
‘deep.REDU’
‘far.REDU’
‘distant.REDU’
‘frequent.REDU’
‘often.REDU’
‘early.REDU’
‘small.REDU> small(ish)’
‘large.REDU’
‘long.REDU’,
‘light.REDU’
‘anxious.REDU’ > hastily
‘good.REDU, properly, well’

2.2.4.1.3 Reduplication of an object concept
A final type of AA reduplication involves reduplication of object concepts. This is
a peripheral function, and usually the object is a measurement of the progression of an
event.
•

[manner/progression of event]
jiejie
‘notch.REDU > step by step, successively’
didi
‘drop.REDU > drop by drop’

(4)
jiejie
di
kanjian
xuduo
daoli
notch.REDU DE3 see
many
great_principle
‘(He) sees many great principles notch by notch (successively).’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
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(5)
zhu
lei si
yu didi
di
liu man fen
sai
bead tear resemble rain drop.REDU DE3 flow full powder cheek
‘The tear drops are like rain, drop by drop they fill her powdered cheeks.’
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua, 13th c.)
Reduplication of object concepts may also have distributive and collective functions, but
these do not seem to be highly associated with DE3 in the initial stage. The attested
instances listed below are associated with DE2, one in an equational sentence, shown in
(6), the other two occur in structures that are intermediate between attribution and
predication, shown in (7)-(8) (see Chapters 5-6).
•

•
(6)

[distributive]
renren*
niannian*
[collective]
shuangshuang*

‘person.REDU> everyone’
‘year.REDU > every year, year by year’
‘pair.REDU > two, both (together)’

(

)

zhi
shi renren
di
simply COP person.redu
DE2
‘This is simply everyone’s (something everyone has).’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
(7)

(

)

niannian
de guangjing ru suo
year.redu
DE2 time
like shuttle
‘Every year/year by year, the time is like a shuttle.’
‘The time every year is like a shuttle.’

(Xi Xiang Ji, 13th c.)

(8)
wo
shuangshuang di
zao
xunxi
pin nu
1
two.REDU
DE2 early
think.of
poor woman
‘We two (or: we both) soon think of the poor woman.’
(Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 13th c.)
2.2.4.2 ABB template
Compared to the AA template, the ABB template is relatively infrequent in Archaic
Chinese (Ohta 1987[1958]), but appears to be somwthat productive in my sample of
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Medieval Chinese texts. The template consists of a monosyllabic element (A) and a
disyllabic reduplicated element (BB). Some BB elements may function independently,
but some are only found in the ABB template. There are four primary combinations in the
ABB pattern in terms of the relations between A and BB.
2.2.4.2.1 The head-modifier ABB pattern
(a) A = property concept; BB = ideophone that further qualifies and enriches the
semantics of A
Example
gan-bobo

Glossing
‘dry-cracking.IDEO’

Meaning
(very) dry

hei-manman
fu-bibi
lu-jiongjiong
leng-qiaoqiao
qu-wanwan
huo-popo
man-songsong
ming-jiaojiao

‘black-vast.REDU’
‘float-imminent.REDU’
‘exposed-conspicuous.REDU’
‘cold-sad.REDU’
‘bent-curved.REDU’
‘alive-lively.IDEO’
‘slow-loose.REDU’
‘bright-white.and.bright.IDEO’

vastly dark
afloat, unsteady (mentally uncertain)
lucid and conspicuous
sadly cold
curved
lively, vivacious(ly)
loosely tied
bright and white

(b) A = action/event concept; BB = ideophone that further describes the manner or result
of A
Example
e-lulu

Glossing
‘defecate-wet.REDU’

xiao-yinyin
di-liuliu
xu-guagua
ju-zhongzhong
bao-hoho*

‘smile-smile.IDEO’
‘drop-turn.IDEO’
‘chatter-sound_of_chatter.IDEO’
‘remain-middle.REDU’
full-snort.IDEO

*

Meaning
lit. wet from defecation
(“drippy” with nonsense)
smile slightly
turn round and round
chatter incessantly
remain in the middle
full and satiated

2.2.4.2.2 The subject-predicate ABB pattern
A = object concept, BB = ideophone that provides descriptive information of A.
The object concept represented by A and the descriptive information encoded by BB are
in a subject-predicate relationship. The subject is usually a body part or a prop (e.g.
weather) in the background, thus (unsurprisingly) the subject-predicate ABB expression
is predicated of the real human subject.
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Example
yan-xuanxuan
mao-shenshen
kou-mimi
lei-wangwang
nong-didi
yu-linlin

Glossing
‘eye-hang.REDU’
‘hair-long.hair.IDEO’
‘mouth-chatter.IDEO’
‘tear-water.full.IDEO’
‘pus-drip.REDU’
‘rain-pour.REDU’

Meaning
with eyes handing (expect anxiously)
hairy, with long, messy hair
chatter incessantly
tearful, brimming with tears
drippy with pus
rainy, with rain pouring down

2.2.4.2.3 ABB forms with no apparent semantic head
These are ABB forms with no apparent semantic head, but function as a unit. These
are usually phonomimes, but may also include phenomines.
Example
pululu
xilingling (*)
gululu
chidada
yidada
shabibi

Meaning
sound of things bumping together
sound of incessant rain
sound of rolling intestines; extremely hungry
sound and manner of rapid movement
sound and manner of grappling
act in an awkward and pretentious way

2.2.4.3 The AABB template
The AABB templates are rare with DE3 in the 10th-13th century texts – only 11 types
are found. Though not highly frequent in this period, the AABB template is apparently
linked to other reduplicated patterns (AA, ABB) via partial formal and functional
similarity. The primary semantic feature of the AABB template (in this period) is to
provide vivid depictions of the related experience.
Like the AA and ABB templates, an instantiation of the AABB template may be
linked to other templates in various ways. Some AABB forms are linked to a disyllabic
AB form; some are linked to an AA and/or a BB form. An AABB may also be linked to
an ABB form. There are also AABB forms that do not correspond to, and therefore are
not derived from, reduplication of any base form. (AB represents non-reduplicated,
disyllabic compounds.) It is important to note that the AABB forms do not necessarily
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have corresponding base forms, and the same form may also be connected to and derived
from various processes.
Corresponding
forms and related
templates
AA <tangtang>
;
<mimi>
BB
<youyou>
<fanfan>

Example

Glossing

tangtang-mimi

grand.REDUdense-REDU

youyou-fanfan

run_long.REDUgo_broad.REDU

AB

mangmangdangdang

vast_borderless.

<mangdang>

REDU

<mengtong>

mengmengtongtong

dim_vague.RED

<tasha>

tatashasha*
lenglengqingqing

AB

<lengqing>
<lengleng>
<zhaoling>
<zhaozhao>
<zimei>

AB
B

<buotengten
g>

buobuotengteng

roll_rise

n.a.

duoduohuohuo

sound of
mumble
sound of
sobbing
sound of chatter

U

AB
,
AA

zhaozhaolingling
zizimeimei

xiuxiuxiaxia
renrendada
ninirere*

dilatory and
careless_REDU
cold_sad.REDU
bright_clearminded.REDU
beautiful_charm
ing.REDU

sound of
mumbling

Chinese

Meaning
conspicuous
and
omnipresent
broad and
extensive
vast and
borderless
dim and
vague
dilatory and
careless
lonely, cold,
deserted
bright and
conspicuous
beautiful
and
charming
roll up (in
the air)
mumble
incessantly
sob
chatter
incessantly
mumble
incessantly

A simplified network of the AABB template and other morphological templates is
provided in Figure 2.1. The dotted lines represent partial mapping, and the solid lines
represent full mapping.
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Figure 2.1 The ABBB template and the network of related templates

Figure 2.1 shows that the AABB template and other descriptive templates are
linked in a network of family resemblance based on formal similarity. As already
mentioned, the AABB template merely represents a constructional blueprint without
presuming a single derivational process - instances of this pattern may represent a
reduplication of disyllabic AB forms, as the case of mengmengtongtong < reduplication
of mengtong, or a combination of two AA patterns (i.e. AA+BB), as the case of
youyoufanfan < youyou+fanfan. An instance of an AABB pattern may also be partially
linked to another AA string, or an ABB string, such as buobuotengteng < buobuo,
buotengteng. Finally, an AABB string, such as duoduohuohuo, may not correspond to
any base forms.
2.2.4.4 Descriptive templates: Interim summary
It is essential to note that the classification does not assume that the attested
instances of a template are necessarily “derived” from the same process, or that each
reduplicated expression has a corresponding “base form”. An instance may be sanctioned
by and connected to multiple templates. The expression lei-wangwang ‘tearful, lit tear-
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watery.REDU’, for example, may be linked to the AA template, with lei ‘tear(s)’
functioning as its subject. It may also be aligned with the ABB template.
A general feature of all reduplicated templates is the perspectivization of time.
Perceptual and mental phenomena encoded in reduplicated templates, in general, are
likely to be construed as dynamic and transient. This is true of reduplicated templates that
describe movement and action concepts, which are inherently dynamic and transient, but
the dynamic construal also applies to perceptual properties and experiences encoded by
reduplicated templates – aside from providing a stroke of vividness, the templates also
indicate that the speaker is giving a subjective quantification, qualification, and
evaluation of the properties, which makes these paradigms less compatible with a
categorical, permanent, or inherent construal.
On the surface, the most discernable characteristic of descriptives is their structural
markedness, which makes them stand out from regular words and phrases. The
reduplicated templates are easily identifiable, structurally marked patterns that are highly
associated with the transient conceptualization and subjective evaluation of events. There
are expressions that have prototypical descriptive semantics, but are not encoded by
reduplicated templates, e.g. monosyllabic phonomimes. The partially reduplicated
templates (or partial resemblance) are also peripheral cases because of their partial
similarity to reduplicated templates in terms of their semantics and formal properties
(partial reduplication). They also bear resemblance to regular disyllabic words. These are
therefore probably peripheral or borderline cases of “descriptives”.
In sum, the distinction between regular and descriptive expressions is dependent
both on semantic and structural grounds. Structurally, descriptives are defined based on
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their formal compatibility/similarity to a set of templates, typically involving
reduplication. An expression may also contain a high iconic value (most prototypically
imagic iconicity) while not bearing a formal resemblance to a reduplicated descriptive
template, e.g. cui

‘sound of (something) snapping’.

2.3 The word (simple) vs. phrase/clause (complex) continuum
Regular (non-descriptive) expressions are morphological patterns not encoded in
reduplicated patterns, i.e. expressions that do not conform to marked descriptive
morphophonology and semantics. The non-reduplicated patterns are not dedicated to
expressing descriptive semantics, and are thus usually more likely to be construed as
regular descriptions, instead of vivid or impressionistic depictions.
Non-descriptive expressions fall on a continuum of “simple words” and “complex
phrases/clauses”. It seems fit to stress that “wordhood” may be defined on various
grounds, and is, as far as any proposed criterion may delimit, a matter of degree. Previous
discussion (e.g. Haspelmath 2011) has yielded no typologically acknowledged definition
of “word”, and the notion is particularly problematic in Chinese (Chao 1968:136-8,
Packard 2000:ch.2). Packard (2000:ch.2) discusses various criteria under which the
notion of “word” may be defined, including orthographic conventions, sociological
salience (a sociological word, Chao 1968:136-8), ‘listedness’ in the mental lexicon,
phonological autonomy, output of a word-formation process, syntactic independence, and
cognitive relevance to linguistic operations.
The notion of ‘word’ relevant to the DE constructions is a compilation of
morphophonological complexity, analyzability, and semantic compositionality.
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Non-descriptive descriptions fall on a cline of morphosyntactic complexity. One
of the measures of complexity is phonological weight (number of syllables). Simply put,
monosyllabic and disyllabic expressions are more likely to be treated as simple words,
while expressions that contain at least 3 syllables are more likely to be considered
complex expressions.
The complexity of an expression pertains to the selectional preferences of DE1 and
DE3-marked

constructions. DE1 constructions select (predominantly monosyllabic)

“simple” expressions over complex expressions. In terms of non-descriptive expressions,
DE3

seems to prefer simple words rather than complex expressions. Given that

monosyllabic expressions are always “simple”, the issue with wordhood pertains to
expressions that are two or more syllables in length.
2.3.1 Monosyllabic/simple (M)
Among the non-reduplicated patterns are monosyllabic expressions that are not
further analyzable in terms of their internal structures. A monosyllabic element tends to
become entrenched with DE as a unit and functions as a disyllabic word. Some of these
will be revisited based on their semantic classes along with the discussions of DE3 (§3.5.3,
§4.3.2) and DE2 (§5.3) secondary predicates.
te-di
zuo-di
pu-di
cui-di
hei-di
che-di*

‘especially, lit. special-DE3’
‘sit, be seated, lit. sit-DE3’
‘sound of falling, SOUND.fall.down-DE3’
‘sound of snapping, SOUND.snap -DE3’
‘in the dark, lit. black-DE3’
‘thoroughly, completely, lit. complete-DE2.bottom’

2.3.2 Expressions with two or more syllables
The disyllabic expressions that collocate with DE3 as (mostly secondary)
predicates are largely idiomatic or lexicalized units, though they vary in internal structure,
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compositionality, and analyzability. Disyllabic strings are more likely to be analyzed as
lexicalized units. Theoretically, lexical units differ from regular, complex expressions,
but there is a grey area in between.
Non-descriptive expressions with two or more syllables fall on a continuum of
complexity in terms of their compositionality and analyzability. Compositionality is
concerned with the extent to which the link between form and meaning is transparent.
From a constructional point of view, compositionality is best thought of in terms of
match or mismatch between aspects of form and aspects of meaning (see Francis and
Michaelis 2003 on incongruence and mismatch, and Traugott and Trousdale 2013:19).
The Chinese compound word qing-xin ‘cordially, lit. pour-heart’, for example, is less
compositional than duo-jian ‘shrug one’s shoulder (from perspiration), lit. shrugshoulder’.
Analyzability is concerned with the extent to which speakers recognize, and treat
distinctly, those component parts (Traugott and Trousdale 2013:19). The disyllabic
expression qing-xin, though idiomatic, is more analyzable, for example, than the
disyllabic binding word douhou ‘invigorated’ (see §2.3.3.1). Phonological weight,
compositionality, and analyzability all play a role in the probability of an expression to be
conceptualized by a complex expression. Particularly pertinent is the case of disyllabic
expressions.
Table 2.1 illustrates that disyllabic words may differ in terms of how much of
their meanings can be associated with its component parts, and whether a speaker may
recognize and analyze these component parts. Note that although shown as binary
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features, both compositionality and analyzability are gradient concepts and may vary by
speakers.
Table 2.1 Analyzability and compositionality in disyllabic units
leiluo
zuo-si
chang-lian
qing-xin

Meaning
open, upright
(resist) with utmost effort
continuously
sincerely

Glossing
make-death
long-connect
pour-heart

Compositional
No
No
Yes
No

Analyzable
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

2.3.2.1 Disyllabic words/units (simple or compounded)
A disyllabic word in Chinese is an expression that is two syllables in length and
functions as a semantically, pragmatically, and intonationally independent unit. Chinese
words are commonly disyllabic units, though longer words can certainly be created via
compounding. Many juxtaposed elements become lexicalized units and behave like
individual words, instead of phrases with complex internal structures.
The creation of disyllabic words can be attributed to the process of
disyllabification, an ongoing morphological process that began as early as Archaic
Chinese. Two adjacent monosyllabic words tend to become entrenched as a disyllabic
unit (L. Wang 1990:1-3, Shi 2002:68-69). The tendency of disyllabification represents a
fundamental change from Archaic Chinese, which consists largely of monosyllabic words
(“one syllable = one word”), to contemporary Chinese, in which the majority words are
disyllabic chunks (Shi 2002:68). Disyllabification is an analogical force that affects
grammatical and lexical constructionalization alike. Shi (ibid.) suggests that the
increasing momentum of disyllabification in Medieval Chinese has an impact on the
emergence of the resultative verb compound construction, which consists of a disyllabic
[V(erb)-R(esult)] unit. Increasing exemplars of disyllabic units in the same period likely
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also serve as a catalyst for the entrenchment of [V DE] as a phonological and semantic
chunk.
The internal structure and semantics of Chinese words (most commonly disyllabic
units) fall on a continuum of compositionality and analyzability. The issue is further
complicated by the lack of intonational cues for historical data, and the lack of morpheme
and word boundaries in Chinese orthography. It is not always clear whether a disyllabic
expression that is semantically compositional and structurally analyzable is a
compounded word or a complex expression.
2.3.2.1.1 Disyllabic analyzable
Disyllabic words (not necessarily event-oriented) with analyzable internal
structure (non-iconic) are attested both in attribution and (secondary) predication. The
analyzable disyllabic expressions can be further categorized into the following subtypes:
•

Disyllabic words with a root and an affix
Some disyllabic words have a recognizable root that contributes to its primary

semantic content, but has an affix attached to it. Mostly commonly, this class includes
properties suffixed by an archaic “predicative” and “modifying event” marker, e.g. ran
(see §3.5.3.4).
cong-ran
muo-ran
wu-ran
hao-sheng
•

glossing
many_in_disorder-RAN
sudden-RAN
confused-RAN
good-?

meaning
numerous and in disorder
suddenly
confused, wrongly
well, properly

Disyllabic compounds
Disyllabic compounds are expressions formed by two monosyllabic (non-affix)

elements. Disyllabic compounds may have homogeneous (synonymous) or
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heterogeneous composition. Depending on their semantics and internal structures,
disyllabic compounds can be classified into the following subtypes:
•

Synonymous compounds elements from same semantic category
These include expressions formed by two monosyllabic synonymous elements

from the same semantic category, and function as one word.
•

Property-Property Compounds
glossing

Perceptual/
mental
property

Explanation, ping-bai
result
bai-gan

luminousconspicuous
obvious-revealed
flatlight(tast_or_color)
flat-white
white-dry

Speed

sudden-sudden

•

xuan-he

meaning

xian-lu
ping-dan

muo-hu

luminous and
conspicuous
obvious
tasteless and pale
(of color, emotion)
for no reason
for no reason, in
vain
suddenly

Compositional
v
v

v

Heterogeneous compounds
Heterogeneous compounds are formed by elements from different semantic

categories. Most heterogenous compounds are lexicalized, disyllabic words used
idiomatically to express manner, scale, quantity, magnitude, degree/extent, and physical
properties and configuration. The following is an illustration of disyllabic compounds of
various internal relations between elements that collocate with DE3 in the 10th-13th
century texts examined. Table 2.2 shows that most of the disyllabic elements are used
idiomatically (which makes them non-compositional) to refer to a property associated
with an event or its participant, despite having various internal structures.
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Table 2.2 An illustration of disyllabic elements attested with DE3
Semantics

Internal
structure

Expression

physical
property

Num-A
Sbj-Pred

bai-mei
lei-wang

manner of
action

AV

manner
(aspectual)
posture/
configuration
VO
hyperbolic >
metaphoric
(manner,
extent)

manner
(mental)
metaphorical
manner,
scale,
quantity

Glossing

Meaning
extremely charming
tearful

v

lan-fan
ping-pu

hundred-charm
teardiffuse_watery
billow-turn.over
flat-tile(v)

chang-lian

long-connect

garrulous, eloquent
simple and
straightforward
(horizontally tiled)
continuously

?

leng-zuo
xian-zuo
wen-zuo
duo-jian

cold-sit
idle-sit
steady-sit
pick.upshoulder
connect-sky

lian-tian

Num +
CL/N

quantity
degree
aspectual

Chinese

Adj-N
Neg V

N-V

xuan-tian

‘(fire).bright.upsky’

zuo-si
fang-xin
qing-xin

make-death
put.down-heart
pour.out-heart

yi-pian

one-CL.piece

yi-jing
yi-mi
yi-bu
yi-jiao
yi-cuo
shi-fen
da-gu
bu-chuo

one-path
one-?
one-CL.
one-foot
one-tuft
ten-UNIT
‘great-matter’
NEG-cease

bu-zhu

NEG-stop

shi-fu

time-repeat

sit alone
sit idly
sit steadily
shrug (one’s) shoulder
(from perspiration)
continuously, on a
large scale, all over
the place
(fire, magnitude of
action, etc.) is so
fervent that it
brightens up the sky
with utmost effort
be at ease, be relieved
sincere(ly),
wholeheartedly
continuously, all over
the place; on a large
scale, completely,
everywhere
straightly, directly
all, completely
everywhere,
a little, a bit
a little, a bit
extremely, very
very, extremely
non-stop,
continuously
non-stop,
continuously
repeatedly, frequently

2.3.2.1.2 The simple vs. complex continuum
Expressions composed of heterogeneous elements, or those incorporate
participants, adjuncts, and tense-aspect-modality marking, are more likely to be
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Compo
sitional

?
v
v
v

v
v
?

considered complex phrases/clauses. Given equal phonological weight, an expression of
low compositionality and analyzability is closer to a simple expression than a highly
compositional, analyzable element.
Generally, the DE3-marked predicative constructions disfavor a regular complex
expression, especially those containing a participant NP. When a nominal does occur in a
disyllabic word, the noun (participant) is usually incorporated, and stands for a prop,
including a body part closely associated with the “real subject”. Therefore, the seemingly
complex expression does not introduce any real core participant, but merely describes a
state associated with the subject participant it is attributed to. Furthermore, the
interpretation is usually metaphorical or hyperbolic. Consider, for example, the
expressions lian-tian ‘lit. connect-sky’, qing-xin ‘lit. pour-heart, yi-jiao ‘lit. one-foot’ in
Table 2.2.
The more problematic cases are disyllabic AV, VO, S-Pred compounds (listed in
Table 2.2) that have (largely) compositional semantics. The following disyllabic
expressions, analyzable and non-idiomatic, may be intermediate between a lexicalized
simple disyllabic element and a complex expression.
(9) xian-zuo
wen-zuo
duo-jian
lei-wang

‘lit. idle-sit’
‘lit. steady-sit’
‘lit. shrug-shoulder’
‘lit. tear-profuse’

Notice that xian-zuo ‘sit idly, lit. idle-sit’ and wen-zuo ‘lit. steady-sit’, like the
somewhat idiomatic leng-zuo ‘lit. cold-sit, sit alone’, are attested with the posture
predicate zuo. The modifying adjunct, xian, wen, and leng, element are arguably attached
to the unit zuo-di ‘sit-DE3’, which is an instantiation of a schema consisting of a few
[posture-DE3] combinations with progressive interpretations.
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Very rarely is a nominal element in a disyllabic word interpreted literally as a
participant of an event, except in duo-jian and lei-wang, one involving a body part, one a
participant of a bodily process. The do, however, fit into the preferred disyllabic structure
of a Chinese word. These units may be interpreted as complex expressions rather than
words, but given the strong tendency of disyllabic combinations to undergo univerbation,
they may simply be treated as single words. These may therefore be considered more
peripheral cases of disyllabic words.
It may be also argued, for example, that disyllabic negative-verb combinations,
bu-chuo ‘NEG-cease’ and bu-zhu ‘NEG-stop’ do not differ from the complex NEG + VP
expressions in structure and semantics (see (11) below). They are, however, also more
semantically bleached in that they provide only aspectual information (i.e. repetition and
continuity) instead of describing circumstantial events (negative accompanying event).
The word vs. complex expression division, therefore, also falls on a continuum. The
disyllabic expressions discussed here are coded as disyllabic words in the sample, but a
few of them may be intermediate between lexical units and complex phrases:
Text

Example

tokens
3

NEG V

bu tui
bu zhu
bu chuo

NEG turn
NEG stop
NEG cease

A-VPOSTURE

leng zuo
xian zuo
wen zuo

cold sit
idle sit
steady sit

3

S-V
V-O

lei wang
duo jian

tear profuse
shrug shoulder

1
1

2.3.2.2 Complex expressions attested with DE3
Prototypical complex expressions are non-idiomatic/analyzable and nonreduplicated expressions that are at least three syllables long. Regular complex
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expressions are rarely attested with DE3 (and not attested with DE1) in my sample of Late
Medieval Chinese (see Chapter 4).
Shown below are the expressions attested with DE3 in the Song-Jin Dynasties
Period that are (with relatively less dispute) classified as complex expressions, including
complex verb phrases, juxtaposed adjectival expressions, and parallel structures. Table
2.3 shows the distribution of the structures of the complex expressions attested with DE3.
These structrues are illustrated in the following sections.
Table 2.3 Complex expressions attested with DE3 in the Song-Jing Dynasties sample
Pattern
V+ aspect
NEG VO
NEG V
Parallel

Tokens
1
2
1
2
2

AP + AP
[NEG V] [NEG V]
[VO] [VO]

2.3.2.2.1 Complex verb phrases
Complex verb phrases are predicates with additional elements, e.g. subject/object
(overtly coded arguments), modifying elements, aspectual and/or modality markers, e.g.
negation, resultative, existential marker, potential marker, predicative complements, and
adverbials. Aspectually marked DE3-marked expressions are rare – only one V+ aspect is
attested with DE3 with a posture predicate but no additional participant, as in (10)2.
(10) V + aspect
pai-hang zhe
di
arrange-line
CONT DE3’
‘while being arranged in a line’ (Wu Deng, AD 1252)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!One V+A+aspect combination is attested in a hortative sentence, also involving no additional participant,
shown below.
•
!
ta
shi
le
step
firm
RCS
‘Stand firm!’ (imperative)

di
DE3

(Xi Xiang Ji, 13th c.)

!
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The NEG-VO events, though they contain an extra participant, occur in a negative
modality, and a separate clause.
(11) Neg + VP (3 types)
All of these seem to be specific idiomatic usage in Buddhist texts.
a.
bu
yi
si
fa
di
NEG
leave CL.string
hair DE3
‘without leaving a strand of hair’
(Wu Deng, AD1252)
b.
bu
yong yi
si
fa
di
NEG
use
move CL.string
hair DE3
‘need not move a strand of hair’
(ibid.)
c.
de
bu
tui
zhuan di
DE1.get
NEG
retreat turn DE3
‘able (to be in a condition) without retreating’
(ibid.)
Complex expressions involving the negative potential marker (bu-de) are attested
as secondary predicates only with DE2 in the sample.
(12) Negative potential
(

)

shuo
bu-de
de
qiang
speak
not-DE1.get DE2 ravishing
‘(She is) unspeakably ravishing.’

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th centuries)

(13) A + V + complement
wan
gan mianqiang
de
ba
lushe men
ten.thousand
feel
reluctant
DE2
OBJ
hostel door
‘Feeling extremely reluctant (he) opens the door of the hostel.’

kai
open
(ibid.)

2.3.2.2.2 Juxtaposition of expressions
Expressions composed by a juxtaposition of disyllabic elements with similar
semantics and structures are classified as complex expressions.
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•

Juxtaposed Adjectival phrases
There are two instances where DE3 collocates with two juxtaposed adjectival

phrases (a set of disyllabic properties in juxtaposition).
(14)

he-yi jiao-ran
jiaojiao da-he

‘conspicuous-luminous + bright-RAN’,
‘bright_white.REDU + luminous-conspicuous’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)

These are in fact similar to parallel structures and lexical repetitions discussed
below.
•

Parallel structures as lexical reduplication
Parallel structures are expressions consisting of two sets of structurally parallel

expressions, initially usually 4 syllables in length. These include juxtaposition of
multisyllabic phrases (of at least two syllables) with similar semantics and internal
structures. They are coded as complex patterns. Until the end of the 13th century, parallel
structures do not frequently occur with DE3, and are generally infrequent as secondary
predicates.
Parallel
structure
[VO]
[VO]
[Neg V]
[Neg V]
[Exist N]
[Exist N]

2.3.3

expression

glossing

translation

tuo guan lu ding

take.off hat expose head

with hat removed and head exposed

bu zhi bu jue

NEG

know NEG aware

unaware of, unconsciously

wu can wu kui* di
(DE2)

NEG.exist embarrassment
NEG.exist.shame’

without regrets, shameless

Peripheral templates, extensions, and hybrid of more common patterns
Some patterns that do not involve reduplication may be linked to descriptive

templates based on partial structural similarity.
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2.3.3.1 Unanalyzable disyllabic words with descriptive semantics
Binding words, called liammian ci (

) in traditional Chinese grammar, are

disyllabic words that cannot be analyzed into smaller meaningful units, and are
interpretable only as a whole. Many, though not all of these are alliterated or rhymed;
some binding words collocating with DE3 also share semantic properties with mimetics
(ideophones), which represent perceptual or psychological experiences in the form of
sounds.
[Phonomime]
[Phenomime]

[Psychonime]

Example
tuoya
jiding
yixi
leiluo
kuoluo
tasha*
mieqie
hutu
douhou
mongdong*
chenyin*

Meaning
sound of roaring
sound of metal clanging
dim, inconspicuous
open, honest, upright
spacious and quiet
dilatory and careless
self-deprecating, wretched-looking
dim-witted, befuddled
invigorated
bewildered
contemplative and hesitant

2.3.3.2 Trisyllabic ABC patterns
A few trisyllabic non-reduplicated expressions are attested with DE2/DE3, both in
predicative functions. They do not involve any of the reduplicated templates listed above,
but like prototypical ideophones, they also provide imagistic impressions of sensations or
sensory perceptions. These trisyllabic expressions all seem to have some degree of
(partial) rhyming, alliteration, or segment harmony, and thus bear some resemblance to
reduplicated ABB patterns. The A-IDEO and N-IDEO patterns are also similar in structure
to some subschemas of ABB, where A is a property or an object, and BB is an ideophone,
though not encoded a reduplicated form.
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•

APROPERTY + disyllabic non-reduplicated mimetic/ideophone
This type has a simple property, combined with a disyllabic ideophone that
enriches and vividifies the semantics of the property.
men-dahai*
‘depressed-IDEO’
lan-bieshe
‘listless-IDEO’
ruan-langdang
‘soft-IDEO’

•

NSBJ + disyllabic non-reduplicated mimetic ideophone
This type has a simple object concept combined with a disyllabic ideophone that
describes the object.
yan-mixi
‘eye-squint.IDEO’
mian-muoluo
‘face-deadpan.IDEO’

Note that muoluo (

) is shortened from muoheluo (

), a type of clay doll (of

Buddhist influence) quite common in the Song-Yuan Period.
Table 2.4 illustrates disyllabic elements that share varying degrees of semantic
and structural similarity to descriptive templates.
Table 2.4 Different disyllabic descriptive-like expressions and ‘iconic’ value
Reduplication

Semantics

Example

N.A.

phono-mime

Redu. - AA

phonomime,
phenomime,
psychomime

tuoya ‘sound of
roaring’
dangdang
‘ sound of ringing’

Partial
Redu.

Redu. of
regular
property

property

Redu. of
object
concept

measures
progression
of event
distributive
collective

(a)
imagic
iconicity

(b)
diagrammatic
iconicity

x

?

x

x

mixi ‘ squint
chenyin
‘ contemplative and
hesitant’
douhou ‘invigorated’
dada ‘big.REDU’
xiaoxiao
‘small.REDU’
didi ‘drop.REDU’
jiejie ‘notch.REDU’
renren
‘person.REDU’
niannian
‘year.REDU’
shuangshuang
‘pair.REDU’
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(c) Coerced
iconicity =
fits a
“descriptive”
template

Descriptive
semantics
x

x

x

(x)

x

x

(x)

x

x

x

x

2.3.3.3 Parallel structures as lexical repetitions
It should also be noted that four-syllable expressions bear some semantic and
structural similarity to the descriptive templates marked via syllable reduplication.
Though not common with DE3 until the 13th century, the combination of parallel phrases
of identical structure may also be construed as providing vivid illustrations of the event.
As a rhetorical device, this group can be considered lexical “repetition”. The repetition of
patterns potentially makes categorical expressions more “descriptive”.
They may not be typical of the descriptive templates attested with DE3expressions until the Song-Jin Dynasties, but gradually become more productive after the
15th century. A pattern emerges after the 15th century (when DE2 has already taken over
predicative functions) with parallel structures – phrases originally denote “types”, i.e.
object concepts, when in parallel, become expressions of “characteristics”, and therefore
“predicational.” These templates, illustrated by the following table, arguably become
new subschemas of descriptives after 15th century (see §8.2 for a brief discussion of the
semantics and usage of some of the newly emerged parallel structures.)
Table 2.5 An illustration of parallel structures attested after the 15th century
Parallel
structure
[Exist N]
[Exist N]
[NP] [NP]

expression

glossing

translation

you ying wu
xing
yan-ji liao-cai

exist shadow NEG.exist form

with shadow but no form

pickled-caltrop smokedvegetable
young-girl tender-woman
goose-head bird?-beak

dirty; shabby

big-red-day mid-noon

at noon in hot sun
(metaphorically: in broad
daylight)
pulling and hurling about (in
group)
let dry in mixed, unsorted piles

shao-nu nen-fu
yan-tou zhilaozui
da-chi-tian
shangwu
[SV] [SV]
[AV]
[AV]
[VN]
[VN]

ni che wo
zhuai
hun-shai-hunliang
dai tou shi lian

2S pull 1S hurl
mixed-sun.dry mixedair.dry
wear head recognize face
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(be a) young girl
thin, haggard

appear to be somebody, be
well-dressed

Parallel
structure

[VP][VP]

expression

glossing

translation

ca yan muo lei

wipe eye wipe tear

jin-qu chu-lai

enter go exit come

wipe one’s eyes and tears
repeatedly
come and go repeatedly and
freely

2.3.4 Collocational preferences of DE3-marked secondary predicates and
predicatives
In general, a DE3-marked secondary predicate in the Tang-Song period prefers
simple lexical units or elements encoded in descriptive morphology, and disfavors
elements that deviate from these two prototypes. A DE3-marked primary predicate highly
favors descriptives (see discussion in Chapter 3). Table 2.6 illustrates the descriptive vs.
non-descriptive and the simple vs. complex continuum.
Table 2.6 The descriptive vs. non-descriptive and simple vs. complex continuum
Descriptive

AA
ABB
AABB

2.4

Peripheral

ABC (rhyming and
alliteration)
Disyllabic lianmian
words
Parallel structures
Lexical repetitions

Non-descriptive
Complex phrases and
clauses
>3 syllables
Analyzable and nonidiomatic

Intermediate

Simple lexical units

2 syllables
Analyzable
and/or
non-idiomatic

1 or 2 syllables
Unanalyzable or
idiomatic

Collocates of DE1- vs. DE2 -marked primary events
So far we have focused on introducing the morphophonological forms of

DE3/(DE2)-marked

secondary predicates and predicatives, which features a distinction

between descriptive and non-descriptive elements on the one hand, and simple vs.
complex elements on the other.
Another major theme of our discussion involves the interactions between DE1 and
DE2

constructions in marking an event to be elaborated by additional predicative

elements, in the pattern of [V DE1 Pred] and [V(P) DE2 Pred]. The interaction between
DE1

and DE2 is conditioned by their increasing functional overlaps as the constructions
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develop. In terms of the formal dimension, the most important distinction involves
whether DE is attached to a structurally simple or complex element (see for more
discussion on simple vs. complex elements).
The verb V in the [V DE1 VP] construction is typically monosyllabic, such as cha
( ) in cha-DE1 in the resultative construction in (15). Disyllabic verb compounds
consisting of two monosyllabic verbs are sporadically attested with DE1, such as ji-jiao (
) ‘devise, lit.count-adjust’ in (16). Among the 64 types of verbs attested as V in the
[V DE1 VP] construction in Bian Wen (7th-9th c.) and Zu Tang Ji (AD 952), 59 (92%) are
monosyllabic, and 5 (8%) are disyllabic (see discussion in §3.3.1).
(15)
(
)
tie
cha
cha
de
xie
wangwang
iron
fork to.fork DE1
blood IDEO.watery
‘The iron fork forked (her) bloody.’

(Bian Wen 7th-9th c.)

(16)
ji-jiao
de
cheng
shen yi
lao
devise DE1 finish/succeed body already
old
‘When the devising is finished, one’s body is already old.’

(ibid.)

A DE2-marked VP topic has a much wider selection of structures, which may be
structurally simple or complex. A DE2-marked complex element is provided in (17):
(17)
”(
)
jiang
wei
you
qi-li
di
shi
will
say
exist strength
DE2
proper
‘Dongshan said: “(I) will say it is (the case that I) have strength.”
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
The selectional preferences for a DE1 and DE2 marked topic differ in that DE1 is
highly restricted to simple verbs, while DE2 takes both simple and complex structures.
Because there is not much variability in the morphological form of the DE1-marked
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element in constructions related to (15), the elements that collocate with DE1 will be
illustrated later when the development of the construction is discussed.
2.5 Conclusion
The collocational preferences of the DE-constructions are determined by two
morphosyntactic paraters: the descriptive vs. non-descriptive continuum, and the simple
vs. complex continuum. We have demonstrated that Chinese descriptives are
morphophonological constructions defined based on structural prototypes. The attested
expressions that match the descriptive templates vary in their iconic value, and many are
not iconic. Essentially, the descriptives are conventionalized formal templates indicating
that the expressions are to be interpreted as “vivid descriptions” of a scene. The simplecompex distinction is also proven to be a matter of degree.
Notably, the DE-constructions may also select specific (small, closed classes of)
lexical or grammatical items. Although these items may also be classified based on the
above structural parameters, the specific combinations tend to become entrenched with
DE,

and may not follow the general morphophonological constraints of a DE-marked

schema. This pertains particularly to DE2/DE3-marked deictic elements, and will be
discussed in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3
Precursors of DE1, DE2, and DE3 constructions
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the precursors of the three DE-marked grammatical
constructions in question - DE1-marked [V DE1 VP] “verb complement”, DE2-marked
nominal modification, and DE3-marked (secondary) predicate constructions. Previous
research has uncovered that the Tang Dynasty is a critical period for the development of
DE1, DE2,

and DE3 constructions (Sun 1996, F. Wu 1996, C. Zhao 2002, P. Yang 1989,

among others). The discussion in this chapter will be centered on the usage of DE1, DE2,
and DE3 in this period. In addition, it is necessary to introduce relevant historical
information of the constructions that predates this critical period of development, such as
the modality and aspectual functions developed from the verb DE1 ‘get, obtain, acqure’,
and the emergence of DE2 and DE3 as semantically “light” or “general” nouns from
locative nouns (DE2 di ‘bottom’ and DE3 di ‘ground’, respectively). Specifically, we will
focus on the contextual expansions of the DE constructions from their lexical functions,
and the global linguistic contexts that motivate and facilitate the emergence and
establishment of these constructions. The early functions of DE1, DE2 and DE3
constructions in the Tang Dynasty will go on to develop into constructions related to the
domain of secondary predication, which will be the focus of Chapters 4-7.
The emergence of the three DE constructions is correlated with two general
strategies for encoding the relationship between two linguistic elements – (i)
juxtaposition, where the elements are simply placed side by side to each other with no
extra marking, and the relationship is contextually inferred or based on the
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conventionalized syntagmatic order of the elements, (ii) overt coding, where the
relationship is indicated by an overt linguistic element. Almost all semantic relations may
be encoded by these two strategies. Attributive modification and secondary predication
can both be zero-marked (encoded by a juxtaposed strategy) and overtly marked by a
particle. The DE constructions all arise from a being a lexical element in a juxtaposed
relation to being the overt coding of a grammatical element.
•

Attributive modification
There are two general schemas for headed nominal modification in Chinese –

simple juxtaposition of modifier and head [Xmod Nhead] and overt coding (with a particle)
between modifier and head [Xmod PRT Nhead]. Headless modification may be achieved via
overt coding on the modifier ([Xmod PRT]), though an event or a property may be referred
to (placed in a referential construction) without being marked by a particle (unmarked).
Example (1) illustrates the two strategies for reference to an event – the two events,
hunlun and pipo, when first mentioned, are referred to without being marked by a particle;
they are marked by the particle di in the second mention.
(1)

/

cheng
shi
you yan
dajia
zhi shiqu
according.to monk exist speech everyone only know
muo
NEG

/)

hunlun
be_an_undivided_mass

shiqu pipo
know hack_break

ru-he
shi
like-what COP

hunlun
undivided_mass

shi
liang jiu
monk great long

wen
ru-he
shi
pipo
di
ask
like-what
COP
hack_break DE2
‘According to the monk’s words: everyone only knows the (state of) being an
undivided mass, but does not understand the (act of) hack open. What is being an
undivided mass?’ The monk remained silent for a long time.
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(The person) asks: ‘What is (the act of) ‘hack open’?’
(Zu Tang Ji 13, AD 952)
The [Xmod PRT Nhead] and [X PRT]NP schemas constantly attract new members into
their networks.
•

Attributive modification

Juxtaposition
Attributive particle

[Modifier Head]
[Modifier PRT Head]

Unmarked
Nominalizer

[Modifier]
[Modifier PRT]

Headless modification

•

Secondary predication
Secondary predication in Chinese can also be overtly marked, in the pattern of

[Event1 PRT] [Event2], or simply juxtaposed, in the pattern of [Event1] [Event2]. The
same schemas are also used for coordinated relations.
•

•

Strategies for secondary predication
Juxtaposition
[Event1]MODIFYING
[Event2]PRIMARY
(secondary) predicate particle [Event1]PRT]MODIFYING [Event2]PRIMARY

The [X PRT] schema
The overt coding of a grammatical relation with a post-marked particle may be

represented by the [X PRT] schema. The [X PRT] pattern plays a role in the creation of a
nominalizer/light noun [X nmz] schema, the creation of a secondary predicate/predicate
[X second. pred.] schema, and the creation of the potential/ completive/ resultative [X
aspect/modality] pattern. These all start out as juxtaposition of two elements, and as the
lexical meaning of the second element becomes more and more bleached, and
grammatical meaning is incorporated into the pattern, [X PRT] becomes a unit, where the
particle marks a specific grammatical function. The process of constructionalization
begins when the speaker/hearer reanalyzes (or construes) an expression as an instance of
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a schema that the expression was originally not linked to. The expression becomes
sanctioned by this schema when a new conceptual link is created (see discussion of
constructionalization in §1.4-§1.6).
3.2 Precursors of the [V DE1 VP] construction for secondary predication
The first historical source of Mandarin DE is the verb DE1 ( ) ‘get, acquire,
obtain’. The functionality of the morpheme meaning “get” or “acquire” has been
extensively studied for Chinese dialects from a historical (Sun 1996, Yue-Hashimoto
2001), comparative (Lamarre 2001) to a crosslinguistic comparative perspective (see
Enfield 2001, F. Wu 2009 on the semantic extensions of ‘acquire’ in Southeast Asian
languages). These studies include a vast amount of work on the diachronic extensions of
the Chinese verb DE1 ‘acquire, get’. Van der Auwera et al. (2009) also examine modality
expressions developed out of a predicate meaning ‘acquire, get’ in Northern Europe and
Southeastern Asia, a phenomenon which they refer to as ‘acquisitive modality’.
As introduced in Chapter 1, the study of postverbal DE1 constructions are
commonly subsumed under ‘verb complement’ (bǔyǔ

) constructions in Chinese

linguistics, postverbal markers introducing subsidiary information about the event
encoded by the verb. A distinction is commonly made between a ‘potential’ vs. a ‘nonpotential’ complement depending on whether it applies to the irrealis or the realis
domain.
The discussion in §3.2 focuses on the establishment of the DE1-marked nonpotential (realis) complement construction, which appears in the [V DE1 VP] pattern. The
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diachronic development of the potential/modality functions will be discussed insomuch
as they bear relevance to constructions with DE1-marked primary events.
DE1 ( ) originated from the verb DE1 ‘get, obtain’ in Archaic Chinese, as in (2).
(2)

(

)

ke
de
zhi yi
shui
wu wang
stranger DE1.get 3
use
persuade PN king
‘The stranger got it (the medicine) and gave counsel to the king of Wu.
(Zhuang Zi, 300 BC)
Being semantically general, DE1 developed modality, aspect, and complementation
functions from its lexical sense ‘get, obtain’. These functions serve as precursors of [V
DE1

VP] secondary predicate constructions, known as verbal complements (bǔyǔ

) in

Chinese linguistics. The construction developed from increasing morphosyntactic and
semantic integration of juxtaposed predicates expressing separate events. Specifically, the
constructionalization of [V DE1 VP] secondary predication parallels the
grammaticalization of two independent patterns: (i) the modality and aspectual functions
of preverbal DE1 in [DE1 VP] pattern, and (ii) the complementation and aspectual
functions of DE1 in the post-verbal position [V DE1 NP] and [V DE1#] units.
3.2.1 Preverbal modality and aspectual functions of DE1 in [DE1 VP]
One of the earliest functions DE1 developed from its lexical sense is its modality
function, which initially expresses the conditions on an agent with regard to the
completion of an action (Sun 1996: 113-4, Peyraube 1999). These meanings (traditionally
called néngxìng (

) or kěnéng (

) potential/possibility function) can be subsumed

under agent-oriented modality (Bybee 1985), and DE1 is particularly associated with
enabling conditions, including the following:
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(i)

Internal ability - the capability of the agent enables the completion of the
event
Root possibility - the external circumstances allow the achievement of the
event
Permission or moral obligation (a social enabling condition).

(ii)
(iii)

The agent-oriented modality function of
VP] in Archaic Chinese, where

DE1

DE1

first appears in the pattern [DE1 er

and the event are conjoined by the coordinating

conjunction er. Examples (3)-(4) illustrate the transition of
modality functions. In (3),

DE1

DE1

from its full verb to its

in the verb phrase [DE1 er wen] ‘lit. obtain and hear’ is

compatible with a literal interpretation of ‘obtain’ and a more subtle pragmatic inference
‘being able to/get to hear’, since the former entails the latter.
(3)

‧

fuzi
zhi
wenzhang
ke
de
er
wen ye
master MOD writings
able DE1.get
and
hear PRT
‘The writings of the master can be obtained and heard about.’
‘The writings of the master, one can obtain and hear about it.’
(Lun Yu, 5th c. BC)
The modal meaning in (2) (here concerned with possibility and ability based on both
internal and external conditions) is primarily expressed by the modal verb ke ‘able,
possible’. The association between DE1 and deontic modality is later foregrounded, as
shown in example (4), which expresses ‘permission’ or ‘moral obligation’. No other
modal element appears, and the modality function in this context is carried out solely by
DE1.

The literal meaning ‘obtain’, though maybe still present, is backgrounded at best.

(4)

(

wei
do

bu
NEG

)

shang hu xian-ming
zhi
good LOC obvious-bright MOD

zhong zhe
middle REL

ren
de
er
zhu
zhi
person DE1.get
and
kill
3
‘He who conducts evil in broad daylight, anyone can (is permitted to) kill him.’
Or ‘anyone can get and kill him.’ (literal interpretation backgrounded)
(Zhuang Zi, 300 BC)
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The [DE1 er VP] pattern shown in (3) and (4) is linked to the Verb Coordination
Construction in Archaic Chinese which conjoins verbs with er. The construction is not
only used for coordination, but is also extended to mark subordinate relations. Verb
coordination with the conjunction er was a common strategy in Archaic Chinese, but the
construction declined over time as verb serialization and compounding started to gain
more productivity (Shi 2002:54, also see Zhu 1985:22).
3.2.1.1 Establishment of modality functions in [DE1 VP]
The modality reading of DE1 (or ‘potential’ function) emerges in a
morphosyntactically tighter pattern [DE1 VP] in Archaic Chinese to mark enabling
conditions. By the 5th century AD, the [DE1 VP] pattern is attested with ability,
permission, and root possibility interpretations. Compared to the verb coordination
construction shown in (3) and (4), DE1 in [DE1 VP] is structurally more integrated with
the predicate encoding the resulting (or potential) event.
The DE1-introduced proposition in the possibility/potential sense is compatible
with both realis and irrealis (hypothetical, negation) contexts, the former referring to a
proposition that has been realized, as in (5).
(5)

(

)

dangshi he
de
yanse
bu
yi
that_time what DE1 complexion NEG change
‘How did you manage not to change your complexion (= stay calm) back then?’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 452)
In (6), the speaker, who didn’t follow the common rituals when drinking the wine he
had stolen, responds to his brother’s questioning about his ‘lack of decency’. In his
answer, DE1 profiles the permission or modal obligation of a behavior, which is deemed
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acceptable social behavior. Since stealing is an improper social conduct itself, he argues,
one should not need to follow the common rituals.
(6)

(

)

tou
na
de
xing li
steal
how DE1.get.to
act
manner
‘While stealing, how can one/ how does one get to/why does one need to follow the
rituals?’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
The causal, aspectual, and modality elements develop into individual constructions
in different contexts. In the 10th century text Zu Tang Ji, [DE1 VP] pattern is used to
express the speaker’s unexpectedness or surprise upon perceiving a phenomenon, with no
apparent ‘cause’ encoded or implied.
(7)

)

shi
master

yin
because

jian
see

xi
shui yun
brook water say

ci
shui de
yumuo liu
ji
this
water DE1 such flow hasty
‘The master, upon seeing the water from the brook, said:’
‘The water is running fast!’
(8)

(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

)

shang
up

an
dao
shore rice

de
DE1

yumuo hao
such good

xia
an
dao de
yumuo wu
cidi
down
shore rice
DE1
such NEG order
‘The rice up shore is so good; the rice down shore is in such disorder!’
(ibid.)
(9)

/

(

shi-xiung
de
yumuo lingli
male.senor.apprentice DE1 such bright
‘My senior in learning, (you get to) so bright?!’
(ibid.)
In examples (7)-(9), the DE1-introduced proposition is acknowledged as a fact, but
the acknowledgement of the fact poses a challenge to common sense, the speaker’s
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belief, or his prior expectation. These examples may be a metaphorical extension (or
contextual expansion) from the function of DE1 to mark ‘enabling conditions’. The
construction marks speaker’s stance, and has thus moved into the domain of epistemic
modality (see van der Auwera et al. 2007 for a discussion of acquisitive modals).
3.2.1.2 Enablement in realis contexts
In realis contexts, the [DE1 VP] pattern encodes an event that has been realized
due to external or internal enabling conditions. The event encoded by VP may be
dynamic or stative, and may involve a change in reality or merely a change in potential
(thus the agent remains in the same condition in reality).
3.2.1.2.1 Enablement to remain in stasis
The event introduced by VP may not involve a change in reality, but merely a
change in potential. In (10)-(13), [DE1 VP] expresses the success in overcoming a force
(introduced in the previous discourse) that would otherwise bring about a change. The
result is that the participant remains in stasis.
(10)

(

shi
happen_to

you
possess

)

wan
jin
ten_thousand gold

liang yao
good medicine

gu
de
wu
si
as_a_result
DE1.get
NEG.exist
die
‘It happened that there was good worthy medicine, hence he got to live, (i.e., got
“not to die”).’
(Shi Ji, 100 BC)
(11)

(

)

chen
bu
gan yan
official/servant NEG dare speak
‘I dared not speak, thus (I) got to be intact.’
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gu
thus

de
DE1

quan
be.intact
(ibid.)

(12)

(

)

hou
bing
de
cun
later
together
DE1.be able to
survive
‘Later (they) all managed to (got to) survive.’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
(13)

(

)

di
xun
beng
de
mian
emperor soon collapse DE1.get
exempt
‘The emperor soon passed away, so he was exempt (from being executed by the
emperor).’
(ibid.)
3.2.1.2.2 Enablement of action
The [DE1 VP] pattern expresses success in bringing about a change, usually by
overcoming a force (introduced in the previous discourse) that has been resisting the
change. DE1 profiles the transition stage of change, which may result in a rest state, e.g.
(14), or an action, e.g. (15)-(16).
(14)

(

)

yen

ren
song gui
de
li
PN
person send return
DE1
establish
‘The people of Yen sent (King Zhaoxiang) back, and (he) got to be established (as
king).’
(Shi Ji, 100 BC)
(15)

(

ba
qi
pull_out 3

xu
mustache

)

mei
eyebrow

wei
be

huan-zhe
eunuch-NMZ

sui
de
shi
taihou
then
DE1
serve empress_dowager
‘(They) pulled out his mustache and eyebrows (and he) became an eunuch, then (he)
got to serve the queen.’
(ibid.)
(16)
xu

fang geng mi
che
ran
hou de
qu
then replace seek carriage
such after DE1.get.to
leave
‘Xu then sought an alternate carriage, and then was able to leave.’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
PN

A similar development from acquisitive modality functions is discussed in van der
Auwera et. al (2007) under ‘participant-external actuality’ (and ‘participant-internal
!
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actuality’) observed for English ‘get’ and Swedish få ‘get’, e.g. John got to learn
Japanese./John got to know the whole truth.
3.2.1.2.3 Aspectual and causal meanings
The pre-verbal [DE1 VP] pattern initially profiles agent-oriented modality
(meanings associated with enablement), but the modality function of DE1 in realis
contexts is also associated with the elements of “force” and “change”. First, the use of
DE1

to introduce an event implies the existence of a force that may potentially bring

about a change in the protagonist. The force may
•

have been overcome or lifted, and the participant remains in its current state
(§3.2.1.2.1), or

•

have successfully brought about the change (§3.2.1.2.2)

In either case, [DE1 VP] introduces a state of affairs that has been realized, and can be
seen as introducing a “change” of some kind:
•

A change in reality: The force has induced a change in reality, which resulted in a
change of state or onset causation. DE1 profiles the transition phase leading to
either the onset of an action or the completion/termination of an action.

•

A change in “potential”: the overcoming or lifting of the force has enabled the
participant to remain in its current state. Though there appears to be no external
change, it involves a change of the potential world – what may have happened
alternatively has been eliminated as a possibility.

Notably, although the event serving as the enabling condition is usually introduced in the
previous discourse, it is only loosely conjoined with [DE1 VP]; the causal relations
between the two events are encoded in coordination. The event leading up to the change
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clearly belongs to another clause, often having an intervening object NP, conjunction, or
adverb between DE1 and the previous event.
While the previous event can be interpreted as enabling the subsequent state of
affairs based on context, it does not fit the canonical sense of a resultative where the
result is a stative event. DE1 itself merely profiles the change, but does not encode the
force leading up to the change; the force is implicated by the serial verb construction.
3.2.1.2.4 Participant-external actuality > causative / resultative
One of the most significant development of the [DE1 VP] pattern from Archaic to
Medieval Chinese is that deontic modality is no longer a prerequisite for [DE1 V] to have
a completive/change interpretation, but can be backgrounded or non-existent in some
contexts (cf. C. Zhao 2002 for the causative use of

DE1

in Medieval Chinese, see also

Enfield 2001:270 for grammatical functions developed from the verb “acquire” in East
Asian Languages, and the semantic extension from “possibility” to “achievement” as a
pragmatic inference in Northern Zhuang and Lao). By the end of Tang Dynasty (7th-9th
c.), a new function has emerged where the profile of

DE1

shifts from the ‘ability or

possibility to overcome a force’ to the ‘completion or achievement’ of an event.
The [DE1 V] construction may profile only the change or include the force leading
up to the change. The shift in function is partly made possible by contextual ambiguities.
Example (17) is from a passage describing a ship sailing under severe weather conditions.
(17)

(

）

)

zha
jing xia
ding bian de
ting zhu
sudden startle cast.down
anchor then DE1 stop be_still
‘(We) were suddenly startled and cast down the anchor, and then
(i)
(we were) able to stop (the ship). [root possibility (+ causation +change)]
(ii)
(we) got (the ship) to stop.
[causation + change]
(iii)
(we/the ship) got to (?) stop.
[change]
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, AD 9th c.)
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The [DE1 VP] clause in example (17) has three possible interpretations, as shown
in the corresponding English translations (17i-iii). DE1 in the first interpretation profiles
the meaning of ‘root possibility’, with the elements of causation (force) and change in the
background. The association of DE1 (agent-oriented modality) with a force that has been
overcome or lifted (in this case the severe weather conditions) is still preserved in this
interpretation. DE1 in the second interpretation ‘got (the ship) to stop’ profiles both the
force causing the ship to berth and the transition from movement to stasis. In the third
interpretation (which may have either ‘the people on the ship’ or ‘the ship’ itself as the
subject), DE1 profiles only the transition from movement to stasis.
In (18), the event introduced in the previous discourse can no longer be
interpreted as an enabling condition for [DE1 VP], since the participant had no intention
to overcome a force that resists the change.
(18) ·
)
bing
chi
he
shui jie
de
soldier drank river water all
DE1.get
‘The soldiers drank water from the river and
(i)
(it) made them drunk.’ [cause + change]
(ii)
(they) all got drunk.’
[change]

zui
be_drunk

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

The non-potential function of [DE1 VP] pattern has two related interpretations depending
on the context: ‘causative’ and ‘change’. Example (18) may profile either ‘causation’
(which entails change) or ‘change’ alone, but in (19), [DE1 VP] is clearly causative. It
appears in one of a set of descriptions, in parallel with the causative structure [shiCAUSE
VP].
(19)

)

hu
exhale

!

xi
du
inhale poisonous

qi
air

gu
ji
drum beat
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kuang feng
fierce wind

de
DE1

hai
sea

di
zhi
bottom MOD

sha
sand

fei
fly

shi
tian bian zhi
wu
juan
cause
sky
rim
MOD fog
roll
‘The dragons’ breath is poisonous air, their drum beats are fierce winds, (which)
make the sand at the bottom of the sea roll up, (and) cause the fog in the corner of
the sky to roll.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
The function of the [DE1 NP VP] pattern to introduce a change (or a force leading up to
the change) has thus been established as a function of preverbal DE1. I will refer to this as
the preverbal causative/resultative DE1.
An important development of preverbal DE1 from its modality/possibility function
to its causative/resultative function is that the latter allows overt coding of an affected
participant with the DE1-introduced event. A few more examples are provided in (20)(22).
(20)

)

bu
NEG

bao zhi
report straight

ru
enter

）

zhai
residence

li
in

de

zhuren guai
DE1
owner feel_strange
‘(We) entered the residence directly without notifying,
(i)
(and it) made the owner feel strange.’
(ii)
(and) the owner felt strange.’
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, AD 9th c.)
(21)

)

)

da
ku
ji
de
chang-cheng dao
heavy
cry
then DE1 great.wall
collapse
‘(She) cried heavily and then
(i)
(it) made the Great Wall collapse.’
(ii)
the Great Wall collapsed.

(22)

．

hu
sudden
!

(

yi
fu
xiong
recall father old_brother

)

wang bei
unjust PASS
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zhu
kill

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

ji
de
wu-nei
xin
chang
lan
then
DE1
five-organ
heart intestines
rotten
‘Suddenly (he) recalled that his father and brother were unjustly killed, (he) then got
his five inner organs, heart, and intestines rotten.’
(ibid.)
With the possibility reading, the DE1-marked proposition in possibility usually
does not appear with an overt object, but the causative/resultative interpretation can. One
seeming exception to this is the proposition in (5) attested in Medieval Chinese in
§3.2.1.1. The example is unusual because unlike most of the DE1 VP attested in Medieval
Chinese, it has an overt NP subject yanse. Yanse ‘complexion’, however, is part of the
human participant, and the [NSBJ-VPRED] combination is in fact predicated of the human
subject (see §3.3.2.3.2).
The predicate introduced by DE1 may lack an overtly coded NP, as in (18), or it
may contain an NP as the affected participant, which also functions as the subject of the
DE1-introduced

VP, as in (19)-(22). The [DE1 VP] pattern allows the following

collocational patterns:
•

VSIMPLE

•

NSBJ VPPRED

These patterns correspond to VP in the [V DE1 VP] secondary predication construction.
A schematic development of preverbal DE1 is shown below:
Figure 3.1 Development of [DE1 VP] pattern
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3.2.1.2.5 [X DE1] strings and the pre-verbal [DE1 VP] pattern
The [DE1 VP] pattern may follow another non-verbal element (such as an adverb
or a conjunction) in the pattern [X DE1 VP].
•

Sequential or resultative
The DE1 VP pattern sometimes collocates with an adverb or a conjunction that

expresses sequential relationship in the [Adv/Conj DE1 VP] pattern, such as ji DE1 ‘then
DE1’

in (22)-(22) above, or sui DE1 ‘eventually DE1’, nai DE1 ‘then DE1’ below.

(23)
)
sui
de
tian shang tian xia
wei
fuo
du
zun
then
DE1
heaven up
heaven down only Buddha
sole revere
‘Then (as a result) Buddha is the only one dominant in and under heaven.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(24)
)
zong
nai
de
cheng
always
then DE1 complete
‘(He) always succeeds/gets to succeeds.’
(ibid.)
A few of the [Adv DE1] combinations, such as zhi DE1, may have been frequent enough
to have become entrenched as a unit.
(25)
(
)
zhi
de
si
zhi
ti
zhe
wu
zang teng tong
straight
DE1
four limb body break five organ ache hurt
‘(Upon giving birth… the mother’s) four limbs break and the five inner organs hurt.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(26)
)
yuangong bien wei
zhong xuan-yang
da-niepan-jing
yi
PN
then for
crowd advocate
great-PN-sutra
meaning

•

zhi
de
zhu
fang
lai
ting
straight
DE1
many direction
come listen
‘Yuan Gong then advocated the meaning of the Sutra of Da Niepan, (and as a result)
people from all directions came to listen (to his lecture).’
(ibid.)
Interrogative
The [Adv DE1 VP] string inquires about the reason of or means for achieving a
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certain action introduced by DE1, such as zheng-DE1 (
na-DE1 (

), he-DE1 (

), an-DE1 (

),

) ‘how can, lit. how-can’. These frequently appear as rhetorical questions in

irealis contexts, but are also attested in realis contexts.
(27)
da
great

/)

di
earth

shan
mountain

he
river

shang you
yet
still

xiu
rot

huai
perish

kuang-hu pao dian
zhi
zhi
na
de
jiu
ting
CONC
bubble lightening
MOD material
where DE1 long stay
‘Even the earth, mountains, and rivers will decay, let along the (human body) made of
the material of bubble and lightening; how can one stay for long?’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(28)
zhen
1S_imperial

()

zhi

wu

MOD

NEG

qi
3

zhao-ming
imperial.command

he
de
ye
ban er
ren
yue
dui
what
DE1
night half two
person
‘Without my (the emperor’s) imperial command, how come there were two people
leaving the troops in the middle of the night?’
(ibid.)
The probabilities vary for these strings to be connected as the DE1 VP functions.
Although some of these [X DE1] strings may achieve some degree of unithood due to
frequent collocation, many [X DE1 VP] strings are still likely construed an instantiation of
both the [X DE1] string and the [DE1 VP] schema, and serve strengthen the resultative
function of the [DE1 VP] pattern.

•

Negation
The combination of a negator with DE1 to express negative potential, i.e. the lack of

capability or probability to achieve, is one of the most common functions of DE1. Among
the several possible [NEG DE1] combinations, e.g. bu-DE1 ‘NEG-DE1’ (
‘NEG-DE1’ (
!

), wei-DE1

), bu-DE1 is by far the most common since Medieval Chinese, and likely
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has become entrenched as a unit by the Tang Dynasty. The unit may either precede or
follow a verb or a proposition to express negative potential, as illustrated by (29)-(30).
(29)

)

gui
qu bu-de
return go NEG-DE1
‘Unable to return; did not get to return.’
(30)

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

)

pi-kun
bu-de
qian
jin
fatigued
NEG-DE1 forward
proceed
‘Fatigued and unable/did not get to proceed.’
(ibid.)
Because of its early entrenchment as a unit, the negative potential or lack of achievement
of an event is commonly expressed as bude V(P) or V(P) bude. The negative potential
marker bu-DE1, therefore, developed as an independent schema, and did not feature
significantly in the establishment of the secondary predication and complementation
functions of [V DE1 VP].
3.2.1.2.6 [DE1 NP] where NP represents increment of an event
From its sense of physical obtaining,

DE1

is extended to mark metaphorical

obtaining, the object being obtained is usually the measurement of ‘time’ or ‘distance’
incremented along with the progression of the action, in the sense of ‘it has been Xtime’
There is no attested instance where the NP in [DE1 NP] represents a ‘distance’, but it is
found in the [V DE1 NP] pattern.
(31)

）

)

）

zai
lu
xing zheng de
si-shi-si
ri
ye
at
road go
exactly DE1 four-ten-four day
PRT
‘(We have been) going on the road (=traveling) for exactly forty-four days.’
th
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, 9 c.)
This function is not directly related to the [V DE1 VP] pattern, but it shows that the V DE1
NP adverbial functions developed from the integration of V…DE1 NP.
!
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3.2.2 Entrenchment of postverbal DE1 in [V DE1…] pattern
As noted in the previous section, although [DE1 VP] often appears after some
event or a series of events have been introduced into the discourse, the predicate before it
is only loosely conjoined with [DE1 VP] structurally. The grammatical functions of DE1
in post-verbal position developed later than its preverbal modality and aspectual
functions (Sun 1996:115). The various secondary predication (result, manner, extent)
functions of DE1 in the [V DE1 VP] pattern developed while the post-verbal [V DE1]
gradually becomes an entrenched pattern, with the increase in unithood of [V DE1],
primarily in the following patterns:
•

[V DE1 NP]

•

[V DE1#]

3.2.2.1 Rarity of [V DE1 V(P)] pattern in Archaic and Medieval Chinese
The [V DE1 VP] pattern is only found sporadically in Archaic Chinese (Peyraube
1999, 2001), mostly with [DE1 VP] serving as the complement of a complement-taking
predicate (e.g. yu DE1, lit. want get
(32)

(

), as shown in (32).

)

qin

yu
de
qi
san jiang lu
zhi
PN
want DE1.get 3.POSS three general kill 3
‘(The State of) Qin wants to get their three generals and kill them.’
(Shi Ji, 100 BC)
Until the Early Medieval Chinese period, an event that is antecedent to the event
marked by [DE1 VP], if expressed in the previous discourse, is not tightly integrated with
[DE1 VP]. One oft-cited example of [V1 + DE1 + V2] pattern from Early Medieval
Chinese where V2 is an action enabled by the previous action marked by V1 before DE1
(e.g. Y. Pan 1980, J. Yue 1984), presented in (33):
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(33)
ping

zi
rau
li
zheng
PN
son
abound
strength
struggle
‘Ping’s son was strong, (he) struggled and got to escape.’

de
DE1

tuo
escape

(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
This pattern resembles the resultative construction in form, but the pattern does not seem
to be productive in this period of time. In this context, DE1 is strongly associated with the
modality function introduced in §3.2.1.1. In Shi Shuo Xin Yu,
the preverbal pattern [DE1+ VP], where

DE1

DE1

still largely appears in

marks the potential or ability to achieve a

state or perform an action, and the VP stands for the state or action being achieved. In
addition, the pattern [V1 +

DE1

+ V2] with a resultative reading remained practically

unattested again until Tang Dynasty (P. Yang 1990:56-57). It is doubtful that this example
from Early Medieval Chinese should be treated as evidence for the emergence of the
resultative [V1–DE1-V2] construction in the 5th century (P. Yang, 1990, S. Jiang 1994, C.
Zhao 2002).
The example is likely parsed as the following, with zheng ‘escape’ being an anterior
event juxtaposed to the proposition [DE1 tuo] ‘got to escape’, associated with the
preverbal DE1 modality function (cf. P. Li 1987, P. Yang 1990).
[zheng] [de
tuo]
struggle DE1 escape
[Event 1] [Event 2 (participant-oriented actuality)]
3.2.2.2 The development DE1 in [V DE1 NP]
The appearance of DE1 in the post-verbal position is attested sporadically in
Archaic Chinese, almost exclusively with DE1 signaling physical obtaining, and the
preceding V expressing an anterior event (Sun 1996). Post-verbal DE1 here refers only to
a monosyllabic verb directly before DE1 without any intervening element. Until Early
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Medieval Chinese (Six Dynasties, circ. AD 5th c.), the postverbal [V DE1] combination
occurs primarily in the [V DE1 NP] pattern.
3.2.2.2.1 Different object
The [V DE1 NP] pattern is initially a serial verb construction representing two
events – the event encoded by V, and the obtaining of the object encoded by DE1 ‘get’ NP.
In (34)-(35), [V DE1 NP] encodes two separate events that occur sequentially, although
the completion of the first event is factually related to the achievement of the second one.
V and DE1 in [V DE1 NP] represent two events involving two different participants:
(a) (Agent) performs action V on (unexpressed) participant
(b) (Agent) obtains (= DE1) object denoted by NP
The different-object pattern [V

DE1

NP] therefore corresponds to two juxtaposed

predicates in the pattern [V (NP1)] [DE1 NP2].
(34)
)
po
de
xiutu wang ji
tian
jin
ren
break
DE1
PN
king worship/sacrifice
heaven
gold person
‘Defeated (the Huns and) got the gold statue King Xiutu used to worship heaven.’
(Shi Ji, 100 BC)
(35)
(
)
xia
wei
er
po
mai de
shu
hu
mi
cut.down make two wig sell DE1.get several
UNIT rice
‘(She) cut down (her hair and) made two wigs, (and she) sold (the wigs) and got
several Hu’s of rice.’ (Note: one hu equals approximately five pecks)
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
3.2.2.2.2 Same object
When V and

DE1

shares the same object, there is a higher degree of integration

between the two events – V represents the previous action, usually a manner predicate
describing how the NP object has come into possession. V and
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DE1

form a complex

event, where

DE1

links V with its argument. The anterior event can generally be

interpreted as denoting the manner of obtaining the object.
(36)

)

mengsun

lie
de
ni
hunt DE1.get
fawn
‘Mengsun hunted and got a fawn.’
(Han Fei Zi, 281-233BC, from F. Wu 2009:204)
PN

(37)

(

)

yi

yi
ju
lian
de
shu
dou jiaofan
already gather collect DE1.get several
UNIT rice crust
‘Yi already gathered, collected, and got several dou’s of rice crust.’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
PN

(38)

(

)

wangtaiwei

yu
she
du
de
zhi
PN
with play.archery place.a.bet
DE1.get
3
‘Wang Taiwei played archery with him; (they) placed a bet (on the bull and Wang)
got it.’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
(39)

(

）

)

jin
jian jue
de
milefuo
xiang yi
ti
now
see
dig
DE1.get Maitreya.Buddha
statue one
body
‘Now it is seen that (sb.) dug and got a statue of Maitreya Buddha. ’
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, AD 9th c.)
3.2.2.2.3 Semantic extension: From physical to metaphorical attainment
Around the Six Dynasties (AD 220-589), the semantics of the [V DE1 NP] pattern
is extended from ‘obtaining a physical object’ to ‘acquisition of a metaphorical product’.
The pattern then develops multiple uses that are semantically diverse and actually fall on
a cline of grammaticalization (see P. Yang 1989, F. Wu 2001, 2009 for semantic
extension of [V DE1] in Medieval Chinese, cf. Enfield 2001 for paralleled semantic
extensions of the verb ‘aquire’ in Mainland Southeast Asian languages), illustrated by
examples (40)-(43) below.
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The metaphorical acquisition sense has an NP that represents an object being
obtained metaphorically via the progression or achievement of event V, including: (i) the
quantitative increment of a theme along with the progression of an action, (ii) the product
of an action.
•

NP as adverbial complement
Around the 4th century, the [V DE1 NP] pattern is extended to take an NP that

delimits an event temporally or qualitatively (i.e. the adverbials) such as the repetitions of
an iterative process, or the ‘time’ or ‘distance’ incremented along with the progression of
the event, which are a ‘byproduct’ created along with the unfolding of the event.
Aspectually, DE1 introduces an NP that marks the event as bounded in time (or
metaphorically, by distance) or repetitions.
(40)

)

11

ji

cong hou zhuo de
shu
jian
PN
follow after hack DE1 several sword
‘Ji hacked (it with a sword) several times afterwards.’
(Sou Shen Ji, circ. AD 336)
(41)

(

）

)

cong
shang-fang
xing de
er-shi li
from
principal-room
walk DE1.get
twenty UNIT
‘(We) Walked twenty Lis from the principal room…’
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, 9th c.)
(42)

(

)

zhi
de
san
ri
stop
DE1
three days
‘(They) stayed there for three days.’

(Zu Tang Ji, 10th century)

The development can be schematized as follows:
•

Semantics: ‘obtain physically’
Function: V2 ‘obtain’ in a serial
V1V2 O pattern

!

> increment (of time, distance,
repetitions)
> marker of adverbial complements
(Time/Distance/Repetitions)
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•

Creation of a product and result
The NP object being acquired may also refer metaphorically the product of a

creative process, such as writing or printing, as shown in (43)-(44), where a piece of
written work is completed after the process of writing, and an image of the Buddha’s
footprint is copied (thus created via the process of copying), respectively.
(43)

(
） )
xie
de
xianggong
diezhang
write
DE1.get
certified.scholar
official.document
‘...Wrote up the official document for Xianggong.’
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, 9 c.)
(44)
(
） )
da
de
fuo
ji
lai
hit
DE1
Buddha
footprint
come
‘I copied (from stone rubbing) Buddha’s footprint and brought it) thither.’
(ibid.)

The creation of product sense may refer further to the formation of an idea or a mental
representation via perception or comprehension, as in example (45). The state of
philosophical epiphany (the consciousness of the experiencer becomes one with the
experienced object) is reached after meditation, the revelation being the product of the
process.
(45)

)

(

bing
also

zheng
deduce

de
DE1.get

san-mei
zuo
three-secrets sit

chu
da
place big

yizi
seat

bing
jin
jian zai
also
today see
exist
‘Also, the seat he sat on while he came to apprehend Samādhi (meditative
absorption) is still there.’
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, 9 c.)
Furthermore, the NP in DE1 NP may simply refer to a participant involved in the
activity, as shown in (46)-(47).
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(46)

．

)

zhi
xiang si
qi
kong zhuo de
bei
at.the.time
PN
self
get.up
empty hack DE1.get quilt
‘At that time Xiang had already gotten up, and (his stepmother, failing to kill him),
only got to hack the quilt.’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
(47)

)

；

？

sui
yu
de
yi
shi
yin
zhu
shen qi
shang
then
encounter
DE1
one
stone thus dwell body 3S
top
‘Then (he?) encountered a rock, and thus dwelled his body on top of it.’
(Xi Guan Shi Yin Ying Yan Ji, AD 501, from F. Wu 1999:204)
The examples reflect a loss of the ‘acquisition’ element of DE1, and further semantic
generalization of DE1 in the [V DE1 NP] pattern, since the NP itself merely denotes a
participant of the process. Though an NP – the quilt in (46) and the rock in (47) – still
appears as an argument of the verb, neither is “obtained” or “created” via the action. The
product being obtained, if any, is no longer the NP itself, but the achievement of the
action marked by the DE1-introduced NP participant.
•

Marker of perfectivity
DE1 in the [V DE1 NP] pattern developed perfective functions around the time of

the Tang Dynasty, as exemplified in (48)-(50). The complete loss of the ‘acquisition’
meaning is shown in (48)-(49). Note that in (48) DE1 collocates with shi ‘lose’, a lexical
verb meaning the opposite of ‘acquire’.
(48)

》

)

wo
ling
zhifu gui
shi
de
bo
yu
ma
1S
order/make PN
return lose DE1 cypress
and
horse
‘I ordered Zhifu to leave, (and) lost the cypress and the horse.’
(Poem of Han Yu, 8th century, from F. Wu 2009:204)
(49)

）

chen
de
go.after DE1
jian
see

!

(

)

dayu-ling
dayu-mountain

yi-bo
bu
clothing-bowl NEG

jian
see

shang
on
xingzhe
monk
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‘(He) went after (the monk) until (he reached up) Dayu Mountain, but only saw his
mortar and alms bowl and did not see the monk.’
(Zu Tang Ji, 10th century)
After postverbal DE1 has been established as a perfective marker in [V DE1 NP],
an NP is no longer required, and the perfective function starts to appear in the post-verbal
[V DE1#] pattern without an NP, as shown in (50).
(50)

)

ying
yi
ru
de
hao you
tou
de
camp
already enter DE1 sign also steal DE1
‘The camp (they) have entered; the countersign (they) have also stolen.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
We use the term ‘marker of perfectivity’ here to refer to a general category
subsuming uses of [V DE1] with different degrees of grammaticalization. F. Wu (2001,
2002, 2009) distinguishes ‘perfective aspect marker’ from ‘phase complement’ (my
translations) in that the former refers to a more grammaticalized category than the latter.
Various labels have been used, somewhat inconsistently, for these categories. The more
grammaticalized “perfective aspect marker” is called wánzhěngtǐ biāojì (
‘perfective marker’) in F. Wu (2009),!wánchéngtǐ zhùcí (
in F. Wu (2001), dòng xiàng bǔyǔ (

‘perfective particle’)

‘phase complement’) in F. Wu (2002); the

less grammaticalized “phase complement” is called dòng xiàng bǔyǔ (
(2001, 2009) and jiéguǒ bǔyǔ ( 《

)

in F. Wu

‘result complement’) in F. Wu (2002). These two

grammatical categories are converged under the general category of ‘marker of
perfectivity’ (wánchéngtǐ biaōjì

) in F. Wu (2001) (see Table 3.1 below for a

comparison of various uses by F. Wu and Lamarre 2001).
The distinction between ‘perfective aspect marker’ and ‘phase complement’ is not
easily drawn in practice, and is not made here because, as will be discussed in §3.2.3.3,
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we propose that it is not necessary for DE1 to become a highly grammaticalized perfective
aspect marker for [V DE1] to serve as a source schema schema for the development of [V
DE1

•

VP] resultative.

A note on the objectless [V DE1#] pattern
The [V DE1#] pattern without an overtly coded NP object is attested (though

rarely) in Archaic Chinese, but mostly in the physical sense of obtaining, when the object
being obtained is recoverable from the previous discourse.
(51)
qi
that

(

hou
after

you
exist

ren
dao
person steal

)

gao-miao
zuo
high-template seat

qian
front

yu
jade

huan
ring

bu
de
catch
DE1
‘After that, someone stole the jade ring in front of the royal temple. (They) caught
(him).’
(Shi Ji, 100 BC)
The [V DE1#] pattern becomes an alternative to [DE1 V] to mark modality functions
around the 7th century, though the latter is still a much more frequent strategy. In addition,
though perfective uses like (50) are attested with [V DE 1#] pattern, the pattern is
predominantly associated with the potential function in irrealis contexts, as shown in
(52)-(55). These also have the object participant as the subject.
(52)

,

)

691~793

mihou
shang
jiao de
ren
he
bu
fen-fa
monkey still
teach DE1 person how NEG make.effort
‘Even monkeys can be taught, why don’t people make effort? ’
(Poem of Han Shan Zi, AD 691~793)
(53)
） )
）
lu
jing bu
ke
xing de
road
path NEG able walk DE1
‘The path could not be walked through.’
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, AD 9th c.)
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(54)
)
yi
zhong zhen
cai
bu
ke
different kind treasure
color NEG able
‘The kinds of precious colors cannot be recorded.’

ji
de
record DE1
(ibid.)

(55)
/(
)
zheng
pao
de
how
abandon
DE1
‘How can (I) abandon (my sister)?’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
3.2.2.3 From perfective to durative
The completive reading of DE1 in [V DE1 NP] may have a durative reading when
the completion of action V implies a result state that continues for a certain period of time,
i.e. the profile of

DE1

shifts from the transition stage to the rest state (or continuity in

applying force). In (56), for example, the cursing event happens after the woman has
successfully taken hold of the man’s mustache, but also while the pulling is still going on.
Such an interpretation is available only when there is another predicate of the agent
following the object, i.e. in the [V DE1 NP VP] pattern.
(56)

(

zhuai
de
ci-xu
zhou-zu
pull
DE1
mustache
curse
‘Pulling his mustache, (she) curses…’

)

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

3.2.2.4 Cline of grammaticalization and semantic generality of DE1 in [V DE1 NP]
This section shows that functions of DE1 in the [V DE1 NP] pattern are
grammaticalized to varying extents, and the classifications of these functions are vague
and inconsistent in the literature. More importantly, though, all instances of [V DE1 (NP)]
facilitate the increasing entrenchment postverbal DE1, regardless of whether DE1 is fully
grammaticalized or not.
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The reader may have noticed that there is not a clear semantic distinction between
DE1

in the “result complement” [V DE1 NP] and perfectivity marker [V DE1 (NP)]. The

discussion of the aspectual functions of DE1 in the [V DE1 (NP)] pattern usually
distinguishes between “result complement” and “perfectivity or realization of an action”,
but the definitions and the terminologies used to distinguish these functions have been
both vague and inconsistent. F. Wu (2002) for example, distinguishes between jiégǔo bǔ
yǔ (lit. result complement) and dòng xiàng bǔ yǔ (phase complement, based on Wu’s
(2001, 2009) translation). The former is defined as ‘a complement that expresses that an
action is achieved or has a result’, and the latter as ‘a complement that expresses that an
action is achieved or completed’. The definitions provide no clear indication of contrast
in terms of the aspectual behavior of the two categories. No indication of difference in
morphosyntactic behavior (such as obligatory or optional NP) has been provided for the
two categories.
As I have noted, the semantics of DE1 in these patterns falls on a cline of
increasing generality and grammaticalization in terms of two parameters:
•

The loss of the lexical meaning of acquisition;

•

The forgrounding and conventionalization of complementation (introducing another
argument or descriptive expression) and a perfectivity/realization meaning.

Table 3.1 shows the functions of [V DE1 (NP)] and the terminologies and definitions, and
classifications of these functions in the literature:
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Table 3.1 Review of [V DE1 (NP)] classes proposed in the literature
Pattern
V
DE1

NP

Physical
obtaining
V DE1 NP
manner of
obtaining

Metaphorical obtaining

obtain

obtain
perfective
complementizer
Product of
creative
process

V DE1 NP
(unspecified)

V DE1 (NP)

Result
complement
(36)-(39)

(40), (47)

F. Wu (2001)

F. Wu (2002)
DE1

Lamarre
(2001), based
on Jiang
(1995:22)
Corresponding
uses

V DE1 NP
motion,
durative or
cyclic event
(obtain)
perfective
complementizer
Measurement
of distance,
duration,
iteration

perfective
perfective
complementizer
Any participant of the event
(not required)
that marks the
event as telic
(q-bounded)
Marker of perfectivity (wán chéng tǐ biāo jì)
:，
(
)
Perfective aspect marker (wán
《
chéng tǐ zhù cí): Undefined.
Phase complement (dòng xiàng
Supposedly this refers to the
bǔ yǔ): expresses that an action
particle in the [V-PRT] pattern
(or state) is achieved or has a
that expresses the completion of
result
V
《
:，
，
《
Result complement (jiégǔo bǔ
dòng xiàng bǔ yǔ
yǔ): expresses that an action is
Phase complement (dòng xiàng
achieved or has a result
bǔ yǔ): expresses that an action
is realized or achieved
:，
，
《
Phase complement (dòng xiàng
Completive marker (wánzhěngtǐ
bǔ yǔ): expresses that an action is biāojì): expresses that an action
achieved or has a result
is realized or achieved
Marker of perfectivity or
Perfective (and durative) aspect
realization
marker

Physical object
coming into
possession

F. Wu (2009)

V DE1 NP
creation,
cognition

‘obtain’ as
V2 in [V1 V2
Object] serial
verb construction
(lián dòng shì)

(48), (50)

(50)

3.2.3 Constructionalization of [V DE1 VP] secondary predication
The paths of constructionalization for [V DE1 VP] secondary predication are
discussed in this section.
3.2.3.1 [V DE1 NP] as the source construction
The most commonly proposed path of grammaticalization for [V

DE1

VP]

resultative secondary predication is associated with the aspectual and complementation
!
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function of

DE1

in the [V

DE1

N] pattern. When followed by a predicate denoting a

temporally subsequent event predicated of participant N, it tends to be interpreted as the
result of the previous event. The process of grammaticalization is shown as follows:

•

Possible path 1: [V DE1 NP] [VP] > [V DE1 NP VP]
[V DE1 NP]
|
completive
perfective

[Pred]
|
subsequent event (predicated of N)

> [V DE1 NP Pred]
|
resultative

This path of grammaticalization of DE1 (and other ‘manner complement’ markers)
is proposed by L. Jiang (1995:22, cited and schematized in Lamarre 2001:105), and
shown in Figure 3.2:
Figure 3.2 Grammaticalization scheme for postverbal DE (1) (based on
schematizations by Lamarre 2001:105, 110, diagrams combined and structural patterns
added to, originally from L. Jiang 1995)

F. Wu (2009) proposes the following paths of semantic extension, with difference
as to what is included as result complement:
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Figure 3.3 Grammaticalization scheme for postverbal DE (2) (modified from Wu
2009:204, result complement added to diagram based on Wu’s description in text)

Both Lamarre (2001) (and L. Jiang 1995) and F. Wu (2009) treat the postverbal
“perfective” or “realization” functions of DE1 in the [V DE NP] pattern as the source of
the [V DE VP] construction, despite differences in terminologies and classifications of the
aspectual categories1.
The analysis raises certain questions to be addressed below. First, it is not entirely
clear whether the category of perfectivity or realization of an action includes the
objectless [V DE1 #] pattern (it does not seem to be attested), as opposed to the perfective
aspect marker category, which does not require an overt NP.
The proposed grammaticalization path based on functions of postverbal DE1
cannot fully explain the existence of [V DE1 V] patterns, since there are only very few [V
DE1#]

with completive interpretations. When [V DE1VP] secondary predicates are

emerging, [V DE1#] (without overt object NP) is predominantly associated with the
irrealis potential sense, not the completive sense. If the perfectivity reading is rarely
attested in the [V DE1#] pattern, can it be the sole direct source of [V DE1 VPcomplement]
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!Notice that F. Wu’s (2009) semantic map indicates that the potential function is derived from the
perfective functions, which may be disputed given that the modality functions of DE1 emerged earlier than
its aspectual functions (see discussion in §3.2.1). Given that the focus of our analysis is DE1 in nonpotential complement constructions, the issue with the potential [V DE (VP)] will not be contended here. !
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complements? Or should the manner complement marker be linked to the more
grammaticalized perfective aspect marker ([V DE1 (NP)])? The latter seems to be what F.
Wu (2001) proposes. In his later work, Wu (2009) treats what he calls the phase
complement (dòngxiàng bǔyǔ

) as the direct source of all manner complement

markers (also see previous discussion in §3.2.2.2.3).
3.2.3.2 Links to the potential [V DE1] function
A possible solution to the issue raised in §3.3.1 is to include another source that
may facilitate the creation of the [V DE1 VP] secondary predication – the postverbal
potential [V DE1#] function shown in (51)-(54) above. A potential [V DE1#] may be
juxtaposed with a predicate (or a DE1 introduced potential [DE1 VP]). A tighter
integration between the two patterns may also develop into the [V DE1 VP] pattern. This
path of development is represented below:
•

Possible path 2: [V DE1Potential]+ [(DE1) VP] > [V DE1 VP]
A similar path of development has been proposed by Sun (1996), who suggests

that preverbal [DE1 VP] merges with postveral [V DE1] to create the [V DE1 VP] pattern.
3.2.3.3 Preverbal DE1 and DE1-marked secondary predication
The dilemma discussed in §3.3.1 may also be circumvented by acknowledging
that a fully grammaticalized aspectual function of DE1 in the postverbal [V DE1] pattern is
not necessary for [V DE1 VP] secondary predicates to develop, and may not be the sole
source for DE1-marked secondary predicates. Instead, the constructionalization of [V DE1
VP] correlates with the rise of the post-verabal DE1 ([V DE1]) schema in general.
Table 3.2 shows the change in the relative frequencies of [DE1 VP] and [V DE1]
strings in three texts. The results are based on my counts of the [DE1 VP] and [V DE1] in
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Shi Shuo Xin Yu (5th c., complete text), Bian Wen (7th-9th c., patterns extracted from the
first 250 tokens of DE1) and Zu Tang Ji (10th c., patterns extracted from the first 250
tokens of DE1).
Table 3.2 The frequency of [DE1 VP] and [V DE1] strings
Shi Shuo Xin Yu
(complete text)

DE1

VP : V DE1

token

5th c.
89 :7

DE1

VP : V DE1

ratio

12.71 :1

Bian Wen
(first 250
tokens)
7th -9th c.
78 : 40

Zu Tang Ji
(first 250
tokens)
10th c.
73 : 54

1.95 :1

1.35 : 1

The results in Table 3.2 show a rise in the [V DE1] pattern after the Tang Dynasty (7th-9th
c.). The [V DE1] pattern is extremely rare in the time of Shi Shuo Xin Yu, but becomes
increasingly frequent in Bian Wen and Zu Tang Ji. These strings appear in partially
structurally and semantically related patterns with [V DE1 VP], and serve as an analogical
force to attract more members to into the schema.
In addition, the potential, causative/resultative DE1 function discussed in §3.2.1.1§3.2.1.3 had been well established at the time the secondary predication function of DE1
is developing. These functions in the [DE1 VP] pattern also facilitate the development of
[V DE1 VP] pattern. The [V DE1 VP] construction may have developed from the
juxtaposition of an anterior event encoded by V, and the resulting (or potential) event
encoded by [DE1 VP]. At this period, the [V DE1 VP] pattern has both a potential and a
resultative interpretation. The resulting [V DE1 VP] pattern thus has both a potential and a
resultative interpretation. The possible path of development is schematized as follows:

•

Possible path 3: [V(P)]…[DE1potential, cause, result VP] > [V DE1 VP]
Compare (57)-(58) from Zu Tang Ji, one with a preverbal DE1-resultative, one with
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a [V DE1 VP] resultative secondary predication.
(57)
wei
ni
de
che-kun
ye
because.of
2S
DE1
complete-trapped
PRT
‘I am completely baffled (= in a state where one cannot find words or solutions to a
problem) because of you.’
(Zu Tang Ji, 10th, century)
(58)
jingshan wen de
chen-kun
ye
PNask
DE1
complete-trapped
PRT
‘Jingshan completely baffled (him) by asking (questions).’ (lit. Jingshan asked him
(and as a result he was) completely baffled.)
(ibid.)
The [V DE1 VP] pattern in (58) can clearly be parsed as an anterior event V
combined with a DE1VP resultative (illustrated by (57)). It is important to acknowledge
that a given instance of [V DE1 VP] can be linked to different patterns. Example (57) can
potentially be linked to both the preverbal and postverbal DE1-patterns, as shown below:
wen
[V]
[V
3.3

DE
[DE1
DE1]

DE1-marked

che-kun
VP]
[VP]

secondary predication in Late Medieval Chinese

DE1-marked

secondary predicate constructions in the [V DE1 VP] pattern come

into shape in Late Medieval Chinese, around the time of Tang and Five Dynasties (7th10th centuries, see L. Wang 1980, P. Yang 1990, S. Jiang 1994, F. Wu 2000, C. Liu 2001,
C. Zhao 2002, among others). This construction is the precursor of DE-marked ‘verb
complement’ construction in Mandarin, where the predicative VP is referred to as a verb
complement of V. In this period, V is always a dynamic verb, and VP can be either a
dynamic or a stative predicate that is causally linked to V. VP is broadly defined here to
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include patterns of varying complexity. There are no intervening elements between V and
DE1

VP.

3.3.1 Semantic and formal characteristics of V
The predicates that are attested as V are predominantly monosyllabic, though
occasionally disyllabic verbs are attested. Out of the 64 Types of verbs attested as V in
the [V DE1 V(P)] pattern, 59 are monosyllabic verbs. The 5 disyllabic verbs attested are
all composed of synonymous monosyllabic compound verbs, e.g. ji-jiao ‘devise, lit. plancount’. The type of verbs attested in Bian Wen and Zu Tang Ji are provided in Table 3.3
Disyllabic verbs are transcribed with a hyphen between the two syllables.
Table 3.3 Verbs attested as V in [V DE1 VP] secondary predication in Bian Wen and
Zu Tang Ji
V1

Semantic class

Semantics

Manner of
obtaining

physical manipulation

grasp
catch
pick
hold between
fingers
take/marry
kidnap
pick
ask.for
buy
do
cause/make
order
cause/make
draw, lead
becken
temper with
(to) fork
grasp
shout
push
call, summon
speak
propel

Manipulative/
Causative

Exerting force

!

communication
transaction
do
cause

Instrument
Manner
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Chinese
character

pinyin

#
Bian
Wen

jiang
zhuo
zhai
nie

1
1
1
1

qu
lu
cai
suo
mai
ren
shi
ling
zhi
yin
zhao
nong
cha
nuo
han
tui
huan
shuo
qu

2
1

#
Zu
Tang
Ji
20

2
1
1
1
1
7
2
1

1
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

V1

Creation &
Performance

Semantic class

Semantics

(Metaphorical) Manner

turn, spin
flick
lift
peel
play
(instrument)
design mentally

Performance
Design

Chinese
character

zhuan
tan
ti
bo
tan
she
ji-jiao
zhi
xue
nian
wen
chuan
ju
gai-gua
da
shuo
ren
hui
jie
ti-li

？
Creation or
acquisition of
knowledge

Manner of acquisition

Manner of creation of
knowledge

Perception
Creation of mental
image

Cause change of
mental state

Change of state,
Transfer,
Transformation

Perception or cause
change of mental state

Bodily process
Motion

!

weave
learn
study
ask
teach, convey
exemplify
conclude
answer
speak
recognize
understand
understand
understandunderstand
understandunderstand
touch/perceive

#
Bian
Wen

2
2
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

ti-hui

(

26
10

mesmerize
annoy
scare

mi
nao
hu
xia

1
1
1
1

Change of state
Transformation

increase
bend/torment
grow
teach
place/put
save, redeem
changesave/redeem
avoid
arrive at
Raise (bring up)
kindle
exercise
cry
chase

tian
zhe
zhang
jiao
zhi
jiu
hua-jiu

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

mian
da
yang
dian
lian
ti
chen

1

Change of potential
Change of location
Cause of
transformation
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1
2
1

gan
)

#
Zu
Tang
Ji
1
2
2
1

1

Cause-emotion

Transfer of message
Change of location
Cause change of state

Transformation

pinyin

1

2
2
1
1
1
1

V1

Semantic class

Semantics

Chinese
character

pinyin

move
travel

）

xing
you

#
Bian
Wen

#
Zu
Tang
Ji
1
1

As illustrated by Table 3.3, all of the verbs attested as V are dynamic verbs
(including the dynamic construal of cause-emotion and cognitive verbs). V may be
semantically primitive and encode only the element of causation. The predicates coded as
manipulative/causative verbs, e.g. ling ‘make’ or zhi ‘cause’, do not specify the anterior
event that is causally linked to the resulting event, but only indicates the existence of a
causative force.
(59)
！
)
ling
de
bao-mai
make
DE1
satiated-full
‘Make them/Allow them to be full and satiated.’
(60)
)
xuyu
zhi
de
huo
soon
cause DE1 disaster
‘Soon it brings disasters to oneself.’

lin
approach

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
shen
body
(ibid.)

The other semantic classes of V specify the manner of cause, but may or may not
entail a change of state at the end of the process. These collocational patterns demonstrate
various subschemas that may affect the emergence of DE1-marked secondary predicate
constructions. Predicates deonting manner of obtaining are the most closely associated
with the lexical meaning of DE1 ‘obtain’. The manner of obtaining construal of V is
largely restricted to path of motion predicates as the ‘resultating’ event, but may refer
literally to transfter of possession or metaphorically to the inception of an event, or the
creation or transformation of an object (see §3.3.2.1).
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3.3.2 Semantics and morphosyntactic patterns of VP
The element functionting as VP varies in semantic content and morphological
complexity. The predicative expression introduced by DE1 can be classified into three
general semantic types: (a) a predicate that describes the path of motion, (b) a predicate
that only marks the completion of the anterior event denoted by V, (c) a predicate that
describes either a stative or a dynamic event that is causally related to V.
The predicate VP introduced by DE1 may or may not include an overtly coded NP
subject. When it does not include an NP subject, the subject may have appeared before
DE1,

or is contextually recoverable. When the VP introduced by DE1 has an overtly coded

subject, it also serves as the object of (the participant affected by) the event denoted by
the predicate before DE1. The predicate VP includes several patterns of varying
complexity, e.g. (i) a simple predicate, (ii) an descriptive element, e.g. the ABB template
in (78) below (also see discussion of template in Chapter 2), (iii) a complex predicate of a
subject-predicate pattern, or a parallel structure of a series of events (rarer).
3.3.2.1 Path of motion
•

V1MANNER DE1 (NP) V2PATH
This type has a V1 denoting the manner of acquiring the NP object, accompanied

by a path verb as V2, predominantly the directional predicate lai ‘come’ (sometimes
combined with a predicate of path of motion, e.g. ru lai ‘lit. enter come’, dao lai ‘lit.
arrive come’). The path verb signals the directional or deictic path (literal or
metaphorical) of the participant being affected.
In Bian Wen, the path element is only attested after the NP subject in the [V DE1
NP Path] pattern. This pattern is related to, but different from the resultative of the
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previous event, in that it expresses the motion of the possessor after the object’s coming
into his possession, though the motion simultaneously affects the object being possessed.
(61)
●
)
jian
er
jian
de
fan
see
son
hold/take
DE1
rice
‘(She) saw her son taking a rice bowl hither.’

buo lai
bowl come
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

(62)
、
(
)
xiang-er qu
de
jing zhang dao lai
PN-son
take DE1 thorn staff arrive come
‘Xiang took the thorn staff hither.’
(ibid.)
Compare (61) and (62) with (56) in §3.2.2.3, where the predicate after DE1 NP, zhouzu
‘curse’, is clearly predicated of the human subject occurring in the previous discourse,
not the mustache. The path of motion predicate in (61)-(62) is predicated of both the
human subject and the object being possessed. Also note the durative interpretation of V
DE1

when combined with path element.
The path predicate lai is also extended to express metaphorical transfer and

inceptive aspect.
(63)

…

(

wo
1S

ruo
if

zhi
that

chu
mai
place buy

ji
then

mai
sell

de

ni
3S

DE1

de
DE1

ni
2S

)

lai…
come

kuang
shi
lu
de
ni
lai
jiao wo
ru he mai ni
however focus abduct DE1 2S
come make 1S
how sell
2S
‘If I had bought you from there…I could sell you. However, I have ABDUCTED you –
how could I sell you?’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(64)

)

yi
de
zhe
shen shi
ni
remember
DE1
this
body serve 2S
‘I remember that since I started serving you… ’
!
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lai
come

(ibid.)
In Zu Tang Ji, a path predicate is attested as V2 where there is no object NP
between the two verbs, i.e., in the [V1

DE1

V2] pattern. In such contexts, DE1 often has a

strong potential reading, which resembles the potential form!in Late Medieval Chinese.!!
(65)

/(

)!

zhi
dao
zheli qi
shi ti
de
qi
muo
only
arrive.at
here INTERR COP lift
DE1
rise
INTERR.PRT
‘(You could) only take it this far, how can you think you can lift it up?’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
(66) !
)
!
zong
shuo de
chu
yi
bu
de
although
speak DE1 come.out
concessive
NEG
DE1
‘If you don’t see it, although you can describe it, you cannot see it.’

jian
see
(ibid.)

The potential reading is perhaps partially contributed by the irrealis context as
well. In realis contexts, the path verb, aside from denoting the potential direction of a
motion, can carry aspectual meaning as well. In the following conversation, the lions
refer metaphorically to the six human sensations, and the act of taming the lions is
compared to that of taking command of one’s sensations. The deictic path verbs do not
really fall in the category of canonical resulting state, which is brought about by the
previous event, but merely marks the action as completed. !
(67)
! yaoshan wen
PN
ask

!

!

)!
jie
nong shizi
know juggle lion

/(

cheng ru
hear you

nong
de
ji
chu
juggle
DE1
how.many
come.out
‘Yaoshan asked: I heard that you could juggle the lions (of the six human sensations).
How many can you juggle with?’
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!

!
shi
yue
nong de
liu
chu
master
say
juggle DE1 six
come.out
‘The master said: I could juggle with six.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

The [DE1+path] combination later becomes specialized in potential contexts, which
developed into a schema independent of the non-potential [V DE1 VP] schema.!
3.3.2.2 Marker of completive aspect
•

V1CREATION/TRANSFORMATION DE1 (NP) V2ASPECT
In this pattern, V1 is usually a predicate of creation or transformation, and V2 is

an aspectual marker that indicates the completion of the event denoted by V1, e.g. cheng
‘complete’, chuan ‘full, complete’.
(68) ？
)
ji-jiao
de
cheng
shen yi
lao
devise DE1 finish/succeed body already
old
‘When the devising is finished, one’s body is already old.’
(69)
bu

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

)

xi
gongfu
yang de
cheng
NEG
pity effort
raise DE1 finish/succeed
‘With much effort, he finished training (managed to train) his parrot.’
(ibid.)

(70)

)

zhi
de
jin
cheng
bian jie
xia
weave
DE1
brocade
complete
then cut
down
‘When (she) completed weaving the brocade, (she) cut it down.’
(ibid.)
(71)
)
wo er
ruo
xiu
de
cang quan
1S son
if
fix
DE1
barn complete
‘If my son (can) restore (fully fix) the barn…’
(ibid.)
Some elements, e.g. che ‘thorough, complete’, are not fully grammaticalized
aspectual markers, and may still be read as a stative property.
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(72)
wei

)

guo de
yi
liang ri
nian de
che
NEG
pass DE1 one
two
day
study DE1 thourough,complete
‘It hasn’t been one or two days that he had completed study the scriptures.’
‘It hasn’t been one or two days that he had studied the scriptures
thouroughly/completely.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

Che in (72) may be construed as the completion of the stuying event, or the achievement
of thorough understanding of the contents of the scriptures. The latter construal is
ambiguous between a resultative (study (till the understanding is) thorough) and a manner
interperation (study thoroughly) (see § 3.3.3.1.2 below).
A predicate of path or completion is less semantically elaborate, and provide little
semantic value except for marking the direction and/or aspectual contour of the anterior
event. The non-potential interpretation of path and completive markers as VP in the [V
DE1

VP] pattern gradually becomes peripheral in the subsequent development, and is

eventually lost in Mandarin.
3.3.2.3 Stative or dynamic event causally linked to V
•

VDYNAMIC DE1 (NP) VPDYNAMIC, STATIVE
Aside from path directionals and completive aspect markers, the predicate

introduced by DE1 may express a stative or a dynamic event that is factually related to the
previous event. The DE1 introduced predicate most commonly expresses the resulting
state or action of the event encoded by the predicate before it. DE1 links two causally and
sequentially related events.
(Agent !) activity (force) ! patient ! resulting state/action
(Agent !) activity ! resulting state/action
The DE1-introduced predicate is attested in patterns of varying complexity.
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3.3.2.3.1 No overtly coded affected NP
The predicate introduced by DE1 may not have an overtly coded subject
participant – the subject may have appeared before DE1, or is contextually-recoverable, as
shown in (73)-(74).
(73)
long
field

)

you
exist

dao
path

chu
exit

yiwu
parrot

jiao
de
fenming
jie
ren
yu
teach
DE1
clear
know human speech
‘There was a path in the field, where a parrot came out. (The parrot) was taught (Or:
(I) taught (the parrot)) to clearly know human speech.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(74)
)
ruo
hua
jiu
de
zai
huo
if
transform
save DE1 again live
‘If you can revive/save (her) so that she gets to live again…’
(ibid.)
3.3.2.3.2 Overtly coded NP
The predicate following DE1 may have an overt NP as its subject, and thus forms
a complete subject-predicate (or topic-comment) structure.
•

NP is a regular affected participant
The comment may describe an induced action, such as the abandonment of the thorn

by Emperor Xiang in (75).
(75)
)
mi
de
xiang wang
pao
guo-wei
mesmerize DE1 PN
emperor
abandon
country-position
‘(She) mesmerized Emperor Xiang to abandon the thorn.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
The DE1-introduced event may also indicate a resulting state of the previous event. The
subject may be a real object being affected by the previous action, such as (63)-(64).
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(76)
)
nuo
de
gao shan
sui
ruo
hui
grasp
DE1
high mountain
shattered
like
ash
‘(The bird can) grasp a high mountain (and make it) shattered like ashes.’
(ibid.)
(77)
)
zun-shi
jiu
de
qizi
zai
huo
revered-maestro save DE1 wife again alive
‘The revered maestro brought my wife back to live.’
(ibid.)
•

Descriptive subject-predicate ASBJ-BBPRED pattern
The ABB descriptive expression is also attested as the DE1-introduced predicative.

(78)
（
)
tie
cha
cha
de
xie
wangwang
iron
fork to.fork DE1 blood IDEO.watery
‘The iron fork forked (her) bloody.’
(ibid.)
•

NP subject that denotes part of a greater whole
The subject of the subject-predicate pattern may also denote part of a greater

whole (the subject NP appearing before DE1), e.g. the physique or body of a person, the
magnitude of incremental entities.
(NPSBJ)…V de1 NPSBJ Pred
|
|
whole
part
(79)
)
zhi xu
zhe
de
xing-hai
gui
bu
ru
till require bend/torture DE1 form-skeleton ghost NEG resemble
‘Until one tortured his body to the extent that it is worse than a ghost’s…’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(80)
●)
shi
cong
beginning from

)

huai ren
expect pregnant

zhi
till

ying-hai
baby-child

zhang
de
shen-qu
liu
chi
cai
grow
DE1
body-body
six
UNIT ?
‘From the beginning of pregnancy to (having) the baby, (till the baby) grows to a
body of six-Chi tall. (lit. grows the body to six-chi tall).’
!
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(ibid.)
(81)
)
)
zui-xiang tian
de
shi
sin
increase
DE1
power/condition
‘The sins add up to a significant amount.’

zhengrong
lofty
(ibid.)

•

The double-nominal construction
The participant NP which represents the whole can also appear as the subject of

the DE1 introduced predicate, thus the topic-comment (subject-predicate) expression
introduced by DE1 may have a complex predicative expression consisted of another
subject-predicate pattern schematized as follows:
[V DE1 NPSBJ [NPSBJ Pred]PRED]
|
|
whole part
This double-subject construction is commonly used to express inalienable possession,
illustrated by (82)-(85):
(82)
)
nao
de
lao
ren
chang
du
lan
annoy
DE1
old
man intestine
belly be.rotten
‘(The speech) annoyed the old man (such that) his intestines got rotten.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(83)
)
xia
de
huangdi
qia
bei
han liu
scare
DE1
emperor
watery back sweat flow
‘(It) scared the emperor (such that) sweat ran down all over his back.’
(ibid.)
(84)
)
hu
de
hun jia
shou jiao mang
scare
DE1
all
family hand foot busy
‘(The birth) scared the whole family (such that they are) in a disorderly haste (lit.
their hands and feet are busy.)’
(ibid.)
(85)
)
wang-sun
zhe
ri
bian paixie
king-grand.child this
day
then put_on_a_show
zhi
place
!

de
DE1

jiu
nine

gong ren
haohao
palace person IDEO.vast(water)
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‘The royalty then puts on a show this day, (and) arranges the nine places (in such a
way that they are) packed with people.’ (or: causes the nine palaces to be packed with
people). ‘(He) placed the nine palaces full of people.’
(ibid.)
The types of VP attested in [V DE1 VP] resultatives in Bian Wen and Zu Tang Ji
are listed in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Types of VP in Bian Wen and Zu Tang Ji
VP
Semantics of VP
Overtly coded NP subject Path
Aspect
Other events Dynamic
Stative
Dynamic or stative
Dynamic + Stative
No NP subject
Path
Aspect
Aspect or stative property
Other events Dynamic
Stative
Dynamic or stative
V DE1 NP or
Stative-value
V DE1 Pred

Token frequency
Bian Wen Zu Tang Ji
13
22
4
32
2
16
1
2
1
15
4
1
3
3
5
6
2
2
7

3.3.3 Semantic prototype and frequently associated pragmatic inferences
In this period, the predicate after V DE1 is predominantly a resulting event, i.e. the
consequence of the previous event. The DE1-resultative construction in the Tang and Five
Dynasties consists of the following basic semantic elements.
•

Force/Causation: There is transmission of force between the shared participant of the
anterior event and the resulting event(s).

•

Change: The onset of the resulting event represents a change from the onset of the
anterior event. The change may involve a state or an activity.

•

Telicity: The onset of the resulting event marks the anterior event as temporally
bounded.
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The constructional prototype encodes these basic elements, but V and VP may be more or
less elaborate in terms of their semantic content. While all of the above elements are
present in the two events linked by resultative relations, one or some of the elements may
be foregrounded in DE1-marked resultatives. Besides expressing the resulting event, a
few instances are also analyzable as expressing the manner in which an event is
performed due to various pragmatic inferences associated with the context.
3.3.3.1 Alternative construal of result as a simultaneous event (manner/depictive)
In a few instances, the result of an event may be alternatively construed as a
simultaneous state of affairs.
3.3.3.1.1 Temporal overlap
The first factor leading to the simultaneous construal of a result is the inference
the conceivable temporal overlap between the anterior and the resultative events.
(86)

(

)

fu
mu
ti
de
lei
wangwang
father
mother cry
DE1
tear
IDEO.watery
‘(Their) parents cry (themselves) tearful.’
‘(Their) parents cry tearful(ly).’
‘(Their) parents cry with tears running down.’

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

In (86), although the state of being tearful perhaps comes some time after the crying
action, and therefore fits the definition of a ‘resulting state’, it is also natural to
conceptualize “being tearful” as a simultaneous event that remains true while the crying
action is conducted, thus a depictive. In addition, the description may be interpreted as a
manner of crying, i.e. the parents cry tearfully (cry in such a way that their eyes are
watery or running down with tears), or simply as a physical property of the criers – i.e.
they cry (being) tearful. Notably, there is not a strict formal distinction between event- vs.
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participant- orientation. The combination of lei ‘tear’ and the ideophone wangwang,
derived from the movement of water, describe the great quantity, and likely also the
movement and the shimmering of the tears. This shows the lack of strict distinction
between a stative and dynamic construal of the expression – the expression may also be
translated as ‘(with) tears running (down)’.
3.3.3.1.2 Result associated with manner of performance
In addition, a ‘result’ may be alternatively construed as manner because it is
correlated with how the action is carried out.
(87)

(

)

bei
jia
tan
de
gan ren
qing
double add
play DE1 touch person feeling
‘He played to the effect that it touched people’s feelings even more.’
‘He played even more touchingly.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
In (87), gan ren qing ‘touching, lit. touch person feeling’ indicates the psychological
effect of the performance on people, and thus originally a resultative, but it is also clearly
correlated with the manner in which the instrument is played – the effect it has on people
is determined by the nature of the performance. The expression gan ren qing has a
dynamic construal as a cause of emotion, and a stative construal as a general quality of
the performance.
The manner-result ambiguity also applies to the result of a cognitive process, such
as fenming ‘clear’ in (88).
(88)
ling
make

)

wo
1S

xin
heart

jie
interpret/understand

!

kaiwu
enlightened
de
DE1

fuo
buddhist
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fa
principle

fenming
clear

‘Make my heart enlightened, and interpret/understand the Buddhist principles (so that
they become) clear/clearly.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
In (88), the result state fenming ‘clear’ refers to a change of the mental representation of
the Buddhist principles, after a process of interpretation and understanding. The
understanding is correlated with the manner of interpretation. The predicate fenming may
also be construed as a predicate of evaluation (see §3.3.3.1.3 below).
3.3.3.1.3 Evaluation of result construd as evaluation of manner
DE1-marked

resultatives are also semantically associated with evaluation. This is

partly facilitated by the fact that the object complement of V-DE1 (initially of acquisition
of knowledge, creation, cognition), for instance, can be interpreted either as the content
itself, or as an evaluation of the content.
In Tang and Five Dynasties, most of the cases attested are likely still linked to the
complementation/aspectual function of DE1. The [V DE1 NPVALUE] pattern where the NP is
defined by a value is illustrated by (89)-(92) below.
The interpretation of shi as an evaluation is a plausible (though backgrounded)
alternative in (89), where shi ‘truth, real’ more likely refers to the facts being discovered
after the investigation.
(89)

)

kong
fear

zai-lu
at-circuit

zhu
zhou
many small_prefecture

）

fu
prefecture

jian
kan
de
shi
collate examine
DE1
truth/fact
‘…fearing that the circuits and many prefectures would investigate and find out the
th
truth.’
(Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji, 9 c.)
In (89), shi ‘truth (n.), real (a.)’ refers to the facts being discovered after the
investigation. What is the “reality” or “truth”, however, is to some extent dependent on
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how the facts are examined and investigated, and may have the potential to be extended
to ‘way of investigation’ (manner). Such an interpretation is a plausible (though
backgrounded) alternative.
In Bian Wen, predicates of perception ren ‘recognize’ and manipulation zuo ‘do’,
are attested that involve a “product” as an object-complement, as in (90)-(91).
(90)
qi
flag

(

xia
yiyi
under IDEO.clear

ren
recognize

de
DE1

)

zhen
real/clear

zhi shi
jibu zhonglimuo zhong-zhi
geng bu
shi
yu ren
just COP PN
PN
end-it
even NEG COP rest-person
‘Under the flag I recognize them real/truly.’ (i.e. I recognize that it is really them, not
other people).
‘It is simply Ji Bu and Zhong Limuo, afterall, it’s no other people.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
Example (90) with ren ‘recognize’ as V1 is a perception/cognition verb, but the
achievement of recognizing someone (instantly or as a run-up process) involves the
experiencer’s creation of a mental image of the stimulus, where zen ‘real’ as V2 is a
value attributed both to the product (the mental image) of the perceptual process (i.e. that
the images are real, or the recognition that the identities are real) and the perceptual
experience itself (manner), i.e. that the perception itself is clear.
The evaluative expression bu ren ‘lit. NEG good’, can be also be interpreted as an
evaluation of the result upon the completion of the event (result), the appraisal of the
deed itself as spiteful or evil (complement), or even be extended to describe the ‘manner’
of the action, i.e. how the event was performed made it an evil deed.
(91)

(

zuo
de
ru
do
DE1
like
‘You did such evil.’

!

xu
such

)

bu-ren
NEG-good
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
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The same complementation vs. manner/evaluation ambiguity can be found in (92) from
the Buddhist text Zu Tang Ji, where the postverbal DE1 takes an object complement
defined by an evaluation of its content.
(92)
tili
de
miao
understand
DE1
wonder/wondrous(ly)
‘Understand the wonder./Understand wondrously.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
Example (92) has a cognitive predicate tili ‘experience-understand’ which takes a
nominal complement miao ‘wonder, mystery’. In these examples, the value expression is
primarily attributed to the object of the action (participant-oriented), but an evaluation of
the condition/manner in which the event is carried out (event-oriented) may be perceived
based on inference. The examples show that the event-oriented functions of [V DE1 VP]
may also be facilitated by the fluid categoricality of word classes in Chinese – the N in
[V DE1 N] may encode both the ‘product of the process’ and a quality.
[V
Creation/Cognition

DE1

N]
Product, result > evaluation

3.3.3.1.4 Resultive predicate as a measurement of the effect of anterior event
Some of the resultative events not only describe a change, but also imply that the
change is induced by an excessive force. A description of a resulting event often implies
a measurement of the magnitude of the force inducing the event.
(93) )
han
shout

)

de
DE1

shan
mountain

)

beng
collapse

shi
rock

lie
crack

dong
xi
luan zou
nan bei
ben
chong
east
west chaotic move south north run
rush
‘(The troop) shouted (and as a result) mountains collapsed and rocks cracked, moving
about chaotically east and west, rushing south and north.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
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In (93), the predicate after DE1 introduces three clauses to elaborate the effect of
the troop’s shouting. The description is apparently hyperbolic, since the mere shouting of
the troop could hardly bring about such a drastic effect in reality. Being an extreme
exaggeration, the resulting events are naturally associated with inference that a certain
dimension of the shouting event exists in an excessive degree, which is most likely the
magnitude of shouting, or perhaps the great number of soldiers involved. The inference
of excessive extent is later reanalyzed as profiling a measurement of the magnitude of the
action, instead of the real resulting action of the previous event (see Chapter 7).
In sum, the [V DE1 VP] resultative construction is a prototype category composed
of the following elements:
• V(event)
[(a) onset of change ]
[(b) cause
]
[(c) specify manner of cause]

DE1

VP(result)
(a) completion of anterior event
(b) elaboration of result (correlated with manner)
(c) measurement the effect of V
(d) evaluation of the result

The pragmatic inferences associated with resultatives later become conventionalized
functions in the Song Dynasty, which will be discussed in Chapter 7.
3.4 Precursors of DE2-constructions
The origin of the modification marker/nominalizer DE2 ( ) has been an issue of
considerable dispute. It is generally agreed that the written form di (

) in Medieval

Chinese started to be replaced by de ( ) in the 13th century (T. Mei 2000[1988]). A
number of hypotheses, however, have been proposed regarding the direct source DE2.
Noticing that di (DE2

) shares functional and structural overlaps with the previously

existing grammatical markers zhi (

!

) and zhe (
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), some linguists propose that DE2 is a

lexical substitution due to phonetic change from zhi (
2000[1988]) or zhe (

) (L. Wang 1980, T. Mei

) (e.g S. Lü 1984[1943]). Other theories propose that DE2 (di

developed from the demonstrative di (
locative/directional di (

)

) (C. Feng 1990, 1991, Shi and Li 2001) or the

) (L. Jiang 1999, Z. Chu 2002). Until today, no single proposal

for the direct source of DE2 is generally agreed upon among Chinese linguists (see F. Wu
1996:323-26, Peyraube 1996:193-94, M. Liu 2008:24-25 for further review of these
proposals). Recently, the focus of research has shifted from determining the single direct
origin of DE2 to identifying constructions with paralleled developmental paths and
existing networks of constructions with similar functions that may serve as models for
analogy (cf. Yap et. al. 2010, S. Jiang 1999). Although we adopt the view that the lexical
source of DE2 is ultimately the noun di ‘bottom’, it is our understanding that the lexical
source alone has a minor role in terms of the process of constructionalization. The
development of DE2 into a multi-functional marker of nominal modification is heavily
influenced by the existing patterns and the constructional networks. We will, therefore,
focus rather on discussing the various schemas that serve as models of analogy for DE2
constructions.
The lexical use of di (DE2) ‘bottom’ occurs in the [N di] pattern to refer physically
to ‘the bottom of N’, where N is an object concept designating a location. This is
illustrated in (94) attested in Archaic Chinese, where se di (DE2) ‘the bottom of (the
instrument) se’ is sanctioned by the strategy of juxtaposition of an attributive modifier to
its head.
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(94)
yue

)

se

di

kong
PN
PN.stringed_instrument
DE2.bottom
hole
‘Yue, the hole at the bottom of se (a stringed instrument).’
(Annotation of Li Ji, by Zheng Xuan, AD 2nd c., from HANCHI)

[NLOC DE2], originally meaning ‘bottom of N’, is then metonymically extended to refer to
the location N itself. The specific ‘bottom’ interpretation may co-exist with a more
semantically bleached/general interpretation ‘location’, shown in example (95).
(95)
)。
fu
gui
xuwu
di
again
return emptiness
DE2
‘It again returns to (the bottom of) emptiness…’

(Poem of Du Fu, AD 8th c.)

3.4.1 The emergence of grammatical functions of DE2
The grammatical functions of DE2 emerged by the end of the Tang Dynasty (9th
century), but they are attested only sporadically across different texts.
3.4.1.1 Semantic generalization of [N DE2] to refer to N
DE2

in the pattern [NLOC DE2] becomes semantically generalized, and [NLOC DE2]

no longer means ‘the bottom of N’, but ‘the location N’. The function probably emerges
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in the Tang Dynasty, as illustrated by (96) from Bian Wen, where DE2 is attached to the
directional hou ‘back’ to refer to ‘(the) back’.2
(96)
shao
burn

que
INCEP

qian
front

tou
head

cao
…
grass

qian
tou
huo zhao hou di
huo mie
front
head fire
kindle back DE2 fire
extinguish
‘(The fire) burns the grass in the front…’
‘Fire is kindled in the front; fire is extinguished in the back.’
‘Fire in the front is kindled; fire in the back is extinguished.’
(Bian Wen, AD 7th-9th c.)
A parallel semantic extension is also attested for the directionals shang ‘up, above’
and xia ‘down, below’ in the same period, shown in (97).
(97)
you
have

867

qian shi
money PN

shang hao
up
good

wu
NEG

qian liu
money PN

)

xia
hao
under good

shi
dafu
zhang xia
hao
literati
officialdom PN
under good
‘(If one) has money, (going to) Sir Shi is good; (if one) has no money, (going to) Sir.
Liu is good; (for) literati and officialdom, (going to) Sir. Zhang is good.’
(Quan Tang Shi, circ. 8th century)
In (96), parallel patterns are also attested for tou in the same context. The
generalized locative light noun tou, originally ‘head’, is attached to the locative qian
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

A possible example of [NLOC-DE2] with a general locative interpretation before the Tang Dynasty (618907AD) is cited by Yap et al. (2010), shown in (1) below:
(1)
)
wei
zhao
di
fu
PN
PN
DE2. bottom
clothes
‘The clothes (soldiers) from Wei, Zhao, and the like.’ (Song Shu, 420-589 AD, cited in Yap et al.
2010:74)
Yap et al. interpret [wei zhao di] in (1) as ‘the locations Wei and Zhao’, and argue that [wei zhao di] as a
unit is juxtaposed to fu ‘clothes’ to form a nominal. A cautionary note should be added, however, that [di
fu] in the same context is commonly annotated as “(cause to) comply” in dictionaries, where di means
‘(make) level, cause’ and fu means ‘comply’. A parallel is found in the synonymous expression [di shu]
, which is composed of di ‘(make) level, cause’ and shu ‘belong’. Given that there are no known similar
instances of [NLOC di] with the general locative interpretation in the same period, it is controversial whether
Yap and Matthews’s interpretation for this instance is a valid. It is however safe to argue that the function
had already emerged in the Tang Dynasty.
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‘front’ to form a directional noun, meaning ‘(the) front’. The [NDIR loc] pattern appears in
two syntagmatic strings, as schematized in (98a-b). The [NDIR loc] (loc represents a
semantically general locative noun) is the modifier to the following noun in (98a). The [N
loc N V] string shown in (98b) can be interpreted in two ways: (i) The [N loc N] as a
whole functions as the subject of the following VP; (ii) [NDIR loc] functions as a locative
adverb to the following subject-predicate combination [NSBJ VPPRED].
(98) a. [[NDIR loc ]MOD
qian tou
cao
b. NDIR
qian
hou

loc
tou
di

N
huo
huo

(i) [NDIR
(ii) [NDIR

loc
N]SBJ
loc]adv NSBJ

[N]]NP
VP
zhao
mie
Pred
Pred

The [N DE2 N] pattern, which syntagmatically resembles modification by an object
concept marked by DE2, already exists in the early stage, as shown in example (94), but it
is not until later that [N DE2 N] is aligned with the [Mod PRT Head] schema, and DE2 is
reanalyzed and entrenched as a marker of modification. Example (96) shows that
referring expressions marked by DE2 [X DE2] also had the potential to appear as
secondary predicates/adverbials.
3.4.1.2 [X-DE2] and participant-denotation
The pattern [NLOC-di] is extended from denoting a location to representing a
referent closely associated with the locative noun in the Tang Dynasty, as illustrated by
the DE2-marked locative directionals in (99), shangtou ‘above’, dongtong ‘east’, and
xitou ‘west’, formed by the [directional+locative noun] pattern illustrated by (96)-(97)
above.
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(99) )
)
di-yi
qie
rank-first just

)

dao
say

shang-tou
above-head

di
DE2

di-er
rank-second

dong-tou
east-head

di
DE2

di-san
geng dao xi-tou
di
rank-three also say
west-head
DE2
‘First talk of (the ones) above; second, (the ones) in the east, third, talk further of (the
ones) in the west.’
(Bian Wen, AD 7th-9th century)
The associative function of di (DE2) in [N di] may have been metaphorically
extended to non-locative relations in 7th-8th century, where [N di(DE2)] collocates with a
non-locative noun, and refers to a participant associated with a nominal in general.
Examples (100) and (101) illustrate the only two documented instances of non-locative
[N di(DE2)] nominal in the Tang Dynasty, frequently cited as the “earliest” examples of
[X-DE2] nominal (cited from Wu 1996:315).
(100)
ding
zhi
wei-mao di
yirong
si
da
ge
must know veil-hat DE2 appearance
resemble old
brother
‘(You) must know the one with a veiled hat looks like my big brother.’
Chao Ye Jian Zai, circ. 7th-8th century)
(101)
zhang

di

nai

wo
bei
yi
ban ren
PN
DE2
COP
1S
generation
one
kind person
‘Mr. Zhang (= the one whose last name is Zhang) is one of our kind.’
(Sui Tang Jia Hua, circ. 7th-8th century)

The [N di(DE2)] expression refers to a contextually-recoverable anaphoric head. The most
prominent object concept associated with the participant is marked by di (DE2) – the
veiled hat in (100), and the last name of the man in (101), respectively – and serves as the
grounding element that helps the hearer situate the referent.
3.4.1.3 Headless Anaphora
The DE2-marked associative pattern ([X-DE2]NP) has been further extended to
collocate with verb phrases in Bian Wen. (102) and (103) in Bian Wen illustrate [VP DE2]
!
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as a null anaphoric head construction, where the DE2-marked expression alone functions
as a referring expression.
(102)
)
[ayi
dao di]
shi
nun
say
DE2
right
‘What the nun says was right.’

na
PRT

(103)
ci
shi
su
men zuo
this
COP
secular door do
‘This is what the secular world does.’

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th century)
di
DE2

(ibid.)
Finally, [Adj-DE2] combinations are attested, though very rarely, in Tang Dynasty,
as shown in (104)-(105) from the poems of Du Fu.
(104)
)。
guai
di
jian shan
qi
yan
qu
strange
DE2
river mountain
rise
smoke fog
‘Strangely, smoke and fog rise from the river and the mountain.’
‘What is strange, smoke and fog rise from the river and the mountain.’
(Poem by Du Fu, in Quan Tang Shi, AD 8th Century)
(105)
)。
te
di
jie
ren
yi
special
DE2
untie person jaw
‘It (e)specially makes one laugh.’
‘What is special, it makes me laugh.’
(Poem by Du Fu, in Quan Tang Shi, AD 8th Century)
It is not entirely clear whether these should be interpreted as referring expressions or
simply secondary predicates, since they both express speaker-oriented evaluation to a
proposition. DE2 in this example is annotated as ‘DE1’ in the Dictionary of Phrases in
Chinese Poetry (Shi, Ci, Qu Yuci Huishi, X. Zhang 1953), presumably with the
complementizer interpretation. The [AdjValue DE2] combination may also be parsed as a
referring expression ‘what is strange’/ ‘what is special’ introducing significant
information in a juxtaposed equational structure.
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The development of DE2 (by the end of Tang Dynasty, 9th c.) from a locative noun
to the headless modification function in the [X di(DE2)] pattern is represented below (cf.
L. Jiang 1999). The [Adj di(DE2)] pattern is placed in parenthesis because of the abovementioned issues.
(106) Locative noun: [NLOC di]
Self-designating: [XN/V-di]NP
Associative:
[NLOC di]
[NREG di]
[NP di]
([Adj di]

!"
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"

[SEM: the location N]
[SEM: the fact/person X]
[SEM: one at/associated with location N]
[SEM: one at/associated with object N]
[SEM: one associated with action VP]
[SEM: one that is Adj])

3.4.1.4 Demonstrative pronoun/determiner and Interrogative
Di (DE2) is also occasionally attested as a demonstrative and an interrogative
pronoun. The demonstrative function seems to be compatible with the predominantly
referential functions of DE2 in its early development. The developmental paths of such
functions from the lexical meaning of di are, however, rather opaque and not fully
reconstructible. For the sake of comprehensiveness, two examples of demonstrative uses
of DE2, and two of its interrogative uses, are provided in (107)-(108) and (109)-(110),
respectively.
(107)
tao-ye
xingling
zai
di
wu
knead-mold
temperament-spirit at
this.DE2
matter
‘(In terms of) molding one’s soul, it is in this matter. ’
(Poem by Du Fu, from Quan Tang Shi, 8th Century AD)
(108)
se
wo
seek_out 1S
(…)

!

jiang lai
dao wo
take come speak 1S
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shi
it/be

di
DE2

ji
zhi
ru
lai
shuo wo
ru
ci
until
arrive enter come say
1S
as
this
‘(After) you sought me out and brought me thither, you speak of me as such.’ (…)
‘After I came thither, you speak of me as such.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th century)
(109)
●
suo
de
quqi chou wu
ru
lai
seek
get.DE1
strange ugly thing enter come
yu
wo
zuo
di
with
1S
do
what.DE2
‘You sought out such strange ugly thing (and brought it) thither; what do I do with it?’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th century)
(110)
liu
ying jiang tan
di
you
qing
willow
reflect river lake that/what.DE2 exist affection
‘The willow reflects itself on the lake – how lovely it is!’
(Poem of Li Shangyin, from Quan Tang Shi, 9th Century AD)
The demonstrative and interrogative interpretations seem to be interconnected, and
interchangeable in certain contexts, as in (111)-(112).
(111)
han

zhi
guang yi
it
wide exclamatory/interrogative
‘How wide is the river Han!’
‘Lit. (River) Han, it is wide!’
PN

(112)
ren
yan
sou
person
it/what hide
‘How can one hide!’

zai
exclamatory/interrogative

(Shi Jing, 11th -7th c. BC)

(Lun Yu, 5th c. BC)

There is a debate about whether examples like (111)-(112) should be interpreted as an
interrogative or a demonstrative. In fact, in such an exclamatory context, the
demonstrative and the interrogative interpretation yield the same interpretation. There are
other markers that exhibit both demonstrative and interrogative functions.
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3.4.1.5 Attributive modification [X DE2 N]
Finally, DE2-marked nominals with an overt nominal head (in the [XVP/ADJ DE2 N]NP
pattern) have also emerged by the 9th century (see, for example, F. Wu 1996:314), as
illustrated by (113)-(114) in Bian Wen. Headed attributive modification with non-locative
nouns (proper names or regular nouns) is not attested in Bian Wen or documented in the
literature.
(113)
ru-deng zuo-ye
2-P
yesterday-night
‘The light you saw yesterday.’

jian
see

di
DE2

guang
light
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

(114)
xiang
quan
zhi
lun
hao di
shi
mutual
encourage
just
talk
good DE2 thing
‘Encourage one another and talk only of good things.’
(ibid.)
3.4.2 Local contexts (construction-internal)
There are two proposals about how [X DE2 N]NP emerge as a construction for
attributive modification. The first proposal (e.g. Yap, Choi, and Chung 2011, Jiang 1999)
suggests that the headed attributive function of DE2 developed when the headless
anaphoric [X DE2]NP construction is juxtaposed to a nominal in apposition, i.e. the
extension of [X-DE2] to take a non-anaphoric, common noun head. Based on this
proposal, the DE2-marked relative clause in (113) likely develops from the process shown
in (115) below. DE2 in the [X DE2 N] pattern is later reanalyzed as a marker of attributive
modification.
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(115) Headless anaphoric modification > attributive modification
[[ru-deng zuo-ye jian]di NMZ]NPi [guang]NPi
‘what you saw last night, (the) light’
[[ru-deng zuo-ye jian diMOD
guang]NP
‘the light you saw last night’
The structures and semantics of DE2 in constructions where it functions as a locative light
noun, an associative marker, and a relativizer are listed in (116).
(116) Locative light noun
Associative
Relative clause

[XLOC di] [N] !"
[X di N]
!"
[X di N]
!"

[SEM: N at the location X]
[SEM: N of XLOC]
[SEM: N that is associated with X
(in a certain way)]

Another proposal suggests a different path of development of DE2 from a
demonstrative to a relativizer (Shi and Li 1998, 2002, Feng 1991), which can be
schematized as follows:
(117) Demonstrative > relativizer
[ru-deng zuo-ye jian]
[diDEM guang]
[[ru-deng zuo-ye jian
diREL guang]NP

‘you saw last night, that light’
‘the light you saw last night’

The two proposals are not necessarily in opposition to each other as plausible
paths of the grammaticalization of DE2. The process where “new modifier constructions
arise when the anaphoric-head modifier construction is extended to take a non-anaphoric,
common noun head” is observed both in Chinese and across languages. The
grammaticalization path where a pre-nominal determiner is re-analyzed as a marker of
modification is also attested for the modification marker zhi in Archaic Chinese. It might
be the case that both the nominalizer and the demonstrative functions of DE2 have
contributed to the adnominal/relativization function of di (DE2), though the former may
have played a more significant role in the process.
A more significant challenge to both proposals, however, is the low frequency of
both demonstrative and nominalizer/headless modification uses of DE2 in the Tang
Dynasty. Yap, Choi, and Chung (2010) argue in favor of the nominalizer > relativizer
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path, suggesting that adnominal uses of DE2 had already been established in Zutangji (AD
952) before the demonstrative uses of DE2 become frequent in the Song Dynasty (AD
960-1279). The demonstrative usage, therefore, may not be frequent enough to trigger
reanalysis and re-interpretation of [X][DE2 N] into a regular [modifier PRT head]
construction. One inevitably notices, however, that the argument against DE2demonstratives as the context for reanalysis due to its low frequency before the 10th
century also applies to [X-DE2] as a headless anaphoric construction as a source for
reanalysis, since the latter uses are equally infrequent in Tang Dynasty. The development
seems to go against the general belief that grammatical functions develop from microrealignment of form and meaning motivated by frequent and repetitive use (reference).
What seems to have happened, instead, is sporadic spotting of various “grammatical”
uses of DE2. The phenomenon may, however, be explained by analogy of DE2 to various
constructions discussed in §3.4.3 below.
The frequency of distribution of DE2 in Bian Wen in Table 3.5 (my stastics) shows
that all of the grammatical functions of DE2 discussed above are low in frequency.
Table 3.5 Distribution of DE2 in Bian Wen (7th-9th centuries)
Function
a. Headless modification
i. Light noun
ii. nominalizer
b. Attributive modification
i. relativization
ii. adjectival
c. Demonstrative
d Interrogative

Frequency
10
3
4
3
6
5
1
1
1

Pattern

Example no.

[NPLOC DE2]NP
(99)
[NPLOC DE2]NP (as ADV) (96)
[VP DE2]NP
(102)-(103)
[VP DE2 N] NP
[Adj DE2 N] NP

(113)
(114)
(108)
(109)

Table 3.5 shows that only 16 instances of DE2-marked nominals are attested in Bian Wen,
indicating that DE2 is much less entrenched than other established constructions for
(nominal) modification (e.g. there are 3004 tokens of zhi and 1078 tokens of zhe in Bian
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Wen in various grammatical functions). There is one instance of DE2 as a demonstrative
pronoun, and one as an interrogative, illustrated by (108) and (109) above (§3.4.1.4),
respectively.
Out of the 16 DE2-marked nominal constructions in Bienwen, there are 10 tokens
of headless [X-DE2] modification (4 can be interpreted as headless or headed), and 6
tokens of attributive modification [X-DE2-N]. 7 out of the 10 instances of DE2-marked
headless modification collocate with locative nouns, suggesting its early association with
‘location’ derived from its lexical meaning. 3 out of the 10 instances collocate with verb
phrases. 5 out of the 6 instances of DE2-marked (headed) attributive modification
collocate with event/action concepts, and only one property concept is attested in this
construction. The head noun is always a simple noun that is not otherwise modified.
Another related issue that seems to challenge both proposals to explain the early
development of DE2 is the apparently abrupt leap in host-class expansion in its early
stages. Based on the distribution in Bian Wen and documented examples in the literature,
the attested grammatical instances of DE2 in the Tang Dynasty demonstrate the functions
and collocational patterns presented in Table 3.6. An x in single parenthesis means the
pattern is attested but rare, and an x in double parentheses represents a rare pattern that
may be interpreted as performing functions other than referential.
Table 3.6 Collocational patterns of different functions of DE2 in Tang Dynasty (AD
7th-9th c.)
Structure
Function
X=
N LOCATIVE/DIRECTIONAL
N PROPER NAME/ PRRONOUN/

[X DE2]
Self-designating

[X DE2]
Associative

[X DE2 N]
Attributive

x

x
(x)

x

x
((x))

x
(x)

REGULAR

V
Adj
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Because none of the functions are frequently attested, there is not enough evidence
to show that [X DE2] and [X DE2 N] have become entrenched schemas for creating
referential expressions in the Tang Dynasty. Not only are the grammatical functions of
DE2

very low in frequency, but the expansion of collocates also seem to occur randomly,

instead of following a gradual path of contextual extension as one would expect. The
discontinuous collocational preferences shown in Table 3.6 also pose a problem to
explanations based solely on semantic generalization of the local patterns of DE2. For
instance, there is not a smooth transition from locative noun to regular noun. Only
locatives/directionals are attested with DE2 in Bian Wen, and according to literature,
regular object concepts are extremely rare for [N DE2], and not attested for [N DE2 N].
There also seems to be a sudden transition of DE2’s collocates from
locative/direction to VP in Bian Wen, given that [VP DE2] and [VP DE2 N] are both
attested in Bian Wen, but not elsewhere. One would have to explain how the pattern [V
DE2]

emerges from [Loc DE2]. Finally, the emergence of [Adj DE2 N] (hao DE2 shi)

cannot be solely explained away through reanalysis of [Adj DE2] and [N] in apposition,
since it is questionable whether [Adj DE2] for participant denotation is established as a
schema. The [Adj DE2 N] pattern emerges when [Adj DE2] is rarely attested. There is no
trace of small-step reanalysis and ambiguities in interpretation in the same context.
Finally, there is not enough historical documentation of DE2-genitives to support
the idea that DE2 developed genitive/associative function in the headed [NP DE2 NP]
before it developed relativizing (and property attribution) functions [V DE2 N] and [Adj
DE2 N].

There seems to be a developmental gap between [NLOC DE2 N], where the locative

interpretation is accessible, and [N DE2 N], where the interpretation is only
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genitive/associative. The discontinuous functions that seem to be contextual leaps of DE2
may have been due to its partial analogy to [Mod zhe N] combined with its idiosyncratic
pragmatic constraint.
An investigation of the other strategies for similar functions in Chinese provides a
more comprehensive view of the emergence of DE2 as a marker of headless and
attributive modification.
3.4.3 Models for the [X DE2] pattern as a referring expression
As discussed in the beginning of §3.4, the emergence of DE2 is likely partly
motivated by analogy to various post-nominal particles – zhi ( ), zhe ( ), suo/xu (

)

– that function as markers of referring expressions (cf. T. Mei 1991, L. Wang 1980, and
S. Lü 1984[1943], 1955, among others).
3.4.3.1 Light noun uses of other locative nouns/nominalizer > possessive/adnominal
The most notable influence to early development of DE2 is the development from
locative nouns in the [N loc] pattern into an “associative” marking simply to refer to an
individual associated with N, or an individual named by N (the “self-designating”
function, zi-zhi (

), see e.g. D. Zhu 1983). The early development of DE2 parallels the

grammaticalization paths attested for several other locative nouns in Chinese in the same
period (L. Jiang 1999). The locative nouns in the [N loc] pattern often develop
“associative” or “genitive” uses, albeit with varying degrees of semantic generalization.
The most often cited developmental paths are of the locative suo/xu (likely dialectal
variations), literally ‘place’, which in the [N suo/xu] pattern indicates the physical
location where N is at, roughly translatable as “there” (examples from L. Jiang 1999).
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(118)
)
·
shu
ji
xi
jie
zhai zhaogao
suo
edict
and
seal both at
PN
place
‘The edict and the seal are both with Zhaogao (lit. at Zhaogao’s place).’
(Shi Ji, 100 BC)
(119)
)
·
liuyin
zhi
wang zhangshi
xu
qing-yan
PN
arrive.at
PN
adjunct(official)
place clear-talk
‘Liuyin went to Wang Zhangshi’s (place) to talk of philosophy (and recent affairs,
etc.).’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 5th c.)
A metaphorical interpretation of [N suo/xu] is also available for (118), where [Zhaogao
suo] may refer to solely to Zhaogao (a metaphorical location), instead of Zhaogao’s place.
In (120)-(124), the physical interpretation is no longer available for [N suo/xu],
which refers to participant N alone (examples from L. Jiang 1999).
(120)
)
！
yu fu
mu
suo
shao zuo
gong yang
at father mother place slight do
supply provide
‘Provide for one’s parents slightly…’

(Za Bao Zang Jing, 4th-5th c.)

(121)
……)
)
wang
you
da
en
zai
wo
xu
emperor exist/have
great favor/grace at
1S
place
‘I am greatly indebted to the emperor. (The emperor did a great favor for me).’
(Jiu Za Pi Yu Jing, 4th-5th c.)
(122)
)
wu yan
zhi
Zhao wang
zangao
PN speak it
PN
emperor
PN
‘Wu told it to the Emperor of Zhao and Zhangao.’

suo
place

(123) 《
)
！ 3.73 )
ci
guo wo
suo
ru
deng wu
this
fruit 1S
POSS 2
P
NEG
‘This fruit is mine; you(pl.) shall not take it.’

qu
take

(124)
)
·
)
ci
shi
beidu xu
this
COP
PN
POSS
‘This is Beidu’s.’!!!!
!
!

!
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!

(Shi Ji, 2nd c.)

(Sheng Jing, 3rd-4th c.)

!

(Gao Seng Zhuan, 6th c.)!

In (120), [fu mu suo] still collocates with the spatial particle yu ‘at’, indicating a
metaphorical spatial relation. [N suo/xu] is fully established as a self-designating particle
when the [N suo/xu] pattern begins to collocate with a wider range of predicates (such as
the predicate of speech yan ‘speak’ in (122)), and is therefore functioning as a regular
participant in the discourse. The function of [N loc] as a metaphorical location is then
extended to a genitive or an associative interpretation, referring to a participant possessed
by or otherwise associated with the participant denoted by N.
The constructionalization of a locative noun as an associative/genitive particle in
the [N loc] pattern is shown in (125):
(125) Development of associative/genitive functions of [N loc] with null-anaphoric head
Structure: [N loc]
> [N loc]
> [N-loc]NP
Frame:
motion, spatial
motion, spatial
non-spatial
Meaning: ‘Location where N is at’ ‘N’
‘N’
Function: Lexical/physical location > Metaphorical location > self-designating particle
Structure:
Frame:
Meaning:
Function:

[N-loc]
unspecified
participant associated with/possessed by N
associative or genitive particle

The establishment of associative/genitive function of locative nouns in the [N loc] pattern
may serve as a model for analogy for similar functions to develop for [N DE2].
Yap et al. (2010) argue that the development of DE2 into an attributive marker is initially
enabled by alignment with the [NP n] possessive constructions, especially the [NP loc]derived possessive constructions (namely, [NP suo/xu]) that developed in Medieval
Chinese (their Middle Chinese):
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The development of these [NP] [n] possessive constructions (where n stands for
light noun) was crucial in providing di with fertile ground for analogy with
nominalizer zhe (Simpson and Wu 2001; see also Rhee 2008); …Middle Chinese
thus saw the rise of a wide selection of [NP] [light noun]-type possessive
constructions, namely [NP suo/xu/di~de].
(Yap, Choi and Cheung 2010:65)
Yap, Choi and Cheung (2010) use the term ‘light noun’ in the sense of ‘formal noun’ or
‘bound noun’ as in Korean kes and Japanese no…a light noun is a semantically bleached
noun that is highly grammaticalizable.
There is still a potential problem as to whether the genitive/associative functions
of suo/xu are frequent enough to serve as models for analogy. In most of the texts I
examined, suo appears to be an “agent marker” and “nominalizer” in the structure [N suo
V (N)] e.g. fashi suo yan (

, from

Bian Wen) ‘what the magus says, lit. magus suo

speak’ or [suo V (N)]. N suo/(xu) is a well-attested string, but usually in [N suo V (N)],
not in [N suo] alone or [N suo N]. The pattern is likely dialectal. It is possible that N suo
may serve as a model for partial analogy for N di, but there is not a complete pattern
match in all the dialects.
3.4.3.2 The nominalizer/topic marker zhe
Another construction that serves as a model of analogy is the nominalizer/
pronoun zhe ‘one which/that’, which appears in the [X zhe] pattern as a marker of
referring expressions since Archaic Chinese. The element before zhe may be an action, a
property, or an object concept, as illustrated by (126)-(128).
(126)
bu

zhi
wo
zhe
know 1S
NMZ
‘Those who do not know me’
NEG

!

(Shi Jing, 11th -7th c. BC)
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(127)
(
)
jin xi
he
xi
jian ci
can
zhe
this night what night see
this
radiant person
‘What night is tonight? (I) see this radiant person (one).’
(ibid.)
(128)
)
bi
zan-ren
zhe
shui shi
that
slander-person NMZ/TOP
who go
‘That slanderer, who can make plan with him?’

yu
with

mou
plan
(ibid.)

Aside from its nominalizer/associative function, [X zhe] has been established as a
topic marking construction in Archaic Chinese. Action and property concepts may
collocate with zhe both in the associative or topic-marking function. [N zhe] does not
have an associative function, but merely refers to the NP itself. This is what has been
called a self-designating (zi zhi

) function in Chinese linguistics. (129)-(130) illustrate

the self-designating [N zhe]:
(129)
konghao

)

zhe

shanyang

ren
ye
PN
TOP
PN
person ASSERT
‘(In terms of) Konghao, he is from Shanyang.’

(Shi Ji, 2nd Century BC)

(130)
hei
zhe
tian di
zhi
xing ye
black
TOP
heaven earth zhi
nature ASSERT
‘(Speaking of) black, it is the nature of heaven and earth.’
(Bian Wen, AD 7th-9th century)
3.4.4 Development of schemas in the [Mod PRT N] pattern
There are several existing schemas of attributive modification in the [Mod PRT N]
pattern that may serve as models of analogy to trigger the syntactic expansion of DE2 into
the [Mod di N] pattern, and subsequently the reanalysis of DE2 as a marker of
modification. The most prominent schema is the [A/V/N zhi N] modification construction
that emerges in Archaic Chinese and remains productive until Medieval Chinese. Some
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more peripheral schemas, such as the [N loc N] pattern developed from the [N loc]
associative/genitive, and to a lesser extent, the [A/V/N zhe N] schema that is attested in
Archaic and Medieval Chinese, but remains a much more peripheral schema compared to
the nominalization/topicalization function of zhe. The development of [Mod PRT N]
schemas is briefly introduced.
3.4.4.1 Zhi: demonstrative pronoun/determiner > marker of modification
The attributive function of zhi developed from a demonstrative pronoun/
determiner roughly translatable to English ‘it, that’, as illustrated by (131).
(131)
)
zhi
zi
yugui
that
child marry.female
‘That girl is getting married (going to her future home).’
(Shi Jing, 11th – 7th Century BC)
Zhi as a demonstrative determiner in the pattern [zhi N] may be reanalyzed as a marker of
modification when [zhi N] is preceded by an expression associated with the participant.
The expression before [zhi N] may be an object, an action, or a property, which relates to
[zhi N] in three possible ways: (i) Participant associated/possessed by topic noun, (ii)
participant (most likely object) in an action, (iii) Participant possessing a property. In all
of these relationships, zhi was originally a determiner of the NP.
Adnominal functions of zhi in [X zhi N] pattern are already pervasive in Archaic
Chinese, as illustrated by examples (132)-(134) from Shijing (11th – 7th centuries BC). It
is reanalyzed into a modification marker, and the expression before it is reanalyzed as a
modifier/grounding element. This is basically the second possible path of development of
di proposed by some.
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(132)
zhou
ren
zhi
Boat
person that
‘The boatman’s son’

zi
son
(Shi Jing, 11th -7th c. BC)

(133)
suo
xi
wei
xi
liu
li
zhi
drift
PRT
displaced
PRT
drift wander that
‘Drifting, displaced, wandering around (is) that child.’
‘Drifting, displaced, that child who is wandering around.’

zi
child
(ibid.)

(134) ：
)
wo go
zhi
zi
gun
yi
xiu
shang
1S meet that
child embroidered clothing
embroidered clothing
‘I meet the man (= the emperor), (he) wears the embroidered clothing.’
‘The/that man I meet, (he) wears embroidered clothing.’
(ibid.)
The examples above illustrate the potential ambiguity between zhi as a demonstrative
determiner and a marker of attributive modification. Because zhi modification
construction developed from its (prenominal) determiner function, it does not appear in
headless/anaphoric constructions, but always takes a nominal head. The process of
reanalysis is schematized below:
(135) Juxtaposition of an expression and a noun
(a) Determiner > Genitive marker
N
zhi
N
[zhouren] [zhi zi]
>
[zhouren
Possessor Possessed
Possessor
boatman that
child
(b) Determiner > Relativizer
VP
zhi
N
[wo
guan] [zhi zi]
>
Subject
Verb Object
I
see
that
child

GEN

[wo guan
RC

(c) Determiner > modification marker
Adj
zhi
N
[liuli]
[zhi zi]
>
[liuli
Modifier Head
Modifier
displaced that
child

!
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zhi
MOD.

zi
]
Possessed

zhi
relativizer

zi]
marker head

zi]
head

3.4.4.2 [X zhe] and [X suo/xu] in nominal apposition
Another general context for a modification particle to emerge is in “nominal
apposition”, where two nouns that refer to the same participant are placed in juxtaposition.
Both [N suo/xu] and [A/V/N zhe] developed adnominal functions when they are
juxtaposed to another nominal in apposition, and the postposed referent-marking particle
is reanalyzed as a marker of the modification.
Examples (136)-(139) (from L. Jiang 1999) show the [N loc] structure develops
into a headed genitive construction [N1 PRT N2] when it is attached to another noun in
apposition, in the pattern [N1 loc N2].
(136)
)
·
shui
neng jiu
ji
wo
who
can
save aid
1S
‘Whoever that can save my life…’ !

·

suo
SUO

shou ming
life.span life
(Zhuan Ji Bai Yuan Jing, circ. 3rd c.)

(137)
)
！ 14.440 !
shen
suo
e
lu
zhong e
body
SUO
bad
fluid many bad
‘The many foul fluids of/in the body.’
(Wen Shu Shi Li Wen Pu Sa Zhi Jing, AD 2nd Century)
(138)
)
yi
bu
zhuan
qiu
zi
xu
ben
yi
also
NEG
specially
pursue self
POSS original
clothes
‘(They) didn’t particularly look for their original clothes (the original clothes of
themselves). ’
(Jiu Za Pi Yu Jing, AD 4th-5th Century)
(139)
renzu

shi

xu

PN

COP

POSS

)

·

sheng
wo
superior
1S
‘Renzu is one who is better than me.’

)!
ren!
person
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 5th Century) !!

The associative/genitive interpretation may be motivated by various structures. The
genitive meaning may be derived from its association to the juxtaposed [Possessor-
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Possessed] genitive schema, where [N1 loc] as a self-designating NP is aligned with the
possessor, and the N2 is aligned with the possessed. Alternatively, the [N1 loc N2]
expression may be derived from nominal apposition, where [N1 loc] refers to ‘one that is
associated with/possessed by N’, and N2 is the possessed. The [N1 PRT N2] may also be
motivated partially by analogy to the existing [Modifier PRT Head] (or their [Possessor
PRT Possessed] subschema) schema, where suo may be aligned and reanalyzed with a
genitive/associative particle. The last analysis is proposed by L. Jiang (1999), who
suggests that the reanalysis from suffix to “nominal modification marker” (which she
called a “structural particle”) is more of an analogy to the existing structure [N zhi N] and
[N zhe N].
(140) (a) form:
meaning:
structure:

[[wo suo]SELF shouming]
‘I’
‘life’
POSSESSOR

!"

‘my life’

POSSESSED

(b) form:
meaning:
structure:

[[wo suo]ASSO shouming]
‘mine’
‘life’
NPi (=)
NPj
(nominal apposition)

!" ‘my life’

(c) form:
meaning:
structure:

[wo
[I

shouming]
life
]

suo

POSSESSOR

POSS
GEN/ASSOC

POSSESSED

3.4.4.3 Zhe: Nominalizer > relativizer / modification marker
The nominalizer/topic marker zhe is attested in adnominal functions in the pattern
[Adj zhe N] (which likely also emerged from nominal apposition) in early texts such as
Shi Jing (11th – 7th c. BC), as in (141)), primarily in thetic (presentational) contexts.
(141)
bi cang zhe
thatblue NMZ/MOD
‘That blue sky’
‘The blue one, sky’
!

tian
sky
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(Shi Jing, 11th – 7th Century BC)
The [A/V/N zhe N] pattern is occasionally attested after Pre-Medieval Chinese, as
shown in (142)-(143), but the function remains peripheral for zhe.
(142)
wen
xian zhe
yin
lie
er
gao fei
hear
string NMZ sound fierce and
high fly
‘(It) hears that the sound of the strings was fierce, and flies high.’
(Zhan Guo Ce, 1st century BC, cited in Jiang 1999)
(143)
zuori
lai
zhe
taishi-guan
yesterday come NMZ PN-official
‘The Taishi official who came yesterday’
(Yi Mao Ru Guo Zou Qing, 1075 AD)
(cited in Jiang 1999, also in Yap and Wang 2011:72)
3.4.5 A summary of constructions related to DE2-modification in Tang and Song
Dynasties
All of the aforementioned schemas may serve as a model of analogy for the
adnominal functions of DE2 in [X DE2 N] to emerge. The grammatical functions of DE2 in
the Tang Dynasty have a significant overlap with the aforementioned modification
constructions (both headless and headed). The range of grammatical functions and
collocational preferences of DE2, however, do not have a complete match with any of the
constructions. The overlaps in distribution and functions, modified from L. Jiang
(1999:307), are provided in Table 3.7, with the plus symbol in parenthesis (+)
representing attested but less prominent patterns. The patterns that are attested with di in
the Tang Dynasty and those in Zu Tang Ji are also provided for comparison. (The
proposed collocational patterns different from Jiang 1999 are marked in *.)
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Table. 3.7 The functions of zhi, zhe, suo/xu in Tang Dynasty (Modified from L. Jiang
1999:307)
Functions

a
genitive

b
associative

c
relative
clause

Structures

N_N

A_N

V_N

+
(+)
+

+
(+)

+
(+)

+

(+)
+

+
+

zhi ( )
zhe ( )
suo/xu
( / )
di ( )

~ 13th century

7th-9th century
Zutangji (10th
Century)

a’
light
noun

b’
NMZ of
property

regular
N_

A_

V_

(*+)
+

+
(*+)

+

(+)
+

((+))
+

+
+

[adnominal uses]

[light noun or nominalizer uses]

[NP x NP]
[AP x NP]
[VP x NP]

[NP x] a’ = light noun
[AP x] b’ = nominalization of property
[VP x] c’ = nominalization of action

a = genitive
b = associative
c = relative clause

c’
NMZ
of
action

After Tang Dynasty, DE2 gradually started to take over the functions of the other
grammatical markers via contextual expansion and analogy (Yap, Choi, and Chung 2010,
L. Jiang 1999). The patterns in Zutangji show that DE2 has developed into a more fullfledged marker for both headless and headed modification.
The discussion is intended to show that there is no one “source” that solely
contributes to the emergence and of DE2-modification constructions in the Tang Dynasty.
Instead, the development of DE2 is the history of its succession of the various functions of
other constructions of similar functions.
3.5 Precursors of DE3-constructions
This section introduces the precursors of DE3-marked secondary predicate and
predicative constructions. S. Lü (1984[1943]) proposes that DE3 is of unidentifiable
etymology, but notices that DE3 performs functions similar to Classical Chinese particles
such as ran ( ), er ( ), ru ( ) and ruo ( ). L. Wang (1980) argues that DE3, like DE2, is
also derived from zhi (

!

). We propose that the lexical source of DE3 is likely the locative
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noun di (

) ‘ground’ (Ohta 1987[1958], F. Wu 1996), given that DE3 shares the same

written form as the lexical noun di (

) ‘ground’, and that there is a natural semantic

extension from “ground” to “condition”, which is compatible with the early grammatical
uses of DE3. The establishment of DE3-marked predicative related functions, however,
should be placed into the general context of constructional networks.
3.5.1 Semantic generality and ambiguity between ground and e-site elaboration
The grammaticalization of DE3 ( ) into a marker of (secondary) predication is
partly associated with its semantic generalization into an abstract noun denoting a
condition, quantity, or degree. Since Archaic Chinese, DE3 has a number of semantic
extensions from its lexical meaning ‘ground, location’, including ‘condition’,
‘circumstances’, and ‘extent’, which can fill the role of the nominal head of an attributive
modification construction [Modifier N].
The ‘condition’ interpretation of DE3 is initially accessed via semantic extension
from its lexical meaning ‘location, ground’ when [Modifier dilocation] serves as the
destination of a motion predicate. The possibility for ambiguity between a ‘location’ and
a ‘condition’ interpretation in the same context persisted for centuries, as shown in (144)
from the Archaic Chinese text Sun Zi and (145) from the Late Medieval Chinese text
Bian Wen, respectively.
(144)
tou
throw

(

zhi
3

)

wang di
die
location/condition

er

!

CONJ

hou
later

cun !
survive

xian
zhi
si
di
ran
hou sheng
sink
3
die
location/condition
such later live
‘Throw it (the army) into a lethal location/condition, and then it will survive; throw it
into a deadly location/condition, and it will live.’
(Sun Zi, circ. 6th c. BC)
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(145)
ci-qin
dao muo
jianxin
di
loving-kin arrive submerge
difficult
DE3
‘My loving mother arrived and vanished into the difficult place/condition.’
(Bian Wen, 7th -9th c.)
A [Modifier DE3location] unit functions as the locative argument of the verbs tou ‘throw’
and xian ‘sink’ in (144), and dao muo ‘arrive + submerge’ in (145), with DE3 ambiguous
between a literal (location) and a metaphorical interpretation (condition, circumstances).
The intended meaning of [Property di] ‘in an X condition’ may be accessed via
either metonymic or metaphoric extension, as illustrated below:
(a) The participant arrives at/is in a location which has property X
> METONYMIC The participant is likely to be affected by property X of the location
> The participant in an X condition.
(b) The current condition of the participant is a location METAPHOR
The (metaphorical) location has property X
> The participant is in an X condition.
The emergence of DE3 as a marker of (secondary) predication is likely facilitated by both
paths of semantic extension. The argument is strengthened by the fact that the early uses
of DE3-marked secondary predicates fall on a continuum of their likelihood to be
accessed through metonymic extension to association with a lexical ‘ground/location’
interpretation vs. directly via an established ‘condition’ sense through metaphorical
extension.
3.5.2 The establishment of the ‘condition’ sense of DE3
Although the ‘condition’ interpretation of DE3 in [Adj DE3] has been available
since Archaic Chinese, it appears in the same constructions as DE3 in its lexical ‘location’
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sense, and is accessed indirectly via metaphorical extension. The ‘condition’ sense of DE3
is not truly established until [Adj DE3] becomes a regular schema for property predication,
and the speaker no longer needs to activate it via the locative or spatial constructions
exemplified above.
Only one possible instance of such usage is attested before the Tang Dynasty.
Example (146) from Shi Shuo Xin Yu (AD 425), where DE3 is attached to ruxin ‘such, like
this, this way,’ a manner demonstrative referring deictically to a “condition” recoverable
from the discourse, is often cited as the earliest attested use of DE3 as a
predicative/adverb marker (S. Lü 1984[1943], F. Wu 1996). [Ruxin DE3] functions as the
grounding element, the premise of the following rhetorical question.
(146)
/)
shijun
ruxin
di
ning
ke douzhan qiu
sheng
mister(HON) such/like.this DE3.condition how
can battle
strive.for victory
‘Mister, (being) like this (lit. Mister’s condition like this) – how can you gain victory
in a battle?’
(Shi Shuo Xin Yu, AD 425)
The predicate has a human subject (shijun), thus the literal interpretation (where [Adj DE3]
serves as a predicate nominal classifying its subject as ‘an A location’) is not available in
this context. For the lack of other similar uses in the same period, this is generally
considered an isolated case (guli

) before the Tang Dynasty. This case is likely still

instantiated by the [modifier-head]NP schema for nominal modification, with DE3
‘condition’ functioning as its head, literally meaning ‘Mister’s condition like this’. DE3,
however, does not contribute significantly to the semantics of the expression, except that
what is being predicated of is a ‘condition’, something already indicated by ruxin and the
nature of predication. This single use of DE3 shows that as the nominal head which
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carries little semantic content when predicating a condition, DE3 has the potential to
develop into a semantically light noun for manner and property predication.
A much later example from Bian Wen in (147) illustrates the usage of DE3 as a
measure of ‘quantification’ in [Adj-DE3], which then functions as a predicative
complement of can ‘remain, be left’. Similar to example (146), DE3 does not contribute
significantly to the semantics of the expression, since what is being ‘a little’ is a quantity
and is already known information.
(147)
wei
can
shao di
only
remain
a.little DE3.quantity
‘There was only a little left.’

(Bian Wen 7th -9th c.)

Examples (146)-(147) show that an [Adj DE3] denoting ‘condition Adj’, or
‘quantity/extent Adj’ has the potential to appear in property predication even before DE3
is established as a marker of (secondary) predication. The rarity of such usage even in
Tang Dynasty, however, suggests that [Adj DE3] schema has not yet been established as a
regular schema for property predication. In the majority of cases, the ‘condition’
interpretation is still accessed either via the PROPERTY OF PHYSICAL LOCATION AFFECTS
THE CONDITION OF A PARTICIPANT IN THAT LOCATION
LOCATIONS

metonymy, or the STATES ARE

metaphor.

3.5.3 Emergence of [X-DE3] (secondary) predicates
The [X-DE3] pattern for property/state predication emerged in the Tang Dynasty
(7th -9th Century AD). The attested instances of [X-DE3] in Bian Wen are likely still
linked to other word-formation schemas, though DE3 may have started forming a link to
the existing constructions for event-modification (via suffixation). The associated
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functions are discussed below. By the 9th century, there are three contexts where potential
[X-DE3] predicates occur: [Adjatmosphere-DE3location/condition], and [Adjproperty/manner-DE3condition],
[VPOSTURE/DOWN.MOTION-DE3ground]. The first two contexts are more closely associated with the
development of DE3 in the modifying event/secondary predication schema.
3.5.3.1 Atmospheric condition > manner
The [Adj DE3] pattern ‘(in) an Adj location’ starts to appear in the pre-verbal
position to describe the atmospheric condition in which an event is performed, e.g. ‘(in) a
dark/black location.’ The entire [X DE3] expression functions as the grounding element
for the primary event. The function is closely associated with the lexical ‘ground,
location’ meaning, but it is structurally aligned with canonical pre-verbal secondary
predicates.
(148)
)
hei
di
ta
zhao po
duan suo
black
DE3
step stative broken broken rope
‘…(He/one) steps on a broken rope in the dark.’

(Bian Wen, 7th -9th c.)

(149)
）
)
an
di
xing dao sheng pipi
dark
DE3
use
sword sound IDEO
‘In the dark, the swords act on one another, clanging.’
(ibid.)
(150)
(
)
heshang wei
di
kuatan
monk
corner DE3 boast
‘The monk boasted in private/behind people.’
(ibid.)
(151)
)
si
di
zhao
yi
private
DE3
summon
one
‘Call in a prime minister in private.’

zaixiang
prime.minister
(ibid.)
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The link between DE3-marked atmospheric expressions and the lexical interpretation is
indicated by the fact that some [Adj DE3] atmospheric expressions are also attested as
locative arguments or subjects. The expressions are likely still instantiated by the
modifier-head schema. Compare for example:
(152)
shei
who

/)

zhi
hei
di
know black DE3.ground

fan
turn

wei
be

bai
white

hei
di
xiang feng zhi
shi
shei
black
DE3
RECI
meet know COP who
‘Who knows that black texture/ground would turn white? Meeting in the dark, how
can one know who it is?’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(153)
)
ge
gui
si
di
each
return private DE3.ground
‘Each return to one’s own (=private) place.’
(ibid.)
3.5.3.2 The emergence of [X DE3] secondary predicate schema
A few [X DE3] expressions that are unambiguously depictive/manner secondary
predicates are attested by the 9th century, as illustrated below. This sub-schema differs
from the atmospheric condition schema in that the instances can only be interpreted in the
metaphorical sense of DE3 ‘condition’, and are not associated with the lexical meaning
‘ground, location’. The emergence of these expressions indicates that the [X DE3]
secondary predicate schema is being formed, although not highly frequent. These
expressions fall into the following types depending on their semantics and phonological
patterns.
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3.5.3.3 The ‘special’ marker
DE3 occurs in the expression te-di (

) ‘lit. special + DE3’. The combination

appears to be increasingly entrenched and is extended to express various concepts related
to excessiveness, unusualness and unexpectedness3.
• Degree
(154)
)
te
di
geng men
special
DE3
more stuffy/depressed
‘(The sparrow) became even more depressed.’

(Bian Wen, 7th -9th c.)

• Speaker’s epistemic attitude (unexpectedly…)
(155)
)
)
a-niang te
di
luo
san-tu
mother
special DE3 fall
three-way
‘Mother had fallen into the three ways of hell (despite my good deeds)!’
(ibid.)
Subject’s mental attitude - specially
(156)
)
yin
zi
te
di
song zicai
because 3
special DE3 give money
‘Therefore, (they) specially gave money (to her).’
Note: Roughly means “to make special effort to do something”
•

(ibid.)
3.5.3.4 Manner and depictive
[X-DE3] is also attested as manner and depictive secondary predicates in the
preposed position. These include a few monosyllabic elements (hu di ‘sudden DE3’ and
muo di ‘rapid DE3’ > ‘suddenly, rapidly, instantly; huo di ‘sound (of rapid movement)
DE3’)

that describe the speed of an event. One instance of a depictive, can di (

)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
!The expression tedi still exists in Mandarin, but di is pronounced as [ti], unlike the phonetically reduced
predicative property marker/ adverbializer of the same source. The expression later becomes lexicalized,
the evidence being that it is sometimes additionally marked by DE2 in the Qing Dynasty, as shown in (2):
(2)
)
nian
ni-men te-di
de
yuan lai
consider
2- P
special- D E 3
DE2
far
come
‘Considering that you(pl.) have come afar…’
(Xing Shi Yinyuan Zhuan, 17 t h c.)
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‘dim/sad DE3’, is attested in Bian Wen, which describes the countenance of feeling
gloomy or dejected, but can also be interpreted as a manner.
(157)
wen
yu
can
di
lian shuang
mei
hear
speech dark/dim
DE3
fold pair
eyebrow
‘(Buddha) heard the speech and frowned gloomily/with a darkened complexion.’
(Bian Wen, AD 7th -9th c.)
(158)
)
hu
di
yi
zhao
bie
wen
sudden
DE3
one
morning
other hear
‘Suddenly heard the bad news one day.’

e
bad

shi
matter
(ibid.)

(159)
)
muo
di
weimuo
ran
bing lei
sudden
DE3
PN
infect illness weak
‘Suddenly Weimuo got sick (and became) weak.’
(ibid.)
(160)
●)
)
heju
mamen
huo
di
closed
cabin-door
rapid/onomatopoeic DE3
‘The closed cabin door opened rapidly/suddenly.’4

kai
open

lai
PFV

(ibid.)
The above examples of [X DE3] all have monosyllabic X. One instance is attested where
[X-DE3] takes a reduplicated expression to mark manner/depictive. Given that [ModREDUHeadMONO]NP is a disfavored pattern (usually the head accompanies another modifier), this
instance is an indication that [X DE3] is emerging as a secondary predicate schema and
collocates with reduplicated expressions, a construction that later becomes one of the
central sub-schemas of DE3-marked predicative-functions in by the 13th century.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4

Huo ( ) can also be used onomatopoeically, as the sound of rapid movement, e.g. wings fluttering. In
another version, the word is written as yan ( ) - the sound of door opening.!
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(161)
yuanyuan
di
tan
yu
chi
yu
hai
stand_still.REDU DE3 be.greedy
at
delusion
desire ocean
‘Being still/In a still place/condition, one indulges himself in the ocean of delusion
and desire.’
(Bian Wen, AD 7th -9th c.)
The suffixation schema of modifying-event creation likely serves as a model for the
emergence of [X DE3] secondary predicates, particularly the then-productive suffix -ran
( ). The attested cases of [X-DE3] with an adverb denoting speed are already attested
with -ran before or in the Tang Dynasty, i.e. huoran, huran, muoran.
DE3-marked expressions functioning as pre-verbal secondary predicates fall on a
continuum of lexical (atmospheric condition) and figurative (e.g. manner, depictive,
result, purpose) interpretations.
First, [X DE3] expressions ‘(in) an X location’ describing atmospheric conditions
may be metonymically or metaphorically extended to modify other aspects of an event,
(manner, result, purpose, etc.) following the suggested paths above. The first path of
metonymic extension is based on the implication that the location (atmospheric condition)
may have an impact on the current state of the participant, or the manner in which an
action of an event is performed. To conduct an action in a ‘dark’ or ‘private’ location, for
example, is often linked to the agent’s hope to conceal the event from others, and is
therefore likely to perform the action in a covert manner. A manner interpretation is
certainly available for examples (150)-(151) above.
The atmospheric condition function of DE3 may also be extended to ‘result’ first
via a metonymic link, sometimes with the connotation conventionalizing as a sense of the
expression, thus becoming a metaphor.
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(162)
)
bai
di
duan gan chang
white
ground break liver intestines
‘(Her) liver an intestines broke (= She was agonized) for no reason.’
(Yue Nu Ci, Poem of Li Bai, from Quan Tang Shi, 8th c.)
(163)
…
)
du
chong du
muo…
alone
hull alone grind
)

kong
di
mou shu
da
li
empty
DE3.ground
grind sorghum
great furious
‘…hulling alone, grinding alone…on an empty ground (= in vain) I grind the
sorghum and become greatly furious.’
(Bian Wen, 7th -9th c.)
Bai di in (162), literally ‘(on) white/plain ground’ refers metaphorically to something
happening without reason or explanation – ‘plain ground’ is generally considered barren
and will not yield crops, it is thus unexpected for a desired result (a metaphorical product)
to be achieved on plain ground. A similar path of semantic extension is also attested with
kong di ‘empty ground, in vain’ in (163), with the implication that an empty ground tends
to be barren and unproductive.
The possibility of the collocates of DE3 to appear as secondary predicates
independently also has an impact on whether a potential link may be created between [XDE3]

and the existing schemas for secondary predication. Many DE3-marked properties

describing an atmosphere may appear as a secondary predicate (though their frequencies
vary) without additional marking. (164)-(165) may be alternatively accessed via the
established ‘condition’ sense, not via the lexical ‘ground’ sense. They may potentially be
linked to the modifying event suffixation schema [ADV_], where DE3 is aligned with the
existing markers for modifying events.
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(164)
）
jian
fu
chu
hou bian si
xing
see
husband
exit
after then private go
‘After seeing her husband exit, she went out secretly.’
(Bian Wen 7th -9th Century AD)
(165) ．
ye bei
wu-chang
an
qu
jiang
also PASS NEG.exist-constant
dark take obtain
‘Also possessed by inconstancy.’
(ibid.)
3.5.3.5 The lexical-figurative continuum
Table 3.8 shows the possible interpretations of an [X DE3] expression attested as
preverbal secondary predicates in the Tang Dynasty. An x in parenthesis means the usage
is attested but uncommon (x). Atmospheric condition + manner means that the two
interpretations often co-exist in the same context. The manner/depictive column suggests
that there is a context where the atmospheric condition interpretation is ruled out, and
only the established metaphorical sense is available.
Table 3.8 Possible interpretations of an [X-DE3] expression attested as preverbal
secondary predicates in the Tang Dynasty
DE3-collocates

Can function
as secondary
predicate
alone

Atmospheric
condition

Lexical
1
2

3
4

hei
‘black’
an
‘dark’
si
‘private’
wei
‘corner>concealed’
bai
‘white, empty’
kong ‘empty’
te
‘special’
can
‘sad’
hu
‘sudden’
muo ‘rapid, sudden’
huo
‘IDEO.fast’
yuanyuan
‘still_lofty_REDU?’

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
(x)
(x)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Atmospheric
condition +
manner (likely
in the same
context)
Metonymic

x
x
x

All examples are attested in Bian Wen, except for baidi (

manner/depctive

Established
metaphorical sense
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

) from Li Bai’s poem

Yue Nu Ci (8th c.), shown in (162) above. The attested instances fall into four types. Type
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1 can only be interpreted as an atmospheric condition. Type 2 can be interpreted as
atmospheric condition and manner in the same context, as the first interpretation often
implies the latter. A context may also be construed where only the
manner/depictive/result interpretation is intended. Type 3 may be used to indicate the
atmospheric condition or the result interpretation, but usually only the literal or the
metaphorical sense is intended, and not both. This has to do with the fact that the property
‘empty’ of the location has a weaker consequential link to the manner of an event being
performed, and being on an empty/barren ground has very little effect on the
manner/result of many actions, such as thinking or grinding grain. The fourth type can
only be interpreted in the metaphorical sense of condition, or purely as a secondary
predicate denoting manner/depictive.
These expressions fall on a continuum of [X DE3] as a grounding element (the
circumstances interpretation) and [X DE3] as an e-site elaboration of an event (the manner
interpretation). The former serves as a grounding element, and the latter serves as an esite elaboration. The semantic extension involves the shift of [X DE3] from a grounding
element to an e-site elaboration. The [X DE3] expression has two interpretations, first as
the grounding element, indicating the metaphorical location in which the movement is
carried out, second as an elaboration on the manner (an e-site of the movement), in a nonreturning manner/condition. The compatibility of an expression with DE3 as its nominal
head with both interpretations increases its semantic compatibility of the modifying event
(adverb and secondary predicate) schema.
The semantic flexibility to interpret [Adj DE3] as either participant- or eventoriented, and either as a ground element or as an e-site elaboration is a significant context
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for [X DE3] to emerge as a secondary predicate. A simplified illustration of the
constructional networks associated with the subschemas of DE3 is provided in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 Constructional networks related to the subschemas of DE3

Note that although only DE3 and ran are shown as subschemas of the [Modifying
event PRT] schema, several other Classical Chinese particles in may also be attached to
modifying events (see S. Lü 1984[1943]), each with its own idiosyncrasies. The
following example shows that the modal particle/topic marker hu (

) may also be

attached to the manner event ji ‘eager(ly)’ in Bian Wen.
(166)

)

nian
fuo
ji
hu
gui
she
qu
chant
Buddha
eager(ly)
TOP
return home go
‘Pray to Buddha and rapidly/eagerly return home.’
(Bian Wen, 7th -9th c.)
At the early stage the “prototypical function” and “category” of the construction is still
fluid, and DE3’s function is primarily dependent on the prototypical function of the
“collocate” it takes. The prototype of a schema may change over time. The change is
driven by variant and new/alternative ways of parsing, and reorganization, creation, and
sometimes disconnection of links among schemas. The weight of the parameters that
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define a construction may be re-organized, old parameters may disappear, and new
parameters emerge.
3.5.4 [Action + DE3] Continuous/progressive
A few expressions attested in Bian Wen also seem to be entrenched in the
[Posture+DE3] pattern. The progressive/continuous schema does not seem to have direct
influence to its function as a marker of modifying events because of its restricted
collocation with posture and downward motion predicates. When DE3 co-occurs with
posture verbs, e.g. li ‘stand’ and wo ‘lie,’ which literally means stand or lie on the ground,
the semantics of DE3 ‘ground’ is contextually accessible and not salient. Because these
situations profile the resulting/rest state (rather than the transition stage) of the postures,
the continuous, stative reading associated with posture predicates is re-assigned to DE3.
(167)
(
)
men
qian you
yi
lao
ren
li
di
door
front exist one
old
person stand DE3
‘There was an old man standing in front of the door.’

(Bian Wen, 7th -9th c.)

(168)
)
zheng
jian que-er
wo
di
just
see
sparrow-DIM lie
DE3.ground
‘…Saw the sparrow lying (on the ground).’
(ibid.)
When [V-DE3] is followed by another predicate, it serves as a secondary predicate,
e.g. (169).
(169)
)
houqi
xiang chuang
shang wo
second.wife
toward bed
up
lie
‘(His) second wife lay on the bed, not able to rise.’

di

bu

DE3

NEG

qi
rise
(ibid.)
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In most cases, DE3 is ambiguous between a lexical ‘ground’ and a ‘stative/progressive’
interpretation. In (169), however, the lexical reading can obviously be excluded because
the location is overtly expressed by another directional noun, chuang shang ‘on the bed’.
The progressive reading is compatible with some dynamic verbs (involving motion
towards the ground), e.g. fu ‘stoop, bend (down),’ ta ‘stomp’, as in (170)-(171). DE3
associated with other dynamic verbs can potentially also be interpreted as marking
continuous aspect, but in all such cases the lexical reading is probably preferable.
(170)
dongfangshuo de

)

ci
yan
fu
di
da
PN
DE1.get this
speech stoop
DE3.ground
big
‘Dongfangshuo heard such speech (and) laughed heavily (while) stooping.’

xiao
laugh
(ibid.)

(171)
)
yanzi
ji
hui
ta
di
jiao-huan
sparrow then return step DE3.ground call/cry.out
‘The sparrow has returned, crying out, stomping (the ground).’
(ibid.)
The expression li di ‘standing, immediately lit.stand-DE3’ (

) is also attested

as a secondary predicate of manner (speed), which is a metonymic extension from the
stative/progressive reading of li ‘stand,’ meaning the action is performed instantly
(without hesitation, lit. standing).
(172)
[dang
be.at

)

chu]
location

dui
opposite

mian
face

pingzhang
discuss

[li
di]
bian shu
wenqi
stand
DE3
then write contract
‘At that location (he) discusses (the issue) face to face; at the location (he) stands
(he) writes a contract.’
(ibid.)
The continuous/progressive function of DE3 is primarily restricted to posture
predictes and predicates of downward motion. Though such usage is sporadically attested,
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DE3

has not developed into a dominant marker of durative aspect. The emergence of this

schema is acknowledged here, but will not be the focus of our investigation in Chapters
4-6.
The distribution of X-DE3 (secondary) predicates in Bian Wen is provided in
Table 3.9 for ease of reference. The frequency of these functions is obviously low.
Table. 3.9 Distribution of DE3-marekd (secondary) predicates in Bia Wen
Function

Subschema

Token
(Type)

Predicative
complement
Preposed
Adjunct
[X-DE3]
PRED

Quantitative

1 (1)

Continuous
and
progressive

4 (3)

Atmosphere

2 (1)

Atmosphere
or manner

7 (4)

Manner/depi
ctive?

Pred
[X-DE3]#

!

8 (6)

‘special’
marker

7 (1)

(Extended
states of)
postures

3 (2)

Semantic
class of
collocates
-

Translation

Example

a little (bit)

shao-di (

Posture
predicates

lying,
standing

wo-di ‘lie-DE3’ (
*2)
fu-di (
) ‘lie-DE3’
li-di (
) ‘stand-DE3’

-

in the dark

hei-di (

-

in the dark, in
private,
privately
in private,
privately,

an di (

in vain, alone
sad(ly),
gloomi(ly)
be still

emotion
1 (1)
mental
1 (1)
speed
6 (4)

suddenly

Posture
predicates

(e)specially,
unexpectedly
…
stand(ing)
ly(ing)
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) ‘a little-DE3’

*2) ‘black-DE3’
*3) ‘dark-DE3

si di (
*2)‘private-DE3
wei di (
)‘corner/
behind- DE3’
kong di (
)‘empty-DE3’
can di (
)
‘dark/dim/sad-DE3’
yuanyuan di (
)
‘stand_still.REDU DE3’
hu di (
*2) ‘suddenDE3’
muo di (
*2)
‘mount.horse-DE3’
huo di (
)
‘quick.SOUND-DE3’
li di (
) ‘stand-DE3’
te di (
*7) ‘special-DE3’
li di (
wo di (

*2) ‘stand-DE3’
) ‘lie-DE3’

3.5.5 Summary of DE3 constructions in Tang Dynasty
Here is a description of DE3 secondary predicate constructions in the Tang
Dynasty (7th -9th centuries). The semantic, syntactic, and collocational constraints of DE3
secondary predicate constructions in Tang Dynasty are listed in (173) (the >> symbol
represents peripheral patterns):
(173) Form:
[X DE3]
Semantics: ‘(in) an X condition’
Syntax:
Adv/secondary predicates (>> arguments)
Collocates: (a) Semantic class:
Adv, Adj >> descriptive
(b) Morphophonology:
Monosyllabic (>> reduplicated)
Information packaging: ground, e-site elaboration
Reduplicated templates, which are typical of descriptives, are not common with DE3 in
this period – only 1 token, yuanyuan di(DE3), is attested in Bian Wen. Descriptive
templates become more common with DE3 in the Song Dynasty, after the DE3-marked
modifying event schema becomes fully established (see discussion in Chapter 4).
3.6 Conclusion
In the Tang and Five Dynasties period, the precursors of the three DE
constructions to be investigated have emerged from their lexical functions. From its
lexical function ‘get’, DE1 is established in the [V DE1 VP] pattern for resultative relations.
DE2 ‘bottom’ is established as a marker of attributive modification and nomninalization.
DE3 ‘ground’ construction

is primarily associated with secondary predication. The

semantic extensions from their lexical meanings are influenced by their collocating
elements, pragmatic inferences, analogy to existing patterns and alignment with exsting
constructional networks.
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Chapter 4
Primary functions of DE2 and DE3 in the 10th-13th centuries
4.1 Overview
Previously in Chapter 3, we presented the functions of DE2 and DE3 that emerged
by the end of the Tang Dynasty (the 9th century). This chapter introduces the main
functions of DE2 and DE3 in the following period, from the Five Dynasties to the Song-Jin
Periods (the 10th-13th centuries). In this period of time, the two markers develop further in
distinctive domains - DE2 is mainly used for nominal modification (both headed and
headless), and DE3 mainly for predication, but especially for secondary predication
(broadly construed to include manner). While DE2 and DE3 seem to occupy the opposite
poles of two propositional acts, reference and predication, they are similar in that they are
both used for modification, although DE2 is mainly used for referent modification, and
DE3

for predicate modification (“secondary predication”). The DE2 vs. DE3 distinction

discussed in this chapter lays out the first major theme of our investigation: the attribution
vs. predication continuum in the domain of secondary predication. With the general
picture in mind, we may then discuss in Chapters 5-6 the deviations of DE2 and DE3 from
their respective functional prototypes, via intermediate categories between attribution and
predication, i.e. the extension of DE2 into predication and DE3 into attribution.
The statistics discussed in this chapter are based on the following texts (see
descriptions in §1.11):

!

•

Zu Tang Ji

(AD 952)

•

Wu Deng Hui Yuan

•

Zhu Zi Yu Lei

(AD 1252)
(AD 1270)
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(12th-13th c.)

•

Liu Zhi Yuan

•

Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan

•

Dong Jie Yuan Xi Xiang Ji (Xi Xiang Ji)

•

Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua

(12th-13th c.)
(12th-13th c.)

(13th c.)

For Tables 4.1-4.7 and Figure 4.2, the statistics are based on the first 10 chapters ( ) of
Zhu Zi Yu Lei, and the entire text for all the others. For Tables 4.8-10, the statistics
include the entire texts of all listed above, including Zhu Zi Yu Lei.
Table 4.1 shows the frequency of distribution of DE2 and DE3 in attributive and
predicative functions in the 10th -13th centuries sample.
Table 4.1 Distribution of DE2 and DE3 in attributive and predicative functions
DE2

DE3

Attribution

1741

9

Predicative

69

350

Attributive: Predicative

25:1

1: 39

DE2: DE3

193:

1

1:

5

Attributive [X DE N]
Headless [X DE] (as arguments)
Secondary predicates
Predicative (+ complements)
Predicative or secondary predicate

DE2
1064
677
51
18
0

DE3

9
0
218
74
58

As shown in 4.1, the primary functions of DE2 and DE3 remain distinctive in the 10 th-13th
centuries, with DE2 predominantly appearing in attributive modification, and DE3
primarily appearing in predicative-related functions. The distribution also shows some
overlap in their functions, where DE3 appears in attribution, and DE2 appears in
predication.
The frequency count of DE3 in predication includes DE3-marked secondary
predicates, predicatives (including predicative complements), and instances that are
ambiguous between a primary and a secondary predicate interpretation. The table only
shows the primary functions of DE2 and DE3; their distribution in other minor patterns
and functions that are intermediate between attribution and predication will be presented
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in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. It will be argued that DE2 and DE3 have varying degrees of
functional and distributional overlap in different texts (varieties) due to contextual
expansion of both constructions, with their primary functions remaining distinct. Focus
will be placed on the overlapping semantic/pragmatic, structural, and collocational
contexts, as well as the general properties of the language.
4.2 Primary functions of DE2
DE2-marked attributives are low in both token and type productivity in the Tang
Dynasty (see §3.3). By the 10th century (shown in the text Zu Tang Ji, completed in AD
952 in the Five Dynasties Period), nominal modification has become established as the
primary function of DE2-constructions. Attributive modification (in [Mod DE2 N] pattern)
and headless modification (in [Mod DE2] pattern) constitute 94% of the instances of DE2marked expressions.
4.2.1 DE2-marked (pre-nominal) modifiers: [X-DE2 N]
In (headed) attributive modification, a DE-marked expression, most typically
preposed, serves as the modifier to a noun. The [X-DE2] expression provides certain
background information that facilitates the understanding of the head noun (Larson 1983,
in Croft 2001:349).
4.2.1.1 Restrictive modification
The earliest attested DE2-marked attributives are restrictive modifiers, which
function to (a) (re)-identify a previously established referent or (b) define a generic
category. In the first scenario, the DE2-marked modifier helps the hearer identify a
specific referent by relating it to an event or a proposition, usually established in the
previous discourse. The referent is often still active (a discourse file has been opened and
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is at the center of the hearer’s consciousness). Example (1) from Zu Tang Ji illustrates a
DE2-marked

restrictive modifier that serves to better identify the referent encoded by the

nominal head housheng. The relative clause, combined with a property expression,
specifies that the speaker is not referring to any junior person, but the one ‘who came
yesterday (and was) frivolous’.
(1)

0

『

zuo
lai
dao
yesterday come arrive.at

1(

heshang
monk

4)

chu
wen
place ask

fuo-fa
Buddhist-principle

qinghu
di
hou-sheng
lai
dong shi-tou
shang zuo
frivolous DE2 after-be.born come east stone-head
above sit
‘The junior who came to your (the monk’s) place yesterday to ask about Buddhist
principle (and was) frivolous has come to sit on the east rock.’
‘Lit. (He) came to your (the monk’s) place yesterday to ask about Buddhist principle,
the frivolous one, that junior has come to sit on the east rock.’
(Zu Tang Ji 4, AD 952)
In another scenario, a restrictive modifier collocates with a generic head, where the
modifier defines a generic category narrower than indicated by the head alone. This is
already attested with DE2 in the Tang Dynasty, as illustrated by (2) in Bian Wen:
(2)

1(

)

xiang

quan zhi
lun
hao di
RECI
advise simply say
good DE2
‘Advise each other simply of good things.’

shi
matter
(Bian Wen, AD 7th-9th century)

Identification of a referent (both specific and generic), as illustrated by examples (1)-(2),
is one of the primary information packaging functions associated with DE2-attributives.
The fact that DE2-modifiers should start out as restrictives is less than surprising, since
the restrictive function is also the central function of nominal modification in general.
Besides restricting the identity of its head, DE2 as an overt marking of the
modifier (as opposed to simple juxtaposition of an unmarked modifier to the head) also
seems to place the modifiers in focus. Such an association of DE2-attributives with focus
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marking is especially clear in Zu Tang Ji, Wu Deng, and Zhu Zi, which due to their
specific genres (dialogues, debates and lecture notes), contain a lot of information
questions and identity (definitional) statements, canonical identificational contexts.
Before discussing the correlation between DE2 construction and focus marking,
we will introduce the notion of focus. Here the notion of a focus construction is used
interchangeably with an identificational construction. The function of an
“identificational” (or “focus”) construction is to equate two semantic elements known
from two different descriptions (Stassen 1997:12, Croft in preparation). An instantiation
of the basic identificational function can be found in equational sentences of two
referents, such as the Morning Star and the Evening Star in (3).
(3) The Morning Star is the Evening Star. (Morning Star = Evening Star)
(Stassen 1997:12)
More broadly, an identificational construction can equate any two semantic
elements. In (4a-b), “Jerry” is equated with “the one who made the tea”, as represented
by the equation in (4c).
(4) Identificational construction:
a. JERRY made the tea.
b. It was JERRY who made the tea.
c. the one who made the tea = Jerry
An identificational sentence identifies (or focuses) on a part of a presupposed
proposition, which is taken to be shared knowledge between the speaker and the hearer
(Lambrecht 1994, also see discussion of pragmatic presupposition in Chapter 8).
Discourse contexts that are typically construed as identificational may be broadly
classified into two categories – information gap and contrast. The analysis of “focus”
presented in Figure 4.1 is based on Dik (1997:330-35), with additions of the subtypes of
contrastive focus discussed in Myhill and Xing (1996) (cf. Croft in preparation).
!
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Figure 4.1 Types of focus (from Dik 1997:331, e.g. (45), additions to subtypes of
parallel contrast based on Myhill and Xing 1996)

The discourse contexts typically involving focus presented in Figure 4.1 are discussed
below.
•

Inforation gap: Presupposed open proposition + focus
In this context, the identificational/focus construction supplies information (the

focus) to a presupposed proposition with an information gap, hence a presupposed
“open” proposition (Prince 1986). In (4) above, Jerry is the focused element, which
supplies information about the maker of the tea in the presupposed open proposition
Someone made the tea. A classical context with a presupposed open proposition is an
information question-answer pair, as illustrated by (5a-b) (Dik 1997:328), where the
information gap is underlined, and the focused element is capitalized.
(5) a. Information question (questioning): Where is John going?
b. Answer to information question (completive): John is going to the MARKET.
Example (6) illustrates an instance where the presupposed open presupposition is
evoked in the discourse context.
(6) ...So I learned to sew books. They’re really good books. It’s just the COVERS that
are rotten. (Prince 1978:896; from Studs Terkel, Working, p.409)
[POP: Something is ‘amiss’ with the books.]
[Focus: COVERS]
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In (6), the addressee can deduce that the speaker sews books because there is
something is wrong with them that needs fixing, and the speaker fills the information gap
with the it-cleft construction.
•

Contrast: Full (closed) proposition + contrast
The second type of identificational context involves contrast. Contrastive focus

includes two subtypes: (i) parallel, (ii) counter-presuppositional.
(i) Parallel
In parallel contrast, contrastive focus is assigned to a set of elements placed in
parallel constructions (Dik 1987:332). Myhill and Xing (1996) identifies three subtypes
of parallel contrast, illustrated by (7a-c).
(7) (a) Listing: A set of contrastive elements appear in otherwise identical propositions.
‘He brought back all the goods, and he also brought back his kinsman Lot and
his goods…’(Myhill and Xing 1996:314)
(b) Nonverbal contrast: The verbs are identical in meaning, and at least two sets of
contrasting non-verbal elements (Myhill and Xing 1996:316)
Sally made the salad but Ronald made the hamburgers. (Chafe 1976:35, cited
in Myhill and Xing 1996:307)
(c)Verbal contrast: The verbs have opposite values, and at least of two contrasting
non-verbal elements (Myhill and Xing 1996:314)
“...and they will kill me (=Abraham) and they will spare you.”
‘We will give our daughters to you and we will take your daughters for
ourselves...'" (Myhill and Xing 1996:315-6, English translations of Biblical
Hebrew examples)
(ii) Counter-presuppositional
For counter-presuppositional contrast, there is no information gap in the
presupposed proposition (hence a full/closed proposition), but the speaker wishes to
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contrast, challenge, or modify part of it. Subtypes of counter-presuppositional contrast are
illustrated by (8) (examples from Dik 1997:335, contrastive elements boldfaced):
(8) Counter-presuppositional contrast
• Rejecting:
A: John grows potatoes.
B: No, he doesn’t grow them.
• Replacing:
A: John grows potatoes.
B: No, he sells them.
• Expanding:
A: John grows bananas.
B: He also sells them.
• Restricting:
A: It seems John grows and sells potatoes.
B: No, he only sells them.
• Selecting:
A: Are you going to rent or buy a car?
B: I am going to buy one.
In the Buddhist texts, the most frequent patterns are ruhe shi…[X DE2 N] and [X
DE2

N] zuomuo(sheng) ‘what/how is an/the N that (is) X’. Many of these DE2-marked

attributes are based on propositions established in the previous discourse. In (9), three
participants are introduced into the discourse, each associated with a proposition, shown
in (9-1)-(9-3). In the latter discourse, the propositions re-appear as DE2-marked modifiers
in (9-4)-(9-6) to help identify referents as the topics of the three information questions.
(9)

9

7

7
…

7

“

1

” … .

/
5

!

zhu
host

ren
you
person have

yan
speech

[1] you
exist

yi
one

ju
sentence

ru
like

shan
mountain

ru
like

[2] you
exist

yi
one

juzi
sentence

ru
like

tou
go.through

wang yu
net
fish
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yue
peak

[3] you
exist

yi
one

[4] ruhe
like.what
(…)
[5] ruhe
like.what
(…)
[6] ruhe
like.what

juzi
sentence

ru
like

shi

shan
mountain

COP

shi
COP

shi
COP

ru
like

tou
go.through
ru
like

bai
hundred
ru
like

wang yu
net
fish

bai
chuan shui
hundred
river

chuan shui
river water
yue
hill

di

di

ju
sentence

DE2

DE2

di
ju
water DE2

ju
sentence

sentence

‘The host once said:
[1] “…There is one sentence (which is) like a mountain, like a peak;
[2] there is one sentence (which is) like fish escaping through the net;
[3] there is a sentence (which is) like the water in a hundred rivers.”
[4]“What is the sentence that is ‘like a mountain, like a peak’?” (…)
[5] “What is the “fish escaping through the net” sentence?”(…)
[6] “What is the sentence that is like the water is a hundred rivers?”
(Zu Tang Ji, 952 AD)
The structures of the modifiers in (1) and (9-4)-(9-6) show that DE2 may collocate with a
combination of complex, heterogeneous elements the speaker regards as helpful to the
hearer in identifying the referent. In a sense, the modifier serves more as a “label” or
“name” than as a characterization of a participant. This is supported by the fact that the
proposition in (9-2), a similative expression characterizing the head juzi ‘sentence’ reappears partially quoted as the modifier in (9-5), and instead of characterizing the
participant, it serves only to associate the participant with the previously established
proposition and disambiguate it from the other referents.
In the beginning, DE2-marked attributive properties (such as in (10)) are low in
frequency, and the majority of the few attested cases are restrictives, in line with the
general tendency of DE2-attributives. The DE2-marked modifier bu an in (10) is a typical
restrictive modifier, which assigns a property (established in the previous discourse) to
the nominal head to help the hearer ‘pick out’ the referent.
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(10)
yin
because
zai
be.at

7

7

liang ge
two
CL

7

sengzao
tong
monk together

niepan-tang li
Nirvana-hall in

jiangxi yi
rest
one

1

7

xing yi
travel one

9

ren
bu
person NEG

an
well

ren
kan
ta
person watch 3S

you yi
ri
bu
an
di
shangzuo
huan tong-xing
yun…
exist one day
NEG
well DE2 monk.HON
call
together-travel say
‘There were two monks traveling together; one (of them) was unwell, (and) rested in
the Nirvana Temple; (the other) one watched him. One day, the monk (Sthavira) who
was unwell (lit. the unwell one, the monk) called out to his companion and said…
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
Aside from referent-identification and category-restriction, the attested property
attributes in Zu Tang Ji are similar in function to those in example (11), where DE2 seems
to mark a modifier as a topic.
(11)
9“
dongshan wen
PN
ask
dui
respond

yun
say

zenmuosheng
what/how

”

9“

1”“

『

sheli
monk.LW

ming sheme
name what

xuan
mysterious

ji
principle

shi
COP

xuan
mysterious

di
DE2

/

!

ji
principle

Dongshan asked: “What is your (the monk’s) name?”
(The monk) responded: “(A) mysterious principle.”
(Donshan asked): “What is that mysterious principle?” or “What is a mysterious
principle?”
(Zu Tang Ji, 952 AD)
In (11), the first occurrence of the modifier “xuan” is simply juxtaposed to its head. The
second mention of the participant, xuan di ji, is overtly marked by DE2, which indicates
that the attribute xuan ‘mysterious’ as the topic of an information question. The
appearance of DE2 clarifies that the speaker is not merely inquiring about a “mysterious
principle” in general, but about the mysterious principle previously mentioned, and
further, about how and why the other speaker calls it a mysterious principle.
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In addition, the tendency of DE2-marked attributive properties to be in contrastive
focus is manifest in the following example from Wu Deng, where the DE2-marked
attributes - qu ‘curved’, zhi ‘straight’, xuan ‘black’, bai ‘white’ – appear in parallel to the
previously established propositions, and reaffirm the argument brought forth.
(12)

1
（1

wei-bi
NEG-necessary
ji
thorn

1（

shi
COP

yixiang
always

dongshan dao
PN
say

1

1

1

1

1

song
pine

yixiang
always

zhi
straight

qu
hu
bian
curved swan then
zheli
here

ye you
zhi
di
also exist straightDE2

1
!

ye
also

you
exist

bai
wu
white crow

qu
di
curved DE2

bian
then

xuan
black

song
pine

ji
thorn

ye
you
xuan di
hu
ye
you
bai
di
wu
also
exist black DE2 swan also exist white DE2 crow
“ …it is not necessarily the case that pines are always straight, thorns are always
curved; swans are always white, crows are always black.” Dongshan says: “Here
there are curved pines, as well as straight thorns, as well as black swans, as well as
white crows.”
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
These examples show that DE2-marked property attribution is likely associated with
referent identification and focus-marking at the early stage.
4.2.1.2 DE2-marked non-restrictive modifiers (characteristic)
The modification construction marked by DE2 begins to appear as non-restrictive
attributives by the 12th century. Though all non-restrictive modifiers provide merely
subsidiary information, which does not help restrict the identity of the participant denoted
by the head, they may be classified into three subcategories: (a) a definitive, individuallevel characteristic, (b) a factual, simultaneous state of affairs, and (c) a vivid,
simultaneous impressionistic description based on subjective evaluation (see example
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(16) below).
Example (13) from Wu Deng illustrates a non-restrictive modifier denoting an
individual-level characteristic of the participant. The expression, qian sheng bu chuan
‘thousands of saints do not deliver it’, a maxim often quoted in Buddhist debates, is cited
10 times in Wu Deng (as shown in (14)) and may safely be regarded as shared knowledge
among the monks. The modifier qian sheng bu chuan is considered a characteristic of
“the only truth” in the Buddhist tradition, and does not seem to restrict the identity of its
head.
(13)
jian
see

1

xing
human_nature

15

cheng
become

fo
you qian
sheng
Buddha exist thousand saint

bu
NEG

chuan di
deliver DE2

xiang
shang yi lu
zai
toward up
one road
be.at
‘In terms of seeing through human nature and becoming a Buddha, there is the
upmost road (the only truth) that the saints do not deliver.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(14)
1
15
xiang
shang yi
lu
qian
sheng bu
chuan
toward
up
one
road thousand
saint NEG deliver
‘(In terms of) the upmost road (the only truth), the thousands of saints do not deliver
(it).’
(ibid.)
The non-restrictive in (13) is a permanent characteristic of the participant, and is thus
temporally independent and not contingent or dependent on another event. Another
possibility is for the non-restrictive modifier to encode a transient state of affairs that is
simultaneous to the event in the main clause, much like a depictive, as shown in (15)-(16).
Sentences (15)-(16) may both be translated in English as a pre-nominal attributive
modifier, or a post-nominal relative clause. A translation into an English depictive is also
provided for comparison.
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(15)
(
)
li
zhe
di
sanniang
lian ding xiu
e
stand
CONT DE2
PN
hold settle shy
eyebrow
‘The standing Sanniang (or: Sanniang, (who is) standing), frowned her shy
eyebrows.’
(Liu Zhi Yuan, 12th -13th c.)
(16)
ba

5

chan-weiwei
de hua
zhai
quiver-unsteady.REDU DE2 flower pick
‘…Pick the quivering flowers’ (or: pick the flowers, which are quivering)
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
OBJ

The non-restrictive in (15) describes a non-gradable, simultaneous event encoded by a
non-descriptive construction. Example (16), where the modifier is encoded in a
reduplicated descriptive ABB template (see Chapter 2), is highly marked for DE2attributives. The distribution is obviously also affected by difference in genre and the
mode of discourse. This issue will be re-visited in Chapter 6, with the comparison of DE3attributives.
4.2.1.3 Issues with the restrictive vs. non-restrictive distinction
The restrictive vs. non-restrictive distinction is a pragmatic one, not a logical one.
The distinction is based on the (intended) effect the modifier has on the hearer’s
conceptualization of the identity of the referent, but the effect is not always definable
based on traditional “set theory” (William Croft, p.c.). The following section discusses
the issues with identifying restrictive vs. non-restrictive attributes that pertain to our
current analysis.
The nouns modified by the previously cited DE2-marked restrictive attributives
are predominantly simple (not otherwise modified) common nouns, which is prototypical
of restrictive modification. That is, there is no additional modifier between [Modifier DE2]
and the following noun. The more problematic cases occur when the head noun refers to
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an inherently uniquely identifiable participant, or when the head noun is complex, e.g.
already takes a modifier, or does not have a particular prominent attribute.
Example (17) shows a DE2-marked relative clause with a modified proper name as
its head. The passage is a self-introductory monologue of an actor.
(17)
yan
speak

(

zhe
DUR

xingming
zi
last_name-first_name self

)

jue
feel

zhuo
dim

xin
heart

xian juan
before tired

shi zhu
liang chen shou di
liuzhiyuan
be chase food pursue ripen DE2 PN
‘Before speaking of my name, I (myself) feel my dim heart become weary – I am one
who moves around to seek a living, Liu Zhiyuan.’
(Liu Zhi Yuan, 12th-13th c.)
The DE2-marked relative clause characterizes the living condition and occupation of the
referent, whose name Liu Zhiyuan is specified. Because a proper name is inherently
uniquely identifiable, one may be tempted to analyze the DE2-marked modifier as nonrestrictive. In this case, however, it is probably more properly analyzed as a restrictive
modifier, because the proper name itself has not registered with the audience as an unique
individual – it is the DE2-marked modifier that characterizes the referent that helps more
to establish its identify.
Example (18) illustrates a DE2-marked relative clause with a modified noun as its
head. The discourse function of the DE2-marked modifier is analyzed as a restrictive,
although the head “ai sheli” ‘short monk’ has a modifier.
(18)
， ）1(
)
wen
sheng-se
hua di
ai
sheli
zai
muo
ask
sound-color speech DE2 short monk.LW
be.at INTERR
‘Is the one who asked about the sound and color, the short monk here?’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
The dialogue where the monk asks the speaker about sound and color has just been
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presented in the previous discourse, and the current discourse involves another occasion
where the speaker asks whether the monk is present. The group is first presented with the
information “the one who asked about the sound and color”, which helps narrow down
the identity of the referent by relating to the event of “asking about sound and color”,
although the modifier ai likely also help identify the referent.
Modifiers of nominals in predication and similative (including simile and
metaphor) constructions also pose a problem to the restrictive vs. non-restrictive analysis,
because there are two sets of identities involved - the identity of the subject, and the
identity of the predicative nominal (or the standard of a similative). In such cases, the
modifier may have a pragmatic relationship to its head different from that of the subject
expression.
Until the 13th century, DE2-marked generic restrictives attested usually appear in
predication as classificational or characterizational statements, as shown in (19). In some
cases, the head contributes very little to the semantics of the subject (other than its known
ontological type, e.g. person, matter, thing); it is the modifier that characterizes the
subject. In (19), the modifier da wu ‘greatly apprehending’ is a characteristic of the
subject, and the head ren ‘person’ does not add too much information to the head.
Compared to restrictive attributes that identify a specific referent, whose function is to
“select” from a group, this type of attribute often functions to “characterize” and
“classify”.
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(19)
15
wo shi
da
wu
di
ren
1s COP great apprehend
DE2
person
‘I’m a greatly apprehending person (=one who has achieved enlightenment).’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
The situation is more complicated for the modifier of a characterizational statement with
a complex head. As mentioned, the relationship between the modifier and its head is not
always compatible with the pragmatic effect it has on the identity of the subject of the
sentence. This is shown in example (20) from Wu Deng, which has two sets of DE2marked attributives in predication.
(20)
1
ruo bu ru
if NEG as

1

shi
such

jin
all

shi
COP

、

15

yi
cao fu
mu
attach grass cling wood

di
DE2

jingling
spirit

chi ye
hu
ti
tuo
di
gui-zi
eat wild fox
phlegmspit
DE2
ghost-DIM
‘If (you) do not do as such, you are all spirits that attach to the grass and trees, ghosts
that eat the phlegm of wild foxes.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
Taken literally, the modifiers seem to have different pragmatic statuses with
respect to their heads. In folk belief, spirits are said to attach themselves to grass and trees
to obtain temporary tangible forms. Ghosts, on the other hand, are less commonly
associated with the consumption of the phlegm and spit of wild foxes. Based on these
criteria, it can be said that the first modifier is non-restrictive, while the latter one is
restrictive with respective to its head. The two sets of modifiers, however, are both
intended to be metaphorical attributes, with “attaching to grass and trees” referring
metaphorically to “in lack of originality, blindly follow whatever others say” and “eating
the phlegm and spit of wild foxes” to “being fooled by meretricious words.” In a way, it
is not essential whether the attribute is taken as restrictive or non-restrictive to its head,
because both expressions are essential in characterizing the subject. It is less significant
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whether the subject is classified as a member of a set which incidentally (or always, for
that matter) possesses the trait introduced by the modifier (the non-restrictive
interpretation) or a member of a set defined by the modifier (the restrictive interpretation).
Another set of parallel expressions in (21) also illustrate that the modifier of a
predicative nominal may have a pragmatic effect on its head different from that on the
subject of the sentence.
(21)
ruci
such

1

jianjie ji
view then

1

shi
COP

1

luo
fall

kongwu
empty

!

di
DE2

wai-dao
out-law

hun
bu
san
di
si
ren
spirit
NEG
disperse
DE2
dead person
‘With such views,’
(i) ‘one is a heretic that falls into emptiness, a dead man with undispersed spirits.’
(ii) ‘…one falls into emptiness, just like a heretic; (one) is a dead person, (albeit) with
undispersed spirit.’
(iii) (it would be as if) you were among the dead, except that your spirit is
undispersed.”
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
The first relative clause, luo kongwu ‘fall into emptiness’ appears to characterize
heretics, those who do not pursue the truth from within (non-restrictive to its head), but
may also be construed as defining a subset of heretics to Buddhism among the other sorts
(restrictive to its head). The second modifier, hun bu san, seems to be more clearly
restrictive to its head, since dead people’s spirits are undispersed only under specific
circumstances in Chinese folk belief. In a way, the attribute “falling into emptiness” is as
important as “being a heretic” in characterizing the subject. The situation is slightly
different for the other expression ‘a dead man with undispersed spirits’. Being a dead
person, metaphorically meaning ‘without the ability to make sound intellectual
judgments’ is the primary characterization being established, while “with undispersed
spirits” is a characterization of the discrepancy between the subject referent (a live
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person) and the head of the predicative noun ‘a dead person’, i.e. the only thing that the
subject and a dead person does not have in common is that its spirits are undispersed
(=alive). The modifier is therefore not restrictive to the identity of the head in the same
way as it defines a generic category (e.g. in (19) above).
Observe that the restrictive vs. non-restrictive (or characteristic vs. noncharacteristic) distinction is inconsequential in interpreting these two characterizational
statements. Unlike the head ren ‘person’ in (19), which provides insignificant or known
information, for both sets of attributives in (21), both the modifier and the head is
important in characterizing the subject, and may be taken as two predications, as
paraphrased in (21-iii).
Difficulty in distinguishing between restrictive and non-restrictive modification is
also shown in the following example, where the addressee is described as a chair that
does not resemble (a chair).
(22)

15”

bu

si-xiang
di
jiaoyi
resemble
DE2
chair
‘(You’re) a chair that does not resemble (a chair).’
NEG

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

In the previous context, the addressee talks of others’ tendency to lean or depend
on him, hence the speaker’s response. A plausible interpretation is that the addressee
possesses the quality of a chair, to be leaned on or relied on, although there is no formal
resemblance between the addressee and a chair. Alternatively, the speaker might be
commenting on the addressee’s lack of physical resemblance to a chair alone, when the
addressee (as a comic character) attempts the form of a chair as physical comedy. The
former interpretation is neutral with respect to a restrictive and a non-restrictive reading,
while the latter interpretation would favor a restrictive reading with respect to the head.
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Examples (20)-(22) above, which are practically similatives in the form of
equatives, display a complete parallel to DE2-marked attributives as similative
expressions. The modifier of the standard in a similative, therefore, also poses a similar
problem to the analysis of its real discourse function. In (23)-(24), the modifier specifies
a non-prototypical feature usually not associated with the referent denoted by the head,
but is instead a feature of the subject referent.
(23)
7
1
!
yi pi zhan ma
si
qiao
le
ya
de
huo xiang
one CL war
horse resemble chisel PF
tusk
DE2
live elephant
‘(There is a) warhorse, (which is) like a de-tusked live elephant.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
(24)
7
！
!
si
chu-jia
de
zilu
xiao le
fa
de
jingang
resemble exit-home
DE2
PN
cut
PF
hair DE2 Vajrasattva
‘(The monk) is like a Zilu who has become a monk, a Vajrasattva who has shaved
his head.’
[Zilu = a strong, burly warrior, who is NOT a monk]
[Vajrasattva = a strong, burly Bodhisattva, who does NOT shave his head]
(ibid.)
Being de-tusked is not a prototypical feature of live elephants, nor did Zilu (a historical
figure noted as a strong, burly warrior) ever become a monk, nor does a Vajrasattva (a
strong, burly Bodhisattva) usually have a shaved head. The modifiers therefore seem to
define a narrower generic category. Similar to (21), however, it is the head noun that is
performing the characterizational function, and the modifier is inconsequential in
establishing the comparison. For (23), the similative relation is established primarily
between the warhorses and live elephants as a hyperbolic description of their size – being
de-tusked (since horses don’t have tusks) is merely subsidiary information in this
comparison. For (24), the subject is primarily characterized as similar to Zilu and a
Vajrasattva; it makes little difference if the modifier appears or not in (24); it is the head
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that characterizes the subject, the modifier merely specifies some property that is
generally not associated with the head, but true of the subject. That is, the modifier may
be restrictive with respect to its head, but the modifier-head combination is not
contrasting the category denoted by the head as opposed to a category that does not
possess the property.
Yet another discrepancy of pragmatic statuses may be found in example (25).
(25)
ruhe
how

7

jian
see

de
DE1

1

yue
xia
bei
moon under sad

ti
cry

!

huanghou
queen

bian
si
qi
zhu
de
xiang-fe
bie
le
shun-zhu
then
resemble weep bamboo DE2 PN-consort farewell
PF
PN-master
‘How can one bear to see the queen that weeps sadly under the moon, just like
Consorts of Xiang (when they/who) weep at the bamboos when bidding farewell to
master Shun.’
(Liu Zhi Yuan, AD 13th c.)
The head of the DE2-marked expression in (25) is a proper name (which is inherently
uniquely identifiable), and the modifier does not restrict the identity of the head, but
specifies a particular related incident or life stage of the participant, so as to disambiguate
the characteristic being attributed to the subject. Consorts of Xiang are noted for their
beauty and sensibility, but in (25), the narrator intends to make a comparison between the
subject referent (the queen) solely to the Consorts of Xiang concerning their “famous
weeping” at the bamboos as a farewell to their master Shun.
Notice that the problematic cases discussed in this section only constitute a small
portion of the tokens attested. In most cases, it is clear whether a modifier is restrictive or
non-restrictive. These cases, though far from pervasive, still indicate that besides the
restrictive vs. non-restrictive distinction, another pragmatic constraint is also relevant to
the distribution of DE2 attributives. After examining the examples, it suggests that DE2marked modifiers usually involve some characterization of the head that is
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conceptualized as definitive, non-gradable, factual, or permanent. The preference in
conceptualization is also highly correlated with the template in which the modifier is
encoded. The contrast between regular and descriptive templates will be revisited in
Chapter 6. The distribution between DE2-marked restrictive and non-restrictive
modification until the Song-Jin Period is provided in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Information packaging functions and formal patterns of DE2-marked
attributives

SUM (clear attributive)
INFO.
RESTRICTIVE
PACK
NON-RESTR
Template NON-REDU
REDU

I

II

III

IV

Zu
Tan
g Ji

Wu
Deng

Zhu
Zi
(ch.110)

Liu Zhi
Yuan

AD
952
132
131
1
131
1

AD
1252
382
378
4
382
0

1250
AD
166
164
2
162
4

12th 13th c.
11
6
5
11
0

V

VI

Zhang
Xie

Xi
Xiang
Ji

12th 13th c.
18
16
2
18
0

12th 13th c.
142
55
87
130
12

VII
SUM

%

1064
962
102
1046
18

100%
90.4%
9.6%
98.3%
1.7%

Wu
Dai
Shi
Ping
Hua
13th c.
213
212
1
212
1

As shown in Table 4.2, overall 90.4% of DE2-marked attributives are restrictives,
and only 9.6% of them are non-restrictives. The distribution of restrictives and nonrestrictives is correlated with the genre of the text. DE2-marked non-restrictives a
significantly lower in probability in texts (I, II, III) involving more information
statements and argumentation (see Smith 2003), and significantly higher with some texts
that involve more narration and description (IV, VI). The association is far from
axiomatic, however, as illustrated by the low probability of non-restrictives in Zhang Xie
(V) and Wu Dai Shi (VII), which as a drama script and a historical narrative, respectively,
consist primarily of descriptive and narrative passages. It can be argued, therefore, that
non-restrictive modification is a less prototypical function of DE2-marked attributives,
and is highly associated with descriptive discourse.
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4.2.2 DE2-marked headless modification
DE2-marked

headless modification construction is already attested by the 9th

century, where a DE2-marked expression alone functions as a referring expression. The
head of the NP may be anaphoric (established in the previous discourse) or generic.
4.2.2.1 Participant-nominalization
A DE2-marked headless expression most commonly refers to a participant (type).
Participant-nominalization is more commonly attested with action (event) concepts
(simple or complicated ones) and object concepts. Property concepts are much less
common as the modifier to a DE2-marked headless nominal. An example of headless
modification via property concept is provided in (26).
(26)
1(
)
jian
tian di
zhai lai
select
sweet DE2 pick come
‘Select the sweet ones, pick them (and bring them) here.’

(Wu Deng, AD 1252)

4.2.2.2 Event nominalization
A significant new development of DE2-marked headless constructions that
emerged in Zu Tang Ji (AD 952) is event nominalization, where [Event DE2] refers
factually to an event, instead of a participant associated with the event. In Chinese, an
event can often be referred to (i.e. nominalized) without extra marking. Example (27) (=
(1) in Chapter 4, repeated) from Zu Tang Ji illustrates zero-coded event concepts, hunlun
and pipo, first as complements of the knowledge predicate shiqu ‘know’, then as topics of
the information questions encoded in an equational structure, introduced by the copular
shi. The last occurrence of pipo exemplifies DE2-marked event-nominalization, which
refers to an event as the topic of an information question.
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(27)

9

7

1

1

cheng
shi
you yan
dajia
zhi shiqu
according.to monk exist speech everyone only know
muo
NEG

9

5

hunlun
be_an_undivided_mass

shiqu pipo
know hack_break

ru-he
shi
like-what COP

hunlun
undivided_mass

shi
liang jiu
monk great long

wen
ru-he
shi
pipo
di
ask
like-what
COP
hack_break DE2
‘According to the monk’s words: everyone only knows the (state of) being an
undivided mass, but does not understand the (act of) hack open. What is being an
undivided mass?’ The monk remained silent for a long time.
(The person) asks: ‘What is (the act of) ‘hack open’?’
(Zu Tang Ji:13, AD 952)
Though reference to action concepts is often unmarked in Chinese, the occurrence of DE2
further strengthens the referentiality of the expression and decreases ambiguity and adds
to ease of processing (see Liu 2010). The same is also attested with the older nominalizer
zhe.
DE2-marked

event nominalization in Zu Tang Ji primarily appears in

identificational contexts. The informational question encoded by an equational structure
in (27), where the event pipo is treated as a mental file, is one prominent context for DE2marked event concepts to occur. Besides information questions, another prominent
identificational context is when DE2 marked event-nominalization appears as a
contrastive topic, as illustrated by (28)-(30). The examples involve two or more sets of
[Event-DE2] expressions as contrastive topics, and the hearer is asked to compare or
choose one over the other. The examples also all involve shi ‘be proper’, which is related
to its copula use.
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(28)
7
(
)
wo
di
shi
bu
wo
di
shi
lie.down DE2 proper NEG lie.down
DE2
proper
‘Is lying down (the) proper (action), or not lying down (the) proper (action)?’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
(29)
7
7
7
1(
)
yu
di
muo di
bu
muo di
bu
yu
di
speak
DE2
silent DE2 NEG silent DE2 NEG speak DE2
zong
shi
zong bu
shi
always
proper always NEG proper
‘To speak, to be silent, to not be silent, to not speak; always (it is) proper, always (it is)
improper.’
(Or: The matter of speaking, the matter of being silent, the matter of not being silent,
the matter of not speaking).
(ibid.)
(30)
9
7
shi yun ruo wu
qili
monk say if
NEG.exist strength

9

1

(

)

zheng jie
yumuo dao de
how know such speak DE1

dongshan yun
jiang wei
you
qili
di
shi
PN
say
will say
exist strength
DE2
proper
‘The monk said: “If you have no strength, how can you speak like that?”
‘Dongshan said: “(I) will say it is (the case that I) have strength.”
(ibid.)
The event-nominalization function of headless DE2 constructions ([X-DE2]NP) is
closely associated with its ‘nominal complement’ function. In this function, the head
noun, most frequently shi ‘matter, thing, fact’, is semantically light, and merely specifies
the DE2-modifier as constituting a matter or a fact. Because of the nature of the head
noun, the modifier does not restrict the identity of a discourse referent in the same sense
as in (1) - (2) above:
i.

It does not “pick out” the referent from a number of possible participants

ii.

It does not define a narrower generic category (in which all the members
possess the characteristic introduced by the modifier).
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iii.

It is the DE2-marked modifier, instead of the nominal head, that is carrying the
weight of the reference-identifying function.
A typical DE2-marked nominal complement is provided in (31).

(31)

9

1

7
9

[1] wen
ask

『
『

pi
wear

na-bian
that-side

9

1

9

5

san-yi
ji
three-clothing then

zhe-bian
this-side

ren
person

ren
shi
zenmuosheng
person matter how

[2] shi
yun
master say

na-bian
that-side

[3] xue-ren
learn-person

bu

[4] shi
yun
master say

bu

[5] xue-ren
learn-person

yun
say

NEG

NEG

ren
pi
person wear

sheme yifu
what clothing

hui
understand
que
lack
bu
NEG

que
lack

di
DE2

shi
zuomuosheng
matter how

[1] (A monk) asks: “One who wears a cassock (lit. the three of clothing of a monk) is
a person on this side.
(a) What about the matter of the people on that side?
(b) What about the matter, the people on that side?
[2] The master says: ‘What clothes do people on that side wear?’
[3] The pupil does not understand.
[4] The master says: ‘Not in lack.’
[5] The pupil asks:
(a) What about the matter of not in lack?
(b) What about the matter, (being) not in lack?
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
The translations in (31-1a-b) and (31-5a-b) are intended to show that [X shi
zuomuosheng], whether X contains DE2 or not, may be parsed in two ways. The first
possibility involves shi ‘matter’ as the semantically light head modified by [nabian ren]
and [bu que DE2], respectively, and the second with [nabian ren]/[bu que DE2] as the
topic, and shi ‘matter’ as the dummy subject of the interrogative word zuomosheng. The
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two construals yield practically the same interpretation. The two possibilities in parsing
are schematized in (32).
(32) (a)Form
Function
(b) Form
Function

[bu que DE2]
shi]
[zuomosheng]
[nabian
ren] shi]
[zuomosheng]
[Modifier
NPHead]Topic Interrogative
[bu que DE2]
[nabian ren]
Topic

[shi zuomosheng]
[shi zuomosheng]
Subject Interrogative

This function is more frequently attested in Buddhist debates, in line with the tendency
for DE2-marked event nominalization to be in focus.
4.2.2.3 Headless DE2-modification construction as a predicative nominal
As mentioned in the previous discussion, DE2 is generally used to form a referring
expression, i.e. a noun. When used in predication, its function is that of a predicative
noun (Stassen 1997, see also Croft in preparation). A DE2-marked predicative nominal is
often introduced by shi, a copula of demonstrative origin. The development of DE2marked predicative nominals is therefore closely associated with that of shi. A DE2marked NP, either [X DE2 N] or [X DE2], functions as NP2 in the [NP1 shi NP2]
equational structure.
[X-DE2] as a predicative nominal is not common in the Tang and the Five
Dynasties Periods, since the head of a modified NP tends to be expressed in predication,
e.g. (19) above. Dawu di ren in (19) is predicative, with a generic head that is low in
semantic content, ren ‘person’. The earliest example of [X-DE2] as a predicative nominal
introduced by shi is attested in Bian Wen. The DE2-marked headless NP serves two
functions: it identifies one participant (“luxury”) with an alternative description (“what
the secular world does”) marked by DE2; it also contrasts the DE2-marked predicative NP
with the predicative NP (the deed of the Buddha) in the previous clause.
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(33)
muo
NEG.IMP

7

7

jiang fuhui shi-wei
OBJ
luxury give-do

15

fei

shi

NEG

COP

pusa
Buddha

xingcang
deed

ci
shi
su-men
zuo
di
this
COP
secular-door do
DE2
‘Do not provide luxury. This is not the deed of the Buddha; this is what the secular
world does.’
(Bian Wen, AD 7th-9th c.)
4.2.2.3.1 The shi…DE2 equational constructions and property predication
The shi...DE2 pattern is an equational strategy primarily used for identity
statements. When the modifier of a DE2-marked predicative nominal is a property, the X
shi Yproperty-DE2 structure translates into English as X is a Yproperty one. In English, the
same strategy (the copula be) is used for both nominal predication and object predication.
Consider, for example, She is tall vs. She is a tall girl/one.
The former sentence is a regular property predication, while the latter is a
characterizational statement with a predicative nominal denoting as a generic category to
which the subject is assigned membership. Both are, however, predicational. An issue
pertinent to our current discussion is whether there is an association between shi...DE2
equational strategy and property predication. Property predication is primarily a DE3dominant pattern, and it is worth exploring whether DE2 may have been extended to the
domain of predication via predication of a headless nominal with a property modifier.
Because the primary focus here is to investigate the interaction between DE2- and DE3constructions, we will limit our discussion to [shi Property DE2].
Results show that the shi…DE2 pattern Property predication with the equative
shi…DE2 remains uncommon until the Song-Jin Dynasties Period - altogether 18
instances are attested in the sample, and most of them are identificational statements.
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•

Referent-identification and category-identification
A shi…DE2 statement can identify a referent by equating it with another specific

entity (marked by DE2), as in (34), in which da de dun hua (a topic of discussion) is
equated with an entity already established in the previous discourse, denoted by the DE2marked headless noun phrase na da di ‘that big one’.
(34)
zhi
only

2

shi
COP

yi
one

3

ge

8

da
big

CL

di
DE2

7

bao
wrap

zai
at

85

zhongjian…
middle

da de
dun
hua shi
na
da
di
big moral gentle.firm
nurture COP that
big
DE2
‘…There is simply something big that wraps (the heaven and the earth) in the
middle…“the great moral that gently nurtures” is that big one.’
(Zhu Zi 94, AD 1270)
•

Referent (or category)-identification
[X-DE2] in the equational structure may be extended from “identification of a

specific referent” to “identification of a generic category”. Example (35) from Zu Tang Ji,
the only case of [shi…Property DE2] predication before 10th century in my sample, is a
particular case that allows for both interpretations.
(35)
shi
then

9“

you
exist

”

xueren wen
student ask

1“

ruhe
how/what

”

shi
COP

baihuai
decayed

1(

)

di…
DE2

ruhe
shi
fei
baihuai
di
what/how COP NEG decayed
DE2
‘At that time a student asked: “What is a decayed one?/What is something
decayed?’…
‘What is a not decayed one?/What is something not decayed?’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
In (35), the speaker either asks the hearer to pick out a referent based on the
property defined by [Prop-DE2], i.e. which is a decayed/ a not decayed one, or asks the
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hearer to define the generic category of entities denoted by [Prop-DE2], i.e. what is
something decayed/something not decayed?
Example (36) illustrates a predicative [property-DE2] that identifies a generic
category, as a headless nominal that fills the position of X in the information question
What/which is X?
(36)
1
1(
1
1
)1
1
(a) yu
tujia yue
jing di
ge
yi
jin
lai
speak
butchersay
lean DE2 cut
one
UNIT come
…
(b) na
ge
bu
shi
jing di
which
CL
NEG
COP
lean DE2
(a) ‘(The customer) told the butcher: “Cut me one Jin of lean (meat).”’…
(b) ‘(The butcher said):“…Which of this is not lean (meat)?”’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan 3, AD 1252)
The DE2-marked headless nominal, jing di ‘lean DE2’ refers to a generic type defined by
the property ‘lean’, with its head ‘meat’ clearly recoverable from context. The speaker
(the butcher) is essentially asking the addressee (the customer) to identify which of the
meat does not belong to the category “lean meat”.
Instead of identifying a specific referent or a generic category, a [Prop-DE2] in the
shi…DE2 construction is also evoked by contexts where (part of) the proposition it
introduces, such as a characteristic of an entity, is placed in focus, i.e. it ‘picks out’ (part
of) the proposition it introduces. [Prop-DE2] no longer provides another “label” or
“access” to the mental file it is equated with, instead, it fills an information gap, or
contrasts part of an asserted proposition.
Most of the attested contexts for [shi…DE2] property predication are discourse
contexts typically construed as identificational, such as those involving contrast and
information gap discussed above (see!Myhill and Xing 1996, Dik 1997:330-35). These
are discussed in the following sections.
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•

Counter-presuppositional
In (37), the shi…DE2 construction introduces a new proposition that rejects one

part of an asserted proposition.
(37)
1
1
1
[1] seng wen cheng
monk ask
according
shijie huai shi
world decay time

ci
this

ruhe
what

shi

1

1

shi
you
master exist

ci
this

xing
human.nature

[2] shi
yue
master say

si
four

da
big

wu
five

[3] yue
say

you
still

shi

huai
decayed

ci
this

COP

1

1

yan
speech

xing
bu
human.nature NEG

COP

1

huai
decay

yin
element
di
DE2

[1] ‘The monk asked: “According to the master’s words, when the world decays, the
human nature does not decay. What is the human nature?”’
[2] ‘The master said: “The four essential elements (of life) and the five functions (of
humans).”’
[3] ‘(The monk) said: “These are still DECAYED ones.”’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan 4, 1252AD)
The process of reasoning can be sketched below:
(38) Asserted proposition (inferred based on context):
• The human nature is the four essential elements and five functions (si da wu yin).
• The human nature is not decayed.
• The four essential elements and five functions (si da wu yin) are not decayed.
New proposition: The four essential elements and five functions (si da wu yin) are
still DECAYED ones.
In (39), a proposition is encoded in the shi…DE2 pattern to reject the
presupposition that the addressees are NICE. The presupposition is inferred based on the
assumption that those who accuse others of being ill-mannered would have good manners.
(39)
zhi
only
!

7

yuan
to.wrong

1

ta
3S

!

zhiyuan

wu

PN

NEG.exist

249

li
manner

•

nin
liang ge
ye
bu
shi
ping-shan
di
2P
two
CL
also NEG COP peaceful-kind DE2
‘You simply accuse Zhiyuan of being ill-mannered – You two are not NICE ones
either.’
(Liu Zhi Yuan, AD 12th-13th c.)
Counter-expectation
In some cases an identificational statement is employed without a clear indication

of a presupposition. The shi…DE2 construction is frequently employed in Zhu Zi Yu Lei,
which, as a collection of lecture notes, involves many explanatory passages that classify
and characterize entities. These seem to involve counter-expectation, but no real contrast
or focus is placed on the properties.
(40)
7
piru
for_example
kan lai
appear

7

yi
one

8

yuan
CL

yi
ru
simply like

qing
clear

wu
NEG.exist

5

shui qing
water clear

leng
cold

67

che-di
thorough-DE2.bottom

shui xiangsi
water RECI-resemble

ta bian dao ci
yuan zhi
shi
kong di
3S then say
this
pond just
COP
empty DE2
‘Let’s say there is a pond of clear water, clear and cold through the bottom, appearing
simply like there is no water – He then says that the pond is simply empty.’
(Zhu Zi 67, AD1270)
(41)
0
qi jian
3 between

0

0

0

7

7

nanzi furen seng
man woman Buddhist.monk

wu

suo

bu

NEG

NMZ

NEG

8(

139)

dao
Taoist.priest

za-se
motley-color

you
dan dou shi
jia
di
exist but
all
COP
fake DE2
‘Among these (in the performance), there are men, women, Buddhist monks, Taoist
priests, all sorts of people, but they are all fake.’
(Zhu Zi 139, AD1270)
Example (42) appears in the beginning passage of a text. The master likely places
the property hao ‘good’ in the [shi…DE2] equational pattern to challenge the shared
expectation that the monk should behave well at a gathering, thus be classified as ‘good’.
In other words, it is unexpected that the monk is not ‘(a) good (one)’.
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(42)
1
1
1
15
seng
cai
chu
shi
yue
bu
shi
hao di
monk
just
exit
master say
NEG
COP
good DE2
‘As soon as a monk came forth, the master said: “Not (a) good (one).”’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan 8, AD 1252)
In (33), it is probably presupposed that the shouting would come to an end at the
some point, but instead, the men go on shouting without stop.
(43)
7
1(
)
yi-bu
di
gao jiao zhi
shi
wu
xiu
di
one-cover/all.over DE3 high shout only COP NEG stop DE2
‘They shouted all over the place, simply without stop!’
(Liu Zhi Yuan, AD 12th -13th c.)
• Listing
Listing of a set of contrasting referents in otherwise parallel propositions is
discussed in Myhill and Xing (1996) as a subtype of contrast. There are a number of
passages in Zhu Zi that involve listing of several shi…DE2 statements which provide a
defining characteristic of a property of a participant and contrast it with the
characteristics of others. Since the primary purpose of the lectures is to provide definition,
explanation, and elaboration of sets of terms and concepts in the classical texts, the
statements often come in lists of paralleled structures [A is X; B is Y…]. Some of these
may be interpreted as focus statements with the DE2-marked propositions in contrast, as
(44) – (47).
(44)
7
7
danshi na ge shi qian
but
that CL COP shallow

7

di

zhe
this

DE2

8

!

ge

shi

CL

COP

shen
deep

di
DE2

na ge
shi
shu
di
zhe
ge
shi
mi
di
that CL
COP
loose DE2 this
CL
COP
dense DE2
‘However, that one is shallow; this one is deep; that one is loose, this one is dense.’
(Zhu Zi 28, AD 1270)
(45)
shan
good
!

7

she
zhe
archeryNMZ

bu
NEG

7

xu
need

)

7(

wen
ask
251

ta
3

waimian
outside

quan-zi
circle-DIM

shi

bai
di
shi
hei
di
shi
zhu
di
white DE2 COP black DE2 COP red
DE2
‘One that is good at archery does not need to ask whether the external circle (of the
target) is white, black, or red.’
(ibid:30)
COP

(46)
wen
ask
yue
say

8

9

7

!

hun-po
soul-spirit
qizhi
shi
temperament COP

shi
concrete

di
DE2

hun-po
shi
ban xu
ban shi
di
soul-spirit COP half insubstantial half concrete
DE2
‘(The pupil) asked about “spirit”. (The lecturer) said: “The (human) temperament is
(something) concrete; the spirit is (something) half insubstantial and half concrete.”’
(ibid.:3)
(47)
hui
shi
regret COP
you
exist

7

7

cheng-kuai
zuo
act_on_impulse do

cuoshi
wrongful

chu
place
7

zhe
this
1(

『

…(

67)

chu
exit

shi
lai
matter come

le

bian
then

sheng
come_into_being

PF

hui
regret

67)

lin
ze
shi na
weiwei-shuaishai
bu
fen-ming
di
anxiety then COP that dim.IDEO-withering.IDEO
NEG
distinct-clear DE2
‘Hui (regret) is to act on impulse and result in a misdeed; this then creates regret…’
‘Lin (anxiety) is a faint, indistinct one.’
(ibid.:67)
Stassen (1997) points out that it is not always easy to distinguish between an
identificational and a predicational nominal. Though the construction often involves
some type of focus, [X shi PROPERTY-DE2] may function as a classificational statement,
which answers the question ‘in which file should I classify X’ (see Stassen 1997). In
other words, the speaker is making an assertion that ‘Property-DE2 is the file in which I
classify X’. A DE2-marked property as a characterizational or classificational statement is
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usually conceptualized as a defining characteristic, instead of a transient state the
participant holds.
(48)
ruo
if

1

shi
COP

）

1

)

1(

lingli di
clever DE2

cai
just

wen
hear

yumuo
such

shuo
say

zhe
ASP

bian
zhi
qu chu
then
know go place
‘If (a) clever (one), upon hearing I speak as such, (he) knows where to go.’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan 15, AD 1252)
The distribution of the 18 instances of shi…DE2 property predication in the sample is
provided in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Shi…Property DE2 pattern from 7th-13th century
Texts

]
Bian
Wen

Zu
Tang
Ji

Wu
Deng

AD
952

1252
AD

2

1

Zhu Zi
(ch1~1
0)

Liu Zhi
Yuan

Zhang
Xie

Xi
Xiang
Ji

AD12
70

12th 13th c.

12th 13th c.

12th13th
c.

Function
7th 9th c.
Identificational

Predicational

Referent
Type
Listing
Counterpresupposition

Wu
Dai
Shi

13th c.

9
2

2

2

The distribution shows that shi…DE2 property predication is generally rare till the 13th
century, and is highly associated with identificational contexts, as is expected. Notably,
although identificational contexts remain more prevalent for shi…DE2 property
predication, over time the pragmatic constraint is loosened and [shi Property DE2] may be
interpreted as a purely classificational/characterizational for semantic categories that tend
to be conceptualized as inherent/permanent properties or complementary values (e.g.
gender, color, material, true/false, right/wrong, also see discussion in Chapter 8). The
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information introduced is, however, conceptualized as permanent, factual, or
characteristic of the referent denoted by the subject NP. This contrasts with predicative
properties marked by DE3, which usually provide descriptions of a momentary property as
the speaker perceives it.
The shi…DE2 focus construction can develop into a “stance” construction where
DE2

is attached to an entire proposition. Aside from the shi-introduced cleft-type focus

construction, some DE2-marked propositions may have been expressed via juxtaposition
without a copula. These however, all also linked to DE2-marked nominalization in
identificational contexts (see §5.5.3).
4.3 Primary functions of DE3
As shown in §4.1, DE3 is primarily associated with predicative functions,
especially secondary predication. The [Property DE3] pattern is only attested as secondary
predicates before the 10th century (see Chapter 3). In the 10th-13th centuries, because of
the expansion of types of collocates (see §4.3.1-5 below), DE3-expressions start to appear
in a wider range of syntactic contexts. The newly attested syntactic contexts of [X-DE3]
in this period include primary predication, independent expressions, predicative
complements, loosely conjoined events in a thematic chain, and occasionally, attributive
modification (see Chapter 6 for DE3-marked attributives). Among these functions, DE3 is
primarily associated with predicative-related functions (including both primary
predication and predicative complements). With ambiguous cases excluded, secondary
and primary predicates still constitute 75% of all DE3 expressions attested in the 10th-13th
centuries sample. DE3-marked secondary predicate and predicative functions are
introduced in the following section.
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4.3.1 DE3-marked secondary predicates
Secondary predication remains one of the most prominent functions of DE3expressions in 10th-13th century. A DE3-marked secondary predicate functions as the
secondary part of a complex predicate, canonically appearing before the primary
predicate, as in [X-DE3]PRED1 PRED2.
4.3.1.1 Secondary predicates and templates of collocation
DE3-marked

secondary predicates are attested with various morphophonological

patterns, classified into descriptive vs. non-descriptive, and simple vs. complex (see
Chapter 2 for illustration). The expressions are coded for the morphological pattern into
the following types. The non-descriptive templates include monosyllabic (M), disyllabic
(D) and complex (CX) elements. Descriptive templates include AA, ABB, and AABB
patterns, all involving syllable reduplication. The ABC pattern includes trisyllabic
expressions that exhibit partial similarity to the ABB pattern, and may therefore be
treated as a peripheral prescriptive schema.
The distribution of morphophonological templates attested as DE3-marked preverbal secondary predicates is provided in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Morpho-phonological patterns of DE3-marked pre-verbal secondary
predicates
Pattern
M
D
AA
ABB
AABB
ABC
CX

#

%
37
52
98
18
4
4
5
218

T
17%
24%
45%
8%
2%
2%
2%
100%

% Type
19
39
60
17
4
1
3
143

13.3%
27.3%
42.0%
11.9%
2.8%
0.7%
2.1%
100.0%

(M=monosyllabic; D=disyllabic; ABC=trisyllabic expressions that bears some formal
resemblance to ABB template; CX=non-reduplicated, complex expressions)
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In terms of both type and token frequency, the most central template to collocate
with DE3 is the reduplicated AA pattern, taking up more than 40% of both the instances
and types attested, followed by disyllabic (24%) and monosyllabic (17%) expressions,
and then by the reduplicated ABB (8%) template. The descriptive AABB and ABC
patterns and the non-descriptive CX pattern each occupies 2% of the sum.
To posit a general observation in terms of the collocational preferences of DE3marked secondary predication, the most central feature involves reduplication. Overall,
58% of the expressions are encoded by descriptive patterns, which involve some form of
reduplication (that evoke a “depictive frame” according to Dingemanse 2012, see §2.2.3).
The rest are mostly simple monosyllabic (M) and disyllabic (D) patterns, which
are usually unambiguously conceptualized as a secondary predicate in the preverbal
position. Complex expressions (parallel structures, verb phrases with arguments and/or
aspectual markers), which are neither simple “words” nor descriptive templates, are not
common. Two out of the five instances coded as CX are parallel structures. If parallel
structures, which demonstrate lexical repetitions, are considered an extension of the
reduplication schema typical of the descriptive templates, genuine complex expressions
as DE3-marked secondary predicates are even rarer.
The bulk of DE3-marked secondary predicates in this period are therefore either
descriptive expressions or non-descriptive simple words (see Chapter 2 for intermediate
cases among disyllabic expressions).
4.3.1.2 Semantic relations
The pre-verbal DE3-marked expressions fall into various semantic classes.
Commonly they encode manner expressions – a property of the event denoted by the
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following predicate. Participant-oriented expressions may often be construed as both
participant- and event- oriented information simultaneously. Crucially, however, the
distinction between participant- vs. event- orientation is not reflected linguistically via the
marking of DE3; many expressions may be interpreted both ways, and may encode both
simultaneously.
A DE3-marked pre-verbal expression most frequently elaborates a certain
qualitative feature of an event (magnitude, scale, continuity, iteration, manner). They are
also commonly found with depictions of a participant. These secondary predicates vary in
terms of how much descriptive imagery they provide. There are regular manner adverbs
that only provide one-dimensional descriptions of a property on a scale. In addition, DE3
also often collocates with elements that evoke vivid imagery of a physical or mental
experience holistically (these are often encoded in special morphophonological templates,
see discussion about mimetics and descriptives in Chapter 2).
§4.3.1.2.1-2 will illustrate the range of semantic relations between a pre-verbal
DE3-marked

expressions and the event it co-occurs with, without focusing on the

semantic nuances and differentiation between “regular description” and “vivid
depictions”, and the morphophonological templates associated with such a distinction.
For ease of illustration, in §4.3.1-4.3.4, the morphophonological pattern of a DE3-marked
expression is indicated by a bracketed abbreviation representing the pattern (see Table
4.4). For example, an instance of AA pattern will be marked as [AA] above. Unless
specified, the examples selected for each semantic relation do not necessarily contain an
exhaustive list of all types of templates that are attested with DE3 for that semantic
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relation. The following is an illustration of the types of preposed DE3-marked expressions
typically construed as secondary predicates till the 13th century.
4.3.1.2.1 Depictive expressions (participant-oriented)
A preposed DE-marked predicate may encode a prototypical depictive secondary
predicate, where the DE3-marked expression represents a simultaneous, participantoriented stative event, and the following predicate encodes a dynamic event. The most
typical instances of depictives are expressions of physical properties, such as (49)-(50).
(49)

1(

6

)

[ABB]

leng-qiuqiu
di
qu
cold-sorrowful.REDU DE3 go
‘(I) go (pass away) sadly cold.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(50)

5

[ABB]

hong-biaobiao
di
dai
yi
red-flamboyant.REDU
DE3
wear one
‘(He) wears a (head) veil, flamboyantly red.’

ding
CL

tou
head

jin
veil
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

In (51), DE3 is attached to an expression that describes the attire of a participant.
The expression, composed of a parallel structure, encodes a simultaneous state of affairs
resulting from the anterior events of removing the hat and as a consequence, exposing
one’s head.
(51)

5
[CX-parallel structure

]

jian-shuo ping-ri
yi
tuo
guan lu
ding di
wo
hear_say ordinary-day also take_off
hat
expose head DE3 lie
‘It is said that in ordinary days, he also lies with his hat taken off and his head
exposed.’
Cognitive states may be construed as inner states of a participant, and therefore
participant-oriented. The cognitive states wuwu ‘idle, motionless’ in (52) and bu zhi bu
jue ‘without realizing, unconscious(ly)’ in (53), may therefore be analyzed as depictives.
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(52)

）1

(

!

[AA]

wuwu
di
si-liang
motionless/idle.REDU
DE3
think
‘What are you thinking about idly?’

sheme
what
(Wu Deng 5, AD 1252)

(53)

85
[CX-parallel structure

]

bu

zhi
bu
jue
di
you
NEG
know NEG aware DE3 also
‘(He) stops again without realizing (it).’

zhu
stop

le
PF

(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
An event-oriented construal is often available for a cognitive, emotion, and
posture/configuration, depending what type of predicate it is associated with (see

DE3-

marked event-oriented secondary predicates below).
4.3.1.2.2 Event-oriented DE3-marked secondary predicates
Some DE3-marked pre-verbal expressions are clearly event-oriented. These can
provide information about the time of the event, or aspectual information about an event,
such as frequency, iteration, and duration.
• Time of event (descriptive, inexact)
(54)
1
!
[AA]

hai-er
mei
zaozao
di
child-DIM PL
early.REDU
DE3
‘Children, surrender early (soon)!’

fu
obey

shu
lose
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

• Aspectual information – Frequency, iteration, repetition
(55)
1
!
[D]

shifu
di
you
chang xu
repeatedly DE3 also long sigh
‘(She) sighs deeply, time and again.’
(56)

1

(Liu Zhi Yuan, 12th-13th c.)

!

[D]

bu-zhu
di
guan zhiyuan
NEG-stop DE3
watch PN
‘(She) watches Zhiyuan continuously.’
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(ibid.)
(57)

15

[AA]

pinpin
di
qishou
frequent.REDU
DE3
kowtow
‘(He) kowtows repeatedly.’
(58)

1(

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

)

[AA]

changchang
di
xin
long.REDU
DE3
new
‘It (remains) new for a long time.’
•

(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)

Magnitude, extent, continuity
Some expressions not only provide aspectual information, but also describe the

magnitude and extensiveness of some aspect of the event, such as the loudness of
shouting, or the brightness and fierceness of the fire being kindled.
(59)

(

)

[D]

yi-mi
di
sha-hu
gao-jiao
one-obsessed
DE3
extreme-call high-shout
‘(They) keep shouting out loudly altogether.’
(60)

(

(Liu Zhi Yuan,12th-13th c.)

)

[D]

lian-tian di
jiaosha
bu
zhu
linked-sky DE3 call_out
NEG
stop
‘(They) continuously (and loudly) call out without stop…’
(61)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

5

[D]

xuan-tian
di
shao zhe
cao
duo
light_up-sky
DE3
burn PROG hay
stack
‘The haystack burns extremely fervently (lit. lighting up the sky).’
(ibid.)
•

Physical configuration + aspectual progression of the event
The DE3-marked expression may also contain certain information about the

physical configuration of a participant of the event, and at the same time, describes the
manner in which the event progresses.
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(62)

5

[AA]

didi
di
liu
man fen
sai
drop.REDU DE3 flow full
powder cheek
‘(Tears) run down her powdery cheeks drop after drop.’
(63)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th c.)

5

[D]

yi-bu
di
dou xing shang
one-step DE3 all
move up
‘(They) move forward in parallel steps…’
(ibid.)
•

Degree/quantitative determiner
The DE3-marked secondary predicates in (64)-(65) encode the degree in which an

action is performed, and thus serves as quantitative determiners.
(64)
[AA]

luelue
di
gao-sheng
slightly.REDU
DE3
high-sound
‘Raise your voice (even) slightly…’
(65)

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

5

[AA]

qiaqia
di
hao
just.REDU DE3 good
‘Just/exactly right.’
•

(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)

Manner
A DE3-marked expression may also encode typical manner predications, such as

speed.
(66)

(

)

[M]

hu-di
you
ren
qifu wo
sudden-DE3
exist person bully 1S
‘Suddenly, there are people bullying me…’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(67) 1

4

(

)

[ABB]

chidada
di
tuo jian liu
yin
li
IDEO.swiftly
DE3
drag take willow shadow in
‘Drag (him) swiftly into the willow shade.’
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qu
go

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
(68)

5

[AA]

jianjian
di
liang jiang qu
gradual.REDU
DE3
cold take go
‘It gradually becomes cold.’

(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)

The manner of motion expression, bobo ‘move about’, originally depicting the
movement of water (bo, lit. wave), describes how the seeking event progresses, and is
thus compatible with an event-oriented construal.
(69)

(

)

[AA]

bobo
di
mi
ge
sheme
move.about.REDU DE3 seek CL
what
‘What are you seeking for moving about?’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
•

Condition/explanation
DE3 is also attested with a few expressions that provide an explanation for the

cause of, or condition in which an event is performed.
(70)

9

85

[D]

ren
zhi
shi
ping-ba
di
da
sha
person only COP for_no_reason DE3 beat kill
‘People simply beat him up without asking for no reason.’

bu
NEG

wen
ask

(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
Ping-bai ‘for no reason, lit. level-white’ in (70) is semantically similar to ping-di(DE3) (
) ‘unexpectedly, for no reason, lit. level-DE3.ground’ and bai-di(DE3) (

) ‘in vain,

for no reason, lit. white-DE3.ground’. These are DE3-marked atmospheric conditions
metaphorically extended from the lexical meaning of DE3 to express the (lack of proper)
explanation for an event to occur. These groups of DE3-marked expressions are only
attested with monosyllabic elements in the Tang Dynasty. In the Song-Jin Dynasties
period, some disyllabic elements with similar semantics appear, composed of a
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combination of two of these elements, e.g. ping-bai in (70). The newly emerging
disyllabic words such as ping-bai, however, may function independently as an adverb, as
opposed to ping-di and bai-di, which need to be combined with DE3 as a unit to express
the same meaning.
The DE3-marked secondary predicate in (71) encodes the general condition in
which the action in performed, and may broadly construed as manner. Fangbian, which
means to take an opportunity, or do something while there is a chance, encodes how
Hongniang chooses a proper time to advise her master, who has been weary from
distress.
(71)

!
[D]

•

na
hongniang
fangbian
di
quan dao
that
PN
takes_opportunity
DE3
advise say
‘Hongniang takes an opportunity to advise her (or: advises her when there is a
chance), saying…’!
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Circumstances -Atmospheric condition
In (72), the DE3-marked element, yu-linlin, which appears in the ABB pattern,

expresses an atmospheric condition ‘(with) rain pouring down’. This expression differs
from atmospheric condition expressions such as hei-di ‘lit.black-DE3’ or an-di ‘lit. darkDE3’

attested in the Tang Dynasty, which can still be linked to the lexical sense of DE3.

(72)

5
[ABB]

•

huanghun yu-linlin
di
bei
chen chu
dusk
rain-pour.IDEO DE3 PASS expel exit
‘At dusk, with the rain pouring down, (the monk) was driven out.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
Participant vs. event-orientated construals
Whether an expression is event- or participant-oriented may be subject to

construal. Description of a mental or emotional state may often be construed both as a
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property of a participant, thus predicated of the inner state, or a property of an event, thus
predicated of the manner of activity which reflects the effect of a mental or emotional
state.
• Mental/emotional states
(73)
5
[A-BC]

men-dahai
di
duzi lei-lianlian
depressed-IDEO DE3 alone tear-profuse_water
‘Feeling depressed, she is alone, tearful.’
(74)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

5
[AA]

dan
gonggong
di
just
pious.REDU DE3
‘Just progress piously…’

jin
progress
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)

(75)

5

[AA]

jiji
di
yao
zuo
kongzi
eager.REDU
DE3
want be
Confucius
‘(One) wants to be Confucius eagerly…’

(ibid.)

A DE3-marked expression is also likely to be conceptualized as an event-oriented
secondary predicate when it is combined with an event in the same experiential frame it
evokes. The phenomenon is illustrated by the phonomimes in (76)-(77).
• Sound > manner
(76)

!
[M]

[M]

zhi
xu
cui
di
zhe
bo
di
duan
just
must IDEO DE3 bend IDEO DE3 break
‘It must break (by bending), going cui, break, going bo.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(77)

1

1
[AA]

）1

!

xing-zi
lulu
di
zhuan he
xu
nenme
original-self
sound.IDEO DE3 turn what need this
‘(The wheel would) turn (rumble) by itself – what’s the need in doing so?’
(ibid.)
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The phonomimes cui di and bo di in (76), though descriptive of the sounds of an
object, are also imitative of the rapid, instantaneous breaking of an object. When
combined with a predicate of breaking, they are more prone to be construed as eventoriented properties. In example (77), the ideophone lulu, which describes the sound and
manner of movement, is likely to be construed as an e-site elaboration of the manner of
the motion event, zhuan ‘turn’, instead of a separate assertion predicated of the wheel.
Similarly, though zhaozhaolingling in (78) is more naturally conceptualized as an
elaboration on how the things in question differ, instead of an independent assertion from
bie “differ” because the monosyllabic predicate bie is prosodically unlikely to be treated
as an independent assertion, as shown in the second translation.
(78)

5

[AABB]

zhaozhao-lingling
di
bie
lucid.REDU-distinct.REDU DE3 differ
‘They differ lucidly and distinctively.’ [secondary predicate]
‘They are lucid and distinct, (they) differ.’ [coordinated event ! disfavored reading]
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
An example with a DE3-marked expression of physical configuration is shown in
(79). If the physical configuration of a participant has a great impact on the manner in
which an event is performed, it may be construed as event-oriented.
•

Posture/configuration + predicate of motion/residing

(79)

!
[CX

]

chang-lian-chuang
shang pai-hang
zhe
di
xiao jiang qu
long-connect-bed
on
arrange-line DUR DE3 erode take go_FUT
‘(The bodies of the monks) erode away in a row on the connecting beds.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
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4.3.2 Predicative properties and events
A DE3-marked predicative is a DE3-marked expression that functions as a
semantically and structurally (morphophonologically) independent predicate, or as the
primary predicate of a clause. Predication is also a DE3-predominant function in this
period, with the exception of Zu Rang Ji and Zhang Xie (see Chapters 5 and 6). Below is
an illustration of the templates attested as DE3-marked predicatives in the sample of texts
until the late 13th century (from Tang to Song-Jin Period).
In terms of the pattern of the predicate, the most frequent to appear as DE3marked predicatives are the reduplicated ABB pattern (55%), followed by the AA (28%)
pattern, which occupy 84% percent of all the instances. Compared to the composition of
DE3-marked

secondary predicates, the relative frequencies of monosyllabic and disyllabic

templates are significantly lower, each taking up only 5% of the sum. The AABB, ABC,
and CX templates remain consistently rare. The AABB template, though rare in general,
is linked to the central schema because of partial similarity.
Table 4.5 Statistics of DE3-predicatives vs. templates
PRED (including conditional protasis and predicative complement)
Pattern
Token
Token %
Type
Type %
M
4
5%
4
D
4
5%
4
AA
22
30%
20
ABB
40
54%
21
AABB
1
1%
1
ABC
1
1%
1
CX
2
3%
2
74
100%
53

8%
8%
38%
40%
2%
2%
4%
100%

4.3.2.1 Monosyllabic and disyllabic non-reduplicated properties
Compared to DE3-marked secondary predicates, there is a much lower frequency
for monosyllabic and disyllabic expression to appear. DE3-marked monosyllabic and
non-reduplicated disyllabic properties are relatively rare compared to reduplicated
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expressions as predicatives - only 8 instances (10%) of these templates are attested as
predicatives, as shown in Table 4.5 above. These templates become marginalized as a
subschema of DE3-marked predicates in subsequent development, and are close to
complete obsolescence in contemporary Mandarin (see §8.4.2.3.2-3).
(80)

5
[M]

li
zheng le
hun-shen
sen
di
immediate dazed PFV
all-body
somber DE3
‘(He is) immediately dazed; his whole body (is) sober.’
(81)
7
sui-shuo
although-say

(

dao
truth

hun
dim

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

)

ran

you

CONJ

CONC

na
how

ceng
EXP

wan-ran
stubbornly

[M]

nen
di
an
di
such
DE3
dark DE3
‘Although the truth is dim, has it ever been simply dark as such!’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
The DE3-marked disyllabic predicatives are heterogeneous in their internal structure –
cong-ran is a combination of a monosyllabic descriptive and ran, an archaic descriptive
marker; mieqie is a rhyming disyllabic ideophone (the second element is of untraceable
origin), and lei-wang is of a subject-predicate structure. The disyllabic schema is a
peripheral schema for DE3-marked predicatives, being low in both type and token
frequency.
(82)
8
1
1(
)
zheng-nai zhu-lin
lanruo
shan-shui
how-do bamboo-grove Buddhist_temple mountain-water

yuan-she
residence

[D]
xianzai
cong-ran
di
now
numerous_disorderly-RAN DE3
‘(If you say you don’t see), what about the bamboo groves, Buddhist temples, natural
scenery, abodes, now (appear) numerous, in disorder.’ (Wu Deng, AD 1252)
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(83)

）

。

1(

10

)
[D-rhyme]

shangzuo muo
nenmuo
mieqie
di
HON.monk IMP.NEG
such
wretched_self-deprecating DE3
‘Honarable monks, do not be wretched and self-deprecating as such.’
(ibid.)
(84)

7

15
[D

bu-neng yingdui
yan-er
li
kong nen
NEG-able cope
eye-DIM
in
simply such
‘Unable to cope, (his) eyes (are) simply tearful as such.’

]

lei-wang
tear-watery

di
DE3

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

4.3.2.2 Reduplicated templates
Reduplicated templates are more likely to function as primary predicates than
other templates.
(85)

1

15
[AA]

ruo bian
bu chu
changan
lu
shang gungun
di
if interpret NEG exit
PN
road on
roll.REDU
DE3
‘If you cannot interpret it, (you are) rolling (living purposelessly) on the roads of
Changan.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(86)

(

)
[ABB]

ji
hu
dao hou qu-wanwan
till
PRT
arrive after curved-bent.REDU
‘After it arrived, (it was/became) curved.’
(87)

di
DE3

(Wu Deng, AD 1252)

15
[AABB]

zhi-guan
xiuxiuxiaxia
di
only-take_charge sound.sob.IDEO
DE3
‘(She)…simply sobs (going) xiuxiuxiaxia.’

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

4.3.2.3 Complex expressions
Complex expressions are rarely attested as DE3-marked predicatives. The
examples encountered are parallel structures composed of a juxtaposition of two
disyllabic adjectival phrases.
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(88)

1
1
[CX-paralleled ADJ phrases]

!

ru taiyang heyi
jiao-ran
di
geng muo
siliang
like sun
illustrious_grand bright-RAN DE3 more IMP.NEG contemplate
‘(The truth is) just like the sun, illustrious and bright – think no further…’
‘Like the sun, (the truth is) illustrious and bright…’
(Wu Deng 10, AD 1252)
4.3.3

DE3-marked

predicative complements

Broadly-defined, DE-marked predicatives also include DE-expressions functioning
as predicative complements, which consist primarily of complements of predicates of
causative/manipulation, perception, modality, and speech (indirect quotation only). In
most cases, the marking on predicative complements seem to follow the “descriptive” vs.
“referential/identification” contrast associated with DE3 and DE2, respectively, i.e. the
marking on predicative complements either pair with that of regular predicative
descriptives or that of “predicative nouns”. Regular predicatives are generally not
distinguished from DE-marked “semantic” predicative complements in the literature, i.e.
DE-marked

expressions that serve as the complement of another predicate, but appear in

juxtaposition in serialization. [X-DE] in these functions are usually simply treated as
predicatives in the literature. A few instances are provided below for illustration.
• Complement of a manipulation predicate
(89)
7
5
[AA]

zuo
hao-shi
yi
jian zuo
xianxian
di
do
good-matter also make do
manifest.REDU DE3
‘When doing good, (he) also makes it obvious.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
•
Predicative complement of an immediate perception predicate
(90)
!
[AA]

zhi
jian jie
shang honghong
di
only
see
street on
noisy_IDEO DE3
‘There is (lit. (one) simply sees) the street going honghong (being extremely
boisterous).’
(ibid.)
!
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Complement of an imperative
(91)
） 。 1(
10
•

)
[D-rhyme]

shangzuo muo
nenmuo
mieqie
di
HON.monk IMP.NEG
such
wretched_self-deprecating DE3
‘Honarable monks, do not be wretched and self-deprecating as such.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
• Complement of a modality predicate
(92)
(
)
[CX

]

de bu
tui
zhaun di
get NEG recede return DE3
‘one is capable of not receding or returning,…’
(ibid.)
(93)

[

1

』

！

1

』

1

!

ru-jin
ruo yao
zhi
bu
yong yi
si
fa
di
like-today if
want know NEG need move strand hair DE3
‘Now if you want to know (the ultimate truth), (you) need not move a strand of hair
(= use a lot of effort).’
(ibid.)
Interestingly, many studies separate the DE-marked “complements” for V-DE
constructions (([V-DE] [Pred]CMP)) from regular predicates and complements of other
verbs. The “complements” of [V-DE1] construction (see Chapter 3), however, also behave
much like regular predicates. This is manifested by the following example, in which the
primary event [shuo-DE1] appears in the first clause, and the second clause is a regular
predicative without a primary event. The [V DE1] primary event is becoming increasingly
like a (secondary) topic (also see discussion of DE1 in Chapter 7).
(94)
7
7
liu-shi-si
gua
zhi-shi
six-ten-four hexagram only-COP

8

!

shang-jing
shuo-de
above-canon say-DE1

qizheng
tidy

[ABB]
xia-jing
bian luandongdong-di
lower-canon
then chaotic-IDEO-DE3
‘(In terms of) the sixty-four hexagrams, it is only Shangjing (the upper half) that
explains (the hexagrams) clearly; Xiajing (the lower half), however, is messy.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
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4.3.4 The secondary predicate vs. primary predicate ambiguity/continuum
Sections 4.3 presents prototypical DE3-marked secondary predicates and
prototypical DE3-predicatives. The boundary between the so-called DE3-marked
“adverb/secondary predicate” and predicative constructions, however, is not as clear as
presented above. A preposed [X-DE3] may be structurally and semantically integrated to
the subsequent predicate to varying degrees. The likelihood of interpreting an [X-DE3] as
independent from or closely associated with the following predicate is correlated with the
relative phonological weight of the DE3 expression, as well as the range of plausible
construals of the semantic relations between the DE3-marked expressions and the
subsequent predicate.
A DE3-marked predicate with the following structural properties is more likely to
be interpreted as a secondary predicate, instead of an independent predicate, under the
conditions discussed in (95):
(95) Syntactic:
•

The DE3-marked predicate appears in the pre-verbal position, in the pattern
[Pred-DE]secondary [Pred]primary.

•

There is no over marking of clausal status (e.g. a conjunction) on the [X-DE]
expression and the other predicate.

Morphophonological:
•

The DE3-marked predicate and/or the predicate associated with it does not carry
enough relative morphophonological weight to serve as an independent predicate.

(a) It has a monosyllabic or disyllabic, non-reduplicated [X-DE] that is not (or seldom)
attested as a primary predicate.
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(b) The primary predicate has low phonological weight, i.e. is short.
Semantic:
•

There is a close semantic association between the [X-DE] event and the other
event. Typically [X-DE] is an apparent property of the other event, e.g. speed,
degree, or manner ideophones (when combined with specific framing event), or
monosyllabic and disyllabic scene-setting and circumstantial predicates.

•

[X-DE3] is associated with a predicate denoting an event that is likely to be more
semantically salient

Implicature:
•

When [X-DE] encodes a stative (descriptive) event, but the following predicate
encodes a dynamic event.

4.3.4.1 No obvious “semantic salience” or modifying relation
The criteria in (95) represent a cluster of characteristics that jointly define a
prototype, not necessary and sufficient conditions, for a DE-marked predicate to be
construed as a secondary predicate. The more an [X-DE] fits the above characteristics, the
more likely it will be interpreted as a secondary predicate. When a DE-marked expression
is not clearly formally and semantically integrated (i.e. entrenched to express an eventoriented property in the pre-verbal position) to the following predicate, the semantic
relationship between them is subject to construal depending on the pragmatic and
linguistic context. (cf. absolutive clauses in Thompson, Longacre and Hwang 2007). The
following section will discuss several instances that allow for multiple interpretations.
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4.3.4.2 Pre-verbal [X-DE3] with no apparent modifying relation
The canonical position for a DE3-marked secondary predicate to appear is before
the primary event, as in [Pred-DE3]secondary [Pred]primary. However, not all pre-verbal DE3marked expressions are unambiguously secondary predicates. Section 4.3.2 has already
demonstrated that [Reduplicated-DE3] may function as semantically and syntactically
independent predicates. Without explicit signal of semantic relations, an [X-DE3] adjacent
to another predicate is open to a predicative (coordinated with the other predicate) and a
secondary predicate (ground or e-site elaboration to the other predicate) interpretation.
The ambiguity is illustrated by the English translations for each example.
In some contexts, the coordinated interpretation is preferred. In example (96), the
event of ‘tears overflowing’ and ‘eyebrows being knitted’ can be conjoined by the
common denominator of simultaneity without either event being secondary or
backgrounded, thus it is more compatible with a coordinated (complex-figure)
interpretation, though a secondary predicate reading is not entirely ruled out.
(96)

1(
)
[ABB]

jing
jian hongniang leiwangwan
di
mei-tou
zhou
surprise see PN
tear-profuse.REDU
DE3
eyebrow-head wrinkled
‘To my surprise I see Hongniang,
(i) her tears (are) overflowing, her eyebrows (are) knitted.’ [coordination]
(ii) ‘…with her tears overflowing, her eyebrows are knitted. [subordination]
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
The

DE3-marked

emotion expression in (97) is also flexible between a secondary

predicate and a predicative construal. Three different construals are reflected by the
English translations (97-i)-(97-iii).
(97)

(

)

[A-BC]

men-dahai
dejected-IDEO
!

di
DE3

du-zi
alone-self

ge
CL
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(i) ‘(He is) dejected, alone.’
(ii) ‘(He is) dejected, being alone.’
(iii) ‘Dejected, (he) is alone.’

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

The translation in (97-i) shows a construal of the two events, being dejected and being
alone as coordinated. In (97-ii), men-dahai is treated as the primary predication, and du-zi
ge the secondary predicate. (97-iii) illustrates the typical construal of a DE3-marked
element as a preverbal secondary predicate.
In (98), a DE3-marked element descriptive of the manner of smiling collocates
with a stative predicate describing the abundance of happiness reflected by the
appearance of a participant. Because these are different perspectivizations of the same
phenomenon, the DE3-marked event may be construed as a modifying secondary
predicate, or a predicative in coordination with the following predicate.
(98)

1(

)

[ABB]

xiao-yinyin
di
xi
man xiang
smile-smile.IDEO DE3 happiness
full
fragrant
‘She smiles broadly; happiness fills her fragrant cheeks.’
‘Smiling broadly, happiness fills her fragrant cheeks.’

sai
cheek
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

When combined with predicates of existence/location, temporal/aspectual
information, similative, classification, or predicates encoding an irrealis event (e.g.
potential or negated), the DE3-marked event is not apparently less semantically salient,
nor is it in an obvious modifying relation to the associated event. In such cases, the DE3marked event may potentially be construed as a secondary predicate, a predicative in
coordination with the other predicate, or even the primary predicate (expressing a more
salient event).
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4.3.4.2.1 [+ (Non)-existence in space]
A predicate of existence makes an assertion about the (non)-existence of an object
in space, and a locative specifies the location of an object in space. Both types of
predicates are easily conceptualized as encoding a grounding event. When combined with
an [Descriptive-DE3], there is a potential to construe both events – the sensory experience
evoked by [Descriptive-DE3], and the predicate that follows – as the figure, or take either
one as the figure, and the other as the grounding event.
(99)

1(

“

)

[AA]

jiaojiao
di
wu
yi
si-tou
shi
ru-he
bright-REDU
DE3
NEG
one
thread-head time like-what
‘What about when it is bright, without a string?’
‘What about when it is so bright that there is not a string?’! inferred
(Wu Deng 10, AD 1252)
(100)
(
)
[AA]

zhi
tietie
di
zai
just
fit_well.REDU DE3 at
‘It simply is here soft and fitted.’

zheli
here
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)

4.3.4.2.2 [+ Existence (duration) in time]
A predicate expressing temporal/aspectual information, similar to a predicate of
existence, is easily construed as a grounding event.
(101)

1
[1
[CX: parallel ADJ phrases]

1(

[1] jiaojiao
bright

dahe
illustrious

di

[2] gen
through

gu
ancient

gen
through

jin
present

[3]

wei

ceng

NEG

EXP

you
exist

xianhao
slight

ye
also

DE3

(speaking of the ultimate truth)
[1] (i)‘Bright and illustrious,’
(ii) ‘Brightly and illustriously,’
!

)

jianduan
cessation

xiang
appearance

[depictive secondary predicate]
[manner secondary predicate]
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(iii) ‘(It is) bright and illustrious,

[coordinated (primary) predicate]

[2] (i) (it) extends from ancient to present;
(ii) from ancient to present,

[coordinated (primary) predicate]
[adverb of time]

[3] (i) there is never any sign of interruption. [coordinated (primary) predicate]
(ii) without any sign of interruption.
[depictive/manner secondary predicate]
(Wu Deng 10, AD 1252)
Example (95), where a DE3-marked perceptual property jiaojiao dahe di ‘bright and
illustrious DE3’ is followed by a predicate of time and then by a predicate of existence, is
open to multiple interpretations – each of the predicates can be taken as a secondary
predicate, or a (one of the) primary predicate. It can even be argued that jiaojiaodahe-di
“bright and illustrious” encodes the primary event, with the subsequent clauses specifying
the time and manner of the state of being ‘bright and illustrious’. The assorted
combinations are illustrated by the corresponding English translations for each predicate
above.
4.3.4.2.3 [+ Classificational]
Ambiguity in terms of a secondary vs. primary predicate construal is observed
when the DE3-marked expression collocates with a classification sentence.
(102)

8(
[AA]

)

er
suo wei
zi
tietie
di jie shi
yiyan
and OBJ do
natural soft_fitting.REDU DE3 all COP righteous_affair
‘…and then his deeds are naturally soft and fitting [primary-1], (and are) all
righteous affairs [primary-2].’
‘…and then his deeds, naturally soft and fitting [secondary], are all righteous affairs
[primary].’
‘…and then his deeds are naturally soft and fitting [primary], (being) all righteous
affairs [secondary – circumstantial].’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
In (96), the other predicate is a predicative nominal introduced by the copula shi, which
classifies or characterizes the subject suo wei ‘one’s deeds’ as ‘righteous affairs’. The
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predicative nominal, like tietie di ‘soft and fitting’, assigns a property to the subject, the
difference merely being that the former presents an impression, and the latter introduces
an assertion. The example is also open to multiple construals depending on which
predicate is being foregrounded.
4.3.4.2.4 [+ Irrealis]
By the same token, examples (103)-(104), where a DE3-expression is preposed to
an irrealis event, also exhibits secondary vs. primary predicate ambiguity.
(103)

1

(
[ABB]

)

yunmen

xunchang gan-bobo di
zhui zha bu ru
PN
ordinary dry-IDEO DE3 awl prick NEG enter
‘Yumen is ordinarily brisk/neat/straightforward; even an awl cannot prick into him.’
‘Yunmen is ordinarily (so) dry (that) event an awl cannot prick into him.’! inferred
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(104)

7
[ABB]

8(

)

zhong-shen hei-cuicui
di
muo zhi
tongxiao
end-body
black-pure.REDU DE3 NEG arrive apprehend
‘(One is) completely dark all his life, not becoming apprehensive.’

ye
PRT

(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
4.3.4.2.5 [+ Similative] (often in descriptive mode)
Also commonly combined with a DE-marked secondary predicate is a similative
expression, which also ascribes a quality to the subject, and is not clearly semantically
more “salient” than the DE-marked expression. An alternate construal of a tighter
semantic integration can be posited, where the similative is a further specification of the
degree of the blackness depicted by hei-manman.
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(105) [

1

7

)

1(
[ABB]

rujin kan
zhe
jin
hei-manman di muozi xiang si
now look
PROG
all
black-vast.IDEO DE3 ink
RECI
resemble
‘Now (I am) looking (around), it is completely black, just like ink.’
‘Now (I am) looking (around), it is as completely black as ink.’ ! inferred
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
4.3.4.2.6 [+ Grammaticalizing aspectual marker]
A DE3-marked expression is also ambiguous between a secondary and a primary
predicate when it is combined with a predicate that is grammaticalizing into an aspectual
marker, e.g. qu ‘become, lit. go,’ which predominantly performs an aspectual function,
but a more literal motion/directional reading is not entirely inaccessible.
(106)

(

)

[D-alliteration]

qian-tou zi
leiluo
di
front-head self
open_upright DE3
‘It becomes open and upright ahead.’
‘It moves ahead open and upright.’

qu
go
[primary predicate/predicative complement]
[depictive]

4.3.4.3 Loosely conjoined events in a serial/thematic chain
The predicative vs. secondary predicate ambiguity is especially noticeable when a
descriptive [X-DE3] appears in the middle of a serial chain. In such cases, it is not always
clear whether [X-DE3] is one of the several coordinated predicates or a secondary
predicate, i.e. forming a complex expression with the predicate following it.
(107) [
7
7
rujin yi-shi
bian-zuo
lu
now one-time change-become exposed
chang
often

zai
at

mian
face

qian
front

zhong ri
end
day

7

1(

)

di
bai niu
ground white ox
[ABB]
lu-jiongjiong
lucid-conspicuous.REDU

di
DE3

chen
yi
bu
ken
qu
expel
also NEG willing go
‘(The ox) is always present, lucid and conspicuous all day, (it is) unwilling to leave
even if (one tries to) drive it away.’
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‘(The ox), always present, (is) lucid and conspicuous all day, unwilling to leave even
if you try to drive it away.’
(Zu Tang Ji, 952 AD, also in Wu Deng, AD 1252)
In example (107), the DE3-marked expression is followed by another predicate.
Both are predicated of the subject participant, the white ox, which is established in the
previous discourse. Lujiongjiong di can function as an independent predicative property
by itself, and be taken as coordinated with “unwilling to leave”. Alternatively, it can also
be interpreted as a property simultaneous to “always being present” and “not willing to
leave when being driven away” (a depictive).
The dynamic idephone marked by DE3 in (108), daodaodada di, can function as
an independent predicate describing the manner of speech. One way of interpreting the
DE3-marked

expression is as a coordinated event to the events encoded by the predicates

before and after. Alternatively, daodaodada di can be taken as a manner expression
modifying the subsequent predicates.
(108) [
rujin
now

．

1

mei
ri
every day

1

1

1(
[AABB]

ming gu
sheng-tang
sound drum rise-hall

wen zhe ko
si
ask NMZ mouth resemble

fangche
spinning.wheel

16)

daodaodada
chatter.IDEO

da
answer

zhe
NMZ

di
DE3

she
tongue

ru
pili
resemble lightening
‘Now (the monks) beat the drum and launch a debate everyday,
[1]chattering (going “daodaodada”), [depictive/manner adverb]
[2] (they) chatter (go “daodaodada”) [predicative]
those who ask with/have mouths like spinning wheels, those who answer with/have
tongues like lightening.’
(Wu Deng 16, AD 1252)
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4.3.5 Collocational patterns and the secondary vs. primary continuum
The probability of a DE3-marked expression to appear in the pre-verbal position as
a secondary predicate/adverb is partly correlated with its morphophonological structure.
Table 4.6 provides the distribution of morphophological patterns with DE3-marked
expressions ambiguous between a secondary and a primary predicate interpretation.
Table 4.6 Morphophonological patterns for DE3-marked expressions ambiguous
between secondary and primary predicate interpretations
M
D
AA
ABB
AABB
ABC
CX

Token frequency

Token %

Type frequency

Type %

0
1
19
29
3
4
2
58

0%
2%
33%
50%
5%
7%
3%
100%

0
1
11
20
3
3
2
40

0%
3%
28%
50%
8%
8%
5%
100%

As shown by Table 4.6, DE3-marked expressions that are ambiguous between secondary
and primary predicate interpretations are primarily ABB and AA templates. Descriptive
AABB and ABC templates are not common, in line with their low frequency in general.
In terms of non-descriptive templates, monosyllabic elements are not attested, and only
one instance of disyllabic template is attested. The two CX expressions attested are both
parallel adjective phrases.
Table 4.7 and Figure 4.2 below show the correlation between
morphophonological templates and the interpretation of a DE3-marked expression as a
secondary or a primary predicate.
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Table 4.7 Phonological template, functions, syntactic positions – overall comparison
Secondary
predicate
M
D
AA
ABB
AABB
ABC
CX

Ambiguous
17%
24%
45%
8%
2%
2%
2%
100%

0%
2%
33%
50%
5%
7%
3%
100%

Predicatives
5%
5%
30%
54%
1%
1%
3%
100%

The statistics show that monosyllabic and disyllabic templates are much more
likely to appear as DE3-marked secondary predicates than predicatives. The reduplicated
AA template is a central subschema for both secondary and primary predication, but
tends to be more frequent as preposed secondary predicates. The ABB pattern appears to
be more versatile than AA in that it is the dominant pattern for DE3-predicatives, but also
occupies 50% of the instances that are ambiguous between a secondary predicate and a
primary predicate interpretation.
The rest of the templates (AABB, ABC, and CX) seem rare across the board.
AABB and ABC templates, which are associated with descriptives, are slightly more
likely to facilitate ambiguity in construal between secondary and primary predication.
This leaves the complex expressions. There are 7 types of complex expressions
attested with DE3. A closer examination reveals that these also fall into different patterns.
Among these, there are 3 complex patterns that behave like a clause or a predicate with
objects and aspectual markers – these are the real outcasts. The remaining 4 complex
patterns are parallel structures, patterns that are partially similar to lexical reduplication.
Both the complex patterns and the parallel structures are relatively rare before the 13th
century, but the latter seem to have developed into a prominent descriptive template,
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which constitutes of a phrasal repetition of similar sorts of properties, events, categories,
and other states of affairs.
Figure 4.2 Phonological template, functions, syntactic positions – overall comparison
60%
50%
40%
Secondary predicate
30%

Ambiguous
Predicatives

20%
10%
0%
M

D

AA

ABB AABB ABC

CX

The fact that there is a great proportion of DE3-marked expressions that are
ambiguous between the predicative and secondary predicate interpretation, and the fact
that many of these are reduplicated AA and ABB patterns, suggest that the DE3-marked
expressions developed around two general schemas: the secondary predicate and the
predicative schema. The two schemas are defined based on a cluster of tendencies,
including syntactic positions and template of the collocating expression. This leaves
much room for multiple interpretations, a tendency increased by the overall typological
feature of serialization in Chinese. For the reduplicated templates, there seems to be a
much higher probability of being interpreted both ways, thus the interpretation is solely
based on contextual information and the semantic relations between DE3 and the adjacent
predicates.
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4.4 DE2- and DE3-marked similatives, equatives, interrogatives, and demonstratives
Now that the primary functions of DE2 and DE3 in the 10th-13th centuries have
been presented, we will give attention to a few semantic categories that have not been
specifically addressed in the previous sections. They include DE2- and DE3-marked
similatives and equatives (§4.4.1-2), interrogatives (§4.4.3), and deictic elements
(demonstratives, §4.4.4-5). The usage and distribution of DE2 and DE3 are distinct in
these categories, which, not surprisingly, are dependent on their respective primary
functions.
The functions of DE2- and DE3-marked elements in similatives and equatives, both
low in frequency in this period, are discussed as an illustration of how they reflect the
respective funcitonal prototypes of DE2 (“reference to a type”) and DE3 (“predication of a
property”).
DE2-/DE3-marked

interrogatives and demonstratives are discussed separately

because these semantic categories consist of small classes of grammatical elements,
whose semantics are associated with, but distinctive from the typical semantics of the
other elements associated with DE2 and DE3, respectively. DE3-marked demonstratives
elements, for example, are referential in nature, contrary to typical DE3-marked
descriptive expressions. In addition, DE2-/DE3-marked deictic elements and interrogatives
are not bounded by the morphophonological preferences generally applied to predication
and secondary predication. Specifically, DE3-marked monosyllabic or disyllabic deictic
elements appear freely as predicatives, contrary to the general rareness of such elements
in DE3-marked predicatives.
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Interrogatives and deictic elements associated with DE2 and DE3, however, exhibit
clear collocational preferences and distinctive information-packaging functions, in line
with the constructional prototypes of DE2 and DE3, respectively.
4.4.1 Similatives and equatives
Before comparing DE2- and DE3-marked similatives and equatives, §4.4.1
provides a brief introduction to these semantic categories. Equatives and similatives
involve both participant-oriented and event-oriented components. An equative
construction establishes a comparison of equality between two participants based on a
certain quality, and a similative construction establishes a similarity relation between two
participants in the performance of an event (Haspelmath and Buchholz 1998,
Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt 2005:33). The equative differs form the similative in
that the former expresses identity of degree or extent, while the latter expresses identity
of manner (Haspelmath and Buchholz 1998:313), as illustrated by (109a-b).
(109) (a) She is as tall as you. [Equative]
(b) She fights like a man. [Similative]
Haspelmath and Buchholz (1998: 279) identify five components of an equative
construction, the comparee, the parameter marker, the parameter, and the standard,
illustrated below:
(110) Components of an equative construction:
My sister is
as
pretty as
you
1
2
3
4
5
CMP

1. CMP:
2. PAM:
3. PARA:
4. STM:
5. STAN:

!

PAM

PARA

STM

STAN

comparee
parameter marker
parameter
standard marker
standard
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The encoding of equality and similarity in Mandarin consists of a standard marker
preceding the standard, and a standard/parameter marker between the standard and the
parameter. Compare the Taiwanese Mandarin equative and similative constructions in
(111)-(112) (examples mine)1. Some Mandarin speakers distinguish between the
preposed standard marker for equatives and similatives. The preposed standard markers
include gēn, hàn/hé ‘with’ for equatives and xiàng (literary: rú, sì) ‘be like, resemble’ for
similatives. The postposed standard/parameter marker parameter/standard markers
include yíyàng, (yì)bān ‘just like, of the same kind/manner, lit. one-kind’.
The parameter of an equative construction comes after the standard (introduced
by the parameter/standard marker), as in (111).
(111) Mandarin equative [same degree/extent specified]
CMP
STM
STAN PAM/STM

PARA

/

nǐ
gēn/xiàng
zhū
2S
with/like
pig
‘You are as stupid as a pig.’

yíyàng
one.kind

bèn
stupid

Example (112a) illustrates a similative encoded as the secondary predicate (DE is
optional), (112b) shows a similative predication, which establishes a similation between
two participants (without an overtly coded similative event).

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Equatives and similatives in Mandarin may also be expressed via a DE-marked topic-comment structure,
developed from a merger of DE1 and DE2 construcitons (the historical development of the DE-marked topiccomment construction will be discussed in Chapter 7). DE-marked equative and similative predications are
shown below:
(a) Equative
CMP

PARA

STM

STAN

STM

nǐ
bèn
de
gēn/xiàng
zhū
yíyàng
2S
stupid DE
with/like
pig
one.kind
‘You are as stupid as a pig./You are so stupid that you are like a pig.’
(b) Similative (overtly coded topic predicate)
tāmēn
shùi
de
xiàng/gēn
sǐ-zhū
yíyàng
3P
sleep
DE
like/with
dead-pig
one.kind
‘They sleep like dead pigs.’

!
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(112) Mandarin similative
(a) Similative
nǐ
xiàng/gēn
zhū
2S
like/with
pig
‘You gobble like a pig.’
(b) Similative predication

yíyàng (-de) dà-chī
one.kind-(DE) great-eat

tā
de
róngmào
jiù
3s
de
face
then
‘His face is like that of an angel.’

gēn/xiàng
like/with

tiānshǐ
angel

yíyàng
one.kind

In Taiwanese Mandarin, the preposed standard markers for equatives and
similatives are sometimes used interachangeablely. Examples (112a-b) demonstrate that
for some Mandarin speakers, equatives and similatives are not distinguished by the
preposed standard marker, but by the semantics of an overtly coded accompanying event,
if there is one. A predicate expressing a scalar property will yield an equative
interpretation, and a non-scalar predicate will yield a similative interpretation. Equality
and similarity may be encoded via the same construction in Chinese; the difference lies
merely on the semantic level, and is dependent on whether a parameter is overtly coded.
4.4.2 DE2 and DE3-marked similatives and equatives in Song and Jin Dynasties
In Medieval Chinese, equatives and similatives may both be marked by si ( ) and
ru ( ) (see Peyraube 1990 and C. Zhang 2005 for discussions of the diachronic change
of ru and si from postverbal to preverbal position, which later enabled equative and
similative functions to be distinguished). In the Song-Jin Dynasties period, attested DE2similatives are expressed as headless nominal modifications, and DE3-similatives largely
as secondary predication or predicatives. In this sense, the semantic category of similation
can be subsumed under DE2’s major function of nominal modification, and DE3’s major
function of (secondary) predication.
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In this sense, DE2-/DE3-marked similatives and equatives may be subsumed under
either the major functions of DE2 or DE3, because they exhibit the same general
distinction in terms of prototypical information packaging functions – DE2 as a marker of
nominal modification, and DE3 as a marker of predicate modification or predication. DE2
and DE3, therefore, are associated with these semantic categories in distinctive ways.
Their roles in expressing equatiive and similation are reflected by their distinctive
selectional differences.
4.4.2.1 DE2-marked headless equative and similative modifiers
DE2-marked headless similatives are not common in the Song-Jin Period. Aside
from a small class of demonstratives, a few similative expressions are attested as DE2marked headless modifiers. Approximately in the Song Dynasty, DE2-marked nominals
begin to collocate with equative and similative modifiers. Examples (113)-(114)
demonstrate a DE2-marked equative modifier in a headless and an attributive
modification construction, respectively.
(113)
si
like

1

men
door

qian
front

1 ”

zhang
Camphor

shu
tree

yang
kind

!

da
big

di
DE2

mai
yi
duo gui
lai
buy
one
CL
return come
‘One as big as the Camphor tree in front of the door, buy one back…’
(Zhang Xie 12 th -13 th c.)
(114)
7
1
!
liang
bian de
xin-xu
yi
yiang de
chou-huai
two
side DE2 heart-thoughts one
kind DE2 sorrow-bosom
‘The thoughts of the two individuals; the same sorrow-filled hearts.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

!
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4.4.2.2 DE2-marked similative predication
The [X DE2] headless NP construction (with an unexpressed generic head) can
encode the standard in the similative predication construction. [X DE2] as a standard
establishes a set or a type defined by the attributive property, X. Since X is the
only defining characteristic of the generic type, [X

DE 2]

as the standard also

indicates the parameter of similarity, which is not otherwise encoded. Three
examples of this pattern are found in the Song-Jin Period (12th -13th century), each with a
monosyllabic property marked by DE2, as in (115)-(117).
(115)

15”

hao-si
dai
di
great-resemble dull
DE2
‘Just like idiots (lit. dull ones).’
(116)

(Zhang Xie 12 th -13 th c.)

!

pie-ran
yi
jian ru
feng di
glance-RAN
one
see
resemble
insane DE2
‘With one glance, he seems insane (like an insane one).’
(117)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

1

qiao
yi
si
hai
silent
one
resemble
sick
‘Just like she is sick (a sick one).’

de
DE2

(ibid.)
The DE2-marked modifier defines the standard as well as the parameter, identified only
by a single trait, being idiotic, insane, and sick, respectively. People with these qualities
are easily identified as a group, and have lexicalized counterparts in both Mandarin and
English, i.e. fēngzi ‘lunatic’7daāizi ‘idiot’, and bìngrén ‘patient’.
The function of [X-DE2] as a standard in the similative construction is predicative
instead of identificational. Instead of equating the comparee with another established
“file” in the discourse, it merely adds information to the comparee by establishing a
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similative relation with another entity, i.e. like an idle one > be idle, like a crazy one > be
crazy, like a sick one > be sick. It is thus closer to a genuine predication than the shi…DE2
identificational/focus construction. Though [X DE2] in these sentences refers to a “type”,
they sound less assertive than their lexicalized counterparts.
Similative expressions incorporating the standard (and sometimes the parameter)
are attested with DE2 both in attributive modification and headless anaphoric
modification, but are not attested with DE3, since DE3 is not attached to a nominal to refer
to a type.
4.4.2.3 DE3-marked similative predication
DE3 is occasionally attested in a similative construction, but the DE3-expression
specifies only the manner of similarity without an indication of degree. Example (118) (=
(88), repeated) has the standard marker preceding the noun indicating the standard,
followed by a DE3-marked reduplicated form describing the manner (parameter) in which
the comparee is similar to the standard.
(118)

1

1

1(

ru
taiyang
he-yi
like
sun
bright-luminous
‘Like the sun, (it is) bright and luminous.’

10

jiao-ran
bright-RAN

)

di
DE3

(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
Example (118) does not entail that the comparee and the standard share the property
defined by the parameter to the same degree, although it may be associated with such an
inference. (118) is therefore more properly translated as a similative “like the sun, (it is)
bright and luminous”, but not an equative “(it is) as bright and luminous as the sun”. An
equative interpretation, however, may be inferred (see also (105) above).
4.4.3 DE2-and DE3-marked interrogatives
DE2 and DE3 are attested with interrogatives specialized for different functions.
!
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4.4.3.1 DE2-marked interrogatives
DE2 is associated with the interrogative shen ‘what’ ( ) and shenmuo ‘what’ (
）),

which inquire about a participant. Example (119) illustrates DE2 attached to shen to

inquire about a participant.
(119)

!!

zhe
shi
shen
this
COP
what
‘What is this?’

di!
DE2

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

The discourse participant being inquired about may not be an object, but may be
less prototypical entities such as the content of a performance, or the cause/stimulus,
result, subsequent event. These functions are also covered by the interrogative what in
English. The extension from inquiry about a participant to inquiry about manner or
reason is also observed for the English what – cf. Why are you so sad? vs. What are you
so sad about?
(120)
1
1
ni chang shen di
2S sing what DE2
‘What are you singing?’

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

(121)
1
ni xiao shen di
2S laugh what DE2
‘What are you laughing about?’
(ibid.)
(122)
1
you
fang shen
also
matter what
‘What does it matter?’

1

di
DE2

(ibid.)
(123)

1
1

[jing]
male.character

!

wo
1S

qu
go

tao
na
ask.for that
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furen
lady

[muo]
ze
shen di
male.character
then what DE2
‘Sheng (male character 1) says: ‘I’m going to ask for the lady.’’
‘Jing (male character 2) says: ‘Then what?’’
(ibid.)
4.4.3.2 DE3-marked interrogatives
DE3 is combined with interrogatives that are specialized for the manner, cause, or
reason of an event, such as zen ‘how’ ( ), zhenmuo ‘how’ ( ）), zhensheng ‘how’ ( 『),
ru-he ‘how, lit. like-what’(

).

(124)
bu

zhi
shi
zhenmuo
di
yi
sao
know FOC how
DE3
one
swee
yong
ruzhou
sao
wei-fu
yong saozhou
sao
use
soft_broom sweep be-also
use
(hard)_broom sweep
‘I wonder like what will (that) “one sweep” be?’
(San Chao Bei Meng Hui Bien 142, AD 1194)
NEG

(125)

7

( !

zhe
ban cai liao
zen
di
faji
this
kind material
how DE3 rise.to.power
‘How could this kind of material rise to power?’
(Liu Zhi Yuan, 12th-13th c.)
(126) [
7
7
5
shen
ruhe di
xiu
body
how DE3 cultivate
‘How does one cultivate his character?’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
DE2 and DE3

show clear collocational prefererences over specific interrogatives.

The distributions of interrogatives attested with DE2 and DE3 in Table 4.8 demonstrate
clear functional and collocational differences – DE2 is primarily attested with participant
interrogatives, and DE3 interrogatives of manner, cause, and reason.
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Table 4.8 Distribution of DE2- and DE3-marked interrogatives in the 10th-13th c.
sample of texts
Primary function
Manner, cause, reason
(how)
Participant
(what)
DE2

zen_
zensheng_
ruhe_
shen_
sheme_

『

）

Token frequency
DE2
DE3
5
18
1
17
6
37
79
3

is occasionally attested with interrogatives that highly favor DE3, as shown by

the distributions in each text in Table 4.9. These instances may be viewed as an extension
of DE2 via the conceptual association between interrogation about a participant, and
interrogation about a manner/cause/reason, which are events conceptualized as entities.
Table 4.9 DE2 and DE3-marked interrogatives
!

Text

Manner,
cause
Participant

zen_ ( )
zensheng_
( 『)
ru-he_ (
shen_( )
sheme_
( ）)

I

II

III

IV

Bian
Wen

Zu Tang
Ji

Zhu Zi

7th -9th
c.

952 AD

DE

DE

DE

2

3

2

V

VII

VIII

Wu
Deng

Liu Zhi
Yuan

1270AD

1252
AD

12th 13th c.

12th 13th c.

12th 13th c.

Wu Dai
Shi Ping
Hua
Late
13th c.?

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3
11

2

3

2

3

1
15
)

VI

5
50
3

Zhang
Xie

2

37
2

4
1
1
20

Xi Xiang
Ji

1

6

7

4.4.4 DE2- and DE3-marked deictic elements
The final semantic category to be discussed in this chapter is deictic elements
(demonstratives) marked by DE2 and DE32.

DE2 and DE3 are

both attested with deictic

elements (demonstratives). In terms of pragmatic functions, demonstratives may refer to
concrete entities in the surrounding situation (exophoric use), or to refer to something in
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2!Personal deictics, such as wo ‘1’, ni ‘2’, ta ‘3’ attested with DE2 are incorporated with DE2-marked
modifiers.!

!
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the discourse – an anaphoric use of a demonstrative refers to a previous discourse
participant, while the discourse deictic use refers to propositions (Himmelmann 1996,
Diessel 1999, 2006).
DE2

and DE3 are paired with deictic elements that match their prototypical

functions. There are two types of DE-marked deictic elements that pertain to our
discussion - deictic elements that refer to participants, and deictic elements that refer to
manner, degree, and quality. Not surprisingly, DE2 is primarily paired with the former,
and DE3 with the latter.
4.4.4.1 Deictic elements (demonstratives) that refer to participants
Some deictic elements are primarily used to refer to entities. They are attested
with DE2 (and not DE3), and function as demonstrative determiners and demonstrative
pronouns. There are three demonstratives for entities attested with DE2:
wu-di/de
zhe-di/de
na-di/de

this/that-DE2
this-DE2
that-DE2

that, there is/are
this
that

These demonstratives often appear independently, and need not be marked by DE,
as in (127).
(127)

1

1(”

)

die
niang bu
ting zhe
ju
hua
father mother NEG listen this
CL
sentence
‘(If) dad and mom wouldn’t listen to my words…’

(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

Example (128) illustrates a DE2-marked demonstrative pronoun.
(128) 1
『 1
1』
）1 1
zhe
di
bu
sheng si
this
DE2
NEG
life
death
‘This is not affected by life or death.’

1

1

『

15

(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
The demonstratives associated with DE2 vary based on dialects. In Zhang Xie and
!
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Xi Xiang, wu ‘that’ is often attested with DE2 in presentational contexts. The thetic
construction opens a discourse file for a referent, and to a greater or lesser extent,
simultaneously provides the hearer with some information about the referent.
(129)

15 ”

wu-di yi
jian xiao wu
si
this-DE2 one
CL
small house four
‘There are one small house and four doors.’
(130)

”

shan
CL

jiu
old

men
door
(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

!

wu-de men wai
zhang lai
lai
ye
this-DE2 door outside PN
M
come PRT
‘Here comes Mr. Chang outside of the door.’

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

In Xi Xiang Ji, the demonstrative-DE2 combination, wu di, serves as the
demonstrative modifier of the noun meaning ‘kind’ or ‘manner’. The whole combination
then functions as the demonstrative modifier of manner, property or degree.
(131)
7
15
wu-di
ban mei
lianer bu
ceng jian
this-DE2 kind beautiful
face NEG EXP
see
‘This kind of beautiful face (or: A face beautiful as such) they haven’t seen.’
(ibid.)
The proximal demonstrative zhe ‘this’ and dialectal variants of the distal demonstrative
wu and na ‘that’ are marked by DE2 exclusively. The demonstratives introduced in this
section are predominantly used for nominal modification, but may sometimes be
extended to express similative predication (see §5.4.5.2).
4.4.4.2 Deictic elements that express similation of manner, degree, or quality
The second type of deictic element attested with DE refers to a property, manner,
or degree, whose identity is accessible in the physical or discourse context. They express
similative functions, but the standard and/or parameter of similation is represented by the
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demonstrative. This category has not been extensively studies from a typological
perspective, and will be referred to as manner demonstratives here.
Different sets of manner demonstratives are preferred for nominal modification
and predication (including predicate modification), although the distinction is
probabilistic rather than categorical. Note that these demonstratives can appear
independently.
4.4.4.2.1 Manner deixis preferred for nominal modification
The first type is composed of a similative marker ban (… ) ‘kind, manner’ yang
(… ) ‘manner, appearance’ or ru ‘be like, resemble’, often combined with a deictic
element. This type is often preferred as a similative modifier, as shown in (132)-(133),
but may be used as a similative secondary predicate, as in (134).
(132)
(
)
you
zhe
ban ren
exist
this
kind person
‘There is this kind of person./There is such a person.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
(133) [
7(
113)
jin
que
bu
nai
fan
qu zuo
today however NEG
endure trouble go do
‘Yet now they are impatient to make such efforts.’

zhe
this

yang gongfu
manner effort
(ibid.)

(134)
7
7
8(
)
du-shu
xu
xian lihui
de
zhe-yang
fenxiao
read-book need first understand
DE1
this-kind
clear
‘In terms of study, I need to first understand clearly as such (so clearly)…’

le
RCS

(ibid.)
4.4.4.2.2 Manner deixis preferred for predication
Another group of manner demonstratives are favored for similative and equative
predications, which include variants of nen (
such’).
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‘so, as such’) and yumuo ( ） ‘so, as

(135)
xu
such

1

duo
a.lot

[

shi
time

7

1 ”

!

shou kong fang
guard empty room

dao rujin yi-jiu nen
till now still such
‘Such a lot of time I stayed in an empty room. Now it is still as such.’
(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)
(136)
[
8
7
）
5
zhi
nenmuo
ximi
straight
such
fine_delicate
‘(It is) simply fine and delicate as such!’ (Or: it is simply so fine and delicate!)
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
(137)
） 15
shang
an
dao de
yumuo hao
up
shore rice
DE1
such good
‘The rice upshore is so prosperous!’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
4.4.4.3 DE2 and manner demonstratives preferred for nominal modification
Unsurprisingly, manner demonstratives preferred for nominal modification are
paired with DE2. Examples (138)-(140) illustrate DE2-marked similative modifiers
composed of a demonstrative and a noun (mostly in the [DEM-NSIM] pattern, where NSIM is
a noun meaning kind, type, manner, or appearance.
(138) 2
)
zhe-ban di
lunjie bu-nai-he
this-kind DE2 discuss NEG-do-what
‘(Something) like this, it is impossible to discuss (it in worldly terms).’
(Zu Tang Ji, 952AD)
(139)
85
yi
zi
you
zhe
also
self
exist this
‘There is also one like this.’

ban
kind

di
DE2

(140)
7
75
zhe
yang di
yongyuan wu-yuan
zuo de
hao
ren
this
manner DE2 always
NEG-chance be
DE1.potential good
person
‘One like this, there is no chance for him to be a good person.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
!
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4.4.4.4 DE3 and manner deixis preferred for predication
The manner demonstratives preferred for predication include nen-di, nenmuo-di,
yumuo-di. They are predominantly associated with DE3:
nen-di
nenmuo-di
yumuo-di

that.(way)-DE3 such, that, so, unexpectedly
that.way-DE3
such, that, so,
this.way-DE3
such, this, so…

Examples (141)-(145) demonstrate these manner demonstratives in exophoric use,
which, by definition, focuses the hearer’s attention on entities in the situation surrounding
the interlocuters (Diessel 1999:94). Note, however, that these manner demonstratives
refer to conditions, instead of entities in the sourrounding.
(141)
!
ruo
yumuo
di
bu
tengtong
like
as.such
DE3
NEG
hurt
‘Like this (being as such), how can it not hurt?’

zuo
do

sheme
what
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

(142)
shi
monk

1

1

nai
then

1

zhan shou
spread hand

）

yue
say

)

1(7

qi
beg

wo
1S

yi
one

qian
CL.money

yue
heshang
yin
he
dao nenmuo
di
say
monk
because.of
what arrive such
DE3
‘The monk opened his hand and said: ‘I beg you to give me a penny!’’
‘(The other monk) said: ‘How did you (monk) become like this/as such?’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(143)
yin
then

9

ju
raise

7

shou
hand

zhong shan
middle fan

8

yun
say

6

zhi
just

!

ru
like

yao
shan
wave fan

re
shi
ren
zi
hui
nen-di
yao
hot
time person self
will that.way-DE3 wave
‘(He) therefore raised the fan in his hand and said: “Just like waving the fan, when it
is hot, people will naturally wave (the fan) like this/in this way.”’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
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(144)
xiao
small

7

tong
boy

1

tian
add

『

9

tan
charcoal

7

bo
push

7

kai
open

huo
fire

1

)!

san
luan
scatter messy

xiansheng yue
wo
bu
ai
ren
nen
di
master
say
1S
NEG
love person that.(way)
DE3
‘The little boy added charcoal, (making) the fire spread apart in a mess.’
‘The master said: “I do not like people doing this.”’
(ibid.)
(145)
ba

15”

nujia zhi
nen
OBJ
1S.F straight
thus
‘(you) simply slight me as such!’

di
DE3

qing
slight
(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

Many of these are used as discourse deixis, i.e. nen-di stand for a property, action,
or proposition previously established in the discourse.
(146)
7
『
8
yao
hechang you
xing zhi shi ta
suo
sheng nen di
medicine how
exist nature only COP 3S
SUO
be.born as.such DE3
‘How could herbal medicine have nature? It is just like this/as such by nature.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
(147)
7
8
)!
qie
cu
nen
di
shuo
then
rough that.way
DE3
speak
‘(I) then roughly explain it as such/this way.’
(ibid.)
(148)
7
5
jin
zhi qi
ruhe si
yi
kuai tie
nen di
ying
metal MOD energy how resemble
one
CL
iron as.such DE3 hard
‘The force of jin (the element of “metal”), how come it is as hard as a piece of iron!’
(ibid.)
(149)
7
(
107)
nen
di
ruhe jie
lihui
de
as.such DE3 how know understand
DE1.get
‘(Being) like this/as such, how can you understand?’
(ibid.)
(150)
19
yue
liang ri
zhi
za
kan
say
two
day
only mixed read
yue
nen di
ruhe hui
zhang-jin
say
such DE3 how will grow-improve
(Shu Qi) says: ‘I only read it along with other (books) every other day.’
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(Zhu Zi) says: ‘Like this/as such, how will you improve!’
(ibid.)
4.4.4.5 Overall distribution of the three classes of deictic elements
DE2

and DE3 have distinctive collocational preferences over different groups of

deictic elements. Participant demonstratives, as well as manner demonstratives composed
of a nominal-derived similative marker appear exclusively with DE2. The other group of
manner demonstratives, which is favored in predication, is primarily associated with DE3,
but is also occasionally attested with DE2. Table 4.10 shows the overall distributions of
the three classes of deictic elements attested with DE2 and DE3.
Table 4.10 Distributions of deictic elements with DE2 and DE3
Token frequency

Preferred reference
Participant

Manner, property,
event

Typical informationpacking function
Nominal modification

DE2

Preferred in predication

Preferred in nominal
modification

zhe_
na_
wu_
nen_
dou nen_
zhi nen_
nenmuo_
yumuo_
ban_
zhe ban_
yi ban_
X ban_
zhe yang_
(ru)he yang_
ru…yang_
ru-fa_
ru-ci_

DE3

14
7
20
15
5
1

…
(

)
…

1877
2
16
13
3

4
7
3
3
6
2
1
1
8

While the distributions in Table 4.10 represent the distinctive information-packing
functions of DE2 and DE3, they also provide explanations for extensions to nonprototypical combinations of a collocating element and an information function.
A construction typically used for an information-packing function is sometimes
extended to take a non-typical collocate. For instance, an element primarily used in
!
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similative (secondary) predication, and highly favors DE3, may be attested with DE2 as a
similative modifier. This is illustrated by the DE2-marked deictic element nenmuo in
(145), which is an existential construction, a classic strategy to present a participant.
•

Typical information function of DE2, atypical [deictic-DE2] combination:

(151)
） 15
zaizai
chuchu
you
nenmuo
be_at.REDUplace.REDU exist such
‘There are ones like that everywhere.’

di
DE2

(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
An atypical combination of nen-DE2 may also illustrated by (146), where nen refers
to a condition that functions as a determiner of the noun shi.
(152)
8
7
7
8(
116)
ruo
nen di
shi
bing-tong
zi
qu
if
this
DE2
time illness-pain self
go
‘If/When like this (lit. such a time), pain and illness will cease by themselves.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
Alternatively, DE2 or DE3 in a preferred [deixis-DE] combination is sometimes
extended beyond its typical information-packaging function. This phenomenon is
demonstrated by extensions of preferred [deixis-DE2] into (secondary) predication, as in
(153)-(154), as well as preferred [deixis-DE3] combinations into nominal modification, as
in (155).
• Typical [deictic-DE2] combination, atypical information-packaging function of DE2:
(153)
5
shumi
shilang
muo yao
ru-ci
di
si-zheng
PN.government_official NEG
want like-this
DE2
die-fight
‘Mr. Shumi Shilang, do not fight eagerly as such.’
(San Chao Bei Meng Hui Bien, AD 1194)
(154)

7

7

8

!

suoyi
xiqozong
jin
bei
zhe-yang
di
qi
therefore PN
completely
PASS this-manner
DE2
bully
‘Therefore, Emperor Xiao Zong was always bullied this way.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
!
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(155)

85

)

xian-ren
junzi
you
zhe
ban di
virtuous-person noble.man
exist this
kind DE2
‘There are so many virtuous people and noble men.’

duo
many/much
(ibid.)

Variants of the demonstrative nen ‘that (way)’ (including its combination with a
marker of counter-expectation dou or zhi ‘suddenly, unexpectedly’ and nenmuo ‘that way,
such’) is predominantly marked by DE3, even when used attributively.
• Typical [deictic-DE3] combination, atypical information-packaging function of DE3:
(156)
(
117)
bian
shuo tian-li
zhi
nen di
yangzi
then
say
heaven-principle
only such DE3 appearance
‘You then say the princple of heaven is (of) such an appearance (i.e. appearance as
such).’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
(157)
(
)
… dou
shi
nenme di
ren
all
COP
such DE3 person
‘…they are all such people…’
(ibid.)
Finally, another aspect involved in the extension into non-prototypical usage is the
element of referentiality. Though specialized for different information-packaging
functions, manner deixis is in a sense, still referential. The element of referentiality is
distinct from the prototypical descriptive nature of DE3-marked expressions, but is
aligned with the prototypical function of DE2 constructions. This also partly explains why
DE2

is occasionally paired with a DE3-dominat element in the DE3-dominant function of

(secondary) predication. The issue will be discussed again in §5.4.5.
(158)
(
124)
bian
dou nen di
hu
jiao hu
then
all
as.such DE2 reckless
shout reckless
‘He then shout and speak recklessly as such…’

shuo
speak
(Zhu Zi, AD1270)
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(159)
bu

8(

58

yao
nen
di
kan
want as.such DE2 look
‘Do not see (interpret) it as such.’
NEG

(ibid.)
(160)

1”

1

1

wei-ren
nen di
cun
PN
behave-person as.such DE2 gauche
‘Zhangxie’s behavior is so gauche/gauche as such.’

15”

zhangxie

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

(161) (
zi-lai
bu
shi
nen
di
from-come
NEG
know such DE2
‘(I have) never known (=experienced) such (a condition) ever.’

(ibid.)

The observations show that knowledge of a construction includes general schematic
patterns and functions, as well as local collocational preferences. Change often appears in
contexts involving atypical combinations of parameters that define the prototype of a
construction. Such phenomena will be revisited in Chapters 5 and 6, where the minor
functions of DE2 and DE3 are discussed, respectively.
4.5 Conclusion
In Chapter 4, we have shown that DE2 and DE3 are distinctive in their primary
functions till the Song-Jin Dynasties. One of the most obvious differences is syntactic in
nature – DE2-marked expressions primarily appear as referring expressions, while DE3marked expressions are non-referential, and predominantly function as predicative
expressions.
In terms of pragmatic/discourse functions, DE2 is highly associated with
“identification” and “contrast”, while DE3 is primarily associated with “description” and
“illustration”. DE3 is also associated with descriptive templates to a much greater extent
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than DE2. The distinctive collocational preferences of DE2 and DE3 are, to a great extent, a
reflection of their distinctive prototypical discourse/pragmatic functions.
In the following two chapters, we will discuss the extensions of DE2 and DE3
constructions into the functions dominated by the other marker, i.e. predicative functions
of DE2 and nominal modification functions of DE3. In other words, the extensions, or
minor functions of DE2 and DE3 are in most cases the respective primary functions of the
other introduced in Chapter 4. For ease of reference, a comparison of the attested
functions of DE2 and DE3 in the Song-Jin Dynasties Period, and the corresponding
“minor” functions of the other construction to be addressed in Chapters 5-6, are provided
in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11. A comparison between the functions of DE2 and DE3
DE3

Predicative-related
functions

Intermediate

Nominal-related
functions

!

Either primary or secondary
predicate
Primary predicate
Predicate complements
Secondary predicates: event-oriented
Secondary predicates: participantoriented (depictive)
Similatives
Manner demonstratives
Ambiguous between secondary
predicate and attributive
Identificational
Equational (identificational) with
“headless” description
Postnominal nonrestrictive
modification
Postnominal restrictive modification
“Headless” modification: event
(reason, cause, condition)
“Headless” modification: participant
Prenominal nonrestrictive
modification
Prenominal restrictive modification
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4.3.4
4.3.2
4.3.3
4.3.1.2.2

DE2

5.4.3 (serial
chain)
5.4.2
5.4.4
5.4.1

4.3.1.2.1
4.4.2.3
4.4.4.4, 6.3.1

4.4.2.1-2
4.4.4.3, 5.4.5

6.3.2-4

5.2.2, 6.3.3
5.4.3.2
4.2.4.1

6.2

5.2.2
5.2.1
4.2.3
4.2.2.1

6.3.2.1.1 (incl.
thetic contexts)
(6.3.4.1)

4.2.1.2
4.2.1.1

Chapter 5
Minor patterns of DE2
5.1 Introduction
The primary functions of DE2 and DE3 have been introduced previously in Chapter
4. In Chapters 5 and 6, we explore the developments of DE2 and DE3 from opposite poles
of the attribution-predication continuum, i.e. the extension of DE2 into the domain of
predication, and DE3 the domain of attributive modification. The developments presented
in Chapters 5-6 are minor patterns of DE2 and DE3 attested in the 10th-13th century texts.
“Minor patterns” may be understood in the following senses: (i) the functions are not
attested for DE2 (or DE3) in every variety represented in the sample and are therefore
generally not regarded in the literature as a regular or common function, semantic
extension or path of grammaticalization, (ii) the functions, when attested, are not among
the prominent functions of DE2 (or DE3), and as a consequence, these DE2- (or DE3-)
associated patterns are not the most prominent strategies for expressing the functions.
Significantly, these minor functions are attested in syntagmatic and pragmatic contexts
that are intermediate between typical DE2-marked attributives and typical DE3-marked
predicatives.
Chapter 5 discusses the extension of DE2 from nominal modification to
predicational functions in the 10th-13th centuries. As discussed in Chapter 4, DE2 is
primarily associated with nominal modification (reference-marking and identificational
constructions), and DE3 with secondary and primary predication (manner and descriptive
expressions in predication). Specifically, DE2 marks attributive modification in the
[Modifier DE2 NP] pattern, where the DE2-marked modifier appears in the pre-nominal
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position. In terms of pragmatic function, DE2-marked modifiers are primarily restrictive.
DE2

also functions as a marker of nominalization or headless modification in

the [Modifier DE2] pattern, which can refer either to a participant or an event. In terms
collocation patterns, DE2-marked modifiers are not commonly encoded in reduplicated
templates. Finally, DE2-marked nominals are typically referential.
Chapter 5 shows that DE2 develops predicative functions through two major paths
of extension. The first path is via non-canonical nominal modification, such as nonrestrictive pre-nominal and post-nominal modifiers. Another path is via identificational
(equational) constructions on the way to proper predication constructions (secondary and
even primary), in intermediate contexts between reference to an event (identity/focus
marking) and predication of an event (see discussion of identificational/focus
constructions in §4.2.1).
5.2 Non-prototypical nominal modification
The first possible path for DE2 to extend into predicative functions is via nonprototypical nominal modification.
5.2.1 Postposed attributives
DE2-marked

postnominal attributives emerged around the 12th century, in the

Song Dynasty. In Chinese, the post-nominal position is a less canonical position for
modifiers to appear. Crosslinguistically, a postnominal modifier is usually less
semantically integrated to its head (Croft 2009, Croft in preparation). Like canonical
modifier-head attributives, postposed attributives developed from juxtaposition of the
headless modifier construction to its head. The positioning of the head before the
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modifier is likely due to the pressure of topic continuity (see (2)-(3) in the following
section).
5.2.1.1 Postposed restrictives
DE2-marked postnominal attributives can be “restrictive” with respect to its head,
which may help (i) pick out a specific referent from the set introduced as the topic, or (ii)
define a narrower generic subset. The latter, a conditional attribute, usually establishes a
condition for the ensuing comment, and is ambiguous between a participant (one that is
X…) and an event (being X…) interpretation. The interpretations of a DE2-marked
postposed restrictive modifier can be schematized as follows:
(1) Meaning of post-nominal X-DE2 restrictive modifier
Structure
NP
X-DE2
Meaning Among NP,
the X one(s)…
In terms of NP,
the X one(s)…
(if) being X…

[participant]
[participant]
[event]

Though not high in frequency, postposed restrictives are attested in texts of different
genres, e.g. Zhu Zi Yu Lei (AD 1270, a collection of lecture notes), Dong Xi Xiang (a
drama script), and Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua (a history narrative), which suggests that the
pattern is routinizing as a subschema of the [X-DE2] attributive construction, though it
remains much less frequent than prenominal modifiers.
(2)

(

)

na-shi
xi-tujue
buzu da
de
huan-zuo tiele yantuo ashina ye
that-time west-Turk
tribe big
DE2
call-be PN PN
PN
PRT
‘At that time, (among) the West Turkic tribes, the big ones are called Tiele, Yantuo,
Ashina.’
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua, 12th-13th centuries)
(3)

!

)

ren
person

ningzhong
dignified

kuoda
wide.broad

qingbo
frivolous

xiao-xiang
small-appearance

di

di
DE2

bu

DE2 NEG
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hao
good

hao
good

‘(In terms of) people,
(a) (being) dignified and generous is good, (being) frivolous and narrow-minded is
not good.’
(b) dignified and generous ones are good, frivolous and narrow-minded ones are not
good.
(Lu Xiang Shan Yu Lu, 1139-1193 AD)
(4)

11

)

wenzi shi
di
word correct DE2

gu
dang
originally should

kan
read

bu

shi
di
ye dang
kan
correct
DE2 also should
read
‘In terms of words, the correct ones one should read, the incorrect ones one should
also read.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
NEG

(5)

(

)

funu
zhi
yin
de
cong gu
shao
woman
know music DE2
from ancient
rare
‘In terms of women, those who know music are rare since ancient times.’
(Dong Xixiang 12th -13th centuries)
5.2.1.2 Postposed non-restrictive modifiers
[X-DE2] as a post-nominal non-restrictive modifier also emerged in Song Dynasty
(12th -13th centuries), e.g. in oral-style history narratives Xuan He Yi Shi and Wu Dai Shi
Ping Hua, when a new referent is introduced into the discourse, and [X-DE2]
simultaneously provides additional information to the referent. The information
introduced by the DE2-expression is typically individual-level, factual information, e.g.
the (first and/or last) name of the head. Since such a postposed [X-DE2] expression relates
to a stable, permanent, or defining characteristic about the participant, instead of an
incidental, transient event simultaneous to the event encoded by the following predicate,
it clearly still belongs to the domain of reference.
(6)

0

bao
castle

!

)

zhong you
middle exist

7

fo-she
Buddhist-house
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ni
ming sunshenyi
de
zai
bao shang zhu-zuo
nun
name PN
DE2
at
castle above dwell-sit
‘There is a Buddhist dwelling in the castle; a nun named Sun Shenyi dwells in the
castle.’
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua, 12th-13th centuries)
(7)

0

shu
thus

)

you
exist

yi
with

zi
self

bie
distinguish

yu
at

yi-shi
jian-qie
zhi
tu
dao yu
da
wei
de
one-time arrogate-steal MOD lot
rob
at
big
position
DE2
‘…thus there is something to distinguish us from the lot who momentarily arrogate
and steal, (those who) rob the grand position (= the throne).’
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua, 12th -13th centuries)
5.2.1.3 Distribution in different texts and correlation with reduplicated patterns
The distribution of all DE2-marked attributives provided in Table 5.1 shows that
DE2-marked

post-nominal modifiers are most frequently observed in Wu Dai Shi Ping

Hua, a colloquial reinterpretation of historical narratives written in Classical Chinese,
since the frequently employed zhe (

) for this function in classic Chinese is replaced by

di (DE2) in the colloquial language of the time.
Table 5.1 DE2-marked pre-nominal post-nominal and headless attributives
Texts

Attributive
[X DE2 N]
Postposed N
X-DE2
Headless

Zu
Tang
Ji

Zhu Zi
Yu Lei

Wu
Deng
Hui
Yuan

Liu
Zhi
Yuan

Zang Xie
Zhuang
Yuan

952
AD
132
(R=1)

1270
AD
166
(R=4)
6

1252
AD
382

12th 13th c.
11

12th -13th
c.
18

10

1
(R=1)
40

Restrictive
nonrestrictive
62

177

300

(Dong
Jie
Yuan)
Xi
Xiang Ji
12th-13th
c.
142
(R=12)
2

Wu Dai
Shi
Ping
Hua
13th c.
213
(R=1)
21
21

1064

48

677

40

The frequency of reduplicated templates attested are listed in the parentheses,
which also shows that reduplicated templates are rare for both pre-nominal and postnominal DE2-marked modifiers. Only one post-nominal DE2-marked reduplicated
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30
22

expression is attested in the sample, which is also ambiguous between a postposed nonrestrictives and a secondary predicate interpretation, as illustrated in (8).
(8)
wo shuangshuang di
zao
xunsi
pin-nu
1 pair.REDU
DE2
early think.of
poor-woman
‘We two (both) soon think of the poor woman.’
‘We, both together, soon think of the poor woman.’
(Zhang Xie, 12 th -13 th centuries)
The collective expression, shuangshuang-di in Zhang Xie can be interpreted either as
referring to the two people as a duo ‘we both/the two of us’, i.e. a post-nominal
attributive, or to their being in the temporary state of thinking together, i.e. a secondary
predicate. Note that in Zhang Xie the distinction between DE2 and DE3 is less apparent in
predicative functions, similar to the patterns in Zu Tang Ji. DE2-marked descriptive
predicatives are more frequent than DE3-marked ones in Zhang Xie.
A few reduplicated post-nominal DE2 expressions that can be interpreted as nonrestrictive modifiers are observed in Zhu Zi Yu Lei, where there is very little intrusion of
DE2

into the domain of (non-identificational) predication, but they are extremely rare, e.g.

(9)1. No similar usage is observed in our sampling (the first 10 chapters) of Zhu Zi Yu Lei,
which the statistics in Table 5.1 is based on.
(9)

0

yuantou bian
source
then

shi
COP

na
that

tian zhi
heaven MOD

chi
pond

you
exist

ming ming
bright decree

taotao-mimi
di
surge.gurgle.IDEO DE2
si
na
resemble that

yi
one

yuan di
source DE2

shui
water

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Table 5.1 only accounts for the statistics DE2 in the first 10 chapters of Zhu Zi Yu Lei. The reduplicated
post-nominal expressions discussed here are spotted outside of the 10 chapters, and are extremely rare. It is
still worth noting that such a function of DE2 is attested in Zhu Zi Yu Lei.
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‘The source is the bright decrees of heaven
(a) (it) flows continuously
[predicative]
(b) flowing continuously
[depictive]
(c) (which) flows continuously, [non-restrictive attributive],
(d) one that flows continuously [non-restrictive attributive],
just like a pond of living water.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei Ch. 57, AD 1270)
Taotaomimi-di (in the pattern of [XREDU-DE2]) in (9) expresses a transitory and dynamic
state of affairs encoded in the reduplicated form, which can be attributed to the subject
participant established in the previous clause, or taken as a simultaneous event to the
subsequent predicate.
The participant, tian zhi ming ming ‘the bright decrees of heaven’, has just been
introduced into the discourse in the equational structure with the copula shi. Appearing
right after the subject participant, and before a similative expression, taotaomimi-di may
be translated into English as (9a) a predicative serving as the background for the
subsequent event, instead modifying it, (9b) a secondary predicate, (9c) and (9d) a nonrestrictive modifier, which still belongs to the domain of reference, either referring an
event (9c) or a participant (9d), though the latter interpretation is less preferable for
dynamic concepts.
The translations in (10a)-(10c) represent functions that are parallel to [XREDU-DE3]
expressions as a juxtaposed predicate in a serial chain discussed in §5.3.3 below. This
pattern ([X-DE] in the middle of a serial construction) is a DE3-dominant pattern in the
Song Dynasty. Aside from [X-DE3] expressions with monosyllabic property X (which
seem to be largely restricted to the preposed position), an [X-DE3] can function both as
the single (main) predicate of a sentence, as well as a secondary predicate when placed in
a serial construction.
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(10)

(

?

shao
lack

xie
some

zhuangyan di
yisi
reverent DE2 intention

45)

tatashasha
di
dilatory.listless.IDEO

DE2

zi
bu
zu
yi
shi
ren
jing
ta
self
NEG
sufficient use cause
person
respect
3S
‘He does not have enough respect,
(a) being dilatory and listless, [predicative as background event]
(b) (a dilatory and listless one),
[non-restrictive modifier]
it is naturally not sufficient for people to respect him. ’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei Ch. 45, AD 1270)
Because there seems to be little interpretative difference for an [Descriptive-DE2]
and an [Descriptive-DE3] in the post-nominal position, the following instances attested in
Zhu Zi, where an expression is written as DE2, seem to be of little difference from a DE3marked manner expression. Compare (11) and (12), both found in Zhu Zi, where the
property huopopo is marked by DE2 and DE3, respectively.
(11)

7

yue-ru
shi
leap-like COP

daoli
principle

(

huo-popo
di
vivacious.IDEO DE2

60)

fa-chu
send.forth-exit

zai
mian qian
lat
face front
‘Yueru (leap-like) means the principle appears vivaciously in front of one’s face.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei Ch. 60, AD 1270)
(12)

(

8)

kan-de-tou
huo-popo
di
za
zheli liu
zhuan
see-DE1.get-through
vivacious.IDEO DE3 at
here flow turn
‘(One should) see through this, and the principle will flow around here vivaciously.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei Ch. 8, AD 1270)
Other than the written form itself, there is not much information in the discourse to
determine whether the participant-oriented DE2/DE3-marked expression in (11) and (12)
is a post-nominal attributive or a secondary predicate, because either reading will apply in
such contexts. In any case, the dynamic construal of the property imposed by the
reduplicated encoding also diminishes the categorical, definitive sense associated with
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DE2,

making the expression even closer to a typical descriptive secondary predicate

regardless of which particle it is associated with.
5.2.2 Pre-nominal non-restrictive descriptive modifiers
Another path for DE2 to extend from nominal modification to predicate
modification is when a DE2-marked pre-nominal modifier becomes construed as a
secondary predicate. A DE2-marked modifier is ambiguous between a non-restrictive
modification and a secondary predication construal, particularly in presentational
contexts, when the identity of the participant is being established, and the modifier
merely provides descriptive information, but does not help disambiguate the identity of
the referent. One such example is provided in (13).
(13)
xilingling de

(

)

ye-yu-er
ji
po
chuang
IDEO
DE2
night-rain-dim
knock break window
‘Going xilingling, the night rain breaks the window.’
‘The night rain, which goes xilingling, breaks the window.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

This type of ambiguity is observed primarily in Xi Xiang Ji, where DE2-marked nonrestrictive modifiers, particularly DE2-marked descriptive modifiers, are more frequent
because of the abundance in descriptive narratives. The syntagmatic, collocational, and
pragmatic contexts are also the contexts for the predicative-dominant DE3 to develop
attributive functions. In other words, they are the contexts where DE2 and DE3 develop
overlapping functions from opposite directions of the attribution-predication continuum.
A more detailed discussion of the development of DE2 into the domain of (secondary)
predication via prenominal non-descriptive modifiers will be provided in Chapter 6 along
with a discussion of DE3-marked attributives (see §6.3).
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5.3 DE2-marked secondary predicates associated with its lexical meaning
In 10th-13th centuries, there are a few [M-DE2] (monosyllabic degree
adverb/property + DE2) expressions attested as preposed secondary predicates. These
monosyllabic elements are entrenched with DE2, and the lexical sense of DE2 ‘bottom’
may still be accessed metaphorically or metonymically. These expressions are thus
specific to DE2 (i.e. not attested with DE3), and form small homogeneous groups at that
time. Similar to early DE3-marked expressions which derived from the lexical
interpretation of “ground” (see §3.4.3.1), these have not become highly generalized
models that attract many new members. These secondary predicates fall into two groups,
where DE2 may still be associated with and interpreted as ‘bottom’, and are listed in Table
5.2.
Table 5.2 Lexicalized DE2-maked secondary predicate
Semantics
I. degree/result
II. depictive/
manner

Expression
che-di
jin-di
jie-di
hun-di
gun-di

glossing
through-DE2
end-DE2
exhaust-DE2
turbid-DE2
rolling-DE2

translation
completely, thoroughly
completely, thoroughly
completely, thoroughly
turbid(ly)
rolling

Chinese

The first class includes a few “degree/extent/result” adverb marked by DE2, which likely
developed from metaphorical extension of the lexical meaning “bottom”, e.g. che-di
‘completely, thoroughly, lit. through-DE2.bottom; through the bottom’, jin-di
‘completely, lit. complete-DE2.bottom’.
(14)
yi-shi
che-di
hui-qu
hao
one-time thorough-DE2 understand
good
‘It is good that (you) understand thoroughly at once.’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
(15)

)

bu

neng jin-di
qu
able complete-DE2 go
‘Cannot be completely gone.’
NEG
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(ibid.)
(16)

[

jin
yin
qian wu
jie-di
jiang qu
gold
silver money object exhaust-DE2 take go
‘…gold, silver, money and objects were completely taken away.’
(San Chao Bei Meng Hui Bian 30, AD 1194)
Secondly, two types of DE2-marked manner/depictive expressions where DE2 may be
interpreted lexically are observed in Wu Deng Hui Yuan, both as descriptions of the water
of Yellow River, i.e. gun-di ‘roll-DE2, rolling through the bottom, rolling’, hun-di ‘turbidDE2,

turbid (through) the bottom, turbid’. Given that they only occur in one context (to

describe the Yellow River in the context of a Buddhist allegory) and are not found
elsewhere, these probably do not serve as models for analogy, either.
(17)

(

)

huang-he
gun di
liu
yellow-river
roll
DE2
flow
‘The Yellow River flows rolling (through the bottom).’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
(

)

huang-he
hun di
liu
yellow-river
turbid DE2 flow
‘The Yellow River flows turbid (through the bottom).’
(ibid.)
In both types of expressions, the lexical meaning of di ‘bottom’ does not contribute
significantly to the semantics of the expression, and therefore has the potential to become
semantically bleached. Among those listed in Table 5.2, only chèdǐ (

) remains in use

in Mandarin, but it functions as a lexicalized unit, with di pronounced with a full vowel
[i], unlike the grammatical functions of DE2.
5.4 DE2 in predicative-related functions
Though primarily functioning as a marker of referentiality, DE2 is also attested in
expressions that encode ‘manner’ and ‘condition’ in predication. The majority of DE2-
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marked predicative-related functions are observed in Zu Tang Ji, Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan,
and Xi Xiang Ji. In other texts, such functions are predominantly marked by DE3 (or
unmarked), but sporadic cases of DE2-marked predicatives are still observed. Table 5.3
lists the distribution of DE2-marked secondary predicates and predicatives until the 13th
century.
Table 5.3 DE2-marked predicative-related functions
(ch1~10)

Zu
Tang
Ji
Functions

Secondary predicates
Secondary
Deictic
predicates
Secondary predicate or
attributive
Predicative/
Complement
Predicative/
Deictic
Complement
Independent/
stand-alone

Token
(Type)
51 (46)

AD
952
12 (9)

Wu
Deng
Hui
Yuan
AD
1252

10 (3)

Zhu Zi
Yu Lei
(ch.1~
10)
AD
1270

Liu Zhi
Yuan
12th 13th c.

Zang
Xie
Zhuang
Yuan
12th 13th c.
3 (3)

Xi
Xiang
Ji
12th13th c.
34 (31)

Wu Dai
Shi
Ping
Hua
13th c.
2 (2)

10 (3)

14 (14)

14 (14)

18 (18)

11 (11)

7 (1)

1 (1)

9 (9)

6 (6)

2 (2)

5 (5)
5 (2)

2(2)

1 (1)

1 (1)

As Table 5.3 shows, there are 18 instances of predicative DE2 expressions (including
predicative complements), mostly attested in Zu Tang Ji and Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan. 51
instances of DE2-marked secondary predicates are observed, primarily in Zu Tang Ji,
Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, and Xi Xiang Ji.
Cases that are ambiguous between secondary predicate and attributives (see (13)
in §5.2.2 above, and discussion in Chapter 6), and DE2-marked stand-alones ambiguous
between predicatives and identificational construals (see §5.5.3 below) are also listed in
Table 5.3 for comparison.
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Statistics for DE2-marked manner demonstratives are listed separately in the Table
5.3, and will also be illustrated separately in §5.4.5 because it involves a closed class of
elements (also see previous discussion in §4.4.4). As can be seen, however, the use of
DE2-marked

manner demonstratives into manner predication, patterns with the general

degree of flexibility for DE2 to enter predicative functions in a text.
5.4.1 DE2-marked (preposed) secondary predicates
In §5.4.1.1 – §5.4.1.6, we discuss the semantics and collocational patterns of DE2marked secondary predicates. DE2 is attested with monosyllabic adverbs, disyllabic nonreduplicated elements, complex expressions, and reduplicated templates. The
collocational patterns of DE2-marked secondary predicates overlap greatly with DE3, with
only a few possible DE2-specific patterns. Table 5.4 shows the collocational patterns of
DE2-marked

secondary predicates. Those that are ambiguous between an attributive and a

secondary predicate construal are also listed for comparison.
Table 5.4 DE2-marked secondary predicates and patterns

Pattern
nonM
descrip- D
tive
Cx

Secondary
predicate

Attributive or
secondary
predicate

Overall

Secondary
predicate only

token type

token

type

token

2

2

8

5

Including
ambiguous cases

type %

token%

type %

12%

7%

12%

9%

type token %

6

3

14

13

14

13

27%

30%

22%

22%

5

5

5

5

10%

11%

8%

9%

18

15

4

4

22

19

35%

34%

34%

33%

5

5

8

8

13

13

10%

11%

20%

22%

AABB

1

1

1

1

2%

2%

2%

2%

ABC*

2

2

2

2

4%

5%

3%

3%

Summary
51
44
14
14
65
*ABC is a peripheral subschema of descriptive templates

58

100%

100%

100%

100%

descript- AA
tive
ABB

5.4.1.1 Monosyllabic manner expressions
Monosyllabic manner expressions (muo, hu ‘sudden’, qiao ‘silent’) are attested
with DE2 only in Zu Tang Ji in the sample.
!
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(18)

[

3

heshang muo di
shi
sheng bian
monk
sudden DE2 lose voice then
‘The monk suddenly cried out and spit.’

tuo
spit
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

(19)

?

shu
xia
zuo
hu
di
shui zhao
tree
under sit
sudden DE2 sleep inceptive
‘(He) sat under the tree (and) suddenly fell asleep.’
(ibid.)
(20)
qiao
di
bian qu
silent
DE2
then go
‘Then (they) left silently.’ (Being silent, they then left.)
‘(They) left, silent.’
(ibid.)
These adverbs also function independently as secondary predicates, and collocate
with DE3 and ran (a modifying event-marker, see Chapter 3) in the same text, e.g. (21)(22):
(21)

)

muo
di
qi
lai
shen shou yun
sudden DE3 rise
come reach hand say
‘(He) suddenly rises up, reaching his hand and says…’
(ibid.)
(22)
ci
seng qiao ran
this
monk silent RAN
‘The monk left silent(ly).’

bian
then

qu
go
(ibid.)

Worthy of note is that in the early stage of its development, some DE2-marked
secondary predicates may also be associated with information gap/identificational
contexts. The string [muo di qu] ‘go suddenly’, shown in (23), for instance, is attested 3
times in Zu Tang Ji, all in a similar context – as an answer to an inquiry for direction. As
a response, muo di ‘suddenly’ does not provide relevant information to the question at
first glance, but it seems to be associated with certain Buddhist allegory. The speaker
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probably intends to place muo di in focus. The marking of DE2 on an adverb may,
therefore, still be linked to focus-marking in such contexts. The possible association
between DE2-marked predicative expressions and focus-marking is further investigated in
section §5.5.3.2.
(23)
you
exist

ren
wen
person ask

lao-po
old-woman

zhaozhou
PN

lu
road

sheme chu
qu
what place go

po
yun
muo di
qu
old_woman
say
sudden DE2 go
‘Someone asked the old woman: Which direction (should I) go towards the road of
Zhaozhou?’
‘The old woman said: “Go suddenly.”’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
5.4.1.2 Disyllabic non-reduplicated elements
A total of 14 disyllabic non-reduplicated elements are attested as DE2-marked
secondary predicates in the sample. A locative expression marked by DE2 is observed in
Zu Tang Ji, as in (24).
(24)
bu
NEG

pao
throw.away

xianggong
male.HON

tou
bian di
zuo
kan
xianggong
head
side DE2 sit
look male.HON
‘(He) did not throw Mr. (Pei’s body) away, but sat by his head looking at him.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
Example (24) may have been a residue of the early light noun function of
[locative/directional + DE2] (see discussion of directional+DE2 in §3.4.1.1).
A few DE2-marked disyllabic expressions involve manner (yin-qin
accommodating, lit. sincere-courteous’, shi-sheng
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‘attentive,

‘to cry out loud, lit. lose-voice’),

purpose (te-gu
state (bu-jue
(25)

‘make special effort (to do something), lit. special-bone’, or cognitive
‘unaware, lit. not-aware’).
)

you
he-ku
te-gu
di
yao
jia
zhuangyuan
also
what-hardship special-bone DE2 want marry TITLE
‘Why go out of your way to marry a Zhuangyuan (one who gets the top score in an
imperial exam)?’
(Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 12th-13th c.)
There are a few types of collocates of DE2-marked secondary predicates that
express collective and distributive relations, which are not common with DE3. These
include two non-reduplicated collective expressions and a time expression that are also
attested with DE2 in Zhang Xie, shown in (26)-(27). The collective expression liang-xiang
is an exact quantification that is more compatible with the inclination of a participant
nominalizer to specify factual qualities.
(26)
liang-xiang
di
feng
two-RECI
DE2
meet
‘The two meet each other.’

(Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 12th-13th c.)

The temporal adverb xin-lai ‘recently’ situates the event in a specific time frame,
but is not descriptive of an atmospheric condition. The semantics of this expression,
being referential (in that it provides a temporal reference point) rather than descriptive,
differs from the prototypical DE3-marked descriptive events.
(27)
zen
zhidao xin-lai
di
bei
ta
qixian
how
know new-come
DE2
PASS 3S
loathe
‘How (could I) expect recently I am loathed by him…’
(ibid.)
Because the token frequency of these expressions is not significant enough for a
definitive conclusion to be drawn, the disjunction of DE2 and DE3’s collocates in
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secondary predication may simply be an indication that the (particle-marked) modifying
event schema is experiencing host-class expansion.
In addition, DE2 also collocates with two disyllabic expressions that serve
figuratively as an explanation, source or cause to the following event. The disyllabic [SV]
and [VO] compounds with such uses are only attested with DE2 in Xi Xiang Ji.
(28)

)

)

tian-sheng
de
kou
bu
ceng he
heaven-born
DE2
mouth NEG EXP
shut
‘They are born never to have their mouths shut.’
(29)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th centuries)

)

hu
de
ni-zi
zei-chen
wang-feng
de
pa
frighten DE1 rebel-son
traitor-official look-wind
DE2
fear
‘(We) frighten the rebels and traitors (such that) they fear at the sight of (us).’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th centuries)
These are not prototypical manner expressions, but encode anterior events, which seem
somewhat deviant from the prototypical descriptive and manner expressions marked by
DE3. DE3

is attested with a few property expressions (e.g. bai-di

, ping-bai-di

)

with a partially similar condition/explanation function, but the DE3-expressions are
restricted to the negation of an obvious cause (see example (64) in Chapter 4, and a
discussion of result/purpose DE3-marked expressions based on metaphorical extension
from the ‘location’ sense in Chapter 3).
5.4.1.3 Trisyllabic descriptive expressions
There are two tri-syllabic expressions attested with DE2 with descriptive
semantics (but they differ in internal structures) attested in Xi Xiang Ji – tituanluan, and
lan-bieshe.
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(30)

(

)

tituanluan
de
zheng-cha
sha-ren
yan
round
DE2
eye.open-examine
kill-person
eye
‘(The monk) opens his killer eyes wide (round).’
‘(The monk) killer eyes are open, round.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th centuries)
(31)

?

(

)

lan-bieshe
de
ba
jin-lian
sa
lazy-IDEO
DE2
OBJ
gold-water_lily
scatter
‘Listless(ly), she scatters her beautiful steps (gold water lily = beautiful woman’s
feet).’
(ibid.)
Tituanluan is an expressive depicting the roundness of an object. Tuan and luan both
mean ‘round’, but the history of ti is not clearly traceable. Note that this expression does
not belong to the typical head-modifier or subject-predicate A-BB type expressive, but it
involves alliteration of the first two syllables, and rhyming of the latter two, which makes
it somewhat perceptually similar to a typical ABB expressive. The expression lan-bieshe
has a clear semantic head lan ‘lazy’, with bieshe, an unanalyzable disyllabic expressive
which adds a colorful undertone to the “laziness” described by lan. Bieshe is also a
(partially) rhyming unit somewhat perceptually similar to the BB pattern in the A-BB
template.
5.4.1.4 Complex expressions
Complex expressions are generally rare with DE3-marked predicatives. Complex
expressions attested with DE2-marked secondary predicates include the potential
construction, parallel structures, and a verb phrase with modifying adjuncts.
5.4.1.4.1 Potential construction
A few negative potential expressions in the [V-buNEG-V] pattern are attested with
DE2.
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hyperbolically to describe the unusually high degree of a property on a scale. The
figurative interpretation is compatible with that of a degree adverb, which is attested with
DE3.

The literal interpretation, and collocation with a potential construction, however,

does not match the prototype of DE3-marked modifying events.
(32)

(

)

lian-er shuo-bu-de
de
qiang
face-dim say-NEG-DE1.get
DE2
ravishing
‘(Her) face is unspeakably ravishing.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th centuries)
5.4.1.4.2 Parallel structures
There are two parallel structures attested with DE2-marked secondary predicates,
both manner expressions in Xi Xiang Ji.
(33)

?

dong-qing-xi-ce
east-tilt-west-lean

de
DE2

zuo
xie
yan
make some dirty

qulao
posture

wen-sheng-muo-si
de
de
pei-xiao
make_use-alive-risk-death
DE2
DE2
compensate-smile
‘Tilting and leaning here and there, he makes some ugly postures; with utmost effort
(as if he is making full use of the fact of being alive and not dead), he puts up a
smiling face just to please her.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th centuries)
Somewhat different from simple juxtaposition of descriptions, both expressions in (33),
especially the second one, are interpreted as an impressionistic “type” – thus dong-qingxi-ce does not exactly specify the action of tilting to the east and leaning to the west, but
provides a vivid description of the deliberate staggering postures made by the participant,
and wen-sheng-muo-si refers hyperbolically to the extreme effort and devotion the
participant put into his acts. The appearance of a [Manner DE2 DE2] pattern with wensheng-muo-si in (33) is rare, but note that the [Property/Manner DE3 DE2] pattern is
occasionally attested with some lexicalizing [X-DE3 combinations, such as pu-di de
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(IDEO.fall-DE3 DE2
Zhuan (

), te-di de (special-DE3 DE2

), attested later in Shui Hu

) in the Ming Dynasty (17th century).

Such a usage suggests that aside from a routinizing mental representation of a
modifying event schema, which takes a particle after a modifying event, some speakers
might also have created a separate schema that prefers a particle to be attached to an
expressive expression. Examples such are these are, not surprising, rarely documented in
diachronic texts (and are indeed rarely documented today). The [Descriptive DE3 DE2]
combination is, however, attested in several modern Chinese dialects. The issue will be
re-visited in Chapter 6.
5.4.1.4.3 Regular complex expressions
Complex verb phrases with modifying adjuncts and complements expressions, as
illustrated by (34), are also attested as DE2-marked secondary predicates in the pre-verbal
position.
(34)

)

wan
gan mianqiang
de
ba
lushe men kai
ten.thousand
feel
reluctant
DE2
OBJ
hostel door open
‘Feeling extremely reluctant (he) opens the door of the hostel.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th centuries)
5.4.1.5 Reduplicated templates as secondary predicates
Altogether 24 DE2-marked expressions that occur as secondary predicates in the
sample are encoded in reduplicated templates, i.e. are descriptive elements, which largely
overlap with DE3-marked reduplicated templates in terms of semantic categories. A
degree adverb weiwei ‘slight-REDU’ encoded via the reduplicated AA template is
provided in (35).
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(35)
0
pei xiangong
you
yi
ri
PN male.HON
exist one
day
‘Mr. Pei was slightly unwell one day.’

weiwei
slight.REDU

di
DE2

bu-an
unwell
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

Example (36) illustrates a DE2-marked manner expression in the reduplicated AA
pattern.
(36)

9

ci
this

shijie ri-yue
world sun-moon

duan cu
short hasty

ze
xu
jiji
di
shi
liaoque
qu
then
must hasty.REDU DE2 matter terminate
go
‘This world is short in time; it must be the case that all matters terminate hastily.’
(ibid.)
Two phonomimes attested with DE2 in pre-verbal position are provided in (37)(38), which also encode the manner of an action.
(37)
yan-se
bian-yi
hehe
di
face-color change
IDEO.sound
DE2
‘(His) complexioned changed, chuckling.’

xiao
laugh
(ibid.)

(38)
cuo-cha
rub-apply.to
bu

shi

NEG

COP

lin
encounter

ji
time

zi
self

you
let

ni
ninirere
di
bian jie hui
de
2S
IDEO.sound
DE2
then understand
DE1.get
‘(To) deal with issues spontaneously upon facing them, (it is not what you can
understand) simply by chattering incessantly.’
(ibid.)
Notice that in (38), the DE2-marked element is placed in focus, as shown by the
copula/focus marker shi. The DE2-marked atmospheric condition/manner secondary
predicate in (39) likely also involves contrast, as manifested by the two sets of parallel
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expressions with opposite semantics – mian bi ‘face the fall’ vs. tangtang ‘openly,
unconcealed.’
(39)
tajia
3

mian bi
face wall

zuo
sit

you
exist

ge
CL

muosuo
feel_about

chu
place

huran
tangtang
di
zuo
ni
xiang sheme chu
muosuo
if
open.REDU
DE2
sit
2S
toward what place feel.about
‘Other people sit facing the wall – there is still a place to feel about. If sitting openly
(unblocked), where can you feel about (in search of the truth)?’
(ibid.)
5.4.2 DE2-marked predicative properties/actions
[X-DE2] is attested as the primary predicate (with or without an overt subject) of
the clause. Overall, DE2-marked expressions as primary predicates seem to be the less
prominent among the functions of DE2 across the texts, but in Zu Tang Ji and Zhang Xie,
these functions are frequent enough to be considered among the subschemas of DE2constructions. DE2-marked predicatives include 4 non-reduplicated disyllabic expressions
(two rhyming words) and two regular disyllabic expressions, and 10 reduplicated
expressions. The following sections illustrate the predicative expressions marked by DE2
in varying templates.
5.4.2.1 Disyllabic non-reduplicated expressions
Altogether 4 disyllabic non-reduplicated expressions are attested as DE2-marked
predicatives. Three of them are disyllabic unanalyzable manner descriptives (cf. binding
words see §2.3.3.1 for a discussion of the descriptive vs. regular word continuum).
Predicatives with DE2 and DE3 can encode both dynamic and stative concepts, which can
be oriented towards a participant or an event. DE expresses various aspectual (continuous)
or discourse (imperative, assertive, etc.) functions. Chenyin (
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) in (40) depicts a state

of deep contemplation, accompanied by silence, hesitation, or muttering, usually due to a
difficult, unsolvable problem.
(40)

…

guizong chenyin
di
seng bian wen…
PN
contemplate DE2 monk then ask
‘Guizong is pensive. The monk then asks…’
‘Guizong being pensive, the monk then asks…’
‘Lit. Guizong, (a) pensive (one).’ or ‘(the fact of) Guozong being pensive.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
Diexie (

) in (41) describes the movement of a horse in small steps. Notice that

the disyllabic expression, diexie, though is a partially reduplicated form that bears a
structural resemblance to prototypical descriptives.
(41)
ma
ti
diexie di
horse
hoof trot
DE2
‘The horse hooves are trotting.’ (Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 12th-13th centuries)
The expression duzi ‘alone’ in Zhangxie is a regular compounded word composed of du
‘alone’ and zi ‘self’. Note that the DE2-marked element duzi in (42), in parallel with the
proposition wu fu ‘has no husband’, clearly involves contrastive focus.
(42)
ta you
wu
fu
xie
du-zi
di
3S also NEG.exist
husband
PN
alone-self
DE2
‘She has no husband (anyways); Xie is (=I am) alone (=single).’
(ibid.)
5.4.2.2 Reduplicated expressions
This section illustrates DE2-marked predicatives (excluding the independent and
stand-alone DE2-marked propositions discussed in §5.4.3.2) encoded in reduplicated
templates.
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Examples (43) and (44) are from Zu Tang Ji and Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan,
respectively, where DE2 has a higher degree of overlap with DE3 in predicative-related
functions.
(43)
jucuo
xijie
deed/act all

suosuo
di
careful_fearful.IDEO DE2

shi
chang tiantian
di
time
often quiet_composed.IDEO DE2
‘His actions are all careful and fearful, oftentimes quiet and composed.’
‘He acts carefully and fearfully, oftentimes quiet and composed’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
(44)
ni
2S

you
also

nen
such

di
DE3

gugudandan
lonely.REDU

wo
nen
di
baibaijingjing
di
zhi
shi
zui
wu
1S
such DE3 fair_clean.REDU
DE2
only be
mouth black
‘You are lonely as such (anyways); I am fair and clean as such; only my mouth is
black.’
(Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 12th-13th centuries)
Observe that the DE2-marked element in (44), baibaijingjing, is in parallel with the
gugudandan in the previous proposition.
Example (45) is attested in Wu Deng Hui Yuan, where the distinction between
referential DE2 and predicative DE3 is overall well-kept.
(45)
er
mei-ri
kou-laolao
di
zenmuo
you
ever-day
mouth-chatter.IDEO DE2 what/how
‘Why do you chatter incessantly every day?’
(The fact of your chattering incessantly every day, what’s that about?)
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
At first glance, the DE2-marked reduplicated expressions seem to be semantically
and structurally no different from typical DE3-marked reduplicated expressive predicates.
Suosuo in (43) and kou-laolao in (45) are phonomime/phenomimes: the former depicts
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the trembling or rustling sounds (from one’s subtle movement) due to fear or caution, and
is semantically extended to describe swift movement; while the latter is a subjectpredicate ABB pattern with laolao mimicking the sound and depicting the manner of
incessant mumbling. The other two expressions, tiantian ‘quiet, non-agitated, composed’
in (43) and baibaijingjing in (44) (< reduplication of bai-jing ‘fair(white) and clean)
describe stative properties. Example (43) lists two DE2-marked predicatives in parallel.
Baibaijingjing di in (44), also clearly appears in an identificational context, where the
speaker, a beggar, attempts to convince a woman to marry him.
In (45), kou laolao di as a proposition may be taken as a regular predicative
(where DE2 is marking a predicative expressive just like DE3; see the first English
translation), but it may also be analyzed as the topic for further inquiry, in which case
DE2 is

marking the establishment of a topic (see the second English translation), an

extension of the event-nominalization function of DE2 discussed in §4.2.2.2 (see also
independent/stand-alone DE2-marked expressions in §5.5.3 below).
Because it is not uncommon in Chinese for a proposition in contrastive focus and
an event as a topic to be zero-marked, there is no definitive evidence to argue against the
analysis that DE2 is functioning simply as a marker for predicative descriptives in these
examples. It is however reasonable to suggest that these DE2-marked expressions may be
associated with identificational contexts.
5.4.3 DE2-marked predicates in a serialization chain
Similar with DE3-marked predicatives, an [X-DE2] predicative expression can
appear in a serial chain, and may encode a state of affairs that is simultaneous,
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subsequent and/or causally related to the event denoted by the adjacent predicate(s). In
(46), a DE2-marked predicative in a number of juxtaposed events that may be sequential
or causally linked.
(46)
3
nan
feng chui lai
bao hoho di
south
wind blow come full
IDEO DE2
‘The south wind is blowing thither, (I’m) full and satiated.’ (a full and satiated one)
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
In example (46), the events of the south wind blowing thither and the speaker’s being full
and satiated can be interpreted as two independent events happening at the same time, or
causally related – the wind blowing thither makes the speaker full and satiated. Bao ‘full’
is a participant-oriented bodily state, and hoho is onomatopoeic, depicting the sounds one
makes when feeling satiated and full.
Similarly in (47), the DE2-marked predicative xie-lili ‘blood-dripping.REDU’ is the
result of being hit by a stick. In this context, it may be translated in English either as the
primary or a secondary predicate. Drippy with blood can also be interpreted as a
simultaneous event to the events denoted by the following predicates.
(47)
da
hit one

yi
stick

zha
xie-lili
blood-drip.REDU

di
DE2

mei

tou-ben
zai
miao zhong wan-quan
shui
seek_shelter at
temple in
bend-curl
sleep
‘Hit by a stick, you were drippy with blood, without a shelter, sleeping curled in the
temple.’
‘(They) hit you with a stick - drippy with blood, you were without a shelter, slept
curled in the temple.’!!
(Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 12th-13th centuries)
NEG.exist
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5.4.4 DE2-marked predicative complements
An [X-DE2] as a unit can function as the semantic complement to another
predicate. Although both [X-DE2] and [X-DE3] can appear as predicative complements,
neither is considered a dedicated marker for predicative complements (see §4.3.3 for DE3marked predicative complements). In the literature, DE2/DE3-marked predicatives and
DE2/DE3-marked

(semantic) predicative complements are often both coded as

predicatives. This is likely because complementation is often achieved in Chinese via
verb serialization, and there is no apparent difference in the coding and distribution
between DE-marked predicatives and DE-marked complements.
The fact that DE2 may be attached to predicative complements, however, should
be acknowledged2, and the contextual factors further investigated. In terms of
collocational patterns, DE2-marked predicative complements include disyllabic words,
manner demonstratives/similatives, reduplicated templates, as well as complex
expressions. A DE2-marked complex expression as a predicative complement (e.g. (49)
below) appears to have an especially clear link to DE2-marked nominalized events. The
following sections introduce DE2-marked complements and the semantic types of the
complement-taking predicate.
5.4.4.1 Immediate perception
[X-DE2] is observed as complement of an immediate perception verb. According
to van der Auwera and Malchukov (2005), such a sentence can be analyzed either as a
complementative (complement of a predicate of perception) or a depictive. In Zu Tang Ji,
the same predicate chenyin also appears as a DE2-marked predicative, as shown in (48).
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

Some verb-originated aspectual or modality markers, such as
DE1 or
zhe (continuous) also
developed into complementizers, appearing between the complement-taking predicate and its complement.
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(48)
shi
jian dongshan
chenin
di
master see
PN
contemplate DE2
‘The master saw that Dongshan is pensive…’
‘The master saw Dongshan’s being pensive…’

(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

5.4.4.2 Achievement
Noonan’s predicates of achievement include predicates that express the
realization or manner of achievement, or the manner or reason for lack of achievement.
One example of [X-DE2] as the complement of dao ‘arrive’ (in a metaphorical sense) in
this category is illustrated in (49).
(49)

[

0

zhi
dao
shou zhi
san fen zhi you yi fen
di
straight
arrive
hand finger
three unit only exist one unit DE2
‘Until his fingers are worn to one thirds (of their original lengths).’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
Compared to the [reduplicated+DE2] expressions in predication, this regular complex
expression functioning as the predicative complement of an achievement predicate (here
it may mark both the initial and the resultant state) is likely an extension from the general
event nominalization of DE2, and less likely to have developed under the influence of the
[modifying event/predicative + particle] schema.
5.4.4.3 Modality
This class is broadly defined to include any overt marking of epistemic or deontic
modality. [X-DE2] is only attested as complements of deontic modality in Zu Tang Ji.
(50)
ru
dui
zunyan
zhang xu
dei
jingjing
di
like
face revered
elderly must should IDEO.careful DE2
‘Like treating one’s revered elders, one should be careful and fearful.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
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(51)

1

muo
NEG

0]

zhi
only

yumuo zui-man-man
such drunk-slow.REDU

di
DE2

you
shemuo
cheng
ban shi
exist
what
succeed
do
time
‘…don’t be oblivious and sluggish like this – what can you manage to do?’
(ibid.)
(52)
muo

zhong-ri
ko
mimi
di
end-day
mouth IDEO.thick/dense
DE2
‘Do not have your mouth thickly blocked all day, i.e. do not mumble or talk
nonsense.’
NEG

(ibid.)
5.4.4.4 (Indirect) speech
One DE2-marked expression is attested as the predicative complement of an
indirect speech predicate in Wu Deng Hui Yuan, as shown in (53). As noted earlier,
complementation is often achieved without extra marking.
(53) [1]
[2]
[1] dangshi
then

da
dongshan
answer PN

[2] tan

wen
hear

PN

yue
say

yangzhou
PN

sheme hua...
what speech

da
sizhou da-sheng
answer PN
great-saint

chuxian
appear

di
DE2

shi
yes

zai
at

fou
not

[1] (Tan asks): “What words did you answer Dongshan then?”
[…](The hearer responds with something completely irrelevant.)
[2] Tan says: “I heard (it is the case that you) answered ‘The Great Saint of Sizhou
appeared in Yangzhou.’ Is this true?”
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
The appearance of DE2 here may be associated with the speaker’s strong intention to seek
affirmation, as his question is not property addressed by the hearer, who deliberately
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provides only irrelevant information. This instance is obviously associated with the
nominalization/identificational function of DE2.
In addition, [X-DE2] also functions as the complement of a direct speech predicate.
A DE2-marked element as the complement of a direct speech predicate most typically
occurs in two situations: as an independent expression, or as the answer to an information
question. These contexts are also associated with an identificational construal. DE2marked expressions that appear as independent/stand-alone propositions in direct quotes
are not coded as predicative complements, but are discussed with DE2-marked standalones in §5.5.3.1-2.
5.4.5 DE2-marked deictic elements in secondary predication and predicatives
Deictic elements, as previously discussed in §4.4.4, may be used to express
similative relations. Different classes of deictic elements are specialized for different
referents (participant vs. manner, property, degree) and different information-packaging
functions (nominal modification vs. predication). DE2 and DE3 are selected by distinctive
classes of deictic elements, which is a reflection of their prototypical informationpackaging functions.
The documented extensions of the deictic elements into to atypical functions with
DE2

are shown in Table 5.5 (based on Table 4.10, added to). Notice that these include

cases that are observed or documented in the literature, but are not included in the
statistics of the sample listed in Table 5.3 above.
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Table 5.5 Deictic elements with DE2 and extensions into atypical functions (based on
Table 4.10, added to.)
Preferred
reference
Participant

Manner,
property, event

Typical
informationpacking function
Nominal
modification

collocation
with
DE2/DE3
DE2 only

Preferred in
predication

DE3 >>
DE2

DE3

Preferred in
nominal
modification

DE2

only

Atypical/extension
attested with DE2
zhe_
na_
wu_
nen_
dou nen_
zhi nen_

Secondary predication
(Secondary)
predication,
predicative
complement
Modifier

nenmuo_
yumuo_
ban_
zhe ban_
yi ban_
X ban_
zhe yang_
(ru)he yang_
ru…yang_
rufa_
ru ci_

…

Secondary predication
…

Secondary predication
(

)
…

Secondary predication
Secondary predication

Where there is a clearer division between the referential DE2 and the predicative
DE3 in

general, the participant/type (DE2-marked) vs. manner/property (DE3-marked)

similatives are kept distinct to a greater extent (with a much lower degree of overlap),
often manifested by preferences over specific closed classes of manner demonstratives.
5.4.5.1 DE3-prone deictic elements attested with DE2 in predication
The manner demonstrative nen ( ), which is predominantly associated with DE3,
is sometimes attested with DE2 in similative predication. Such an extension is observed in
Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan and Dong Xi Xiang, varieties where DE2 more freely enters the
domain of (secondary) predication.
(54)
zhangxie weiren
nen di
PN
behavior
as.such DE3
‘Zhangxie’s behavior is so vulgar.’

!

2

)

cun
vulgar
(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)
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The DE2-marked demonstrative nen ‘such’ is attested in Zhang Xie as the
complement of predicates of knowledge shi ‘know’, immediate perception jue ‘feel’, and
commentative ganxie ‘thank, be appreciative that…’.
(55)

3

zi-lai
bu
shi
nen
di
from-come
NEG
know such DE2
‘(I have) never known (=experienced) such (a condition) ever.’
(Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 12th-13th centuries)
(ibid.)
(56)

(

zi
jue
han duo xing
nen
di
self
feel
cold much appearance
such DE2
‘(I myself) feel very cold and my appearance is such.’
(ibid.)
(57)

(

shen
ganxie wo
gong
nen
deep
thank 1
HON.male
such
‘(We) thank you deeply for doing this.’

di
DE2

(ibid.)
Nen is also attested with DE2 as a complement of achievement predicate in Xi
Xiang.
(58)
bu

dao de
nen de
NEG
arrive DE1 such DE2
‘You couldn’t have become as such.’

(Xi Xiang Ji, 13th c.)

Aside from a general tendency for the DE2-marked nominalization construction to be
extended to manner in these varieties, the extension may also be motivated by the
referential nature of deictic elements, which partly matches the functional prototype of
DE2.

The dimension of referentiality explains the fact that the unusual combination of

nen-DE2, though far from common, is attested even in texts such as Zhu Zi, where DE2
seldom enters the domain of predication. The token frequency is so low that no tokens are
found in the sample selected (Chapters 1-10).
!
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(59)
(
124)
bian
dou nen di
hu
jiao hu
then
all
as.such DE2 reckless
shout reckless
‘They then shout and speak recklessly as such.’

shuo
speak
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)

(60)
bu

)

58

yao
nen
di
kan
NEG
want as.such DE2 look
‘Do not see (interpret) it as such.’
(ibid.)

5.4.5.2 DE2-marked deictic element referred to participant extended to predication
A deictic element specialized for reference to a participant may be extended to
express similation of manner/property in predication. This is observed only in Zhang Xie
Zhuang Yuan, as illustrated by the [demonstrative-DE2] combination [wu-DE2] in (61).
(61)
xiang

fan
lidagong
wu-di
zao
lai
trouble PN
this-DE2
early come
‘How much trouble we brought upon you, Mr. Li! (You) come this/so early.’
(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)
RECI

Wu-DE2 typically appears in presentational contexts and functions as a demonstrative to
introduce new participants into the discourse (see §4.4.4.1).
5.4.5.3 Deictic elements preferred for similative modification attested with DE2 in
predication
Deictic elements referring to manner/property/degree encoded in the [DEM-NSIM]
(zhe-ban (

) ‘this kind’ zhe-yang (

)‘like-way’, ru ci (

) ‘this manner’) or [SIM-NSIM] patterns ( ru fa (

) ‘like this’) typically function as similative modifiers, though

they may be extended to similative secondary and primary predication. They are attested
exclusively with DE2, even when being extended to similative predications. The
combination of DE2 and these elements in predicative-related functions are attested in
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texts where DE2 more freely extended to predicative functions, e.g. Zu Tang Ji and Zhang
Xie, shown in (62)-(64).
Examples (62) and (63) illustrate the DE2-marked similative expression zhe-ban di
5

as a (headless) similative modifier and a similative expression functioning as a

predicative complement, respectively.
(62)

5

zhe-ban di
lunjie bu-nai-he
this-kind DE2 discuss NEG-do-what
‘(One) like this, it is impossible to discuss (it in worldly terms).’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
(63)

5

wo
bu
ke
zhuo ru
zhe
ban
1S
NEG
able make 2S
this
kind
‘I cannot make you (behaving) like this.’
‘I cannot make one (behaving as) such as you.’

di
DE2

(ibid.)
Zhe-ban-DE2 (

) ‘lit. this-kind-DE2’ in (63) is attested with a manipulative predicate

which takes a resulting situation as its complement. Notice that is ambiguous between a
participant and a manner construal, the former denoting ‘the kind of person like you’ and
the latter ‘(behaving) like this’.
Example (64) illustrates a DE2-marked demonstrative functioning as a secondary
predicate in Zhang Xie.
(64)
)
ru fa
di
gao jiao nu
wan-fu
likeway DE2 high shout servant ten.thousand-happiness
‘Shout out Your servant wishes you al the happiness as such.’
(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)
These DE2-exclusive deictic elements that predominantly function as similative
modifiers are also attested in similative predication in texts where the distinction between
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DE2-marked

nominal and DE3-marked predicatives is generally well-kept, such as Zhu Zi,

as in (65)-(66), and San Chao Bei Meng Hui Bian, as in (67).
(65)
,
suoyi
xiqozong
jin
bei
zhe-yang
di
qi
therefore PN
completely
PASS this-manner
DE2
bully
‘Therefore, Emperor Xiao Zong was always bullied this way.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
(66)
,)
xian-ren
junzi
you
zhe-ban
di
duo
virtuous-person noble.man
exist this-kind
DE2
many/much
‘There are so many virtuous people and noble men.’
(ibid.)
(67)

)

shumi
shilang
muo yao
ru-ci
di
si-zheng
PN.government_official NEG
want like-this
DE2
die-fight
‘Mr. Shumi Shilang, do not fight eagerly as such.’
(San Chao Bei Meng Hui Bien, AD 1194)
These deictic elements, then, prefer DE2 over DE3, regardless of whether they occur as
attributive determiner, or as a degree delimiter to an event.
As discussed in the previous section, the use of DE2 with deictic elements in
predication is conditioned by various parameters. Among them is the general referential
nature of deictic elements. Both the selectional preferences and extensions into atypical
combinations and functions are motivated by partial similarity to the constructional
prototype of DE2.
5.5 Developmental paths of DE2 into predicative-related functions
This section discusses the possible paths for DE2 to develop from a marker of
nominal modification to a marker of predicative functions.
5.5.1 Did DE2-marked predicatives develop from postposed non-restrictives?
There is no clear evidence to show that DE2 developed into post-nominal nonrestrictives before it developed predicative functions. Although the post-nominal position
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is a prominent place for appositives to develop, the earliest DE2-marked postposed
descriptive properties, observed in Zu Tang Ji, seem to be clear cases of predicatives
instead of post-nominal non-restrictive modifiers. It might be the case that non-restrictive
modifiers are generally rare, and have not been documented in the early texts. In any case,
because [X-DE2] as a postposed non-restrictive only provides background or descriptive
information to a previously introduced referent without further restricting its identity, it is
functionally closer to a predicative expression in terms of its information structure.
Another plausible explanation is that the development of DE2-marked predicatives
and the postposed non-restrictives are influenced by more than one schema, as reflected
by the notable differences in the semantics and internal structures of the DE2-marked
post-nominal non-restrictives attested. The “factual” postposed non-restrictives attested
in Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua are distinct from the predicatives in Zu Tang Ji. Examples (9)(11) from Zhu Zi Yu Lei (in §5.2.13), where the DE2-marked expression express a
transient state of affairs encoded in the reduplicated templates, seem to be closer to the
predicatives in Zu Tang Ji. The non-restrictives attested may have developed from
different models. The factual expressions as postposed non-restrictives, as mentioned,
likely derived from analogy to pattern of zhe (mainly in Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua and other
oral history narratives), and are also more compatible with the referential function of DE2.
The instances from Zhu Zi Yu Lei and Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan are relatively rare, as
reduplicated templates generally are with DE2-attributives. These are closer to secondary
predicates or predicatives, and may be an analogy based on the general [Reduplicated PRT]
or [Reduplicated DE3] schema, with DE2 referring to an event, instead of a participant.
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5.5.2 From participant nominalizer to marker of predicative event
The development of DE2 into a marker of secondary and primary predication may
be explained by the semantic extension from participant to event nominalization. The
participant-nominalizer functioning as a classificational statement in the [Subject
XPROPERTY/MANNER-di] pattern meaning ‘Subject is an X one’ may be metonymically
extended to property predication meaning ‘Subject is XPROPERTY’.
The development from participant to manner nominalization has been observed
crosslinguistically. Loeb-Diehl (2005) shows that participant nominalizers (called “agent
nominalizer” by Loeb-Diehl) may develop into markers of manner expressions. Two such
examples are the suffix -cā in Classical Nahuatl and -rà in Yagua (a Peba-Yaguan
language from Peru). The former is originally a marker of agentive nouns (Andrews
1975:212) meaning ‘person who is an X/X-ing one’ and the latter is a neutral (i.e. genderunspecified) agent-nominalizer. Both are attested to mark manner expressions, as shown
in (68)-(69).
(68) Classical Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan, Aztacan)
mauh-cā
ō-tzahtzi-c
be.afraid-PCP
3-shout-SG
‘She shouted frightenedly.’ (Andrews 1975:32)
(69) Yagua (Peba-Yaguan) (Derbyshire & Payne 1990:417, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:158)
Juán
rupííy tápii-dee-rà
PN
walked be.slow-DIM-PCP.NEUT
‘Juan walked a little slowly (Juan walked, (as) a little slow one)’
In Chinese, there is also some evidence that a participant nominalizer may
develop predicative and secondary predicate functions, although not all can encode an
extensive range of semantic relations as secondary predicates. The originally nominal
classifier ge, for example, has developed both attributive/nominalization and predicative-
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related functions in several Southern Chinese dialects, as shown in example (70) in Wu
Deng.
(70)
yu
want

shi
caoxi zhi
know PN
idea

yun
fei
cloud fly

qianmian
front-face

shan
mountain

fen-ming
zhen-shi
ge
bu
yong bie
zhui pan
distinct-clear
real-real
GE
NEG
use
otherwise
chase reach
‘If you want to know the idea of Caoxi, (it is) just like the clouds flying over the
mountain in front of you. It is/(being) distinctive and real/(a distinctive and real one);
there is no need to go after it otherwise.’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
Similar usage of ge is observed in (71)-(72) from the modern-day Jinhu Dialect,
Jiangsu Province of China3. Note that in Jinhu dialect, the classifier and nominalizer ge
collocates with both a disyllabic modifier-head compound tie-ying ‘iron-stiff’ and a
reduplicated expressive ABB expression feihonghong.
(71) Jinhu Dialect, Jiangsu Province of China (Zhu 1993:89)
mian-chuang
tie-ying
sleep-bed
iron-hard
‘The bed is iron-hard.’

ge
GE

(72) Jinhu Dialect, Jiangsu Province of China (Zhu 1993:90)
lian
shai
dao fei-honghong
ge
face
bask_in_sun arrive crimson-red.REDU
GE
‘Face is sun-burned until/to the extent that (it is) crimson red.’
In addition, the participant/event nominalizer zhe is attested with expressions
denoting temporal relations in Old and Middle Chinese, e.g. bi-zhe ‘recently, recentZHE.NMZ’,

jin-zhe ‘now, lit. today-ZHE.NMZ’, gu-zhe ‘(in) ancient times, lit. ancient-

ZHE.NMZ’.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

The article was published in Chinese. The examples are written in Chinese characters without phonetic
transcription or glossing. The phonetic transcription here is a transliteration of the characters into Mandarin
Chinese (since I do not speak the Jinhu Dialect), and the glossing is also mine.
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(73)
jin-zhe fu
ran
now-NMZ again such
‘Now it is as such (= previously established event) again.’

(Song Shu, AD 5th century)

(74)
bi-zhe
bing-xue
jing xun
recent-NMZ
ice-snow
last
ten_days
‘Recently snow lasts for more than ten days.’
(ibid.)
The uses of ZHE in temporal phrases also finds its parallel with the DE2-marked relative
tense marker xin-lai ‘recent(ly), lit. new-come’ observed in Zhang Xie (see (27) in §5.3.1).
It is not surprising that temporal relations are more likely to align with participant
nominalizers, since the specification of time is more referential than descriptive in nature.
Another semantic domain where either reference to a “type” (a participant) or
denotation/reference to a “manner” (state/property) applies is the similative relation.
Similative of manner is metonymically derived from similative of a type.
(75)
ru-ci
zhe
like-this NMZ

si-shi
four-ten

yu
nian
more year

yi
gu
neng shi
qi
zhong
because.of
reason able order 3
crowd
‘Doing this for more than forty years, because of this they are able to manage their
people.’
(Shi Ji, 2nd century BC)
(76)

1

sheng-fuo
yi-ban
libai
live-Buddha
one-kind
worship
‘He worshiped (the monks) like living Buddhas.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
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5.5.3 From event-nominalization (identificational) to manner predication
As discussed in §4.2.3, DE2 is attested as a nominalizer of events especially when
the event is in contrastive focus. [X DE2] as an event nominalization construction, which
originally only fulfills the role of a topic or a participant and is often in contrastive focus,
may have been extended to function as a predicative complement, secondary predicate, or
predicative without marking a focused element. This explanation suggests that the unit [X
DE2],

which denotes an event X, may expand its pragmatic (information packaging)

function into the domain of predication along with the loss of preference over contrastive
contexts. The predicative-related functions may therefore be an extension from the event
nominalization function without necessarily involving focus or contrast.
5.5.3.1 DE2-marked stand-alone propositions
§4.2.2.3.1 discussed the functions of DE2 in the equational structure introduced by
the copula shi, arguing that most such DE2-marked predicates are identificational
statements. A DE2-marked expression may function as a proposition without a supporting
element such as shi, such as (77).
(77)
zhe
ge
ni
chi
di
this
CL
2S
eat
DE2
‘This is one that is meant for you (to take).’
Like DE2-marked event concepts functioning as contrastive topics and predicative
nominals, most DE2-marked stand-alone propositions are associated with identificational
contexts.
A DE2-marked independent proposition may function unambiguously as a
counter-presuppositional statement, where the DE2-marked new proposition challenges
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one part of an asserted (full/closed) proposition. A proposition-final DE2 (or DE2-marked
stand-alone sentences) as a marker of a counter-presuppositional statement is often called
a stance-marker. Such a function is already attested in Zu Tang Ji, as shown in (78).
(78) [1]
[2]
[3]

（

）

[1] wenshan

yun
sheme chu
de
zhe
ge
lai
say
what place get
this
CL
come
[2] dui
yue
wu
zhe
ge
respond
say
NEG.exist
this
CL
[3] jiashan yun zhe
ge
you
bei
lao
seng zuo
que
di
PN
say
this
CL
still pass old
monk sit
cont DE2
[1] Wenshan says: ‘Where did you get this?’
[2] (Luopu) responds: ‘This does not exist.’
[3] Jiashan says: ‘The old monk is still sitting on this.’ (Lit. This one, the old monk is
still sitting on.)
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
PN

The passage in (78) is a philosophical debate between three monks about the
‘existence’ and ‘non-existence’ of reality. Wenshan’s initial inquiry in [78-1] about the
object in question (a seat) is based on the assumption that the object exists, and Luopu
contradicts this proposition by responding that the seat ‘does not exist’ in [78-2].
Jiashan’s response in [78-3] contradicts the proposition in [78-2] by pointing out that the
old monk is still sitting on the seat, thus it cannot be non-existent.
Two facts hold in the situation in (78). First, that the seat equals to the one that the
old monk is sitting on, and second, that the old monk is sitting on the seat. The primary
intention of the speaker in (78-3) is obviously not to equate the seat as something the old
monk is sitting on, but to bring forth the proposition that the old monk is still sitting on
the seat, so as to contradict the previous proposition that the seat is ‘non-existent.’ The
sentence in (78-3) therefore involves foregrounding of the truthfulness of the proposition,
and backgrounding of reference to the participant based on the additional information
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provided in the proposition. The foregrounding of pragmatic implicature is represented in
(79).
(79)

Foregrounding of pragmatic implicature (a > b)
a. Focus on participant [This = the one the old monk is still sitting on]
b. Focus on truthfulness of proposition [Truth = the old monk is still sitting on
this]
The function DE2-marked stand-alone proposition to mark contrast is not

restricted to Buddhist texts. (80) illustrates a DE2-marked counter-presuppositional
proposition in Zhang Xie, a drama script.
(80) [1] [ ]
!
[2] [ ]

!! !

[1] [jing] popo
old.woman
[2] [muo] bu
NEG

!

《

》

you
have

bao
treasure

bu
NEG

yu
with

gonggong
old.man

dao
say

zhi
di
know DE2

!
[1] Jing [male character]: ‘The old lady has treasure; (how could) she not tell you (the
old man)?’
[2] Muo [male character]: ‘(I) don’t know (indeed).’
(Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, 12th-13th centuries)
The DE2-marked proposition bu zhi di in (72-2) contradicts the proposition in (721) which indicates that he (the male character muo) knows about the treasure.
5.5.3.2 Case study: DE2-marked stand-alone propositions and alternative strategies
in three Buddhist texts
This section compares similar passages across three Buddhist texts where
stand-alone DE2- or DE3-marked propositions in the form [Proposition-DE] are attested.
These DE-marked stand-alone propositions constitute an intermediate semantic hybrid
category where DE2 and DE3 overlap in distribution, involving mixed contextual
information in terms of different parameters that define the construction prototypes.
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Some varieties allow the extension of [X DE2] from event nominalization to manner
predication without any focused element involved. Independent [Proposition-DE2] is
more common as an answer to Buddhist “riddles” packed as information questions,
similar to the English question [What/how/which is X?] answered by [(X is)…Prop].
An independent [X-DE2] in this context may be interpreted as an ordinary
predicative without an overt subject, either with the event X itself as the predicate, or as a
classificational statement ‘(Sbj is) an X one’. Because the [X-DE2] expression is often a
focused or contrasted element, the occurrence DE2 may also be marking the information
packaging function. The independent propositions marked by DE2 thus seem to be a
transitional stage between event nominalization as predicatives and participant
nominalization as classificational statements (or identificational vs. predicational).
This oral tradition is documented in Zu Tang Ji and preserved in subsequent
Buddhist texts. Because they often relate allegorically to abstract philosophical concepts,
it can be somewhat obscure what [X-DE2/DE3] is actually attributed to or predicated of. In
addition, the questions are not always addressed directly – the answers to such questions
can focus on a referent, a property or an event as a general suggestion. Despite the
occasional elusive nature of the real denotation of the proposition, the three Buddhist
texts Zu Tang Ji (AD 952), Jing De Chuan Deng Lu (AD 1004), and Wu Deng Hui Yuan
(AD 1252) document several similar anecdotes and debates among Buddhist monks. The
overlaps and differences in linguistic structures, specifically the selection between DE2-,
DE3-,

and zero-marked propositions provide a ground for analyzing the semantic,

pragmatic, and morphophonological contexts for a particular construction to be selected.
In §5.5.3.2.1-4, where applicable, the contexts attested with a DE2-marked stand-alone
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proposition in Zu Tangji will be jointly discussed with passages narrating the same
anecdotes in Jing De Chuan Deng Lu and Wu Deng Hui Yuan as a comparison of the
possible strategies that may be used in a similar context. The passages from the three
different texts will be listed in parallel for ease of comparison, with text from Zu Tang Ji,
Jing De Chuan Deng Lu and Wu Deng Hui Yuan labeled as #Z, #J, and #W, respectively.
Attested examples from non-Buddhist texts are also included in discussion.
5.5.3.2.1 Focus/contrastive
Example (81) shows two versions of the same dialogue documented in Wu Deng
Hui Yuan and Jing De Chuan De Lu. Both conversations involve a DE2-marked
proposition as a counter-presuppositional statement, similar to (78) and (80) discussed
above.
(81) [1] (#J)
[1] (#W)

(
(

)
4)

[2] (#J)
[2] (#W)

(
(

)
4)

[3] (#J)
[3] (#W)

(
(

)
4)

[4] (#J)
[4] (#W)

(
(

)
4)

!
(

[1] (#J)
song
[1] (#W) song
PN

)

yue
yue
say

(

ruo
if

)

shi
be

dao
dao
say

ye
ye
also

[2] (#J)
shi
yue
you zhuo-bu-de
[2] (#W) shi
yue shi you zhuo-bu-de
shi
master say be exist make-NEG-DE1 be
[3] (#J)
song
[3] (#W) song
PN

!

yue
yue
say

zong
zong
all

bu
bu
NEG

renme
renme
such
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zhuo-bu-de
zhuo-bu-de
make-NEG-get.DE1
wu
wu
not.exist

zhuo-bu-de
zhuo-bu-de
make-NEG.DE1

[4] (#J)
shi
yue
[4] (#W) shi
yue
master say

zhuo-bu-de
zhuo-bu-de
do-NEG-DE1

di
di

ni

DE2

PRT

[1] ‘Song says: Even if one speaks of it, it cannot be done.’
[2]‘The master said: “Is it “the extant” that cannot be done?” Is it “the nothingness”
that cannot be done?’
[3] ‘Song said: It is simply not as such.’ (=It simply should not be discussed as such.)
[4] ‘The master said: (It) Cannot be done (indeed)!’
(#J: Jing De Chuan Deng Lu); (#W: Wu Deng Hui Yuan)
The conversation involves a philosophical debate about existence, and whether an
understanding of existence vs. nothingness can be achieved by speech. The proposition in
(81-4), suggesting that ‘it cannot be done’, contradicts what is proposed in (81-3), that the
discussion or question proposed in (81-2) is itself inappropriate. By proposing an answer
to the question in (81-3) - that it cannot be done - (81-4) contradicts the presupposition
brought forth by (81-2). The DE2-marked proposition in Wu Deng Hui Yuan is marked
with an additional final-particle, which further strengthens the element of contrast. In
both texts, the proposition is marked by DE2. Notice that in addition to the element of
contrast, the proposition is a complex negative potential expression, zhuo-bu-de, a pattern
not attested with DE3.
5.5.3.2.2 Propositions where there is an information gap
Another context for a DE2-marked proposition to appear is as the answer to an
information question, as in (82).
(82) [1] (#Z)
[1] (#J)
[1] (#W)

?

[2] (#Z)
[2] (#J)
[2] (#W)
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[3] (#Z)
[3] (#J)
[3] (#W)
[4] (#Z)
[4] (#J)
[4] (#W)
[1] (#Z) wen bu
[1] (#J) wen bu
[1] (#W) wen bu
ask NEG

li
li
li
undergo

[2] (#Z) shi
[2] (#J) shi
[2] (#W) shi
master

zhuoshuo
di (DE2)
zhuoshuo
di (DE3)
zhuoshuo
di (DE3)
vigorous/outstanding DE2 DE3

yun
yue
yue
say

gu
gu
gu
past

[3] (#Z) you
wen
[3] (#J)
[3] (#W)
again ask

yue
yue
say

undergo

[4] (#Z) shi
[4] (#J) shi
[4] (#W) shi
master

ren
ren
ren
let

lan
di (DE2)
lan
ø
lan
ø
rotten DE2 ø

yun
yue
yue
say

li

jin
shi
jin
shi
jin
shi
present matter time

gu
gu
gu
past

jin
shi
jin
shi
jin
shi
present matter

ru-he
ru-he
ru-he
like-what

ru-he
ru-he
ru-he
like-what

[1] (#Z) ‘(The pupil) asked: “What about the matter of not experiencing the past and
the present?/ Not experiencing the past and the present, what about it?’4
[1] (#J) (#W) ‘(The pupil) asked: “What about the time (when) one does not
experience the past and the present?/‘When not experiencing the past and the present,
what about it?’
[2] (#Z) ‘The master said: “Vigorous/outstanding.”’ [A vigorous/outstanding one.]
[It is a matter of being vigorous/outstanding.’
[2] (#J) (#W) ‘The master said: ‘It is vigorous/outstanding.’
[3] (#Z) ‘(The pupil) asked again: “What about the matter of experiencing the past
and the present?”’/The matter of experiencing the past and the present, what about
it?’
[3] (#J) (#W) ‘(The pupil said)’: What about the matter of the past and the present?”
‘The matter of the past and the present, what about it?’

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
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For a discussion about the structural ambiguities involved in this particular context, refer to (31)-(32) in §4.2.2.2.
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[4] (#Z) ‘The master said: “Let (it) rot (= let it be).’” [(A case of) letting it be.]
[4] (#J) (#W)” The master said: ‘Let (it) rot.’ (=let it be).
The speaker in (82) asks two sets of information questions in seek of the hearer’s
comments on two conditions – not experiencing the past and the future, and experiencing
the present and the future. The information questions are initiated by the interrogative
word ruhe ‘how/what, lit. like-what’ originated from a similative combined with an
interrogative pronoun. The hearer’s responses to these questions are two sets of
expressions, the first a property concept, and the second an event concept, both marked
by DE2. The responses include a property expression zhuoshuo ‘vigorous/outstanding’,
which has no clear referent in the discourse, and an action ren lan ‘lit. let rot’ as a
suggestion to the hearer.
Example (83) is attested in Zu Tang Ji, where DE2 is also extended to mark
regular predication.
(83)

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

"
)

[1] wen
ask

!

ru-he
like-what

shi
COP

pi
skin

[2] shi
yun
master say

fen-ming
ge
distinct-clear CL

[3] ru-he
like-what

shi

[4] shi
yun
master say

mian-mi
fine-dense

[5] ru-he
like-what

shi

COP

COP

di
DE2

gu
bone
ge
CL

sui
marrow
350

[6] shi
yun
master say

geng mi
yu
more dense at

mi
dense

[1] ‘(The monk asked):”What is the skin?”’
[2] ‘The master said: “(It is) clear and distinct. (The clear and distinct one).”’
[3] “What is the bone?”
[4] ‘The master said: “(It is) fine and dense. (The fine and dense one).”’
[5] ‘What is the marrow?’
[6] ‘The master said: denser than dense.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
In example (83), the skin, bone, and bone marrow are commonly used metaphors among
Buddhist monks as allegories to varying degrees of understanding to knowledge. In this
case, the three elements have not been established in the previous discourse, but are
shared knowledge among the interlocutors. The answers to the questions ‘What is the
skin?/the bone?/the bone marrow?’ illustrate that the answer can identify a type (defined
by a property) or a property (the property associated with the referent). The first two
answers, marked by DE2 and/or the classifier ge, is ambiguous between identification of a
generic type and a property associated with a type, suggesting that the skin is ‘(a) clear
and distinct (one)’ and the bone is ‘(a) fine and dense (one)’, while the last answer
identifies the property of the bone marrow ‘denser than dense’. The focused element
(answer to information question) need not be overtly marked, thus it is difficult in a way
to know whether DE2 is really marking focus or is simply there as a marker of a
predicated property.
Example (84) is a different conversation documented in Wu Deng Hui Yuan, but
the speaker in (84) seems to have a similar content to the answer in (83). The proposition
involving fenming in (84), while also clearly linked to the event-nominalization function,
is marked only by the classifier-derived ge. [nominalization of event > assertive]
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(84)
shi
master

yue
say

ru
2s

shi
recognize

mou-jia
somebody

fou
not

yue
fenming
ge
say
distinct-clear CL
‘The monk says: do you know “somebody” or not?’
‘(The other monk) says: ‘Clear(ly).’ (Or: It is clear./(The matter) is a clear (one).)
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
The following example from Wu Deng Hui Yuan (a similar passage is also
attested in Jin De Chuan Deng Lu) further confirms that the independent DE2 proposition
construction is highly associated with focus. In Wu Deng Hui Yuan (and Jing De Chuan
Deng Lu), DE2 is rarely employed in predication unless as an identificational or
classificational statement, and DE3 serves as the primary marker of reduplicated
predicative properties. The reduplicated property, jiji, which is primarily associated with
DE3-predicatives,

is marked by DE2 here, followed by an exclamatory/interrogative

particle ni which clearly marks a focused element.
(85) [1] (#J)(#W)
[2] (#J)(#W)
[1] (#J)(#W) wen
ask
[2] (#J)(#W) shi
master

(
!

(

8)
8)

jiji
wu
lonely/silent NEG
yue
jiji
say
lonely/silent

yi
rely
di
DE2

shi
time
ni

ru-he
like-what

PRT

[1] (#J)(#W) ‘The pupil asked: “What to do when one is alone with nothing to rely
on?”’
[2] (#J)(#W) ‘The master said: Alone and silent!’ (It is the case of being alone and
silent!)
5.5.3.2.3 Predicative and identificational
Example (86) illustrates a situation where a DE2-marked reduplicated property as
a proposition, tangtangmimi di, appears as a predicative statement in Zu Tang Ji.
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Tangtangmimi is often used in Buddhist texts to depict the state of truth being easily
perceivable and reflected in all matters of existence.
(86) [1] (#Z)
[1] (#J)
[1] (#W)

)
)
)

[2] (#Z)
[2] (#J)
[2] (#W)

)
)
)

[1] (#Z) you
yi
[1] (#J) also
[1] (#W)
exist one

ri
day

xuefeng
xuefeng
xuefeng

you

shi

PN

exist

time

(#Z) tangtang-mimi
(#J) tangtangmimi
(#W) tangtangmimi
unconcealed.REDU-dense.REDU
[2] (#Z) shi
[2] (#J) shi
[2] (#W) shi
master
[2a]
[2b] shi
[2c] shi
be

sheme
sheme
sheme
what

bian
then

chu
chu
chu
exit

gao
wei
wei
tell

zhong
zhong
zhong
crowd

yun
yue
yue
say

di
di
di

[DE2]
[DE3]
[DE3]
DE2/DE3

dui
respond

tangtang-mimi
tangtang-mimi
tangtang-mimi
unconcealed.REDU-dense.REDU

wen
wen
ask

yun
yue
say

di[DE2]
-ø
-ø
DE2

[1] (#Z)‘Another day Xuefeng told the crowd’: “(An) unconcealed and omnipresent
(one).”’
[1] (#J, #W)‘Once Xuefeng told the crowd’: “Unconcealed and omnipresent.”
[2] (#Z) ‘The master then exited and responded: “What is (an) unconcealed and
omnipresent (one)?”’
[2] (#J, #W) ‘The master exited and asked: What is unconcealed and omnipresent?’
Here there is no contextual information on what the proposition is predicated of,
thus the hearer responds with an information question inquiring about the subject of the
proposition, What is Prop? (Prop = dangdang mimi di). The two occurrences of the
propositions tamgtangmimi/dangdangmimi (which are variant phonetic forms) can both
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be translated either as a predicative property, i.e. “unconcealed and omnipresent”, or a
classificational statement “(an) unconcealed and omnipresent (one).” The first occurrence
of tangtangmimi is predicational in both interpretations, but the second time it appears as
a focused element because it is the topic of an information question. In Zu Tang Ji, the
master’s responses are both marked by DE2. In Jing De Chuan Deng Lu, DE2 is replaced
by DE3 in the first response, and the second answer is unmarked.
Another example that involves identificational/predication ambiguity is shown in
(87).
(87) [1] (#Z)
[1] (#W)
[2] (#Z)
[2] (#W)
[3] (#Z)
[3] (#W)
[4] (#Z)
[4] (#W)
[5] (#Z)
[5] (#W)

(

[1] (#Z) shi
yun
[1] (#W) shi
yun
monk say

dong-hu
dongting-hu
PN-lake

[2] (#Z) dui
(#W)
respond

yun
yue
say

[3] (#Z) shi
yun
(#W) shi
yue
monk say

ru-xu
xu
as-such

(#Z) shui shang
(#W) shui
water still
[4] (#Z) Daowu yun
man
(#W) Daowu yun
man
PN
say
full

!

shui man
shui man
water full

ye
ye
also

duo shi
duo shi
much time

yu
yu
rain

wei
wei
not_yet

wei
wei
not_yet

wei
for
ye
ye

wei
sheme wei
what not_yet

PRT
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man
man
full

[5] (#Z) Yuyan yun
(#W) Yuyan yun
PN
say

zhanzhan
di (DE2)
zhanzhan
di (DE3)
IDEO.full.deep DE2/DE3

[1] (#Z) The monk said: ‘Is the water in Donghu Lake full or not?’
[1] (#W) The monk said: ‘Is the water in Dongting Lake full or not?’
[2] (#Z) (The other monk) responded: ‘Not yet.’
[2] (#W) (The other monk) said: ‘Not yet.’
[3] (#Z) The monk said: ‘It has been raining for such a lot of time, and the water is
still not full yet?!’
[3] (#W) The monk said: ‘It has been raining for such a lot of time. Why is the water
not full yet?’
[4] (#Z) ‘Daowu said: “(The lake) is full.”’
[4] (#W) Daowu said: “(The lake) is full.”’
[5] (#Z) ‘Yuyan said: “(It is) full and deep.”’ (It is) a full and deep one./‘It IS full and
deep.’
[5] (#W)‘Yuyan said: “(It is/IS) full and deep.”’
The descriptive element, zhanzhan, is marked by DE2 in Zu Tang Ji, and by DE3 in Wu
Deng Hui Yuan. [X-DE] in (87) has a recoverable subject referent in the discourse, the
Donghu Lake. Zhanzhan di ‘full and deep’ is predicated of the Donghu Lake, either as a
regular predicative property ‘full and deep’ (with DE2-marked expression referring to the
property itself) or as a classificational statement ‘a full and deep one’. The proposition
zhanzhan may be conceptualized a regular predicative involving no contrast, which is
adding to Daowu’s comment that the lake is full, or it may be conceptualized as a
counter-presuppositional statement further contrasting the previous monk’s response that
the lake is not full yet.
5.5.3.2.4 An overall comparison between similar passages in three Buddhist texts
The following is a comparison between several similar passages related to DE2marked propositions in three Buddhist texts Zu Tang Ji, Jing De Chuan Deng Lu, and Wu
Deng Hui Yuan, which document a fair amount of overlapping dialogues between monks.
A DE2-marked proposition in one text may be marked by DE3 or unmarked in another text.
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The attested instances (including their morphophonological patterns and contexts)
represent clusters of parameters characteristic of typical DE2 and DE3 constructions, thus
speakers may resort to either construction, or even the unmarked strategy to encode an
expression in such a context. The prototypical features that are associated with the
constructions are listed in (88) (R=reduplication, *=unspecified).
(88)

Syntactic function
DE2: Topic/Argument

Pragmatics/Info.
Referent-marking
Identificational

Pattern
Non-R > R

Semantics
Event/action > property

DE3: Predicative

*

R > Non-R

Descriptive property

Zero:

*

*

*

*

Overall, the patterns remain similar for Chuan Deng Lu and Wu Deng, where property
predication, whether contrastive or not, is predominantly marked by DE3, as opposed to
the pattern in Zu Tang Ji, where DE2 is used for both propositions in identificational
contexts and regular predicatives, regardless of their morphophonological patterns.
A comparison between the similar passages involving DE2-marked stand-alone
propositions in three Buddhist texts is provided in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6 A comparison between similar passages involving DE2-marked stand alone
propositions (#:unmarked, --:not applicable)
zhanzha
1
n
dangdan
gmimi
(1)
Func
tion

Referent
Pred.
Iden
Nomi- .
nal

Contras
t
Info
gap
Predicative

Pattern
Semantics
Text

Zu Tang Ji
Chuan Deng Lu
Wu Deng Hui Yuan

5.6

2
dangdang
mimi (2)

jiji

zhuosh
uo

ren
lan

zhuobude

(?)

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

R
Property

CX
Action
DE2
#

CX
Event

#

DE2

(✓?)
R
Proper
-ty
DE2
--

✓
R
Property

R
Property

DE2

DE2

--

DE3

#

DE2

D
Proper
-ty
DE2
DE3

DE3

DE3

#

DE2

DE3

-DE2

Semantic maps
The predicative-related functions of DE2 are more established in three of the texts,

Zu Tang Ji, Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, and Xi Xiang Ji. The predicative functions of DE2
developed from two primary paths: (i) from DE2-marked non-prototypical modification to
(secondary) predication, (ii) from nominalization/identificational constructions to
(secondary) predication. Section 5.6 presents the semantic maps of secondary predication
based on the two developmental paths for DE2-marked predicative functions.
The first map, shown in Figure 5.1, illustrates the path from attribution to
(secondary) predication by way of non-prototypical modification. Notice that the
extensions in semantic and information-packaging functions follow the same trajectory
for pre-nominal and post-nominal nominal modification.
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Figure 5.1 From non-prototypical modification to secondary predication

Especially in Xi Xiang Ji, the extension of DE2 into secondary predication is more
apparently associated with the descriptive nature of the text, which exhibits a more liberal
use of DE2-marked non-restrictive nominal modification with descriptives, and the
ambiguity between secondary predication and non-restrictive modification (see a more
detailed discussion and comparison with DE3-marked attributives in Ch6).
Another major path involves the extension of DE2-marked nominalization/
identificational constructions into regular predication, most well-attested in Zu Tang Ji
and Zhang Xie. The correlation between focus-marking and predicative-related functions
in Zu Tang Ji and Zhang Xie is listed in Table 5.7. Stand-alone expressions, where the
DE2-marked

expression seems to be the whole proposition, instead of the predicate alone,

are also listed for ease of comparison.
Table 5.7 DE2-marked predicative-related functions and focus-marking in Zu Tang
Ji and Zhang Xie
Zu Tang Ji
Secondary predicate
Stand-alone
(Including answer)
Predicative
Complement
Total

Non-focus
Zu Tang Ji
Zhang xie
7
3

4
5
16

Possible focus
Zu Tang Ji Zhang xie
3
2

2
1
6

Focus
Zu Tang Ji Zhang Xie
2
4
1

1
6

22 (58%)

1

2

7

3

16 (42%)

Overall, 42% (16/38) of the DE2-marked predicative-related functions attested in
Zu Tang Ji and Zhang Xie are likely associated with focus-marking. DE2 appears to be
highly associated with focus-marking in stand-alone expressions, and moderately
!
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correlated with focus-marking in secondary predicates. DE2-marked predicatives and
predicative complements are not associated with focus-marking in these two texts.
In sum, there are several possible developmental paths of DE2 from a marker of
referentiality and a marker of predicative events in different texts. In Zu Tang Ji and
Zhang Xie, the semantic extension seems to form a continuum in a conceptual space. DE2
as a participant nominalizer has not only been semantically extended to refer to an event
in focus, but also develops other non-referential functions. The syntactic expansion of the
[X DE2] pattern from arguments/topics to predicatives and secondary predicates is first
enabled by its semantic expansion to encode event concepts. The semantically general [X
DE2],

which represents ‘an event X’ as the topic or arguments is then extended to mark a

manner, condition, or an event that functions as a secondary predicate/primary predicate
via analogy to the existing modifying-event schema. The same extension is also observed
in Wu Deng, though its rarity suggests a much less degree of conventionalization. In Wu
Deng, the few DE2-marked predicatives and secondary predicates is associated with DE2marked topic (see (45)) and stand-alone constructions (see §5.5.3.2), and predicative
complement in contrastive focus (see (53)). They demonstrate developmental paths for
DE2 similar

to those in Zhu Tang Ji and Zhang Xie, only with less entrenchment of DE2 in

the predicative-related schemas.
These uses represent an extension of the event-nominalization function, as well as
the loosening of a pragmatic constraint. Because of the loss of preference over focused
elements, DE2 is able to appear as a manner-denoting light noun without marking focused
elements. The loosening of pragmatic constraint from a focused element to a neutral one
probably occurs simultaneously with the incorporation of [X-DE2] into the modifying
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event schema, where DE2 serves merely as a particle attached to the modifying event. [XDE2]

competes with [X-DE3], and is sometimes incorporated (though not always

prominently) as one of the subschemas in the [Modifying event PRT] network, but in all
the texts, DE3 is always available as a marker for predicative-related functions.
The nominalization and predicative-related functions of DE2 can be arranged as
connected regions of a conceptual space. The following figure shows the semantic map of
the related functions of [X DE2] in Zu Tang Ji, Zhang Xie, and Wu Deng, with the
predicative-related functions shown in blue.
Figure 5.2 Developmental paths of DE2 from nominalization/identificational into
predication (Zu Tang Ji, Wu Deng Hui Yuan, Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan)

!!
The conceptual category of predicative complements is only half-colored in blue
because some predicative complements also function like arguments. The figure shows
that the predicative functions may develop directly from either event nominalization
(linked by solid lines) or participant-nominalization (linked by dotted lines). The
pragmatic context preferred by event nominalization, +focus, is enclosed in parentheses
in the predicative functions, which shows that the preference over identificational
contexts for event-denotation becomes less salient for predicative functions. The same
figure may apply to Zhang Xie Zhuang Yuan, (thought there are no attested instances of
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event-nominalization attested as contrastive topics) with the focus-marking function
becoming less relevant in most predicative-related functions.
5.7 Asymmetric collocational preferences for different functions
Though a less common pattern, data shows that participant-nominalizers may
extend to mark events, including manner and states in predication. A potential issue with
both developmental paths proposed in §5.6 for DE2-marked predicatives is that in both
cases, DE2 is expected to retain to some extent its collocational preferences in headless
modifier constructions, including both participant and event nominalization.
In Chapter 4, we have demonstrated that collocation with reduplicated templates
is generally disfavored by the major DE2-marked constructions, including (pre-nominal)
and headless attributives. Now we will examine the overall tendency of DE2-collocates
including the minor functions of DE2. The distribution of DE2-marked reduplicated and
non-reduplicated templates in different functions is listed in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8 Reduplication and DE2-marked expressions
Functions
1. Attributive [X-DE2 N]
2. Headless [X-DE2]
3. Postposed attributive
4. Ind/Answer/Stand-alone (event)
5. Secondary predicate
6. Predicatives/complements
7. Ambiguous between adv/attr
Overall

Raw frequency
Redu
Non-Redu
18
1046
7
670
1
52
3
6
24
27
10
8
12
2
75
1811

Ratio
Redu : Non-Redu
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

59
96
52
3
1.13
.80
.16
24.14

Table 5.8 shows that the overall probability for reduplicated expressions to collocate with
all functions of DE2 is only around 4% (75/1886) in my sample from Tang to Song-Jin
Period5. The preference of DE2-attributives over non-reduplicated expressions is
evidenced by the distribution of non-reduplicated vs. reduplicated patterns for all DE2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5

Excluding lexicalized adverbs such as chedi
nen-di, etc. (
).

and instances with demonstratives zhe-di, nen-di, zhi-
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marked attributives (functions 1-3). An examination of the distribution of collocates of
the predicative-related functions, however, shows a much different tendency. Just like
DE3-marked

predicatives, DE2-marked (secondary) predicates have a greater tendency to

collocate with reduplicated expressions. Although the overall frequency of DE2-marked
stand-alone predications is low, they seem to be an intermediate category for attributives
and predicatives – though there is a preference for non-reduplicated expressions, the ratio
is not as high as the DE2-marked attributives. The selectional preferences of DE2,
therefore, differ significantly for its referential and predicative functions. The semantic,
syntactic, pragmatic, and collocational patterns functions of DE2-marked nominalization
constructions and predicative-related constructions are summarized in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9 Parameters associated with different DE2-marked constructions
Construction

Headless modification /
Nominalization
[X DE2]

Stand-alone
expressions
[X DE2]#

Semanticdenotation
Semantics

Participant

Event

participant/ event

One that X

Function

topic,
argument

Fact/
matter/
event X
topic,
argument

One that X
Fact/ matter/ event
X
Proposition

Pragmatics

identification

Contrast

Collocate

Non-R (>> R)

(Identificational)
/contrast)
Non-R > R

Pattern

Secondary
predicate
[X DE2] [PRED]
event (>>
participant)
Extent/ manner/
condition X

Predicative
/complement
[X DE2]PRED
/ PRED [X DE2]
event (>>
participant)
Extent/ manner/
condition X

Event
modification/
elaboration

Predication /
elaboration of
event

R ≈ Non-R

R ≈ Non-R

The asymmetry in collocational patterns for DE2-marked attributives and
predicatives raises certain issues among previous attempts to establish the paths of
development. We have proposed that a few DE2-marked secondary predicates, e.g.
manner demonstratives preferred for attributition, such as zhe-ban (
temporal reference such as xin-lai-DE2 (

), the marking of

), are likely exclusive to DE2. Some

complex patterns serving as predicative complements, e.g. san fen zhi you yi fen di (
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), are also clearly more linked to the DE2-nominalization than the
modifying event schema. The general collocational patterns for DE2-marked predicatives,
however, are highly similar to those of DE3.
Most scholars do not have an issue acknowledging predicative complements such
as DE2-marked complex expressions like the ones shown in (49) and (53) (san fen zhi you
yi fen di

) and (sizhou dasheng zai Yangzhou chuxian di

) as an extension of the nominalization function of DE2, but are hesitant to view DE2marked predicatives encoded in reduplicated patterns as derived from the nominalization
function. The appearance of DE2-marked predicatives is sometimes called “intrusion into
the territory of DE3”, but not much explanation is provided beyond the vague statement
that they are “similar elements”. Liu (2008), for instance, refers to DE2 in (40) and (48)
attested in Zu Tang Ji as a verbal-suffix (chenyin di

, variant form yinchen di

once as a predicative complement, and twice as predicatives). Liu argues that it is a
function of DE2 distinct from “a marker of descriptive expressions” that has later become
obsolete, and does not link these cases of DE2 to the nominalization function.
In any case, the asymmetry in the probability of reduplicated templates calls for
an explanation in terms of development. How would one explain the apparent sudden
leap for the original DE2-marked headless modification construction into a new
construction both different from the original construction in terms of the semantics and
collocational preferences? Specifically, how did the reduplicated patterns, which are very
unlikely to be nominalized by DE2 in the first place, get extended to event-predication
from a DE2-marked nominalized event? How does a secondary predicate that is unlikely
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to be applicable to a participant (which must be referring to the subevent/event-oriented
property directly) be directly derived from participant-nominalization construction?
The difference in collocation may be explained by a partial inheritance of a
general schema, or the loss of collocational constraint when the construction develops
polysemous functions independent from the original construction. Collocational
preferences are not associated with the markers DE2 or DE3 alone, but are also reflections
of the prototypical pragmatic functions of a construction.
5.8 Conclusion
The development of DE2 into predicative and related constructions may be
explained partly by naturalness of semantic extension, but it likely also involves analogy
to existing networks, and a constant negotiation and reconceptualization of what a pattern
represents in a variety. The degree of semantic extension differs in each variety
represented by the text selected.
The discussion above aspires to show that a construction is a conceptual blueprint,
a prototype consisting of multiple parameters. Contexts involving information associated
with different parameters point to incongruence with the prototype – for example,
incongruence of information packaging function and preferred morphophonological
template may lead one speaker to opt for a strategy with reference to a specific parameter,
but another speaker may make a choice based on another parameter.
The attested usage cannot be explained away by a single factor alone. The
occurrence of DE2 or DE3 in overlapping contexts needs to be explained by a full-fledged
examination of all relevant contextual factors, including construction-internal factors
(morphophological pattern of the collocate, information packaging function, linear order,
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and semantics) and external factors (e.g. the overall structure of the language, existing
models for analogy).
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Chapter 6
Minor Functions of DE3
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 introduces the nominal modification functions of DE3 attested in the
10th-13th centuries, along with the development of DE2 into the domain of secondary
predication in similar contexts. As discussed in Chapter 4, DE3 is primarily associated
with predicative functions, particularly secondary predication in this period. A DE3marked secondary predicate typically appears in the pre-verbal position, and are highly
associated with descriptive morphophonology, especially elements encoded via
reduplication.
The minor patterns of DE3 developed partly due to a drift away from predicate
“modification” (secondary predication) to referent modification. One possible path of
development is via a postnominal modifier that is construed as belonging to the domain
of reference (cf. DE2-marked postnominal modifiers in Chapter 5, which are modifiers
construed as predications). Another path is via secondary predicates (particularly via the
participant-oriented construal), where the depiction marked by DE3 is construed as
modifying the referent rather than combining with the predication.
The functions occur in contexts that are intermediate between the prototypical
(secondary) predication and the prototypical nominal modifier schemas, i.e. when the
DE3-marked

predicate modifier approaches a nominal modifier with respect to its

syntagmatic structure (e.g. being adjacent to a nominal, particularly in the canonical prenominal modifier position), and/or information-packaging function (e.g. association with
thetic and presentational contexts, where the boundary between a predicate and a nominal
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modifier is blurred). Even when construed as a nominal modifier, DE3 still preserves its
collocational preferences over specific morphophonological patterns and lexical items.
The minor functions of DE3 discussed in Chapter 6 include attributive
modification (both pre-nominal and post-nominal) and cases that are ambiguous between
attributive modification and (secondary) predication.
6.2 Post-nominal modifiers
Crosslinguistically, it is common for non-restrictive modifiers to occur in the
post-nominal position, often as afterthought expressions. In Mandarin, non-restrictive
modification can appear in the post-nominal position without extra marking. It is similar
to the so-called “adjoined relative clauses”, which involve two juxtaposed clauses, one is
“subordinated” and seemingly adverbial in function, but has a shared participant with the
other clause, which can be construed as the head and the subordinate clause construed as
adverbial. Example (1) is the Mandarin translation of the famous Warlpiri example of an
adjoined relative clause in Hale (1976).
(1)

0

wǒ
shè
zhòng yì
zhī
érmiáo
1S
spear hit
one
CL
emu
‘I speared an emu, which was drinking water.’

zài
at

hē
shǔi
drink water

Example (1) is also what Li and Thompson (1981:611ff) call “descriptive clauses”. Van
der Auwera and Malchukov (2005) refer to these as appositive relative clauses marked by
verb serialization. These “descriptive clauses” provide additional information about a
newly-introduced referent. Li and Thompson distinguish such post-nominal
clauses/expressions from pre-nominal relative clauses, suggesting that the former
provides an “incidental description”, while the latter indicates a “pre-established class”,
as shown in (2) and (3). Note that both are non-restrictive in the following contexts.
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(2)
tā chuān le
yi
jiàn tài
3s wear PF
one
CL
too
‘He wears a shirt which is too big.’

dà
big

de
DE

shàngyī
shirt

(3)
tā chuān le
yi
jiàn shàngyī
tài
3S wear PF
one
CL
shirt
too
‘He wears a shirt, which is (happens to be) too big.’

dà
big

6.2.1 DE2- and DE3-marked expressions
Previously in §5.2.1, we discussed DE2-marked post-nominal modifiers,
suggesting that they are nominals in apposition to its head. In line with the general rarity
of descriptive headless anaphoric modifiers with DE2, post-nominal DE2-marked
descriptive properties are uncommon in the Song Dynasty (see §5.2.1.3).1 DE3expressions are occasionally attested as attributive modifiers, both in the pre-nominal and
post-nominal position. An [X-DE3] expression alone can establish the property/state of X
being true (a predication and a condition/circumstance), but it cannot refer to a generic
category possessing the quality X (one who/which X). The DE3-marked expression in
(4), for example, is only interpretable as a property of the monks, but cannot be construed
as establishing a category based on the property, i.e. ‘unreliable ones.’
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Here are two examples in the Sung Dynasty.
(1)
2
6
5
yi
she
bu
de
also
rid.of
NEG DE1.get
‘Yet one cannot get rid of this blue one.

5)

zhe
this

ge
CL

cangcang
blue.REDU

di
DE2
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)

(2)

)

dan kong
but fear

zhi
only

liao
end?

ta
3

fenfen
di
numerous.disorderly.REDU DE2

ze you
he
yi
then also
what
good
‘I fear that it only deals with these numerous disorderly ones, then what good is it?’
He Nan Cheng Shi Yi Shu, circ.12th century
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(4)

(

mazu

xia zun-su
yi
ge
ge
e-lulu
di
under honorable-reside one CL
CL
defecate-wet.REDU DE3
‘The honorable monks under Mazu, every one of them is unreliable (i.e. drippy (with
nonsense)).’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
PN

Because DE3 cannot turn a non-nominal concept into a referring expression, a
DE3-marked

expression by itself cannot be interpreted as a participant, unlike DE2-

attributives, which are genuine cases of a null anaphoric or a generic head construction (a
referring phrase) functioning as modifiers. However, given the proper context, a DE3marked expression can be reanalyzed as being in the domain of reference, and thus be
interpreted as an attributive modifier.
The attested cases of DE3-marked “modifiers”, unlike DE2-modifiers, are not
instances of anaphoric/generic head constructions, but are predicatives (secondary
predicates) re-interpreted as modifiers. Most DE3-marked nominals are neo-analyzed
based on other contextual parameters (pragmatic and structural contexts), and are often
still interpretable as predicatives.
6.2.2 DE3-marked post-nominal attributives
A non-restrictive modifier in the post-nominal position is a plausible position for
DE2

and DE3 to overlap in function. While a DE2-marked headless expression becomes

structurally closer to a predicate in the post-nominal position, a DE3-marked post-nominal
expression may be interpreted as belonging to the domain of reference. DE2 and DE3,
then, are approaching the same function from opposite directions.
An essential criterion is the presence of a nominal, which can be re-interpreted as
the head of the DE3 expression. Adjacency to the nominal head is also an important
contextual trigger for the attributive interpretation of an [X-DE3]. If there is an
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intervening element between a nominal and an [X-DE3] expression, the [X-DE3]
expression is much less likely to be interpreted as an attributive modifier.
DE3-marked

post-nominal modifiers are difficult to identify, since most cases that

can be read as a non-restrictive modifier can also be interpreted as predicatives. When a
post-nominal DE3-marked expression is in the middle of a serial chain, it has the potential
to be interpreted as a predicative property, a non-restrictive modifier, as well as a
preposed adjunct. There are a few cases where a detached DE3-expression might be
interpreted as a (postposed) non-restrictive modifier (e.g. lujiongjiong-di in (107),
§4.3.4.3), but in these cases the predicative/secondary predicate interpretation is still
preferred. Since there are other elements (mostly other predicates) between the nominal
and the DE3-marked expression, it seems more desirable to analyze these cases as
belonging to the domain of predication, instead of the domain of reference, which is not a
prototypical function of DE3.
A DE3-descriptive is more likely to be interpreted as a non-restrictive modifier
when it appears after a newly introduced participant in the presentational construction. In
such cases, the DE3-marked expression is simply one of the juxtaposed descriptive
clauses in the serial chain, which constitutes part of the information introduced by the
presentational construction.
(5) 1
you
exist

0

yi
one

da
big

shi
zai
thing at

er
2

niao-nang
urine-bag

li
in

fen-dui
tou
guang-shuoshuo-di
yuan-tuotuo –di
dung-hill head bright-glitter.redu-DE3
round-smooth.REDU-DE3
“There is a great matter in your urine bag, on your dunghill, glitteringly bright,
smoothly round.”
(Jing De Chuan Deng Lu, AD 1004)
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When adjacent to the nominal in a presentational construction, a DE3-marked
expression is both functionally and structurally close to postnominal modifier.
(6) 12
12
you
ren
chang huanxi
you
ren
chen-popo
di
exist
person long happy
exist person upset-IDEO
DE3
‘There are people (who are) always happy; there are people (who are/appear to be)
upset.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
(7)
zhi
ting-de
shu-she
li
yi
sheng pu-di
only
hear-DE1
book-house in
one
sound IDEO-DE3
‘One only hears inside the study, there is a sound going pu.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Notably, the DE3-marked expression in this context is more naturally translated as
a relative clause, instead of a predicative.
A DE3-marked expression as may be interpreted as a postposed modifier when the
NP and the DE3-expression jointly functions as a predicative complement:
(8) - 1
bu

ying you
yi
wenzi ruan-langdang
should exist one
word soft-bulky.IDEO
‘There shouldn’t be a word being feeble/that is feeble.’
NEG

di
DE3

(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
In (8), the DE3-marked expression is a predicative property that the speaker
believes shouldn’t be possessed by the head, i.e. there shouldn’t be a word (by the author)
feeble. Such an expression is semantically close to a restrictive clause that defines a
subset of the head, i.e. there shouldn’t be a word (by the author) that is feeble. The
different semantic nuances are illustrated below via two English translations.
There shouldn’t be a word [(being) feeble]PREDICATE
[that is feeble]MODIFIER
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In fact, the DE3-marked expression in (8) translates more properly into English as a
relative clause, not a predicative property. Though DE3 does not have nominalizing and
(referential) functions by itself, the attested examples suggest that a DE3-expression can
enter the domain of reference in this context.
In (9) and (10), the nominal associated with DE3 is the product of a cognitive
process. The nominal head is introduced into the discourse as the object complement of
the perception predicate, and then elaborated by the DE3-marked modifier.
(9)

.

ci you shi jian de
yi
ge yisi
huo-popo
di
this also COP see
DE1 one
CL
meaning alive-vivacious.REDU DE3
‘This is also seeing the meaning (of the text) (as) vivacious.’
‘This is also seeing a meaning (of the text) (that is) vivacious.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
(10)
dou
zhi
jian cheng
yi
pian
all
just
see
become
one
CL
hei-cuicui
di
black-completely_black.IDEO
DE3
‘One simply sees (the meaning) as extensively, completely black (i.e. opaque).’
‘Lit. (One) simply sees (the meaning) as a vastness, which is completely black.’
(ibid.)
The nominal complements, yisi ‘meaning’ in (9) and the [numeral + classifier]
construction yi pian ‘lit. one flat-surface’ in (10), may both be construed as a participant
which the DE3-marked expression is predicated of. Alternatively, they may be construed
as a nominal head with a postposed modifier marked by DE3. The DE3-marked modifier is
intermediate between a non-restrictive and a restrictive. It is non-restrictive in the sense
that the participant head respectively, has obviously been established in discourse by the
presentational construction, while the subsequent DE3-marked expression is both
predicating and (perhaps) in a sense, restricting it.
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The [numeral + classifier] construction yi pian ‘lit. one flat-surface’ in example
(10) incurs another type of ambiguity in that it does not actually refer to a participant, but
instead presents an event of ‘being vast and extensive’. This is similar to the [numeral +
noun] combination yi sheng ‘lit. one sound’ in (7) above, which functions more to report
the event (that there is a sound) than to identify the sound. The presentation of an event
via a nominal construction, as will be discussed in §6.3.2, is another intermediate
category between referential and predicative constructions where DE2 and DE3 overlap in
distribution.
Still another phenomenon leads us to revisit the association between DE3 and
deictic elements previously discussed in §4.4.4 (also see Table 4.10). Though DE3-markd
expressions are non-referential in general, DE3 can be attached to deictic elements
(demonstratives) which refer anaphorically or deictically to an event, property, or
condition. Note that manner deixis, such as nen ‘(as) such’ in (11), can also function
independently.
(11)

5

shuo-de-lai
say-DE1-come

2

-

nen
such

da
big

-

gu
so

-

ren
jie
person all

.

xi
like

qi
3

kuai
brisk

cai
bu
nen shuo bian bu
manyi
just
NEG
such say
then NEG satisfied
‘(He) speaks of it so broadly, thus people all like its briskness;’
‘(one) only does not speak of it as such, and people are not satisfied.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
As discussed in §4.4.3.2, there is a much higher preference for markers for
anaphoric property/event in predication to collocate with DE3.
(12)
ruo
yumuo-di
bu
like
such-DE3
NEG
‘As such, how can it not hurt?’
!

tengtong
hurt

zuo-sheme
do-what
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
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(13)

-

.2

)

nen-di zuo
bu-nai-he
such-DE3 do
NEG-do-what
‘They did as such no matter what.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
The [DEM-DE3] combination can function as a headless anaphoric expression, as
in (14)-(15).
(14) - 2
wo bu
ai
1S NEG like

.

-

ren
nen-di
person such-DE3

ci bian shi
shao huo bu
jing
this then COP burn fire
NEG
respect
‘I do not like people doing this; this is kindling a fire without respect.’ (Referring to a
child’s adding charcoal.)
(ibid.)
(15) .
.
-.
.
.
zhishi ru ri-yong daoli
nen-di
shi
nen-di
bu
just
like daily principle such-DE3 proper such-DE3
NEG
‘Just like the daily principle – such is proper; such is improper.’

shi
proper
(ibid.)

The construction, however, cannot refer to a participant without an overt nominal head.
DE3-marked deictic elements will be discussed again in §6.3.1.
Aside from their DE-marked deictic elements, the primary functional difference
between DE2 vs. DE3 postposed clauses seems to be the construal of “temporality”
encoded by their morphophonological paradigms. The post-nominal non-restrictive
modifier function is compatible with both DE2 and DE3, the former characterizing the
participant head as an appositive NP, the latter providing transient descriptive
information about the head as a predicative property. In general, DE2-marked expressions
provide more permanent information (individual-level property) of the participant, and is
therefore more clearly associated with the domain of reference than that of predication.
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DE3-expressions, in line with their general descriptive function, relate to temporary,
stage-level states of affairs, and therefore tend to be more easily associated with the
subsequent predicate to form a depictive or manner expression.
Because the interpretation between a classifying DE2 and a descriptive DE3
expression in predication is dependent primarily on the morphophonological paradigms
of the expression associated with it, when the original DE2 and DE3 constructions become
increasingly similar phonetically, the distinction between a more inherent and a more
temporary property is solely dependent on the morphological paradigm. When new
patterns arise that do not fit into the existing schemas and can be interpreted either ways,
along with the process of phonetic reduction rendering the two morphemes increasingly
similar, one can no longer distinguish between a DE2 vs. DE3 marked post-nominal nonrestrictive.
6.3 Pre-nominal DE3-marked attributives
A clear DE3-marked attributive appears in the [X DE3 N] pattern as the modifier of
a referring expression. As discussed in the previous sections, attributive modification ([X
DE2

N]) has been established as a primary function of DE2 by 12th-13th centuries, but DE3-

marked attributives are sporadically attested in the Song Dynasty. Table 6.1 shows the
distribution of collocational patterns of DE2 and DE3 attributives, including those
ambiguous between attributives and secondary predicates. Notice that the statistics also
include DE-marked deictic elements, which will be discussed again in 6.3.1.
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Table 6.1 A comparison of DE2 and DE3-marked attributives (and cases ambiguous
between attributives and secondary predicates)
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
!!
!!

!

!

!

!

Attr
Attr or
SP

DE2
DE3
DE2
DE3

Zu
Tang
Ji

Wu
Deng
Hui
Yuan

Zhu Zi
Yu Lei
(ch.110)

Liu Zhi
Yuan

Zhang
Xie
Zhuang
Yuan

AD
952
132
0
0
0

AD
1252
382
2
0
2

AD
1270
166
1
0
0

12-13
c.
11
0
0
1

12-13
c.
18
0
0
1

Xi
Xiang
Ji

Wu
Dai
Shi
Ping
Hua

13 c.

13 c.

142
5
14
21

213
1
0
1

SUM

1064
9
14
26

(Attr = attributive, SP=secondary predicate)
A comparison between the distribution of DE2 vs. DE3-attributives in Table 6.1
shows that DE3-attributive is a much more peripheral pattern, which is hardly surprising,
given that the DE3-expressions originated in predication. Table 6.1 also provides the
distribution of DE3-marked expressions ambiguous between a (secondary) predicate and
an attributive interpretation. The majority of DE3-marked attributives (excluding
demonstratives) are attested in text VI (Xi Xiang Ji), which also exhibits a significantly
higher number of cases ambiguous between nominal modifiers and secondary predicates
both for DE2 and DE3. Notice that DE2-marked modifiers with such ambiguous construals
are attested only in Xi Xiang Ji, in similar contexts with DE3 (also see §5.2.2).
6.3.1 Specific collocational preferences
DE3-marked attributives (including the ones that also have predicative
interpretations) demonstrate the same pattern of collocational preferences as their
predicative and secondary predicate functions, as shown in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2. Token and type frequencies of attested templates DE3-marked attributives
(including ambiguous cases)
%

Token #
3
1
2
12
10
1
6
35

!!
Monosyllabic property/phonomime
Disyllabic Regular property
Non-reduplicated phonomime
AA
Reduplicated templates
ABB
AABB
Deictic/demonstrative
SUM

Type
9%
3%
6%
34%
29%
3%
17%
100%

%
2
1
1
12
10
1
1
27

7%
4%
4%
44%
33%
4%
4%
100%

As shown in Table 6.2, regular monosyllabic and disyllabic properties are rare with DE3marked attributives. The attested expressions consist predominantly of reduplicated
templates. A few non-reduplicated phonomines are also observed in the sample. These
will be exemplified later in §6.3.2. A few manner demonstratives that highly favor DE3
over DE2 are also attested as attributive modifiers, predominantly in the form nen-di (
).
Though mostly attested in predication, the [DEM-DE3] combination seems to have
become entrenched as a unit, and may function as an attributive determiner. Such a
phenomenon is observed in Zhu Zi, Zhang Xie, and Xi Xiang, and Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua,
although such usage is rare in general. Table 6.3 lists the distribution of DE3-marked
demonstratives in attribution in the sample).
Table 6.3 DE3-marked manner demonstratives in attributive modification
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
!!

!!

Att or
SP

Zhu Zi
Yu Lei
(1-10)

Wu
Deng
Hui
Yuan

7-9 c.

952
AD

1270
AD

1252
AD

!
!

Attr

Bian
Wen

Zu
Tang
Ji

All
DEM
All
DEM

0

0

0

0

1
1
0

(Attr = attributive, SP=secondary predicate)
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Liu Zhi
Yuan

Zhang
Xie
Zhuan
g Yuan

Xi
Xiang
Ji

Wu
Dai
Shi
Ping
Hua

12-13
c.

12-13
c.

13 c.

13 c.

SUM

2

0

0

5

1

2

1

1
1

21
3

1
1

9
1
26
5

The combination nen-di (lit. such-DE3

) appears to be especially entrenched in

the text Zhu Zi Yu Lei. (Notice that for the text Zhu Zi Yu Lei, statistics is only shown for
the first 10 chapters in Table 6.1-6.3). In the complete book of Zhu Zi Yu Lei, 1877
tokens of nen-di (such-DE3

) are

attested, among which 36 tokens are observed in the

pre-nominal position to function as a determiner, and the rest are attested in secondary or
primary predication. One token of nenmuo-di (lit. such-DE3
(lit. such-DE3

), a variant of nen-di

), is also attested in attribution. As suggested in §4.5.2, this shows the

entrenchment of the preferred combination nen ( ) and DE3 ( ), both are highly
preferred in predication.
(16)

.

2

1

7

2

zilu

zi
shi
nen
PN
self
COP
that/such
‘Zilu is such a person for sure.’

di
DE3

ren
person
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)

Nen-di ‘such-DE3’ as an attributive determiner also appears to be synonymous
with zhe-ban (

) ‘this-kind, such’; the latter is predominantly used as an attributive

determiner, but is occasionally attached to properties and events similar to nen-di, as
illustrated by (17)-(18).
(17)

-

raner
zhe
however this

yi
one

yi
also

shuo pingchang
speak ordinary

zhi
only

ju
sentence

.

shuo shi
speak teacher
nen-di
such-DE3

shi
teacher

que
bu
shuo shi
kongzi
zhe-ban
but
NEG
speak COP Confucius
this-kind
‘However, (when) this sentence speaks of teacher,’
‘it speaks of ordinary teachers as such,’
‘but (it) does not speak of such a teacher as Confucius.’

shi
teacher

(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
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(18)

.

zhe-ban zuo-shi
dou shi
wangfei
qili
this-kind do-matter
all
COP
waste
effort
‘Doing things like this, it is a complete waste of effort.’
(ibid.)
We have discussed in §4.4.4.5 that zhe-ban is not attested with DE3, but occasionally
attested with DE2 in predication. The phenomenon appears to be conditioned both by the
extension of typical information-packaging function, and by the local collocational
preferences over DE2 or DE3.
There are only four instances of nen attested with DE2 (

) in Zhu Zi Yu Lei.

Two of these are attested in attribution, e.g. (19), and two in secondary predication, e.g.
(20) (=chapter 5, eg. (60). The combination is rare compared to the over 1877 tokens of
nen-di (

DE3)

as predicative determiners, and the 37 tokens of nen-di (

DE3)

attested as attributive.
(19)

1

mengzi

yi
you nen
di
yi
also have such DE2 meaning
‘Does Mengzi also have such a philosophy or not?’
PN

fou
not
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)

(20)
(
124)
bian
dou nen di
hu
jiao hu
then
all
as.such DE2 reckless
shout reckless
‘They then shout and speak recklessly as such.’

shuo
speak
(ibid.)

In addition, there are three instances of [nen-DE3 DE2 N] observed in Zhu Zi Yu
Lei, illustrated in (21).
(21)

.

2

zhishi
nen-di
however such-DE3

.

di
DE2

ren
yidan de
person once DE1.get

go-guan
high-position

hou-lu
zhishi
wei
hai
chaoting
generous-salary simply
make damage
court
‘However, such a person, once he obtains a high position and a generous salary, he
simply does harm to the court.’
(ibid.)
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The creation of these nominals illustrated above seems to be instantiated by two general
schemas: (i) [Modifier/(determiner) PRT Head] schema, (ii) [Modifier/(determiner) Head]
schema, illustrated below:
[DET ]
[DET PRT
[nen DE3

[Head]
Head]
N]

[DET
[nen

PRT Head]
DE2 N]

[Det ] PRT Head]
[nen DE3 DE2 N]

The manner deixis attested as attributive determiners seem to be more correlated with
selectional preference of DE3 over specific items and the entrenchment of [nendi(DE3)] as
a unit. In addition, the [nen DE3 N] string also fits into the general [Modifier/determiner
PRT

Head] schema in structure. DE3 does not seem to be established as a marker of

attributive modification as DE2 is in the [X DE2 N] and the headless [X DE2]
constructions.
6.3.2 Information packaging, syntagmatic and semantic contexts
A DE3-marked expression in the pre-nominal position is more likely to be
conceptualized as an attributive because it bears a structural resemblance to the canonical
modifier-head pattern. An examination of the semantic, pragmatic, and structural
contexts of the attested expressions suggest that the probability of interpreting an [X-DE3]
as an attributive is facilitated by the semantic relationship between the event encoded by
DE3,

the semantic association between DE3 and the nominal functioning as the head, and

the event being reported.
6.3.2.1 Pragmatic context
The typical function of a DE3-marked expression is to provide descriptive
information, not to give a factual or defining criterion for restricting a category.
Commonly, the DE3-marked modifier does not play a major role in restricting or
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identifying the referent, but merely provides certain descriptive information about the
participant.
A DE3-marked modifier may be non-restrictive because it is attributed to known
discourse participants. Usually the identity of a participant is known, or is being
established in the same statement the DE3-modifier appears. The nominal head refers to a
specific participant, not a generic type, and the identity of the referent is contextually
accessible and non-contrastive. This is most common in narratives, where the narrator is
expected to give the reader (and in the case of drama scripts, the audience) some
background and descriptive information about the participants.
DE3-marked

modifiers of specific referents often appear in contexts often

conceptualized as thetic, where the information presented, both the participant and the
event, are new (Sasse 2006, also Croft in preparation).
6.3.2.1.1 Presentational (object-oriented)
The focus of a thetic construction may be to introduce a participant into the
discourse. This is common in narratives, where a new participant is presented along with
some additional information about it, illustrated in English by the second intonation unit
from Chafe’s (1980) Pear Film narrative in (22). The additional information provided is
often descriptive, here encoded by a non-restrictive relative clause in English. This
deviates from the regular topic-comment structure, thus the extra information is not an
ordinary predicate.
(22) Pear Film narrative:
3,25 there are three other boys,
3,26 ..who are there.
A presentational in Chinese is often introduced by the existential marker you, or a
predicate of immediate perception, such as jian ‘see’ or ting ‘hear’. A noun introduced by
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the presentational construction with a DE3-marked modifier with descriptive information
is illustrated by (23). Because the identity of the participant is established by the
presentational construction, the information encoded by the modifier is inconsequential to
identifying the participant.
(23)
na
that

shulin
woods

shen
deep

chu
place

jian
yi
ge xiaoxiao
di
zhuangshe
see
one CL small.REDU
DE3 adobe
‘In the depth of the woods, there is (lit. one sees) a small(ish) adobe…’
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua circ. 13th century)
The DE3-marked modifiers in (24)-(25) below describe the attire or a body part of
the characters (the monk in (24), and the female character in (25)), whose identities are
obviously known to the reader/audience based on their association with the possessor.
Example (24) is from the monologue of a monk in the drama, who reports his actions to
the audience while performing them. The DE3-marked modifier merely provides
descriptive information about the monk’s robe, whose identity is established as a result of
being directly presented.
(24)
ba

po-sheshe
de
pianshan
broken-IDEO DE3 monk.robe
‘(The monk) takes up (his) ragged robe…’
OBJ

jie-jiang
take.up-take

qi
rise
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

Example (25) shows a DE3-attributive modifying Yingying, the main female
character of the play Xi Xiang Ji, whose identity has already been established and is still
active during the course of the play.
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(25)

-

bai-mei
di
yingying
bu
sheng bei-ku
hundred-charming
DE3
PN
NEG
bear sad-bitter
‘The extremely charming Yingying was unbearably sad…’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Presumably, the actors are visible to the audience, but a detailed scanning of all
the objects may not be visually accessible, especially given the usually impressionistic
acting style, costumes, and makeup of traditional Chinese theater. The vivid descriptive
imagery provided by the DE3-modifiers helps evoke the imagination of the audience as if
the graphic details are truly presented to them.
Clear instances of DE3-attributives like (23)-(25) above are not common. As
shown in Table 6.1, the majority of plausible DE3-marked attributes may alternatively be
interpreted as a (secondary) predicate. There are 26 instances of DE3 expressions that are
ambiguous between an attributive and a (secondary) predicate interpretation. Most of the
cases (21 out of 26) are attested in Xi Xiang Ji, and seem to be associated with a cluster of
semantic, pragmatic, and structural contexts. The following sections will discuss the
contexts where DE3-expressions may be interpreted as, or have come to be used as,
modifiers to nouns. It will become clear that DE3-attributives are sanctioned by the
strategy of simple juxtaposition for nominal attribution, are predominantly non-restrictive,
and have an alternative secondary predicate interpretation. Finally, as should be obvious
by now, there is a tendency for DE3-attributives to appear in descriptive discourse.
6.3.2.1.2 Event-reporting function
Aside from object-oriented presentationals, the [X DE3 N] pattern (particularly R
DE3

N) is also highly associated with event-reporting thetic contexts. The focus of such

statements is to report an event, a state, or a situation, although the participants of the
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event are also introduced into the discourse (Sasse 2006). Frequently observed scenarios
include unexpected events, meteorological conditions (weather events, perceptual stimuli
in the surroundings), body sensations, and scene-setting and descriptive clauses.
The association of DE3-marked attributives with the event-reporting function is
especially significant in the drama script Xi Xiang Ji, when the actor (or narrator) is
expected to provide an account of what is going on at the current moment while he is
carrying out the action. The event-reporting function is associated with several structural,
semantic, and pragmatic ambiguities, introduced below in §6.3.2.1.3.
6.3.2.1.3 Event-reporting and structural ambiguity of the [X-DE3 N Pred] pattern
The increase in [X DE3 N] in specific descriptive passages, particularly in Xi
Xiang Ji, may be partially attributed to its alignment with the “descriptive thetic”
function, a strategy to present new participants and report on a current state of affairs
especially common in verses (poems, etc.) in Old and Middle Chinese. The discourse
template often involves a descriptive element in the initial position, immediately followed
by the subject participant, then by an event predicated of the subject, in the pattern
[Descriptive + N + (predicate)]. The predicate following the subject is often a relatively
factual depiction. The schema is exemplified in (26)-(29).
Examples (26)-(27) are examples of object-oriented presentationals, which
introduce the yellow birds and the white horse as topics into the discourse (but note these
also often serve as background scenery or are allegorical to the real themes of the poem).
(26)
jiaojoao
huang niao zhi
yu
ji
sound.IDEO
yellow bird stop at
thorn
‘Going jiaojiao, the yellow birds rest on the thorn.’
‘The yellow birds, (which) go jiaojiao, rest on the thorn.’
(Shi Jing, Qin Feng, 11th – 7th centuries BC)
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(27)

0

jiaojiao
bai
ju
zai
bi
kong gu
bright_white.REDU
white horse at
that
empty valley
‘(There is) a brightly white horse at that empty valley.’ [attributive]
‘Brightly white, there is a white horse, at that empty valley.’ [depictive]
(Shijing, Xiao Ya, 11th – 7th centuries BC)
The structure allows the speaker to provide some descriptive information about
the participant being introduced without disrupting the flow of information packaging.
Note that there are two sets of modifiers in (26)-(27), the descriptive element jiaojiao
‘ideophone’ appears before the simple descriptive huang ‘yellow’, and the reduplicated
jiaojiao ‘brightly white’ before the simple bai ‘white’. The order reflects iconically the
conceptual distance of the two property expressions from its head – the simple property
huang and bai express defining, permanent characteristics of the birds/the horse, while
the reduplicated expressions describe a dynamic manner that is cotemporal with the main
event of the clause in (26), and jiaojiao provides a transient, dynamic, vivid imagery of
whiteness and brightness.
Examples (28)-(29) may be construed as event-oriented thetic statements, with
‘the wind blowing’ and ‘the moon rising’ as describing background scenery, and the
reduplicated expressions providing subsidiary descriptive information. The descriptive
elements may, however, also be construed as modifying the nominal directly following it.
(28)
sousou
sound.IDEO

feng
wind

jian
gradual

leng
cold

dandan yue
chu
sheng
faint.REDU moon initial born
‘The wind, which goes sousou, gradually becomes cold; the moon, (which is) faint,
has just risen.’ [attributive]
‘Going sousou, the wind gradually becomes cold; faint(ly), the moon has just risen.’
[depictive/manner]
(Poem of Lu Yiu, AD 12th century)
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(29)

(

(

yinyin
ge-sheng
gui
zhao yuan
faint.REDU
sing-sound
return oar
far
‘(There is) the faint singing voice, the returning oar is far.’
(Poem of Oyang Xiu, AD 11th century)
A few characteristics of the schema should however be noted. First, the same
structure is exploited for both participant- and event-oriented thetic contexts. The
probability of interpreting an instance as an object- or an event- oriented presentational is
dependent on the pragmatic context and the semantic relations between the descriptive
and the predicative. Second, there is no sharp formal distinction between non-restrictive
attribution and (secondary) predication in presentational contexts. As shown by the
translations, though the reduplicated expressions in (26) and (27) are more likely to be
interpreted as non-restrictive attributives, a secondary predicate interpretation is
nonetheless still accessible. (28)-(29) are more likely to be interpreted as secondary
predicates than (26)-(27), but the attributive interpretations are equally plausible. The
ambiguity between the attributive and the predicative interpretation of the descriptive
element is schematized below, where the descriptive element is represented by R:
•
•

Non-restrictive attributive:
Secondary predicate:

[R-N]SUBJ [Pred]
[R]ADV/PRED [NSBJ-Pred]

Finally, there is often no extra marking on the descriptive element, since simple
juxtaposition is commonly used for both attribution (appositive) and predication
(depictive/manner) in Old and Middle Chinese.
Compared to the [NP Descriptive Predicate] structure, a descriptive before a
nominal is more likely to be interpreted as a non-restrictive attributive and as a
(secondary) predicate. This is true for both stative and dynamic concepts alike. Examples
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(26)-(29) illustrate the lack of structural distinction between attribution and predication in
such presentational contexts, where a participant is first introduced in the discourse, and
some information about it is provided simultaneously.
In Chinese oral literature (including drama scripts), there is a tradition for the
actors to give an account of the on-going events as they act. These are often typical thetic
contexts. The increasing association with DE3 and reduplicated (and ideophonic)
elements, as well as the abundance of presentational contexts in narratives, encourage the
emergence of the [R DE3 N Pred] pattern, which matches the collocational preference and
the pragmatic context of the descriptive thetic construction, albeit with the overt marking
of DE3 on the descriptive element. Most of the cases attested in Xixiang that are
ambiguous between a non-restrictive attributive modifier and a secondary predicate
interpretation. These may occur in the [X DE3 NP Pred] pattern.
From the perspective of constructional change, the shift of [X DE3] from the preverbal position ([(N) X DE3 Pred]) typical of a secondary predicate to the pre-nominal
position marks an important transition of a DE3-marked (secondary) predicate to an
attributive modifier. The transition makes the DE3-marked expression structurally more
distant from the (primary) predicate, and thus less likely to be conceptualized as a
secondary predicate by the hearer. A DE3-marked expression in the prenominal position
([X DE3 N]) is also more likely to be interpreted as an attribute of the subsequent noun
because of its structural parallel to canonical nominal modification.
[X-DE3] in the [X-DE3 NP Pred] structure may be interpreted either as a preposed
adverbial/secondary predicate or as a preposed non-restrictive modifier to the noun
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directly following it. The structures that render these two interpretations are represented
in the following Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1 Structure ambiguities in the [X-DE3 NP Pred] pattern

Besides the structural context, which renders the DE3-expression more like a nominal
modifier and less like a (secondary) predicate, the semantic/pragmatic context also
enhances the flexibility in interpretation. The ambiguity is enhanced in several semantic
contexts.
6.3.2.1.4 Stronger association between DE3-descriptive and the nominal head
Many examples involve a DE3-marked dynamic manner expression followed by a
nominal that entails or encodes the occurrence of an event, e.g. meteorological nouns,
emotions, and perceptual stimuli in natural surroundings. Although these are encoded as
nominals, their occurrence is often intended to report an event. The manner expressions
before them can therefore be naturally conceptualized as a property of the event encoded
by the nominal, as illustrated by the [manner + emotion] combination in (30) and
[onomatopoeic + sound] combination in (31).
(30)
facong

qu
le
buotengteng
di
wuming
fa
PN
look PF
rolling.up.IDEO
DE3
anger
come.out
‘Facong, seeing that, becomes steaming with anger.’
‘Lit. Rolling upwards, his anger comes out.’ [depictive]
‘His anger, (which is) rolling upwards, comes out’. [non-restrictive modifier]
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
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(31)
jian
ting de
dangdang
di
hun zhong-er
da
gradual hear DE1.get
IDEO
DE3
dusk bell-DIM
hit
‘Bit by bit, (I) hear the ringing of the dusk bell going ‘dangdang’.’
‘Bit by bit, I hear the ringing of the dusk bell that goes dangdang.’
(The English translation appears strange since English does not seem to allow bare
onomatopoeic expressions as an attributive modifier).
(ibid.)
6.3.2.1.5 [N-V] combinations that can be interpreted as nouns or predicates
Reference to an event without overt coding is not uncommon in Chinese. It is
even plausible to interpret the [X-DE3] expression as being an attribute of an entire [NPVP] combination, particularly in literary genres that allow for fluidity in syntactic classes.
This is common for [X DE3 N Pred] serving as the complement of an immediate
perception predicate, or weather concepts in [N-V] pattern that can be interpreted as
either an event or an object. An [X-DE3] encoding a manner concept may be interpreted
as having scope over the whole event, instead of the overtly encoded participant alone.
The two possible interpretations are illustrated by the English translations of (32).
(32)

(both onomatopoeia)

ting-de
head-get.DE1

youyou
faint.REDU

dangdang
IDEO.sound

di

qiqi

di

IDEO.sound

DE3

DE3

jiao
horn

zou
play

zhong xiang
bell
ring

ji
jiao
chicken
crow
‘(He) hears the horn playing faintly, the bell ring, going dangdang, the roosters crow,
going qiqi.’ [secondary predicate interpretation]
‘(He) hears the faint playing (sound) of the horn, the ringing of the bell going
dangdang, the crowing of the roosters going qiqi.’ [Non-restrictive attributive
interpretation]
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Examples (30)-(32) show that an attributive [X-DE3] can be interpreted as having
scope over an entire [NP-VP] combination when the entire proposition is nominalized.
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These DE3-marked attributives are all non-restrictive, in line with the descriptive nature
of DE3. It is not surprising that DE3-attributives are associated with these nominalized
event concepts.
6.3.2.1.6 Event nouns functioning as predicates
The line between attribution and predication is even more blurred when a DE3marked descriptive property (including dynamic manner) is attributed to an event concept
encoded in a nominal form (without a subsequent predicative expression) that alone
functions as a thetic statement, as in (33)-(36).
(33)
lin
near

yai
cliff

kan
look

hu
sea.shore

yan
eye

te
di
yi
chang
special DE3 one
CL.extended.time
‘Looking at the seashore near the cliff,
(a) ‘(There is) a special stretch of sorrow.’
(b) ‘Especially, (there is) a stretch of sorrow.’

chou
sorrow
[attributive reading]
[secondary predicate reading]
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)

(34)
jiding
sound.IDEO

di
DE3

yi
one

sheng
sound

jia
guo jie-tou
guding-dao
support pass sever-head
PN-sword
(a) ‘(With) a sound that goes jiding,’ [attributive]
(b) ‘Going jiding, (there is) a sound,’ [secondary predicate]
(the monk) held up the Guding sword (horizontally against his shoulder).
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
(35)
zhi
ting-de
jiding
di
yi
sheng
just
hear-DE1
sound.IDEO DE3 one
sound
heshang xingming
ruhe
monk
life
how
‘(One) just hears a sound that goes jiding’
‘(One) just hears jiding, (there is) a sound.’
is the monk alive or dead?
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(ibid.)

(36)

.

shou
hand

zhong ba
middle OBJ

manman di
full.REDU DE3

ding taotou-er
firmly pullover-DIM

liang yaner lei
two
eye
tear

‘He grasps the pullover firmly in his hand,
‘Full, his two eyes (are) with tears.’
‘lit. (His) two eyes (which) are full of tears.’

[secondary predicate]
[attributive]
(ibid.)

Yi chang chou ‘a (stretch of) sorrow’ in (33) merely reports a sudden emergence
of sorrow, and yi sheng ‘a sound’ in (34)-(35) the existence of the noise, and finally,
liang yan-er lei in (36) does not really mean to present “tears in the eyes” as a new
participant, but rather to report on the physiological result of becoming tearful. In other
words, the event is presented in the form of a participant (commonly with a numeral
(often yi ‘one’) and a classifier), and the DE3-expression, which is originally a secondary
predicate that modifies the event, formally resembles a nominal modifier.
The head noun does not really open a discourse file for a participant - it is an
event conceptualized and presented as an entity. The DE3-modifier before the nominal
form matches the canonical position and function of an attributive. It can nonetheless be
interpreted alternatively (and is perhaps still better analyzed) as a (secondary) predicate
modifying the presentational statement, as shown in the translations. The two
interpretations, illustrated by Figure 6.2 below, will be reflected in the corresponding
English translations of the examples.
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Figure 6.2 Two construals of the [X DE NP] string

6.3.2.1.7 Weak relationship between [X-DE3] and the predicate
Another semantic context that encourages the interpretation of a pre-nominal [X
DE3]

as an attributive is when the nominal is followed by a predicate that also describes a

property of the nominal. Besides temporal overlap, there is no clear modifying relation
between the DE3-marked event and the event encoded by the subsequent predicate,
similar to the relationship that holds between examples discussed in §4.3.4. It is therefore
plausible to interpret X-DE3 as a property of the nominal participant.
In (37)-(38), both [X-DE3] and the subsequent predicative expression are stative.
It appears that both the [X-DE3] expression and the stative predicate are properties of the
participant, but the reduplicated property marked by DE3 is encoded as a depictive
secondary predicate in the pre-nominal position, and the post-nominal predicate is
encoded as the primary event. Because the DE3-property appears right next to a nominal,
and is therefore parallel in structure to the regular [attributive-head] pattern, it can also be
interpreted as an adjoined non-restrictive (appositive) modifier.
(37)
xiang-penpen
fragrant-spray.REDU

di
DE3

ruan-rourou
soft-tender.REDU

di
DE3

su
xiong
satiny breast

ru
xue
resemble snow
‘Fragrant, tenderly soft, her satiny breasts are like snow.’ (i)
‘(Her) fragrant, tenderly soft, satiny breasts are like snow.’ (ii)
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
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(38)

…

linlin
di
shencai
qi
chi
wu
majestic, awe-inspiring DE3 body-build
seven UNIT five
‘Majestic, (he) is of a seven-five (chi?) build.’ (i)
[depictive]
‘(His) majestic build is seven (chi?) and five.’ (ii)[non-restrictive attributive]
(ibid.)
Non-trivially, the nominals attested with these DE3-attributives are also not salient
participants in the discourse, but together with the preposed DE3-modifier (or the DE3secondary predicate) and the subsequent predicate, function as a predicative description
of the human participant that possesses the body part. The primary purpose of the speaker
is not so much to ‘open discourse files’ for the breasts of the female character, or the
physical build of the monk, but to describe the human possessors with the [X-DE3 N Pred]
combination. These examples illustrate the conceptual contiguity between depictives and
non-restrictive property concepts and participant- vs. event- oriented presentationals.
Example (39) illustrates an intermediate case of event- vs. object- oriented thetic
contexts, as shown in the non-restrictive attributive vs. the depictive translation of the
sentence.
(39) bu-ren jian
NEG-bear see

yingying
limpid.clear.REDU

di
DE3

fen-lei
powder-tear

yan-sun
drown-damage

dian-wo
floral.ornament-dimple
‘(One) cannot bear to see
(a) (her) limpid and clear tears drown the floral(-decorated) cheeks.’ [non-restrictive
attributive]
(a) limpid and clear, (her) powder-(tainted) tears drown the floral(-decorated) cheeks.
[depictive]
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Yingying ‘limpid, clear’ a stative perceptual property, is obviously attributed to tears, and
only simultaneous to the “drowning” activity. Being in the pre-nominal position makes is
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prone to the interpretation of a nominal modifier. Though a secondary predicate
interpretation is still accessible, it is obviously being backgrounded. The primary focus of
the sentence is not to introduce the “powder-tainted tears”, but to report the activity of the
protagonist’s weeping.
6.3.3 Parallel with DE2-attributives (primarily in Xi Xiang Ji)
The reader may be skeptical as to whether the DE3-marked expressions illustrated
above, most involving reduplicated elements, can really be interpreted as nominal
modifiers, or are only superficially similar in structure to modifiers. The following
overlapping patterns attested with DE2 in Xi Xiang Ji, however, suggest that the two
constructions are interacting in these specific contexts, and that there is indeed possibility
for interpreting the DE3-expressions as nominal modifiers.
While the phonological change starts to take place at the end of 13th century, DE2
and DE3 becomes increasingly similar in pronunciation, and there is less and less formal
difference between the predicative DE3 and nominal DE2, and the original distinction
between the two constructions in these contexts, slight as it was, becomes even more
neutralized. Such is observed in Xi Xiang Ji, where DE2 is also used in the above similar
contexts as DE3.
In fact, another essential contextual factor that facilitated the ambiguity between a
DE3-marked

secondary predicate and a non-restrictive modifier is the higher frequency of

DE2-marked

non-restrictive modifiers in the same text, especially those encoded in the

descriptive template. Consider the DE3-marked dynamic descriptive concepts in (40)(41).
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(40)
di-liuliu di
za
cai
qi
yao
turn-IDEO DE3 mixed color flag wave
‘Spinning round and round, the mix-colored flags wave.’ (i)
‘The continuously-spinning, multi-colored flags wave.’ (ii)
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
(41)

95

buobuotengteng di
chentou
bi
ri
rolling.up.IDEO DE3 dust
cover sun
‘Rolling up, the dust covers the sun.’ (i)
‘The dust, which is rolling up, covers the sun.’ (ii)

se
color
(ibid.)

Both (40) and (41) have a DE3-marked dynamic descriptive template in the pre-nominal
position. The expressions both encode dynamic manner concepts – diliuliu encodes the
manner of spinning, and buobuotengteng the manner of dust rolling up in the air. While
not typical modifiers of participants, even these may be so construed, given that both
dynamic and stative descriptive modifiers are attested with DE2-marked nominals in the
same text (compare the DE2-marked descriptive modifiers introduced below, which may
encode dynamic and stative concepts). The DE3-marked expressions in (40) and (41) may
thus also be interpreted as both secondary predicates (translations (40-i) and (41-i) and
non-restrictive modifiers (translations (40-ii) and (41-ii)).
6.3.3.1 Event-reporting and the nominal form
First, nominal expressions in the [R DE2 N] pattern are attested in Xixiang to
report events that collocate with [R DE3 N] thetic patterns, i.e. meteorological conditions
and background scenery. Example (42) illustrates three sets of expressions, all with the
structure [X-DE2 NP].
(42)
jian
see

!

di-liuliu
turn:IDEO

de
DE2

hong
red

ye
leaf
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xi-lingling
sound.IDEO

de

lu-lala
sound.IDEO

de

DE2

DE2

wei
light

yu
rain

xi
west

feng
wind

‘(One) sees the swirling red leaves, the splashing (xilingling) light rain, the whistling
(lu-lala) west wind.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
While these are indisputably nominals functioning as complements to the perception
predicate jian ‘see’, the dynamic manner modifiers – the whirling, the splashing, and the
whistling - can clearly be associated with more than the leaves, the rain drops, and the
wind, and be conceptualized as attributes of the events as a whole, namely, the motion of
the leaves falling, the rain dropping, and the wind blowing.
Example (43) illustrates a participant-oriented [X-DE2] descriptive with an
expression yi nuo ‘one-grasp’ that represents either an event ‘(so thin as to constitute
only) one grasp’ or a participant ‘the thin one that fits one grasp’, the former with a
depictive [X-DE2], the latter an appositive.
(43)
jie
wu
de
yaozhi
shou-yanyan de
yi-nuo
know
dance DE2 waist
thin-IDEO
DE2
one-grasp
‘(Her) waist that is capable of dancing, emaciated, (it constitutes only) one grasp!’ (i)
‘(Her) waist that is capable of dancing, the emaciated one that fits one grasp!’ (iii-a)
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Furthermore, even seemingly undisputable object concepts can be placed in a
sequence of structures with phrases that are ambiguous between an object and an event
interpretation. Such an ambiguity is observed in example (44), where the event is
encoded in a juxtaposed nominal structure [NP NP] specifying the force (wind) and the
affectee (curtains).
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(44)
xi-lielie

de

IDEO

DE2

xiao
feng lian-mu
morning
wind hanging.curtain
di-liuliu de
luo
ye
ci
ke
turn:IDEO DE2 fall.down
leaf
leave tree
‘(There is) the morning wind and the hanging curtains that go ‘’xilielie;’ [nonrestrictive attributive]
‘(In) the wind the hanging curtains (blows), going xilielie.’[secondary predicate]
‘The turning leaves fall down the tree.’ [non-restrictive attributive]
‘Turning, the leaves fall down the tree.’ [secondary predicate]
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
The onomatopoeic ideophone xi-lielie can be conceptualized as an attribute of the wind,
the curtains, or both; it can also be taken as a simultaneous event accompanying the
whole curtains blowing in the wind action. Evidence that the [NP NP] combination can
potentially be interpreted as constituting an event is supported by fact that it belongs to a
set of event-reporting thetic statements in a sequence of similar structures. The following
statement in [R DE2 NP Pred] (R= reduplicated) exhibits the same kind of ambiguity
illustrated by Figure 6.2.
Example (45) shows that DE2 also appears in the [X DE2 N Pred] pattern that
exhibits a similar flexibility in construal to [X DE3 N Pred] – X can be a property of N, or
a property of the predicate. The reduplicated form niannian ‘every year, year by year’
may be interpreted as a distributive quantifier attached to the nominal guangjing ‘time, lit.
light and scenery’, or an adverbial quantifying the event of ‘time resembling a shuttle.’
(45)
nian-nian
year:REDU

de

ji-jianjian
anxious:IDEO

de

DE2

DE2

guangjing
time

ru
resemble

suo
shuttle

xin-xu
sentiment

ru
resemble

huo
fire

‘Year after year, the time resembles a shuttle.’ (i)
‘The time every year resembles a shuttle.’
(ii)
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‘Anxious, my sentiments are like fire.’ (i)
‘(My) anxious sentiments are like fire.’ (ii)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

6.3.3.2 The increasing use of DE2 in non-restrictives as a contextual factor
Notably, the nominalized events illustrated by (42)-(45) above are formally
parallel with the regular modifier-noun construction marked by DE2, and therefore can
potentially be neo-analyzed as instantiations of the regular attributive construction. DE2attributives are seldom attested with reduplicated expressions to serve non-restrictive and
purely descriptive functions in the other texts, possibly partly due to the difference in
genre and narrative style. Even non-restrictive attributives with regular properties or
relative clauses are seldom attested with DE2. The frequency of DE2 in non-restrictive
(including definitional and descriptive) is significantly higher in Xi Xiang, which also
partly explains the higher frequency of DE3-attributives in this particular text.
Another issue to explore is that descriptives, especially dynamic descriptives, are
not commonly attested with DE2-attributives in other texts, presumably because they
cannot “define” a stable type or category, and are therefore not common in expository
prose (as opposed to narrative).
As illustrated previously in §6.3.3.1, there appears to be a considerable degree of
liberty in combining dynamic descriptives with a nominal in Xi Xiang Ji. The dynamic
descriptives coded by DE3, like is attested with DE2-attributives discussed in §6.3.3.1,
may be interpreted as modifiers to a nominal. The possibility of interpreting a [R-DE3 N]
unit as a modifier-head construction is reinforced by the parallel structure of [R-DE2 N] in
the same text.
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(46)
xu

-

de

yi
sheng pu-di
qi
yun
dao
one
sound IDEO.fall-DE3 energy circulation
fall
‘(With) a sound that goes xu, he falls down (to the ground.)’
‘Going xu, (there is) a sound, he falls down (to the ground.)’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
IDEO.sound

DE2

When choosing between DE2 and DE3, the speaker may resort to at least two
parameters – the function of the [X-DE] expression and the morphophonological pattern
of X. The frequent association of DE3 with reduplicated properties and dynamic manner
expressions may lead some speakers to reinterpret DE3 as a necessary suffix to these
expressions, and therefore use them with DE3 instead of DE2 in attributive modification.
On the other hand, the speaker may choose to mark the attributive modifier with DE2
regardless of its morpho-phonological pattern, since DE2 is overall a general marker for
modification of nominals.2 The possibility of weighing one criterion over others, along
with the author’s need to compose in certain fixed rhythmic patterns (the passages are
designed to be chanted), resulted in multiple structural and semantic ambiguities between
DE2

and DE3 expressions observed in Xi Xiang (and later in similar drama scripts like Za

Ju in the 14th century).
Given the multiple structural and semantic ambiguities, it is not hard to
understand that that similar events, when fitted into the fixed rhythmic patterns of the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
!In some dialects of Chinese, “descriptive” attributive properties are marked by both DE3 and DE2, while
“qualifying” attributive properties are marked by DE2 only. Two examples from the Wenshui dialect (Zhu
1980:163) of Chinese are provided here:
a.
-[ti!ʔ]
sweet-DE2
‘something sweet’
b.
white ?-REDU.IDEO
DE3
‘A bowl of white noodles’

!

[ti!ʔ]
DE2

one
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CL

noodle

particular tunes of the opera, are found with the dynamic manner ideophones marked by
either DE2, as in (44) above, or DE3, as in (47) below.
(47)
[1] xilingling di
IDEO

DE3

[2] jijianjian de
hasty-IDEO DE2

yu
rain

da
beat

cuzhi-er
cricket-DIM

bajiao-ye
banana-leaf
sheng xiang-jie
sound RECI-connect

[1] ‘The rain that goes “xilingling” beats the banana leaves’
‘“Xilingling,” the rain beats the banana leaves.’
[2] ‘Hastily, the sounds of the crickets intersect with one another.’
‘The hasty cricket sounds intersect with one another.’
‘The hasty crickets; (their) sounds intersect with one another.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Example (47) shows two sentences in the presentational context, where the actor
describes the sounds of rain and cricket chirps in the surroundings. The DE3-marked
descriptive element xi-lingling in (47-1) demonstrates the ambiguity between a nonrestrictive modifier and a secondary predicate, as shown by the English translations. The
DE2-marked

expression in (47-2) exhibits the same ambiguities as DE3 in (47-1), but

allows an additional interpretation shown in the third English translation above.
The third interpretation is sanctioned by the Chinese double-nominal construction for
possessive relations. In this construal, the juxtaposition of cuzhier ‘crickets’ (with the
DE2-marked

element as a nominal modifier) and sheng ‘sound’ encodes a possessive

relation between the two entities, while sheng also serves as the subject of the following
predicate.
Examples (48)-(49) below each exhibits two sets of parallel structures where there
is a weakened semantic association between [X-DE] and the subsequent predicate ([N
Pred]), rendering the structure ambiguous between a depictive and a non-restrictive
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modifier interpretation. Example (48), a passage depicting the appearance of the female
character, consists of illustrates one expression with DE2, and one with DE3.
(48)
qu-wanwan
bent-curved REDU

de
DE2

gong-yang-mei-er
palace-kind-eyebrow-DIM

man-songsong di
hehuan-ji
xiao
slow-loose.REDU DE3 PN-chignon small
‘Curved, (there are) her eyebrows in Gongyang patterns; loose, (her) Hehuan
chignon is small.’ (i)
‘(There are her) curved eyebrows in Gongyang patterns; (her) loose Hehuan chignon
is small.’ (ii)
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
In (48), there is only a slight semantic difference between these two expressions. The first
expression marked by DE2 appears in the form of a referring expression (a purely nominal
form), but may be properly interpreted as a predication (Curved are her eyebrows in
Gongyang patterns), even a presentational sentence in English. The second sentence,
marked by DE3, consists of two properties, both ascribed to the chignon of the female
character. Like (37)-(38) in §6.3.2.1.7 above, there is no apparent semantic relation aside
from temporal overlap between the two properties associated with the participant, and
thus the DE3-marked descriptive property, mansongsong, is as plausible a depictive
secondary predicate as an attributive modifier.
In the same vein, the two DE2-marked expressions in (49) exhibit a similar type of
depictive vs. non-restrictive attribution ambiguity.
(49)

!

men-yanyan
dejected-weak.IDEO

de
DE2

xin-xu
ru
heart-emotion resemble

shou-yanyan
thin-IDEO

bing
ill

ti
body

de
DE2

ru
resemble

401

ma
hemp

chai
firewood

‘(My) dejected sentiment is (messy) like hemp, my emaciated body is like (a piece of)
firewood.’
‘Dejected, (my) sentiment is (messy) like hemp; emaciated, (my body) is like a piece
of firewood.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
An unusual combination of [XSOUND-DE2 + NP + NP+ VP], where a dynamic
concept (phonomime) serves as a depictive, and the primary predicate is a stative
predicate, is found in (50).
(50)
susu

de

PHONO

DE2

qun-er
qian-dao-er
duan
skirt-DIM
front-hemline-DIM
short
‘Going susu, the skirt’s front hemline is short.’
[depictive?]
‘The skirt, which goes susu, (has a) short front hemline.’ [non-restrictive modifier]
(ibid.)
Two events are reported in (50) – the skirt is making a sound, susu, with the movement of
the wearer, and the front hemline of the skirt are short. Though the DE2-marked
ideophone, susu, is possibly construed as a secondary predicate, these two events
associated with the skirt are not typically depictive relations, nor do they seem to be
causally related, since “the front hemline being short” is a stable, intrinsic property of the
skirt. The structural and semantic ambiguities may be exploited to further the artistic
effects of the narrative.
Why are DE3-marked attributives particularly associated with presentational
contexts? First, They usually occur in the descriptive form – these are transient properties
of events. Even when they are attributed to a participant, they still often have a transient,
cotemporal interpretation. Second, because the primary purpose is event-reporting, the
statement is processed holistically. It makes little difference whether the DE3-marked
“subevent” is attributed to the participant or the predicated event – what matters is that
the whole situation, including the subevent introduced by DE3, is packaged as a whole.
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Another issue has to do with the DE2-marked nominal expressions in the
[Descriptive DE2 N] form. Many of these are analyzed as nominals, which is justifiable
because that is the primary function of DE2. There is a strong association between
[Descriptive DE2 N] and the event-reporting thetic contexts. For example, there are many
passages where [Descriptive DE2 N] appears independently as a description (of the body
part and attire of a character). The DE2-expression in (48) above, for example, is likely to
be analyzed as (unambiguously) a nominal expression at first glance. A closer
examination, however, would reveal that this could equally be treated as a thetic
statement, translatable roughly into English as Curved is her eyebrows in Gongyang
pattern, or rather, Curved, (there are/she has) her eyebrows in Gongyang pattern,
Curved, her eyebrows are in Gongyang pattern. In any case, the event being reported is
packaged into a nominal expression, with a descriptive element in the form of a modifier.
6.3.4 Contexts other than thetic
6.3.4.1 DE3-marked attributive with a generic head (restrictive or non-restrictive?)
A few DE3-marked modifiers are attested with a generic head and appear to be
providing some definitive criterion. It seems to be less intuitive for a DE3-marked
modifier to appear with a generic head, given that the concepts are encoded as transient
and impressionistic, and less ideal as the defining criterion of a category. §6.3.4.1 shows
that these are either special cases or non-restrictive modifiers. Finally, the DE3-marked
determiner for anaphoric/deictic properties and events, which is primarily used in
predication, has become increasingly entrenched as a unit, and is attested in attribution as
well.
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There are only four DE3-marked modifiers attested with a generic head, shown in
(51)-(52) and (53)-(54) below. (51) is from Wu Deng, where the DE3-marked expression
appears at the final position after a string of criteria that restrict the nominal head han
‘man’.
(51) .1
xu
need

shi
COP

you
exist

jiecao ji
moral very

kangkai
generous

zhan
chop

de
DE1.get

ding
nail

jie
de
tie
ying-bobo
di
han shi
DE
sever
DE1.get
iron hard-IDEO
DE3
man start DE1.get
‘It takes a man who has morals, extremely generous, is able to chop nails, is able to
sever iron, tough, then it works.’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
Notably, the “modifier” that defines han ‘man’ is composed of a long, complex structure,
so the DE3-marked expression is not functioning as a restrictive/definitive modifier alone.
In addition, it is likely that DE3 is not there to mark the modifier ying-bobo as
“restrictive”, but is simply an extension from the increasing collocational preference of
DE3

over reduplicated expressions.
Example (52) from Zhu Zi Yu Lei has a DE3-expression with a generic head chu

‘place,’ which refers metaphorically to “condition.”
(52)
.
xuan
mysterious

.

zhi
only

shi
COP

shen
deep

0

yuan
far

er
and

zhi
yu
arrive at

hei-susu di
chu
black-IDEO DE3 place
‘(Speaking of) “xuan” (the mysterious), (it is) just far-reaching until a “rustling”
black place (=condition).’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
Example (52) involves multiple ambiguous interpretations. Though its predicative
functions are becoming more entrenched, DE3, which develops from a locative noun, is
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likely to still be linked to the locative interpretation. Hei-susu di in (52) can therefore
either mean ‘an extremely black condition’ or simply ‘being extremely black’. The
expression zhi yu in (52) ‘till, until, lit. arrive at’ is a grammaticalizing form which can
take a locative or an event (a metaphorical location) as its complement. While hei-susu di
alone can function as the complement, it is also ambiguous between a pure predicative
property and a metaphorical locative interpretation (where DE3 is a semantically light
head). Because it is already entailed that the complement of zhi yu indicates either a
physical or a metaphorical destination, the nominal expression hei-susu-di chu is not
really much different from hei-susu-di alone. The appearance of the head chu is probably
a reinforcement of the metaphorical locative reading of the whole expression. In any
case, the speaker wishes to describe the depth of xuan ‘the mysterious’ as being able to
reach a metaphorical ‘rustling black place’. The nominal expression with chu as its head
is not intended to identify a ‘rustling black place’ as opposed to the possible range of
other places which are not ‘rustling black’, but merely to provide a description of the
metaphorical place denoted by chu as being such.
Compare (52) with (53) attested in Zhu Zi Yu Lei, where hei-cucu di alone
functions as the complement of dun yu ‘place at’. The locative interpretation is
apparently more or less accessible in (53).
(53)

.7

jiang
take

xin
heart

dun yu
place at

hei-cucu
black-IDEO

di
DE3/ground

shuo
dao zhi
yu
ci
chu
zuo
gongfu
say
speak only at
this
place make effort
‘(You mean that one should) place one’s heart at a completely dark location; (you)
say that one only (needs to) make an effort here.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
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One example is attested where a DE3-attribute modifies the nominal in a
similative expression, shown in (54). Youyou ‘long-running, continuous’ appears to be
characteristic of passing water in general, and is therefore non-restrictive (and in this
case, non-definitive) with respect to its head.
(54) 2
ren
person

-

si
die

hou
after

hun
all

ru
youyou
di
be.like long.continuous.REDU DE3

shi
shui
passing water

yanyan
di
bu-duan
dong liu
long.continuous.REDU
DE3
NEG-stop
east flow
‘After one dies, he is like the passing water that runs long, flowing continuously
towards the east.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
As discussed in §4.2.1.1.3 with DE2-attributives of similative nouns, it is less
essential whether the modifier is characteristic (non-restrictive) or non-characteristic
(restrictive) with respect to its head. What is more essential seems to be the
morphophonological pattern of the element serving as the modifier. It may also be argued
that the DE3-marked expression is modifying the action of water passing. The example is
coded as non-restrictive.
Finally, there is one instance in Wu Deng Hui Yuan where DE3 is attached to a
reduplicated expression serving as the modifier of shi ‘time’, and the whole expression
then serves as an adverbial clause, as shown in (55).
(55)
lulu
di
shi
ruhe
bustle.REDU
DE3
time like-what
‘How about when (one is) bustling about?’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
The DE3-marked expression lulu-di in (55) can indeed be interpreted as restrictive,
when one takes [lulu-di] to be the grounding element of shi ‘time’, and [lulu-di shi] ‘the
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time of bustling around’ as a relative clause. It should be noted that the [X shiTIME ruhe]
pattern (semantics: [When/if X is true, then what?]), a pattern that is instantiated by both
the modifier-head and the topic-comment structure, can be parsed in two ways, just like
the [X shi ‘matter’ zuomuosheng] pattern discussed in §4.2.2.2 for DE2 (illustration of
structure in (26), §4.2.2.2).
[XPROPOSITION
[Mod
[Proposition]
lulu-di

(a)
(b)

N
head]SUBJECT
Subject
shi

Interrogative ]
[INTERR
]
Interrogative
ruhe

In addition, no matter how it is parsed, [X shi + Proposition], attested 838 times in
Wu Deng Hui Yuan, is obviously a grammaticalizing pattern for adverbial subordination
of temporal and conditional relations. A parallel example without DE3 is illustrated by
(56).
(56)
zhong-ri menglong
shi
ruhe
all-day hazy
time what
‘What about when being hazy all day?’
(Wu Deng Hui Yuan, AD 1252)
Because the simple juxtaposition strategy for [Mod-head] construction is still prominent
at that time, the [Proposition shi] subordinator construction can very well be considered
an instantiation of this pattern. It may well be argued that lulu-di as a unit is functioning
as the modifier/grounding argument, and that the modifying relation is not really encoded
by DE3, but by simple juxtaposition. The instantiation is parallel in structure with the
regular schema for attributive modification. What appears to be a DE3-attributive in (56)
is in fact sanctioned by the general schema [Proposition shi], with lulu-di functioning as a
predicative proposition.
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Interestingly, though structurally similar with [X shiMATTER Prop], the adverbial use
of [X shiTIME Prop] is not attested with DE2 in the Song-Jin Dynasty. It is not until later
did the pattern become completely aligned with the attributive [Modifier DE2 Head]
construction. This suggests that though they are associated subschemas, the adverbial
construction is not entirely undistinguished from the topic-marking construction
(discussed in §4.2.2.2) that tends to be associated with DE2.
6.3.4.2 Modifier of a nominalized event
DE3-expressions are also attested with nominalized events, e.g. when a DE3modified event is functioning as the topic, or as the complement of a complement-taking
predicate, exemplified by (57)-(58).
(57)
erjin
now

luelue di
slight DE3

zhong
equilibrium/equilibrate

he
harmony/harmonious

ye
huan zuo
zhong
he
also
call
be
equilibrium/equilibrate
harmony/harmonious
‘Nowadays (even) a slight zhong he (equilibrium and harmony) is called zhong he
(equilibrium and harmony).’
‘Nowadays even being slightly equilibrate and harmonious is called equilibrate and
harmonious.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
(58)
9
dan
jian qian lu
mangmang
di
bai
just
see
front road vast.REDU
DE3
white
muo

wen cheng
tu
NEG
ask
distance
journey
[In terms of studying]
(a) one sees only a vast (amount of) white the road ahead [nominal]
(b) one sees that the road ahead is vastly white
[predicate]
– do not ask of the distance of the journey…’
(ibid.)
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The DE3-marked anaphoric demonstrative nen-di (

) is also attested as the

determiner of an event functioning as the topic or a predicative complement. These may
either be translated into English participial forms, or directly into a nominal form.
(59)
si
nen-di
resemble that-DE3

qi-liang
sad-cold

nen-di
that-DE3

chou-jue
worried-extreme

xiachang zhi
ta
kan
zhen
zhe
ending know 3S
see
interrogative NMZ
(a) ‘Being as sad as such, as depressed as such,
(b) ‘Such sadness, such extreme depression’
who knows how I will end up?’
(60)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

2

ci
this

hen
ping
hatred rely

shei
who

su
tell

si
nen-di
manyuan
jiao ren
zen
like
such-DE3
complain/t
make person how
‘This hatred, who can I tell it to?’
‘A complaint as such, how can one bear it?’
‘(My) complaining as such, how can one bear it?’

xia
bear

de
DE1.get

(ibid.)
A similar structure with zhe-DE2 ban ‘such, lit. this DE2 kind’ and wu-DE2 ban
‘such, lit. that DE2 kind’, a similative with a DE2-marked noun ban ‘kind’ is illustrated by
(61) from the same text, Xi Xiang Ji, showing that there is in fact little semantic
difference in the DE3-marked “predicative topic” expressions in (59)-(60), and the DE2marked “nominal” expressions in (61).
(61)
zai
again

xiang feng
RECI
meet

ye
PRT

zhe
this

de
DE2

ban
kind

chou
worried

wu de
ban men
zhong zuo
hua-er
shuo
this DE2 kind gloomy
end
take.as speech-DIM say
‘(When we) meet again, such worry, such gloom, (being worried as such, being
gloomy as such), will eventually become something we can talk about.’
(ibid.)
!
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6.4 Conclusion
Much like the development of DE2 from nominal modification into predication,
the development of DE3 from predicative-related functions into the domain of nominal
modification is facilitated by syntagmatic, pragmatic, and network contexts. The findings
further illustrate that constructions are multidimensional categories, whose composition
are subject to constant adjustment as the speaker are exposed to new linguistic
experiences. The results also show that constructional knowledge includes both general
schemas, as well as specific, local patterns. In the case of DE3-constructions, collocational
preferences over descriptive templates and specific items, such as the manner
demonstratives, also contribute to a partial alignment of DE3 with nominal modifier
constructions, as shown in §6.3.4. Finally, the paths of extension also demonstrate a
continuum between nominal predication and secondary predication, as DE2 and DE3 move
from opposite directions into the intermediate regions of their constructional prototypes.
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Chapter 7
Comparison between DE1 and DE2 constructions
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 investigates the second theme of the dissertation – the interactions
between DE1 and DE2 constructions. The phenomenon pertains to a DE-marked element
that refers to an event (or a substructure of an event) of which something is predicated.
The referential function is a sub-schema of the DE2-marked nominal constructions
discussed in Chapter 4. For DE1, it involves the structural unithood of [V DE1] and the
semantic and structural reanalysis of the [V DE1] unit as a topic to be predicated of (from
postverbal DE1 secondary predication constructions).
As discussed in Chapter 3, there have been several proposals about the formation
of [V DE1 VP] construction in the Medieval Chinese (P. Yang 1989, 1990, Sun 1996, C.
Zhao 2002, among others, also see Yue-Hashimoto 2001, Peyraube 1996). We have
argued that the establishment of the [V DE1 VP] resultative schema is affected by both
the postverbal [V DE1] and preverbal [DE1 VP] schemas (cf. Sun 1996). In Chapter 7, we
focus our discussion on the semantic changes and structural reanalysis that lead to
functional and formal parallels between [V DE1 VP] and [V DE2 + Pred] patterns. Notice
that we do not claim that the DE2-marked nominal construction is the primary source for
development of the [V DE1 VP] into a topic-comment structure. Instead, we argue that
these historically separate schemas develop semantic and structural overlaps and finally
converge in contexts where they are no longer distinguishable, due to functional and
formal (structural and phonetic) similarity.
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Some global changes in the language relevant to the development of [V DE Pred]
construction will also be noted here. The development of [V DE1 Pred] construction is
connected to the resultative verb compound construction, which develops in the Medieval
Chinese (P. Li 1989, Mei 1991) and becomes widely used in the Tang Dynasty (S. Jiang
1994:183, Shi 2002). The [V DE1] pattern, like the resultative verb [VR] compounds,
both predominantly appear in disyllabic units. The unithood of [V DE1] may be partly
strengthended by analogy to the VR compound construction, and both are under the
general influence of the process of disyllabification (see Shi 2002, also see discussion in
§2.3.2.1).
The discussion in this chapter consists of two major parts – (i) the roles of DE1
and DE2 in the establishment of [V DE Pred] as a strategy for secondary predication from
the Song-Jin Dynasties Period to the Yuan Dynasty (§7.2-3), and (ii) the extension of DE2
into the complementation/aspectual function in the Song-Jin Period (§7.4) and the Yuan
Dynasty (§7.5).
Specifically, §7.2 investigates the development of DE1 constructions in the Song
(960-1279) and Jin (1115-1234) Dynasties. The focus of discussion will be placed on the
constructionalization of non-resultative [V DE1 VP] predications from contextual
inferences frequently associated with the resultative, and the accompanying semantic and
structural developments that facilitate the overlaps between [V DE1 VP] with the [V DE2]
[Pred] topic-comment structure. §7.3 introduces the structural and semantic overlap
between DE1 and DE2 [V DE1 VP] constructions in the Song-Jin Period and later in the
Yuan Dynasty, when the pronunciations of DE1 and DE2 become increasingly similar.
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§7.4-5 discuss the extension of DE2-marked nominalization constructions to mark
complementation and aspectual functions. §7.4 discusses the use of DE2 in the
complementative (complement of immediate perception predicates) and equational
structures in the Song-Jin Period. The discussion provides the background for §7.5,
which introduces the expansion of DE2 into more syntactic functions in the Yuan Dynasty,
including aspectual and complementation functions that are previously marked by DE1
and other aspectual markers. The extension into these domains is partly due to phonetic
resemblance and structural parallel. In addition, certain instances involving DE2 may
allow multiple construals, being ambiguous between a regular complementation or
aspectual construction, and an equational strategy (a previously established function of
DE2).

7.2 The development of DE1 in the Song (960-1279) and Jin (1115-1234) Dynasties
In §3.2, we discussed the precursors of DE1 constructions, arguing that DE1marked [V DE1 VP] construction is the product of the merger of the [V DE1 NP], [V DE1],
and the [DE1 V(P)] patterns – pre-verbal and post-verbal DE1 constructions developed
separately from its lexical sense ‘get, obtain’. The [V DE1 VP] pattern is mainly used for
resultative relations in the Tang (618-907) and the Five Dynasties (907-979)1. V is a
simple predicate, predominantly monosyllabic. VP may be a simple or a complex
structure, with or without an overtly coded NP subject.
The [V DE1 VP] resultative may be associated with the following contextual
inferences (see §3.3.3):
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!The potential complements (see discussion in §3.4.2.4.1) in the [V DE1 V ] construction developed along
1
2
the non-potential [V DE1 VP] constructions. The focus of our discussion will be placed on the development
of non-potential constructions in the Song-Jin Dynasties Period.
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•

There is a temporal overlap between the anterior event and the resultative event
(§3.3.3.1.1).

•

The result is associated with the manner in which the action is carried out
(§3.3.3.1.2).

•

The result is a measurement of the effect (or magnitude) of the anterior/causative
event (§3.3.3.1.3).

•

The result is an evaluation of (an aspect of) the anterior event (§3.3.3.1.4).
Some of the resultatives, therefore, had backgrounded or alternative construals of

manner, depictive, extent and evaluation in the Tang-Five Dynasties Period. These
contextual inferences become conventionalized functions of the construction later in the
Song-Jin Period. The essential developments of DE1-marked secondary predicate
constructions in the Song-Jin Period include semantic, host-class, and syntactic
expansions. In this period, the [V DE1 VP] pattern becomes more elaborated, and allows
for a more types of verbs to occur as V and VP. The relationships that holds between V
and VP can include more than resultative relations – extent, manner, evaluation, and
simultaneous physical states are also found as VP.
7.2.1 DE1-marked resultative constructions
The [V DE1 VP] pattern is still commonly exploited to mark resultative relations
in the Song-Jin Period. Instances attested under the general DE1-marked resultative
schema, like in the previous period, may be classified into several subschemas based on
their semantic profiles.
V may be semantically general and functions more like an indicator of a ‘cause’
than an anterior event leading up to the result. In (1) and (2), respectively, shi ‘make’ and
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hai ‘cause harm’, one neutral and one adversative, are both semantically general in that
they only indicate the event after DE1 was brought about by a force, but do not specify
what the causative event is.
(1)

0
shi
de
wo
nen-di
make
DE1
1S
such-DE3
‘(You) made me like this/as such.’

(2)

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

0

dou
wei
ta-jia hai
de
ren
lai
bing
all
for
3S
cause_harm DE1 person come sick
‘It was all because of him that made me become sick.’ (Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th c.)
A semantically general predicate as V may also profile ‘change’. [Luo DE1] in (3),
for instance, is entrenched in the metaphorical sense that the subject ends up in (or falls
into) an adversative condition. The event that leads up to the condition is not specified.
(3)

0

luo de
yi
ge
shou-sun
fall DE1 one
CL
thin-wane
‘(I) end up being emaciated.’

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

These two subschemas of resultatives, represented by (1)-(2) and (3) represent two
essential elements in a resultative, ‘causation’ and ‘change’, as discussed in §3.3.3.
They thus exhibit a formal semantic overlap with, as well as a formal resemblance to
other types of resultatives, manifested by the [V DE1 VP] schema.
When the anterior event is specified by V, the resultatives may be classified into
subschemas based on whether they involve a measurement of magnitude. In one type of
resultative, the resulting state does not profile the magnitude of the force of the dynamic
process. This subtype of resultative typically appears in the [V1 DE1 V2] pattern, with no
intervening nominal or adjunct between the two predicates, as in (4) and (5).
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(4)

）1

2

0

chu
jian ji
ruan houlai fang ning
de
ying
initial
time very soft later then congeal
DE1
solid
‘Initially it was very soft, and then later it congealed (and became) solid.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
(5) ；
0
guo
ji
ri
jianjian yi
de
zheng
pass
several day
gradual move
DE1
centered
‘After a few days, (the moon) gradually moves to the center (so that it is centered).’
(ibid.)
Another type resultative predicate introduced by DE1 provides a measurement of
‘extent’ or ‘degree’. When the result is a scalar property, the extent may be introduced by
a construction of degree construction, e.g. the manner/degree/property deixis in (6), or the
intensifier in (7).
(6) 9
1
2
0
shangmian yin
yang jiao zheng da
de
ru-ci
sui
le
above
yin
yang mutual fight hit
DE1
like-such shattered RCS
‘The yin and the yang fought above, hit and as a result shattered (it) as such (i.e.
shattered to such an extent.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
(7)
1
0
zhi shi
bu
ru
muo de
fengmang
shifen li
le
only COP NEG like
grind DE1 edge
very sharp RCS
‘(The piece of iron) just does not work as well as when its edges are well-sharpened
(i.e. grind to the extent that it is very sharp.)’
(ibid.)
This type of resultative in fact expresses a ‘resulative extent’. Because the result
of an event is often determined by how the action is carried out, degree modification of
the resulting state may be construed as a measurement of the force of causation. This
contextual inference, however, is not associated with one specific aspect of the causative
event – the resulting state may have reached a certain degree due to excessive force,
prolonged duration, frequent repetition, speed, or other aspects of the event that may be
generally subsumed under “manner”. “Resultative extent” as an inference goes through a
series of s through a series of structural and semantic adjustments before becoming
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established as an independent ‘extent’ function (see §7.2.3).
§7.2.2-8 discuss the conventionalization of the new functions of the DE1secondary predication schema in the Song-Jin Period from various contextual inferences
associated with DE1-marked resultatives.
7.2.2 From result to depictive/manner
In §3.3.3, we have already discussed the possible paths of semantic extensions from
resultatives to manner and depictive predication, and that manner and depictive are
conceptually adjacent categories. In the Song-Jin Period, V2 no longer has to express a
result of the V1 event, but can encode an event construed as temporally simultaneous with
V1 .
The development from resultative to depictive and manner predication is based on
the inference that there is a temporal overlap between the anterior causative event and the
subsequent resultative event. Depending on its semantics, the V2 event may be construed
as a property of the V1 event (manner), or a participant of V1 (depictive). It is however
common to find that an instance may be construed in both ways, as in (8)-(9) below.
(8)

(

)

chang de kuaihuo
sing DE1 happy
‘(I’m) singing happi(ly).’
(9)

(

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

)

shuo
de
hao gu-qi
say
DE1
great solitary-desolate
‘You speak so desolately/(while appearing) very desolate.’
(ibid.)
Examples (8)-(9), which take an emotion predicate as V2, both allow for the manner vs.
depictive ambiguity.
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The similative predicate in (10) is also intermediate between event- and
participant-orientation. The first construal describes the manner of crying, while the
second construal likens the appearance of Yingying to that of being demented.
(10)
0
yingying ku
de
si
chidai
pn
cry
DE1
resemble
demented
‘Yingying cries (in such a manner) like she is demented.’ [manner/depictive]
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Examples (8)-(10) illustrate how depictives and manner predications are both
related to resultatives, when an event can be interpreted as simultaneous instead of
subsequent to the state of affairs denoted by the second predicate after DE1. Note that the
similative predication in (10) has another construal as describing the extent of the crying
event, which is linked to the resultative extent function discussed in §7.2.1.
•

Spurious resultative and manner
Another factor that leads to the construal of a resultative relation as a manner

predication is that the result is correlated with the manner in which the activity was
conducted.
(11)
0
jiao
ru
sheng liao tou
jiao de
jin
tie/twist resemble
string two
end
twist DE1 tight
‘In terms of jiao (to be unflexible), (it is) like the two ends of the strings are twisted
tight/tightly twisted…’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD1270)
(12)
conglai
guli
de
lao
from.beginning congeal
DE1
firm,tight
‘From the beginning, (the wall of attackers) are congealed firm(ly)/tight(ly).’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
This type of resultative corresponds to what Washio (1997) calls spurious resultative.
Washio proposes that in this type resultative, the resulting state is such because of the
manner in which an action is carried out. The stative predicate jin ‘tight’ and lao ‘tight,
!
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firm’ may therefore be construed as predicated of the participant, or predicated of the
event. Washo argues that in English, a spurious resultative may be encoded as a simple
adjective, or marked by a manner encoding -ly. This is reflected in the English
translations of (11)-(12).
The development from result to manner and depictive relations attested for the
DE1

construction is illustrated by the following Figure 7.1:

Figure 7.1 The result-manner-depictive continuum

The development echoes what has been established in the typological works such as
Verkerk (2009), discussed in Chapter1.
7.2.3 From result to excessive extent/degree
An important change in this period is the conventionalization of the “extent”
function, in which a resulting event is reanalyzed as a measurement of a scalar property
reaching a certain degree. The intermediate stage between a pure resultative to an extent
predication is what we call a “resultative extent”. While the canonical resultative profiles
a force leading to the realization of another event, the resultative extent function profiles
the resulting event as a measure of the strength of the force. The following examples
illustrate the structural and semantic factors that likely facilitate the transition from result
to extent function.
•

From a dynamic change-of-state to a stative, scalar property
An essential factor concerns the semantics of the predicate serving as the “cause”.
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Example (13) illustrate a cause-emotion predicate xia ‘scare, be scared’ that result in
events encoded by the three predicates after DE1, two out of three being hyperbolic
expressions based on Chinese folk physiology.
(13)
jiayi
PN

xia
de
scare DE1

hun fei
spirit fly

tian wai
heaven out

po
san
jiu
xiao fufu
zai
di
soul
scatter nine sky
prostrate
at
ground
‘Jiayi is so scared that his spirit flies outside of heaven, that his soul is scattered into
the ninth layers of the sky, that he prostrates on the ground.’
(Xuan He Yi Shi, 13th c.)
Notice that although the cause-emotion predicate xia ‘scare, be scared’ is construed as a
dynamic change of state predicate ‘become scared’ in this context, it may alternatively be
interpreted as a stative scalar property ‘ be scared’.
In (14), the cause is a change-of-state predicate, shou ‘(become) thin’, which
encodes the protagonist’s process of emaciation from excessive distress.
(14)

1

jin-bu-de
bear-NEG-DE1

zhe
this

？

ban
kind

0

chou men
sorrow depression

zhi
shou de
jifu
ru
xiao
simply thin DE1 skin resemble
peel
‘Unable to bear such distress, (he has) simply (become) so thin that his skin is like a
peel.’ [extent]
‘…simply thin in such a way that the skin is like a peel.’ [manner]
(Xuan He Yi Shi, 13th c.)
Although shou in this context may still be construed as a process of becoming thin, it
often has an alternative construal as a stative, scalar property. In the stative construal of
shou ‘thin’, the description has skin like peel is a measurement of the extreme ‘thinness’
of the participant. A “cause” that may potentiallay be construed as a stative property
allows for the conventionalization of the extent function, i.e. the measurement of a scalar
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property. It is also descriptive of the manner of thinness. Extent is thus also an
intermediate category between “result” and “manner”.
The transition from a dynamic change-of-state to a stative property construal is also
affected by the position of the affected participant in the sentence. Compare (15), an
example from Bian Wen (7th -9th) presented previously in Chapter 3, with (13) above.
(15)
、
0
xia
de
huangdi
qia
bei
han liu
scare
DE1
emperor
watery back sweat flow
‘(It) scared the emperor (such that) sweat ran down all over his back.’
(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
Both (13) above and (15) involve a cause-emotion predicate xia as the causative
event. The cause-of-emotion predicate xia in (15), which has the stimulus (the two
generals) as the subject, appears to be less closely linked to an excessive extent
interpretation than xia in (13), which has an experiencer-subject (Jia Yi). The effect of
patient or affectee as subject will be discussed again in §7.2.6.3.
Another context that facilitates the extent construal concerns the semantics of the
resultative predicate. The measurement of extent or degree, other than the encoding of
degree modification on the resultative predicate (see (6)-(7) above), may be introduced
by an elaboration of the event(s) causally related to the anterior event. This is also
illustrated by (13), where the result consists of three events encoded by the three
predicates following [V-DE1]. These hyperbolic expressions may potentially be
reinterpreted as profiling a measurement of the magnitude of the action, instead of the
real resulting action of the previous event. That is, the degree is associated with the
inference of an extent that is out of the ordinary.
The gradual semantic shift from profiling the “result” to the measurement of an
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“extent” is also indicated by the degree adverb gou ‘enough’ in (16), followed by the
potential effect of reaching the extent.
(16)
tian
weather

1

men
de
stifle,stifling DE1

ren
lai
gou
person come enough

ba

shen en
dou bian zuo
chou
deep favor all
change into hatred
‘The weather stifles people enough; (it) could turn great gratitude into hatred.’
[Inferred]:
‘The weather is stifling enough to turn great gratitude into hatred.’
‘The weather is so stifling that it could turn great gratitude into hatred.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
OBJ

Hyperbolic descriptions of potential effects, when functioning as the resultative
predicate, do not make predications about actual occurrences. The “result” introduced is
rather intended as an illustration of the “force” reaching a certain extent. In addition, the
potential effect of the weather predicate men ‘stifle, be stifling’ no longer marks men as a
telic event. Example (16), therefore, no longer qualifies as a canonical resultative.
7.2.3.1 Conventionalization of “extent” reading
As illustrated above, the gradual transition from the resultative extent to the pure
extent interpretation involves the backgrounding, and finally loss of the construal of the
event denoted by V1 as a dynamic process. The semantic change is manifested by the
emergence of a V1 that may only be construed as a stative, scalar property, and not a
dynamic process. A canonical example of an extent secondary predicate is provided in
(17), where the property du ‘malicious’ may only be construed as a stative scalar
property.
(17)
(
)
ni
du
de da jing-ren
2S
malicious DE1 great surprise-person
“You are malicious to an very surprising extent.”
‘You are very surprisingly malicious.’
!
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(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

The effect of being malicious, that it greatly surprises people, is encoded by a degreemodified cause-emotion predicate with a generic noun. The V2 predicate expresses a
measure of the extent of maliciousness on a scale, which, according to the speaker, is
high to a very surprising extent. The extent predicate in (17) is “resultative” in the sense
that it specifies the “resulting state” of a scalar property reaching an (excessive) extent.
By comparison, the extent resultatives provide a quantification of the extent of an action
by specifying its result.
The establishment of the extent function involves the semantic change of V2 from
the result of an action, to the result of V1 reaching a degree. In addition, because V2 no
longer marks the completion of V1, the aspectual contour of the event introduced by [V1
DE1]

has changed from telic to atelic:

Resultative extent
Extent

[V1
dynamic, telic
stative, atelic

DE1

V2]
Result of V1 action
Result of V1 reaching a certain extent

The semantic reanalysis of V2 from being resulting event ascribed to a participant to the
measurement of an extent of a property is a drift away of from the participant-orientation
to event-orientation. Notice that the predicative ‘extent’ in (16) and (17) is no longer
adequate as a description of a participant, at least not so without a substantial semantic
change.
7.2.3.2 Emergence of degree reading
The establishment of the extent construal allows further generalization of the
construction to a function that I will refer to as ‘degree’, where V2 is merely a degree
modifier, most commonly describing a property close to the high end of the scale.
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(18)
shenghua

niangzi
bing
miss
be.sick
‘Ms. Shenghua is extremely sick.’
PN

de
DE1

lihai
extreme

(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

The ‘primary event’ bing ‘get/be sick’ in (30) is an physiological condition
construed as a state/property. Lihai ‘extreme’ indicates the degree of seriousness of the
illness. In the Yuan Dynasty, the degree function is attested with a genuine property
qiong ‘poor’ combined with a degree marker, indicating a true establishment of the
degree function.
(19)
she
si
an gongpo-men
qiung
de sha
who like 1S parent.in.law-PL poor
DE1 extreme
‘Who are so very poor like my parents in law?!’

0

(Za Ju, 14th century)

The functional changes of the [V1 DE1 V2] construction include the conventionalization
of extent and degree meanings, which involve both host-class expansion and the change
of the semantic relationships between V1 and V2. In addition, the predicate introduced by
DE1

also moves from being a predication about a participant towards being an elaboration

of the event denoted by [V DE1]. The conventionalization of the new meanings is
accompanied by the loss of “causation” as a semantic element, which renders the two
events linked by DE1 as simultaneous. The development discussed in this section is
shown in Figure 7.2:
Figure 7.2 From result to extent and degree

7.2.4 Establishment of evaluation function
Another essential process where DE1 develops functional changes from primarily
resultative (participant-oriented, subsequent) to simultaneous, event-oriented expressions
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(manner) is the shift from ‘evaluation of result’ to ‘evaluation of manner’. This involves
the semantic change where the effect of an action is re-interpreted as an evaluation of the
performance/content. As suggested in the beginning of §7.2 (also see §3.3.3.1.3), the
predicate in the [V1 DE1 V2] pattern may be alternatively construed as an evaluation of
the previous event based on its resulting product, especially the object complement of
acquisition of knowledge, creation and cognition predicates. The evaluation-manner
function becomes a conventional function in the Song-Jin Period.
Compared to the previous period, where the evaluative interpretation is
backgrounded and sporadic, in the Song Dynasty, an evaluative comment becomes
common as V2 in the [V DE1 V2] pattern. (20)-(21) illustrate two instances where a
typical value expression is predicated of the content of a creative process. In (20), hao
‘good’ is predicated of the content of the poem, i.e. what the poem says, which is also a
comment on how the poem was composed.
(20)

1

0

jin
you
kangjie xiansheng zuo
ba
today EXIST PN
mister
compose eight

ju
CL

shi
poem

dao de
hao
say
DE1
good
‘Now there is the eighty-lined poem Mr. Kangjie composed, (which is) well said.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
In (21), the evaluation shi ‘proper’ is predicated of the content of jun-zhi ‘(to give a)
royal command’, which refers sarcastically to a proposition the hearer made in the
previous discourse. The speaker addresses his evaluation to the content of the “royal
command”, reflected in the English translation with a nominal topic and an evaluative
comment (see alignment with topic-comment structure in section §7.2.6).
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(21)

0

jun-zhi
de shi
royal-command DE1 proper
‘Your royal command is right.’

(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

The fact that the speaker sarcastically packages the hearer’s previous expression of
opinion as giving a “royal command” suggests that the evaluation may also be partly
attributed to the way in which the hearer addressed him, i.e. an evaluation of manner.
The evaluation of the product or content may be construed as directed to the
manner in which the product of speech or writing is created. The evaluative comment
may also be predicated of other processes, such as andun ‘settle’ in (22).
(22)

1

gai
such

1

yuan
zhe ge tian-li
xu
because.of this CL heaven-principle need

(

you
exist

)

ge
CL

andun chu
settle place

andun chu
|
cai
andun de
bu
qia
hao…
settle
place
just
settle DE1 NEG exactly right
‘This is because the principles of heaven need to have a place to settle. In case of
simply not settling properly…’
(or: in case of the (manner) of settling them being not proper)…’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
In (22), the speaker addresses the issue of the principles of heaven, proposing that they
need a place to settle. The event of ‘settling’ is then introduced as a topic encoded by [V
DE1],

followed by an evaluative comment. The comment of ‘being improper’ may be

assigned based on various reasons, for example, the way the ‘settling’ action is
performed, or the result of ‘settling’ event. Both of these are e-sites of the event [V DE1].
The above examples support the observation that evaluation is an intermediate
category between result and manner. In fact, the distinction between a typical manner
predication and an evaluative comment is also gradient. A V2 as a predicative comment
to an e-site of an event falls on a value-manner continuum. This is partly due to the fact
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that manner and value are both qualitative comments, the difference being that the former
is a description, while the latter is an assessment. Expressions such as xini ‘fine, delicate,
in detail’, qiao ‘exquisite’ and miao ‘fine’ are evaluatives of manner in (23)-(24).
(23)
0
kungzi
shuo de xini
Confucius say DE1 in.detail
‘Confucius explained in detail.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1250)
(24)
shen
what

ban ge
kind CL

hao hua-er
nao
good flower-DIM lively

zuo
arrange

de
DE1

nen qiao
such exquisite

san-er
cu
de jue
miao
umbrella-dim cluster
DE1 extreme
fine
‘What kind of good flowers are lively, arranged in such an exquisite manner; the
umbrellas are clustered extremely finely.’
(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)
The evaluative comment may also be applied to the extent or degree of an action, as
shown in (25). Notice that extent is by nature an intermediate category between result and
manner, since the latter is associated with how the event is carried out (see the discussion
of the spurious resultative above).
(25)
mei

1

1

；

0

xier
zhenliang mei
xier
judan
NEG.exist a.little
discretion NEG.exist a.little fear
‘Without discretion, without fear, he was over the line.’

zuo de
DO

guo-huo
DE1 excess-fire

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

7.2.5 Manner and other event-oriented predications
Aside from value, the [V1 DE1 V2] pattern also expresses a variety of manner
predications and general event-oriented properties. This newly emerged function is
accompanied by host-class expansion of both V1 and V2, the former collocating with
more semantic classes of dynamic verbs as V1, and the latter extending to more types of
event-oriented properties such as typical manner predicates. Prototypical manner
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predications, such as speed, are shown in (26)-(29).
(26)
．
0
zhe
ge wushi
ji
shi zhuan
this
CL
matter
extreme COP rotate
‘This matter rotates extremely fast.’
(27)

．

de

su
DE1 fast
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)

0

zhishi
qi
xuanzhuan
de
jin
only
atmosphere spin
DE1
tight
‘(The heaven) is just atmosphere spinning fast. ’
(28)

1

muo
rub

1

lai
muo
come rub

》

qu
go

2

muo
rub

(ibid.)

0

de
DE1

ji
le
speedy RCS

bian
zan
xu-duo zhazi
then
press many sediment
‘(The atmosphere) rubbed (against itself while moving around); when the rubbing
became rapid, it forced out many sediments.’
(ibid.)
(29)

1

5

2

0

zheng-shi
yue
xing de
chi
precisely-be
moon move DE1 slow
‘It is precisely true that the moon moves slowly.’
(ibid.)
Example (30) illustrates a predication of aspectual qualification via the [V1 DE1
V2] pattern, which may be broadly construed as manner.
(30)
0
ta na
yuan tou
zhiguan
lai
de
3S that
source-head simply
come DE1
‘Its source simply comes continuously.’

bu-jue
NEG-end
(ibid.)

The [V1 DE1 V2] pattern also expresses other event-oriented relations, such as
time.
(31)

!

2

wen
ask

wu
you
object exist

yue
say

sheng
be.born

2

xia
qiu
summer fall
de
DE1

0

jian
between

jiao
compare

428

chi
late

sheng
be.born

zhe
NMZ

‘(The student) asks: ‘In terms of creatures, there are those born between summer and
fall.’
(The lecturer) says: ‘They are born relatively late.’ (Or: Their birth is relatively
late).
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
(32)
0
fa
de
zao
shi
bu
fei-li
emerge
DE1
early time NEG consume-energy
‘When emerging early, it is not strenuous.’
(ibid.)
In (31)-(32), the predication following [V DE1] is construed as an evaluation of
time. Interestingly, the predicative evaluation of time is not encoded as an adverb in
English, either. Note that chi ‘late’ is used as a manner predication in (29) above, but an
evaluation of the time of the event in (31); there is no structural distinction between the
two uses. The lack of formal distinction again supports the manner vs. evaluation
continuum on the one hand, and the association between manner and other event-oriented
concepts on the other. The development of value, manner, and other event-oriented
predications discussed in this section is summarized by Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3 The evaluation schema and its links to result and event-oriented functions

7.2.6 Semantic and structural alignment with discourse topic
The various relations between [V DE1] and the subsequent predicate discussed in
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the previous sections shared an important feature: the predication after DE1 essentially
functions as a comment to a substructure of the event encoded by [V DE1]. Importantly,
the development of the [V DE1 Pred] schema from Tang to Song-Jin periods is associated
with various semantic and structural features that contribute to the semantic, pragmatic,
and structural overlaps of [V DE1] with a discourse topic. These features are tied to the
various sub-schemas of the construction. The structural and semantic reanalysis takes
place gradually with the accumulation of exemplars that fall under the pattern. This
section discusses various parameters that motivate the alignment of [V DE1] with a
discourse topic.
7.2.6.1 Chunking and unithood of [V DE1]
As discussed in §3.2.2, the postverbal [V DE1…] complementation/aspectual
function of DE1 starts to expand in the Tang Dynasty. A number of frequent V DE1
strings are attested. Via the process of chunking, V DE1 strings become increasingly
entrenched as a schema. The increasing unithood and routinization of [V DE1] as a
conventionalized sequence progresses gradually from Tang Dynasty to the Song-Jin
Period, as more types of [V DE1] sequences strengthen the schema and attract more
members into the network. The structural reanalysis probably motivates, and is at the
same time strengthened by, the semantic reanalysis of the predicative part as a comment,
and the various functional expansions that follow this alignment are discussed in §7.3.2.
In addition, the [V DE1] pattern is more structurally integrated than the [DE1 VP]
string. V DE1 as a unit is phonetically more closely integrated to the verb immediately
preceding it, than the predicate that follows it. The unithood of [V DE1] is reflected in its
requirement for specific morphophonological patterns, i.e. V is predominantly
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monosyllabic, and there are no intervening elements between V and DE1. What follows
DE1

is much more structurally and semantically diverse – the predicative expression(s)

after DE1 can be simple or complex units, with or without an overtly marked subject, and
in the case of resultative and extent expressions, the predicative part may be composed of
multiple, elaborate expressions, or even clauses with multiple events and participants.
The unithood of [V DE1] is also partly affected by analogy to the resultative verb
compound schema in Chinese, which involves the juxtaposition of two monosyllabic
verbs [V1V2] (see Mei 1991, Peyraube 1996, Shi 2002, D. Xu 2006, for discussion on
resultative verb compounds; see also Yue-Hashimoto 2001 on verb complement
constructions in Chinese).
Given its lack of structural diversity, the [V DE1] schema is generally more likely
to be stored as a chunk than [DE1 VP]. Table 7.1 shows the type and token frequencies of
[V DE1] and [DE1 V] patterns out of the most frequent 50 concordances of the element
immediately adjacent to DE1 ([X DE1] and [DE1 X]) in Zu Tang Ji and Zhu Zi Yu Lei. The
results show that there is a rise of both the relative type and token frequencies of the [V
DE1]

pattern, and a decline of both in the [DE1 V] pattern.

Table 7.1 A comparison of [V DE1] and [DE1 V] strings in Zu Tang Ji and Zhu Zi Yu
Lei (based on the most frequent 50 [X DE1] and [DE1 X] strings)
Zu Tang Ji (10th c.)

Pattern
Type
Frequency
Token/Type
V DE1:DE1 V (ratio)

V DE1
20
226
11.3
1.18

DE1

V
17
217
12.8
1

Zhu Zi Yu Lei (1270)
V DE1
28
8426
300.9
2.33

DE1

V
12
1645
137.1
1

[V DE1] units serve as models for analogy for postverbal DE1 constructions to develop,
and also contribute to the later structural match between [V DE1] units and [V(P) DE2]
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nominalization constructions. With the increasing unithood of [V DE1], a [V DE1 Pred]
string is likely to be parsed as [V DE1] + Predicate.
7.2.6.2 Structural and semantic parallel
The alignment of [V DE1] with the discourse topic is partly facilitated by its
structural features. The event being predicated of, encoded by [V DE1], often appears in
the initial, topic position. The discourse function of [V DE1] also tends to parallel that of a
topic. That is, the event denoted by [V DE1] is often already introduced in the previous
discourse, and continues as a topic. The predicative after [V DE1] makes an assertion
about an e-site of the [V DE1] event, but [V DE1] is not being asserted.
(33)

：

muo
rub

1

1

lai
muo
come rub

1

qu
go

muo
rub

》

de
DE1

(

)

ji
le
speedy RCS

bian
zan
xu-duo zhazi
then
press many sediment
‘(The atmosphere) rubbed (against itself while moving around); when the rubbing
became rapid, it forced out many sediments.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
(34)

2

wen
ask

wu
you
object exist

(

xia
qiu
summer fall

)

jian
between

sheng
be.born

zhe
NMZ

yue
sheng
de
jiao
chi
say
be.born
DE1
compare
late
‘(The student) asks: ‘In terms of creatures, there are those born between summer and
fall.’
(The lecturer) says: ‘They are born relatively late (=in terms of (their) birth, it is
relatively late).’
(ibid.)
The construction makes an assertion about the event introduced as a complement, but not
the [V-DE1] event.
7.2.6.3 Decreasing semantic salience of [V DE1]: cause downgraded
The alignment of [V DE1] with a topic, or something to be commented on, leads to
two subsequent developments. These are both instantiations of the evaluative schema,
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which introduces a predicative comment.
One type of semantic change pertinent to the alignment of [V DE1] with topic is its
decreasing semantic salience as a causal event. The alignment of the construction with
the topic-comment structure, for instance, may be illustrated by (35), where the affected
participant, patient, or experiencer (non-agent, non-theme) of a change of state or activity
predicate appears as the subject of the [V1 DE1 V2] construction.
(35)
(
)
yi
tang shen dao su
de
jingshen
one
hall
deity spirit mold DE1 spirited
‘(There is) a hall of (statues of) deities (which are) molded vigorous/vivid.’
(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)
V2 in (35) should originally indicate a result of the V1 event, because the predicate,
su ‘mold’, involves change. The appearance of the affectee as the subject makes the [V
DE1]

combination look like ‘stative resultatives’ (Nedjalkov and Jaxontov 1988: 6), “verb

forms that express a state implying a previous event.” The primary information of (35),
however, is not that ‘the process of molding’ resulted in the vivid appearance of the
statues, but merely that the statues look vivid (which presumably resulted from the
process of molding). The semantic change involves the shift of profile from the causative
to the resulting event, and then the construal of the result as a current state. A similar
phenomenon has also been addressed previously in §7.2.3, when comparing the semantic
differences between examples (13) and (15), one with the experiencer of the causeemotion predicate before the [V DE1] unit, [xia DE1], and one after it.
Another type of development involves the semantic expansion of [V DE1] from
reference to an e-site of an event (result, manner) to reference to the event itself.
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(36)
(
)
wai-mian men-er
po
de
qiaoqi
outside
door-DIM
broken DE1 odd, peculiar
‘The door outside is oddly broken.’ [evaluation of manner/result/factive]
‘Oddly, the door outside is broken.’ [factive]
(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)
Example (36) also involves a patient (the door) as the subject of a change-of-state
predicate, po ‘break (broken)’. Unlike (35), where the event of molding in is demoted and
insignificant, the fact that the door is broken is obviously important information. The V2
event qiaoqi ‘odd, particular’ may be construed either as an evaluation of the way the
door is broken (a result/manner ambiguity), or the speaker’s judgment of the fact that the
V1 event even takes place, i.e. it is peculiar that the door is broken. The example shows
the emergence of the factive (commentative) function of [V1 DE1 V2] event.
The development discussed here may have also been affected by the reduced
selectional restrictions a verb imposes on the semantic roles of its subject NP. T. Mei
(1991) argues that there is a neutralization of restriction on the semantic role of the
subject NP from Archaic to Medieval Chinese. In Archaic Chinese, the verb coordination
construction in the [V1V2] pattern selects specific semantic roles of the subject – A unit
of two coordinated transitive verbs, such as V-sha in (37a), only takes an Agent/Force
subject, and a Transitive (Vt) + Intransitive (Vi) unit, such as V-si in (37b), only takes a
Patient/Undergoer subject. The constraint is illustrated by (37a-b) (examples from T. Mei
1991).
(37) (a) Agent/Force +Vt+Vt +Patient/Undergoer
1

an
beng
jin
ya
sha
wo
zhe
bank
collapse
completely
press kill
lie
NMZ
‘The bank collapsed and completely crushed and killed the people lying (there).’
(Shi Ji, 100 B.C.)
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(b) Patient/Undergoer + Vt+Vi
0

bai
yu
ren
tan
beng
jin
ya
si
hundred over person charcoal
collapse
all
press die
‘More than a hundred people, because of the charcoal collapsed, were all crushed and
died.’
(Lun Heng, A.D. 15)
T. Mei (1991) sugests that the resultative verb compound construction is
established when a transitive-intransitive verb unit [Vt+Vi] (in other words, [V+R])
begins to take an Agent subject, as shown in (38). After pattern in (38) is established,
there is an ambiguity as to whether an Agent or a Patient NP is involved in an “NP +VR”
pattern (see also Peyraube 1996:192-3). The Agent/Patient V1+Vi pattern then emerges.
(38) Agent/Force +Vt+Vi+Patient/Undergoer
1?

0

shi lin-jia
lao
huang gou na
da
si
zhi
be neighbor-home
old
yellow dog then beat die
3S
‘It was the neighbor’s old yellow dog, (he) then beat it to death.’
(You Ming Lu, 5th c.)
T. Mei (1991) proposes that the neutralization of constraints is linked to the
change from the “Subject-Predicate” in Archaic Chinese to the “Topic-Comment”
structure in Medieval Chinese. The difference lies in that the verb imposes a more strict
selectional restriction on the subject, but not the topic. As can be seen in (39)-(40) (from
T. Mei 1991), the [V DE1] pattern established in the Medieval Chinese also allows for
either an Agent or a Patient as the NP immediately before it, in line with the general
tendency in the language. The possibility to place a Patient as the subject may have
facilicated decreasing semanitic salience of the [V DE1] event discussed in this section.
(39) Agent/Force + [V DE1] +VP
ye
feng chui de
kai
wild
wind blow DE1 open
‘The wild wind blows (can blow) it open.’
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(Xia Yun, Poem by Tsao Song, 9th c.)

(40) Patient/Force + [V DE1] +VP
0

shen
shui you
yu
xian
de
chu
deep
water exist fish hold_in_mouth
DE1
exit
‘There is fish in the deep water (that) can be/is carried out.’
(Lu Zi, Poem by Du Xunhe, 9th c.)
7.2.7 Factive
The construal of [V DE1] event as a topic to be predicated of, as in (41), leads to the
conventionalization of a factive interpretation, where the predicate following [V DE1] is
an evaluation about the existence or realization of the event itself (cf. commentative in
Noonan 1985/2007).
(41)
4
ran
lai
however come

1

…

de

yi
DE1 already

0

bu-shi
NEG-proper

ji
zhi
you wu
ke wei
zhe
till
arrive
also NEG.exist able do
NMZ
‘However, the coming of it (the wish) was already improper; when arrived, there was
also nothing to do.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei 110, AD1270)
The factive interpretation in (41) is an illustration of further movement of the predicative
following [V DE1] towards event-orientation.
7.2.8 Copular functions of [V DE1]
When the event denoted by [V DE1] loses not only its semantic salience, but also
its semantic substance, [V DE1] functions only to introduce a predicative comment about
a participant. In this function, the [V DE1] unit begins to resemble a copula, a supporting
element that accompanies a predication. Because [V DE1] no longer denotes an event, the
predicate following the VP is semantically the primary predication. The construction may
be described as the ‘copular’ function of [V DE1], or the (primary) ‘predicative’ function
of the original secondary predicate.
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The DE1-copular construction may be traced to resultatives. Compare the
following functions in (42) to (44) with the causative result schema discussed before.
(42)
1
hao-gan-hao-xiu
ni zuo
de
wu
gong shou
lu
good-drink-good-delicacy 2S do
DE1
NEG
merit receive reward
‘(There is) all the fine food – you receive a reward without deserving it!’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
(43)
1
0
ye wu xian-hua
also NEG leisure-speech
zhi ban de
deng
qian xuxu
di
ku
only do DE1 lamp
front dark.REDU DE3
cry
‘There are no extra words, (they) simply weep secretly in front of the lamp.’
(ibid.)
(44)
zhang

1．．

PN

sheng wen
MR.
hear

yu
speech

zhuanzhuan
turn.REDU

xin
heart

laorang
toil

shi-zuo
de
si
fengmuo
make-do DE1 resemble
mad
‘Mr. Zhang heard the speech, unsettled, his heart was restless, (he) seemed mad…’
(ibid.)
While clearly linked to resultatives, [V DE1] in these examples no longer encode a
process, but merely functions to introduce current events.
•

Depictive > copula
The copular functions of DE1 may also be a development from a depictive.

Compare examples (45)-(46) involving sheng-DE1 ‘lit.be.born-DE1’ (also see sheng-DE1
in (34) above).
(45)
1
0
sheng
de
bi-ge
zhi shen
be.born DE1
blocked-divided
that excessive
‘(The beasts) are born (with their nature) extremely blocked and divided.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei 110, AD1270)
(46)
na
that
!

1

ge
CL

，

bai-tu
white-rabbit

4

1

sheng de
be.born DE1
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shuang-hao
frost-hair

cuoluo
strew

yu-ti
jade-body

qing-ying
light-graceful

si
four

zhuangjian
strong

ji
fast

feng
wind

ti
paw

ru
like

shuang
yan
xianming
guang yao
ri
pair
eye
bright
light shine sun
‘That rabbit has frosty hair that strews randomly, a beautiful body light and graceful,
four paws strong and fast like the wind, and a pair of eyes bright and shiny in the sun.’
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua, 13th c.)
In (45), sheng-DE1 still refers to the process of ‘being born’, and is a canonic instantiation
of a depictive. In (46), sheng-DE1 no longer refers to the process of the rabbit being born,
but to the general physical properties of the rabbit. In this function, it has a meaning
similar to English appear or be, which is essentially used to introduce a predicative
property without making reference to (or emphasizing) the process that is simultaneous
with, or leading up to it. When a [V DE1] combination no longer contributes significantly
to the semantics of the whole proposition, its function resembles that of a copula, and the
secondary predicate becomes the sole predicate. The development of a copula-like
function of V-DE1 is compatible with the general schema formed along with the
accumulation of various subchemas. The examples show further deviations and
extensions from the original resultative functions, schematized by Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 The development of predicative (copular) and factive functions

7.2.9 Summary
The distribution of the semantic relations expressed by the predicative element
introduced by [V DE1] is provided in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Functions of DE1-marked predicative relations from 7th to 13th centuries
Tang
Five Dynasties
Dynasty
(10th c.)
th th
(7 -9 c.)
Bian Wen Zu Tang Ji

Zhang Xie Dong Xi Xiang Wu Dai Shi
Ping Hua

Text
1 Result
Resultative Path

66

18

13

21

Resultative extent
Result or evaluation

2

Result or
manner/depictive

1

Result or manner

2

Song-Jin Period
(12th -13th c.)

2

1

2 Evaluation
3 Manner

12

36

2
6

8

12

1

8

2

5

1

2

18

8

1

1

Manner, value or extent

7

3

1

Manner or depictive

2

Depictive
4 Extent

1

Degree

1

5 Copula

8

6 Factive (copula, value)
Sum

!

4
10

3

1
84

42
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55

89

21

A comparison between the early functions in Bian Wen and Zu Tang Ji and the
texts in the Song-Jin Period shows that development of the predicate from resultative to
several simultaneous event relations. The various functions derive from the
conventionalization of various aspects of contextual inferences, as indicated by the
numbered groupings in the leftmost column. These include alternative construals of a
resultative (#1) as an evaluation of an aspect of the event (#2), a description of a
simultaneous event (#3), and a measurement of an extent or degree (#4). Furthermore, the
loss of semantic salience and semantic content of an [V DE1] event contributes to the
copular function of [V DE1] (#5), and the overall alignment with the topic-comment
structure made it possible for a factive (#6) evaluation function to emerge. The instances
that are ambiguous between two or several construals represent intermediate categories of
development.
Overall, whether the ‘secondary’ predication following [V DE1] is descriptive of
an extent, a degree, a manner, a participant (i.e. a depictive), or an evaluation, the
predication may be broadly construed as an elaboration of an e-site of the event structure
denoted by [V DE1]. The factive function, where [V DE1] refers to the event itself, is a
compatible with this general schema, shown as follows:
[V DE1
+
E-site of V
V

Predicate]
comment

The semantics of the contruction has arguablely changed from its original [V and as a
result Pred] to [In terms of V, it is Pred].
Notably, depictive is not a primary function of this construction, but often cooccurs with a manner or resultative construal. This is likely due to the preferred
information-packaging function of the [V DE1 Pred] construction. A non-resultative
!
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predication more appropriately introduces a general property or evaluative comment of
(an e-site of) the event, instead of a purely incidental property of a participant that is
temporally simultaneous with the event. In addition, the [V DE Predicate] construction is
used as one of the strategies employed for property predication, where [V DE1] stands as
a topic or secondary topic that the predicate is ascribed to.
7.3 DE2 and the [V DE Pred] functions
As shown in §4.2.2, DE2 developed a number of functions from its nominalization
functions, including both topic and focus-marking. A DE2-marked participant
nominalization construction may function as the topic. The function appears early, when
the nominalization function of DE2 is being established. (47)-(48) illustrate early
examples where a DE2-marked participant nominalization refers to the content of a
speech predicate, followed by an evaluative comment.
(47)

(

)

ayi
dao di
shi na
nun say DE2 right PRT.ASSERT
‘What the nun says is right.’ (Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
(48)

1

0

xu

jun
miao
hui
shuo
di
xiang
ying
mister
wonderful understand speak
DE2 RECI
correspond
‘Mr. Xu understands wonderfully, what he said corresponds.’ (Zu Tang Ji, AD952)
PN

Especially when it refers to the product or content of a process, the DE2-marked
noun has a structural and semantic match to [V DE1] in the [V DE1 PredVALUE] pattern. The
content of speech represented by [Vspeech DE2], as the product of a creative event, is not a
typical participant. The participant it refers to is conceptually adjacent to the product or
result as an e-site denoted by [V DE1] in a [V DE1 Pred] construction.
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A DE2-marked event nominalization construction often functions as a contrastive
topic, as illustrated by (49) from Zu Tang Ji (see discussion in §4.2.2.2). The comment is
commonly a typical value expression, such as shi ‘proper’, hao ‘good’.
(49)

5

5

zuo
di
shi
wo
sit
DE2
proper
lie_down
‘To sit is proper? To lie down is proper?’

di
DE2

shi
proper
(Zu Tang Ji, AD952)

The event-nominalization function of DE2 is well-established in the Song-Jin
Period. The following examples attested in Zhu Zi illustrate that a DE2-marked event may
function as the topic of an evaluative comment, which does not need to be contrastive.
(50)
1
0!
xiao-de
le
jian-de-po
di
hao
understand-DE1
PFV see-DE1-break
DE2 good
‘(If one can) understand (this), (and can) see through (this), (that) is good.’
‘It is good to understand and to see through this.’
(Zhu Zi, 1270 AD)
(51)
0
buru guan
zi
di
tuotie
rather watch
self DE2 proper
‘Instead, it is more proper to observe yourself.’

(ibid.)

In (52), the DE2-marked event noun refers to the event of the participant’s
dying/death. The DE2-marked event may be construed as the object argument of yan
‘examine’.
(52)
0
yan
ta
si
de xu shi
examine
3S die/death DE2 false real
‘…to examine whether he really died (lit. examine whether his dying/death is false or
real.)’
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua, 13th c.)
Examples (50)-(52) illustrate a DE2-marked event as topic followed by a
commentative predicate. The event nominalization function of DE2 appears in the
[Proposition-DE2 + value] pattern, where the DE2-marked proposition is the topic. (50)(52) illustrate the following schema, where Y is an evaluation/comment of X:
!
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Pattern
[X DE2]
Function TOPIC

[Yvalue]
COMMENT

This function of DE2 corresponds to the factive function of DE1 that emerged in the TangSong Period, shown in (41) above. Different from [V DE1], which always takes a simple
monosyllabic or synonymous disyllabic predicate, a DE2-marked event may be either
complex, e.g. (50)-(51)), or simple, e.g. (52). Associated with a network with a wider
range of extensions and more flexible collocational patterns, [V(P) DE2] has the potential
to subsume the functions of [V DE1]. Note that the semantic parallel between [V(P) DE2
PRED] and the [V DE1 VP] pattern often pairs with a value predication.
7.3.1 DE1 and DE2: overlaps in structural and semantic contexts (Song-Jin Period)
The distribution of DE1 and DE2 remain largely distinct in the Song-Jin Period,
despite the semantic and structural parallels with DE1-constructions. In the sample, there
is one instance of [V DE2 Pred] attested in Zhang Xie, one in Zhu Zi, one in Wu Dai Shi
Ping Hua, and seven intances in Xi Xiang Ji. These are illustrated below.
•

Evaluation of a result
DE1 and DE2 appears in the same passage in Zhu Zi Yu Lei, where both DE1 and DE2

mark a speech verb and are followed by an evaluation of the product of the speech,
shown in (53). Such instances are not very commonly marked by DE2 in Song Dynasty,
but there is a good semantic and structural match between DE1 and DE2 in this context.
(53)
19
dafan
wenzi
generally.speaking words

0

shanggu
ancient

shengxian shuo-di
saint
say-DE2

bian bu
then not

cha
bad

dao-de
zhou cheng
zhang
shao men shou-de yi bu
cha
arrive-DE1 PN PN
PN
PN
PL
say-DE1 also not
bad
‘Generally speaking, in terms of words, what the ancient saints said was not bad;
when it comes to Zhou, Cheng, Zhang, Shao,’
(i) “What they said was also not bad.”
(ii) “They said it also not badly.”
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, 1270 AD)
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Sentence (54) shows a DE2-marked event gaizao ‘build’ followed by an evaluative
comment fei xiaoke ‘not ordinary’. It seems clear that DE2 marks participantnominalization in this context – the product of the building process marked by DE2 refers
to the grand temple Pu Ji Si.
(54)
guojia
country

；1

xiu-zao
repair-make

1

le
PF

shu
several

9

1

；

zai yu guo
year over pass

qi-jian
gai-zao
de fei xiao-ke
between
build-make DE2 NEG ordinary
‘The country built it for over several years, during the time, what was made is not
ordinary.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 13th c.)
Example (55) from Xi Xiang Ji illustrates a DE2-marked NP functioning as the topic
of inquiry.
(55)
5
nin
na men qinshi
yilun
de ruhe
2.HON that CL marriage discuss
DE2 what
‘In terms of that match or yours, how is the discussion (going)?’
(ibid.)
The DE2-marked NP matches the structure and semantics of a DE1-marked secondary
predication/complementation construction. The DE2-marked headless modification
construction, translated as ‘discussion’ here, refers to the progress or the result of the
activity in question, which just like the [V DE1] patterns, elaborates on an e-site of yilun
‘discussion’.
Occasionally, DE2 is attested to mark the primary event in a resultative secondary
predicate in the Song-Jin Period.
(56)
:
0
shi
ren
da di
jiu ren
ten
person
beat DE2 nine person
‘I would beat nine out of ten people to death.’
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meixia
die

(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

The following DE2-marked nominalizations also demonstrate the same structure
and function (and semantic ambiguities) as DE1-marked secondary predications.
(57)
bu

mingbai
dange de
ru-ci
understand
delay DE2 like-this
‘I cannot understand (how) it has delayed like this.’
NEG

(58)
junrui

！

yue
wei
de
jin
more cuddle DE2 tight
‘Junrui and Yingying cuddle even more closely.’
PN

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

yingying
PN

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

The further it develops, the [V DE1 VP] construction becomes more structurally
and semantically aligned with the topic-comment structure marked by DE2 (which has
DE2 marking

a topic followed by some evaluative comment), shown below.

•

[V
DE1]
E-site of V

[Pred]
comment

•

[V(P) DE2 ]
Topic

[Pred]
comment

7.3.2 The dominance of DE2 in [V DE VP] constructions in the Yuan Dynasty
The Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) is a significant period of time for the convergence
of DE1 and DE2 constructions. Though it only lasted less than a century, the period
witnessed several drastic changes in the Chinese phonological system, e.g. loss of the
Medieval Chinese entering tone (

rùshēng, i.e. syllables ending in oral stops) and stop

codas, and devoicing of Medieval Chinese voiced obstruents (L. Wang 1985:ch7). Some
morphosyntactic residues of Mongolian influence are observed in Yuan Dynasty texts,
such as the extensive use of animate plural marker men (often written as
locative case marking gendi (

!

), the use of

), the use of existential marker you ( ) in the sentence-
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final position, and the use of he (

) for topic-marking and modality functions (C. Li

1999, G. Cao 2003:504).
Most significantly, the overall simplification of phonological inventory also
contributes to the increasing similarity between the three markers DE1, DE2, DE3, and
likely also the durative marker zhe ( )2. An investigation of the use of written forms DE1,
DE2,

and DE3 and zhe in Yuan Dynasty, especially in Yuan Kan Za Ju (henceforth Za Ju)

and other drama scripts, provides a clear illustration of this stage of great transition.
Although DE1, DE2, and DE3 are all still attested in their original prototypical functions in
Za Ju, the form for the nominalizer/modification marker DE2 (mostly written as
written as

,a

few

) is obviously also commonly used for functions previously dominated by the

complementizer/aspectual marker DE1 ( ), the durative marker ( ) and the
predicative/secondary predicate marker DE3 ( ).
7.3.2.1 DE2-marked [V DE VP] construcitons in Za Ju
In the drama scripts from the Yuan Dynasty (13th-14th c.),

DE2 is

expanding on a

greater scale into the verb complementation and secondary predication functions of

DE1

due to phonetic similarity and functional and structural overlap. In my sample of Yuan Za
Ju, the [V DE2 VP] pattern for secondary predication has exceeded that of [V DE1 VP] (86
vs. 59 tokens respectively). The sample includes the first thirteen drama scripts in Yuan
Kan Za Ju San Shi Zhong ‘Thirty Drama Scripts Published in the Yuan Dynasty’ (
), i.e. from Guan Zhang Shuang Fu Xi Shu Meng (
Zhangfei go to Western Shu together in Dream’ to Zhao Shi Gu Er (

) ‘Guanyu and
) ‘The

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

Note that zhe ( ) and zhe ( ) are also etymologically different morphemes, which has a verbal and a
nominal origin, respectively. They have also become phonetically similar in the Yuan Dynasty, and have
various structural functional overlaps, which are beyond the scope of the dissertation.
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Orphan of Zhao’.
The following sentences, where an event is represented by [V DE] and linked to a
predicative comment, are written with the modification DE2 ( ). They match the pattern
and functions of the DE1 ( ) constructions (selected examples from Yuan Kan Za Ju San
Shi Zhong, the 13th -14th c.).
•

Result
The

DE2-marked

event represents a cause, followed by an event (or a series of

events) as its consequence.
(59)

1

yin
cause

1

de

wo
1S

DE2

ban
half

sheng mang shi
life
busy ten

nian
year

nao
restless

wu

ming ye
rangranglaolao
NEG.exist light night in_turmoil.REDU
‘(It) makes me busy for half of my life, restless for ten years, being in turmoil in the
dark night.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
(60)
zhemuo
as.such

1

xu
de
chatter DE1

ni
2S

kou
kun
mouth tired

xiu

xiang quan
de
wo
xin
hui
think persuade
DE2
1S
heart return
‘Even if you chatter till your mouth is tired, never expect to persuade me to change
my mind.’
(ibid.)
(61)
0
zai
sheng shi
qing fenglu
jiang-yang
de
hong-bai
at
life
time apply official_salary rest-maintain DE2 red-white
‘When alive, they apply for the official salary and nourish themselves red and white
(i.e. healthy and good-looking).’
(ibid.)
• Resultative extent
NEG

The result of [V DE2] implies a measurement of the extent of V1 action.
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(62)
1
0
zhedao
de
yao
chu
tou
di
suffer
DE2
waist
bent head lowered
‘Suffer to the extent that their waists were bent and heads lowered.’
(ibid.)
•

Resultative extent (or manner)
The result of [V DE2] implies a measurement of the extent of the action V, but at

the same time, may be construed as the manner in which the event V is performed.
(63)
0
ti-ku
de
zhai dan wan
xin
cry
DE2
rip
gall
gouge
heart
‘Cry (so hard as if) one’s gall was ripped and heart was gouged out.’
‘Cry in a manner (that it seemed like) one’s gall was ripped and heart was gouged
out.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
(64)
ni haier chi
2S child eat

1

de
DE2

1

0

zui
drunken

yan
eye

heng-xie
slanted

zui
muo linli
dao
zai
chang jie
drunken ink
drenched
fall.down
at
long street
‘Your child drank to the extent (in such a manner) that his drunken eyes slanted, that
he was drenched in drunken ink, that he laid at the long street.’
(ibid.)
Extent and degree functions are also commonly marked by DE2.
(65)

1

qi
angry

•

de
DE2

0

du
belly

li
in

sheng
be.born

chen
anger

chou
de
si
di
can
tian
hun
worried DE2 resemble
earth sad
heaven
dizzy
‘Angry to the extent that anger rises in the belly; worried to the extent/in such a way
that it is as if the earth is sad the heaven is dizzy.’
(ibid.)
Manner
[V DE2] is followed by a predicate that describes the manner in which the event V

is performed.
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(66)
1
1
。
shuo
de
shi
shi
zhi
speak
DE2
matter matter know
‘You speak (as if/like you) know everything.’

0

(ibid.)
•

Degree, manner/result
[V DE2] is followed by a predicative comment that evaluates the degree or

manner/result of the [V DE2] event.
(67)

:

shi
be

•

0

liang-xia
two.side

li
in

ren
lai
de
person come DE2

xi
rare

cao
zhang de
huang
grass
grow DE2 desolate
‘(The reasons are) twofold – the coming of the people is rare, the growing of the grass
is unconstrained.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
Extent
The predicate following [V DE2] is a result of V reaching a certain extent. The

predicate therefore measures the extent of V.
(68)
1
1
1
0
jiao
de
bu
ken
li
huai
delicate DE2 NEG willing
leave bosom
‘(The child) is so delicate that it is unwilling to leave the caretaker’s bosom.’
(ibid.)
(69)
lin
de
bu
xun-su
pour
DE2
NEG
follow-ordinary
‘The rain is pouring unusually (heavily)/Or: (I am) extremely soaked (in rain).’
(ibid.)
•

Value
The predicate following [V DE2] is an evaluation of an e-site of the event V.

(70)
1
1
0
zhe dafu hao tiaoli
de
shi
zhenhou
de
qiang
this doctor good take_care
DE2
proper prescribe
DE2
strong
‘This doctor is good – in terms of conditioning, it is property, in terms of prescription,
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it is robust.’
(ibid.)
(71)

0

ni
jian de
cha
le
2S
see
DE2
wrong RCS
‘You see this wrongly!’
‘Your view is wrong!’
(72)

ye
PRT

(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)

0

an
shuo de
kai
wu
1S
say
DE2
complete
NEG.exist
‘What I say is completely without falsity.’

xu
false

miu
wrong
(ibid.)

(73)
0
daban
de
bu
xunchang
dress_up DE2 not
usual
‘(They) dress up in an unusual way./They have unusual outfits.’
(ibid.)
•

Evaluation of degree
[V DE2] is followed by a predicate is an evaluation of the excessive degree of a

scalar property denoted by [V DE2].
(74)
zhe
this

0

xue
piao
snow float

zai
at

an
1S

qiung han
poor man

shen
body

bian
side

leng
de
fenwai
cold
DE2
extraordinary
‘The snow floating next to the body of me, the poor man, it is extraordinarily cold.’
(ibid.)
•

Evaluation of extent
The predicate following [V DE2] describes an excessive extent of an e-site of [V

DE2].

In the case of (75), it may be measuring either of the magnitude of the rain pouring

down, or how soaked the person is in the rain.
(75)
1
1
0
lin
de
bu
xunsu
soak/rain_pour
DE2
NEG
ordinary
‘I am extremely soaked (in rain).’
‘The rain is pouring unusually heavily/Or: (I am) extremely soaked (in rain).’
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(ibid.)
•

Evaluation of time
In (76), [V DE2] introduces a predicative evaluation of the time when the [V DE2]

event is carried out.
(76)

1

0

qu de chi
he
zhuo ze liang ban wen wu zai danxi hou deng
go DE2 late
TOP
‘(His) coming being late…’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
7.3.2.2 V DE as topic
A [V DE] combination also functions like a topic in Za Ju, and the predicate
following it is linked to a comment. Examples (77)-(78), with [V DE1] and [V DE2]
respectively, illustrate how [V DE] refers to an event already mentioned in the previous
discourse. The event encoded by [V DE] is not being asserted, but is presupposed.
(77)
dou
all
zou
report

1

shi
COP

de
DE1

1

0

zeizi zou
traitor report
nin
ji-mu
2_HON step_mother

jiao
anxious

jiao
de
nin
fu-wang
chou
anxious DE1 2_HON father-king
worry
‘It was all because the traitors reported: their reporting made your stepmother anxious;
her being anxious made your king father worry. ’
(ibid.)
(78)
1
0!
shaohua you
duan-song
duan-song
de
lao
jin
yingxiong
time
again break-send
break-send
DE2
old
complete
hero
‘Time passes again, with its passing, all the heroes grow old.’
‘With time passing, all the heroes grow old.’
(ibid.)
[V DE2 Pred] in (79) also resembles a topic-comment structure. The marker he ( )
is a particle that marks the topic of a proposition and can also perform discourse
functions.
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(79)
1
0
bian
si
he
ye
si
de
zhuo ye
then
die
TOP
also die
DE2
proper assertive
‘Even if I die, I die properly (my death is proper)!’

(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)

This provides evidence that [V DE] in [V DE + Pred] pattern does not make an assertion
about the event V, but is associated with a construction which has the discourse function
of providing further comments about the event denoted by [V DE].
7.3.2.3 Structural ambiguity between relative clause and secondary predication
The [V DE2 Pred] pattern exhibits another type of ambiguity when Pred contains a
nominal subject. A DE2-marked [V DE2 NP VP] pattern may between two construals, one
with [V DE2] as a relative clause modifying NP, one with [V DE2] referring to an e-site of
V. The NP is thus construed either as the nominal head of [V DE2 NP], or as the NP
subject of the predicate introduced by [V DE2].
(80)
guan
office

1

0!

li
dai
inside wait

baoda
requite

xie
blood

jian
splatter

de

cao
grass

ran de
dye DE2

zheng-xue
battle-boot

DE2

ni
2S

zhan-pao
battle-robe

na
that
hong
red

lu
green

(a) DE2 as relativizer:
‘The office is awaiting to requite you for the battle robe (that is) red from the blood
splattered (over it), the battle-boots (that are) green from being dyed by the grass.’
(b) DE2 as marker of e-site of V:
‘The office is awaiting to requite you for the fact that the blood spattered your battle
robe red, and the grass dyed your battle boots green.’
(ibid.)
The two construals represented by (a) and (b) are parsed as follows (shown for the first
clause only):
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(a)
ni na
2S that

[[Relative clause ] NHEAD ]]
[xie
jian
de zhan-pao]
blood splatter DE2 battle-robe

[Pred]
[hong]
red

ni na
2S that

[E-site of jian] [Subject
xie
[jian
de ] [zhan-pao
blood splatter DE2 battle-robe

Pred]
hong]
red

(b)

The ambiguity is facilitated by the fact that the two [V

DE2

NP VP] strings as a whole

function as the predicative complement of baoda ‘requite’. There is no significant change
to the semantics of the whole proposition whether one opts for construal (a) or construal
(b). In either construal, the two strings essentially represent the same events that are being
requited for.
The same ambiguity in construal applies when the NP in the [V
string not only represents an affected participant of the [V

DE2]

DE2

NP VP]

event, but also refers

metonymically to the event itself.
(81)

1

ni
2S

hui
de
wave DE2

0

yu
jade

zhu
te
whisk especially

chi
late

da
de
jin
zhong chang-jin
beat
DE2
golden bell
smooth-tight
‘Your waving of the jade whisk is rather slowly; your beating (playing) the golden
bell is fluid.’
‘You wave the jade whisk rather slowly; (you) beat (play) the golden bell fluidly.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
In (81), the jade whisk and the golden bell are objects in the events of waving and playing,
respectively. The comments chi ‘slow/late’ and chang-jin ‘fluid(ly)’, however, are not
predicated of the objects themselves. The predications are instead comments about the
events. This is different from the relationship that usually holds between an NP subject of
the predicative comment to [V DE] in the [V DE Pred] pattern. Because the NPs are
representative of events, there is not a great semantic difference whether the event is
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represented by [V DE2 NP] or by [V DE2] [NP]. The first construal is parsed as a
modifier-head structure with a DE2-marked relative clause, and the second construal a
juxtaposition of two topics, the first is the event referred to by [V DE2], and the
elaboration of the event by specifying the NP participant.
7.4 DE2-marked complementation and aspectual functions
The convergence of DE1 and DE2 is also attested in complementation functions.
Sporadic overlap in distribution is attested in the Song-Jin Period. Both DE2 and DE1 are
attested in presentational constructions in Zhang Xie, accompanying an immediate
perception verb jian ‘see’.
(82)
0
jian
di fu men gao song pu-cong
zong-heng
see
DE2 hall gate
high stand servant-retainer
vertical-horizontal
‘There is (lit. they see) the gate of the hall standing high, the servants everywhere.’
(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)
(83)
dan
just

(

jian
see

de
DE1

lang
wolf

hu
tiger

zhi
MOD

zong
trace

)

bei
sad

fong
wind

sasa
IDEO

shi
wen de
yuan nao
zhi yun
yue
ye
huihui
often
hear DE1 ape
monkey MOD rhythm moon night bright.REDU
‘There are (one sees) simply traces of wolves and tigers; the sad wind rustles’
‘There are (one hears) often rhythms of apes and monkeys; the night moon shines
bright.’
(ibid.)
7.4.1 Discourse contexts of DE2 in equational structures
Aside from the [Proposition-DE2+ evaluation] function reviewed in §7.3, a DE2marked NP also appears in an equational structure as the topic (also see the discussion of
DE2-marked

comment in the equational structure in §4.2.2.3).

The expression serving as the comment may be explanatory (predicative), adding
more information to the already established DE2-marked topic, as shown in (84).
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(84)
1
0
lian
di
ji
shi
jin
de
zhe
wu
shi
preserve DE2 then COP fulfill DE1 this
five thing
‘In terms of lian (to preserve), it is to fulfill these five things.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, AD 1270)
More commonly, a DE2-marked topic appears in identificational contexts, as shown
in (85).
(85)
《
wo
1S

0
COP

qing-chao
PN-dynasty

di
rank

yi
one

zhi
straight

shi

OBJ

wei
do

yingjun
brilliant

lun
speak

gengzhi
integrity

suo

shi

COP

zui
most

da-chen
official

pa-ren
scare-person

hao
di
suan cu
chi
de
like
DE2
sour vinegar
eat
DE1
‘I am a first-billed official of the Qing Dynasty.’
‘My deeds (what I do) are simply brilliant;’
‘Speaking of (my) integrity, (it is) most startling;’
‘What I like, vinegar, I can eat five bottles (at once).’

wu
five

ping
bottle

(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

The statement in (85) appears in a character’s self-introductory monologue from Zhang
Xie Zhuang Yuan. It is not obvious at first glance why instead of a simple predicative, the
information is packaged via an equational pattern with a DE2-marked topic. The
statement, however, appears in the middle of several paralleled topic-comment statements,
the topics being suo wei (his deeds), gengzhi (his integrity), hao di (what he likes).
Although the speaker is not addressing any questions in the discourse, one can think of
the DE2-marked nominal topic, like the other topics, as attempts to address the
presupposed open propositions in contexts – when introducing oneself, it is presumed
that one would discuss one’s career, character, and likes and dislikes.
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Two issues require further notice. First, the equational structure often appears with
a copula shi, such as (84), but it can also appear appositively without any copula, as
shown previously in (85), and (86) below.
(86)
zui
most

1

1

1

pa de chou dao huang-hun gu
fear DE2 sad till dawn
solitary

0

deng yi
dian
lamp one dot

bei-er
leng-luo
you nan
wen
quilt-DIM
cold,desolate
also difficult warm
‘What I fear most, feeling sad till dawn, in the solitary, feeble lamp, the quilt is cold
and desolate, difficult to warm up.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
Second, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the contextual information
and linguistic marking of focus. Propositions can be packaged via regular predicative
constructions even when focus is intended. On the other hand, information packaged via
an identificational structure may not be clearly associated with focus-marking.
7.4.2 Pragmatic functions of the DE2-marked identificational pattern
Example (87) illustrates a frequently exploited discourse pattern in drama scripts,
where a DE2-marked nominalization construction fills the role of topic of an equational
sentence.
(87)
mei

0

daolu
NEG.exist way

fang qi
wu
let.out seven five

zhi

sheng
alive

shi

nau
monkey

qin
di
catch DE2

COP

mi
elk

lu
deer

CL

lie-quan
hunt-dog
zhang
roebuck

you-shi
cai-zhuo
yi
liang ge
dachong
exist-time
pick-catch
one
two
CL
tiger
‘If there is no way (to rob or steal), I let out a few hounds, what I catch alive are elk,
deer, monkey, and roebuck; sometimes I catch one or two tigers…’
(Zhang Xie, 13th c.)
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In terms of (87), there is in fact no obvious reason to package the regular
proposition [V + NPOBJ] in the structure of an identificational construction, because no
apparent contrast is intended in the discourse. The sentence with the DE2-marked topic
appears in a series of parallel structures (see the discussion of listing function in Myhill
and Xing 1996). One may argue that the DE2-marked part is special in that the animals
are caught alive, but it does not seem any more special than catching tigers, which are
packaged in the regular [V+NPOBJ] pattern in the following clause. The seemingly bizarre
use of an equational strategy attracts the attention of the audience, who in traditional
street theater is often faced with various distractions.
The juxtaposition of an identificational strategy among several regularly packaged
propositions is still commonly used in drama scripts and oral style narratives after the
Song-Jin Period in order to capture the audience’s attention. As will become clear in our
discussion of drama scripts in the Yuan Dynasty, the indeterminacy, combined with
phonetic change that renders phonetic indistinction between DE1 and DE2, results in
ambiguity in certain contexts, as it is not always clear whether the speaker intends to
place focus (DE2 construction) on a proposition, or to simply package the information
with a regular DE1 proposition (note that the lack of focus-marking does not indicate lack
of focus in context).
7.5 Expansion of DE2 into complementation and aspectual functions: Yuan Dynasty
In the Yuan Dynasty, (particularly in Za Ju), it appears that DE2 (i.e. the form
dominant in nominalization and attributive-related functions) is commonly used for
aspectual and complementation functions. In these functions, the position and semantics
of DE2 overlap with the general [V PRT NP (+ Pred)] schema of the aspectual particles
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and complementizers, including the previously developed function of DE1 in the [V DE1
NP (+ Pred)] pattern, the durative zhe, and the perfective le.
Because DE2 appears to be the marker generalized to include the functions of
other markers, this section will focus on the functional expansion of DE2 in the Yuan
Dynasty, particularly the complementation and aspectual functions of DE2 and its parallel
with DE1, zhe and le attested in this period. The examples cited include texts
representative of northern dialects of Chinese in the 13th -14th century – Za Ju, selected
samples of Northern drama scripts, and Lao Qi Da, a text for Korean learners of Chinese
– and data from southern dialects (Nan Xi

) cited in the literature.

7.5.1 Perfective/completive/complementation
DE2 commonly appears as the perfective marker/complementizer in the Yuan
Dynasty, as illustrated by (88)-(90) from the Southern Drama Scripts Za Ju.
(88)
9
1
dao
qi
niu
reverse
ride bull

bei
back

shang pin
on
appreciate

qiang-di
PN-flute

tou
de
sheng gua lai
lian
pi
chi
steal
DE2
raw
melon come along_with
skin eat
‘…(we) rode backwards on the bull’s back and played the Qiang flute; stole the raw
melons and ate them with skin.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
(89)
1
huan
de
ge
wenpo
ping
summon DE2 CL
midwife
feel
‘I summoned a midwife to feel (her) pulse.’

mai
pulse
(ibid.)

(90)
1
1
1
chu
de
men wai
wo
zheli ting zhe
exit
DE2
door out
1
here listen DUR
‘(Having) exited the door, I am here listening…’

0

(ibid.)
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The same usage of DE2 is attested in Cuo Li Shen, a Southern drama script (the genre
originally developed in the Wenzhou in Southern China), as shown in (91).
(91)

:
1

lai
come

、

1

-

12

0

dao zhe wei-qiang
arrive this enclose-wall

xiang zhe he zhong
from this river middle

zhi
straight

xia
go.down

liu-shu
zhou-hui
willow-tree surrounding

ju
de chang
scoop.with.hands DE2 long

liu shui
flow water

xi
le
mian pi
wash PF face skin
‘(I) arrive at the enclosed wall, go straight to the side of the willow tree, from the
river (I) scooped the long-running water, (and I) washed my face.’
(Cuo Li Shen, Act 12, 14th c. Yong Le Da Dian Xi Wen, from HANCHI)
The examples above are all attested in a similar context – the actor’s online report of a
series of events while carrying out the actions. There is no obvious contrast or focus
involved in the narration.
DE2

appears to mark the realization of an action. Liu (2008) treats DE2 in cases like

(88)-(91) as a completive marker only. Following Koosaka (1997), Liu comments that
DE2

has the same the functions as DE1 (see the complementation/aspectual functions of

DE1

( ), introduced in §3.2.2) and the perfective marker le ( ). DE2 in (88)-(91) is

therefore treated only as an alternative written form of DE1 due to phonetic resemblance
that occurred frequently in the Yuan Dynasty.
7.5.2 DE2 and the durative marker zhe
In the Yuan Dynasty, DE2 is also commonly used as a durative marker in the [V
DE

NP (VP)] pattern. The dominant marker for durative aspect is zhe (

), which also

started to develop after the Tang Dynasty. Note that the completive/perfective DE1 (

)

also developed durative interpretations (see §3.2.2.3), and the durative zhe is also attested
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occasionally as a marker of perfective aspect. Because DE1 and zhe also overlap in their
functions (though with different probability), it is not always clear whether it is DE1 or
zhe that contributed to a particular instance of the aspectual/complementation functions
of DE2 in the Yuan Dynasty. The functional adjacency and overlap between zhe and DE1
is additional evidence to support the naturalness of semantic extension from temporal
anteriority to temporal simultaneity.
The overlapping structural distributions and functions of DE2 with the durative
marker zhe are illustrated by (92)-(93) from Lao Qi Da (Original Print), a textbook of
Chinese for Korean speakers, and (94)-(96) from Yuan Kan Za Ju, collected drama
scripts in the Yuan Dynasty. These instances of DE2-marked duratives are most
commonly interpreted as the result of a phonetically reduced durative marker zhe (Liu
2008). Jiang (1994) proposes that it is likely that the marker zhe has also become
phonetically similar to DE2 in the Yuan Dynasty, thus the lack of distinction (see §7.5.3
below for further structural and semantic reasons)
(92)
nin
2.HON

)

kaoli tian-di li
Korea field in

(

jiang sheme hang-huo
take what goods

0

lai
come

an jiang de
ji
ge
ma
lai
1S take DE2 several CL
horse come
‘What goods did you bring here from Korea?’
‘I brought several horses here.’ (Lao Qi Da, 14th c., Original Print, Left 20:04-05)
(93)
5
ni jiang sheme hang-huo
2S take what goods

(

0

lai
come

an jiang zhe
ji
ge
ma
lai
1S take DUR several CL
horse come
‘What goods did you bring here?’
‘I brought several horses here.’ (Lao Qi Da, 14th c., Original Print, Right 21:09-10)
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(94)
fuce
de
wo
bu
yao-jie
support DE2 1S
step(v.)
jade-stair
‘They support me (while I) step up the jade stairs.’

(Za Ju, 13th -14th c.)

(95) ．
zi
zhuan de
yi
shuang xiao yan
jiang ren
ren
simply
turn DE2 one
pair small eye
OBJ
person recognize
‘(The baby) simply looks at people, rolling a pair of small eyes.’
(ibid.)
(96)
(
)
ba
laofu
jianya
de
qu
youjie
OBJ
old.man
imprisoned
DE2
go
parade.through.the.street
‘(He) made me (the old man) parade the street imprisoned.’
(ibid.)
DE2 is also attested with posture predicates in the [VPOSTURE-DE2] pattern in the Yuan
Dynasty3.
(97)
:
12
01
jiao
keren men ze
zhe
peng di-xia zuo
de
chi-fan
make
guest PL
then this
shed under sit
DE2
eat-rice
‘Have the guests sit under the shed to eat their meal.’
(Lao Qi Da, 14th c., Original Print, Right 12:01, 14th c., cited from Liu 2008:121)
The combination (also lexicalized) was originally dominated by DE3 (zuo di ‘sit DE3’
, see §3.5.4), but the semantic value of DE3 (originally ‘ground’) is lost. The durative
interpretation comes from contextual inference based on the aspectual potential of the
posture predicate, and after the 15th century the posture-DE3 pattern is replaced by the
more general durative marker zhe. The attested instance with DE2 combined with a

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

There is also an instance of [zuo DE2] attested in Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua (13th century) that may have the
same function. I have previously coded it as a nominalizer DE2 because it is more likely to be interpreted
that way.
•
9
1
1
dian
shang zuo
de
dai
zhe
guan-mian
court
on
sit
DE2
wear
DUR
crown-hat
‘The one sitting on the court was wearing a crown’ [DE2-marked headless modification]
‘Sitting on the court, (he) was wearing a crown…’ [DE2-marked durative]
(Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua, 13th century)
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posture predicate is likely due to structural and phonetic similarity, as well as the
increasingly generalized functions of DE2 in the Yuan Dynasty.
7.5.3 Ambiguous cases
At this point, there appears to be little worth further discussion because the
aspectual and complementation functions of

DE2

are analyzed as functions derived from

other constructions as a result of phonetic change. However, in Za Ju,

DE2

appears in a

wide range of contexts, some of which allow much liberty in interpretation. Aside from
phonetic factors, I propose that structural, semantic and pragmatic contexts also facilitate
the ambiguity in interpretation, and allow the use of

DE2

as a rhetoric device in

interactive narratives. Particularly, they are attested in contexts where

DE2

may be

construed as a complementizer or aspectual marker, or a marker of nominal modification,
topic, or contrastive focus, i.e. its previously developed functions.
7.5.3.1 Relative clause vs. complementation
It is not always clear, for example, whether a

DE2-marked

expression, such as in

(98), should be interpreted as a relativizer (a prototypical function of DE2) or as a marker
of complementation/aspect (a previously dominant function of

DE1).

Though there is a

slight semantic difference, in the following contexts, it appears to be relatively
insignificant whether one interprets DE2 as a relativizer or a complementizer.
(98)
cun
remain

1

0

de

sun

liu

caocao

DE2

PN

PN

PN

ping
fen
yi
guo
zuo
san
cao
equal
divide one
country
do
three court
‘The remaining Sun, Liu, and Caocao,’ [relative clause]
‘(There) remain Sun Liu, and Caocao’ [aspectual/complementation]
they divided the country into three courts.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
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In (98), the DE2-marked expression either presents the discourse participants with
additional details (the relative clause interpretation of [cun DE2]), or presents an event
while elaborating on its participants (the complementation/aspectual interpretation of
DE2).

In either construal, the participants have been presented, and incidentally function

as the subject of the following predicate.
DE2 in (98) appears in the same position as the aspectual marker and
complementizer. Compare (98) with (99), which consists of two clauses of the same
structure, the first involving aspectual marker le, and the second with DE1 and the same
predicate cun ‘remain’.
(99)
qi
abandon

1

le

ge

PF

CL

0

xiao
little

yuanjia
brat

qiliang
sha
ta
make_desolate extreme 3S

cun
de
ge
lao
zuntang
kuaihuo sha
wo
exist
DE1
CL
old
mother.HON please
extreme
1S
‘Abandoning the little brat makes him extremely desolate; the remaining (i.e. survival)
of my old mother pleases me extremely.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
Example (100) shows the same ambiguity as (99), with a DE2-marked expression
in an existential sentence.
(100)
du-pi
li
belly-skin in

1

9

1

0

ji
shang lai
hungry go.up come

an ze you
you yan
huo
de
ban zhan
ye
cai
1S then have oil salt
mix
DE2
half bowl
wild vegetable
(a)
[SBJ
] [V
ASP/CMPL
OBJ
]
(b)
[
]RC
[NPHEAD
]
‘When hunger rises in my stomach,’
(a) I then have oil and salt to mix with half bowl of wild vegetables.’
[aspectual/complementation]
(b) I then have half a bowl of wild vegetables mixed with oil and salt.’ [relative
clause]
(ibid.)
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DE1

in (101) may also be ambiguous between an aspectual/complementizer and a

relativizer reading, because the DE1-marked part appears in an equational structure, and
the position of DE1 matches that of DE2 as a relativizer.
(101)
shou-yong de
receive-use DE2

1

1

0

shi

xin
diao de
lu-yu
xuan chou jiu
new to_fish DE1 perch-fish
add
filter wine
(a)
[Adv V
ASP/CMP NPOBJ ]
(b)
[
REL
NPHEAD]
(a) ‘What I enjoy is catching the perch fresh (and eating it) with filtered wine.’
(b) ‘What I enjoy is the newly caught perch with filtered wine.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
COP

7.5.3.2 DE2 in identificational/equational structures revisited
As noted in §7.4, by the end of the Song-Jin Period (13th century), DE2 has
developed a number of functions from its nominalization functions, including both topic
and focus marking. These functions are also pertinent to the later functional overlap and
convergence of DE1 and DE2 introduced here. In the Yuan Dynasty, certain [CTP-DE1]
combinations are linked to variants of DE2 constructions likely due to both sound change
and the loss of the ‘potential’ and ‘obtain’ meanings of DE1 in these combinations. The
option of placing a CTP in a nominalization construction has always been available, but
the frequency is much lower before the Yuan Dynasty.
The major parameter for semantic ambiguity is that the information may be
construed as packaged either via a DE2-marked focus/identificational construction, or
simply as a regular assertion with DE2 functioning as a complementizer or an aspectual
marker.
§7.4.2 introduced the [X DE2] [NP] equational structure, where the DE2-marked
expression is equated with another nominal. As mentioned in §7.4.2, the equational
structure is often overtly marked with a copula shi, but a juxtaposed pattern without any
!
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copula is also commonly attested in drama scripts in the Yuan Dynasty. Example (102)
illustrates a pair of equational structures with a DE2-marked expression as the equational
topic.
(102)
pin-dao
poor-monk

1

0

chuan de
wear DE2

buluo
yi
coarse_linen clothes

chi
de
shi
li-huo
shi
eat
DE2
COP
wild_weeds food
‘I the humble monk, (what I) wear (are) coarse linen clothes; what I eat is wild weeds
as food.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
Note that the first expression in the pair does not have a copula (shi), but the
second one does. The speaker, a Daoist monk, introduces the audience to his daily
routines. The DE2-marked expression appears to introduce the presupposed open
proposition (POP) of an identificational sentence, the presupposition being that the
audience expects the actor to address such topics as the details of his life. The NP that [XDE2]

is equated with fills the information gap. Notice that example (98) also involves

parallel structures, possibly placing a focus on each of the NP following the DE2-marked
element.
An element preceding DE2 may also be placed in focus. The DE2-marked
expression introduces a focused element in (103), i.e. the element that the fellow’s spine
is composed of. The example also does not take a focus marker shi, which appears to be
optional in Za Ju.
(103)
zhe
this

1

si
ze
fellow then

tong
copper
!

naodai
head

1

chu
le
except RCS

0

tie
iron

tianling
scalp

[Focus
]
shi
juan-jiu
de
stone engrave-make DE2
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tong
copper

ji-liang
spine

bo-xiang
neck

‘This fellow, besides (having) an iron scalp, a copper neck, a copper head, STONE is
what his spine is made of.’
(ibid.)
A DE2-marked expression in the [X DE2 Y] equational structure has the
following primary functions. In identificational contexts, the element that appears before
DE2

may be a presupposed open proposition or a focused element. The identificational

contexts, as discussed in §4.2.2.3, may involve a presupposed open proposition or sets of
contrastive elements in parallel constructions. [X DE2 Y] may also appear in the
presentational context to introduce new discourse participants or report events (§7.4.1). It
may also be employed to present the speaker’s attitude towards a proposition. These
functions will be discussed in §7.5.3.3-5.
7.5.3.3 DE2-marked CTP or DE2-marked focus/identification construction
As shown in (103) above, DE2 in an equational structure may also mark a
preceding element as the focus. Because a DE2-marked expression can express a focused
element without being accompanied by a copula, a DE2-expression in a potentially
identificational context can be analyzed as a focus-marker or simply a
complementizer/aspectual marker.
•

Presupposed open proposition evoked in previous discourse context
The DE2-marked element may be interpreted as the focused element when the

element fills an information gap in a presupposed open proposition evoked in the
discourse context. Example (104) illustrates a passage from Sha Guo Quan Fu, a drama
composed in the Yuan Dynasty.
(104)
an xiong-di
1 brothers
an liang ge
1 two
CL
!

1

-0

liang ge
two
CL
wen
ask

wu
NEG

caofang li
brewery in

qian
money
she
de
borrow DE2
466

ban
half

ping
CL

jiuer
wine.DIM

‘We two brothers had no money, (so) we BORROWED half a bottle of wine from the
brewery.’
(Sha Gou Quan Fu, 14th c., version from J. Liu and S. Jiang 1995:181)
The speaker explains to the audience that he and his brother have no money.
Based on this proposition, they should not be able to buy a birthday present. The speaker
goes on to explain that they borrowed (i.e. ‘purchase’ with credit) half a bottle of wine to
bring as a birthday gift for an acquaintance. The context involves an information gap (the
means by which the speaker and his brother obtained the wine), with a presupposed open
proposition evoked in the discourse context (the brothers didn’t have money but managed
to get the wine).
Liu (2008: 116) argues that DE2 in (104) ‘places emphasis on the means of a
realized action, i.e. the predicate of the sentence’, and that the copula shi has been
omitted in this context. Liu also analyzes the function of the DE2-marked expression in
(104) is to ‘emphasize’ the means by which an action is completed, which is parallel with
one of the functions associated with DE2 as a nominalizer. Liu has not provided a clear
definition of the notion of ‘emphasis’, which appears to be used interchangeably with the
notion of ‘focus’.
While DE2 in (104) likely involves focus-marking, the possibility to link a
particular instance of DE2 to different constructions renders alternative analyses of the
same instance. A similar passage from another version of the same drama, from Quan
Yuan Qu, involves DE1 instead of DE2, as illustrated by (105). The narration may
therefore be taken as a complementation/aspectual [V DE NP] pattern with the focused
element unmarked, and the contrast implied.
(105)
1
an liang ge
1 two
CL
!

-

wu
NEG

qian
money
467

qu wen cao-fang
li
she
de
ban ping jiu-er
go ask
brewery
in
borrow
DE1
half bottle wine-DIM
‘We two had no money, we got half bottle of wine by borrowing from the brewery.’
[optional interpretation: it was from asking for credit from the brewery that we got…]
(Yang Shi Nu Sha Gou Quan Fu, version in Quan Yuan Qu, 14th c.)
Example (106) further supports the view that this type of ambiguity is commonly
observed in Yuan Dynasty.
(106)
jia
PN

1

yuanwai
landlord

0

wei qian
for money

gan
willingly

jue
end

si
heir

shuo
de
an
zu-gong
mingzi
say
DE2 1S
grandfather name
‘Landlord Jia was willing to terminate his lineage for money, (it is for this reason
that) he said my grandfather’s name.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
Example (106) explains to the audience how Landlord Jia lies about his lineage for
money and falsely identifies the speaker’s ancestor as his own. The focused element, the
purpose for such an action, appears before the DE2-marked predicate shuo. If interpreted
as a complementation/aspectual construction, the explanatory reading is only implied.
The attested [V DE2 NP] pattern where DE2 is ambiguous between focus-marking and
complementation/aspectual reading.
7.5.3.4 Focus marking and parallel structures
This section discusses the possible reasons for a DE2-marked equational or focus
construction to be used in a narrative. It has been discussed in §7.4.3 that because of the
interactive nature of drama scripts, the actor/narrator needs to capture the attention of the
audience. Aside from non-musical parts narrated by the actors, Chinese drama scripts are
composed of lyrics written to accompany existing tunes or fixed rhythmic patterns, often
involving similar structures in parallel as a rhetorical device.
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Parallelism is one of the most frequently used rhetoric devices in drama scripts.
These involve contrasting referents or parts of the proposition in otherwise parallel
propositions. The strategy is especially common with scene-setting passages and the online reporting of events. Parallelism may involve identical structures, but it also
commonly involves minor pattern variations among a set of parallel descriptions. A DE2marked expression in a set of parallel constructions, for example, may be paired with a
construction marked by the aspectual marker DE1 or zhe.
It is important to note that the focus-making function is merely one of the possible
construals; the [V DE2 NP] pattern among a set of parallel structures may also be
interpreted as a purely aspectual/complementative construction. Contrastive focus may of
course be marked via intonational patterns or even physical performance, but the
composition of the lyrics also ensures that many structural devices are exploited to serve
the same purpose.
There are several cases where a durative/complementation construction is paired
with a DE2-marked pattern ambiguous between a juxtaposed equative structure and a
durative/complementation interpretation. In the literature, some of these instances of DE2
are analyzed as a durative marker (hence phonetic variant of zhe), but others as DE2marked equatives. There is sufficient evidence to show that an equative structure without
the copula shi is not uncommon in the Yuan Dynasty. Such a tendency allows for
interpretational flexibility of many instances.
Example (107) shows an instance where [V DE2 NP] and [V zhe NP] appear in
two successive clauses, with the possibility of interpreting DE2 as a durative marker or a
nominalizer.
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(107)
shen
body

1

chuan de
wear DE2

0

sima
linen

san-yue-fu
mourning_apparel

xin
huai
zhe
jin
gu
yi
tian chou
heart
feel/have
stative present ancient one CL
worry
‘(What) I’m wearing (is) linen mourning apparel; I’m harboring anxiety from the
present and the past.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
The parallel expressions in (108) do not illustrate structural ambiguity, but rather
the semantic and pragmatic similarity between a DE2-marked attributive modification
construction and a zhe-marked object complement in this particular context.
(108)
[Modifier
chuan
zhe
wear
DUR

1
MOD

di
DE2

0

NP
]
zi
luo-pao
purple satin-gown

[Pred
bian si
then like

jiu
wine

]
bu-dai
cloth-sack

[V
CMP/DUR
NP
]
[Pred
]
bing
zhe
bai
xiang-hu
si
shui hundun
hold
DUR
white elephant-shaku
like
sleep wonton
‘The purple satin gown that I am wearing is like a wine sack; I am holding a white
elephant-tusk shaku, which is like a sleeping (i.e. laid down) wonton.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
The two sentences in (108) are part of an actor’s monologue, which introduces the actor’s
appearances to the audience. Each sentence performs two essential discourse functions:
(i) Introduces an object associated with the appearance of the speaker
(ii) Provides extra information about the object
Both the DE2-marked NP in the first sentence and the zhe-marked proposition in the
second serve to introduce an object – the purple satin gown, and the white elephant-tusk
shaku, respectively. Also note that the relative clause marked by DE2 is marked by zhe,
which specifies the aspectual information. Having introduced the object, the actor then
describes the object further with a similative expression in predication. The information
about the gown and the shaku, like wine sack and like a ‘sleeping’ wonton, respectively,
!
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is then presented to the audience. The latter is translated as a postposed non-restrictive
modifier in English.
Observe that the DE2-marked pre-nominal modifier and the zhe-marked verb bing
‘hold’ both serve as a grounding element for the newly introduced participant. Because
the narration appears in a presentational context, there is little difference whether the
information is introduced as a modifier (marked by DE2) or a predicate (marked by zhe).
The following examples also illustrate DE2-marked expressions appearing in a set
of parallel structures that can be interpreted as a headless relative clause.
(109)
1
1
0
dan yong de
min-fu
jiang baixing
chai
yet use DE2 civil.worker OBJ
common.people
dispatch
‘Yet (who) they exploit (are) civil workers, and they dispatched common people.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
(110)

1(

1

)

0

ni
2S

guan
look

song
recite
shuo
say
xing
act

guofeng ya

song

PN

PN

PN

shi
display

de

dian

muo

xun

gao

DE2

PN

PN

PN

PN

de
DE2

wun
gentility

zhong
loyalty

liang
gong
goodness humility

gu
ancient
ju
yao
reside PN

xun
motto
shun
PN

jian
frugality

xin
honesty

‘You read Guofeng, Ya, Song (ancient classics) and display ancient mottos,’
‘(What) you recite (are) Dian, Muo, Xun, Gao (ancient books of good emperors) and
you reside where Yao, Shun (ancient saints) are,’
‘(What) you speak of (are) gentility, goodness, humility, frugality, and your act out
loyalty and honesty.’
(ibid.)
The flexibility in interpretation is also manifested by the following passages from
different versions of the same drama, illustrated by (111)-(112).
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(111)
ze
he-she
then give_up

(

le

)

xuan
roll_up_sleeve

PF

quan
fist

xiu
zhuai bu-shan
sleeve grasp cloth-gown

na
zhu
de
yin-jin
hold
firm DE2 clothes-collar
‘I then give up (my affection for my brother), roll the sleeves up my fists, grasp his
gown, (what I) hold firmly (is) his collar.’
(Sha Gou Quan Fu, 14th c., version from J. Liu and S. Jiang 1995:196)
(112)
ge-she
give_up

1

de
DE2

1

xuan
roll_up_sleeve

0

gebuo
arm

zhuai shan-xiu
grasp gown-sleeve

dao
gong ting
arrive
public court
‘I give up (my affection for my brother), roll (the sleeves) up my arms, grasp his
gown and sleeves, and arrive at the court.’
(Yang Shi Nu Sha Gou Quan Fu, 14th c., version from Quan Yuan Qu)
In (111), the DE2-marked expression appears among a list of predicative expressions, and
is also ambiguous between an aspectual/complementizer and nominalizer function. As
discussed earlier, these all appear in a similar discourse context where the actor reports
his actions while performing them. Because of the nature of drama scripts, and the
particular type of interaction they call for, the syntactic role of the DE2, whether as a
nominalizer or an aspectual marker/complementizer, is relatively insignificant.
Note that in another version of the drama collected in Quan Yuan Qu, the passage is
adapted into the passage shown in (112). The perfective le is replaced by DE2, and there
is no marking of DE2 on the predicate describing the sleeve-rolling action.
Examples (113)-(114) are the same passages from two versions of the same
drama. They both involve a set of parallel structures, where the DE2-marked expression
possibly involves focus. (113) only differs from (114) in that the durative zhe is used
instead of the perfective le in the second sentence.
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(113)
ni
you

1

pian
make_stiff

1

zhe
DUR

lian
face

-

henhe de
berate DE2

0

wo
1S

wo
hao-xin-er
daliu le
ni
1S
kind-heart-DIM
save PF
2S
‘You shout at me with a long face, (while) I kindly saved you.’
‘It is with a stiff face that you berate me; it was with a good heart that I saved you.’
(Sha Gou Quan Fu, 14th c., version from J. Liu and S. Jiang 1995:192)
(114)
ni
you

1

pian
make_stiff

1

zhe
DUR

wo
hao-xin-er
1S
kind-heart-DIM
[same translations as (113)]

lian
face

0

henhe de
berate DE2

daliu zhe
save DUR

wo
1S

ni
2S

(Sha Gou Quan Fu, 14th c., version in Quan Yuan Qu)

7.5.3.5 [CTP DE Proposition] and the equational/identificational strategy
The DE2-marked equative strategy is employed to describe the surroundings,
report ongoing events, introduce new participants, or present the speaker’s evaluation or
emotional response to a proposition. These situation types are correlated with
complement-taking predicates that are more commonly encoded via the DE1-construction
in the Song-Jin Period. In the drama scripts of the Yuan Dynasty, several of these
categories are packaged as a DE2-marked headless nominal in an equative pattern, and
may be sanctioned by a more generalized DE2 schema.
A DE2-marked equational structure may introduce an entire proposition as a focus
element that fills the information gap evoked in the discourse context.
(115)
0
bu zhi
de
qi
shemuo
NEG know DE2
it
what
‘I don’t know what it is. (Or: What I don’t know (is) what it is).’
(Sha Gou Quan Fu, 14th c. version from J. Liu and S. Jiang 1995:182)
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The speaker in (115) suspects that the gift wine she received is likely adulterated or of
inferior quality. [bu zhi de] may be linked to the zhi-DE1 (

) in the [CTP-DE1] pattern,

or marks the a topic of the equative construction. Note that although commonly processed
as a unit, frequent combinations of [CTP-DE1] are still analyzable. The [CTP DE2] instances
attested may reflect a change in pronunciation of [CTP DE1], or is indeed a DE2-marked
topic4.
The same type of ambiguity is also attested with several DE2-marked
complement-taking predicates that appear in the [CTP DE2 Proposition] pattern. The DE2marked equational structure has an increasing productivity and may have attracted into
the category new members previous sanctioned by other constructions. A few DE2marked complement-taking predicates that may be construed as the topic of an equational
structure are provided below. For each instance attested with DE2, a similar pattern
marked by DE1 is provided for comparison.
7.5.3.5.1 Commentative
Commentative predicates provide an emotional reaction or evaluation or a judgment
to a proposition that is presupposed (Noonan 1985/2007). Example (116) introduces a
DE2-marked

(116)
fu-chuo
wipe_off

emotion predicate as a commentative.
1

le
PF

0

chenai man
dirt
full

mian
face

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!This phenomenon is already attested in the Song Dynasty. In §5.5.3.1, I analyzed the following response
from Zhang Xie as a stand-alone identification construction (with polarity focus). An alternative construal
would suggest that it is a variant written form of zhi-DE1 (
), with the contrast implied in the discourse.

•
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0
bu zhi
di
NEG know
DE2
‘I don’t know (in deed).’

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)
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xi
de zan
fu-qi
tuanyuan
happy DE2 1.P.INCL
husband-wife
reunite
‘Wiping off the dirt over my face, (what) I’m happy (about is) that us husband and
wife are now reunited.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
A DE1-marked commentative with the same predicate is provided in (117) for comparison.
(117)
0
xi
de
nin
wu-shi-wu-fei
chu
happy
DE1
2.hon NEG.exist-right-NEG.exist-wrong
exit
‘We’re happy that you exited the battle field without any harm.’

zhan-chang
battle-field
(ibid.)

7.5.3.5.2 Desire/hope
The DE2-marked predicate in (118) expresses the desire of the speaker for the
proposition to be realized.
(118)
zhi
only

1

yuan
hope

1

de

Nanjing

DE2

PN

you
exist

an
1S

qin-niang
birth_mother

wo ningke du-zi
gu-shuang
1S rather alone-self
lonely-widowed
‘I only hope (What I hope is only) that there is my birth mother in Nanjing; (if so) I
would rather be alone and widowed.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
A similar pattern is attested with DE1 in (119).
(119)
0
yuan
de
tong-xing-jie
yong
gua he-huan-shu
hope
DE1
same-heart-knot
forever
hang together-happy-tree
‘(I) hope that our Tongxin knot (= symbol of true love) forever hangs on the Hehuan
tree (=albizia plant, symbol of happy marriage).’
(ibid.)
7.5.3.5.3 Immediate perception
Immediate perception predicates, e.g. see, hear, watch and feel, convey the sensory
mode by which the subject directly perceives the event coded in the complement
(Noonan 1985/2007). Immediate perception predicates, especially predicates of seeing,
are commonly linked to presentational constructions. The predicate jian ‘see’ is observed
!
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with DE2 in Zhang Xie (see §7.4). The combination of the ‘see’ verb with DE2 is also used
in presentational constructions in the Yuan Dynasty, as shown in (120).
(120)
1
:
an nail jing fei
su
1S there scene NEG ordinary

1

ye
also

mei
exist

0

nin
2P

xia-min
low-commoner

ju
live

jian de
yu
wu
yun
xia
cai
che
tian qu
see DE2 rain mist cloud red_cloud
color through
sky
corner
‘Where I live, the scenery is not ordinary; there are also no you commoners living
there. There are (or: What one sees are) misty rain and rosy clouds, colorful
throughout the corners of the sky.’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
Example (121) illustrates two DE2-marked immediate perception predicates, wen
and ting, that are also modified by a property in the pre-verbal position. Aside from
introducing the perceptual stimuli in the immediate surrounding, the DE2-marked
expressions (in the [Adj CTP DE2] pattern) also convey the speaker’s attitude towards
these events, which are indicated by the modifying elements chou and juan.
(121)
chou
wen
sorrowful hear

(

de

shi

DE2

COP

)

zi
yan
purple swallow

guanguan
IDEO

juan
ting de
huang ying lili
tired
hear DE2 yellow oriole IDEO
‘What I feel sorrowful hearing is the purple swallow going guanguan; (what) I am
tired of hearing (is) the yellow oriole going lili.’
(Gui Si, by Guan Hanqing, 13th c., Guan Hanqing Xi Qu Ji [Collection of Drama and
Qu by Guan Hanqing], from HANCHI)
DE1 is also attested with predicates of immediate perception to introduce the
events serving as perceptual stimuli in the surroundings. Example (122) illustrates a [A
CTP DE1] pattern similar to the two DE2-marked [A CTP DE2] phrases in (121) above.
(122)
1
1
0
meng
ting de
ku
sheng ye
hou
sudden
hear DE1 cry
sound choke throat
‘Suddenly (I) hear a sound of cry (of someone who is) choked up.’
‘Suddenly (I) hear one’s sound of cry choking up his throat.’
!
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(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
7.5.3.5.4 Negated proposition
There are also cases where a negated CTP is combined with DE2. Some of these
can be linked to a DE2-marked equative.
(123)
zhen
lie_on

1

zhe
DUR

0

ye
wild

shui heng
water horizontal

qiao
bridge

bu ting de
hongchen
nei
shi-fei
nao
NEG hear DE2
world_of_mortals
in
right-wrong noisy
‘Lying on the wild water and the cross bridge, (what) I don’t hear (is) the noisy
affairs in the mortal world.’
(ibid.)
A negated CTP DE1 combination is shown in (124) for comparison.
(124)

0

bu

ting de
yue
dian yue
sheng qi
NEG
hear DE1 moon palace music sound in_harmony
‘I cannot hear in the moon palace, the sound of music (is) in harmony.’
(ibid.)
Despite difference in presupposition, these [CTP-DE2] patterns may all be linked to
the DE2-marked equational structure in the texts examined. All in all, an instance may be
linked to multiple constructions, which results in minimal semantic change. The
ambiguity in terms of the [CTP DE Proposition] pattern can be parsed as follows:
DE Proposition]
|
(a) [(…) Modifier NMZ] [POP
(b)
[CTP
COMP COMPLEMENT
•

[(…) CTP

] (equational)
] (complementation)

7.5.3.5.5 A DE2-marked CTP that expresses a propositional attitude
Some DE2-marked CTPs are possibly also linked to the DE2-marked sentential
adverbs (these are probably also linked to DE-marked secondary predication). Example
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(125) shows that DE2 is also attested with predicates that express the speaker’s epistemic
attitude toward a proposition.
(125)
1 :
1
(
)
mifang mizhu zhang xia
zhangda xian
jian de dongwu duo
PN
PN
tent
under PN
obvious see DE2 PN
hide
‘Mi Fang, Mi Zhu, your subordinate Zhang Da, it is obvious that (what is
obvious,/obviously,) they hid in Dong Wu.’
( Za Ju, 14th c.)
Example (125) illustrates a DE2-marked predicate composed encodes the
speaker’s attitude. The DE2-marked predicate xian-jian in (125) is composed of a
predicate of appearance xian ‘appear, obvious’ and a predicate of perception jian ‘see’.
Crosslinguistically, immediate perception predicates often develop into markers of
epistemic modality. As is shown in (125), the speaker is committed to the truthfulness of
the proposition as if it were directly seen.
The commitment is further strengthened by the element xian, expressing that it
appears to be or is obviously so. An instance of DE2-marked appearance predicate
expressing the speaker’s propositional attitude is illustrated by (126).
(126)
(
)
zui xian
de
shi mu qiu
huang
luo yan
ning
most appear,apparent DE2 COP late autumn yellow fall severe congeal
‘It is most apparent that in late autumn, the yellow leaves fall, and it becomes
severely cold (a metaphor for severe political consequences).’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
The speaker further strengthens his epistemic attitude with the superlative zuo ‘the most’,
and with an overt copula shi signaling that the proposition is packaged in an equational
strategy.
More commonly DE2 appears in the expression yan jian DE2 ‘eye see DE2’ to
introduce the speaker’s prediction of an imminent event, especially severe adversity in
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the foreseeable future. Obviously etymologically related to the immediate perception
sense, the string appears to be entrenched to express speaker’s epistemic attitude.
(127)
yan
eye

（

jian
see

de
DE2

(

)

ku-yanyan
xie-bo
suffer-listless.REDU blood-pool

li
in

tang
zhe shihai
lie
DUR CORPSE
‘Perceivably, (= it is foreseeable that) there in the cheerless pool of blood lies the
corpse (of my child).’
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)
(128)
1
(
)
yan jian de
si
zai jin
zhao
eye see
DE2 die
at
today morning
‘Perceivably, (= it is foreseeable that) I will die immediately.’
(ibid.)
Though most frequently attested with DE2 in Za Ju, the string [yan jian] may also
be associated with other schemas to express a similar function. In Za Ju, the expression
yan jian DE is attested 10 times with DE2, and only once with DE1, as in (129).
(129)
yan
jian de
ming yan
quan ni
eye
see
DE1
life
bury river mud
‘‘Perceivably, (= it is foreseeable that) my life will (soon) be buried in the mud.’
(ibid.)
The unit is also attested with the copula shi to express the same function, thus is
clearly encoded with an equational strategy, shown in (130).
(130)
1
0
yan
jian shi
sang huang
jiao
eye
see
COP
lose desolate
wilderness
‘What I see is (=It is forseeable) that I will soon lose my life in the wilderness!’
(ibid.)
In addition, DE2-marked propositional attitude predicates may also be linked to its
function as a marker of a secondary predicate, which started devekoping in the Song-Jin
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Dynaties Period (see discussion in Chapter 5), and becomes pervasive in the Yuan
Dynasty.
The DE2-marked examples may be sanctioned via multiple schemas at the same
time. The three schemas that may be linked to a DE2-marked expression for epistemic
attitude are illustrated below for the string yan jian DE (shown in (127)-(128) above):
yan
jian
Equational
[MOD
Complementational/aspectual [SBJ CTP
Secondary predicate
[Predicate

DE
NMZ
]=
CMPL/ASP]
SP
]

Proposition
[POP]
[Complement clause]
[Primary predicate]

(MOD = modifier, NMZ = nominalizer, CMPL=complementizer, ASP = aspectual marker, SP
= marker of secondary predicate)
The functional versality of DE2 in Za Ju has been demonstrated by its extensions
into the aspectual and complementation functions of DE1 and zhe. Such an expansion of
usage results in ambiguity of construals between the newly-emerging
aspectual/complementation function of DE2, and its previously-established
nominalization/focus functions. Aside from phonetic similarity, the ambiguity between a
DE-nominalizer/focus-marker

and a DE-complementizer/aspectual marker interpretation is

facilitated by the fact that focus and aspectual information are both contextually
accessible, and need not be overtly marked. In contexts where both construals are
available, shifting from one to another construal often does not result in a great semantic
difference.
Alternative construals for the same instance are also motivated by two types of
formal similarities. First, the phonetic similarity between DE1, DE2, and likely the
durative zhe promotes the interpretational ambiguity in terms of parsing the [V DE NP]
and [V DE Prop] strings. Second, the elements of the equational structure marked by DE2

!
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and the complementation construction marked by DE1 appear in similar syntagmatic
strings.
Table 7.3 compares the distribution of DE1 and DE2 in [V DE1 Pred] and DEmarked complementation functions in Za Ju (based on a sample of the first 13 drama
scripts, see §7.3.2.1). Alternative construals, if available, are listed in a separate column
and marked by +.
Table 7.3 The convergence of functions of DE1 and DE2 in the sample of Za Ju (+:
alternative construal)
[V DE Pred]

[V DE Pred] predication

[V1-DE-V2]

Potential
+ [V DE NP] attributive
Complementation/Aspectual
Complementation
potential
Complementation/ + attributive
Aspectual
+ nmz in equational/identificational
+ nmz in equational/identificational
+ secondary predicate

DE1

DE2

59

86

2

5
4
28
7
1
18
4

39
9

Table 7.3 shows that DE2 has a considerable degree of distributional overlap with
DE1

in Za Ju. Both DE1 and DE2 are used for the [V DE Pred] and the DE-marked

complementation/aspectial functions. DE2 is more frequent than DE1 in the [V DE1 Pred]
predication function. In terms of the complementation/aspectual functions, DE1 is slightly
more frequent than DE2 for the cases without alternative construals. DE2, however, is
shown to be often associated with cases that are ambiguous between
complementation/aspectual and identificational interpretations. If instances with
alternative construals are included, DE2 is overall more frequent than DE1as a
complementation/aspectual marker. All in all, the data show that DE2 has extended its
functions to domains previously dominated by DE1.

!
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7.6 Conclusion
Based on an investigation of semantic, pragmatic, syntagmatic, and network
contexts, we propose factors beyond phonetic resemblance that may have contributed to
the alignment of DE1 and DE2 in the [V DE Pred] construction, as well as the
multifunctionality of DE (predominantly in the form of nominalizer/modifier DE2
complex predicate constructions in the Yuan Dynasty and beyond.

!
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Chapter 8
Theoretical Implications
8.1 Synopsis of the study
This dissertation refines the typology of secondary predication by carrying out a
detailed historical study of Mandarin DE (

) constructions for secondary

predication. The body of the dissertation is dedicated to the development of three
precursors to Mandarin DE in Late Medieval Chinese: (i) resultative [V DE VP]
construction (

DE1),

(ii) DE-marked nominal modification construction (

(iii) DE-marked preverbal secondary predicates (

DE3).

DE2),

and

These independent schemas in

Late Medieval Chinese (7th to mid-13th c.) also developed structural and functional
parallels, which, later coupled with the lack of phonetic distinction of DE in these
constructions in Pre-Modern Chinese (mid-13th to 14th c.), facilitate the creation of a
general DE schema from Yuan Dynasty (AD 1271-1368) and beyond.
One theme of the study deals with the establishment and merger of DE1 and DE2
constructions in the [V DE VP] topic-comment schema, where [V DE] as the topic refers
to an e-site of the event V, and VP introduces a predicative comment. The
conventionalization of the [V DE1 VP] resultative may be attributed to influences from
the preverbal [DE1 VP] and postverbal [V DE1…] schemas that developed independently
from the lexical verb DE1 ‘get, acquire’ (see discussion in §3.2-§3.3, cf. Sun 1996). The
[V DE1 VP] pattern, originally used for resultative relations, extends to other functions
based on various contextual inferences associated with the resultatives, including
manner/depictive, extent, degree, evaluative, and commentative (factive) predications.
Specific [V DE1] combinations may also function as a supporting element (copula) to
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introduce a predicative comment. In addition, the [V DE1 VP] pattern becomes
increasingly similar to a topic-comment structure, where [V DE1] refers to an e-site of the
event V, or the event V itself. The [V DE1 VP] construction is later aligned with, and
submerged under the DE2-marked topic-comment structure (§7.2-3, also see summary in
§8.7 below).
Another theme of the study concerns the interaction between DE2 and DE3 as they
deviate from their constructional prototypes and enter the territory of the other from
opposite poles of the attribution vs. predication continuum. DE2 ‘bottom’ and DE3
‘ground’, both of nominal origin, developed primarily nominal modification and event
modification (secondary predication) functions, respectively (§3.4-5). The two
constructions remain largely distinct until the Song-Jin Period (Chapter 4), but both have
extended to functions that deviate from their constructional prototypes and enter the
territory of the other (Chapters 5-6). DE2 developed predicative functions via two
primary paths. The first path is via non-canonical nominal modification, specifically nonrestrictive modifiers, both in the pre-nominal and post-nominal position (§5.2). The
second path is via identificational (equational) constructions to secondary and primary
predication, in intermediate contexts between reference to an event and predication of an
event (§5.4-5). DE3 also developed attributive functions via non-prototypical
modification, when secondary predicates are construed as non-restrictive nominal
modifiers, particularly in presentational and thetic contexts (§6.3). This is also a context
where DE2 develops predicative functions, from the opposite pole of the attribution vs.
predication continuum (§6.3.3). Mode of discourse also plays a significant role in
whether DE2-nominalization constructions can be extended to proper predication. DE2
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and DE3 seem to have a greater degree of overlap in cases ambiguous between nonrestrictive attribution and secondary predication in Xi Xiang Ji, a drama script that
abounds with descriptive narratives.
The different information packaging functions of DE2 and DE3 are manifested by
their distinctive collocational preferences in their functional prototypes. The most
apparent is the common association between DE3 and descriptive elements in predication,
and the rarity of descriptive elements collocating with DE2 in attribution. DE2 and DE3 are
also attested with distinctive classes of interrogatives and demonstratives (§4.4.3-4). The
extensions of DE2 into predication and DE3 into attribution seem to also be partly
conditioned by preferences over specific lexical items – a preferred combination of
[Demonstrative-DE] may be preserved even when extended to non-prototypical functions
(§5.4.5.2, §6.3.1).
Through the multiple trajectories previously discussed, DE2, originally a marker of
nominal constructions, gradually takes over the functions of DE1 and DE3, and becomes
established as a polysemous marker in a set of constructions. By the Yuan Dynasty (14th
century), phonetic changes, host-class expansion, and functional generalizations have
resulted in an increasingly more generalized marker DE (usually written as

(DE2)),

which has, from then on, developed a broader range of functions.
8.2 Development of DE(2) beyond the Yuan Period
After the Yuan Dynasty, the constructions that DE2 has been established in have
since also developed a broad range of new functions – they take a broader range of
collocates, mark a greater range of semantic relations, become associated with new
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discourse-pragmatic functions, and even replace old constructions in particular semantic
domains.
One such phenomenon is the host-class and accompanying semantic-pragmatic
expansion of DE2-marked secondary predicates. New patterns start to collocate with DE2
that may be extensions from the previously established descriptive patterns based on
partial semantic and templatic similarity (for a list of the detailed account of the
collocational patterns attested with DE2, see M. Liu 2008, ch.4-5). The new subschemas
are connected in a network of family resemblance. For instance, new patterns arise that
involve variations of repetition and parallelism, such as templates with lexical/structural
repetitions (see discussion in Chapter 2). These expressions, rare as secondary predicates
until the Song Dynasty, have been coded as complex expressions. They have, however,
become common after the Yuan Dynasty, and seem to be incorporated into the
descriptive network as a subschema (also see similar usage in Mandarin illustrated by
(127)-(129) in Chapter 1).
The parallel structures seem to have developed two primary functions: (a) to
describe durativity or repetition of similar actions; (b) to characterize a participant (or a
series of actions) by creating a vague category of shared features. The two elements are
not mutually exclusive.
Repetition is related to temporality, and the repetition of similar phrases denoting
actions reflects the aspectual nature of ongoing or repetitive actions. A pattern of (partial)
repetition, attested with DE2 in several variations of [V a V…] structure, is used to
express durative or cyclic/repetitive actions, as exemplified in (1).
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(1)

2

hou
monkey

wang zong-shen
king let_go-body

tiao qi
jump rise

guai
a
guai de
zou
le
liang bian
hobble
PRT
hobble DE2 walk PF
two
once
‘The monkey king jumped up, walked two rounds hobbling around.’
(Xi You Ji, 16th c., from M. Liu 2008:157)
Parallel expressions similar in semantics and structure may be interpreted as ongoing activities involving repetitive or similar actions. It is conceptualizable, for example,
that the women in (2) kept dragging and pulling one another for a while.
(2)

2

2

zhe
this

huo lao
group old

ni che
2S pull

wo
1S

2

[

shao poniang
young woman

zhuai de
haul DE2

ge
each

xun
seek

zhang-yi
PN-aunt

li-ma
PN-mother

banlu
companion

xiang
you-shou
zuo
xia
toward
right-head
sit
down
‘This group of women of young and old, from all places, pulling and hauling about,
each seek their companion and sit down at the right side.’
(San Sui Ping Yao Zhuan, circ. 15th c.)
In addition, the synonymous (but slightly various) elements the phrases are
composed of indicate that instead of an accurate description, the exact content of the
activities are left to the interpretation and imagination of the listener. To be more specific,
the parallelism seems to create a ‘type’ characterized by the shared features of the
juxtaposed events.
In addition, the combination of synonymous (but slightly varied) elements
indicates that instead of an accurate description, the exact content of the activities are left
to the interpretation and imagination of the listener. To be more specific, the parallelism
seems to create a ‘type’ characterized by the shared features of the juxtaposed events.
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The element of characterization via the creation of a ‘kind’ is illustrated by examples (3)(4), where the parallelism involves juxtaposition of two nominal expressions. These
expressions create a category based on shared features of the two NPs, while also
assigning these features to the participant the parallel phrase is predicated of.
(3)
ta shao nu
3S young girl

nen
fu
de
tender woman DE2

liu
zhe
ta
zai
wu
li
you
he
suan-ji
keep
CONT 3S
at
house in
exist what count-plan
‘She is a young girl (She, a young girl/ She is young and innocent), what do you plan
to do keeping her in the house?’
(Jin Ping Mei 7, circ. 16th century)
(4)

2

suoyi
jin lai
therefore recently

ye
also

0

shen
very

1

yan
tou
goose head

zhilao
bird_name

zui
de
mouth DE2

bu-da
wang-xiang
NEG-very prosperous-appearance
‘As a result, recently she is rather (unhealthily) bony and emaciated, not very healthylooking.’
(Xing Shi Yin Yuan 4, 17th c.)
DE2-marked

equative and similative clauses, previously only sporadically attested

as a similative modifier and in similative predication of a type (see §4.4.2.1-2), also start
to function as secondary predicates. Equatives and similatives are distinguished based on
the semantics of the primary event. An equative in this pattern has an entity as the
standard, and a scalar property as the primary predicate, as shown in (5)-(6).
(5)

2

jia
home

zhong na
in
that

0

jin
gold

yin
baowu
silver treasure

1

ye
also

jiu
then

ru
fen
tu
yi-ban
de
duo le
resemble dung dirt
one-kind
DE2
many PF
‘The gold, silver, valuables in his home are also as much as dung and dirt.’
(Xing Shi Yin Yuan 5, 17th c.)
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(6)

0

1

na
jing quan dou shi
xian-lu
yi-ban
that well spring all
COP
salty-brine
one-kind
‘The well and spring water is all salty and bitter as brine.’

de
DE2

xian ku
salty-bitter
(ibid.)

A similative in this pattern may have either an entity or an event as the standard,
and the primary predicate is a non-scalar predicate, as illustrated by (7)-(8).
(7)

(

48)

bianzi xiang
yu dian si
de
whip resemble
rain drop resemble
DE2
‘The whip beats down riotously like rain drops.’

wang xia
luan da
toward down chaos hit
(ibid.)

(8)

(

66)

sujie

de

PN

ba zizi
hanzi kao
zei
yiban
OBJ self
man interrogate
thief one.kind
‘Sujie beats her man severely like interrogating a thief.’

DE2

du
da
poison beat
(ibid.)

DE2-marked

similatives in the middle of a serial chain, such as (9) below, also

expresses an event simultaneous to the event encoded by the subsequent predicate. The
DE2-marked

similative clause can be construed as belonging to the domain of reference,

i.e. a postposed non-restrictive modifier; in addition, it can also function as a similative
manner or depictive clause. Note that the similative may refer to a type (one like a white
sheep) or a manner (just like a white sheep).
(9)

2

zhi
just

jian
see

bai
white

yang yi-ban
sheep one-kind

2

chaozhu

de

PN

DE2

2

0

191

laopo chi
zhe
shen
wife naked CONT body

de
DE2

tui feng li
jie
zhe
yi
kuai bu
leg gap
in
wedged
CONT one
CL
cloth
‘There is Chaozhu’s wife naked, just like a white sheep (one like a white sheep),
with a piece of cloth wedged between her legs…’
(Xing Shi Yin Yuan 19, 17th c.)
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The DE2-marked similative clause also develops into a construction for evidential
modality, such as in (10). The DE2-marked clause, qia si dafan le doufu de, can only be
construed as predicated of an event, not a participant. It may be construed as a similative
clause that likens the the state of affairs to that of ‘tofu being spilled over’, but at the
same time, it may be interepted as the speaker’s epistemic stance.
(10)
kan
look

zhoujin shi qia si
careful time just resemble

da-fan
hit-overturn

le
PF

doufu
tofu

de
DE2

banban-diandian
yue
you
san wu shi chu
spot.REDU-dot.REDU
about
EXIST
three five ten place
‘When looked closer, (it was) as if tofu had spilled over, spots here and there, in
about thirty or fifty areas.’
(Shui Hu Zhuan 13, 16th c.)
A DE2-marked evidential clause as a post-nominal modifier or a secondary
predicate is, on the one hand, a host-class expansion of DE2-marked nominal and event
modifying constructions, and on the other hand, a syntactic expansion of DE2-marked
evidential clauses.
Many of the new functions of DE2 also enter the domain of adverbial
subordination and secondary predication. DE2-marked relative clauses in the [Modifier
DE2

N] pattern, for example, have entered the domain of adverbial subordination (e.g.

[Proposition DE2 shihou ‘time’] (

) as a construction for temporal and conditional

clauses), and evidential modality (Proposition DE2 yangzi (

)‘manner, appearance’ >

evidential). A significant distinction to be made from the previous development, though,
is that it is not so much that DE2 develops new functions of subordination, but the newly
developed functions of these constructions increase the overall frequency of DE2 in these
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domains. In addition, some subschemas have become contracted or obsolete in
subsequent development (see §8.4.2.3.4).
Because of the nature of such changes, a complete inventory of the rich patterns
that are attested with DE2 after the Yuan Dynasty is beyond the scope of our current
description. This section merely provides a brief illustration of some of the developments
of DE(2) after the Yuan Dynasty. The multiple functions of Mandarin DE discussed in
§1.7, and in various sections below (Mandarin property predication in §8.4.2.3, [V DE VP]
construction after the Yuan Dynasty in §8.7.2) also demonstrate some of the
developments of the DE(2)-marked networks of consructions.
In the rest of Chapter 8, we discuss the theoretical implications of the findings.
Specifically, we will position Chinese strategies for secondary predication in a
typological context, and explore the issues involved in classification. In addition, we will
discuss the implications of our study for constructionalist approaches to language.
8.3 The morphosyntactic typology of secondary predication
One of the themes of this study is to contribute to the typology of secondary
predication. To establish a correlation between the encoding of secondary predication and
the morphosyntactic features of secondary predication in a language, one needs to
categorize the constructions based on a set of crosslinguistically valid criteria and find the
underlying semantic motivation for such morphosyntactic variation.
As discussed in Chapter 1, previous studies have revealed several possible
semantic motivations that affect the morphosyntactic encoding of secondary predication
(Shultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004, Himmelmann and Shultze-Berndt 2005, LoebDiehl 2005, Verkerk 2009). Among these, Loeb-Diehl’s (2005) survey of manner
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encoding is probably the most comprehensive morphosyntatic typology in the domain of
secondary predication to date. Loeb-Diehl identifies ten morphosyntactic strategies for
manner predication. The strategies for manner predication are classified based on three
morphosyntactic parameters: (i) whether the secondary predicate is marked as balanced
(of the same rank as an independent predicate) or deranked, (ii) whether the encoding of
predicative properties pairs with predicative actions (verby) or predicative objects
(nouny), and (iii) whether the expression is morphologically marked as oriented towards
a participant (indexing) or an event (non-indexing). The criteria are applied to eight out
of the ten strategies, except for grammaticalized adverbial markers (the Adverbial
strategy) and the Predicational strategy (see discussion in §8.3.1 below).
8.3.1 Attested morphosyntactic strategies for secondary predication
This section discusses the mophosyntactic strategies attested for secondary
predication, most of which are from Loeb-Diehl’s typology, complemented by SchultzeBerndt and Himmelmann (2004) and Verkerk (2009) on Depictive (indexing) strategies.
Most of the strategies identified by Loeb-Diehl are also attested for depictive secondary
predication. In addition, Croft (in preparation) observes a strategy (Adpositional Personal
strategy) not attested in Loeb-Diehl’s sample, but described by Schultze-Berndt and
Himmelmann (2004) as a strategy for depictives. For each strategy, an English sentence
is provided in the beginning as an illustration of the morphosyntactic encoding in a
particular language, which, therefore, may not always be syntactically and semantically
well-formed English sentences.
•

The Coordinate Personal strategy: Verby, balanced, indexing
He cries (and he) despairs.
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In this strategy, the manner expression is a separate predication that is coordinated
with the main predication with a balanced strategy. Both the manner expression and the
main predication are inflected like regular main predicates. The manner expression
receives subject indexation, and is therefore morphosyntactically participant-oriented.
Furthermore, the property predication is encoded with the same strategy as action
predication in a Coordinate Personal strategy. It is therefore a verby strategy.
The Coordinate Personal strategy includes serial verb constructions. The Muna
example in (11) shows an indexing strategy, where both predicates are indexed for its
subject.
(11) Muna (van den Berg 1989:181, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:22)
ne-rimba no-tende
he-be_fast he-run
‘He runs fast.’ [lit. ‘He is fast (and) he runs’]
The Coordinate Personal strategy may also be illustrated by the serial verb
constructions from Thai (a manner predication) and Lao (a depictive predication). There
is no overt indexation, but the secondary predicate has the same subject as the primary
predicate.
(12) Thai (Bisang 1995:147, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:23)
khaw
wîŋ
rew
he
run
be.quick
‘He runs quickly.’
(13) Lao (Enfield 2007:404, from Verkerk 2009:51)
man2
maw2 maa2 huan
3
drunk come house
‘He came home drunk.’
•

The Coordinate Impersonal strategy: Verby, balanced, non-indexing
He cries (and) it despairs.
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In a Coordinate Impersonal strategy, the main predicate and the manner
expression are in coordination, and both are inflected like regular action predications. The
manner expression is morphosyntactically marked as oriented towards the event, e.g. the
marking of different subjects for the two predicates in Ambrym.
(14) Ambrym (Paton 1971:77, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:25)
om
geh
m!
faiah
2S.PRES work 3S.PRES
be_strong
‘You work strongly’ (lit. Your work, it (is) strong)
The Ainu ADV marker -no, Loeb-Diehl suggests, might be derived form the conjunction
–no, and is therefore a possible extension from syndetic coordination.
(15) Ainu (Refsing 1986:135, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:25)
pirka-no
nu
yan
be.good-ADV
listen.IMP
SENT.FIN
‘Please listen well.’
•

The Participial Strategy: Verby, deranked, indexing
He cries, (who is) despairing.
In a Participial strategy, the main predicate and the manner expression are

both encoded as action predications (the secondary predicate is therefore “verby”), but
they are not of the same rank. The modifying clause is subordinated, being a participial or
a relative clause, which is indexed for participant-orientation.
(16) Sanuma (Borgman 1990:34, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:26)
opi-i
a
kali-palo-ma
be.slow-REL
3SG work-REPET-COMPLET
‘He worked slowly.
•

The Converb Strategy: Verby, deranked, non-indexing
He cries, which is (with/at/in) despairing.
In this strategy, the modifying clause is subordinated to the main clause as a

(usually) non-finite adverbial verb form. There is no participant indexation on the
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secondary predicate. The strategy is therefore morphosyntactically event-oriented, as the
Turkana example in (17).
(17) Turkana (Dimmendaal 1983:379, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:27)
è-pès-e-tè
nɪ-a-ron-o-nị
3SG-kick-A-PL
REL.NEUT-be.bad-SG-REL.CLAUSE
‘They kicked him badly.’
Loeb-Diehl also classifies the DE-marked preverbal secondary predicates in Mandarin as
a Participial-Strategy (see discussion in §8.5.1-3).
•

The Adjective Personal Strategy: Nouny, balanced, indexing
He cries (a) desperate (one).
In an Adjective Personal strategy, the manner expression consists of a non-verbal

adjective (sometimes combined with a copula) in coordination with (or apposition to) the
main predication. The adjective is indexed for participant-orientation. The Adjective
Personal strategy is illustrated by the Latin and Hindi examples below.
(18) Latin (Loeb-Diehl 2005:30, from Vroom 1938:74)
mendicus
a
me tristis
stipem
beggar.NOM.SG.MASC from me sad.NOM.SG.MASC gift.ACC
‘The beggar asked me sadly for a gift.’

petivit
ask.PERF.3SG

(19) Hindi (Loeb-Diehl 2005:30, from McGregor 1977:33)
vah
sīdhī
cali, phir dāhine
she
straight.FEM went, then to_the_right
‘She went straight ahead, then to the right.’
Loeb-Diehl comments that the Adjective Personal strategy is often a secondary strategy.
•

The Adjective Impersonal Strategy: Nouny, balanced, non-indexing
He cries (it is) desperate.
In an Adjective Impersonal strategy, the manner expression consists of an

adjective (sometimes combined with a copula) in coordination with (or apposition to) the
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main predication. The strategy is morphosyntactically event-oriented in that it lacks
indexation.
(20) Manchu (from Loeb-Diehl 2005:31, originally from S. Georg, person comm.)
sargan
jui
hocikon
ucule-he
female
child beautiful
sing-PST.VN
‘The girl sang beautifully.’
The manner expression in the Manchu example is morphologically event-oriented (nonindexing) in that it is in an uninflected form.
•

The Participial Copular strategy: Nouny, deranked, indexing
He cries, being desperate.
In a Participial Copula strategy the manner expression is in an adjectival form (it

is not inflected like regular action predication), combined with a copular verb in a
subordinate form. The participial marking is carried by the copula. Loeb-Diehl comments
that the strategy is rare. The copular participle form is often affixed to the manner
predicate, and thus can be difficult to identify, as in (21).
(21) Malayalam (Asher and Kumari 1997:112, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:32)
aval
bhamgiy-aayi
prasamgiccu
she
beauty-PCP.COP
speak.PAST
‘She spoke beautifully.’
•

The Adpositional Phrase strategy: Nouny, deranked, non-indexing
He cries with/from/out of/in despair.
In an Adpositional strategy, the manner expression consists of a case-marked

property/stative predicate in its lexical, non-derived form, as in (22) from Kanuri, or in a
nominalized form, as in (23) from Modern Hebrew. The manner predicate is not encoded
as an action predication, and is therefore classified as nouny (i.e. non-verby).
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(22) Kanuri (Cyffer 1974:51, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:33)
f!r
dôi-ro
s!gâshîn
horse
quick-to/ALL walks.PRES.3SG
‘The horse goes quickly.’
(23) Modern Hebrew (Glinert 1989:227, from Loeb-Diehl 2005:34)
hu po’el
be- ḥofshiut
3S work
LOC-freedom
‘He acts freely.’
•

Adpositional Personal: Nouny, deranked, indexing
He dies with (a) young (one). (illustration mine, based on example (24) below.)
This strategy is not identified by Loeb-Diehl for manner predication, but is

described in Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann (2004) (from Croft in preparation). The
depictive secondary predicate occurs in a fixed case marking, but indexes the number and
gender of the relevant participant; the strategy is thus morphosyntactically participantoriented. The Adpositional Personal-Strategy is illustrated by (24) from Russian.
(24) Russian (Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004:87, from Nichols 1978:115)
on umer
molodym
he die.PST.M SG young.M.SG.INST
‘He died young.’
Loeb-Diehl identifies two strategies that are not classified based on the three
morphosyntactic criteria proposed: The grammaticalized Adverbial strategy and the
Predicational Strategy.
•

The Adverbial strategy: Grammaticalized
He cries desperate-ly.
The language employs a distinctive construction (e.g. an affix) for manner

predication. The marker is grammaticalized, and is usually of obscure etymological
source. The nouny vs. verby distinction is not applicable to the Adverbial strategy. A
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common example is the English adverb suffix –ly (see also the discussion of the adverbial
maker -mente/ment in the Romance languages in §1.2.1.)
•

The Predicational Strategy
His crying is desperate.
In the Predicational strategy, the ‘manner expression’ is encoded as the main

predicate, while the ‘primary event’ is expressed in the form of a verbal noun, which
functions as the subject of the sentence. The Predicational strategy is illustrated by (25)
from Mokilese:
(25) Mokilese
ah
kijou dahr
his
run
fast
‘He runs fast’ (lit. ‘His running is fast’) (Harrison 1976:167, cited in Loeb-Diehl
2005:212)
Croft (in preparation) comments that the Predicational strategy is perhaps the most eventoriented of all encodings. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Loeb-Diehl also classified the
Chinese [V DE VP] predication construction as a Predicational strategy (see the
discussion in §8.7 below). The development of DE1- and DE2-marked topic-comment
strategy is thus pertinent to the Predicational strategy.
The construction types discussed above can be classified summarized below in
terms of the morphosyntactic parameters, in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1. Strategies for stative secondary predicate (including manner)
constructions (from Croft in preparation, adapted and added to from Loeb-Diehl
2005:52, Table 2.12).
“participant-oriented”
“event-oriented” (non(indexing) encoding
indexing) encoding
Verby balanced Coordinate Personal
Coordinate Impersonal
deranked Participial
Converb
Nouny balanced Adjective Personal
Adjective Impersonal
deranked Copular Participle;
Adpositional
Adpositional Personal*
Primary
Predicational
Predication
grammaticalized
Adverbial
*not described by Loeb-Diehl, but described by Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann
(2004)
8.3.2 Loeb-Diehl’s morphosyntactic typology: Further discussion
Loeb-Diehl’s (2005) classification is based on Stassen’s (1997) model, which
introduces four possible encoding strategies languages may resort to for predication and
identity statements. In Stassen’s (1997) theory, there are four general strategies for the
encoding of predication across languages – verbal, locative, nominal, and zero strategy.
The verbal strategy is the same as the basic construction for predication of action,
i.e. regular verbal inflections such as tense, aspect, modality and evidentiality, and
polarity. Compare (26a-c) in Classical Nahuatl, which employs the verbal strategy for
action, property, and nominal predications.
(26) Classical Nahuatl (Stassen 1997:45-46, cited in Croft in preparation)
(a) ni-cho:ca
1S-cry
‘I am crying’
(b) ni-cualli
1S-good
‘I am good.’
(c) ni-ti:citl
1S-doctor
‘I am a doctor.’
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The locative strategy originates from predication of locations. It typically involves
a locative verb, such as ‘sit’, ‘stand’, ‘lie’, which can grammaticalize into a verbal
copula. A comparison between (27a) and (27b) shows that Amele uses the locative
strategy for both locative and property predication.
(27) Amele (Stassen 1997:149, cited in Croft in preparation)
(a) uqa ji
na bil -i -a
he
house at sit 3S PRS
‘He is at home.’
(b) uqa
me
he
good
‘He is good.’

bil -i -a
sit -3S PRS

The nominal and zero strategies, Stassen proposes, derive from identity
statements. The nominal strategy uses a nonverbal copula (an uninflected form), most
typically derived from a pronoun (demonstrative or personal) or a topic marker; it can
also involve a highly grammaticalized form with unrecoverable origin. The nominal
strategy, encoded by a non-verbal copula, is illustrated by (28)-(29) from Nakanai and
Awtuw.
(28) Nakanai (Stassen 1997:82)
eia la taua sesele
3S
DEM spirit truly
‘He is truly spirit.’
(29) Awtuw (Stassen 1997:88)
wan po rumeyæn
1S
FOC human
‘I am a human being.’
The zero strategy uses simple juxtaposition without any extra encoding. Because
the zero strategy is derived from identity statements like the nominal strategy, it can be
classified as “nominal”. An illustration of the zero strategy for both nominal and property
predications is provided in (30a-b).
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(30) Tiwi (Australian; Stassen 1997:144)
(a) purukupaɹli maɹtina
PN
boss
‘Purukuparli is boss.’
(b) t̪ uŋkyaltiriŋa pumpuka
string.bark
good
‘The stringy bark is good.’
Stassen proposes that languages can resort to any of the four strategies for any
type of predication as well as identity statements. The extension of a strategy into other
types of predications moves along the lines of the conceptual space presented below
(cited in Croft in preparation):
Figure 8.1 Stassen’s (1997) conceptual space of predication

Since the verbal and nominal strategies are the most predominant, languages are
often categorized as having either verby or nouny (i.e. non-verby) predicate
adjectives. Loeb Diehl’s typology only includes the verby vs. nouny distinction, the two
most common strategies, and does not discuss the locative strategy. Possible locative
encodings for manner predication, e.g. the occurrence of a nonverbal copula or an
adposition (PP strategy), are subsumed into the “nouny” category in Loeb-Diehl’s model.
As is the case with all linguistic classification, however, the reality is more
complicated than represented in the typological categories. Languages often adopt a more
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complicated system than suggested in the four strategies outlined above. Splitting
encoding is found in a number of languages (e.g. Stassen 1997, Loeb-Diehl 2005). They
encode their property predication partly by a verbal strategy and partly by a non-verbal
strategy. The split can be associated with the scale of time-stability (see Givón
1984) within the class of property items (see Dixon 1977, Stassen 1997) and discourse
functions (see Thompson 1989 for an explanation for the encoding of adjectives based on
discourse functions).
Loeb-Diehl (2005:76-118) observes a correlation between the encoding of
predicate adjectives and that of secondary predication with regard to the nounyverby distinction established by Stassen (1997). Loeb-Diehl proposes that the encoding of
manner tends to share the encoding of predicate adjectives (in terms of verby, nouny, or
mixed encoding). Verkerk (2009:122) also argues that the typological characteristics of
the morphosyntactic constructions for predicative properties in a language affect the
encoding of secondary predicates. For instance, there is a tendency for languages with
nouny adjectives to employ splitting strategies for different types of secondary
predication.
Unaware of the history of DE constructions, both Loeb-Diehl and Verkerk’s
studies incorporate Mandarin Chinese in their samples but fall short of accurately
explaining Mandarin DE-marked strategies for secondary predication. Loeb-Diehl also
analyzes indexation as the overt encoding of participant-orientation, and the lack of
indexation is assumed to be evidence of event-orientation given the default semantics of
manner predication. After an account of the relevant constructions in Mandarin in §8.4
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below, we will discuss the typological classifications of Mandarin DE-marked secondary
predicate constructions in §8.5, and the DE-marked [V DE VP] construction in §8.7.
8.4 Chinese DE-marked constructions and the morphosyntactic typology of
secondary predication
The morphosyntactic parameters in Loeb-Diehl and Stassen’s typologies,
particularly the verby-nouny distinction, are correlated with two typological features of
the language – whether the language employs obligatory affixal past vs. non-past
distinction, and whether property predication in a language pairs with action predication
in terms of its morphosyntactic encoding. This section discusses the typological features
of Mandarin property predication, and how the DE constructions feature in these
strategies.
8.4.1 Mandarin property predication and the verby vs. nouny distinction
The Tensedness Parameter is proposed to predict whether a language has nouny
or verby predicative properties. Stassen (1997) suggests that the encoding of property
predication correlates with whether a language makes an obligatory affixal past/nonpast
tense distinction for predicated actions (the Tensedness Parameter). If a predicated action
is obligatorily coded for past/nonpast tense distinction, then property predication is
“nouny” (i.e. share morphosyntactic features with object predication); if not, the property
predication is “verby” (i.e. share morphosyntactic features with action predication).
Stassen points out that prototypical properties are inherent properties of the referent,
hence temporal distinctions are not relevant to their predication. Therefore, if a language
makes obligatory tense distinction in predication, then predicative properties will not be
categorized in the same way as action predication; if it is not, it will be.
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In Mandarin, the past/nonpast tense distinction is not obligatorily marked, and
temporal reference is optional, often merely implied by contextual information, e.g. (31ab). The Tensedness Parameter therefore predicts that Mandarin predicative properties will
not be grammatically distinguished from action predication. This is partly supported by
the fact that predicative properties can take the aspect (current relevance) marker le just
like predicative actions, as in (31c-d).
(31) Action predication
(

)

wǒ
(zuótiān)
zǐ
shùi sān
xiǎoshí
1S
yesterday
only sleep three hour
‘I only slept for three hours (yesterday).’
(b) Property predication
(

)

wǒ (nà shíhòu)
hǎo
1S
(that time)
very
‘I was so short (then).’

ǎi
short

(c) Action predication:
wǒ chī
le
1S
eat
RCS
‘I ate/have eaten.’
(d) Property predication:
nǐ
shòu
le
2S
thin
RCS
‘You have become thin.’
Mandarin is indeed frequently assumed to be a verby language. Li and Thompson (1981),
for example, argue in favor of the merging of adjectives and verbs in Chinese, proposing
that there should not be a distinct category “adjective” in Mandarin.
Stassen (1997:124,133) argues that Mandarin has a V-V-N-L pattern (Event-V,
Property-V, Class-N, Location-L) in terms of the encoding for various types of
predication. The reported pattern (Pattern 8, V-V-N-L, Stassen1997:124) is the most
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prominent pattern, consisting of half of the languages in the sample. Examples (32a-d)
are cited to support the classification of Mandarin.
(32) Mandarin strategies for predication (cited in Stassen 1997:133)
(a) Action
tā pǎo
3S run
‘He/She runs/ran/ will run.’ (Li and Thompson 1981:410)
(b) Property
tā gāo
3S tall
‘He/She is tall.’ (Comrie 1976:20)
(c) Class/Object
]

zhāngsān shì

yi
-ge
hùshì
one
CL
nurse
‘Zhangsan is/was a nurse.’ (Li and Thompson 1981:148)
PN

COP

(d) Location
lǐsì zài
hǎi-bīan
PN be.at ocean-side
‘Lisi is by the ocean.’ (Li and Thompson 1981:365)
Aside from the Tensedness Parameter, the conclusion can also be tested by a set
of crosslinguistically applicable criteria developed by Wetzer (1996) and Stassen (1997)
to decide whether predicative properties in a given language should be treated as nouny
or as verby (cited in Loeb-Diehl:74), described in (33) below:
(33) Criteria of the nouny-verby distinction
(a) The agreement criterion
If a language has (Person/Number/Gender) agreement on predicative verbs, then
predicative adjectives in that language will be treated as verbal if they show this
agreement marking as well. If they do not, they will be treated as non-verbal.
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(b) The copula criterion
If predicative adjectives are marked by the presence of a supportive item
(a copula), then their encoding must be treated as non-verbal.
(c) The negation criterion
If, in a language, predicative verbs and adjectives have different negation forms,
then the encoding of predicative adjectives must be treated as non-verbal.
Because Mandarin does not have agreement markers, the agreement criterion does
not apply. The copula criterion is frequently cited to support the verby nature of
Mandarin predicative properties. It has been argued that the property predication in (32b)
aligns with the action predication in (32a) in that both predicate adjectives (properties)
and verbs (actions) in Mandarin do not take the copula shì, which is the unmarked
construction for predicative nouns (objects), shown in (32c).
Upon closer scrutiny, though, one finds it somewhat problematic to argue that
Mandarin property predication is a verbal strategy based on the copula criterion. The oftcited Mandarin predicative property construction, shown in (32b), is highly restricted in
spoken discourse and is no longer the most natural strategy for regular property
predication (see further discussion in §8.4.2 below).
In terms of negation, Mandarin regular property predication seems to align with
action predication. Both properties and actions can be negated by the
particles bù or méi(yǒu), e.g. (34a-c). The two types of negation markers convey
aspectual differences – bù indicates that the proposition being negated is viewed as a
whole (cf. a perfective), while méi(yǒu) negates a past event with present relevance, or a
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present state resulting from a past situation (cf. a perfect). The interpretational differences
are illustrated by the English translations.
(34) The negation criterion
( a)
/
mèimèi
bú
pàng /méi-(yǒu)
pàng
younger.sister
NEG
fat
/NEG-(EXIST) fat
‘Younger sister is not fat/(There is no such thing that) younger sister is fat/has gone
fat.’
(b)

/

(

)

jiǔ-píng
bù
/méi-(yǒu)
kōng
wine-bottle
NEG
/NEG-(EXIST) empty
‘The wine bottle is not /has not gone empty.’
(c)

/

(

)

tā bù /méi-(yǒu)
lái
3S NEG /NEG-(EXIST) come
‘S/He does not (will not) come. S/He has not come.’
8.4.2 Mandarin strategies for property predication: Further investigation
Complication arises when one examines Mandarin strategies further. Despite
being classified as a single-strategy language with verbal encoding for property
predication (Stassen 1997), Mandarin in fact has several strategies for property
predication with different semantic and pragmatic nuances. Though it may be
controversial how each of the strategies (and the mixing of strategies) should be
classified based on Stassen’s typology, a classification will be attempted in §8.4.2.1-3. It
is important to note that each of these strategies are paired with different ranges of
properties with various morphophonological patterns, which are connected in networks of
family resemblance in terms of formal (and semantic) similarity.
In Mandarin, there are several possible strategies for property predication, each
with different semantic nuances and is associated with a different range of pragmatic
contexts.
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8.4.2.1 Unmarked: Verby
The first strategy involves the predication of a property without extra encoding,
i.e. no supporting element. This is the strategy presented in (32b) above (repeated in (35)
below), which is often cited in the literature to support the position that Mandarin
property predication pairs with the encoding of action predication (i.e. it is encoded via a
verby strategy).
(35)
tā gāo
3S tall
‘He/She is tall.’ (Comrie 1976:20, cited in Stassen 1997:133)
Notably, this strategy of property predication has a restricted context of use, and is rare in
spoken discourse. It is either literary, or appears in contexts where the property in the
proposition is to be contrasted, modified, or compared with an element in a proposition in
parallel, e.g. (36).
(36)

2

ta gaoao danshi zhaixin
3S proud but
heart

2

0

1

renhou
kind_generous

ta qianxu
danshi shou wan
ren
jingyang
3S humble
but
pass ten_thousand person respect
‘He is proud, but his heart is kind and generous. He is humble, but is respected by
tens of thousans of people.’
(Lines from the movie God of Cookery, Mandarin edition)
8.4.2.2 Degree modification
More commonly, a predicative property is marked by (various constructions) of
degree modification. A simple predicative property (unmodified, non-reduplicated, no
suffixation) usually needs to be accompanied by a degree marker in Mandarin discourse.
The most frequently attested degree adverb in this strategy is probably hěn, an intensifier
that is now becoming more and more semantically bleached and thus behaves like a
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copula, as in (37). Some other degree modifiers that appears in this strategy are hǎo
‘very, great(ly)’, fēicháng ‘extremely, lit. not-ordinary’, yǒu-(yi)-xiē ‘a little, lit existsome’ or yǒu-(yi)-diǎn ‘a little, lit exist-a.bit’.
(37) Predicative property with degree modification
(a)

tā hěn
pàng
3S very fat
‘S/he is (very) fat.’
(b)

/

tiānqi ̀
hěn
/yǒudiǎn
lěng
weather very /a.little
cold
‘The weather is (very)/ a bit cold.’
The almost obligatory degree modifier may be analyzed as a supporting element, though
it is still in the process of grammaticalizing. All of these can have a non-bleached degree
modifier interpretation, although some items, such as hěn or hǎo, tend to be more
semantically bleached and do not exactly mean ‘extremely’ or ‘very’ in many situations
except when pronounced with stress.
Though it may be of dispute whether the almost obligatory degree modification
should be treated as a supporting element (a copula), it is fair to conclude that Mandarin
property predication is often treated differently from regular action predication in that
degree modification is usually required. One may even argue that Mandarin is
grammaticalizing a different copula for predicate properties. This contravenes Stassen’s
claim that property predication doesn’t have its “own” strategy”.
8.4.2.3 Property predication with DE
Mandarin property predications marked by the particle DE are often overlooked as
a proper strategy for property predication because they are specialized for a set of
pragmatic contexts. In a sense, they are more restricted in usage than predicative
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properties introduced by degree markers (but see discussion below). DE-marked property
predications in Mandarin are associated with different schemas depending on the
morphophonological template of the property, much like what was attested for DE2marked attributive and DE3-marked predicative constructions discussed in Chapter 4.
8.4.2.3.1 Descriptive property + DE
The following Mandarin example illustrates a descriptive [ABB-DE] expression in
predication. Note that it is not marked by a supporting element. Property predication
encoded by Descriptive-DE is associated with a more transient interpretation.
(38)
2
xiao
gou chi
tai
duo duzi yuan-gungun
small
dog eat
too
much belly round-roll.REDU
‘The doggie ate too much; (its) belly is bulging (=full and round).’

de
DE

In addition, Descriptive-DE predication often serves as a grounding element, or is hard to
distinguish from a secondary predicate, as in (39). This is in line with the historical
phenomenon that DE3-marked descriptive elements have a higher probability to be
ambiguous between a predicative and a secondary predicate construal (see §4.3.4).
(39)
hai-shui liangliang
de
hao shu fu
sea-water cool.REDU
DE
very comfortable
‘The sea water is cool, (and it is) very comfortable.’
‘The sea water, being cool, is very comfortable.’
Each pattern in the ‘descriptives’ network has a semantics of its own (note that
descriptives are also constantly developing constructions), and a complete discussion is
beyond the scope of the dissertation. Nonetheless, a property encoded by a descriptive
template is generally understood as being ‘quantified’ or ‘qualified’ by their
morphological pattern, though usually to an inexact extent and is subject to the hearer’s
construal. The [Descriptive-DE] patterns are therefore arguably analyzable as
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constructions linked to the degree modification schema, although they carry other
semantic and pragmatic functions. If one accepts the proposal that degree modification is
a strategy unique to property predication (as opposed to action predication), degree
modification expressed by the [V DE Pred] construction, illustrated by (40), may also
arguably be subsumed into one of the strategies for property predication.
Intensification/degree
(40)
tā pàng de
bù-dé-liǎo
3S fat
DE
NEG-DE-end
‘S/he is extremely fat.’
•

8.4.2.3.2 Simple property + DE in predication: A nominal strategy
DE-marked simple property predications typically differ from DE-marked
descriptives in that they are interpreted as definitive, classificational, or characterizational
(cf. D. Zhu 2001[1956]). In this type of encoding, the property is typically accompanied
by shi, the copula for nominal predication.
The shi…DE construction is generally excluded from the discussion of Mandarin
property predication, given that placing regular property concepts in this pattern may
result in an identificational or stance interpretation, rather than a regular predicative
interpretation. The use of the [shi…Property DE] pattern, however, also have
classificational or characterizational interpretations which are more natural for assigning
to the participant a feature viewed as a definitive, regular, or permanent characteristic, as
what one would expect from a nouny strategy. This strategy is historically associated
with the shi…DE2 equational strategy with a DE2-marked predicative nominal (see
§4.2.4.1)
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In its predicational use, the shi…DE construction assigns class membership to a
participant, the class being defined or characterized by the property. This may be
determined by the semantic nature of a property. At least some property concepts are
more naturally encoded via the nominal strategy, i.e. (shi)…DE /shi…(DE). Not
surprisingly, this is the case for properties that always rank highest in time-stability and
are thus most likely to receive nominal encoding crosslinguistically, i.e. material and
gender (see Wetzer 1996). In Chinese, these are in fact classificational statements.
(41)
wǒ
shì
nǔ-de /
1S
COP
female-DE
‘I am female/a girl.’

nǔ-hái
girl-child

(42)
zhè
jiàn chènshān
shì
this
CL
shirt
COP
‘This shirt is (made of) pure cotton.’

chúnmián
pure-cotton

de
DE

For some complementaries such as true or false (see Cruse 1986, Croft and Cruse 2004),
it seems that the shi…DE nominal encoding is more natural than the degree-marked
property predication. It is not surprising because these values are more naturally
conceptualized as categorical.
(43)
zhè
jiàn shìqíng
this
CL
thing
‘This matter is true/false.’

shì
COP

zhēn
real

de/
DE

jiǎ
false

de
DE

8.4.2.3.3 A comparison between the descriptive and non-descriptive property
predication associated with DE
The shi…PropertySIMPLE DE construction is compatible with at least some color,
form, dimension, and physical properties. When available, the choice between different
strategies for property predication conveys different semantic and pragmatic nuances. In
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general, the shi…DE nominal strategy is always associated with a more permanent or
definitive interpretation, i.e. the property encoded by this strategy (simple, non-modified,
non-reduplicated) is usually conceptualized as a defining characteristic or a relatively
permanent property. The non-nominal strategy with the descriptive pattern, on the other
hand, is generally associated with more transient or contingent construal.
Compare (44a) and (45a), which are encoded by a nouny strategy with a copula
and a DE2-marked nominal form in predication, with the list of expressions in (44b) and
(45b), which appear in some kind of descriptive reduplicated forms.
(44) Color:
(a) Nominal encoding (classificational)
tiankong shi
lan
de
sky
COP
blue DE2
‘The sky is blue.’ (The color of the sky is blue.)
(b) Descriptive+DE
2

hai-shui lan-zhanzhan
de
|yi
yan
wang-bu-dao
sea-water blue-deep_clear.REDU DE
one
eye
look-NEG-arrive
‘The sea water is deep, clear and blue; (one) cannot see its edge.’

bian
edge

(45) [Characteristic – Color]
(a)

zhe
zhi
bi
shi
hong-se
de
this
CL
PEN
COP
red-color
DE
‘This pen is red.’ (The color of the pen is red.)
(b)

》》

zhe zhi bi
?honghong –de /?hong-yanyan-de
/?hong-zizi-de
this CL pen
red.REDU -DE red-flamboyant.REDU-DE red-IDEO-DE
‘?This pen is reddish/?brilliantly red/?brazenly red.’
The construction in (44a) and (45a) indicates a definitive, characteristic or permanent
property of the sky and the pen. Aside from encoding more descriptive information (deep
and clear), (44b) is presented as a mere description of the sea water perceived by the
speaker at a particular moment, the implication being that the state is subject to change as
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time progresses. (45a) is a natural strategy to characterize the permanent quality of the
pen, while the latter statements in (45b) sound rather forced when predicated of the color
of a pen.
Also worth mentioning is that aside from perpectivization of time-stability, the
choice between a simple vs. a descriptive elemnt is also partly conditioned by the
pragmatic context. With the (shi) Propertysimple DE2 pattern, the speaker is asserting that
the property is a defining characteristic that is significant in that context – the fact that the
participant possesses the property is relevant to the context. The (shi)…DE2 strategy for
property predication seems to occur more frequently in explanatory contexts where it is
essential which class (defined by the property) the participant belongs to. Usually, it is
relevant that the participant has/does not have a certain property, but it is not as
significant to what extent the participant has the property, nor is extra vividness or
detailed quantification necessary. A set of examples illustrating this contrast can be
observed in the description of dimensions, e.g. (46a)-(46b).
(46) Dimension
(a) Nominal: Characteristic
nu-haizi
tou-fa
tongchang
female-child
head-hair
usually
‘Here girls usually have long hair.’

shi
COP

chang de
long DE2

(b) Descriptive + DE
2

you-shi
bian
exist-time plait

zhe
DUR

2

san
three

2

si
four

gen
CL

bianze changchang
braid long.REDU

de
DE

zai
nao-hou
shuai lai
huang qu
at
head-back
shake come sway go
‘Sometimes she braids three or four braids, long, swaying back and forth at the back
of her head.’
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Example (47) is a customer’s complaint about the food of a Barbeque restaurant
(punctuation original).
(47)
yi
one

8

2

2

2

2

2

panzi duan shang lai,
liang de.
plate serve up
come cold DE2

huayang
pattern

shao
few

de,
DE2

wanzi
ball.of.food

chou de,
stinky DE2

maocai

donggua,
suan de.
PN
white.gourd sour DE2
‘The whole plate (of food), when served, was cold, the variety lacking, the meat balls
stinky, the white gourd in spicy soup, sour.’
(Passage from an online Bulletin Board http://www.xabbs.com/xinwen/qq1389391/)
In this context, it is unacceptable for the customer that a “hot dish” is served cold, but it is
not as relevant to describe how cold the dish is. The same applies to the variety of choices,
the freshness of the meat balls, and the white gourd, which are, to the speaker, not served
in an acceptable condition. All of these DE(2)-marked expressions are monosyllabic,
simple properties.
8.4.2.3.4 Historical links to DE2- and DE3-constructions
The distinction in construal between a DE-marked simple and descriptive property
is reminiscent of the general distinction between the DE2 and DE3 constructions, and their
respective pragmatic contexts. Historically, DE2-marked nominals in shi…DE2
predications are associated with identificational contexts. DE3-marked predicatives are
typically descriptive, and thus prone to take descriptive-like templates. In the course of its
development, the shi…DE2 nominal predication has been extended to express properties
in classificational and characterizational statements. DE-marked simple and descriptive
property predication therefore represent represent two subschemas for predication.
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•

Classificational/characterizational: shi Propertysimple DE(2)

•

Descriptive: Propertydesriptive DE(3)
The two general predicative schemas are preserved in Mandarin, with DE2 and

DE3 becoming

phonetically identical. To determine which subschema of property

predication an instance is linked to, language users rely on other linguistic cues, such as
the copula shi and/or the morphophonological pattern of the property.
Patterns that do not fit well into either of the schemas, then, have become
peripheral in Mandarin. A DE-marked non-descriptive property, when not accompanied
by a supporting element (e.g. shi), is restricted in its distribution and use. A DE-marked
simple (non-descriptive) element in Mandarin is mostly restricted to a monosyllabic
property encoding the material, and the physical property of an object (S. Lü 1995: 161).
This corresponds to the type of predication involving a DE-marked simple (especially
monosyllabic) property (also see (47) above), more examples in §1.5.3.2):
(48)
zhi
pingguo
this
apple
‘This apple is sour.’

suan
sour

shui
gang man
water
vat
full
‘This water vat is full.’

de

de
DE

(49)
DE

These are also semantically similar to the shi…DE predication of simple property in that
the property is construed as definitive and characteristic.
A DE-marked simple property in predication without a supporting element is
otherwise not an acceptable strategy in Mandarin, unless interpreted as an identficational
or stance construction (also see further illustration and discussion of deranking in
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§8.5.2.2 below). The following example with a property predication then, is not
acceptable.
(50) *
*ta
gudan de
3S
lonely DE
‘Intended: He is lonely (no contrast involved).’
Instead, the property has to be encoded one of the degree modification constructions.
(51)
ta gugudandan
3S longly.REDU
‘He is lonely’
(52)

/

de
DE

/

ta hen/youxie
gudan
3S very/a.little longly
‘He is (very/a bit) lonely.’
In §4.3.2.1, we have proposed that non-descriptive, simple properties are peripheral
subschemas for DE3-predication, and are close to complete obsolescence for DE-marked
property predication in contemporary Mandarin. Because they were already peripheral
patterns for DE3-predicatives, when the phonetic distinction between DE2 and DE3 is lost,
the schema becomes marginalized, and then obsolete, because there are no longer enough
linguistic cues to associate it with DE-marked descriptives, or to differentiate it from DEmarked classificationals. This subschema has therefore been replaced by other strategies
for property predication.
8.5 Typological classification of Chinese DE-marked secondary predication
constructions
Before proceeding to our discussion of DE-marked constructions from a
typological perspective, I will briefly recount the limitations of previous studies. LoebDiehl’s (2005) typology focuses on the specific formal characteristics lexical items
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acquire when they are being used in the encoding of manner predication (Loeb-Diehl
2005:6-7). The model therefore excludes lexical items and expressions specialized for
manner predication, such as ideophones (which according to Loeb-Diehl, are nonderived expressions used specifically for manner encoding) and sole-manner expressions,
such as suppletion (English well, French bien). Comparative constructions as manner
expressions are likewise excluded from the survey.
The status of elements that co-occur with Chinese DE as modifying predicates is
peculiar – they form a network of family resemblance and fall on a continuum of
structural markedness. As discussed in Chapter 2, descriptive templates perform
functions that overlap with ideophones crosslinguistically, but not all expressions
encoded in descriptive templates are strictly ‘ideophonic’, as descriptives may also be
derived by reduplication of regular property expressions. Though expressions encoded in
descriptive templates may be prototypical manner expressions, many are also ambiguous
between participant- and manner-oriented interpretations, or unambiguously participantoriented expressions. Loeb-Diehl notes that Mandarin manner expressions are often
reduplicated, but has not excluded reduplicated manner expressions from her typology.
Although comparative and equative constructions are excluded from Loeb-Diehl’s
typology of manner predication, Chinese similative and equative secondary predicates as
shown in (5)-(9) in §8.2 above, will also be taken into account. These likely emerged as
DE2-marked

nominalization constructions (which refer to a category), not DE3-associated

similative predication (see §4.4.2 for a discussion about DE2 -and DE3-marked similatives
and equatives).
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Now that the above caveats have been stated, we will proceed to discuss Chinese
DE-marked

constructions from a typological perspective. Loeb-Diehl classifies Mandarin

DE-marked

secondary predication (developed from DE3/DE2) as a Participial strategy, i.e.

a verby, deranked, participant-oriented strategy. DE-marked primary predication
(developed from DE1/DE2) is analyzed as a Predicational strategy, which could not be
classified as being verby vs. nouny and balanced vs. deranked. §8.5.1-3 discusses
DE2/DE3-marked

secondary predicates. The DE1/DE2-marked Predicational strategy will

be discussed later in §8.4.2.
8.5.1 The nouny vs. verby distinction
The verby vs. nouny distinction is regarded as an important parameter
conditioning the encoding of secondary predication, since languages often adopt existing
strategies of property predication for secondary predication. According to Loeb-Diehl, if
the secondary predicate is encoded as a verb (predicative action), the strategy is verby; if
the secondary predicate receives nominal encoding or is adjectival (encoded as a nonderived, root-adjective), the strategy is classified as nouny. Non-verbal, root adjectives
are expected to be nouny (i.e. pair with predicative nominals in their encoding), which is
typically zero-marked or is accompanied by a nonverbal copula.
Loeb-Diehl only discusses how predicative properties are classified as either
verby or nouny, but has not shown how the procedures would apply to the encoding of
secondary predication. Presumably, it is achieved by comparing the encoding of
secondary predicates with predicative properties. Now we will proceed to determine
whether DE-marked secondary predicates should be classified as verby or nouny
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(assuming for now that these are the only two choices), based on the criteria (agreement,
copula, negation) introduced in §8.4.1.
In the Tang and Song Dynasties Period, DE2 and DE3 have distinctive primary
functions, i.e. attributive modification and (secondary) predication, respectively. Despite
their distinctive collocational preferences in their prototypical functions, the collocates of
DE2

and DE3 overlap significantly in predicative-related functions (§4.3.5, §5.7). Regular

property expressions (non-descriptive properties) are uncommon as DE-marked secondary
predicates, and even rarer as primary predicates in the sample. DE2/DE3-marked
modifying predicates are typically encoded in some form of descriptive morphology,
which involves reduplication or lexical repetition.
8.5.1.1 Negation and the descriptive templates
Also notable is that in Mandarin, negation is highly marked and generally rare for
descriptive predication, though if negation is intended, descriptive paradigms can pair
with predicative actions (more acceptable if negated by méiyǒu) or predicative objects
(búshì) in terms of negation, with different semantic nuances. This is illustrated by (53)(56) (examples mine). The reason that negation is highly marked for descriptive
templates is likely that it is redundant to provide detailed qualitative information and then
negate it.
(53)
ta pangpang
de
3S fat.REDU
DE
‘He is (kind of) chubby.’
(54) (a) *
*ta
3S

bu
NEG

pangpang
fat.REDU

de
de
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(b)
ta
bu
pang
3S
NEG
fat
‘He is not fat.’ [negation of categorical assertion]
(55)

2

ta bushi pangpang
de
shi
feichang
pang
3s neg
fat.redu
DE
be
very
fat
‘He is not KIND OF chubby; he is VERY FAT.’ [negation of degree]
(56)
ta meiyou
pangpang
de
3S NEG.exist
fat.REDU
DE
‘There is no such a thing that he is kind of chubby.’ [peripheral: negation of whole
descriptive proposition]
Just like in Mandarin, there are no agreement markers in Middle and Early
Modern Chinese. In addition, property predication is generally not accompanied by a
supporting morpheme, thus the copula criterion is also irrelevant. The verby vs. nouny
distinction can only be made via the negation criterion.
The only two instances of DE3-marked reduplicated template in negation observed
till the Song Dynasty involve the same combination, tietie-di with the verbal negator bù,
which in a later citation (18th century) appears with a copula/focus marker shì, generally
paired with nominal predication and identity statements.
(57)
「
yaofu

2

0

1

haojie zhi
shi
genben
bu
tietie
di
hero MOD man(HON)
simply
NEG
smooth.REDU DE3
‘Yaofu is a heroic man, (he is) simply not meek at all.’
(Cheng Shi Yi Shu, 11th c.)
(58)
(
)
jie bu
tietie
di
all not
smooth.REDU DE3
‘(The essay) is not at all meek.’
(Zhu Zi Yu Lei, 13th c.)
(59)
yaofu
zhi
shi
bu
tietie
di
PN
simply COP NEG smooth.REDU DE3
‘Yaofu is simply not meek at all.’
(Zhao Mei Zhan Yan Xu Lu, 19th c.)
PN
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Based on the negation criterion, one may concede that DE3-marked secondary predicates
are verby, with the caveat that negation is highly marked for descriptives. This analysis
has not taken into account the status of DE3 in this construction. There is no relevant data
to suggest how a DE2-marked descriptive predicative property would be negated in my
sample, which is conceivably extremely rare. Given that DE2- and DE3-marked secondary
predicates are prototypically descriptive elements, I will treat DE2-marked descriptives as
verby for now.
8.5.2 Balanced and deranked strategies
Loeb-Diehl’s model also requires a distinction between a balanced and a deranked
secondary predicate. The model is based on Stassen (1985), which argues that
crosslinguistically, languages may express events occurring in a consecutive order as
having the same rank, or mark a predicate as lower in rank. In a balanced strategy, the
predicate form has the same marking as a main predicate of a simple (i.e. not
coordinated) independent declarative utterance. With a deranked strategy, the predicate
form does not have the same marking as one that occurs in a simple (i.e. not coordinated)
independent declarative utterance.
Languages commonly resort to the following strategies (or a combination of the
strategies) for predicate deranking (Stassen 1985:83):
(60) Common strategies of deranking:
(a) The deranked predicate receives reduced (or lacks) verbal morphology which is
normally required on predicates (e.g. loss of personal indexation, restricted or loss
of tense, aspect, and mood markings)
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(b) The deranked predicate receives marking that indicates a change of category
status, e.g. nominal (infinitive or actional nominal), adverbial form (gerund), or an
adjectival form (participle).
(c) The deranked predicate is marked by an addition of a specific marker, or
application of a special subordinate conjugational form (‘dependent mood’).
Stassen (1985) points out that it can be difficult to determine whether a case of a
non-coordinated chaining construction is a case of real predicate deranking (or rather a
case of clause-embedding), since not all of the criteria listed above will apply. The
difficulty also pertains to DE2/DE3-marked secondary predication.
8.5.2.1 DE2/DE3-marked secondary predicate: Balanced or deranked?
Now we will apply these criteria to determine whether a DE-marked secondary
predicate (or a predicate in a serial chain) is a deranked or balanced form. Because
Chinese has no personal indexation and obligatory tense marking, these are irrelevant to
the discussion. A few questions remain:
•

Is the marker DE attached to the predicate or the entire clause?

•

Is a DE-marked expression a form of deranking?
a. Is ‘DE’ itself a marker of deranking?
b. Does the element collocating with DE receive limited or no aspectual/modality
marking? Does the element collocating with DE appear in some type of
deranking morphology? (Are descriptive templates a form of deranking?)

Stassen (1985) distinguishes predicate-deranking from clause-embedding. First, we need
to determine whether DE2 or DE3 is attached to the predicate or the entire clause
containing the event. When the modifying predicate is a lexical adverb or a descriptive
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element, the marker DE2/DE3 is generally interpreted as having scope over the modifying
predicate only, i.e. the modifying element is closely associated with the ‘predicate’, but
not the entire clause.
DE2 as

a nominalizer, however, may also have scope over an entire clause. A DE2-

marked clause in apposition may function as a postposed non-restrictive modifier to
provide subsidiary or explanatory information. Based on my sample, these are
uncommon till the end of Late Medieval Chinese (see §5.2.1 for statistics from the SongJin Dynasties period). DE2-marked post-nominal non-restrictive modifiers appear to be
versatile and common in Modern Chinese, as shown in (61b) (compare the DE-marked
descriptive predicate in (61a)) and the DE-marked relative clause in (61c).
(61)

2

yamen
office_of_local_official

2

0

1

[ABB descriptive
] (a)
zhai-biebie
de
narrow-crowded.IDEO DE2

[affirmative stance
] (b)
pibu
ye
diao-bu-zhuan
de
hip
also turn_around-NEG-turn DE2
[Parallel structure as RC
] (c)
ni-niao
e-shi
de
urinate-urine
defecate-feces DE2

qu-chu
place

ye
also

mei-you
NEG-exist

‘Yamen (office of local official) is suffocatingly narrow, one cannot even turn one’s
hips around, there is even not a place to urinate and defecate.’ (Xing Shi Yin Yuan,
circ. 17th Century)
DE2-marked

secondary predicates developed from DE2-marked similatives and equative

clauses, mentioned in (9) in section§8.2, are perhaps also not deranked predicates for the
same reasons.
A DE-marked modifying predicate is less compatible with additional aspectual
marking. Diachronic data shows that DE-marked secondary predicates have a low
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compatibility with aspectual and modality marking. The only case where a DE-marked
secondary predicate is marked for aspect is attested in Wu Deng1, which does not involve
a property but a stative posture predicate.
(62)
8
chang-lian-chuang shang pai-hang
zhe di
xiao jiang-qu
long-connect-bed on
arrange-line DUR DE3 erode take-go_FUT
‘(The monks) erode away in a row on the connecting beds.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
In Mandarin, a DE-marked modifying predicate is generally not compatible with
an aspectual or modality marker, especially the perfective aspect. The durative aspect
marker may be peripherally acceptable, but is still extremely rare. This may partly be due
to the prototypical function of DE-marked secondary predicates to express “simultaneous”
events. A DE-marked secondary predicate in the pre-verbal position typically encodes a
temporally simultaneous relation.
(63) ??
chī le
fàn
??de húi-jiā
eat PF
rice
DE
return-home
‘??Intended: Return home (after) having eaten.’
(64) ??
hē-zùi
le
??de shàngbān
drink-be.drunk
PF
DE
work
‘??Intended: Work (while/after) getting drunk.’
(65) ??
lǎoshī
píjuàn le
??de shàngkè
teacher
tired PF
DE
attend_class
‘??Intended: The teacher attends class (having gotten) tired.’

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Another one in Xi Xiang Ji is attested in the imperative sense - which is another type of construction that
overlaps in function with the aspectual marker zhe ( ).
(1)
ta
shi
le
di
step
firm
PF
DE3
‘Step firmly!’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
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(66)
pái
zhe
dùi
de
húi-jiā
arrange DUR line
DE
return-home
‘Intended: Return home in a line.’ [Not good but acceptable]
An aspectual/modality marker, if present, is more appropriately attached after a DEmarked predicate (this not possible for DE-marked secondary predication), suggesting that
DE

is more closely associated with the predicate than the aspectual marker.

(67)
2 ]
liang
ge
ren
you
kankanxinxin de
two
CL
person again happy.REDU DE
‘The two of them have become happy again.’

le
PF

8.5.2.2 Are DE2/DE3 markers of deranking?
An encoding of deranking, by definition, is affixed to the predicate. Note that DE
as a marking of secondary and descriptive predication, though often called a particle, is
phonetically attached to the predicate like a suffix. Based on the above discussion, one
may be tempted to argue that DE(3/2)-marked secondary predicates are deranked. A
challenge to this analysis, however, is that a DE-marked expression may also function as
the primary or single predicate, despite typically functioning as a secondary predicate.
Note that the acceptability of a DE-marked expression as the primary or single
predicate is determined by its morphophonological encoding. In Mandarin, a DE-marked
primary or single predicate construal is only acceptable when the collocating expression
is encoded by descriptive morphology (see (38)-(39), (51) above). There is thus
inconclusive evidence to show that DE2/DE3-marked descriptive expressions, which can
also function as primary predicates, are deranked forms.
As discussed in §8.4.2.3.4, DE-marked regular (not encoded in descriptive form)
properties are generally not acceptable as primary predicates (unless a stance
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interpretation is intended, but even these are only peripherally acceptable). This is
illustrated again by the Mandarin examples in (68)-(69):
(68)
*ta
gudan de
3SG
alone DE
‘Intended: He is/was alone.’
(69)
*māmā
cōngmáng
de
mother
hasty
de
‘Intended: Mother is/was hasty.’
In fact, a regular property seems to prefer DE when functioning as a secondary
predicate, and rejects a regular predicative reading when marked by DE in predication.
(70)
ta
gudan de
hui
jia
le
3SG
alone DE
return home PF
‘He returned home alone.’
(71)
māmā
cōngmáng
de
shōu le
mother
hasty
DE
collect PF
‘Mother collected a few clothes hastily.’

jǐ
jiàn
several CL

yīfú
clothes

Because disyllabic simple properties are not deranked forms themselves, and DEmarked simple properties are not acceptable as main predicates, we can conclude that in
such cases, DE is a marker of deranking, and clearly marks the property as a secondary
predicate.
There is more solid evidence to argue that DE2/DE3-marked regular properties and
complex expressions have developed into deranked forms as these expressions become
more and more peripheral in primary predication. The probabilities differ significantly for
descriptive and non-descriptive properties to appear as DE-marked predicatives in Late
Medieval Chinese (see §4.3.2 for DE3, and §5.2 for DE2). DE2/DE3-marked non-
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descriptive properties, though rare, are still acceptable as primary predicates in the SongJin Period (11th-13th c. from my sample), shown in (72)-(75):
(72)
3
xianzai
cong-ran
now
many_in_disorder_RAN
‘Now (they) are many, in disorder.’

0

1

di
DE3

(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(73)
0
1
li
zheng le
hun-shen
sen
di
immediate daze PF
all.over-body fearful DE3
‘(He is) immediately dazed; his all body is fearful/stunned.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
(74)
guizong

chenyin
di
contemplative DE2
‘Guizong is contemplative/contemplating.’
PN

(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
(75)
0
xie duzi di
PN alone DE2
‘Xie is single.’

1

(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)
How then can we explain the DE-marked descriptive primary predicates? The
explanation lies in the history of these markers. I propose that the discourse function of a
DE2/DE(3)-marked

modifying predicate is initially assigned by the element it is associated

with – the established prototypical function of DE is a pragmatic strengthening of the
functions these elements typically perform.
As descriptive templates gradually become central schemas of DE-collocates, DE
also becomes established as a marker of descriptive elements. In addition, because
descriptive elements typically appear as secondary predicates, DE becomes established as
a marker of secondary predication. A non-descriptive property is less compatible or
unacceptable with DE in predication, and needs to be marked by DE when it appears as a
secondary predicate.
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DE2/DE3-marked primary predications may be viewed as extensions from their
original functions of “grounding” and “e-site elaboration”. That is why these are
semantically more likely to serve as a grounding element (even when interpretable as a
predicative property), and they are often followed by a relatively “factual” proposition,
e.g. (76) (also see §4.3.4). The tendency remains true in Mandarin.
(76)
2
0
1
rujin kan
zhe jin hei-manman
di
muozi xiang-si
now look CONT all black-vast.IDEO
DE3
ink
RECI-resemble
‘Now (I) look (around), it is completely black, just like ink.’
‘Now (I) look (around), it is as completely black as ink.’ [! inferred]
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
I will therefore concede that DE2/DE3-marked secondary predicates may now be
analyzed as deranked, but its function is fluid and based on the element it collocates with.
For descriptive templates, one may alternatively interpret these as primary events,
depending on the relationship it has to the subsequent predicate (see §4.3.4). The
establishment of DE-marked secondary predicates as deranked is partly due to the gradual
loss of [Regular+DE] as subschema of property predication.
8.5.3 Further discussion: Historical DE2 and DE3-marked modifying predicates
Historically, DE3 enters the domain of secondary predication based on metonymic
and metaphorical extension (‘in an X location/condition’) from the lexical ‘ground’
meaning (§3.5). DE2, on the other hand, enters the domain of secondary predication as a
headless modification construction (or headless relative clause) in apposition (either
participant or event-oriented). In the beginning, the English equivalents of DE2 and DE3
secondary predicates would be the following, except with “verby” properties. (The DEmarked expression is underlined, and the item representing DE boldfaced).
DE3:

He steps on a broken rope (in a) dark place.
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He frowns his eyebrows (in a) sad condition.
DE2:

They leave silent ones.
(= They leave silent(ly).)
(One) leaves (a) sudden one. (= One leaves suddenly).

8.5.3.1 DE3 and the locative strategy
Loeb-Diehl’s typology is based on Stassen’s (1997) model, which actually
introduces three possible basic encoding strategies (nominal, locative, verbal) for all
types of predication. Loeb-Diehl’s typology includes the two most common strategies,
but not the locative strategy.
Stassen identifies two types of supporting items associated with the two nonverbal strategies, i.e. the nominal and locative strategies, which often involve a
supporting item (a copula). (The zero strategy, like the nominal strategy, is derived from
identity statements, and can thus be classified as “nominal”.) The nominal strategy often
pairs with a nonverbal copula, which commonly developed from pronouns. The locative
strategy typically pairs with a verbal copula, which commonly develops from a locative
verb, e.g. stand, lie, be at. There is no discussion of cases of locative strategies without
copulas, or with non-verbal copulas. It may be the case the nonverbal origins of locative
copulas were rare and therefore not attested in Stassen’s sample, or that their origins have
become obscure and cannot be identified due to lack of diachronic data.
It is thus not clear whether other constructions indicating locative relations, such
as case marking or adpositions, may be analyzed as a locative strategy in Stassen’s
typology. Since the possibility of having locative encoding is not considered in LoebDiehl’s model, the appearance of case markings or adpositions (which originally often
indicate locative relations) does not register as a parameter in Loeb-Diehl’s classification.
A language that encodes manner with an adpositional phrase or case marking will be
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classified as verby if the manner expression receives verbal encoding (Converb strategy),
and as nouny if manner is encoded as an abstract noun or non-derived (root) adjective
(Adpositional strategy).
Although non-verbal locative constructions are not typical of locative strategies in
Stassen’s sample, we may want to consider such a possibility. Given that DE3 originally
means “ground” and that the secondary-predicate function originates from metonymic or
metaphorical extensions from the ground meaning, it seems reasonable to analyze the
DE3

constructions as a locative strategy for marking (secondary) predication. The DE3-

marked strategy, derived from its lexical meaning ‘ground’, however, does not function
as an adposition or a case marking. Instead, it originally appears as the head of a nominal
in the modifier-head pattern, which then functions as a manner or depictive secondary
predicate (§3.5.3.1). The DE3 construction may thus be analyzed as a locative strategy
with a distinctive source from those derived from adpositions or case-markers. DE(3) may
be analyzed as a supporting item (a copula) of the locative strategy in the process of
grammaticalization, given that it is not an obligatory marking in all contexts.
8.5.3.2 DE2 and participant- and event-noun in apposition
In Loeb-Diehl’s model, participant-nominalization constructions in apposition
may be associated with two strategies: the Participial Strategy (verbal), and the Adjective
Personal Strategy (nouny), both same-subject (participant-oriented) strategies.
In the nouny Adjective Personal strategy, the secondary predicate is a non-verbal,
adjectival item in apposition to the subject (see examples from Lation and Hindi in (18)(19) above). The adjectival item may be a participant noun (agent noun in Loeb-Diehl).
Loeb-Diehl remarks that this strategy is found in a few languages as a secondary strategy.
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In the Participial strategy, the main predicate and the manner expression are both
expressed by verbs, but the modifying predicate is marked as deranked, being a
participial or relative clause which shares its subject with the main clause.
It appears that only deranked relative clauses are attested in Loeb-Diehl’s sample,
because a non-deranked relative clause in apposition is not discussed as an option (if it
existed, it would probably be analyzed as a Coordinated.Personal strategy). The English
equivalent of a non-deranked relative clause in apposition will be He cries, one who
despairs, as opposed to a deranked He cries, a despairing one, which Loeb-Diehl
classifies as a Participial strategy.
If the source of a DE2-marked secondary predicate is taken to be a participant- or
event-nominalization (see §5.5.2-3), and given that the elements collocating with DE2 as
secondary predicates are not clearly deranked forms, we can analyze the origin of DE2marked secondary predicates as a Coordinated strategy.
8.5.4 Semantic orientation
Semantic orientation, i.e. whether an event is ascribed to a participant or an event,
is proposed to be an essential parameter conditioning the encoding of secondary
predication crosslinguistically (Loeb-Diehl 2005, Schultze-Berdnt and Himmelmann
2004, Himmelmann and Schultze-Berdnt 2005, Verkerk 2009). Before examining the
role of semantic orientation in the development of the DE-constructions and discussing its
implications for the typology of secondary predication, we will re-visit the issues of
semantic orientation that have been raised in Chapter 1.
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8.5.4.1 “Semantic orientation” as relative concept
Though not accentuated in the previous chapters, we have encountered time and
again difficulty in determining the semantic orientation of a secondary predicate. The
observation that there is a grey area between participant- and event-orientation has been
brought forth repeatedly in in the literature (§1.2.1) and is reflected in the semantic map
of depictive secondary predicates (i.e. participant-oriented encoding) proposed by
(Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt 2004, see also Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt
2005). The following observations support the proposal that orientation is a relative
instead of absolute concept.
First, while orientation is essentially a semantic phenomenon, the distinction
between event- and participant-orientation is, to some extent, still subject to
conceptualization. Even in a language with dedicated constructions for event- or
participant-oriented adjuncts, the distinction can be formally ‘blurred’ or ‘neutralized’ in
some contexts (Loeb-Diehl 2005:56). English, for example, preserves a relatively clear
distinction of semantic orientation with the application of the adverbializer -ly, but the
adverbs marked by -ly are partially participant-oriented in some contexts, e.g. the
‘agentive’ and ‘transparent manner’ adverbs discussed in Chapter 1. Even for pure
manner adverbs, where Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt (2005) argue the distinction
between semantic orientation is clearly preserved, a participant-oriented interpretation, i.e.
that the participant is acting in an X manner while also feeling X, is never explicitly
denied. The semantic contrast is not easily discerned even for a native speaker. The result
vs. manner ambiguity is also exhibited in spurious resultatives (Washio 1997), which we
have now come across repeatedly in the dissertation.
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8.5.4.2 Orientation is relative to collocating event
Second, although orientation is partly constrained by the nature of the subevent, it
is also dependent on the nature of the relationships between the two events. Physical
configuration and posture predicates, for instance, while undoubtedly semantically
assigned to a participant, also receive an event-oriented interpretation when combined
with events that would be significantly affected by these physical gestures. To what
extent an activity can be affected by another subevent, and therefore for the latter to be
interpreted as event-oriented, is again subject to speaker and hearer construal.
In Chinese, the interpretation of a preverbal DE-marked event as a secondary or a
primary event is semantic. When followed by an event in an experiential frame that can
be naturally evoked by the descriptive element, it is more prone to be interpreted as a
secondary manner expression elaborating on an “e-site” of that event. The following DEmarked expressions discussed in the previous chapters are repeated here to illustrate the
ambiguity in delimiting the orientation in these contexts. In (77), the subevent of having
one’s eyes looking eagerly is experientially so tightly associated with the event of
‘looking forward to something’ that it undoubtedly elaborates on the manner of the event
as well.
(77)
wo
yanbaba
de
pan
jin-xiao
1s
eye-eager.IDEO
DE2
look_forward tonight
‘I am looking forward to tonight eagerly.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
The same can be said about the property of a perceptual stimulus when combined
with an event of perception or metaphorically to cognition. The physical property of
being ‘illustrious’ or ‘difficult to discern’ assigns a feature to the participant functioning
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as the stimulus and at the same time expounds on aspects of the revealing or perceiving
event.
(78)
0
1
dahe
di
xianlu
illustrious DE3 reaveal
‘(The truth) reveals (itself) illustriously.’
(79)

(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
0

yinyin
di
si
you
ge
vague.REDU
DE3
resemble
exist CL
‘Vaguely there seems to be something (there).’

1

wu
xiang-si
thing RECI-resemble
(ibid.)

Even dynamic manner expressions, such as the daodaodada di in (80), can be
either participant- or event-oriented. The participant-oriented interpretation would ascribe
daodaodada to the contextually recoverable subject, the monks. Because of its
intermediate position in a serial chain, daodaodada di is also capable of being construed
as an e-site elaboration of either the drumming and the debating actions, or interchange of
questions and answers metaphorically compared to spinning wheels and lightning.
(80)
rujin
now

16

mei
ri
every day

ming gu
sheng-tang
sound drum rise-hall

daodaodada
chatter.IDEO

di
DE3

wen zhe ko
si
fangche
ask NMZ mouth resemble spinning.wheel
da
answer

zhe
NMZ

she
ru
pili
tongue resemble lightning

‘Now (the monks) beat the drum and launch a debate everyday,
[1]chattering (going “daodaodada”), [depictive/manner adverb]
[2] (they) chatter (go “daodaodada”) [predicative]
those who ask with/have mouths like spinning wheels, those who answer with/have
tongues like lightning.’
(Wu Deng 16, AD 1252)
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8.5.4.3 Semantic orientation constrained by available constructions in language
Another issue raised by Loeb-Diehl (2005) is the possibility that the construal of
semantic orientation is to some extent constrained by the constructions available in a
language. That is, the distinction between participant- and event-orientation, although
semantic in nature, may not be drawn in exactly the same way in every language (LoebDiehl 2005:57). The English manner adverbs in (81a-b) might be analyzed as
representing cases of “subject-orientation” because English allows both events and
participants to be characterized as ‘loud’ (a loud explosion vs. a loud person) or ‘quick’
(a quick start vs. a quick fox).
(81)

a. Bill spoke loudly.
b. Bill returned quickly.
Loeb Diehl suggests that while in English a participant-oriented interpretation for

such items are allowed, and thus the propositions ‘Bill was loud’ and ‘Bill was quick’
hold true, there might be languages where these properties can only be predicated of
events. In terms of Chinese, the formal (and to some extent, semantic) indistinction of
expressions in terms of participant- and event- orientation is facilitated by the
constructions that encode secondary predication.
The semantic orientation of Chinese secondary predicates is often obscured due to
the nature of descriptive expressions. Descriptive templates can encode both participantand event-oriented expressions, with no apparent structural distinction between the two.
Moreover, many descriptive expressions cannot be classified definitely into one semantic
category. The difficulty in classification has been discussed in Chapter 2, where we argue
that descriptive elements are conventionalized patterns prototypically used to express
dynamic perspectivization of perceptually accessible states of affairs. Descriptives often
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provide rich imagery of a holistic experience, including both the physical appearance of a
participant, and the manner in which an event is conducted.
In addition, semantic extension or shift in construal between event- and
participant-orientation is relatively unrestricted in Chinese, and can often be achieved
without overt formal encoding. A common process, for example, is the semantic
extension from manner of motion to other conceptual domains, e.g. magnitude (of action),
size (the vastness of space), and/or the massiveness in quantity. The expression haohao
(

‘mighty_torrential(water).REDU’), originally descriptive of torrential, running water,

is extended to describe expansive space, vast quantity, and great magnitude of activity,
e.g. (82)-(83).
(82)
huo tu
or crowd

《

ju
san
gather three

haohao di
vast.REDU DE3

zhi
only

yi
with

3

0

bai
wu
hundred five
fan-shi
rice-food

1

bai
hundred
feng-nong
abundant-rich

liaoshe
wen-bian
wei
wanghua
house
reliable-convenient be
prosperity
‘Sometimes (the monks) gather in groups of three, five hundred, vast and expansive,
(they) simply take lavish meals and reliable housing to be prosperity [in life].’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
(83)
shangliang
haohao
di
discuss
vast.REDU
DE3
‘(They are) discussing in groups, continuously and avidly.’
(Wu Deng, AD 1252)
Instances of descriptive templates may also combine event- and participantoriented concepts. The expression man-songsong ‘slow-loose.REDU’ in (84) is composed
of song ‘slow’, a prototypical manner expression, and a reduplication of the physical
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property song ‘loose’. The expression is ultimately interpreted as a description of a
participant in this context.
(84)
man-songsong di
hehuan-ji
xiao
slow-loose.REDU DE3 PN-chignon small
‘Loose, (her) Hehuan chignon is small.’ (i)
‘(Her) loose Hehuan chignon is small.’ (ii)

(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

Besides easy semantic extension and flexibility in construal, equally important is the
relatively unrestricted use of a generally event-oriented concept (e.g. phonomimes or
degree modification) in primary predication and attribution. (85) illustrates the
predication of degree modification luelue and just like the physical property xinxin in the
same context, with no structural distinction.
(85)
qing
feng luelue
liu
xinxin
light
wind slight.REDU willow prosperous.REDU
‘The breeze (light wind) is slight, the willow is prosperous.’
(Poem of Yuan Zhen, in Quan Tang Shi, 8th c.)
Even the adverb of speed hu ‘sudden(ly)’, which has been entrenched to the preverbal event-oriented function before Middle Chinese, had an alternative participantoriented interpretation in Old Chinese.
(86)
(
·
)
qi wang
ye
hu
yan
3 die/death
TOP
sudden PRT
‘Its demise is sudden/swift.’

(Zuo Zhuan, 5th-6th c. BC)

Note how hu is predicated of a topicalized event in (86), which further obscures
its semantic orientation. Indeed, the participant-orientated sense shown in (87), a state of
mental abstraction that results in total unawareness of the earthly surroundings, is likely
to be what the ‘speed’ meaning is originally extended from.
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(87)
songzhong

0

1

hu
er
zi
shi
unaware
and
self
lose
‘Songzhong and Jiayi are abstracted (and) lost themselves.’
PN

jiayi
PN

(Shi Ji, 1st c. BC)

The flexibility of elements (of either orientation) to function as a modifier is
illustrated by (88)-(89), which shows that both a phonomime and a participant-oriented
property may appear in the pre-nominal position without any structural distinction. The
ambiguity between non-restrictive modification and (secondary) predication in this
context has been discussed in Chapter 6 (see also §8.5.4.6 below).
(88)
jiaojoao
huang niao zhi
yu
ji
sound.IDEO
yellow bird stop at
thorn
‘Going jiaojiao, the yellow birds rest on the thorn.’
‘The yellow birds, which go jiaojiao, rest on the thorn.’

(Shi Jing, 8th-10th c. B.C.)

(89)
)
·
·
jiaojiao
bai
ju
zai
bi
kong gu
bright_white.REDU
white horse at
that
empty valley
‘Brightly white, there is a white horse, at that empty valley.’
‘(There is) a brightly white horse at that empty valley.’
(Shi Jing, 8th-10th c. B.C.)
8.5.4.4 Semantic orientation and the DE constructions
Loeb-Diehl’s model classifies the morphological encoding of a secondary
predicate as either indexing (the grammatical encoding of participant-orientation) or nonindexing (no grammatical encoding of participant-orientation, thus assumed to be eventoriented in terms of coding). A secondary predicate may be identified as participantoriented by agreeing with its controller (the participant it is predicated of) (see §1.2.1).
When there is no positive indication of participant-oriented morphology, a manner
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predication is classified by Loeb-Diehl as an event-oriented strategy based on the
assumption that the default encoding of manner is event-oriented.
Mandarin DE-marked secondary predication is classified as a participant-oriented
strategy because Loeb-Diehl only identifies its link to DE(2)-marked participantnominalization in apposition. The analysis needs to be re-examined based on the
historical development of both DE2 and DE3 constructions.
8.5.4.5 DE2/DE3-marked secondary predicates: Formal indistinction of event- and
participant-orientation
The diachronic development of the DE2/DE3-constructions indicates that semantic
orientation does play a role in the development of DE-constructions, but the appearance of
the marker DE2/DE3 does not envisage a distinction between event vs. participant
orientation in the same way the English –ly does.
In terms of Chinese DE2/DE3-marked secondary predicates, there is no formal
distinction in the formation of participant- vs. event-oriented expressions, both in the
formation of the element themselves, and the appearance of a secondary predicate marker
DE3/DE2. That

is, the Chinese DE-constructions are all-purpose strategies for expressing

both event- and participant-oriented modifying relations.
•

DE 2
Though DE2 is not highly productive as a marker of predicatives or secondary

predicates in the early stages, there is no apparent restriction imposed on the semanticorientation of the expression attested with DE2.
When traced to the initial stage, the nominalization function of DE2 is an
extension from its early function as a light noun, which develops from its lexical sense
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‘bottom’. DE2 as a light noun is attached to another nominal to refer to a general location
associated with the nominal (see §3.4.1.1). In (90) and (91), hou-di ‘lit. behind-DE2’
simply means hou ‘behind’, and tou-bian-di ‘lit. head-side-DE2’ means tou-bian ‘headside, next to one’s head’. These DE2-marked locative nouns, only attested in the early
stage of DE2’s development, are neutral between a participant- or an event-oriented
interpretation.
(90)
da
jiangjun
hou di
huo lai
great
general
behind DE2 fire
come
‘The great general, fire comes (from) behind (you).’
(91)

(

bu
NEG

pao
throw.away

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

)

xianggong
male.HON

tou
bian di
zuo
kan
xianggong
head
side DE2 sit
look male.HON
‘(He) did not throw Mr. (Pei’s body) away, but sat by his head looking at him.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
The majority of DE2-marked secondary predicates start out as nominalization of
either a participant or an event in apposition, and these may be either participant- or
event-oriented as well. Chenyin di in (92), for example, may originally be a participant
nominalization in apposition to Guizong, or an event-nominalization referring to his
being pensive.
(92)

…(

)

guizong chenyin
di
seng bian wen…
PN
contemplate DE2 monk then ask
‘Guizong is pensive. The monk then asks…’
‘Guizong being pensive, the monk then asks…’
‘Lit. Guizong, (a) pensive (one).’ or ‘(the fact of) Guozong being pensive.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
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The DE2-marked expression muo di in (93) and san fen zhi you yi fen di in (94) are more
obvious event-nominalizations (i.e. referring to an event), which refer to the event of
“suddenness” and the existence of “only one thirds” of the length.
(93)
muo
di
qu
sudden
DE2
go
‘Go sudden(ly). Lit. Leave, a sudden (one).’

(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)

(94)
zhi
dao
shou zhi
san fen zhi you yi fen
di
straight
arrive
hand finger
three unit only exist one unit DE2
‘Until his fingers are worn to one thirds (of their original lengths).’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
In (95), jucuo may be interpreted as either a predicate (‘act’) or a subject
argument (‘action’). Suosuo di and tiantian di may be analyzed as instantiations of either
the event-nominalization or participant-nominalization functions of DE2. In addition, they
may be analyzed as being in apposition to jucuo as a nominal (‘action’), or the real
human subject (not overtly coded in the discourse). In the first case, it is semantically
event-oriented because it is predicated of the event concept ‘action’, while the event is
conceptualized as a participant. In the second case, they are primary predications that are
participant-oriented.
(95)

(

)

jucuo
xijie suosuo
di
action/act all careful_fearful.IDEO DE2
shi-chang tiantian
di
time-often quiet_composed.IDEO
DE2
‘His actions are all careful and fearful, oftentimes quiet and composed.’
‘He acts carefully and fearfully, oftentimes quiet and composed.’
(Zu Tang Ji, AD 952)
In any case, DE2-marked (secondary) predicates are semantically and structurally
neutral to participant- and-event- orientation. This observation is supported by our survey
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of DE2-marked predicative-related expressions attested in Bian Wen (the only one is
example (90) above) and Zu Tang Ji, presented in Table 8.2 (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 5
for more discussion of individual examples in Zu Tang Ji). The orientation of a DE2marked expression is dependent both on its semantic nature and its relations to the
accompanying event. When appearing in primary predication, or as an independent/standalone proposition, the semantic orientation of a DE2-marked expression is further
obscured.
Table 8.2 DE2-marked predicative-related functions in Bian Wen (*) and Zu Tang Ji
(ATT = attributive; CMP = predicative complement; IND = stand-alone proposition; PRED =
predicative; SP = secondary predicate; lexicalized usage shaded)
Semantics

Speed
Speed
Location (of
participant or
event)
Degree

Expression

Translation

muo-di
hu-di
hou-di*
toubiandi
weiweidi
hehe-di

sudden-DE2
sudden-DE2
back-DE2
head-side-DE2

ninireredi

IDEO(chatter)- DE2

Body part +
phonomime
(>manner)
Atmosphere
Posture/
configuration
Other manner?
Speed
Speed+ manner

kou-mimi

qiao-di
jiji-di
suosuodi

mouthIDEO(thick.dense)DE2
upfront,
unblocked, openDE2
silent- DE2
hast(y).REDU- DE2
IDEO_fast, fearfulDE2

Human
Propensity/
Mental

tian-tiandi
jingjingdi
chenyindi

peaceful,poised_R
EDU- DE2
IDEO_fearful,caref
ul- DE2
contemplative,
hesitant- DE2

Phonomime

tangtang
-di

slight.REDU- DE2
IDEO(laugh)- DE2
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Glossing

suddenly
suddenly
in the back
beside
(one’s) head
slightly

Semantic
Orientation
Parti- Event
cipant
+
+
+
+
+
+

Syntactic
Function

SP
SP
SP (or ATT)
SP

+

SP

laugh, going
hehe
chatter,
going
ninirere
mumble,
talk
nonsense
upfront and
unblocked

+

+

SP

+

+

PRED/SP

silent
hasty
fast

+

peaceful

+

fearful and
careful
contemplati
ve, hesitant

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

CMPmanipulative/
imperative
SP

SP or PRED
SP
PRED
(subject is
event noun)
PRED
CMP-modal
CMPperception,
PRED

Human
Propensity/
Mental/
Manner
Human
Propensity/
Physical
Process
Physical

Physical >
Stimulus >
Mental
Clause

Demonstrative+
noun(kind)

yinchendi
zuimanm
an-di

contemplative,
hesitant-DE2
drunk-slow.REDUDE2

contemplati
ve, hesitant
absentminded and
slow

+

baohouhoudi

full-IDEO- DE2

full and
satiated

+

PRED

zhuoshuo
-di
zhanzhan
-di
tangtang
mimi-di

outstanding- DE2

outstanding

+

IND/PRED

deep_clear.REDUDE2
conspicuous.REDU
-dense-REDU-DE2

deep and
clear
conspicuous
and
omnipresent

+

IND/PRED

?

?

IND/PRED

fenmingge-di

clear-CL-DE2

(It is a) clear
(one).

?

?

IND/PRED

ren-landi

let-rot-DE2

?

?

sanfen
zhi you yi
fen =di

three unit only
exist one unit
=DE2

Independent
clause:Identificational
CMP-phase

zhebandi

this-kind-DE2

(Such is a
case of) let it
be.
(becomes)
only one
third (of its
original)
this kind,
such

+

CMPmanipulative

+

PRED
+

+

+

CMPmanipulative/
imperative

As shown in Table 8.2, DE2 is attested with both participant- and event-oriented
predicates when it first develops predicative-related functions in the Tang and the Five
Dynasties. The later-developing association between DE2 and similative/equative
constructions, not surprisingly, can also be either participant- or event-oriented.
•

DE 3
DE3

is the dominant strategy for secondary predication. DE3-marked secondary

predicates also have both participant- and event-oriented functions since its early stages.
Given that the lexical meaning ‘ground, location’ is metonymically tied to the
atmospheric sense, and that the locative metaphor can naturally be extended to include
‘manner’ or ‘atmosphere’, it is not surprising that since the early stage of its
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development, a DE3-marked secondary predicate can be either event- or participantoriented. The semantic orientation is determined by the element associated with DE3, and
except for certain lexicalized units, remains unchanged by the attachment of DE3 to the
expression.
Table 8.3 Semantic orientation of [X-DE3] expressions attested as preverbal
secondary predicates in the Tang Dynasty (based on Table 3.8, semantic orientation
added: E = event-oriented; P = participant-oriented (P)=backgrounded, alternative
interpretation)
Atmospheric
condition

DE3-collocates

translation

1

hei

‘black’

2

an

‘dark’

si

‘private’

3
4

wei
‘corner>concealed’
bai
‘white, empty’
kong ‘empty’
te
‘special’
can
‘sad’
hu
‘sudden’
muo ‘rapid, sudden’
huo
‘IDEO.fast’
yuanyuan
‘still_lofty_REDU?’

(in) a dark location >
in the dark
in a dark location >in
the dark > privately,
secretly
in a private location >
in private, privately
in the corner >
privately
in vain, to no avail
alone, in vain
(e)special(ly), going
out of one’s way
sad(ly), dejected
suddenly
suddenly, rapidly
suddenly, rapidly
idle

Lexical

Atmospheric
condition +
manner (likely in
the same context)
Metonymic

Orientation

Orientation

manner/
depctive/ result
Established
metaphorical
sense
Orientation

E

P

E

P

E

E

P

E

(P)

E

E

P

E

(P)

E

E

E
E

E
E
E

(P)

E
E
E
E
E

P

P

Because there is no positive evidence that DE2 or DE3 are markers of participant
orientation, the strategies will be classified as event-oriented if one follows Loeb-Diehl’s
assumption. It is not clear, however, whether such an assumption holds for the present
study. One might, for the purpose of classification, treat Chinese DE2 and DE3 as
participant-oriented strategies because their appearance does not clearly indicate a change
of subject. In any case, I propose that in the case of Chinese DE2/DE3-marked secondary
predicates, the morphological classification of orientation is a trivial one, and does not
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play a significant part in the development of and interaction between DE2 and DE3
constructions.
8.5.4.6 Prototypical attribution vs. prototypical (secondary) predication
If the encoding of a (secondary) predicate, both in terms of its
morphophonological pattern and the appearance of the marker DE, does not mirror a
distinction in the value of semantic orientation, what parameter is reflected in the
differentiation (and overlap) of the different strategies observed, particularly DE2 vs. DE3?
The key parameter, as is probably clear by now, is the distinction between prototypical
attribution and prototypical predication.
The results reveal a split of collocational patterns between DE2-marked
attributives, which originally rarely collocate with reduplicated forms, and DE3-marked
predicatives, which are often associated with reduplicated expressions. When applied to
gradable properties, reduplicated forms convey a (usually) higher, but indeterminate
extent on a scale, and when applied to events and actions, they encourage construal of an
unbounded and ongoing process. Properties such as color, shape, form, and dimension,
when reduplicated, are construed as contingent and transitory.
The distinction in collocational preference in terms of morphophonological
patterns between DE2 and DE3 is contingent on the semantic nuances expressed via these
morphological constructions. These in turn determine their compatibility and likelihood
of performing the prototypical discourse functions associated with DE2 and DE3, namely
refer, categorize and identify vs. describe and predicate (enrichment of an established
profile).
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The structural distinction between a DE2 and a DE3 marked expression, though
semantically-motivated, does not feature a dichotomy between participant- vs. eventorientation. Instead, it features a distinction between attribution and predication, with the
distinction increasingly blurred in functional/structural grey areas in between. Overlaps
of DE2 and DE3 occur in intermediate categories between attribution and predication,
particularly non-restrictive modification via descriptive expressions, which are,
pragmatically speaking, close to a secondary predication. The paths of expansion of DE2
and DE3 from their original functions to other conceptual domains (based on Figure 5.1
and discussion in Chapter 6) is listed as follows:
Figure 8.2 The semantic map of secondary predication (based on the history of DE2
and DE3)

We have also demonstrated that attributive modification and secondary
predication can both be achieved by simple juxtaposition without additional linguistic
encoding (see, for example, (88)-(89) above). In Late Archaic Chinese, a pre-nominal
element encoded in the descriptive paradigm is ambiguous between a non-restrictive
modifier and a secondary predicate interpretation, a minute semantic and discourse
distinction that is made even less significant in a presentational context, where both the
participant and the event are presented as new.
These create further semantic ambiguity and flexible interpretations between an
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attributive and a predicative meaning, especially when the expression appears adjacent to
a nominal. Specifically, participant-oriented secondary predicates, especially depictive
ones, are closest to non-restrictive modification. In the later developmental stage of
DE2/DE3,

the lack of distinction is furthered by the common extension of descriptive

expressions into the domain of attribution, not only via juxtaposition, but with a particle
for attributive modification, due to contextual expansion of the [Mod DE2 Head]
attributive construction.
As a result of the constructionalization and contextual expansion of DE2attribution and DE3-(secondary) predication, the overt marking of a particle emerges as a
preferred strategy between the modifying element and the modified. The speaker is then
urged to choose one of the two constructions in such contexts. As is expected, both
strategies are attested for both interpretations.
The findings based on the Chinese data are not entirely surprising. Previous
studies have established that secondary predication falls on a continuum of participantvs. event-orientation (Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2005), but is also intermediate
between attribution and predication (cf. van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005, Verkerk
2009). While much focus has been previously placed on how semantic orientation is
reflected in the linguistic encoding of secondary predication, the role of informationpackaging functions has certainly been suggested, if not emphasized, in the semantic
maps proposed by Verkerk and van der Auwera and Malchukov, since secondary
predication is placed between attribution and predication, with depictive secondary
predicates linked to non-restrictive modification on the one end, and predicatives on the
other. A similar phenemonon is observed for Old Czech participial adjectives, which
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exhibit fluid categoricality and functional shifts between nominal modification and
secondary predication functions (Fried 2008).
8.6 Secondary predication and the conceptualization of time
Besides the three morphosyntactic parameters discussed, the encoding of
secondary predication is also proposed to be an extension of the strategies employed for
temporal sequencing. The findings of the study have the following implications to the
typology of secondary predication and complex sentences in general.
Loeb-Diehl (2005:152) proposes that one can often find parallelism between the
encoding of manner predication and temporal sequencing in a language because the
former is often a semantic extension from the latter. Without knowledge of the historical
development of DE-constructions in Chinese, Loeb-Diehl (2005:152) cites the following
examples to support this argument, one of relativization (developed from participant
nominalization, considered as an extension of temporal sequencing relations) and one of
manner predication:
(96) Mandarin
a. jīntiān yíng de
rén
yùnqì hǎo
today win NOML person luck good
‘The people who won today had good luck.’ (Li and Thompson 1981:581, cited in
Loeb-Diehl 2005:152)
b. tā
kuàikuài-de
3S
quick.REDUPL-REL/ADV
‘S/he walked quickly.’
Loeb-Diehl 2005:152)

zǒu
walk
(Li and Thompson 1981:323, cited in

The diachronic development of the constructions, as discussed in Chapters 3-7, shows
that Mandarin DE-constructions in (97a-b) developed from distinct sources, with the
constructions gradually having overlapping functions. The nominalization-related
function of DE (from DE2) is attested as a strategy for secondary predication, but is
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usually a ‘secondary’ strategy compared to the DE3-marked secondary predicate
constructions. On a more general scale, though, the element of time does feature in the
development of DE-constructions, in line with Loeb-Diehl’s proposal.
The developmental paths of both the DE1-marked [V DE1 VP] construction, and
the DE2-/DE3-marked secondary predicate constructions, reflect the iconic principle of
sequencing, i.e. the ordering of the predicates initially conforms with the actual temporal
sequencing of the events. The event that is encoded first in a sequence of two or more
events tends to be anterior to or simultaneous with the event denoted by the subsequent
predicate. On the contrary, the predicate that appears subsequently in a string is more
likely to encode an event that is subsequent or simultaneous to the event denoted by the
previous predicate.
8.6.1 DE1: subsequent > simultaneous
The development of DE1-constructions begins from subsequent temporal relations
to simultaneous relations. In §3.2 we argued that the [V DE1 V(P)] pattern developed out
of the preverbal [DE1 VP] and the postverbal [V DE1…] patterns. Both of these initially
express (extensions) of temporal relations, as illustrated below:
[DE1 VP]: Eventuality [cause or change]
[V DE1…]: Realization/Perfectivity, Potential
In addition, the entrenchment of the [V DE1 V(P)] pattern, developed out of the
juxtaposition of [DE1 VP] and [V DE1…] with another predicate, shown below. These are
both originally serial verb constructions, a classic strategy for temporal sequencing:
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[V]
[DE1
VP]
event1 change/cause event2
[V
DE1]
event1 completion

[VP]
event2

The later-developing evaluation, manner, depictive, extent, and degree functions
represent simultaneous events. It is clear that DE1-constructions developed out of a
strategy for temporal sequence, which starts from introducing a temporally subsequent
event to one that is simultaneous.
8.6.2 DE2- and DE3-marked and secondary predicates: simultaneous > subsequent
Contrary to the development of DE1-marked secondary predicates (where the
primary event appears before the secondary event), both DE3 and DE2-marked secondary
predication start from simultaneous relations, predominantly in the preverbal position.
DE2-marked (secondary) predicates emerge as participant or event
nominalizations in apposition or juxtaposition, both extensions of simultaneous temporal
sequencing. DE3-marked (secondary) predicates emerge from the following paths, all of
which encode simultaneous events, shown in Figure 8.3 (see §3.5, note that the
durative/progressive schema is mostly restricted to posture predicates and eventually
becomes obsolete, and thus has not been the focus of investigation in Chapters 4-6).
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Figure 8.3 Developmental paths of DE3 from its lexical meaning

8.6.3 Iconicity and the position of the secondary predicate
The linguistic encoding of events is constrained by the principle of diagrammatic
iconicity (see Chapter 2), which stipulates that the ordering of the linguistic units
generally reflects the temporal sequence of the reported events. For both DE-marked
schemas, the linguistic encoding of the events tends to mirror the sequential order of the
occurrence of events in time. A DE(1)-marked primary event, which comes before its
elaborative ‘secondary’ event, starts as an anterior event and then develops simultaneous
construals.
The preverbal position is preferred for expressions denoting (anterior or)
simultaneous events, and the rule also holds for DE2/DE3 marked secondary predicates. A
DE-marked

modifying event in the preposed position can sometimes be interpreted as a

resultative, but in such contexts it is commonly also compatible with a simultaneous
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interpretation. A few attested DE-marked preposed secondary predicates are discussed in
below, which illustrate the DE-marked expressions that may have a ‘result’ reading.
Example (97) illustrates an interesting case, where the result of being ‘awake’
encoded by xingxing di (

) is also encoded by xing ( ), the second element of a

resultative compound construction.
(97)
、 2
50
1
xingxing
di
ba
zui
hun hu
xing
awake.REDU
DE3
OBJ
drunk spirit call
awake
‘(The tunes) wake up the drunken spirit awake (or: pleasant to the ears).’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
In a way, xingxing may be more appropriately analyzed as a descriptive element
providing vivid imagery to the state of xing ‘awake’, thus a simultaneous event. Instead
of an experiencer-oriented expression, some argue that xingxing here is more
appropriately interpreted as stimulus-oriented, which describes ‘pleasant sounds’ (see, for
example, Dictionary of Chinese by the Ministry of Education). The latter interpretation is
apparently metonymically related to its experiencer-oriented sense, a common semantic
extension in Chinese that often requires no extra linguistic encoding.
In (98), the eyes being round or widely open may be conceptualized as a result of
the process of opening one’s eyes, but it is equally likely that the hearer will
conceptualize it as a simultaneous state while the eyes stay open.
(98)

2

2

ti-tuan-luan
de
zheng
zha
sha
?-round-round DE2 open_eye
DUR
kill
‘Round (=widely open), he opens his killer eyes.’

(

)

ren
yan
person eye
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)

In other cases, preposed DE2-marked secondary resultatives are generally
restricted to what Washio (1997) calls spurious resultatives, which he proposes are cases
in which it makes little difference whether interpreted as a manner or a result (see
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discussion in Chapters 3 and 7). The ambiguity between temporal simultaneity and
subsequence is motivated by the natural inference that the manner in which an action is
performed likely has an effect on the result of that action. Spurious resultatives attested in
the sample are illustrated by (99)-(100). How fine the hay is cut in (99), and how tight the
garments are fastened to the person in (100), are conceivably related to, and dependent on
the way the agent performs the cutting and tying actions, thus the ambiguity between
manner and result readings.
(99)
2
2
5
(
haosheng
xixi-de
guo
zhe
well
thin.REDU-DE2
pass
IMP
‘Nicely cut (lit. pass (through hay grinder) the hay fine(ly).’
(100)
0
1
wo jinjin
de
zhuo
1S tight.REDU
DE2
attach_to
‘I fasten them tight(ly) to my body.’

shen
body

)

(Lao Qi Da, 14th c.)

xi
fasten
(Za Ju, 14th c.)

The development of Chinese DE-marked constructions for secondary predication supports
the proposal that the encoding of secondary predication is an extension of temporal
sequencing, in line with the crosslinguistic tendency proposed in Loeb-Diehl (2005).
Because the order of linguistic expressions tend to reflect their temporal sequence,
a resultative relation, where the secondary event is temporally subsequent by definition,
is more properly encoded by the DE-marked topic-comment schema, not the preverbal
DE-marked

secondary predicate (modifier-head) schema. When the primary and

secondary events are temporally simultaneous, the choice between the two DE-marked
schemas is dependent on how the speaker intends to package the information. An event
encoded as a DE-marked topic packages the primary event as presupposed and the
secondary event is construed as an assertion about a general property of the event. A DE-
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marked preverbal secondary predicate, on the other hand, is reported and asserted along
with the primary event (see discussion in 8.7-8.8 below).
8.7 DE1 vs. DE2 and the Predicational strategy
As suggested in §8.3.1 above, Loeb-Diehl (2005) classifies the Mandarin DE
construction shown in (101) as a Predicational strategy, in which a ‘manner-indicating’
property item is the main predicate of the sentence. The subject of the sentence indicates
the event, which is encoded either as a nominalized clause or a noun phrase.
(101) Mandarin
nǐ pǎo de
hěn
kuài
2S run
NMZ
very quick
‘You run/ran very quickly.’ (lit. ‘Your running is very quick’) (Li & Thompson
1981:625, cited in Loeb-Diehl 2005:213)
Having been classified as a Predicational strategy in Loeb-Diehl (2005), the DEconstruction (where the ‘secondary predicate’ is encoded as the primary predication) has
not been analyzed based on the three morphosyntactic criteria. Loeb-Diehl comments that
the Predicational strategy is rarely used as a primary encoding strategy for manner. LoebDiehl (2005:213) points out that most of the languages with a Predicational strategy have
certain characteristics that might contribute to their ‘predilection’ for this strategy:
•

First, these languages are verby and balancing; quite commonly, they have a
serialized Coordinate Personal strategy as an alternative option in their manner
encoding;

•

Second, they typically have very poor verbal morphology: in particular, there is
hardly any derivational morphology, so that the difference between a ‘finite’ verb
form and a verbal noun is minimal.
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•

Finally, there is typically little nominal morphology; most importantly, there is often
no or just minimal distinction between personal and possessive nouns.

She comes to the speculation that the Predicational strategy in some of these languages
might be a result of a process of reanalysis, which started from an asyndetic
Coordinate.Personal-construction and was facilitated by the lack of verbal and nominal
morphology.
In the case of Chinese, the DE-marked Predicational strategy developed
historically from a merger of DE1 and DE2 constructions, originally independent schemas.
An account of the functional changes of the DE1 and DE2 constructions (including its later
merger with DE2) into a strategy for ‘secondary predication’ (in the semantic sense)
provides insights to the typology of secondary predication.
8.7.1 DE1, DE2, and the establishment of the [V DE VP] Predicational strategy
The [V DE1 VP] patterns emerges as a balanced, serial verb strategy, either from
its aspectual or causal functions developed from its lexical meaning ‘get, obtain’ (§3.2).
The early resultative [V DE1 VP] construction is therefore a Coordinate Personal
(+Causative) strategy (see §3.2.1.2.4 for the causative/resultative [DE1 VP]).
•

Result > manner and depictive
The [V DE1 VP] construction begins with participant-oriented resultative

relations, where VP stands for the resulting event of an anterior event (V). A typical DE1marked resultative predication introduces a predicative event as a consequence of the
completion of an anterior event (see (93) in §3.3.3.1.4, repeated in (102) below).
(102) 0 1
han
de
shout
DE1

0

12

shan
mountain

2

beng
collapse
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2●0

shi
rock

1

lie
crack

dong
xi
luan zou
nan bei
ben
chong
east
west chaotic move south north run
rush
‘(They) shouted (and as a result) mountains collapsed and rocks cracked, moving
about chaotically east and west, rushing south and north.’ (Bian Wen, 7-9 c.)
The [V DE1 VP] developed from temporally anterior to simultaneous relations
based on two contextual inferences – (i) the alternative construal of the conceivable
temporal overlap between an event and its resulting action or state of affairs; (ii) the
result of an action is correlated with how an action is carried out (see §3.3.3.1). Example
(103), a resultative, may be alternatively construed and a manner/depictive based on the
conceiavable temporal overlap between wailing and being tearful.
(103)
fu
niang
ti
de
lei-wangwang
father
mother
wail DE1.get
tear-profuse.REDU
‘(Their) fathers and mothers wail (and as a result) are tearful.’

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

Verkerk (2009) arranges the three categories in a triangular shape, with each
category connected to one another (see Figure 1.7). The conceptual space suggests
possible paths of grammaticalization where the encoding strategy of one category can be
extended to another. The triangular semantic map proposed by Verkerk (2009) is
presented again below:
Figure 8.4 Verkerk’s (2009) triangular semantic map for resultative, depictive, and
manner

Broadly speaking, the history of Chinese DE1-constructions supports the
conceptual contiguity of resultative, depictive, and manner expressions proposed by
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Verkerk. From a participant-oriented, subsequent ‘resultative’ construction, the DE1construction has been extended to express simultaneous, event-oriented (manner) and
participant-oriented (depictive) relations.
Aside from the triangular semantic map, the development of DE1-resultatives to
various other relations allows us to provide a finer semantic distinction of the conceptual
categories in between. The resultative construction extends to express various semantic
relations including several types of event- (and participant-) oriented predications. The
functional expansion is accompanied and reinforced by host-class expansion, structural
reanalysis, and alignment with the DE2-marked topic-comment construction.
Diachronic data suggests that the resultative construction is extended to other
conceptual categories primarily via two alternative perspectivizations of the resultative
event: measurement (quantification) and evaluation (qualification). Underlying both
construals is the inference that the result of an event is associated with the way in which
an action is carried out.
The “secondary predicate” gradually becomes a predicative comment about an “esite” of the primary event, which may be a measurement of extent or degree, a
qualification of the way in which the event is conducted (manner), a description of a
participant (depictive), or an evaluation of any of the above. The construction also has a
factual function, in which VP is an evaluative comment about the fact that the event has
been carried out. The primary event may even become semantically trivial, and simply
functions as a supporting element of property predication, and thus resembles a copula.
The paths of semantic extension are summarized and illustrated below.
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•

Measurement: From resultative extent to (excessive) extent
The extension from the resultative to the (excessive) extent function is based on

the construal of the resulting event as a measurement of the magnitude of the action. The
implication is that the resulting event is made possible when a certain measurable
dimension (e.g. the magnitude, force, repetition, or duration) of the anterior event has
reached a point on a scale. The resulting event is then re-interpreted as an indication of
the extent of such a dimension.
Not only is the resulting event taken as a measurement of extent, there is an
additional implication of it being higher than normal. The function is interpreted as an
“excessive” extent. This is because a higher than normal extent is more likely to trigger
the construal as a ‘measurement’. In (104), the ‘result’ contains two clauses, both
consisting of a negative potential expression, a descriptive and a subject-predicate
structure with a body part as the subject.
(104)
jiayi
pn

/

xia
de
scare DE1

)

hun fei
spirit fly

tian wai
heaven out

po
san
jiu
xian fufu
zai
di
soul
scatter nine sky
prostrate
at
ground
‘Jiayi is so scared that his spirit flies outside of heaven, that his soul is scattered into
the ninth layers of the sky, that he prostrates on the ground.’ (Xuan He Yi Shi, 13th c.)
Elaborate descriptions of “result” consisting of multiple clauses (and therefore events),
especially hyperbole and expressions of negative potential implicate a transition of the
semantics of construction from ‘result’ to ‘excessive extent’.
Aside from its dynamic interpretation, a cause-of-emotion predicate such as xia
‘scare’ may be alternatively construed as a scalar property ‘be scared’. With dynamic
predicates, the ‘resulting event’ as a measurement of extent is applicable to one of the
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scalar dimensions of the event. A clear indication that the (excessive) extent
interpretation has become entrenched is when a stative, scalar property (without an
underlying transition stage in its aspectual contour) becomes the primary predicate.
(105)
jifu
xiao-shou
shou de
hun si
xiao
skin
wane-thin
thin DE1 all
resemble
pare
‘Her skin is/becomes thin; so thin that it appears (to have been) pared.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th -13th c.)
(106)
jiao
de
bu-ken li
huai
delicate DE1 NEG-willing leave bosom
‘The child is so delicate that she is unwilling to leave the (caretaker’s) chest.’
(Za Ju, 13th -14th c.)
•

Extent > Degree
A further development of the extent function, where a degree modifier appears as

in predication, illustrates the entrenchment of the degree function. The degree function is
attested with a genuine property qiong ‘poor’ combined with a degree marker, indicating
a true establishment of the degree function.
(107)
shenghua niangzi bing
de lihai
PN
miss
be.sick
DE1 extreme
‘Ms. Shenghua is extremely sick.’

(Zhang Xie, 12th -13th c.)

(108)
she
si
an
gongpo-men qiung de
who
like
1S
parent.in.law-PL poor DE1
‘Who are so very poor like my parents in law?!’

sha
extreme
(Za Ju, 13th -14th c.)

The developmental path is schematized as follows:
•

Measurement of magnitude or force based on result > measurement of scalar property
based on result > Measurement of scalar property with degree modifier
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•

From evaluation of result/product to evaluation of other e-sites
The evaluation function emerges form the construal of an evaluation of the result

or product of creation as the evaluation of an aspect of the event (e.g. manner). The
semantic extension is based on the inference that the resulting event qualifies an aspect of
the anterior event.
(109)
zuo
de
ru
do
DE1
like
‘You did such evil.’

xu
such

bu-ren
NEG-good

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

The dynamic process that leads to a result is not profiled in the evaluation interpretation;
rather, it becomes a topic to be commented on. The evaluative comment is therefore an
important intermediate category that aligns [V DE1 VP] semantically and structurally
with the DE2-marked topic-comment structure.
With the loss of ‘eventuality’ as its core semantic value, [V DE1] in the evaluative
interpretation serves to ‘refer’ to an aspect of the event, much like a DE2-marked nominal,
which can refer to a participant or an event. The evaluation may be applied to the
product, or the manner in which it is made. The ambiguity is illustrated in (111)-(112):
(110)
(
yi
tang
shen dao su
de
jingshen
one
hall
deity spirit mold DE1 spirited
‘(There is) a hall of (statues of) deities (which are) molded vigorous/vivid.’
(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)
(111)
ban
de
weitie
dress_up DE1 proper
‘She has dressed/dresses up properly./Her attires are proper.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
The evaluative comment may therefore also be further extended to express
evaluation of manner, or typical ‘manner’ predications.
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(112)
huo
de
zheng meiman
live/be_alive
DE1
just
perfect,happy
‘(We) are living happily right now./ Our life is simply perfect now.’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
(113)
zheng-shi
yue
xing de
chi
precisely-be
moon move DE1 slow
‘It is precisely true that the moon moves slowly.’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
•

Evaluation, extent, and degree
The two perspectivizations of an event, ‘qualification’ and ‘quantification’, are

again linked by ‘evaluative comment’. As discussed above, because evaluation can be
applied to an event or a participant, a predicative “value” is also semantically linked to
manner, a depictive. A measurement of extent and degree may be expressed as a
comparison to the norm, which is close to an evaluative. Degree and extent predications
are thus also associated with evaluative comments. This is partly because evaluation is
itself usually scalar.
(114)
zuo
de
guo-huo
do
DE1
surpass-fire
‘He goes too far (in terms of his actions and thus they are not acceptable).’
(Xi Xiang Ji, 12th-13th c.)
•

Evaluation of manner/participant > Factive
Instead of referring to an e-site of an event, the evaluative comment may be so

extended as to refer to the event itself (i.e. a factive reading).
Notice that (115) exhibits multiple semantic ambiguities. Po ‘break, broken’ may
profile a dynamic event leading to the door’s current state ‘broken’, simply the current
state ‘broken’ itself. The comment ‘odd, peculiar’ may be applied to the way in which the
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door is broken, but it may be predicated of the fact that the door is broken, i.e. the speaker
finds it peculiar that the door is in such a condition. Example (115) illustrates the
ambiguity between ‘evaluation of manner’ and ‘factive’ interpretations.
(115)
wai-mian men-er
po
de
qiaoqi
outside
door-DIM
broken DE1 odd, peculiar
‘The door outside is oddly broken.’ !manner/result/factive
‘Oddly, the door outside is broken.’! factive

(Zhang Xie, 12th-13th c.)

The factive interpretation has been associated with a DE2-marked topic since the
10th century. As the [V DE1 VP] construction develops, it later becomes an established
function of [V DE1]. Significantly, there is a perfect structural and semantic match
between the DE1 and DE2-evaluatives of the “factive” function, which is perhaps
structurally the most ‘event-orientated’ among all the strategies. (116)-(117) illustrate
factive interpretations.
(116)

/

lai
de
ye
bu
wang
come
DE1
also NEG wrong,in_vain
‘It has not come in vain. (=Its coming is not in vain).’
(Zhu Zi, AD 1270)
(117)
lai
de
hao ye
come
DE2
good PRT
‘It is good that you come. (=Your coming is good).’
•

(Tao Hua Shan, 17th c.)

Manner/evaluation to a stative event
The evaluative function has also been expanded to include a stative property as

the topic, which provides an evaluative comment that modifies the property like a manner
expression. The function is attested in the 17th century, as in (118). Observe that the
sentence also has an alternative factive construal.
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(118)
xiang
de
you-qu
fragrant DE2 exist-fun
‘(The fan) is fragrant (in an interesting way).’
‘(The fan) is interestingly fragrant.’

(Tao Hua Shan, 17th c.)

The construction is also common in Mandarin, as in (119)-(120) (examples mine).
(119)
chou
de
hen
guai
ugly
DE
very strange
‘Ugly in a strange way.’
(120)
,
ta suiran
mei
keshi mei
de
mei
gexing
3S although
beautiful
but
beautiful
DE
lack character
‘Although she is beautiful, she is beautiful (in such a way that) lacks character.’
‘Or: Her beauty (is such that it) lacks character.’
Note that this type of evaluation may or may not indicate an excessive degree. These
examples are also compatible with a manner construal, given that the predicative
comment is an elaboration of the nature of the property encoded by [VPROPERTY DE].
•

Topic-comment and copula
The structural alignment of [V DE1 VP] with the topic-comment pattern promotes

the interpretation of [V DE1] as a topic, and the following VP as a comment. The event
encoded by [V DE1] may be downgraded, and contributes minimally to the semantics of
the whole proposition.
A canonical case where V DE1 resembles a supporting element (a copula) is the
expression sheng-de ‘lit. be.born-DE1’, shown in (121). The predicate sheng ‘be born’,
when it is marked by DE and introduces the appearance of a person, is often semantically
bleached and no longer associated with the process of ‘birth’ or ‘growth’. It is simply a
construction for property predication.
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(121)
sheng
de
jifu
si
be.born/live
DE1
skin like
‘She has skin like congealed butter.’

ning
congealed

su
butter
(Za Ju, 13th-14th c.)

In Mandarin, zhang-de ‘lit. grow-DE’ is used in the same way as sheng de in
(121). The copular use of zhang-de illustrates the development of a copular use of [V DE]
from a resultative relation.
The following is a semantic map of secondary predication based on the
development of DE1 discussed in Chapters 3 and 7:
Figure 8.5 Semantic map of secondary predication based on the development of DE1

In terms of semantic orientation, the semantic extensions from resultative to
extent and degree, and from resultative to manner and evaluation (including factive)
functions all indicate a shift from participant-orientation towards event-orientation. The
shift in semantic orientation goes hand in hand with the reanalysis of [V DE1] from a
primary event to a topic, and the Pred following [V DE1] from a semantically secondary
event to the primary predication. The predicative (copular) function of [V DE1 Pred]
represents the extreme of primary-secondary predicate reversal, where the semantics of
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the sentence is almost entirely contributed by the predicative comment, not by [V DE1].
This leaves the depictives, which are participant-oriented by nature (see §8.7.2.2 below,
however, for a discussion of the semantic constraints of [V DE VP] “depictives”).
At this point, it is necessary to provide further clarification about the notion of the
topic-comment structure. The topic-comment structure in Chinese and many other Asian
languages may be defined in general terms as a loosely conjoined structure composed of
an NP and a proposition, where the NP does not need to be subcategorized by the main
predicate of the proposition (cf. Chao 1968, Li and Thompson 1976, 1981, Chappell
1996). The function of topic is generally proposed to be one or more of the following:
•

Aboutness and discourse relevance: a topic is what the discourse is about; it is what
the speaker intends to increase the addressee’s relevant knowledge of (Gundel 1985,
Lambrecht 1994:127).

•

Frame-setting: the topic ‘sets a spatial, temporal, or individual framework within
which the main predication holds’ (Chafe 1976:50-51).

•

Presupposed information: a topic is what the speaker assumes to be given or known
information (Chafe 1984).
The concept of topic is best understood relative to that of comment – if a topic is

what the discourse is about, the comment is what is said about the topic; if the topic sets
the frame for the main predication, the comment is the main predication; if a topic is
given or known information, the comment provides new information about the topic
(Chafe 1984, Lambrecht 1994, cf. Aptekman 2009).
The aboutness definition of topic, or that which relevant information is added to,
always applies to the [V DE VP] construction in question, because VP, as an elaboration
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of an e-site of the event denoted by [V DE], always says something about the event. In
addition, [V DE] sets the frame for VP in that the proposition VP is always interpreted
relative to the [V DE] event.
The notion of a topic-comment structure is intended here as a functional and
pragmatic one, so as to include not only a nominal, but also a proposition as the topic.
This will allow us to discuss the characteristics of [V DE] in the [V DE VP] construction
that fit the functional definition of a topic, although [V DE1] starts out as a predicate that
stands for a proposition. The criterion that most closely pertains to our analysis of [V DE
VP] is that the topic tends to be associated with given or known information, and the
comment introduces new information relative to the topic. The proposed analysis is that
the [V DE VP] pattern has developed into a construction where [V DE] refers to an event
that is presupposed, and is commented on by the new information introduced by the
proposition that follows.
Based on this definition, the event denoted by [V DE] is packaged as presupposed,
and the proposition introduced by [VP] is asserted. Pragmatic presupposition and
pragmatic assertion are defined based on Lambrecht (1994):
•

Pragmatic presupposition: The set of propositions lexicogrammatically evoked in a
sentence which the speaker assumes the hearer already knows or is ready to take for
granted at the time the sentence is uttered.

•

Pragmatic assertion: The proposition expressed by a sentence which the hearer is
expected to know or take for granted as a result of hearing the sentence uttered.
(Lambrecht 1994:52-53)
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In addition to the notion of pragmatic presupposition, Prince’s (1978) distinction
between presupposed ‘given’ and ‘known’ information is also pertinent to our analysis.
Prince (1978:903) proposes that given information is that which ‘the cooperative speaker
may assume is appropriately in the hearer’s consciousness’, while known information is
what the speaker chooses to represent as being factual for rhetorical purposes, based on
the “validity-level that s/he wishes to ascribe to the utterance”.
Givenness may be established via explicit and implicit information in the previous
linguistic context or non-linguistic surroundings, or inferred based on metalinguistic
antecedents, as illustrated by the following examples from Prince (1978):
(122) Given information:
(a) ‘…in Haviland and Clark (in press) they say that…Certainly what they are
talking about is…’ (Chafe 1976:42, cited in Prince 1978:889)
(b) A: Hello, operator. I’m trying to dial BU7-1151. Could you please check it for
me?
B: [checks] What happened is that the whole exchange got overloaded. Wait a
few hours and try again. (Prince 1978:893)
(123) Known information
‘…So I learned to sew books. They’re really good books. It’s just the covers that
are rotton.’ (Bookbinder in Terkel, 409, Prince 1978:896)
The given vs. known distinction is sensentive to the range of pragmatic contexts
appropriate for wh-cleft and it-clefts. The wh-clause in the English wh-cleft construction,
Prince proposes, requires given information; while the that-clause in the English it-cleft
construction only assumes that the information is known to the hearer.
English it-clefts may also present information that is new to the hearer, but is
packaged in such a way as to suggest that it is to be taken for granted. This is the case of
the informative-presupposition it-cleft from a newspaper filler shown in (124).
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(124) New information presented as known (factual)
##It was just about 50 years ago that Heny Ford gave us the weekend. (OB, 1.3.76,
p.3L, from Prince 1978:898)
Prince suggests that the that-clause in (124) marks the information as a known fact,
though unknown to the reader. Packaging new information as known may have the effect
of downgrading the personal responsibility of the speaker for the validity of the
information (cf. the pragmatic effect of packaging new information as a presupposed DEmarked topic, see (135) in §8.7.2.2 below).
•

DE 2
The [VP1 DE2 VP2] pattern begins as a genuine topic-comment construction, with

[VP1 DE2] as the topic, and VP2 as a comment (see §7.3). VP1 can be simple or complex.
[VP1 DE2] may refer to either a participant (which refers to the result or manner of a
creation) or an event, and there is a strong preference for VP2 to be a value expression.
(125)
0 1
ahyi
dao di
shi
na
nun
say
DE2
proper PRT
‘What the nun says is right.’
(126)

2
5

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)
5/

]

/

5/

shi
monk

yue
say

shuo shi
speak time

ji
then

bu
NEG

shuo
say

shi
time

sheme
what

[…]
shi
monk

yue
say

muo
be.silent

ting
hear

di
DE2

cong
from

shi
proper

ru
2S

ting
hear

shuo di
speak DE2

shi
proper

dui
yue
muo
di
shi
respond say
be.silent
DE2
proper
‘The monk said: When you speak, I hear from you; when you do not speak, what do
I hear?’
[…]
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‘The monk said: To be silent is proper? To speak is proper?’
‘(The other monk responded): Being silent is (the more) proper.’
(Zu Tang Ji, 10th c.)
In both (125) and (126), the identity of DE2-marked expressions are accessible to
the hearer – [ayi dao diDE2] ‘what the nun said’ refers to the nun’s suggestion in the
previous discourse; the event [muo diDE2] ‘to be silent’ is established both in the previous
discourse and placed in contrast. That the nun has said something and the choice to be
silent need to be taken for granted for the evaluative comment to make sense means that
these are presupposed information. Only the evaluation shi ‘right, proper’ is asserted,
and stipulated to be “assessed relative to the topic” by the hearer (Gundel et al. 1997).
Also notice that the DE2-marked topics in (126) appear in contrastive context.
Though [VP-DE2 VP] is a genuine topic-comment structure that developed
independently from [V DE1 VP], the former appeared only in a narrow range of
pragmatic contexts, and was rather selective about what could function as its comment.
The DE2-marked Predicational strategy did start out as a secondary strategy.
The typological features of Chinese support Loeb-Diehl’s observation of
languages with a Predicational strategy for secondary predication. The V DE1
construction did develop into a topic-comment structure via a reanalysis of its inner
constituent structure. The scarcity of verbal inflections also contributed to the
convergence of DE1- and DE2- marked events as topics. Notably, however, the typological
feature of topic-prominence and the topic-comment schema also provided an analogical
pressure.
DE1 and DE2 constructions begin with slightly different semantics, pragmatic
contexts, and collocational preferences. The DE1-developed topic-comment structure is a
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result of gradual semantic change, structural analysis, and loss of functional territory (e.g.
the aspectual function of DE1) - the event serving as the topic, following the collocational
preference of the [V DE1 VP] construction, is predominantly monosyllabic. The DE2marked element functioning as the topic can be simple or complex, and the comment is
usually restricted to an expression of evaluation, e.g. shi ‘proper’, hao ‘good’ (see
§7.3.1).
However, contextual expansion and phonetic resemblance resulted in the creation
of a more general construction with sub-constructions. Through contextual expansion
(host-class, semantic, functional), phonetic reduction, and reanalysis, the DE1
construction becomes semantically and structurally mapped to a topic-comment structure,
where [V DE] serves as the topic, and the predicative expression as the comment of the [V
DE]

event. DE2 also loses its pragmatic preference over a contrastive topic in the factive

reading. The development of DE1 constructions from a Coordinate Personal (+Cause) to a
Predicational strategy is illustrated by the development from diagrams (i)-(ii) to diagram
(iii).
Figure 8.6 The development of [V DE1 VP] into a Predicational strategy
(i) Coordinate.Personal

(ii) Coordinate.Personal+Cause

(iii) Predicational
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The DE2-marked construction has expanded its range of collocational patterns and
pragmatic constraints, and has therefore become a more general schema. It however
remains a Predicational strategy:
Figure 8.7 DE2 and the Predicational strategy
(i) Predicational (restricted contexts)

(ii) Predicational

8.7.2 The [V DE VP] Predicational strategy after the Yuan Dynasty
To conclude the discussion of the [V DE VP] construction, I will provide further
evidence that [V DE VP] has been established as a Predicational strategy. The materials
come from two Modern Chinese texts (Xun Shi Ping Hua in the 15th century, Hong Lou
Meng in the 18th century), Mandarin translations of English passages, and remarks about
the usage of the [V DE VP] construction in Mandarin.
8.7.2.1 Early Modern Chinese [V DE VP] vs. Old Chinese strategies
The following passages are from Xun Shi Ping Hua (
(

edited by Li Bian

), AD 1397-1473), a textbook for Korean learners of Chinese in the early Ming

Dynasty (AD 1368-1644). The book includes selected passages from Classical Chinese
texts, and a translation and interpretation of the Classical Chinese texts into the
contemporary Chinese of the 15th century.
Example (127) shows a contrast in the encodings of reference to an event in
Classical Chinese and Modern Chinese.
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(127) Classical Chinese:
5(

[19])

ru
xiao he
yi
ye
2S
laugh what meaning
PRT
‘Why did you laugh?’
‘Lit. You(r) laugh, what (was its) meaning?’
Modern Chinese:
5(

[19])

ni xiao de
he
gu
2 S laugh DE 2 what reason
‘Why did you laugh?’
‘Lit. Your laughing, what (was its) reason?’

(Xun Shi Ping Hua 31, 15th c.)

In the Classical Chinese sentence, the string ru xiao is flexible between a nominal ‘your
laugh’ or a propositional ‘you laugh’ interpretation, but is not otherwise marked for its
topichood. In Modern Chinese, the string ru xiao is marked by DE2, which clearly
encodes it as an event topic. Notice that the sentences in (127) are responses to the
laughing action in the previous discourse, which represents given information.
Example (128) shows another type of contrast between Classical and Modern
Chinese strategies for predication. The event of being sick is encoded as a single
predicate in Classical Chinese.
(128) Classical Chinese
2

( )

mu
ji
mother
be.sick
‘(His) mother got sick.’
Modern Chinese
2

( )

muqin de
bing
hao
ji
nian hai
de
zhong le
mother get.DE1 sickness
good several year be.sick DE2 heavy PF
‘His mother got sick. After several years, it got serious.’
(Xun Shi Ping Hua [8], 15th c.)
In the Modern Chinese interpretation, the event is first presented with a complex
predicate involving DE1 ‘get’ and bing ‘sick(ness)’. The degree of sickness is then
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elaborated by a [V DE2 Pred] structure, where [V DE2] serves as the topic, and the degree
is encoded as the predication.
Another set of examples involve a demonstrative zhi ‘it’ in Classical Chinese as
an indicator that the predicate following it is a comment on the previous event. In other
words, the predicative comment to the event V is represented by another clause with zhi
as its subject. In the Modern Chinese translation, the structure [V, zhi Predicate], a
coordinated strategy, is replaced by the [V DE2 Predicate] Predicational strategy.
Example (129) illustrates two strategies for manner predication.
(129) Manner predication: ‘Thus I am crying sadly.’
(a) Classical Chinese: Coordinated strategy
suo-yi
ku
zhi
because.of
cry
it
‘lit. …thus I cry, it is sad.’

ai
sad

ye
PRT

(b) Modern Chinese: DE2-marked topic-comment strategy
(

)

yin
ci
ti-ku de
aitong
because.of this
cry
DE2
sad
‘Because of this, my crying is sad.’

(Xun Shi Ping Hua [22], 15th c.)

Example (130) compares two propositions of evaluation of time in Classical
Chinese and early Modern Chinese. Like in (129), a coordinated strategy is used in
Classical Chinese, and a DE2-marked topic-comment structure in Modern Chinese.
(130) Evaluation of time: You come late.
(a) Classical Chinese: Coordinated strategy
langjun he
yi
lai
zhi
chi
mister
what INT
come MOD/it late
‘Mister, why do you come so late? ’
‘Lit. Why (you) come, it is late?’
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ye
PRT

(b) Modern Chinese: DE2-marked Predicational strategy
[

2

guanren zenmuo
lai
de
mister
how/why
come DE2
‘Mister, why is your coming late?’

47]

chi
late
(Xun Shi Ping Hua [47], 15th c.)

The event topics marked by DE2 shown in (127)-(130) above have all been
explicitly established in the previous linguistic or immediate physical context. An event
that has not been overtly discussed may be inferred to have taken place based on
contextual inference. This is often the case when a current state is construed as the result
of a process. Consider the passages presented in (131)-(132) below. The first set of
examples involves a regular nominal as topic in Classical Chinese, which is replaced by
[V DE2] in the beginning of the Modern Chinese period. V in [V DE2] encodes an event
that is factually related to the nominal.
The sentences in (131) illustrate evaluative comments on the design of a gate in
Classical and Modern Chinese.
(131) Evaluation of result or evaluation of manner
(a) Old Chinese: Nominal topic + comment
2

2

(

)

jian
yi
da
men zhi-du
hong li
see
one
big
gate construction-design grand beautiful
‘There is a great gate; (its) design is grand and beautiful.’
(b) Modern Chinese: V DE2 Pred
2

(

)

jian
yi
ge
da
men-zi
gai
de
shifen hao
see
one
CL
great door-DIM
build DE2 very good
‘There is a great gate, (which) is very well-built.’
‘There is a great gate, whose construction is very good.’
(Xun Shi Ping Hua [31], 15th c.)
In (131), the proposition that ‘the design is grand and beautiful’ is expressed via
an [NP + Pred] topic-comment structure in Classical Chinese, with the NP zhidu ‘designconstruction’ as its topic. The proposition then serves as a predication to the NP da men
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‘gate’, which has just been introduced into the discourse by a presentational marked by
the perception verb jian ‘see’. The Classical Chinese topic zhidu, the design (of the
architecture of the gate), is replaced by [gai DE2] ‘build DE2’ in Modern Chinese, which
refers either to the event (or the product or manner) of the process of building. Though
the event of building has not been explicitly mentioned, it is more than reasonable to
presume that the current design of the gate is the product of a building process. The [V
DE2]

pattern, therefore, is functionally equivalent to the NP being commented on in its

Classical Chinese counterpart.
Example (132) presents a pair of passages with a similar contrast to those in
(131). The propositions in (132), with an NP in Classical Chinese, and a [V DE2]
structure as topic, respectively, are predicated of the new participant introduced by an
existential marked by you ‘exist’.
(132) Predication of property
(a) Classical Chinese: Nominal Topic + Property
2

(

)

zhou
you
yi
ji
rong-se
ke-ai
state
exist one
prostitute
face-color
lovely
‘There was a prostitute, (whose) appearance was lovely.’
(Or: There was a prostitute with a lovely appearance).
(b) Modern Chinese: [V DE2] + Property
2

you
yi
ge
hangnage
sheng
exist
one
CL
courtesan
be.born
‘There was a courtesan (who was) very lovely.’

de
DE2

shifen ke-xi
very lovely

(Xun Shi Ping Hua [35], 15th c.)

In (132), the Classical Chinese topic rong-se ‘appearance’ is replaced by [sheng
DE2]

in Modern Chinese, which topicalizes the event of being born, an event that may

reasonably be presupposed for a human being. The passages in (131)-(132) therefore
present evidence that structural and semantic reanalysis that motivates the alignment
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between [V DE VP] and topic-comment structure has taken place by the 15th century,
where the [V DE(2) Pred] construction is obviously used as a regular strategy to
express/interpret the topic-comment structure (with a nominal topic) in Classical Chinese.
8.7.2.2 The [V DE VP] construction in Hong Lou Meng (18th c.)
The following examples from the 18th century text Hong Lou Meng (Dream of the
Red Chamber, also called The Story of the Stone, written by Cao Xueqin, 18th c.) provide
further illustration of the discourse contexts where the [V DE VP] topic-comment
construction is used. The passage in (133) is a discussion about paintings, a topic that has
been established among the interlocutors. Notice that the example shows two sets of [V
DE +

VP] sentences, the first with an evaluative predication, and the second a degree

predication.
(133)

[…]

(

26)

ni ti
2S bring_up

huar
painting

wo
1S

zuor
yesterday

wo
1S

kan
see

renjia yi
other one

hua
paint

hen
very

hao
good

…

de
DE2

cai
just

xiang qilai le
think INCEP RCS
ben
CL

chungongr
erotic_painting

zhen hao de
really good DE2

liao-bude
extremely

‘Now that you brought up paintings, it just occurred to me – I saw a book of erotic
paintings from somebody – (it was) (very) well painted…really extremely well!’
(Dream of Red Chamber, 18th c. my translation)
In first sentence, the evaluation, hen hao ‘very good’, is predicated of hua DE
‘paint DE’, the [V DE] string that refers to the result/manner of the drawing event, which is
clearly presupposed. The assertion in the first [V DE] sentence, that (the paintings) are
good, is then taken to be the premise of the second sentence, which packages hao ‘good’
as a DE-marked topic, with the predicate liao-bude ‘extreme(ly)’ making an emphatic
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assertion about the excessive degree of excellence. The two sentences demonstrate that
[V DE] is used to package given information.
The above discussion shows how the event encoded by [V DE] is established as
presupposed based on linguistic, situational, and metalinguistic precedence. Example
(134) provides an instance where the antecedent of [V DE] is linked to the preceding
linguistic context by way of contrast.
(134)
(

1)

dangxia
then

yucun jian
PN
see

dao
say

lao
old

gan

jieshi shang you
street on
exist

sheme xinwen
what news

muo

xiao dao
laugh say

ye

shi
be

INTERR

shiyin
PN

le
PF

xiansheng
mister

fei
not

shiyin mang shi-li
pei-xiao
PN
busy make-courtesy put_on_a_smile
yi
lean

PRT

men
door

zhu
stand_still

…zheng
exactly

wang
watch

INTERR.PRT

wuliao de
bored DE2

hen
very

jia

xiong lai
de
zheng hao
PN
M.HON come DE2
just
good
‘Yucun, upon seeing Shiyin, hurries to make a courtesy and puts on a smile, saying:’
‘Mister stands leaning on the door and watching – is there any news on the streets?’
‘Shiyin says laughing: No (indeed)[…] (I am in fact) very bored. It’s good that
you’ve (=Mr. Jia) come.’
(Dream of Red Chamber 1, 18th c. my translation)
The information encoded by [V DE2], that the speaker is “bored”, contrasts the
presupposition that ‘there is something new/interesting’ in the previous discourse, which
the speaker has explicitly negated.
In addition, the speaker may also use [V DE] to encode information that is new to
the hearer on the discourse level, if he or she wishes to assign validity to the information
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for rhetorical purposes. The passage in (135) is a man’s response to the doctor after
reading the doctor’s prescription for his wife.
(135)

。

50

1

jiarong kan
le
shou gaoming
de
hen
PN
look PF
say
brilliant
DE2
very
‘Jiarong, after looking (at the prescription), says: “Extremely brilliant (indeed)!”’
(Dream of Red Chamber 10, 18th c., my translation)
In this context, it has not been established in the previous discourse that the
doctor’s prescription is brilliant. By placing gaoming ‘brilliant’ as a DE-marked event
topic, the speaker presents it as factual and known to people, and therefore shows more
courtesy and respect to the doctor’s expertise than simply packaging the information in
the modifier-head (degree + property) order. The speaker’s choice, though seemingly
deviant from the original function of a DE-marked topic, is motivated by pragmatic
principles, and expresses a stronger stance towards the proposition that the doctor is
brilliant2.
8.8 The modifier-modified and predicative (topic-comment) schema
In terms of Chinese secondary predication, or the modification of an event by
another event, there are two general principles governing the order of the two events. The
patterns consist of the general tendencies governing the preferred linear order of the
modifying and primary event, and the morphophonological patterns that encode the
events. These schematic patterns, like other linguistic constructions, are prototype
categories.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

Prince (1978:900) proposes that the English informative-presupposition it-clefts, which present
information that is new to the hearer as a known fact, may achieve a similar effect to hedges in that it
reduces the speaker’s responsibility for “the truth or originality of the statement being made”. Though
seemingly functioning to strengthen the statement, the encoding of new information as presupposed via the
it-cleft construction actually serves to show deference and politeness by downplaying the part of the
speaker.
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First, a modifying event can appear unmarked, or overtly marked by a particle (as
per our discussion of DE). In terms of morphophonological patterns, a modifying event
may appear in the form of a regular predicate, or it may be attested in descriptive
morphological templates. The distinction between a regular and a descriptive element is
based on its similarity to the prototypical members of the descriptive network.
Second, when two predicates appears in a modifying relation, the predicates,
based on their semantics and morphophonological templates, can be arranged from a
hierarchy of their likelihood to be interpreted as a primary vs. secondary event. A
dynamic event encoded as a non-descriptive predicate is therefore more likely to be
interpreted as the primary event compared to a regular property, for instance. The
hierarchy is represented by (136):
(136) [Primary event]
Dynamic > Stative > Property >
[Non-descriptive
]

[Secondary event]
Descriptive expression
(dynamic or stative)

Third, the linear order of the predicates fall into the two general schemas – the
preposed modifying event schema, and the postposed predicative (topic-comment)
schema. A modifying event occurs before the primary event in the preposed modifying
event schema, and after the primary event in the predicative schema, as illustrated in
(137):
(137) Linear order of modifying/secondary events
[PRED1]MOD
[PRED2]PRIMARY
[PRED1]PRIMARY/TOPIC [PRED2]MOD/PREDICATE
A modifying event is more likely to appear before the event it modifies than after
it. When a modifying event (either a descriptive element or a regular predicate) appears
after a predicate, it is more likely to be interpreted as the primary predication, which
specifies a property of the predicate serving as the topic. A manner (or depictive)
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secondary predicate appearing after the primary event resembles the topic-comment
construction, with the primary event being the topic and the manner/depictive predicate
resembling a (primary) predication. The manner/depictive expression can then function
as the modifying element for the following predicate.
These general principles have existed since Archaic Chinese, as in (138).
(138)
qi wang
3S go.toward

song
bid.farewell

ye
PRT

wangwang
look.REDU

ran
RAN

jiji
avid.REDU

ran
RAN

ru
you
zhui er
fu
ji
ye
be.like
EXIST chase and
NEG
reach PRT
‘When they go to bid farewell (= their going to bid farewell), looking constantly/(they
look constantly), anxious, as if there is something they chase but cannot reach.’
(Li Ji, circ. 5th c. BC)
In the Archaic Chinese passage (138), the initial event, qi wang song, is marked by the
topic-marking particle ye (note that the second ye in the example marks an assertion). The
initial event thus clearly aligns with a topic, and what follows serves as the predicative
comment about the topic. The two RAN-marked descriptive expressions appear before a
similative construction, and may therefore be interpreted as secondary predicates or
grounding elements to the similative clause. Instead, one may also interpret the
descriptives and the similative construction as being in a coordinated relation, and all are
primary predications to the topic qi wang song ‘their going to bid farewell’. Such an
ambiguity in interpretation remains true in DE-marked modifying events appearing in the
middle of a serial chain.
The same distinction is true of the Mandarin examples (139)-(140) below, where
the position of the descriptive element conveys pragmatic nuances (examples mine):
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(139)
tā
zǒu-lù
màn-tūntūn
de
3S
walk-road
slow-swallow.REDU DE
‘S/he walks (irritatingly) slowly. (His/her walking is (irritatingly) slow.)’
(140)
tā
màn-tūntūn
de
zǒu
3s
slow- swallow.REDU DE
walk
‘S/he is walking irritatingly slowly. ’

zhe
PROG

The sentence encoded by the Predicational strategy is likely interpreted as a general
characteristic of the subject’s manner of walking, while the latter is a description of the
manner of a particular walking event. The relative position of the descriptive element is
routinized in Mandarin and encourages different construals of the relationship between
the descriptive and the primary event. The development of DE-marked topic-comment
constructions for expressing secondary predicate relations is in line with the general
tendency for the preposed primary event to be interpreted as a topic.
The distinctive discourse functions of a DE-marked pre-verbal secondary predicate
(the modifier-head schema) and a DE-marked topic-comment construction are manifested
again by the following passage from Hong Lou Meng (18th c.). Two DE2-marked
preverbal secondary predicates are shown in (141-2) and (141-4), and one DE2-marked
topic is shown in (141-5).
(141)

2

2
5/

2

[1] jinchuanr

zuo
sit

PN

ye
also
[2] bayou
PN

miexie
squint
qingqing
light.REDU

zai
at

pang-bian
beside

zhe

yan
eye

DUR

de
DE2

chui tui
pound leg

luang-huang
nod_off
zou
walk
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dao
arrive

genqian
front

8

2

ba
OBJ

ta
3S

erduo shang de
ear on
DE2

[3] jinchuanr
PN

[4] bayou
PN

[5] jiu
then

zheng
yan
open_eye eye
bian
then

kun
de
sleepy DE2

zuizi
pendant
jian
see

qiaoqiao
silent.REDU
zheme
such

shi
be
de
DE2

yi
one

zhai
pull_down
bayou
PN

xiao dao
smile say

zhe
PRT

‘[1]Jinchuanr, sitting beside (the lady) gently pounding her legs, was also blinking her
eyes and nodding her head and drowsily. [2]Baoyu tiptoed (= walked with light
steps) up to her and tweaked an earring. [3]Jinchuanr opened her eyes and saw that it
was Baoyu. [4]Baoyu then smiled and whispered (said gently): [5]“Sleepy as such?”
(Hong Lou Meng, 18th c., modified translation by David Hawkes, Dream of Red
Chamber, vol. 2, 1977)
The ongoing events in (141-1) are descriptive of the maid, Jinchuanr. With the
descriptive background established, sentences (141-2)-(141-4) introduce a series of
events that advance the progression of the narrative, including Baoyu’s actions towards
Jinchuar, her reaction, and Baoyu’s response afterwards. In (141-2) and (141-4), the
narrator tells the reader the actions of Baoyu, that he walked up to Jinchuar and said
something to her. The manners in which these actions are conducted, encoded by two
DE2-marked

secondary predicates, qingqing ‘light-REDU’, and qiaoqiao ‘silent.REDU’, are

packaged as modifiers of the activities, not comments about them. In this context,
packaging the two sentences with a DE-marked topic-comment structure would have been
inappropriate and would have disrupted the flow of the discourse, since there is no
precedent for the reader to expect comments about the activities of ‘walking’ or
‘speaking’. In Baoyu’s words to Jinchuar in (141-5), however, Jinchuar’s ‘being sleepy’
is explicitly established in (141-1), and is thus given information to the interlocutors in
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the novel (from the physical context) and to the reader (from previous discourse). Kun
‘sleepy’ in (141-5), therefore, is propertly packaged as a DE-marked topic, with a degree
similative zheme ‘such, so’ as its comment.
In sum, the modifier-head and topic-comment schemas package the primary and
secondary events with different information statuses, and are not pragmatically
interchangeable. The former is better suited for reporting the secondary event along with
a primary event, while the latter is used for contexts where the speaker wishes to make a
comment about an event. The DE-marked event topic is presupposed but not asserted with
the predicate following it. The choice between the modifier-head and topic-comment
schemas is dependent on which information-packaging function is best suited for the flow
of a given discourse.
8.9 The secondary vs. primary event and subordination vs. coordination continuum
The principles discussed above reflect general tendencies. Whether a predicate is
unmarked or overtly coded in a certain form of subordination, its relationship to the other
conjoined predicate is subject to interpretation, and may express both subordination
(figure-ground) and coordination (complex-figure) relations (Croft 2001).
Our discussion of DE3- (and DE2)-predicative and secondary predicate
constructions reveals an indeterminate status in terms of primary vs. secondary
predication and subordination vs. coordination. Despite the tendency of a preverbal
DE3/DE2-marked

to be interpreted as a secondary predicate (and the higher probability of

a clause containing DE3/DE2-marked predicate to be read as a grounding element) when
semantically applicable, DE3/DE2 in general is not restricted to subordinated relations
(based on pragmatic criteria).
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Construal of the relations between a DE-marked predicate and the collocating
predicate(s) (as well as the relations between the clause containing a DE-marked predicate
and the collocating clause), though partly constrained by linguistic knowledge (see the
principles above), is dependent on world knowledge. The same is true of Chinese serial
verb constructions.
It is not surprising that there is not a one-to-one mapping between linguistic
constructions and the semantic functions they encode. A semantic function can be
encoded via various strategies, and a linguistic construction can perform multiple
functions. Crosslinguistically, subordinated relations can be manifested by coordinated
constructions, and vice versa. In English, conditional relations may be expressed by a
coordinated construction or an adverbial (subordinated) construction (Croft 2001:339):
(142) a. He does that and I’ll fire him.
b. If he does that, I’ll fire him.

[coordinated]
[adverbial subordination]

Coordinated relations may also be marked by deranked structures. Croft
(2001:322) discusses the phenomenon of cosubordination (Foley and Van Valin 1984),
where one of the clauses is deranked while the other remains balanced. (143)-(144) from
Tamil and Burushaski illustrate that cosubordination constructions appear to have the
syntactic structure of adverbial subordination in European languages, but are translated
with coordinate structures3:
(143) Tamil (Annamalai 1970: 137; see Stassen 1985: 77, cited in Croft 2001:322):
[avaru
kavide
etudiittu]
[naaval
motipeyarttaaru]
he.NOM poetry.ACC
write.PRF.GER
novel.ACC
translate.PST.IND.3SG
‘He wrote poetry and then translated a novel.’

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

Note that the Tamil example can only be encoded as deranked, but the events are semantically coordinate
(complex figure). The Burushaski example is deranked and may be translated (construed) either as a
complex-figure or a figure-ground relation.
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(144) Burushaski (Tikkanen 1995: 509, from Lorimer 1935, v. 2: 112, 1. 18-19, cited in
Croft 2001:322):
[má -a
gút̩ aš -o d- úc̩ u
-n]
já
-a
díš
-ulo
you -ERG corpse -PL D- 3HPL.OBJ bring -CP
I
-GEN place -INESS
bése
yaar -e
óč
-á
-an
why
down -LOC 3HPL.OBJdo(DUR)
-AUX -HPL.SBJ
a. ‘Why do you bring your corpses and bury them on my land?’
b. ‘Why do your bury your corpses on my land, after bringing them?’
The characteristics of Chinese DE-constructions, as we have demonstrated,
support this tendency. Historically, there is also a many-to-many mapping between
coordinate and subordinate relationships and the morphosyntactic constructions that
encode these relations. The coordinating conjunction er, for instance, is used for both
coordinated and subordinated relations, as is manifested by a comparison between (145)
and (146) (also see the discussion of Verb Coordinate Construction in the beginning of
§3.2.1).
(145)

0

1

sheng kong er
qu
rise
sky
and
go
‘He rises to the sky and goes.’
‘He goes after rising to the sky.’
(146)

2

50

(Bian Wen, 7th-9th c.)

1

ta
you
he
zui
qian hu
er
3S
exist what guilt fault sudden
and
‘What fault does he have, (you) suddenly behead him?’

zhan zhi
behead 3
(ibid.)

The coordinating conjunction er is also used to conjoin a modifying predicate
with another predicate in (147). Since the ran-marked predicate an-ran ‘dark’ and the
following predicate hei ‘black’ conjoined by er are descriptive of the same event, whether
the ran-marked element in (147) is serving as a secondary predicate is more uncertain
than (145)-(146) above.
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(147)

2

2

2

0

1

an
-ran er
hei
ji
-ran er
chang
black
-RAN and
black long -RAN and
long
‘Dark, he is black (in complexion); long, he is long (in shape)…’

(Shi Ji, 1st c. BC)

Example (148) illustrates a juxtaposition of a ran-marked element and a
synonymous predicate without a conjunction.
(148)
nan
-ran can
blush.embarrassed
-RAN be.ashamed
‘(The king) appears embarrassed, ashamed.’

kui
be.ashamed
(ibid.)

Finally, though not a prototypical pattern, a DE-marked descriptive element may
appear as a primary predicate, and take post-verbal aspectual markers, as in (149)-(150).
(149) ]
82 ]
82
0
1
henghengjiji
de
bu-zhi
groan.IDEO
DE2
NEG-stop
‘(They) groan (=go henghengjiji) without stop/incessantly.’
(Xing Shi Yin Yuan, 17th c.)
(150) 」
2
0
1
na
mao mi
zhe
le
yan
huluhulu
that
cat
squint DUR PF
eye
purr.IDEO
‘The cat squints its eyes, starting to purr (going huluhulu).’

de
DE2

qi-lai
rise-come
(ibid.)

The results therefore suggest that a coordinated strategy may be extended to mark
subordination, and vice versa.
8.10 Summary and conclusion
To recapitulate, Mandarin has two major DE-marked strategies for secondary
predication, (i) a DE-marked primary event topic elaborated by a predicate following it
(the so-called dòngcí bǔyǔ ‘verb complement’ in Chinese linguistics), and (ii) a DEmarked secondary predicate preposed to the primary predicate (the so-called zhuàngyǔ
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‘adverbial’ in Chinese linguistics). The two constructions are instantiations of the topiccomment and the modifier-head schemas, respectively, both of which are linked to DEmarked nominal modification constructions, a more general schema subsuming the two
DE

constructions.
The current status of Mandarin DE is the product of collocational, semantic,

pragmatic, and structural changes involving three DE constructional networks in Late
Middle Chinese - namely, DE1-marked [V DE1 VP] resultatives, DE3-marked secondary
predicates, and their interactions with DE2-marked nominal modification constructions.
Increasing phonetic similarity since the end of the Middle Chinese period caused the
constructions to finally become connected schemas in a network.
DE1 constructions start as a coordinated strategy with two causally/sequentially
connected events, and eventually develop into a Predicational strategy (Loeb-Diehl 2005)
where DE marks an event topic to be elaborated by a predicative comment. The network
expands from expressing resultative relations to extent/degree, value, manner, and
depictive relations, along with the structural reanalysis of [V DE1] as the topic, and its
alignment with the DE2-marked topic-comment construction.
DE2-marked

nominal constructions begin in restrictive modification, which helps

the hearer identify a participant, while DE3 is predominantly attested in secondary
predication (modification of an e-site of an event), which often serves to provide
descriptive and vivid imagery associated with an event or its participant. The distinctive
information-packaging functions are consistently mapped to different perspectivizations
of time-stability, i.e. whether the modifying property is construed as definitive, relatively
permanent, and characteristic on the one hand, as opposed to being descriptive, transient,
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and contingent on the other. The latter function, typical of secondary predication, is
closely associated with descriptive templates, a network of conventionalized
morphophonological templates that center around reduplication (and later structural
repetition). The semantic and pragmatic prototypes are manifested by the preferred
collocational patterns of DE2 and DE3 constructions.
In general, the development of DE constructions supports the result-depictivemanner triangle proposed by Verkerk (2009), which mirrors semantic shifts between
temporally anterior vs. simultaneous relations and event- vs. participant-orientated
concepts. Contiguity between participant- and event-orientation is evidenced both by the
often flexible manner vs. depictive construals for DE3/ DE2-marked secondary predicates,
and by the semantic expansion of DE1 constructions from expressing anterior, participantoriented resultative relations to various simultaneous and event-oriented relations. In
particular, the expansion of DE1-marked resultatives into extent/degree, value, manner,
and depictive relations provides a more detailed semantic map than previously proposed
by Verkerk (2009) and van der Auwera and Malchukov (2005), and the inferences
motivating the semantic changes.
The findings also call for a reevaluation of the semantic and morphosyntactic
typology of secondary predication (Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004,
Himmelmann and Schultze-Berndt 2005, Loeb-Diehl 2005, van der Auwera and
Malchukov 2005, Verkerk 2009). The parameter of semantic orientation does not play a
major role in determining the morphosyntactic marking of secondary predication in
Chinese both in terms of whether a event is encoded by a DE construction, and in terms of
which DE construction is selected for a particular semantic relation. Instead, it is
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information packaging functions, construals of time-stability, and iconic principles that
play a dominant role.
Chinese employs routinized word orders for secondary vs. primary events, which
fall under the topic-comment and modifier-head schemas, the choice of which is
dependent on the iconic order of event sequencing, and the information-packaging
function best suited for the flow of a given discourse. A DE-marked preposed secondary
predicate, often construed as subsidiary, additional information, is reported and asserted
along with the primary event, while a predication about the DE-marked topic is construed
as an assertion about an e-site of the event. Different classes of morphophonological
templates, i.e. the descriptive vs. non-descriptive distinction, are systematically mapped
to variation in time-stability (transient/contingent vs. permanent/definitive construal), and
distinctive information-packaging functions, i.e. restrictive modification vs. (secondary)
predication, and secondary event vs. primary event.
The study of the history of the three DE constructions also has implications for
Construction Grammar, and constructionist approaches to grammaticalization in general.
Grammatical categories or constructions are fluid concepts, and constructions are
prototype categories. Constructions are defined by a cluster of parameters, including
semantic, pragmatic, morphosyntactic and collocational. Speakers understand a
construction as a holistic category, but at the same time, have knowledge of constructioninternal, specific local patterns. These parameters may individually or collectively
participate in constructionalization (Fried 2008:47).
Innovation, or change, occurs with individual instantiations in actual usage
events. A specific instance in context presents the language user with interpretational
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ambiguity, which is rooted in various degrees of mismatches between a DE-construction’s
morphosemantic structure and the syntactic and semantic requirements of a particular
modification or predicative structure.
Change needs to be considered from both the local and the schematic (general)
perspective. The context of change includes constructional internal parameters, such as
specific structural and semantic requirements for the collocates. Construction-external
parameters, including relationships with existing constructions and characteristics of the
language overall, are equally important in order to get a complete picture of change.
Analogy to existing items, and alignment to other sets of constructions are
essential mechanisms of change. Analogy plays an essential part in the emergence,
establishment, expansion, and merger of DE1, DE2, and DE3 constructions. The preferred
linear orders of elements in Chinese, for example, serve as an analogical force for the DEconstructions. DE1 appears in the post-verbal position in the [V DE1 Pred] construction,
like aspectual markers generally do in Chinese. The emergence of DE2 as a marker of
nominalization and an attributive modifier in the [Modifier DE2 NP] pattern also
conforms to the dominant Modifier-Head order in Chinese. The same may be said with
DE3,

which appears after a modifying predicate, like other particles for modifying events

generally do. Immediate adjacency to nominals, particularly in the prenominal position,
facilitates the construal of a DE3-marked secondary predicate as a modifier because of its
alignment with the Modifier-Head pattern. The development of DE-marked topic
constructions, on the other hand, is likely associated with the typological feature of topicprominence of Chinese (Li and Thompson 1976, 1981), and the tendency for Chinese
speakers to first present the thing they want to talk about, and then organize the discourse
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around it to elaborate the issue (J. Chen 1982, S. Lü 1986, cf. Chao 1968, from Shi
2000:387).
Instead of considering only (the trajectory of) change within individual items, the
more important aspect is to investigate the ways in which grammaticalizing items may
become aligned within a category or construction. Alignment with existing sets and links
to existing categories (or networks) play an essential role in the development of DEconstructions. Alignment, or links between constructions in a network are created based
on similarity. Partial alignment is possible. The early development and contextual
expansion of DE2 follows the trajectory of established networks of modifiers and
nominalizers (§3.4.3-4). The conventionalization of the predicative functions of DE3 is
affected by its incorporation into the network of particles marking primary and modifying
predication (§3.5). The later-developing attributive functions of DE3, for instance, are
made possible by a partial alignment with a modifier in modifier-head construction. The
creation of a general [V DE1]topic [Pred]comment schema is partly motivated by its similarity
to the topic-comment structure marked by DE2 (§7.2.6, §7.3).
Finally, constructionalization is essentially the gradual creation of a new formmeaning pairing. Form and meaning are thus equally important in the study of change.
This is especially significant in the histories of the DE-constructions, and the creation of
DE

as a general schema with various sub-constructions. Though the individual DE-

constructions developed varying degrees of semantic, functional, and structural overlaps,
the constructions may have followed different paths had it not been for the increasing
phonetic similarity of the three markers that pulled the three DE constructions together
and created a general schema. Formal similarity—not only structural, but also actual
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phonetic similarity—is often overlooked as a motivating factor in constructional change.
The establishment of DE-constructions as a general schema is gradual. Originally separate
constructions develop varying degrees of semantic and structural overlaps, and via the
gradual process of sound change, may compete as (increasingly) homophonic
constructions with similar structures and functions, and at the final stage, become
connected sub-constructions in a network.
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APPENDIX
Electronic Corpus for Contemporary Chinese:
•

Zhōngyāng Yánjiùyuàn Pínghéng Yǔliàokù [Academia
Sininca Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Chinese, Taiwan]
http://app.sinica.edu.tw/kiwi/mkiwi/

Electronic Corpora for Historical Chinese Texts:
•

CBETA
Zhōnghuá Diànzǐ Fuó Diǎn Xiéhui [Chinese Buddhist Electronic Text Association]
http://www.cbeta.org/

•

CTEXT
Zhōngguó Zhéxue Diànzǐshū Jìhuà [Chinese Text Project]
http://ctext.org/zh

•

HANCHI!
!
Zhōngyāng Yánjiùyuàn Hánjí Diànzǐ Wénxiàn [Electronic Corpora of Historical
Chinese Texts, Academia Sinica, Taiwan]
(http://hanji.sinica.edu.tw/) (http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw/ihp/hanji.htm)

Printed, Annotated and Edited Texts:
!

Dai, Hongsen. 1985. (ed.) Jīn Píng Méi Cí Huà.[The Plum in the Golden Vase.]
(Written by Lanling Xiaoxiao Sheng, circ. 17th c.)!Beijing:!Rénmín Wénxué
Chūbǎnshè.
1985

!

Fang, Dongshu. 1989. Zhaō Mèi Zhān Yén Xù Lù [Sequel to Critique of Poetry], Yí
Wèi Xuān Quán Jí [Complete Collection of Fang Dongshu 25], chóng kān
běn [reprint].
( )
25
1889

!

Liu, Jian and Shaoyu Jiang. (eds.) 1992. Jìndài Hànyǔ Yǔfǎ Zīliào Huìbiān: Dòngdài
Juàn [Selected Materials for the Study of Modern Chinese Grammar: Song Dynasty].
Beijing: Shāngwù Yìnshūguǎn.

!
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1992
!

Liu, Jian and Shaoyu Jiang. (eds.) 1995. Jìndài Hànyǔ Yǔfǎ Zīliào Huìbiān: Yuán
Míng Juàn [Selected Materials for the Study of Modern Chinese Grammar: Yuan and
Ming Dynasties]. Beijing: Shāngwù Yìnshūguǎn.
1995

•

Pan, Zhonggui. (ed.) 1994. Dūnhuáng Biànwén Jí Xīn Shū [Collection of Bianwen
from Dunhuang: New Version]. Taipei: Wénjīn Chūbǎnshè.
1994

!

Wang, Liqi. (ed.) 1991. Shǔihǔ Quán Zhuàn. [Water Margin.] (Written by Shi Nai-an
and Luo Guan-zhong, circ. 16th c.). Taipei: Guàn Yǎ Wénhuà.
1991

!

Zhang, Mei-lan. (ed.) 2009. Zǔtángjí Jiào Zhù. [Zutangji with Annotation]. Beijing:
Shāngwù Yìnshūguǎn.
2009

!

Chung, Kwang. (ed.) 2002. Yuán Běn Lǎo Qǐ Dà [Original Version of Lao Qi Da].
Beijing: Wàiyǔ Jiāoxué Yǔ Yánjiù Chūbǎnshè.
2002

List of Texts (Alphabetically):
!
!
!
!
•
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Cheng Shi Yi Shu
(11th c.) - in J. Liu and S. Jiang (eds.) (1992), 27-47.
Cuo Li Shen (Huan Men Zi Di Cuo Li Shen)
(14th c.) – in
Yong Le Da Dian Xi Wen, from HANCHI
Hong Lou Meng
(18th c.) - CTEXT http://ctext.org/hongloumeng/zh
Jin Ping Mei
(17th c.) - H. Dai (ed.) (1985)
Jing De Chuan Deng Lu
(1004) - CBETA
http://www.cbeta.org/result/T51/T51n2076.htm
Lao Qi Da (original version) (13th-14th c.)
– Chung (ed.) (2002).
nd
Li Ji , Annotation by Zheng Xuan (2 c.) –
-HANCHI
Liu Zhi Yuan
– in J. Liu and S. Jiang (eds.) (1992), 340-380.
th
Lun Yu (
) (5 c. B.C.) - HANCHI
Quan Tang Shi
(7th -9th c.) - CTEXT http://ctext.org/quantangshi/zh
Quan Yuan Qu
(13th-14th c. ) - CTEXT
http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&res=311428
Ru Tang Qiu Fa Xun Li Xing Ji
(9th c.) -HANCHI
San Chao Bei Meng Hui Bian
(1194) – CTEXT
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
•
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&res=363390
Sha Gou Quan Fu (13th -14th c.) Sha Gou Quan Fu
(13th -14th c.)
– in J. Liu and S. Jiang (eds.) (1995), 181-202.
Shi Ji
(100 BC) - HANCHI
Shi Jing
(8th -10th c. BC) - HANCHI
Shi Shuo Xin Yu
(425) – CTEXT: http://ctext.org/shi-shuo-xin-yu/zh
th
Shui Hu Zhuan
(16 c.) – L. Wang (ed.) (1991)
th
Sun Zi
(6 c. B.C.) – CTEXT: http://ctext.org/art-of-war/zh
Tao Hua Shan
(17th c.) –HANCHI
Wu Dai Shi Ping Hua
(13th c.) – HANCHI
Wu Deng Hui Yuan
(1252) - CBETA
http://www.cbeta.org/result/X80/X80n1565.htm
Xing Shi Yin Yuan
(17th c.) – HANCHI
Xun Shi Ping Hua
(15th c.) – HANCHI
Xuan He Yi Shi
(13th c.) – HANCHI
Yang Shi Nu Sha Gou Quan Fu (13th -14th c.)
- in Quan Yuan Qu
th
Yong Le Da Dian Xi Wen
(14 c.) - HANCHI
Za Ju (Yuan Kan Za Ju San Shi Zhong)
(13th-14th c.) -HANCHI
Zhao Mei Zhan Yan Xu Lu
(
) (1889) by Fang Dongshu
Zhu Zi Yu Lei
(1270) - HANCHI
Zhuang Zi
(300 BC) - HANCHI
Zu Tang Ji
(952) - M. Zhang (ed.) (2009)
Zuo Zhuan
(475 B.C.) -HANCHI
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